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IMPROVEMENTS IN'FEIlERAL COURT ' , r ' " 

()REPORTING PROq!EDURES 
--"~.,....-,.-I 

i! " 
FRIDAY, JUNE 26/: 1981 

I' D ,,' 

Q, U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMM1;TTEE ON COURTS, 
COMMITTj~E ON THE JUDICIARY, 

II 'TJ'T h· ' 't n c 
' I, fYas lng on, .. 

The subcorrpilittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:30 E.m., 'in room 
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, S/~natorBob Dole (chairman 
of the subcommittee) presiding. ,': 

Staff present: Richard"V-elde, chief cOllnsel; Virginia A. Goddard, 
counsel; Arthur Briskman, minority counsel; Linda E. White, chief 
clerk; Linden Kettlewell, counsel, Subcommittee on Regulatory 
lleform; Robert Feidler, minority counsel, Subcommittee on the 
Constitution; and Lynd~ Nersesian, counsel, Subcommittee on Agency Administration.'~ 0 ' 

o ~. ~ 

OPENING STATEMENT OFC~AIR:MAN ROBERT DOLE 
Se.hato}.' DOLE. The hearing,::will come to order. " 
Let me first welcome thosi appearing here today for this hear

ing. 'rhere are not too many Senators around today because we 
were in session until about midnight and I guess some went back"" to their States today. , ' 
W~ have con:vened this hearihg to 1;lear test~mony on the subject 

of-court reporting. "We are pleased to welcohle a distinguished 
array of witnesses representing the ,many persons who participate 
in the administration and performance of this element of the judicial process. 

The Federal Court Reporters Act was originally passed in 1944. 
This statute, with some amendments, is still in force today govern
ing the court reporting function ift the Federal courts. Today is the 
first time in the 37 years sin~e this statute was ,~nacted that 
oversight hearings have been held to examine how well it has 
served our court system and its litigants. 

Court reporting is a term we have chosen to apply to a function 
which is vitally important to our judicial prgcess,even' though it is 
one of the less visible and seldom contemplated components of that 
process. Court reporting, as we are using the term. here, is not only 
performed in the traditional courtroom setting, out it is also ap
plied to the reporting o£, other judicial and 0 quasi'::judicJial proceed
ings including administrative hearings, depositions, hearings 0 on 
criminal pleas, arraignmants,sentencing, and congressional hearings such as this. 

The subcommittee isveryjnterested in investigating:J areas in 
which it may be possible to implement improvements in our judi-
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cial process and make the judicial machinery more efficient and 
responsive to the needs of those who must t~se our courts. For this 
reason, we have undertaken this project to examine the court 
reporting process. 

A number of people have expressed concern that the" subcommit
tee has scheduled this hearing for the purpose of hearhig testimony 
which will justify a predetermined course of action. I would like to 
take this opportunity to emphasize that this hearing :nas been 
arranged solely for the purpose of eliciting all the facts which are 
relevant to a proper and comprehensive considei.>ation of the court 
reporting function as it now exists. C 

If there are any conclusions to be drawn or any course of action 
to be undertaken to improve this function, this will occur as a 
result of the testimony which will be heard today and any further 
information or further testimony which may be submitted for in
sertion into the record or received in any future hearings. 

The function of reporting judicial proceedings is actu~lly com
prised of two separate operations. The first is a recol'ding of what 
takes place in the courtroom, hearing, deposition, and so forth. The 
second is a transcription of the record which is taken. 

The first operation, the recording, is always necess-&~'iy. The 
second operation, the transcription of the record, is necessary only 
in certain cases, such as when the original recording is in a form 
which cannot be understood by nonreporters and is required by the 
judge, litigants, or attorneys for the purpose of preparing an appeal 
or using prior recorded testimony during the course of a trial. 

Because these are, two distinct phases of the court reporting 
operation, we mUEit be careful to address them separately. We must 
remember when examining the current system that we can modify 
the recording operation without modifying the transcription oper
ation and vice versa. However, we must carefully analyze how any 
proposed improvement willa.ffect the entire system. 

The objective of the recording operation should be to provide for 
the accurate recording of all proceedings required by law, rule, or 
policy at the lowest reasonable cost and without delaying or inter
rupting the proceeding. 

The objective of the transcription operation should be to assure 
the production of an accurate transcript or reproduction of the 
record, if one is required, within the shortest feasible time limits 
and at the lowest reasonable cost. 

Our inquiry today will focus primarily on how the court report
ing function is performed in the "Federal judicial system. We will 
attempt to determine what, if anything, may be done!~10 improve 
court reporting in Federal courts, either by an improvement in the 
administration and management of court reporters, by the use of 
state-of-the-art technology, or by a combination of both. 

On behalf of the committee, we are pleased that you are here. 
Our first panel will have three witnesses: Edward, Garabedian, 
Assistant DirectQi', Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Wash
ington, D.C.; wlnl~m :C\p.derson, Director, General Government Di
visi<;m, U.S.~eif~t~~·{~qCounting <?ffic~, Washin&ton, 1?C.;. and Hon. 
LeVIn H. CampPeJl~~.'J1.t'~ge, U.S. CIrcuIt Court, FIrst CIrcuIt, Boston, 
M ",' ·-:t\~ .. !. ~5 ~.-:c ass.' d''.'' " 
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I am not certain if the panel has some predetermined order but 
you mar proceed in any fashion you wish. We are under some time 
conspraInts and I assume you, are also. Therefore, if you can, sum-
marIze y~ur statements and proceed as you wish. , . .. '\ 

STATE:i\fENT OF JUDGE LEVIN H. CAMPBELL, U.S. CIRCUIT 
COURT, FIRST CIRCUIT, BOSTON, MASS. 

Judg~ CAMPBELL. Sen:ator Dole, ~ very much appreciate the op
portun~ty to be here. I}l~ve essentIally said what I have to say in 
my wrI~ten remarks. I wIll try to rl!-n through a couple of points 
very brIefly. Hopefully, I can dOl thIS' well under the 10 minutes 
that has been referred to. 
. I would like to begin by saying what you have already indicated 
In your remarks concerning the tremendous importance of court 
reporting. As judges, I think we often take for granted the fact that 
an accurate record is going to be kept. However it is obvious under 
our system of justice that it is very important'that we do have a 
record of what goes on in the trial court. Without such a record we 
would ?ot ~a~e the sy;stem we know today. ' 

I thInk It IS also Important to remember, as we criticize the 
system today a?d look at where it is falling down in one respect or 
another, that It takes somewhere in the nature of $20 million a 
ye!3-r from the Government's point of view to operate. This is cer
tamly not p~anut~ ~d I do not for a moment suggest that it is. 
However, neIther. IS It one of the gigantic Federal budgetary items. 

What I am trYIng tp say is that while I think it is important to 
make the system more efficient and cheaper if possible it would be 
pennywise and pound foolish if we were to go to a syst~m that was 
of lower quality or was less effective. > 

Having said 'tha'\~, I think my next point is that I do think most of 
our problems are based on the fact that the court reporter employ
ment is a bifurcated kind of job. A court reporter for the function 
o~ taking notes and reporting, is a Government e~ployee. He gets 
hIS .salary and he. or she comes to court. However, the C>Durt report
er ~s a.l:!o a bUSInessman when it comes to the production and 
sellIng of transcripts. 

,The court reporter is not a 9 to 5 Government employee who is 
sU!:>j.ect to easy su~ervision. He or she tends to be a kind of free 
~pIrIt at. mom~nts I~ t~a~ except for appearing in court when the 
Judge > beIn~ served IS sIttmg" the court reporter is going about his 
or her bUSIness. 

:rh~re is no direct supervision. No one knows from minute to 
,mInuo;g, ~our to ~our, or often from day to day precisely what the 
. reporter IS working on. The reporter is entitled to do a certain ',. 
,:.amo~nt 9f moonlighting. ~ rel?orte~ is pretty much responsible for 
.,,figurIng .out how much tIme IS gOIng to be devoted to transcript 

preparatIon. 
The result. of this has been a. great disparity in the productivity 

of reporters In the syst~m. I t!'llnk that this is where a good many 
of the prob~erp.s that wIll he discussed by Mr. Garabedian from the 
Court 4dmInIStrative Office and by Mr. Anderson from the GAO 
have arlsen. 

One of the worst problems we have now is responding to requests 
from overburdened courts that say they want more court reporters. 

-"'" 
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When I say we, I mean the committee of the Judicial Conference 
which I work on, along with the Admin.istrative Office. It is very 
hard to know whethev the problem lies in the fact that court 
reporters are not being fully utilized by a particular court or 
whether the problem is that they genuinely do need further assist
ance. 

What are the courts doing about this? I am at somewhat of a 
disadvantage when it comes to making any concrete recommenda
tions because the subcommittee that I chair has just fmished meet
ing for several days. A good part of the time was devoted to 
discussing this very problem and listeuing to the p~ople from the 
MO. , 

Our parent committee of judges is going to be talking at some 
length about court reporters in late July, and the Judicial Confer
ence, at its meeting in September, will doubtlessly be considering 
the problem at that time. It would be prematul'e for me to speak 
for the judiciary on any solutions. " , 

I can say that the matter is in the process of being considered at 
the moment. There will be some recommendations coming out, I 
am sure, from the Judicial Conference as to how to deal with some 
of these problems, but that process of getting the judges together 
from the various parts of 'the country has not yet completely been 
achieved. 

The final thing I want to say is that it seems to me fairly clear 
there are about four. ways that one can deal with the problem. One 
is to keep the system as it now is with the reporters as Govern
ment employees and also, to some extent, private businessmen, but 
I would think at a minimum perhaps tightening up some of the 
controls in the administrative practices. 

This should cure the worst abuses, but whether it will really 
solve the problem, it seems to me, is an open question because it is 
very difficult for any centralized system iI! Washington to regulate 
reporters around the country. Judges ar6.~.lbusy trying cases. They 
are not going to be following their court reporter around to find 
out what he is doing every day. However, there coul~ be additional 
. administration imposed which would improve the situation. 

A second alternative would be to hire court reporters as full-time 
Government .employees. This \ would put the Government in, th,e 
business 9f transcript production. You might also have to end up 
putting note readers and transcribers of varioUB types on the Fed
eral payroll. Therefore, we would be going in the direction.. of 
developing a large:t Government bureaucracy, but probably there 
would be better control. Different people might have different 
views about whether overall this would be less' expensive and a 
more desirable route. . 

The third possibility is to change the statute that we now have so 
as to perlnit electronic sound recording to be used at least 'on an 
experimental basis in the district courts to see how well this 
system works. At the moment, we cannot even experiment with it 
in the district courts under the present statute. That is, you cannot 
produce an official transcript using ele,ctropic sound recording ex
clusively without the ,court reporter bejng involved at "sqme stage. 
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Finally, I supP.ose the Congress could simply say, "We do not 
want ~ny ,fOor~ hve court .reporters. We. will go entirely to sound 
recordIng. ThIS would ObVIously be a major \.~"?tep. 

It seems .to me those are essentially the alt~'rnatives. 
Let me Just conclude by saying the obvious question would be 

why d? we have any of these problems? Why is the system not 
operatIng perfectly? ' 

I think one of the answers is it is a hard system to manage given 
th~ nature of the court reporter as a Government employee and a 
prlvate entrepreneur. 

Second, ~ suppose one of the benefits of the system to date has 
been that It has not been a managed system. That is the court 
reporters have pretty well done their jops and it ha~ not been 
necessary to have., a layer of bureaucracy looking over their shoul-
ders. 'i , 

. The problem is tp,at it has depended pretty much on the initia
tIve ~nd self-reportIng of the reporters, many of whom do an excel
lent J.ob, som~ of who:rp, have not done what they should do. 
. ThIrd, I thInk the slack in the judicial system has been taken up 
IP. the last 5 or 10 year~,. The increasing volume caseload of the 
courts means that more is expected of reporters. There is' less 
leew.ay and less slack there for the less efficient reporters and less 
efficlE~nt methods of management. 

I WIll conclude simply by saying the Judicial Conference commit
tees that are ~oncerned with. this .,are deeply interested- in the 
pro~lem .. We very much appreCIate the interest of your subcommit
tee ~n thIS matter, We. will certainly endeavor to . help and cooper
ate In every way possIble to try to do whatever might need to be 
done to make thIS a better system. . 

Senator I!OLE. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Judge CampbeH follows:] 

'" 

" , 
: 
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PREPARE[) STATEMENT OF JUDGE lEvIN H, CAMPBELL 

Gentlemen: 

I am the chaipnan of a court subcornmi ttee[1 
• II which is dix.'ectly concerned wi th support~ng personn~~L 

, il 
• • 'I 

I am happy to appear on the subject of court ,~eportj,'~ng, 

although the" thoughts brought to you tocfay are my own 

and mayor may not r~present the formal policymaking 

organ of the courts, the Judicial Conference. 

Court reporting is a matter the jUdiciary 

takes very seriously beocaus~ ~the keeping of ~n accurate 

record of what occurs in a courtroom is absolutely 

essential i.n our system of justice.~ Without a record, 

the parties would be at the mercy of any, arbitrary or 

illegal procedures that ~ight occur. Litigants would 
Q 

be without access to meaningful appellate review. We 
Jl D \) 

are, ther~lore, very inter~sted in seeing that the 

courts have the best and most efficientsyst,em available 

for recording and transcribing the record. This 
"'. 

means keeping abreast of technological improvements 

and restructuring our system to 'whatever extent , 
'. 

necessary to overcome deficiencies. 

To understand this system, you must realize, 

of course, that many cases are not appealed and no . 

transcript is, therefore, ever ordered. The reporter 

must nonetheless attend t~he proceedings and makes 
';'-' 

notes, which are thereafter available for trQJlscription 

if required. For this he or she receives a federal 
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salary; but for transcript production ,and sale he or 

she is a privat~ businessman. 

This bifurcated nature of reporter employment 

has contributed to certain problems which I shall 

mention in a moment -- and which others at this 

hearing, from the Adrninis·trat,ive Office of the united 
.1. 1,1 

States Courts and Genera,l Acqounting Office,' will 

speak to in much greater detail. It· is important 

that we understand and seek to resolve these problems. 

At the same time we should bear in mind that the 

present system has had virtues as well as defects. 

At a t~me when a tide of litigation has engulfed all 

courts, transcripts have nonetheless continued to be 

produced -- by and large on time. Moreover,~bause 

court reporters produce the transcripts as private 

entrepreneurs and deal directly with "those who wish 

to order transcripts, the government has been spared 
" 

from serving as a middleman in the business of 

producing and selling transcripts, and consequently' 

has not had to hire and maintain vast numbers of 
~ " ) , 

notereaders and typing personnel for that purpqse. 

Some may also argue that thecfinancial incentives 

inherent in the.present system encc;>urage repbrters to 

accomplish more than would be the II case were they 

full-time government employees. 

As is so often "true, however,the very 

virtues of th,e present system give rise to its vices. 

Because reporters are private businessmen, some tend 

to be individualistic, undusciplined and even greedy. 
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Thus efforts to cause reporters of multi-judge courts 

. ff t have often been less than t~ pool the~r e or s 

successful. Yet virtually everyone agrees, a~d it is 

the policy of the Judicial Conferenc~ tha~ pooling is 

a "must" if the courts are to be well served. Reporters, 

, real a' dministrati ve "bosses." moreover'r report to no 

The judges for whom they wo~k are, in some sense, 

their. bosses, but a j~dge seldom has the time to 

W~th the reporters' daily activities familiarize himse,lf ... , ... 
in meaningful detail. Thus when problems arise,-

whether the problems are e~cessive tranecript charges 

or delay~ in transcript" production -- there is no 
:, 

supervisor to put his 'finger on whathas'gone wrong. 

As both the Administrative Offige and thevGeneral 

Accounting Officeohave documented, some report~rs 

have been ;egula~IY ignoring ~he Judicial Conference's 

established transcript ratest some reporters have 

also been juggiing their work so as to maximize 

personal outside earnings while minimizing the duties 

they'owe to the court. Thus appeals have been held 

up because of delaysein pr04ucing transcripts, and 
,',1 

courts have sought permissi~bn 1;;0 hire additional 

"swing" or "contract ", reporters to do work w~ich 

regular reporters could and should do. ~J:':,~z~~!"" add 

thit determining when the enga~ing of additional 

" b real headache reporte§;,sis justifiable has, ecome a 

for both judges and the Adn\inistrqi~iv~ Office,. It is, 

dif£iculi:- toapp y..... , I produc~~IJ,vity yardsticks ,to individuals 

who are es,sentially their o~n bosses; and who sometimes 
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do ~ot divulge complete information as to their 

activities. 

The proElems just mentioned indicate some 

need for system-wide improvements. The subcommittee 

of which I am now chairman has been aware of this, 

and has been struggling to come up w~th answers. At 

the request of our subcommittee and our parent Committee 

"on Court Administration, the Administrative Office 

has recently launched a full scale survey and evaluation 

of the present system. Mr. Garabedian and Mr. Jack 

Leeth, of the Administrative Office, who are with me 

today, have been devoting a large part of their time 

to this project. Several weeks ,ago, the subcommittee 

I chair met, heard a report from representatives of 

the GAO, and devoted considerable time to discussion 

of court reporting issues. There will be further 
I) 

consideration of these matters by our parent committee 
.Y 

at its July meeting. It seems likely that the Judicial 

Conference'may wish to consider some of these issues 

at its fall meeti;t;lg.I "cannot predict at this preliminary 
:, 

stage what th~ views of thetonference will be, and 

Wh'i:lt measures it may wish tOil adopt, but I can say 

that court reporting is very much under ,study by the 

appropriate committees of the judiciary 'and by the 

Administrative Office. By the time the JUdicial 

Conference has met in early fall , sqme'~Sp:~Cific 

policies and actions '"should be clarified. \,y 
As c.hairman of a Conference ~ubcomnli ttee I 

~'> ~~:t 

it would be premil'f;ure for me to make recommendations 
'. 
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before the Conference has" had a chance to review 

them. I can, however, make several observations. 

First, it is clear that there are abuses and weaknesses 

in the present system. Surv'eys by the Administrative 
(;: 

Office confirm m~nyof ~le GAO's findings in this 

:::::~t and halJvered some additional problem 
Second, the existence of these problems 

indicates a need for corrective measures. Here, I 

think, there is room for different views, but, at the 

risk of oversimplifying, let me ~riggest that ~here 

are, essentially, fourdirection~ which reform efforts 

can take: 

(1) ,Maintain the present bifurcated¥'ystem 

(in which reporters are salaried employees and independent 

businessmen), but exercise better control and better 

court reporter utilization. To do €his it will be 0 

necessary to beef up the present administrative set

up. There is now no administrator in each court with 

authorit¥ to look over th~ reporters' shoulders. Yet 

the judges themselves plainly do not have the time 

closely to monitor reporter utilization, charges to 

litigants, etc. Supervisory or managerial posi£lons 

would have to be created, rules; tightened, and pooling 

arrangements required. 

(2) Effect a major statutory change, 

providing that court reporters shall become permanent 

full-time government emploYees without the r~ght to 

sell transcripts; and transfer the function of selling 
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transcripts to the clerk's office of the court. 

Whether such a move, requiring as it would government 

invo~vement' in. the production of transcripts and 

their ~ale, would be more economical and more efficient 

is a matter to be considered. As I pave pointed out, 

the present system allows the government to stay out 

of the details of selling transcripts. 

(3) Tryout electronic recording on a 

voluntary pilot basis in a few of the dist~ict courts 

to se€' how well ,,~t serves the needs of those district 

courts. If accurate transcripts, wi~hin acceptable 

delivery limits, and costs competitive with the 

present system, can be produced from high fidelity 

electronic ,recc:>rdings, without the problems involved 

in the present system, the process could be expanded 

to other courts over a period of time. However, this 

cannot be do:qe in distri~t courts even Ii on a sIJlall 

scale without a change iB- the present statute. E'V'~n 

now the Administrative Office is in the process of 

installing sophisticated electronic sound systems in 
{~~~ " 

, ~ome ban!<truptcy courts. These courts, however, do 

not directly reflect 'all t1;le problems th~t would 

exist in the district court were such a system employeq.. 

Therefore a meaningful comparison cannot be achieved 
II 

except by statutory ch~nge. 

(4) Immed~ately adopt technology which 

would remove live reporters from all. courtrooms, as ;:, 

GAD has suggested, ~ithout proof that the technology 
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can fully meet" the needs of the fe('leral cpurts and 

theirolitigants. 

These it seems to me are the four general 

directions now available. Of course, all are not 

mutually excl~sive. ,The courts could, for example, 

continue with the present live reporting system, 

either as outlined in (1) or (2), while experimenting' 

with (3). 
- , 

Let me mention one more'matter. CAT--

computer-aided transcription_-~ is" ~ recent mechanical 

marvel which enables a court reportl~r' s notes to. be " 
.1 

transcribed more or less automatically. The Administrative 

Office, with the aid of the Judic;i.al Center, has been 

looking carefully into this. Over 50 federal reporters 

now use CAT. It appears.that C.AT can assist the ,more 

competent reporters become more productive. On the a 

other hand, it require~ sophisticated handling and is 

not a panacea. If it is decided to re'l:ain live 

reporters, CAT may playa useful role in speeding 

, production but will not,' as matters presently stand~ 
.:; 

so revSllutionizE5 court reporting" as to, eliminate the 

need fdir choosing which of the four abpve-,stated 

, """pa ths t.O follow ~ 

I thank Sou for the opport1:lnity to appear 
\~, 

before your and assure you, onl)ehalf o,f the courts, 
t.<:o 

that we wish to cooperate with this committee in n 

every way possible to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of court reporting in the federal 

courts. 
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Senato,;y DOLE. Mr. Anderson,wQuld you like to summarize your 
staternent in about 5 minutes? ',' 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, DIRECTOR,~ GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT DIV~SION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

, Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Ch~drman. 
I have an abbreviated statement that I vv"ould like to read. 
Although the Federal judiciary is satisfied that court proceedings 

are being, recorded properly and transcripts are being prepared
accurately'by ib~court 'reporters, we, found that many court report
ers were engaged '-in questionable activities. This is based on an 
examination of seven district courtsselect~d to give geographical 
coverage as well as a variety of court workloads .. 

Specifically~ we found that some, and I emphasize some, report
ers were engaging in a general pattern of overcharging litigants for 
transcripts, operating private businesses out of space provided by 
Federal courts, using substitutes rather than personally providing 
the services for which they were hired, receiving about the same 
salary for significantly varying workloads, and not serving all the" 
recording needs" of the" district courts~ ~ 
. While these problems could be solved by iInproved management 
'of court reporter" aetivities,'we believe consideration should be 
given to. a proven alternative, the electronic recording of court 
proceedings. Such' a change would not only result in substantial 
saVings bl,ltwould also provide a better record of courtroom;Iito-
ceedings'

L 
' 

- ,COURT REPORTERS~ARE NOT ~EQUATELY MANAGED , 

Concerlling the management problems, tHe, Court ,Reporters Act 
requires eaqh district ~ court to sl1,pervi§~ the activities of its report
ers,. including th~ir,.~ealings with parties requesting transcripts. 

., However, reporters are not being adequately supervised and judi
cial policies governmg court reporter activities are not being fol-
lowed. " 0 ~ , 

"! The typical practice of district courts is to assign a z:eporter to 
each active judge' and to rely on.the judge to supervise the report
~r's activities. TIlls practice enables each judge. to have his or her 
court proceedings recorded, but does not assur& tha,ttHe reporter's 
other activities are properly supervisedand'monitQred. As a rel;lult~ 
weidentified th(~;lfollowing probl\3rls,,,in the seven districts we re-
viewed. ~.' . '. 

OVERCHA~GmG OF LITIGAl'{TS ' ' 
'J 

, We- ..found that 42 of tQ,e 51 court reporters, whose records we 
e:x:amined were overcharging litigants' for transcripts in violation of 

"Judicial, -Qonference policies.' For ~xample, ',28 reporters in six dis
tricts" charged litigants per page rates exceeding, approved maxi.;o 

. mums. Twenty'reporters in fOllr' districts charged litigants unau
thorized postage, binding, and delivery fees up to $100 per tran-
script. - " 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF 11ILLIAN J, ANDERSON 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee we appreciate the 

opportunity to testify be'fore you today on our review o.f the 

Federal Judiciary's court reporting system. Although we l').ave not 

finalized our.report, we have completed the fieldwork which gives 

us the opportunity t; discuss the problems we found and the 

actions needed to correct them. 
~D 

Although the Federal Judiciary is satisfied that court pro-

ceedings are being recorded .r;>roperly and transcripts are being 

prepared accurately by its court reporters" the activities of 

court reporters are being carried out in a questionable fashion 

in many cases. We'c~1oted that Federal court reporters are 

( 1) ,engaging in a general pattern of overcharging litigants 
for transcripts; 

(2) operating private businesses out of space provided 
by Federal courts; 

(3) using substitutes rather than personally providing 
the services for. which they were hired; and 

(4) receiving about the same salary for significantly 
varying workloads ahd <;l.re not required to serve 
all the recording needs of the district cou.rts. 

Whil.e these problems could' be solved by imp};"oved management 
., 

of qourt reporter activities, we believe consideration should be 

gJ.' ven to a It t' 1 t l'\, " proven a erna J. ve--e ec :t'onl..c recordJ.ng. Such a 

c~ange would not only result in substantial savings, but would 

also provide a better record of courtroom proceedings. 

The Court Reporters Act requires that a court reporter at-.. 
-i, 

tend each court session, record the testimony, and certify the 

°i!=ficial court records. In 1980 there were 575 Federal court 

reporters who received annual salaries and benefits totaling 

o about $16 million. These reporters have unique employment 

status. Although they receive Fl~cter;fil health and'l.l,fe insurance 

and retirement credits, they are not·considered full-time Fed-
" 
eral employees and are not entitled to annual and sick leave 

benefits. Th~. Court Reporters A.ct provides official reporters 
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a salary 1.1 to record official' court proceedings and allows them 

to sell a~~ retain the fees collected from selling the tran

scripts they prepare. The preparation and sale ofuofficial court 

transcripts are viewed as private busipess activities. Ad-so, 

'" court reporters are usually all'owed to engage in other r~porting 

activities unrelated to their official transcrip~ worksas long as 
o 

they are not needed to record official court p:t'oceedings. 

To develop our findings and conclu'sions, we discussed court 

reporting procedures with judges J attorneys, court reporters and 

others~ r~viewed the activities of 51 of the III reporter9 in 

seven federal district courts; reviewed Administrative Office of 

the 'U.S. Courts audit reports and statistical information which 

covered activities of court reporters~ and evaluated the feasi

pility and use of electronic recording systemsoin Federal and 

non-Federal court settings. 

Our findings fallr> into two categories: 

--management of reporters' official activities and 
oversight of private reporting activitiest and 

"::-methods used to record court proceedings. 

COURT REPORTERS ARE~ 
ADEQUATELY MANAGED o ' 

The Court Reporters Act requires each district court to '. 

superviae· the acti vi ties of its repqrters and Judicial confe~~ 
(J 

policy" states that the reporters are to serve the reporting needs 

of the entire court. oaowever, these ~rovisions andovarious 
W \I 

Judicial policies and guidelines g~verhing court reporters' ac-

tivities ar~ not ~eing f~ll~wed. 
o 

The typical practice of district courts is to assign a re

porter to each, active judge and rely on the judge to supervise o 

thedreporter's activities. This pracit'ice en9bles each judge to 

have hiS/her court procee'ainc;:F'; 'te.C;f?rded but 'does q:?t assure that
v 

l/Court reporters receive salaries rangxng from $28,741 to 
$31,615 depending on longevity and proficiencY" for their a t
tendance in court or in chambF.lrs f.or the purpose of taldng 
notes of proceedings. 
" () 0 0 
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t~e reporter's other activities are properly supervised and moni

tored. Most jUdges simply do not have the time to keep track of 

~heir reporters' activities and, in fact, prqbably should not 

take the time "10 do so. As a result, spurt. reporters manage them

sel,ves, often for their own best interest, to the detriment of 

lit..igants, the courts and the public. Specificaliy, we found 

thai: some court reporters have' I.> 

--devised ways to overchar~ litigants for transcripts, 
includS,ng violations of maximum transcript rates set 
by the Judicial ConferenC€i'~ 

--engaged in activities Which conflicted with Federal 
employment, including operating .businesses out of 
Federal courthouses and profiting by using substi~ 
tutes to do their officia,l court work ~ and 

--been poorly utilized, resulting'ii~ transcript back
logs, inequitable compensation and contracting for 
reporting services when official'reporters'were 
available. 

Litigants Were Char2ed Excessive and 
~horized Fees for: Transcripts 

~tn accordance with the Court Reporters Act., .the Judicial 

Conference has established maximum per page rates \.,hicn a reporter 

can clharge litigants for transcripts. Reporters are required to 

comply with these rates, and charges of any other kind or which 

exceed these rates are Unauthorized. In addition, the Judic.i.al 

" ConfeI~ence has set 'forth transcript format standards which re-

porters must comply with in prep~ring transcripts. This format 

is important to assure that litigants get full pages for the 
rates paid. 

Contrary to specific provisions of the Court Reporters Act, 

none at the seven district courts 'we reviewed supervised or mon.i.

toreq the rates their reporters charged for transcripts. This 

lack of'sup,lirvision and monitoring ha,s enableq reporters to cha~~e 
ulitigants excessive and unaut.horized fe~s for transcripts. 

elf the 51 court reporters we selected in the sev~p district 

courts, 42 had engaged in some for~of ~,overcharging. Specifica~~y, 
r9 

"'!'-twenty-eight,,reporters i"n''Six districts Fharged liti
gants per page rates th~t exceeded the maximum ap-
proved b¥ the JUdici~l Conference; 
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--sixtee~ reporters in thr~e,di.tricts,·in addition to 
per page fees, charged l~t~~ants for payments the 
reporters nad made to subst~tute reporters who had, 
helped them1 

--twenty reporters in four qi~tr~cts charged litigants 
for unauthorized postage, b~nd~ng, and delivery fees 
up to $100 per transqript: 'and' .' 

--fifteen reporters in flve districts charged litiganl:.s 
for transcript pages which had formats that did not 
comply with Judicial Conference policy, resulting in 
II short pages. II 

Act also requires reporters to provide The Court Reporters - ~ 

d l ' dge who requests one, and (2) a transcript to any Fe e!:'a JU . 

a copy of all transcripts tO,the c~erk of the court whenever a 

transcript is prepared. The Administrative Office's GenEJral 

, t' that "',reporters' salaries compencounsel has taken the pos~ ~on 

sate them for these transcript copies and that r~porters should 

.. f th Contrary to t11is position, we not charge litigants or em. 

found that in five of the seven districts visited 23 rep9rters 

" t for cop; es of transcripts provided to a had charged l~t~gan s • 

judge or clerk of the court. 

For some time the Judiciary has been aware of the overcharging 
O[ 

of litigants, but has no~ acted to fully correct the situation. 

For example, the Administrative Office reported that, in 51 dis

trict courts it evaluated fro~+'976 through early 1981, overcharg-
(, 

ing for transcripts occurred. 

We interviewed 30 of 86 active judges in the seven di~tricts 

visited and found that none h:d actively supervised or arrlriged 

for the supervision of reporters or knew how th~ reporters 

dEllal t with and charged litigants,' for transcripts. All 30 judges 

believed their reporters hadbeJn treatitl'g litigants fairly be-

cause litigants rarely, if ,ever, co~laiFedabout the rates 

charged for transcripts. 
Cl 

Court Reporters Engaged in 
Activities Which Conflicted 
With Federal Employment 

The l,ack of supervision and monitorihg of reporters has en-

abled them to 
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--subsidize their private reporting activities by oper
ating businesses in Federal courthouses1 and 

--profit at the Government's expense by hiring substi
, tutes to dothei'r work while they did other things" 

including,engaging in pr,ivate business activities',; 
'I" 0 

BUsiness'as in Federal 'courthouses 

Reporters in five '\'of the seven districts rev.iewed were con

duqting prj,vate reporting business" act;ivities in Federal court

houses. The Federal Gcy~rnment is subs'idizing these businesses 

by providing reporters rent-free space. For example: 
.\ 

(.', 

C 

-..,.In one di~'trict, all nine of the reporters Whose 
activities we reviewed were conducting private bus
iness activities from the courthouse. One reporter 
had 16qa,ted inc the ,courtllouse an office manager and 
six other,full-,time office peri:;oimel who supported '" /" " 

. 'his private reporting activities. 'l;'his reporter 
had 700. square feet of courthouse space (current 
standard is 250). Another report,er operated a 
private reporting' firI(l~that ha,R:tfive'employees and 
occupied 1,150 square feet of Federal courthouse 
space. 

--In ano'bher district .31: court reporters are incor
porateq and operate an extensive pri~~te reporting 

"; business from 'Feqera:L couJ;:thouse space!. In addition 
"I) to these reporters, t(his firm has 38 employees, ' 

all of whom occupied "courthouse space. This,~business 
had gross i:dcome of a~bout $901,000 in 1979 and 

,,~,$722/000 in 1980 frol].t its pr:ivate business. 'This firm. 
had no othifr location from whichi t con.ducted business. 

.... .... 1n the three other district courts, reporters were 
alao conducting private business activities ,in Federal 
courthouses. 

Use of Substitutes 

Many reporters are profiting by h:1.ring SUbstitutes to do 
,) 

their official work. Reporter s prof{t becaus e (I) they pay 

substituteS less than their Federal salaries and/or (2) th~y 

are free to engage"t:n private re1?orting activities not re .... 

la~~d to their official duties. The use o~ substitutes in this 

fashion is inconsistent with (1) reporters' Federal empll?yment 

stat:us because they continue to receive full'salary and other 
:; 

benefits, incluQing retirement credits, without providing a per-" 

sOnal service to the court, and (2) certain requiremen,ts of the 
'~ 

Court Rec~:~ers Act. 

(, 
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Recognizing this problem,_: the Judicial Conference in March 

1980 adopted a policy discouraging the use of substitute court 

reporters and limiting their use to assisting in meeting recording 

and t,ranscription deadlines, absences due to illne5 s, vacations, 

and other similar circumstances beyond the control of court 

reporters. However, many reporters were still using substitutes 

at the time of our fieldwork and only one of the seven district 

courts reviewed had establi~hed a policy limiting the use of sub-

stitutes. This district, however, was not following its policy. 

Two examples of the extensive use of sUbstitutes are: 

--A reporter in one district, who operated a private 
reporting firm and sp~nds little time in the court
room, used substitutes 95 percent of the time and 
personally ~ecorded only 31 of 601 hours of pro
ceedings recorded during 1979 .,In 1980 the reporter 
used sUbstitutes 86 percent of the time and per
sonally recorded only 82 of the 600 hours recorded. 

--In another district, a reporter had not :Z::,eco:r'ded any 
proceedings for at least 5 years. Th::0a-reporter man
aged a private reporting firm and used his employees 
to record the proceedings for which he was responsible. 
He received a Federal salary plus benefits. 

Federal Court Reporters 
PoorlyUti.lized 

Reporters are usually expected to serve th~ recording needs 

of the judge they are assigned to. This has created a wide vari-

ance in wor]cloads among <:~eporters because judges have ~/a.rying 

• workloads. As a result, many court reporters were not fu11Y}:lti •. " 
, 0 . 

lized. However, these under-utilized court reporters were not 
.0 G 

being used to fulfill other court reporting needs and dis,1:');,ict 
" ,,' _'''''''-·';<,'~.f, Y/H 

~courts were contrafting for r~port7rs to ser~~ the needs of .. senior 
{'" 

and visiting judges and magistrates even thou~h:i,~df?ral court 

reporters were available. 

Wor~load imbalance causes problems 

The recording ~nd transcript workload$ of reporters varied 

widely. Some reporters had very light workloads While others 
\, C _ " , .' 

were overburdened and sizeable backlogs had developed in, pre-
'::';::::-:' 

paring requested, transcripts. Aa!~q, corttpensation on an hourly 

°basis ampng reporters was inequ'l table because rega~dless of the 

",,/ 

.":1 -.:r) 

, 
(.' ., 
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number of hours reporters actual.1Y spent recording proceedings, 

they all received about the same ann~al salary. 

Nationwide, the time cour't:. :c:eporters spent recording offi

cial court proceedings during 1980, exclusive of the Alaska 

Federal district court, ranged from 173 hours to 1,735 hours. On 

Fur-a weekly basis the range was from 3.5 hours to 34.7 hours. 

thermore, the pages of transcript prepared by reporters also 

varied substantially nationwide, ranging from 1,749 to 45,231 

pages. 

These varying workloads created backlogs in the preparation 

of requested transcripts for some reporters. For example, in 

one district, 8 of the 18 reporters had transcript backlogs aver

aging over 5,000 pages. Although these 8 were behind weeks, and 

even months, in preparing requested transcripts, 10 other re-

porters in the district had no backlogs. 

These variances in workloads also produced substantial 

inequities in reporters' compensation because they were paid about 

the same salaries reg~rdless of the number of hours they recorded 

court proceedings. Accordingly, reporters' pay per recording 

hour varied substantially. For example, the court reporter with 

the lowest number of hours of recording time (173 hours) was paid 

at an hourly rate of about $160 whereas the court reporter with 

the highest ~ecordrng"time (1,735 hours) {k.{;; paid at an hourly 

rate of about $15. ,This includes only salary costs. 

Contract reporters were hired even, 
though official reporters. were ava~lable 

In 1980 reporters recorded court proceedings an average of 

162 days out of a normal uwork year qf about 240 days. ,on J~he 

':average they recorded about. 15 hours per week fo:.: judges (/ In 

four of the seven districts we reviewed, we noted that o.n 1980 

most?, of the costs ($107,540) incurred :1:-0 hire contract reporters 
o 

to serve the needs of senior judges and magistrates could have 
;;::.' 

been avoided because official reporters were available but not 

uaed. 
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For example, 

" i, 
--~n one distr~ct contract reporters wer~l hired f9r 63 

days of wo;k although court rl;!porters \'i~ere available 
for duty eachodaYi 

ii --in a second district, contract reporters were. hired 
for 332 days of work even though a court reporter was 
available each day; 

--in a third district court reporters were available 
for 5~ of 54 days that contract r.eporters were us~d; 
and 

--in a fourth district, court reporters were available 
for 256 of 476 days that contract reporters were used. 

Although the numerous problems that have been discussed can 

be solved by improved management of court reporters, we believe 

serious consideration should be given to a,nother proven alter

native--electronic recording of court proceedings. 

ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS SHOULD 
BE USED AS THE JUDICIARY'S PRIMARY 
COURT REPORTING METHOD 

Electronic recording systems are now·:; available and in use 

which could significantly--we estimatE:! $13.6 millionannually--
o 

reduce the Government's costs of recording Federal judicial 
, 

.;) 

proceedings and, at the same trine, pot.entially r~duce the costs 
. .' /I 

of·tra~scripts borne by litigants. Furthermore, electronic 

recording can provide a better record of court proceedings and 
o· "'. 

"much greater management flexibility. an~ control. Highly ~reli-
oj. , 

~ple electronic recording .. equipfficent which produces high quality 

recordings and contains features to safeguard againstopera-t;qr 

andprodedural errors is available. Accordingly; courts that 

h~ve properly lmplemented electronic recording systems obtain 

accurate and timely transoriptsand~:<peal:i.ze several advantages 

over using manual stenographic methods. 

In evaluating the c.o'st-effectiveness and Qenefits of eleo-

tronic reoording. and its feasibility for use in Federal.district 

court's" we visited four courts tllat used eleotronic systems to. 

record trial proceedings similar to Federal distriot court pro-. 
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oeedings.Further, we interviewed officials of five priva1;(e 

reporting firms that use electronic recording~o(Feoord court 

prooeedings and officials of four manufacturers of electronio 

recording equipment. 

Electr~nic Recording Is Being Used 
Effeot~vely In a Wide Variety 
Of Cour~ Settings 

E,l:otronic recording. systems are being used effectively in 

oourt settings similar to Federal dist~ict courts. The State 

Court of Alaska, the State Court of connectic~t, the Orange 
() 

County Court in Florida, '. and the Federal an,d Provincial courts 

in Montreal, Canada, as well as numerous th t o ~r cour s, are using 
. I,-~ 

electronio recordin~ systems to recqrd trial court proceedings. 

These prpoeedings inolude a full range of particip'ants, including 

the judge, attorneys, witnesses and jurors and thus are similar 

to Federal district court proceedings. 

In total, we visited or contacted 16 courts which used elec-

~ tronic reoording to record trial court proceedings. Officials in 

these courts told us that they have experienced no significant 

problemS recording procee~;ings or having transcripts ,pr';pa:r:ed 

from tap~s. 

Eleotronic recording systems are also used by the Uni.ted 

States Supreme Court and the United States Tax Court. o 
Officials 

(;; 

of these courts told us that they w,ere sa.tisfi~d \\lith the re-

oordings and transcripts 'from the use of electronic recording 

systems. In fact, the Tax Court, which is a trl,'al t ' cour I ~l?ec~-

·fies in its contracts. for r d' , .. ::" ';'ci-ecor ~ng serv~ces that only electronic 

recording can be used. 

Advantages of ,Electronic. 
Recording Systems 

We estimate that by using electronic recording systems, 

the Federal 'trudiciary could reduce ~ts costs of recording pr~

ceedings from about $18.4 mil~ion to $4.8 million a year--a 

~avings of about $13.6 million annually. (See attachment I.) 

This estimated savings ~s 'based on l' ~ exc US~Ve usage of electronic 
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)) 

recording systems and considers the annual operating costs of 

the ne\., system such as personnel", office and tape storage space, 

equipment depreciati'bn and maintenance, facility modification 

amortization, and recording supplies. We estimate that the 

initial outlay costs would total about ~14.3 million. (See 

attaChment) II. ) 

Anotbier advantage il3 that litigants would have opportunities 

to reduce 'their transcript costs by purchasing tapes from the 

court and baving transcripts prepared on the open market where 
\.1 

competition could be expected to keep costs at the lowest pos-

. sible .level. 

Litigants can also keep costs down by using the tapes and 

related log notes taken by persons monitoring the proceedings, 

instead of transcripts, to review what transpired in the court-

~oom. Tapes and log notes can be provided to litigants at a very 

low cost--under ~lO for an hour's proceeding versus~aO to ~140 

for written transcripts. 

Court' officialso who have had exi;ieri,ence with both electronic 

and stenographic methods contend that records produced electronic

ally are more accurate than records produced stenographically be-
'~<~, 

cause a tape"recorder records the actual words spoke~ withoCl't, 
~ 

interpretation or editing, capturing not only what was said but 
V 

how it was ~aid. In addition to accurately recording proceedings, 

accurate transcripts of proceedings can readily be prepared from 

the tape. Court officials in all 16 courts we visited or con

tacted, which use electronic recording'" systems, ;told U's that they 

are satisfied with the accuracy of the transcripts. 

Timely transcripts can be prepared under electlZonic recording 

systems. Even s.ame day transcript service can be successfully 

provided ~hen appropriate procedures and numbers of transcribers 

are used. For example, although not L"outinelydone dai.ly, 

transcript service has been successfully provig,ed in Alaska, 

Australia, and Maryland. 
~ I 
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Electronic recording systems provide other" ad,vantages over 

stenographic ,court reporting methods. For example, the taped 

record eliminates problems.which can result from two inherent 

weaknesses in stenographic methods: (1) the necessity to 

translate a court reporter'~ notes into an understandable form, 

and (2) the inability :to verify transcript. ,accuracy. The taped 

records can be reviewed and understood instant~y without trans

lation or,transcription and any transcripts prepared can be 

verified against'the taped record. A court reporter's notes, 

howe"{er, cannot be readily unde.rstood and cann'ot provide an ob-

jective basis to verify transcr~pt accuracy. 

Electr~nic Recording Systems 
Must Be Properly Designed And 
Implemented To Assure Success 

". 

, '~, 

Electronic recording systems must be properly designed, im"'· 
o 

" plemented, and managed before a court's reporting needsccan be 
• l) 

properly met and the benefits and savings inherent inelectronic 

recording .systems can be realized. Officials in courtr using 

electronic recording systems told us that proper equipmezz;' 

properly trained· personnel, and appropriate courtroom procedures 

must be used ,to avoid problems with the accuracy and timeliness 

of transcripts. 

Opponents ,of electronic recording--which include some 

judges and attorneys, but primarily courtrepor:ters and±heir 

associOations--often refer to problems in trariscribing ,court 

proceedings as their basis for saying that ,electronic recording 

systems are not feasible, when in fact, the fault lies in ),im-
<i 

proper equipment, improperly trained personnel, or i'n 'Co~lrtroom 

procedures themselves. 

These in9ividuals argue that the electronic recordirJg ma-

chines cannot. (1) ident.ify speakers, ( 2) record overlapp:t.ng or 

simultaneous testimony, (3) indicate non-verbal comrnunice\tions, 

or .(4) 'capture interjections made while previous testimony is 

being plaYe!d 'back / They ass'ert that these shbrtcomings result in 
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.. . t In addition, the:Y contend inadequate or inaccur~te transcr~p s. 

that electronic .... 'record~ng systems erroneously record privileged 

co~nunications, are .... unrel~able, lack portability, and disrupt 

courtroom decorum. 

argu'ments b,,!i observing "state-of-the-art" We evaluated these J. 

electronic recording systems in opera,tion,'as'king usersfi/:?£ elec'

tronic recording systems if they experienced'these problems, and 

. t s We concluded reviewing s.tudies prepared on var~ous sys ern • 

that these arguments have little merit. Th~ late~l: el~ctronic 

recording machines have feat~res designed t(;;~"eliminate most of 

these problems and by using proper procedures the remaining p;Ob

lems can be readily overcome. A discussion of each of the 

arguments and how they can be overcome ;follows. 
\\ 

1. Speaker identification. Opponents of e~ectronic re-

cording claim that a court reporter can see who is speaking, 

even the "roving advocate", and identify th«;rperson for the re-

cord. Machines cannot do this. 
o 

Users of electronit{ recording systems 'told us that this 

problem is avoided by using :j,ndividuals to monitor the recording 

of proceedings. These persons maintain cornp~te log pates in 

which speakers are identified and indexed to the tape via index 

numbers displayed on the machine. The National Cep.terfor State 

Courts s resses ~s t the, procedure ·as an importaht element. o~ an 
o 

electronic recor,!;tling system. ~. 

2. " OverJ."apping or simul.:tan,eous ·testimony •. " Opponents of 

electronic recording systemscontend,·t.nat tn~ systems canno·t J:. ~ 

properly record and separate overlapping or s;i,!nu~taneous tElS

timony, Lie., two speaker~"talking at once, and, that court 
'J 

reporters can handle this situation 'bette,r. They point out that 

court repor.ters can~top the I?,roceedings when this ~appens, 

whereas ~ machine ctn~t.").A'180' oppone~ts c~ai~ that-in, such 

situations court re~orters, if they bell.eve ~t l.nappropr~ate to, 

stop the proceedings, use'their judgment and record onl.y the 
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testimony they bel.ieve is>most important. They further argue 

that in these situati.ons the jury 'can listen to only one speaker 

a,t a. time' and therefore th'e court report.er' s version is a better 

reflection of what the jury heard. 

We asked users of electronic recordirig systems whether 

overlapping testimony causes p:t;0blems. They responded that, it 

was not a problem andoseveral court. officials explained why. 

First, most modern electronic recording machines used in courts 

are multi-tract: recorders which have the capability of separati119 

overlapping testimony. In a typical system for electronic re

cording of courtroom proceedings there is a channel on the tape 

for each microphone used by a principal participant. When simUl

taneous testimony occurs, each speaker's voice is captured on a 

different channel. Anyone needing to revie\.,r or tran'scribe t.he 

proceed,ings can listen to each channel independently. We listened 

to tapes of actual~ourt.roarn testimony in which OVerlapping tes

timony was recorded and verified that tHe voices were separable 

and distinguishable. Court officials also told us that simul- ,; 'I) • 

tanehus testimony can also be cont:r:6;tled through proper courtroom 'J) 

pro(fedures and that the ability to say "stop II is not unique to (I 

court reporters. Judges and elect;onic equipment operators can 

also do this. , 0 

3. Non-verbal cornrnunicatdons. Opponents of electronic're

cording contend that machines ca.nnot record non-verbal communi

cations sucn as nods, shrugs, pointing fingers, and that unless 
~.. /.,.-' 

the cClI,lrt or counsel identifies (e.g., )'let the record show ••• ") 

such non-verbaltestimoIW, the transcript prepared from elect.ronic 

recording systems will not mention such non-verbal activity • 
'j , "" 

Court reporters, on the ot.her hand, can watch the pro~eedings, 

describe these in tneir notes, and include them in the transcript. 

Officials of courts Using electronic ~ecording told us that 

non-verbal oommunications are not a problem an9 are handled in 

two ways. FiFst, by using proper courtroom procedures judges, 
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attorneys, or recording monitors can instruct spe~kens to P,fesent 

all testimony verbally, and second, recording monitors can record 

any non-verbal communications in their log notes and include such 

communication in transcripts. 

4. Playback of pJ:'evious testimony. At tiniE:!s during court 

proceedings it is necessa'ry to play back 'previous testimony. To 

do this , court. reporters have" to search through t.heir- hotes.and 

electronic recording machine operators have to rewind the tape to 

find th~ correct testimony. Advocates of using court reporters 

claim that reporters cem do this faster and, if, any testimony 

is given during this read-back process, they are able to move .'. 

quickly back to taking notes again. 

We found that meansare'available to deal with this situation 

when electroni.c recording systems are cused. Recording monitors ' 

detailed log notes, which index speakers to locat,ions on the tape 
,,_. 0 '.' 

and which paraphrase testimony can assist monitors to find the 
., . \) 

previous ~'9!stimony rapidly. In addi tien, one machine pas a 

feature which enables the operator to enter thtil index number of 

previous testimony on a ~eyboard, then push a but\on which auto-

m~ticallY rewinds the tape to the correct position within seconds. 

This mach~ne can also fast-forward very rqpidly to the point of 

the tape where the last testimony ended so recording can be re-
,D 

sumed with l~ttle delay. Another machine has the capability of 
i~ c 

recording and playing back simultaneously. This machine has 
II ' 

two independent cassette systems~ one can record while t~e ot~~r 

plays back previous testimony. 

5. Privileged communications. Oppon~~ts of 7A~ctronic re

cording argue that secret and privileged communications between 

counsel and client or discussions between the court and counsel 

"out of hearing of t.he jury" may be inadvertently recorded and 

played back'or transcribed. 

Attorneys and judges we talked to said that r~cording 

prj.vilegei{ communications is avoided by proper procedures and 
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equipment. With experience, at,torneYs learn to cover the micro-, 

phone or move away from it when speaking privately witb a ciient. 

The microphones "'for ;judges usually have a button to de.aden the 

" microphone When required ror bench conferences. 

6. Reliability. Opponents of electr~nic equipment argue 

that court reporters are more reliable than machines. A court 

reporter may be t.ardy, ill, Or dead but at least his/her suf

ferit\gs 0 are obvious. Machines may be operating defectively 

wi,thout detection and th~l, recordrnay be ";Lost". c 

Users of electronic recording told us that the latest re-

cording machines are very reliable and contain safeguard features. 

which provide warnings if a malfunction should occur. ;rn ad

dition, recording mdnitors usually wear headphones anddisten 

directly to the tape rather than, the speakers. "In this way, 

testimony not being recorded is detected immediately by the 

monitor who can stop the proce,e~ings and take corrective action. 

7. Portability. Op~onehts of electronic recording contenq 

that tape recorders are bulky, if not immovable, and 90urt re

porters can join, the court and counsel for conferences in the, 

judges' chambers. 

Users of electronic recording t.oldus that v8riou~ proce

I dures may be used in these situations." Conferences in judges' 
( I 

chambers can be recorded ele'ctronically by courtroom recorders 

by merely bringing a microphone with a long cable into the chambers 

if they are adjacent to the courtrooin. Also,recqt:ders could pe 
,,\ '~. ' 

located in judges' chambers for these purposes. And, courtroom 

cassette recorders can be carried easily into chambers o~ other 

non~courtroom locations. ~ 

8. Disruption of courtroom decorum. Advocates of using 
(\ 

court reporters claim that the sober a,tmosphere of' the courtroom 
o 

will be upset by turning it into:'a recording studio with the i, 
clerk ci'cting as an audio engineer. Distrustful of "new-fangled 

devices", counsel will be distracte(lin the presentation of his/ 
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her case. They sa~a court participants wi11 have to learn 

mic,rophone orientation. 

Users of El1ectronic recording told uiif that counsel get ac

cllstomed to using micr8phones th:"ough experience and do not con

sid~r el~ctronic rec'2rdi'~ disruptive. A judge t01d us that 

jurors are sometimes more fascinated with a court reporter's 

no'te-taking activities than with the testimony. Court officia1s 

agreed th&:i: proper procedures are necessary to insure the record 

is properly recorded, but that this does not disrupt court pro-

ceedings. 

SUMr.'JARY 

In summary, many court reporters are taking advantage of the 

present system for recording and transcribing Federal district 

coU:t't proceedings. The system is costly to both the courts and 

litigants and is permeated with inefficiencYoand inequities. 

Accordingly, we believe anotl1er method--electronic recording-

should be established in lieu of court reporters 'I as the predom

inate mt~thod of recording district court proceedings. The bene

f;' ts of insta1ling electronic syste,ms are threefold: 

--the system has certain inherent benefits itself in 
o terms of accuracy and timeliness of recording and 

transcribing court proceedings; . 

--lower costs of about $13.6 million annually once 
electronic systems are fully installed; and 

--e1iminatiotl of the questionab1e activities that 
are present1y ~ccurring among Federa1 court 
rep0l.'"t.ers. " 

Before 'the F,edera1 Judiciary can use e1ectronic recording 
i 

systems ~xclusive1y, the Congress must amend the Court Reporters 

,!\9t to permit Federal district court proceedings to be recorded, 

by using' elect.ronic recording equipment without the presenc~o 

oaf a court reporter~ IJ 

E:owever, unti1 the act "ies amended and court reporters are 

phased out, the (Tudiciary needs to better manage its cour't re,

porters and e1irrt1nate the prQb1ems we have discus,sed. We believe 
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an irriportant step to accomp1ish this would be "'to establish a cen-

tra1 manageme~t aU~ho~ity in each gistrict 

office of the clerk of 

court--probably in the 
(> 

- , the court--to supervise and monitor the 

disitrict 's reporters. Th . 
~s management authority--which shou1d be 

independent of court reporters--shou1d assure t'hat reporters (1) 

charge 1itigants appropriate fees for transcripts, (2) are ef-

fective1y and efficient1y used to t mee a11'the district's 

recording needs, and (3) are not engaging in privat.e reporting 

activities which conf1ict with their status as Federal emp10yees. 

This conc1udes my l?repared state1nent~" We hope this infor

mation and the information in our final report wi11 assist the 

Subcommittee in its efforts to improve court operations. We 

~ould be pleased to respond to an t' I,y ques ~ons. 

ATTACHMENT "I 

COMPARATIVE COST ANALYSIS 
COURT REPORTERS VERSUS 

ELECTRONIC R~CORDING SYSTEMS 
jJ 

CURRENT ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 

C~urt reporters' sa1aries and benefits 

Contract court reporters 

Office space provided cou;t reporters 

r'rravel 

TO,ta1 cost of recording proceedings 

ESTIMATED/ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS 
FOR ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS 

Personnel 

Off±'ce . space 

Equipment depreciation 

Equipment maintenance 

Recorqing supplies 

Tape storage space 

Facilities, modification amortization" 

Total est.imated aI).nual operl;lting costs 

A~nua1 savings by converting 
to electronic recording 

ATTACHEMENT I 

COST" 

$15,973,774 

619,285 

1,419,371 

33_2,775 
~/--,-

18,345,205 

$ 836,541 ~I 

54,498 

1,499,571 
o 

340,250" 

1,073,598 

229,859 

760,752 

4,795,069 

$13,550,1'36 
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a/The personnel costs are based" on the need for 62 people at an 
- annual salary rate of $12,266 (JS-5)" plus a 10 pe'rcent allowance 

flbr benefits. These adroipistra'!;.ive clerks will be responsible 
for insuring the ii,yailabiiity df recor9ing equipment and sup- . 
plies, maintaining custod.y of ,tapes that contain official 
court proceedings, and arranging ;6r court requested tran
scription. The responsibility for monitori!'~g the use of elec
trqnic recording equipment in the courtroom will be performed 
by'the existing C9',lrtroom deputies. ,," 

. ~":" , 

ATTACHMENT I.I ATTACHMENT II 

ITEM 

ESTIMATED. INITIAL OUTLAY 
COSTS FOR ELECTRONIC RECORDING 

SYSTEMS FOR FEp,ERAL 
DISTRICT COURTS 

Courtroom recording equipment 

Spare recording systems 

Tape duplicators 

Facilities acoustical modification 

Total outlay 

COST -,-
" 

$ 5,453,000 

,1,358,000 
~;C;J 

3,686,000 

'3,803,760 

$14,300,760 

Senator DOLE. Thap,.k you. ',' , 
I will have questions, but I wanted to hear'the highlights of the 

statements first. 
Mr. Garabedian? 

STATEMENT OF EDWARD V. GARABEDiAN, ASSISTANT DIREC
TOR, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE~IJ.S. COURTS,' 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

c 
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Thank you, sir. " " 
I also have eubmitted a prepared, statement. I believe Judge 

Campbell and Mr. Anderson have outlined the problem exception
ally well. However, I wou,ld like to make a few comments. 

Basically, we have three courts that we have to d1rovide. reporting 
services" to: dist;rict court judges who are subject""to sectIOn 753 of 
title 28; the magistrates who as subordinate judicial officers in. the 
district courts are governed by a different statute, section 636 of 
title 28; and now the newly constituted bankruptcy courts which 
are governed:. by an, even ,different statute, section 773 of titlf~ 28. 

The statutes governing magistrates and bankruptcy courts do 
provide sonie degree of flexibility in that electronic sound recOJ~dirig 

'of proceedings is specifically authorized. As Judge' Campbell indi
cated, with respect to the district court judges we have no options. 
The statute clearly requires that live report~rs report the proceed

,ings and produce transcripts at the request of the parties. 
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The bifurcated system refel'!'ed to is one of the reasons we have 
some problems. Reporters spend, g:g,the average, 15 hours a week 
in cour.~tJJ()wever, .ther.e are reporters who spend substantially 
greater amounts of time In court and others who do not. 

I beli~l,e '~he G.t}O statement is quit~ accurate. There are abuses. 
There IS\ineed for1irnprovement in management. With regard to the 
utilization of court reporters, the Judicial Conference has ad
dressed that s'ubject~ It has encouraged the pooling of reporters at 
least in those multijudge courts. Jinfforts are being made. In Los. 
Angeles and San Francisco, there have been general ordets entered 
iJl,to by the courts in an effort to pool their reporters.' 

OVERCHARGES TO LITIGANTS .) 

'l'here have been abuses of the fee schedule.' Through a manage
ment review function performed by the Administrative Office, we 
have noted a number of situations where reporters were overcharg
ing litigants. When we discover these overcharges, we bring them, 
to the 8fttention of the chief judge of the court who has the basic 
supervifmry rel;lp,Qnsibility. We also bring them to the attention of 
the reslpectivejudicial councils of the circuits. ' " 
, Sena;tor DOLE. What does he do with them? 

., Mr. ,GARABEDIAN. Normally, the chief judge is cooperative and 
~iU insist that restitution be made. We like to think that that is 
exactty what 'comes about as a result of our: bringing these over
char~~es to their attention. There are situations where we do not 
become aware of the overcharges until several years pass. " 

As I indicated, the;,AdIrlh"listrative Office does perform a manage
me~Lt review funCtion. It is a p6licing operation. We actually 'go 
intO' a cou:t:t reporter's office, examine his records and check':'nis 
billings. e-

We reviewed virtually every court reporter's office over the past 
5 years. One of the things the Director of the Ad:plinistrative Office 
has asked me to do is to change the. cycle for these examinations to 
18 months. We "would like to visit these offices more frequently so 
that if there are overcharges, we can do something about it on a 
tirIllely basis. . 0 . 

1'he' court reporter problem has come to a head, so to speak, as a 
result uof recent legislation. Magistrates' jurisdiction was increased. 
As, a 'consequence, they nee5i c01,!rt reporters. The bankruptcy 
courts were reconstituted. They need. court reporters. " 

As to the utilizatioq of reporters,we are trying to take the 
reporters who have been assigned to judges and say, "OK,' we 
would .like you to serve the magistrate." Court reporters are reluc

," tant to serve magistrates 'l?ecause it does not generate any addition-
~ al income for them. They like to use their free time for producing 

transcripts, cwhich they can in turn s~ll to what we
O 

corisidera 
captive clientele. The litigants do not have anywhere to go to buy 
their transcript. except 'through a court reporter. Although he is a 
private entrepreneuF, he has a market that no one can take away 
from him. I think that may b~ part of the problem. ' 
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TRANSCRIPT BAq~OG 

We have problems with backlog. Here again, a reporter is re
quired to produce a transcript at the request of the parties. If he 
does not produce it on time, he does not lose any money. He could 
produce it a month late or 2 months late. He is still going to get 
the fees for those transcripts. 

The courts of appeals are constantly after the district court 
judges to ge~ their court reporters to produce their transcripts on a 
tiInely basis for records on appeal. ~' 

I am not trying to paint a picture that all court reporters are not 
performing at an acceptable level of competence. We have a lot of 
good reporters OU.t there. However, I think even the court report
ers' association will agree there are some bad apples out there. The 
thing we have to do is identify who these bad apples are. 

We have had several situations which were rather critical. Here 
Ln the metropolitan area, we had' a reporter with 52 cases up on 
appeal in which he did not have the transcripts produced on time. 
As a result of an order entered by the judge, the man was incarcer
ated, at least until such time as he produced a schedule as to when 
those transcripts would be prepared. 

We are well aware of the problems we have. The Judicial Confer
en.ce has addressed many of these probleI!?-s. The Administrative 
Office, in turn, is trying to police the,c courb;~~porters' activjties and 
bring to the attention of the .respective judicial councils what we 
frnd in the way of abuses. " 

We welcome GAO's report. It brings to our attention some of the 
problems we feel have to be addressed. . 

Thank you, sir. 
Senator DOLE. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement and two letters submitted by Mr. Gara

bedian follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Enh'ARD V I GARABEDIAN 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I sincerely appreciate 

this opportunity to appear before you as a representative of the 

Administrative Office of the United States Courts to review some 

of the problems we have in the Federal courts as it relates to 

court reporting services. The Direc'!:or of the Administrative 

Office recently dpcignated me as the officer responsible for 

coordinating all activities relating to court reporting services '. 

in the United States district courts, the bankruptcy c::ourts, and 

proce~dings before United States magistrates. The problems I am 

referring to are not new, they have been with us for many years. 

Mr. Henry P. Chandler, who was the first Director of the Adminis

trative Office, in a memorandum to the Chief Justice and to the 

Members of the Judicial Conference of Senior Circuit Judges in 

1940 stated "There is no doubt that all is not well in reference 

to court reporting in the Federal courts; there is room and need 

for improvement." The current situation is better than it was 

but there is still need for improvement. 

Court Reporting in the District Courts 

The court reporting system in the district courts was established 

by the Congress in 1944--37 years ago. At that time, there were 

fewer than 200 district judgeships and we did not have magistrates 

or bankruptcy courts as they are co~stituted today. We have also 

experienced a. tremendous increas.e in the volume and complexity of 

litigation before the courts. 'J?he legislation enacted in 1944 may 
I 

have been quite adequate at thai; time but conditi(rS~ have changed. 
I \'_.~.5 

There have been changes in techllology and we must now focus our 

attention to what will best ser'iTe the courts in the 1980' sand 
" 

1990's. In 1944, stenotype was relatively new. Most reporters 
'i 

at that time ,were "pen writers"'--Gregg or Pit,tman. We did not 

have highly sophisticated computers, word processing machines, 

n 
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photocopy equipment, or the audio/visual aides that are available 

today. There may be viable alternatives to shorthand or stenotype 

reporting but under present law, as it relates to the district 

courts, we do not have any options. The statute (28 U.S.C. 753) 

clearly provides that a reporter appointed I;>y the court shall make 

a verbatim record of the proceedings qnd shall transcribe and 

certify the record at the request of a 'party. With the exception 

of arraignments, pleas, and sentences in criminal cases, the law 

precludes the use of electronic sound recording equipment. Based 

on a ruling of the Comptroller General of the United States, th,e 

statute also .preclud.es the use of appropriated funds to finance 

or subsidize a computer aided transcription (CAT) program. 

Court reporting services in the district courts1are being prov,ided 

by salaried reporters who are appointed in such numbers as may be 

determined 'by the Judicial Conference of the united States aug

mented to the extent necessary by contractual services when the 

judicial council of the circuit determines that the number pf" 

official court reporters authorized for a court'is insufficient 

to meet the needs of the court includinCJ any services required by 

senior judges and/or magistrates. 

\ 

Recording of Proceedings Before Magistrates 

The statutory provisions z:elating to the recording of proceedings\\ , 

before magistrates (28 U.S.C. 636(c) (7» are more flexible and do 

provide some options,. including the use of electronic sound re-

cording equipment. However, it is left to the discretion of €he 

magistrate whether the record shall be made by electronic sound 

recording means, by a court reporter appointed or employed by the 

court to take a verbatim record by shorthand" or by mech~nical meJns, 

or by an employee of the court designated by'the court to take such 

a verbatim recori! •. Notwithstanding the magistrate's determination, 

the proceedings shall be taken down by a court reporter if any 
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Ie 

party" so requests. Therefore, the magistrate's discretion to 

utilize electronic recor.ding equipment is limited~and subject to 

the desires of the parties involved in the proceeding. Since the 

magistrates are s,ubordinate 'j.udicial officers of the district courts 
~. 0 

and since coure reporters appo~'.'~.ted by the ••• courts are required to 

be in attendance at all proceedinga as may be required by rule or 

order of court, .to the extent possib1~, the official reporters are 

expected to serve the m~gistrates. In this regard, the Judicial 

Conference of the United States, as a matte~ of policy, has asked 

the courts to conside.'r pool~ng the~r' d' • • resources ~n rotat~ng the 

assignment of reporters in an effort to equalize their workload 

~nd tO,minimize the need for contractual services for senior judges, 

visiting judges, magistrates, and land conmlissioners. 

Recording of Proceedings in Bankruptcy Courts 

Wit~ respect to the bankruptcy courts, they are subject to the 

provisions of 28"U.S.C. 773 wh:i,chprovides that the recor& of 

proceedi~gs in open court may be taken .by electronic sound re

cording~means, by a courtreport~r. appointed or employed by such 

bankruptcy cOi.11.t:l' or by a .designated employee of such court. The 

statute governing reporting services ~n the bankruptcy courts also 

provides a much. gre,ater degree of flexibility in that there is 

specific provision ;for the use of electrqnic sound recording 

equipment. At the presen:t time, electronic record:i.n~ equipment 

is being used for all first meetings of creditors. However, 

proceed~ngs before the oankruptcy judges are beiI:lg recorded and 

transpribed by live re.porters serving under t con raqts entered into 

on a competitive basis. The Appropriations Committees of the 

Congress have auth9rized the appointment of cOUrt reporters for 

multi-judge bankruptc~ courts but in doing so mandated that sUch 
,. . "" 
appo~ntments are to be made only if it can be demonstrated that 

the reporters will be fully utilized and cost effective. The 

Judicial Conference of the United States has delegated to the 
';,J 

Ii ,( 
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. .' Offi the respensibi~ity fer making Directer ef the Admin~strat~v€ ce 

this determinatien. Based en eur experience to' date, .we believe it 

is mere ecenemical to' centract fer the services as needed and we 

have net autherized any full-time salaried reperters fer the 

bankruptcy ceurts. Aside frem the issue ef cests, there is seme 

questien as t~ whether a. full-time salaried reperter in a bankruptcy 

ceurt can be fully utili.zed unless they are given additienal duties 

and respensibilities to' perferm when they are net required in ceurt 

fer the purpese ef recerding official' preceedings.There is anether 

preblem as it relates to' reperters in bankruptcy ceurts and that is 

they may net retain the emeluments ef the office and any fees 

cellected fremthe sale ef transcripts weuld necessarily have to' be 

depesited intO' the General Fund ef the Treasury. 

Management ef Reperters and utilizatien ef Reseurces 

The reperters are subject to' the supervisien ef the appeinting ceurt 

and the Judicial Conference in the perfermance ef their duties, in

cluding dealings with parties requesting transcripts. Our management 
~-~-? 

review ef the di_stcict: ceurts and the statistical data submitted to' 
o~_-~--=-== D 

us by the reperters would clearly indicate that they are net being 

fully utili'zed. We are wel~ aware of the fact that the werklead is 

net being equally distribute~ despite the fact that all reperters 

receive the same basic salary. We have seme reperters in the system 

whO' are net perferming at what we weuld consider an acceptable level 

of cempetence. We alsO' have reperters whO' arehabituallYiit?:elinquent 

in pred~cing transcripts which in turn delays the appellat~ precess. 

Regrettably, there are nO' rewards for efficiency and nO' real penalties 

fer inefficiency. The reperters have a captive clientele; there is 

always a market fer theirpreducts. The censumers, i.e., litig~nts, 

cannet ebtain a transcript ef the preceedings frem any ether seurce. 
Q 0 

Therefere; irrespective ef whether a transcript, is preduced en p 

timely basis, the reperter is assured ef his fees and su~fers nO' 
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menetary loss. We have documented evidence that there are reperters 

in the system whO' are guilty of ever charging litigants fer transcripts. 

When we beceme aware ef these evercharges,we bring 'them to' the 

attentien ef the chief judges ef the district ceurts and to' the 

respective jUdici'~l councils ef the circuit. There·'are nO' sanctiens 

in law ner any fines er penalties previded fer when a reperter 

vielates the rules and regulatiens ef the Judicial Cenference shert 

ef the dismissal ef the reperter fer ca.:use. In any case in which a 

reporter is guilty ef evercharging ~>{it1.1 respect to' a Government 

agency, he er she can be presecuted alld resti tutien can be~,maa:e: --
There is, hewever, seme questien as to' the extent a ceurt may 

effes;tively require restitutien ef evercharges as it relates to' 

private parties. As indicated by the General Accounting Of;ice in 

their prepared statement:~, it is quite ebvieus there, is-a need fer 

effective management and supervision ef reperters. There alsO' 

is a need fer the peening ·ef eur resoUrces particularIy in multi· ... 

judge ceu:!:"ts sO' as to' previde f.er a mer.e equal distributien ef 

the werklead. Altheugh the statute is quite clear that the "ceurt'" 

shall appoint reperters to' se;r"l,e' the "court, II traditienally, by 

censent or agreement, individual judges have been recruiting and 

appeinting their ewn reperterser, ~he c9urts have appeinted and 

assigned to' each judge his ewn reperter. As a censequence ef the 

persenal relatienships that have d~yelepeq. ,between the judges and 

their repe;rters,~it has been extremely difficult and almest impessible 

to' implement art~ enferce the peeling and retatien ef reperters in 

many ef the ceu:t:;,ts censistent with the pelicypf the Jl.ldicial Cen

ference and as it was centemplated by the,~engress. A number ef 
"i ,_,,,::"! 

multi-judge ceurts, in an effert to' equalize 'the werkload ~f 

reperters and minimize the need fer centractllal services, have 

in fact entered erders ermade 'seme ferm ef poeling arrangement. 
]i 

However, these peels mainly rely en the "goed will" net the 

ebligation of the reperters to' serve magistrates and judges 

ether than their "ewn." Ceurt reperters have nO' desire to 

serve the magistrates as there is a limited demand for transcripts 
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and consequently the recording of proceedings before magistrates 

does not generate any additional income. The reporters naturally 

would prefer to use their free time to produce transcripts which 

they can in turn sell for a profit. Task sharing, as such, is 

done only when it is to the0repo~;~advantage financially, i.e., 

assisting another reporter in producing transcripts on a daily or 

hourly basis for a premium fee. 

Private (Outside) Reporting' Activities 

Many of the Federal court reporters currently are engaged in ex

tensive private reporting work with ,the consent and approval of 

their respective courts and/or the judges to whom they are assigned. 

The legislative history of the court R~porters Act clearly authorized 

such free la,nce reporting agtivities. A survey of the judges con

ducted by the Administrative Office showed some differences of 

opinion as to whether reporters should be allowed to engage: iIt, 

private reporting work. The general consensus of opinion among the 

judges was that private 'reporting would not necessarily constitute 

a conflict of interest if it was limited to case related activities 

and did not interfere with a reporter's official work. The Judicial 
'Q 

Conference of the United States left the matter of outside reporting 

to the discretion of each individual court providing the reporters 

did not neglect their cfficial duties. The Judicial conference, as 

a matter of policy~ asked that the use of substitute reporters be 

"limi ted and that if a reporter does not personally serve the court 

but in fact subcontracts these services, the employer/employee <) 

relationship should be terminated. This resolution of the Con

ference was intended to obviate situations where official salaried 

court ,repo17ters provide substitutes at their o\offi expense while 
,0 

personally engaged in private reporting activities" 
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Competency of Reporters 

;}1r. Chairman, I believe I can say that generally the :-reporters in 

the district courts are quite competent and provide a very high 

caliber of services. There are, of course, some exceptions, 

reporters who are incompetent or, as I previously indicated, 

who are habitually delinquent in the production of transcripts. 

The Judicial Conference has adopted ,,"subjective hiring criteria." 

To qualify for appointment, a reporter must have four years of 

prime court reporting experience and a certificate of proficiency 

fr~m the National Shorthand Reporters Association, or the equivalent. 

These provisions may and often are waived. We are currently in 

the process, of reviewing these standards and intend to make some 

recommendations for changes to Judge Campbell's Subcommittee. 

We believe that the criteria for appointment should inc,;Lude 

qualifying factors such as accuracy in notereading, a proven 

track record in transcript prod~ction, a physical hearing examina

tion, and references of clients and judges in order to screen out 

the "dead wood" and to hire only the best qualified reporters 

available. 

It may be of interest to note that although recognition is being 

given to reporters who have a merit certificate from the National 

Shorthand Reporters Association in the form of additional compen

sation (5 percent increment over base salary), only 35 percent 6f 

~the reporters currently employed by the:distri~t courts have 

.co obtained such a certificate which would indicate 'that 65 pel?cent 

of the reporters have not or could not meet the requirements for 

the merit certification. This certification, as I understand it, 

is based on various sp2eds dapending o~ the kind of proceeding 

.tested and a 95 percent rate of accuracy. 

o 
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Attendance and Income of Reporters 

Some of the problems I have referred to and which have been referred. 

to by the General Accounting Office no doubt stem from the current 
',) ,.l 

bifurcated" system. Court repo~ters in the district courts, fo~ 

all intents and purposes, are part-time employees, who are being 

~aid salaries ranging from $28,741 to $31,615 for their att~ndance 

in court or in chambers for the purpose of taking notes of pro

ceedings. They do not have a regular tour of duty nor do they 

get annual or sick leave as do other Government employees. They 

do receive such benefits as Civil Service retirement, health, and 

life insurance. They are unique in that they are private entre

preneurs as it relates to the production and sale of t;anscripts 

ordered by the parties. In that role, they pay all of their own 
~~) 

expenses which would include fees of notereaders and transcribers, 

equipment, supplies, telephone services, and postage. '. Many of 

them engage in free lance reporting work which is quite extensive. 

On the average~ court reporters spend approximately 15 hours a 

week in court. They produce, on the average, 10,000 pages of 

official transcripts per year. These figures may be of little 

value considering the substantial variance in the amount of time 

reporters spend in court and in the'volume of transcripts being 

produced. There Ef'lso is a considerable difference in the income 

from the sale of official transcripts. On the average, the court 

reporters'" net income from the sale of official transcripts 

approximates $12,000--but there are several reporters who have 

had annual earnings of over $100,000. One reporter, during 

calendar year 1980, reported a net pr.ofi t from the sale of 

transcripts of over $200,000. During calendar year 1980, there 

were more than 80 reporters who reported a combined net income 

(salary and fees) of over $50,000. Conversely, there were a 

number of reporters who claimed they sustained a monetary loss 

from the production and sale of transcripts. Som~ also claimed 

they lost money in connection with their free lance work. 
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The current bifurcated system was primarily intended :to provide 

an incentive for.the reporters to produce transcripts on ~ timely 

basis. A Committee of the Judicial Conference in 1941 had rejected, 

a suggestion that reporters be paid a flat salary and that fees for 

transcripts be paid into the public Treasury having aC,knowledged 

the fact that "Human nature, being l'~hat it .llSI transcripts will 

be more promptly furnished, if the reporter is depend~nt Upon 
c· 

prompt perf.ormance of duty for prompt payment." Considering some 

of the problems we have experienced with thE?~oacklog in transcripts, 

there would appear to be some question as to whethEr thE! current 

arrangement whereby reporters retain the emolu~p.nts of the office 
;:::;.:-., 

does, in fact, provide the incentive that wa~ intended by the 

Judicial Conference and by the Congress. 

Computer Aided Tran~cription 

There is no doubt other means of recording and t "b" court ranscr~ ~ng 

proceedings, i.e., electronic sound recording, computer aided 

transcription, video tape, voice writing, or ,stenomask may 'also 

serve our purpbse. The testimony of witnesses scheduled to appear 

before this Committee today who are cons 4 dered "'"t i ... ex:ge.i.c s 11 these 
(0) 

fields, will be of considerable :i,nterest. With resS(Sct,to computer 

aided transcription (CAT.), it would appear that 'r:h:tll\ ;echnology 

is still in a state of evolution. ::> , I )" Based on repO:l\"'tll\\\~'~! :have read, 
th C "\\1 '\I~) 

ere w;ould appea.r to be some question as to whethe\:\h\~\ .i~ is, in" 

fact, cost effective. CAT d' ,,"~\1\ 'Z't' ~ oes prov~de some relief' '\:l'~h 'I:he tedious 

tasks of reading, translating, dictating, editing, ,aI·it:) t.yping 

transcripts. CAT systems Can and do work but to achieve a cost 

effectiVe and efficient operation, management of the resources is 

a key factor. At the pr t t" esen ~me approximately 10 percent of 

the Federal reporter population are us'ing CAT. Most of "these 

reporters are also engaged in free lance reporting. Based',:on a 
tl,', 

survey conducted by the Federal Judicial Center, 60 perce~t of 
'0 . 

the reporters using CAT have found no appreciative improve~ents 
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in transcript efficiency. Many of the reporters have expressed 

disappoint~ent d1th extensive and excessive amounts of time 
;) 

. required tI') ,jbuild" their computer translation dictionary, and the 

time to real-:h reason,llble le'vels of proficiency especially with 

respect to acOcuracy of "first-run" transcript. '" Reporters acknowledge 

that CAT may very well be the "wave of the future" but are 

reluctant to make any personal commitments in money and time nor 

do they believe that the Federal JUdiciary should make any 

~~mmitments at the present time to CAT technology. To quote from 

a report by J. Michael Greenwood of the Federal Judicial Center, 

several reporters have commented "CAT ;i.s a tool to help the court 

reporter but it is not a panacea to resolve transcript delay 

problems." 

Electronic Sound Recording of pro~eedings 

The General Accounting Office has recommended that electronic 

sound recording equipment be used by the cour~s in lieu of live 

reporters. As I hav!?i previously indicated, under" exJsting law 

we are precluded from using such equipment ~s it relate~ to 

proceedings before district judges. We ~re currently utilizing 

electronic recording equipment forusome proceedings before magistrates 

" and for first meet~ngs of creditors ~n bankruptcy courts. We 

inte,nd to conduct several pilot prog:t:ams inpankruptcy courts 

utilizing electroni6 recordin~ equipment in lieu of liv~ reporters 

for'proceedings before the judges of those ,~curts. In fact, we 

have a commitment from the Ba,'nkruptcy Court in the Southern 

District of Texas and plan to install the ~quipment) in that 

court wi thin the next week or two". If we can demonstrate that 

the recording and transcription of proceedings in the bankruptcy 
" ",~ 

courts through" the use. of electronic recording equipment will 
-~::, 

'{i " 
serve~ ourpu:rpose, we hope to persuade other c~urts to Participate; 

in the program. We should~ however, b~arin mind, that the' 
" 

procE;!edings in the bankruptcy courts are unlike proceedings in ' 
(I 
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the district courts and some members of the Judiciary have reser

vations as to whether it is a viable alternative to live reporters. 

The most obvious way to d;terJt(~ne whether electronic recording is 

an effective alternative to li"e reporters is to conduct some 

experimental pilot programs wi~:h such 'equipment in some district 
I 

courts, but we cannot do so without a change in the statute. In 
I, " 
II 

this regard, the J~dicial ContElre~ce has previously asked for 
" the authority to 

o:f reporters but 
1: 

utilize e;~C:;t;l:'onic recording equipment 
,// " 

,,/:f I 

thel! C-2~9';t'ess denied the request. 
in lieu 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to or.lce again thank you for this 

oPRortunity to appear' b~fore your Committee to address the 

problems we have encountered, with respect to court reporting 

services in tpe Federal courts. I shall be more than glad to 
() 

amplify on my prepared statement and shall respond t~ any 

questions you or Members of your Committee may have i~l this 
regard. 

Enclosures. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF 
THE UNI~ED STATES COURTS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 

"," ::' 

IN BE: COURT/JPDICIARY P£FORM FOR THE REPORTING OF 
LEGAl" PROCEEDINGS 

GENTLEMEN: 

IT HAS RECENTLY CqNE TO MY ATTENTION THAT THERE IS PRESENTLY 
IN PROGRESS SOME BILL OR RECO,HMENDATION TO REPLACE THE REPORTERS 
IN DISTRICT COURT WITH ELECTRO~IC RECORDINGS. 

WHY HAS IT TAKEN SO LONG FOR SOME:I'HING LIKE THIS :r0 BE INSTITUTED? 
I'VE JUST PLlI.CED AN ORDER FOR A LENGTHY APPEAL TRANSCRIPT AND 
ADVISED BY THE "OFFICIAL" THAT I WOULD HAVE TO lqAIT AT LEAST 
SIX MONTHS FOR IT UNLESS I WJ.I..NTED TO PAY DAILY RA·~E. IF IT 
tvERE REPORTED ELECTRONICALLY, SEVERAL .,!rRANSCRIBERS COULD BE 
~vORKING ON IT AND I WOULDN'T HAVE SUC1;l,A LONG WAIT. 

I THINK THE PRESENT SYSTEH ElHPLOYED IS RIDICULOUS, BUT HE 
ARE AT THE MERCY OF THE REPORTERS AND MUST TAKE ~VHAT THEY 
DIEm OUT TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION. PERHAPS HITH A NEW 'SYSTEM 
IN 'I'ODAY' S ERA OF STEREO AND .HI FIDELITY RECORDINGS, WE CAN 
BAND TOGETHER AND SHOW THEM AND THE JUDGES THAT THERE ARB OTHER 
HEANS TO A COMPLETED WORK PRODUCT AT A CHEAPER RATE AND AT 
A FASTER PACE. 

(~) 

THANK YOU FOR COMING, T~~ THE AID OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION AT A 
Tum WHEN IT IS SERIOC-SLY NEEPEp. 

1/ 

I MUST REMAIN ANDNYNOUS 1I.T THIS TIME AS IF THe OFFICIAL REPORTER 
KNEW MY FEEL!NGS, I WOULD PROBABLY NEVER RECEIVE RECEIPT OF 
MY ORDER TO PROCESS HY APPEAL. 

IN DESPERATION, 

A LOS ANGELES ATTOR~EY' 

P.S. I SINCERELY HOPE THE NEW SYSTEM WILf=BE INSTALLED 
BEFORE THE CLOSE OF FALL WHEN MY NE:t::'!i ':.:'RlAL IS ~: ': 
SCHEDULED. I "WILL BE LOOKING FORI\!ARD T!) IT! -::< !\1'6," ' 

-~rO' ~', ' ... S~tt '~~::f#~~" . 
\ '\. \~:-;:-.", 
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WilliamE. Folv, Director 
Ad~inistrative-Office of 
the Un,:\' ted States "Courts 
Washington, D.C. 20544 

Dear" Mr. Foley: 
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Post Office Box ~231 
~edondo Beach, CA 90278 
Ju1yc14, 1981 

II " ,'- '.- • \-,' 

Congratulations on your remarks made before the Subcommittee 
on the Judiciary re court reporting services in' the U.S. 
District Courts. I wholebeartedly agree that the legisla
tion was adequate in 1944 and that conditions have changed., 

Having been involved in a Nf,ltional Labor Relations Board 
hearing and'noticing thp. method of reporting ",as by" a reporter 
employing the use of a tape recorder ",i th mixers and mikes, 
I was leary about: the finished product until I received a 
three-volume transcl;'ipt, approximate1y 675 pages total count 
exactly 9 days follbwing the close of ,the hearing. Nhile 
reviewing the testimony I was impressed wit;h the accuracy 
of the system and j,nquired further why this system was not 
employed in the U.S. District Courts. After discussing the 
matter with varib~9 repo.t·te~s, your name was supplied to me. 

The matter at the N'ationalLabor Relations Board was appea1ed 
and filed,in U.S. District court, Central District. 'rhe case 
proceeded to trial., HenCe, I am now in the process at filing 
an appeal for my company'. The trial took four days to 6omplete, 
one additional day from the first hearing held at the NLRB. 
I have been,advis,ed,that my appeal transcript. cannot be pr~
pared in the time! waS advised by the appeallate desk of 3,,0 
days, but that the reporter would be filinq for an extension 
of time for filing and I might have it by th..e end of Oct;b~er. 

\) ',' 6Y' 
As of,this time I f~il to unde:j:'stand why electronics or tapes 
are not employed in 'the u.s. Distxict Court. "If it can be used 
at an administrative hearing af the government,'such as the NLRB, 
why, it can't be used in the District Court ,,]here those 1Tlatters 
are appealed to. It took nine days to receiv~ the transcript 
with electronic "recording and \-lith a real reoorter using , 
stenotype, I might have .it after a ,;four mOhths ' wait.. ,,' 

Is thi~ justice? My court rnatte,r d6~s not involve me personally, 
but it does involve my employer" I was,advis'~d by the:' off.icial 
reporter that ,new developments may be in9titu,ted'shortly to 
prevent 'these situations in the" future.

11 
'I din'truthfully sav 

after my experiences, the shortha~d system employed by lOtenbtype 
is an archaeic,~ystem in need of r~form. 

Your a~sis~~nce in 
'all lftigim;cs, not 

q\\ 

making the,se changes would be appreciated 
to mention "the ~e9al professioh. ' 

Sincerely, C;y,,'U' " 
!,a JL;E:(-i tephenson 
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OVERCHARGES AND EXCESSIVE USE OF SUBSTITUTES 

Senator DOEE. Mr. Anderson, I have read your statement and 
you have summarized it here. You described a number of instances 
in which court reporters assess transcript fees in excess of the fees< 
permitted by the Judicial Conference and in which court reporters 
pay freelance reporters to substitute for them in district court 
while they, the official reporters, use that time to pursue other 
profitmaking ventures. 

In your statement, you did indicate to some extent how pervasive 
the problems of overcharging and improperly using substitute re
porters is among the 600 or so official district court reporters. 
Maybe that is in your more lengthy statement. 

Is that widespread? It would appear to be from your statement. 
Mr. ANDERSON. Based on the incidents that we found, I would 

say that it was wiqespread. For example, with respect to overcharg
ing, we found tha;t 42 of 51 court reporter~. we examined were 
overcharging. . 

This would also seem to be borne out by the reviews that the 
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts has done. I think their 
audit reports over the last 4 years have identified 51 districts 
where overcharging was occurring. 

With respect to the use of substitutes, the Administrative Office 
of the U.S. Courts has identified 43 court reporters who used sub
stitutes more than 25 percent of the time. There are some ques
tions about the accuracy of the data reported to the Administrative 
Office. Therefore, the use of substitutes could be higher; but these 
problems are widespread. 

Senator DOLE. Do you think the problem of overcharging is in 
part due to an unrealistic fee schedule as set by the Judicial 
Conference? . 

Mr. Al\TDERSON. I am reluctant to agree with that, sir, because of 
two pieces of evidence that I am aware of. First, the Social Security 
Administration acquires transcription services at present for about 
97 cents a page. I am also aware that the D.C. Superior Court pays 
about $1 a page. 

In other words, when I consider we are starting V\":ith a recording 
that the court reporters generally prepare, I have no reason to 
believe that the fee schedule is inappropriate or results in too little 
income for the court reporters., 

In fac~,.I should point out, and I think it was brought out in the 
other statements as well-t that the average court reporter realized 
net income from the sale of transcripts in addition to their basic 
salary of about $12,000 in calendar year 1980. 

Senator DOLE. Do you have any extremes in either case? 
Mr. ANDERSON. The Administrative Office cites one reporter who 

netted over $200,000 and 80 reporters who made ow-er $50,000. It 
appears tllat it is good 1)us\iness for a lot of folks. (I' 

Senator DOLE. You can hardly lose if you are (,i,n the 1.~ederal 
payroll in addition. )J 

Mr. ANDERSON. I am including their Federal pay in those 
amounts, sir." When I say 80 made over $50,000, that starts with 
their basic salary of $30,000. 
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SUPERVISION OF REPORTERS 

Senator DOLE. I think everyone has stated that part of the prob
lem is supervision. DOl you have any recommendations in that 
area? Who could provide supervision? 

I can say we are in a time when we are .looking for ways to save 
money. One place we should look is where there is waste, fraud, 
and abuse in programs where taxpayer dollars are unfairly used by 
some in our service. ., 

I think it is unfortunate that in 37 years there has never been an 
oversight hearing. I think that is an indication that things are 
changing in this country. It has probably gotten out of hand be-. 
cause Congress has not been responsible. Hopefully, we can correct 
that. 

Do you have any recommendations for how there could be super
vision' and who would do that? 

Ml'. ANDERSON. The clerk of the court would seem to be the most 
obvious person to take responsibility for the assignment and pool
ing of court reporters, sir. I should also point out in connection 
with the bankruptcy courts that the point was made that they use 
contract reporters there quite successfully. I suspect there are a lot 
of courts with marginal volume to,justify a full-time court reporter. 

Therefore, No.1, I would make the clerk of the court responsible 
for the pooling arrangements" No.2, I would also charge the clerk 
with providing court reporter services either under contract or as 
justified with a full-time court reporter, making that determination 
on a court-by-court basis. 

ELECTRONIC RECORDING OF PROCEEDINGS 

Sena.tor DOLE. I think you have all touched upon the recommen
dation. that electronic recording equipment could be introduced 
into the Feqeral court system, but it would take some time to 
implement that. It would appear that administrative and manage
ment reforms are necessary, if we are to see any short-term im
provement. I think the other has possibility in the future. 

If you were to try to prioritize the need fQr improvement, do you 
have anyone area we could direct our attention to? , 

Mr. ANDERSON. I would say the most immediate need would be to 
make the clerk of the court responsible for providing court reporter 
services to the courts and to authorize them to direct the activities 
of court reporters to assure that we' avoid contracting out or hiring 
p"er diem reporters when, in fact, we have court reporters available. 
That would probably be the biggest single step that could be done. I 
would also charge them with responsibility for overseeing the ap-
propriateness of fees charged litigants and others. ' .. ' 

Senator DOLE. The primary focus of the GAO report· appears to 
be upon the court reporting function as. praCticed in the district 
courts as opposed to magistrates or bankruptcy courts and" upon 
the recording phase as opposed to the transcription phase. Would 
you please comment on the relevance of the findings ,Of your report 
of your cost estimates to magistrates and bankruptcy proceedings? 

Mr. ANDERSON. Recording services for bankruptcy proceedings 
right now 'are largely acquired under contract. To a certain extent 
with magistrates, we have moved in the ~rection of electronic 
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recording. I would say though that our recommendations here 
would be equally applicable. That is, our recommendations to ex
plore the feasibility of electronic recording would H~ equally appli-
cable ttD those other courts. U. 

Senator DOLE. Mr. Garabedian, you have indicated you made two 
attempts to have the authority to use electronic sound recording as 
the exclusive method for making the record. What has been the 
response from Congress to these requests? 

Mr. GARABEDIAN. In 1959, the Judicial Conference of the United 
States passed a resolution requesting that our office go to the 
Congress and request that we be authorized to use electronic re
cording equipment. We did what the Judicial Conference asked us 
to do and went before the Appropriations Committees of the Con
gress asking for funds to buy the equtpment and install it in lieu of 
salaried court reporters. The Appropriations Committees rejected it 
on the ground that we needed substantive legislation. 

In 1965, we returned with a draft bill suggesting again that 
electronic recording devices be authorized. At that time, it was 
authorized only as backup to the notes taken by reporters. 

Once again in 1970, we made an effort to obtain authority for 
electronic recording or the use of electronic recording equipment. 
At that time, the Congress authorized use of that equipment only 
as it relates to the recording of arraignments, pleas, and sentences 
in criminal cases to obviate the need for a court reporter to pro
duce transcripts of those proceedings. It basically resulted in a 
savings to the court reporters. ./ 

Senator DOLE. You have not pursued it sinGe that time? 
Mr. GARABEDIAN. No, sir. The matter has been under considera

tion. We have not submitted any draft legislation to Congress. 

EARNINGS, OF REPORTERS 

Senator DOLE. Judge, you have indicated that some court report
ers earn more than judges. That is true around here, too. They 
probably earn more than Members. 

How many court reporters fall into this category? j " 

Judge CAMPBELL. I think that is a statement that is of interest. f" 
am sure there are no more than one or two, at least that I have 
been told about, who would fall into that category. 

Mr. GARABEDIAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may, there are 16 reporters 
earning over $64,000. 

Judge CAMPBELL. I stand' corrected. 
Senator DOLE. I do not qllarrel with that. I just think it is 

probably an anomaly there that the judge m",+st think about. 
Judge CAMPBELL. I did not really bring it up except as an exam-

pie."" C ',' 

SenfitorDoLE. Judge, is there any mechanism for enforcing the 
Judicial Conference guidelines? Does the U.S. Attorney's Office 
have any power under the current statute to prosecute criminal 
actions for overcharging, sometimes thousands of dollars? Just 
what enforcement procedure is there?, 

Judge CAMPBELL. This is a murky area. I suppose if there was a 
deliberate fraudulent scheme, misrepresentations, and so forth, 
possibly there would be a criminal offense. However, there is no 
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statute tailored at the moment to this problem. It can be a problem 
to provide any form of effective penalty for this. 

Senator DOLE. What about civil action for excessive charge~ in 
transcript fees? 

.Judge 'C~MPBE~L: Of course the people who normally pay for this 
WIll be prIvate lItIgants. I would assume that they might sue on 
some civil basis. 

Senator DOLE. Does that ever happen? They probably do not· 
know. It is all lumped into court costs. It is like going to the 
hospital. All they get is the bill. 

Judge CAMPBELL. Yes. . 
Mr. ANDERSON. If I can interrupt for just a second, Mr. Chair

man, we found that a lot of attorneys were not even aware of the 
fact that there was a fee schedule. III some cases, even where they 
were, they really did not care that much since the bill was passed 
along to the client and did not come out of their pockets. ' 

POOLING OF REPORTERS 

Senator DOLE. Being an attorney, I think that is a problem. As 
long as somebody is going to pay for itfl 'do not worry about it. 

There was some reference made about pooling arrangements. As 
I understand· it, the only true pooling system is in the Southern 
District of New York. I guess the others are modified versions of 
that one. 

Do these work well in practice? 
Judge CAMPBELL. If I can speak to that, we have been trying with 

the Administrative Office to require pooling. It is a hard thing to 
do because many reporters like to work for the judge to whom they 
have been assigned. However, if they are asked to go off and take 
transcripts at a magistrate's hearing or something of that sort, 
particularly if they do not think they will be able to sella tran
script, they frequently will decline to do it .. 

We also have many situations where judges are reluctant to push 
their reporters into a pooling arrangement. This is something we 
are trying to do. It certainly has to come. 

SeI?-ator DOLE. The GAO report, whose findings are based upon 
the tIme records submitted by the reporters themselves, state that 
on an. average the official reporters spend only about 15 hours per 
week In court. Is that about what they are expected to do? That is 
better than the air 'traffic controllers. 

Mr., ANDERSON. That understates the demands that the courts 
make upon their time, sir, because obviously they have to be pres
ent$ just like the jurors, just in case a court proceeds with a trial. 
That does understate. The 15 hours should be understood in some 
broader context. There: are some additional number of hours where 
a reporter must be available but m,ay not be recording proceedings. 

Senator DOLE. They probably have other obHgations, too, other 
than just spending th~ir time in ,court. 

Mr. ANDERSON. Exactly. . 
" Senator DOLE. J\1r. Velde? 

Mr. VELDE. Mr. Chairman, I think this subcommittee would be 
subje~t to a contempt of court charge if we did not extend an 
espeCIally warm welcome to Judge, Campbell. His colleague on the 
circuit court bench,_ former chief counsel of this committee, Mr. 
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Breyer, expressed interest that we extend him an especially warm 
welcome. 

Judge CAMPBELL. Thank you very much .. ' 
Senator DOLE. I have other questions, but I think they have been 

covered well in your statements. If not, I know we could ~sk the 
GAO to submit additional written answers, ~:nd I would not Impose 
upon Mr. Garabedia,n or. ~udge CamJ?bell. unle~s. necessary, but we 
might want to submIt aditIonal questIOns In wrIting. 

Judge CAMPBELL. I would be happy to respond. 
Sep.ator DOLE. Thank you very muc?-. 
Mr. VELDE. I have just one questIOn. There seems to be some 

uncertainty-perhaps that is not the best word-as to the status of 
the reporters. They are certainly Federal employees. However, they 
do not qualify for the Federal retirement system, although I ll;nder
stand they do get medical benefits and perp.aps some other fr~nge:s. 

Do you know offhand what their status IS as far as the EthIcs In 
Government Act? Are they required to submit statements? Do they 
fall under the general prohibitions that other employees do? 

It appears thB;t the 1~44 act may giye t~7m some: preferred ?r 
unique status With respect to the applIcabIlIty of thIS law,. bu~ m 
our very brief review we were not able to make a determmatIOn. 

Mr. GARABEDIAN. The court repottBrs were not specifically cov
ered by that act, althoug~ I r~cently asked Judge Ta~m, who is < 

responsible for the finanCIal dIsclosure statements beIng filed by 
many of the judicial officers, that it be extended to' include court 
reporters, particularly those who were earning over $50,000 a year, 
the equivalent of GS-18 in the Government schedule. 

That matter is under consideration by Judge Tamm's committee. 
We feel that they should be subject to fmancial disclosure state
ments just as the judges and other high level judicial officers are. 
However, it is not specifically provided for by the act. 

Senator DOLE. You say it is under review by the judges? 
Mr. GARABEDIAN. Judge Tamm's committee, a committee of the 

Judicial Conference. 
Senator DOLE. Would we, have to amend the act? 
Mr. GARABEDIAN. I believe that it might be extended to them 

administratively without a specific act of Congress. . . . 
I might say one more thing, Mr. Velde: They are subject to cly!l 

service retirement. They get all the retirement benefits and life 
and health insurance benefits. Although they are technically part
time employees as ruled by the Comptroller General, and then 
wear this other hat and serve as private entrepreneurs, they get all 
of the benefits of a Government employee with one exception. That 
is annual and sick leave as such. We do give them some sick leave 
benefits through a ruling of the Judicial Conference. 

Senator DOLE. Then they qualify for social security benefits in 
their other capacity? ' " 

Mr. GARABEDIAN. With respect to their private earnings, yes, sir, 
they would qualify for social security benefits. 

Senator DOLE. Not bad. " 
Mr. VELDE. Thank you, Mr. Chai.rman. 
Senator DOLE. Thank you. ' 
Our next panel consists of Richard Dagdigi~,. imme~iate past 

president, United States Court Reporters ASsoClatIOn, ChlCago, Ill.; 
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Hon. Thomas Griesa, U.S. District Court, Southern District of New 
York; Joseph Gimelli, Court Reporting Services, Alexandria, Va.; 
and Richard E. Peppey, past president, National Shorthand Report
ers Association, Milwaukee, Wis. 

If it is satisfactory, we will hear your statements in the order 
your names were read. . 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. DAGDIGIAN, IMMEDIATE PAST 
PRESIDENT, UNITED STATES COURT REPORTERS ASSOCI· 
ATION, CHICAGO, ILL., ACCOMPANIED BY SAMUEL M. BLUM
BERG, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR· 
Mr. DAGDIGIAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit

tee, my name is Richard H. Dagdigian of Chicago, Ill. I am an, 
official court reporter for the U.S. District Court in the Northern 
District of Illinois, and I am the iInmediate past president of the 
United States Court Reporters Association, hereinafter referred to 
as USCRA. 

With me, by your permission,.is Mr. Samuel M. Blumberg, Jr., of 
Reading, Pa., where he is an official court reporter for the Eastern 
District of Pennsylvania, and he is also the executive director of 
USCRA. He will assist me in answering any questions you may 
have. 

We deeply appreciate the honor of being permitted to appear 
before this distinguished subcommittee to make a brief oral state
ment, supplementing the lengthy written testimony previously 
tendered. 

We believe our prepared statement covers in full detail all of the 
issues with which this subcommittee is concerned. Therefore, we 
will only speak briefly to two general topics covered by the GAO in 
its prepared statement as related to us earlier this week by John 
M. Ols, Jr., Assistant Director of the General Accounting Office. 

Mr. DIs told us that the GAO does agree with USCRA's position 
in one respect, and that is that the present Court Reporter Act, 28 
U.S.C. 753, does provide within it the means by which to adminis
tratively correct certain alleged a.,d/or actual deficiencies in the 
operation of the present system. , 

For example, the General Accounting Office asserts that they 
found in their survey that soine reporters have been charging 
litigants unauthorized fees, such as charges for binding transcripts, 
delivery charges, minimum fees, postage, et cetera. ' 

The General Accounting Office further states that some report
ers have improperly charged counsel for the use of substitute re
porters while the official reporters were assisting on daily copy 
trials. The Administrative Office has never issued any regulations 
addressing such matters. 

Some 5 or more years ago, the Administrative Office circulated a 
draft of Rules and Regulations for Court RfJPorters for comment, 
emphasizing that it was only a draft and TNould later be fmalized 
and adopted. That draft has never seen the light of day as anything 
more than a draft or redraft. It has not leo this date been formal .. 
ized as a manual, guidelines, or regulatio/n.s for official court report-
ers. c 11 

USCRA is proud of the fact that it helped establish the Qualifica
tions and Compensation Plan for Official Court Reporters in the 
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U.S. district courts, a plan intended to attract and provide for 
qualified reporters. And yet the Administrative Office consistently 
approves the appointment of reporters who are not qualified, either 
on a probationary basis without further followup, or they permit 
the hiring of alleged reporters who use and rely solely upon tape 
reforders~ without advising the judge that that is not permitted by 
the Court Reporters Act. 

We believe it is clear that the Administrative Office has failed to 
do the job that it has been directed to do by the Congress of the 
United States and the Judicial Conference of the United States. 

In March of this year the Judicial Conference approved a 20-
percent increase in transcript rates as to any category of transcript 
delivery, on an ad hoc, case-by-case basis, if the chief judge of the 
district court could substantiate the need for such relief .. 

Despite requests from USCRA for clarification of the Judicial 
Conference resolution, no bulletin has ever been sent out to the 
judges of the district courts, so that they do not even know the 
procedure involved in attempting to secure approval of the 20-
percent increase. 

It is our position-and we urge this committee to find-that any 
of the deficiencies cited by the GAO or others can and should be 
corrected at the district court level by implementation of appropri
ate administrative procedures, which has been done in many dis
tricts, as indicated by judges in letters sent to this subcommittee. 

We do submit further, Mr. Chairman, that there is only one true 
innovative concept and technology that has emerged which offers a 
cost-effective breakthrough in this field, and that is computer-aided 
transcription utilized by the live court reporter. 

We have discussed the CAT concept in our prepared statement, 
and there are others present today who will speak to its use. 

Frankly, we are shocked at the narrow, solely cost-conscious ~ 
accountant's approach taken by the GAO, with no real considera
tion given to the effects on the quality of justice. Are we seeking 
change for the sake of change only, or are we interested in main
taining the requisite standards in the Federal courts, which have 
historically served as the model for our State courts? 

We would urge you to give serious consideration to the comments 
of the many Federal district judges who have written to the chair
man of this subcommittee on this subject. And when you do so, we 
ask you to remember, also, that they have no vested interest in th~ 
court reporter, and that they sit in the daily trial arena coping 
with the realities of life, in the courtroom, which is far different 
from a controlled sound recording studio. 

Mr. Chairman, we respectfully submit that this subcommittee 
should dismiss out of hand ,any proposal that live court reporters 
be replaced in the U.S. district courts by any -electronic recording 
system, and that this subcommittee should also dismiss out of hand 
any proposed changes' in the present Court Reporter Act, since any 
and all necessary revisions in procedures can and should be accom
plished administratively at the district court level. 

Thank you for your kind attention. 
Senator DOLE. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement and supplemental prepared stat~ment 

of Mr. Dagdigian follow:] " 
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PREPARED STATB"1ENT OF RICHARD H, DAGDIGIAN 

Hr. Chairman and Hembe:r.~s of the Subcommittee: 

My name is Richard H. D\\gdigian, of Chicago, Illinois. I 
\ 

am immediate !last president of ·the United states Court Reporters 

Association (USCRA). 
'~ 

seated with me is Samuel M. Blumberg, Jr., Executive Director 

of the United States Court Reporters Association, who will assist 

me in answering any questions which the members of the Subcommittee 

may have. 

with the Chairman's permission, I would like to take a moment 

to acknowledge the fact that Mr. Blumberg has been an official 

court reporter in the United States District court for the Eastern 
, 

District of Pennsylvania, serving at Philadelnhia and Reading, since 

October 1, 1945, and today is his last day of government employment, 

as he will be formally retired as of the close of business today. 

! 
On beha:lf of the members of USCRA, we thank you for the 

opportunity ,(.)f submitting this statement '-thich ~-te believe covers 

all of the 'matters currently under consideration by this SubcommittE'.<;! 

of the court reporting system in the united States District Courts. 

The United States Court Reporters Association was organized 

in 1945, i:nmediately after the implenentation of the Court 'R.e~orters 

Act on July 1 of that year. USCRA is a non-profit association of 

reporters appointed under Title 28, united States Code, Section 753, 

the object of which is to bring together the official court reporters 

in the United States District Courts for the following purposes: 

To assist in establishing and maintaining the proper standards of 

proficiency and professional conduct; to promote friendly relations 

and to disseminate information; and to endeavor to secure the enact-

rnent of just and equitable laws and the promulgation of reasonable 
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and satisfactory rules and regulations thereunder generally affecting 

the members of the Association. 
-....., 

The oversight hearing now being conducted by this subcommittee 

is, to our knowledge, the first such hearing by either the Senate or 

the House of Representa~ives since the establishment of the official 

court reporting system in the United States District Courts. 

The United States Court Reporters Association is pleased that 

'this Subcom!nittee has undertaken this task, because it believes that 

after a thorough review o'f the matters to be considered today, you 

will reach the conclusion that, in fact, the present court reporter 

law, 28 U.S.C., 753, although it is now 37 years old, is still a 

proper, wise and workable piece of legislation: and that although 

some changes may be q~erned essential, you will find, and we hope to 

convince you, that those changes can and should be made adrninistra-

tively under the present law. 

Years ago a very wise old judge would charge his juries that 

they were not to "cannonade the butterfly." We respectfully suggest 

that it is not necessary to "cannonade" the present court reporting;; , 

system in order to correct any alleged Or actual deficiencies in the 

operation of the present system. 

USCRA has been advised that this Subcommittee on Court"S"is 

interested in learning about alternative methods of reporting, such 

as el.;!ctronic tape .recording, steno.mask and voicewri ting methogs: 
. [~. 

computer~aided transcription: full utili~ation of reporting personnel~ 

advisability of putting reporters on a full-time, flat salaried 

basis, with transcript fees going to the Treasury of the United 

States; reviewing the current transcriryt rate structure: inquiring 
(.) (). 

about alleged complaint§ or overcharging by repo~ters ,.and incompe

tency of reporte~s; the possible use of compet'itive bid contracting 
\I 

for reportorial services for the District'Courts: effective manage-

)) 
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mene of reporter personnel by mandatory pooling sJrstems: and the 
li 

pros and cons of the problems alleged to exist in the present court 

reporting system, and to attempt to find ways and means to make it 

easier and less expensive for litigants to obtain transcripts, all 

\'lith a view to determining the necessity of introducing a new court 

reporters bill. 

In this Prepared Statement, ~~e United States Court Repouters 

Association will address all of the items listed in the preceding 
r 

paragraph. And because the members o~ this SubcoMmittee are la\'~ers 

almost all of whom have actively practiced law in the various courts, 

and some of whom have served as judges in various jurisdictions, we 

are confident that they will understand the realities of life in 

the courtroom and not be misled by mere statistics, which can mean 

different things to different interpreters of those statistics. 

USCRA did; by a letter dated May,21, 1981, to all United 

states District Judges, inform them of this oversight hearing, and 

we did, in fact, sugges~ that they should write to the Chairman and 

members of this Subcommittee, if they felt so inclined, with their 

views about the present cour'f: "~reporting system and possible changes 

in the statute and the system. The May 21, 1981, letter is attached 

as Exhibit 1. 

t'1eknow that a number of judges have written to the Chairman 

and members of th~ Subc6mmitt~e, becaus~~ USCRA has received copies 

of some of those letters. We are sure that such letters from united 
\\ n 

Stat~s Judges, judges "who in the first instance were nominated ,for 

OffiC\ by one of you or your colleagues, and"then confirmed by the 

COrnrnit~\e, on the Judiciary and then by ,the ent;j;;1:'e Senate, will be 
, \\/. " 

of partic~lar significance to you as you ~yentually prepal;'e your 
\1.\ 

findings, c9nclusions, nnd recornme~dations. ~lliile it is true that 

the reporters, for whom we s~ea(~ ... e a special, vested interest in 'J. 
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maintaining their positions, the same cannot ,~be said:o for the jud,qes 

~f the united States cqurts, who are appointed for life, and who owe 

no particular allegiance to the court reporters assigned to theil! 

courtrooms. 

Before addressing the ~Ipecific "issues in ~hioh thisSubcojnmittee 

has expressed its interest and concern, we ~lould like tp quote f!Fom 

a letter written to Senator Dole by the HC)ne~f;1ble Shane Devine, 'I 

't 

District Judge of the District of New Hampshire. The letter is 

. dated May 29 t\ 1981, and in it Judge Devine states that he was a 

trial lawyer of some 26 years experience prior to coming to the 

Court. Judge Devine concludes his letter, in refer<imdi to the 

present court reporting system, with these w9rds : 

"As I comolete dictating this letter, I am standing :L,n a 
recess of a c~iminal trial mandated by the fact that a tare 
recording of a criminal ~efendant has not proven to be al~ 
that it was reoresented to be., In the words of the well
known idiom, IIf it ain I t broke, don I,t fix it. 111 

~ie urge the Subcommittee to' keep that thought in mind as ;it 

proceeds ,.lith this oversight hearing and as it prepares its f.ind:~ngs, 

conclusions and recomme~dations. 

.. ALTER"lATIVE METHODS OF REPORT~ 

An analysis of t.'le present reporting nietho8s in the Unitedl 

States District Courts and alternatives to those present methods 
6' ,--, 

must also include an a'nalysis of the methods or means of transct'iping 

the proceedings which have been reported by ,,,hatever method by the 

official court "reporter. 
" 

Currently the following methods of rePorting and transcribing 

aIle used by repot'ters in the united States District t;ipurts: 

L Manual (T,Jen or pencil) shorthand: i. e1, Gregg, Pi tInar,," 

or variations thereof. This is of little concern, because there are 

no longer any schools teaching "reporting" manual shorthand, and l 

through the normal course of attrition, there will soon be n~pe:il 

or pencil~ m&nual ,,,riters in the United States District Courts. 
\' 
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Reporters using this met!lod ordinarily dictate their short-

hand notes to a dictating machine and have a transcriber who then 

types from the reporter's dictation, producing, after proofreading, 

a finished transcript. Some "manual" shorthand ,.,ri ters may also 

type some or all of their transcripts, depending on their location 

and the volume of demand for transcripts. 

2. Machine shorthand -- Stenotype. There are several manu-

facturers of stenotype machines, but they are all based on the same 

method of operation"wi":.h the same alphabetical characters and 

numbers on the machines, which print out on a continuous paper tape 

the alphabetical and numerical symbolS keyed or typed in by ,the 

stenotype operator. 

Stenotype reporters, for transcription purposes, also either 

dictate their not,es to a dictating machine, type their own tran-

scripts, or use a "notereader" to transcribe directly from the 

reporter's stenotype notes, thereby eliminating the need for the 

reporter to dictate or tYT,Je his or her notes. Some stenotype 

\,,~eporters, using two notereaders, can produce daily, or even hour~y 
"" 0/ '"" transcripts, using this method. They stay in the courtroqm and have 

the notereaders, or runners, corne into the courtroom for ~ore of the 

reporter's stenotype no4:es ~ thus', while the reporter is still in the 

courtroom, the transcript is being produced. 
',I' 

3. Stenomask, or voicewriting. These are actually two dis-

tinct methods of reporting, although sometimes an effort is made to 

c9mbine them into one method. 

In the stenomask method, the reporter holds a mask to his 

face to muffle the sound as he verbally repeats \"hat ~r hears during 

the trial or proceeding onto a recording device, either a tape 
o 

recorder, or a disc-type piece of dictating equipment. Ordinarily, 
'i ~-; , 

there is no backup recorder used by this type of reporter, who 

83-037 q.,.-81-5 
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relies exclusively on his skill in repeating everything he hears in 

a verbatim fashion. There are, we believe, not more than a dozen 
" 

such stenomask reporters in the united states Dis1;,;-iclt Courts. 

The "voice''1ri ting" method of reporting is somewhat Ciifferent, 

in that the "reporter" does not use a mask, but whi'spers softly into 

an open microphone which is ,held close to the "reporter's" mouth. 

This dictati.on goes onto a tape recorder on one track of the ta~fi!' 

,:', 

and on the other track of the tape recorder the actual courtroom 

proceedings are recorded through ~ .separate micronhone. The 

second track and, additional microphone are for the purpose of 

ensuring that there is a backup to the ~eporterls repetition of wh~t 

he hears in the courtroom. There is no assurance, however, that: a 

malfunctioning of the eq'Uipment will not occur, and that there will 

be nothingrecorned on one or hoth tracks of the eqUipment. This 

same possibility existswitn. the stenoIllask method of reporting. 
\) 

The theory behind the stenomask and voice\,lritinq methods is\ 

that they~ompletely eiiminate'the necessity of the reporter ever 

leaving the courtroorn~ tha,i;: the tapes or discs so produced can be 

turned over to a transcriber and that a verbatim, certifiable tra~~ 

script can be produced in the absence of the ~eporte;t'. 
~</:~-:'-':'.:tf~::: 

","~~,=-- USC:M is aware of only one reporte:::' in the uni tEld States 
/1 ,~<"," '~" ' 

:I \, ~ 

':Dis;~rict Courts who useD the voicewriting method,~d that is a 
1/ / ' 

former stenotype reporter who developed ar,thritis in her hands and 

could no longer use the stenotype machine. 

TIle transcription process for the stenornask, ,and voicewr:i,ting 
\."""" 

methods, ':;n'£act, however, is not as has been touted bY the promoters 
,1 ,)' 

" 

of the systems. While theoretically 'it ispossiblevto do What is 

"c.~laiihed, the fact is that man~ ste~omask operators iisten to their 

dictated proceedings'with the use of an earphone, ~d then redictate 

them onto a regular dictating unit for"transcription l>y a typist ... 
() 
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transcriber, or personally type from their own dictation. This 

latter statement is also true of ,the one voicewriter of whom we are 

awar.e in' the United, 'States O!stiictCourts. 

Many of the reporters in the United States District Courts 

who use metho¢ls 1 and 2, manual (pen cp: pe!,\cil) shorthand, or 

stenotype, also use. a,; tape recorder as a "backup" device i or for 

later verificcrtion of, the record in case of a _challenge by an 

attorney or the court as to the accuracy of t~e transcript. This 

"backup" device, -furnished at the expense of the reporter, is also 

an assuran~,:e, that if the reporter b}comes c:iisabled or dies and 

ll:i~"::,~ }:lnt,raIl,scribed notes beH'ind, there \'1ill be another reporter 
,J', )' 
\11 ,{, ' 

,}\~,;~,:>I1~th the notes ail:d the tape recording, car. produce a certifiable 

transcript, so that, there need not ever be another - Carol Chessman 
'" 

case, Where a transcript was not available be,cause the reporter's 

notes wete~ct .deciphe~able. 

The stenomask system of reporting has b~en i~ existence for 

over 25 years, and has yet ma,¢le no ~igJllficant irnpacjF at the higher 

levels of the reporting profession. The volcewritingt method, 

developed ~y Joseph J • Gimell ~, .has, been t:h ',. , ... , ... - on, e. scene!.1 for ten years 

or more, and i t. ~lso has made 'no impact 01} the report~f~g scene. 

Both stenornask and voic;ewr.i ting methods" :'1 _ rece~"e a cOIlUl)!on cOIilplaint 
J :-:::--"( 

from many ·."udg'~~nd laW'U'. ers, wh~ch ~s tha":' those " "". "".. ...... " near',1 such' /a" 

repo:x:'ter al~e disturb. ed by the 0'-'-1' , - mW.\UJ ~ng wh~ch Can be oVE~rheard from 

the reporter •. ,1 

Neither method has demonstrate~ art ability to I~tilize anye'Of 

the latest technolo~y, ::I:lore part:(~C')ularly, the only J:'ecent s~,gnificant 
, If 

illlprovement in the reporting field; i.: e., computer-aided transcrip-

tion, used in ccnj~,?tion 'wi tl?- the, ste~otype machine, and 'by means 

of which almost ins~ant tran~cript c~ be provided. 

Item No. 4 in ,the methods of reporting is the just-mentioned 
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. computer-aided transcription, or CAT,. wh~ch offers area~ break

through in transcript produc'!:ion where all other methods fail, and 

that is in the utilization by the live cour.,t reporter of CAT equip-

mente 

WHAT IS CAT? 

Computer-aided transcription technology eliminates some of 

the time-consuming steps in the transcription process. With CAT 

technology, the reporter produces shorthand notes in the same manner 

with a stenotype machine. Ho~ever, this CAT ste~otypemachine simul

taneously produces a magnetic tape cassette copy of' the stenoform 

notes. The cassette is processed by a computer that translat.es the 

stenographic keystrokes to English language. The reporter then 

reviews the transcript in one of two ways. A paper copy of the 

transcript can~be produced via high speed printer, or the reporter 

can edit the transcript 0,. a cathode ray tube (CRT) video terminal 

(akin to a TV screen with a keyboard) , which permits the making of 

immediate correct,ions of untranslated stenoform outlines, word 

conflicts (instances where a set of stenographic keystrokes are 

defined as more than one word in the computer translation dictionary), 

or punctui:ltion in, the transcript. Following this edit pa printer 

can quickly and economically produce one or more copies of the 

transcript, which will be free of typographical errors. 

CAT has·the pot.ential to reduce the involvement of the 
q 

reporter to the original note: ' taking and one edit cycle, thus saving 

the court reporter's time. After a reporter's computer translation 

dictionary has been ful1~ developed and shorthand style adapted, 

the reporter should be relieved pf some of tge tedious tasks of 

reading, trans1ating'udictat~ng, editing, and typing, transcripts. 

The computer sho~ld perform ~~ese task~ many times faster and has 

the potenti~l to perform them mor,e economica11.y and with greater 
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accuracy than tradi tion.a1 methods '(' In turn, the court reporter 

should be able to devote more time to recording 
court proceedings, 

where shorthand skills 'and b ' l' i 
a J. J.t es are most productive. This 

should reduce the need for substitutes and ,save 'I:he court money. 

Increased productivity should help to keep pace with growing tran

script demands or with periodic surges in demand,' as well as allow 

sufficient time to proofread f.,ina1 transcrJ.'pts to 
ensure. high 

accuracy. 

HOW HAS CAT EVOLVED IN THE LAST FET'] YEARS? 

A number of substantial changes have occurred in CAT, the 

most significant of which has been the 
development and reporter 

acceptance of ~ser-contro1led 
translation (or stand-alone) CAT 

systems. Several of the ear1ie; vendors are no long~r in business. 

Those who are have siNnificantly d' 
~ mo J.fied both their CAT hardware 

and software. 

CURRENT CAT TECHNOLOGY 

At the end of 1980, there were fJ.'ve A 
C T vendors with viable 

operation~l systems. AlL five offer vi:lrioQl'J-,versions of a stand-

alone CAT system. 
One also offers a modified version of the service 

bureau approach to CAT. 
Four vendors are new since 1977.: 9.imarron 

Systems of Greenville, Texas, whi~h. has·-been purchased-
by Stenograph 

Corporation7,Reporter's C.A .• T. S . 
ys~ems, Inc., of Greenville, South 

Carolina; Trapslation Systems, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland; and 

Xscribe Corporat~on of San Diego, Califo~ia. 
One of the vendors, 

Stenograph Corporatiqn of Skokie, Ill' , 
J.nc;>J.s, was in bUsiness in. 1977, 

but has significan.t. ly rito. dified its CA'1'_ ,"ystem ' 
- SJ.nce then, and has 

also purchased the Cimarron system. " 
. Only on(!'·'· 'IT0ndor, Baron Data, 

Inc., of San Leandro, California 
() ,) , 

(with modifications) it i~itiat;ed 
is marketing the basic system 

in 1975-76. Baron recently 

announced the availability.. of a less 
G· sophisticated. and hence less 
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costly vera,ion of its basic system. Vendor estimates of the number 
,~ 

, h end of 1980 are shown in Figure 1. of systems op~rating at t e 

FIGURE 1: CAT INSTALLATIONS AS OF 1/15/81 

Vendor 

Baron Data 

Reporter's C.A.T., Inc • 

. ~) Stenograph Corporat10n 
Cimarron System 
Steno-CAT System 

Total 
number of 
CATs 
installed* 

250 

1 

(i 75 

Translation Systerns,Ihc. 
v ''-.\ 

18 
" "1) 

Xscribe Corporation 1 

Number of 
court-sponsored 
CATs installed 
or ordered 

9 

-0-

2 

5 

-0-

Number of 
reporters 
using 
vendor 
system 

1,500 

14 

140-170 

81 

30 

Totals 345 15 1,765-19795 

*Does not include systems ordered but not y~t installed. 

Note: Based on a survey of the vendors regarding the.number.of 
systems that have been ordered for.imPlementat10n dur1ng 
early 1981, and projecting these hgures out for the 
entire year, it is estimated t~at ~he total,number of 
CAT systems installed and pend1ng 1nstallat10n may 
exceed 600 by the end of 1981. 

Ii 

o 

The benefits of CAT to the Federal System are many~ 
,"\ 

(a) Stabilizing effect on transcript rates -- lessening 

the cost of litigation. 

Rather than ever-increasing transcript rates, as computers 

become more advanced, the, costs attendant thereto will decrease. , 

Transcript costs are determined in large measure by the cost 

incurred by court repor ers. t If the reporters' costs are lower, 

the transcript fee charged to the litigant may be lowered. 

Transcript delay will QE! abolished." 
;}' 

Since today a computer can print 125 pages per hour, a 
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1,OgO-page transcript (one week of trial) can be printed in a day. 

(c) Key word innexing. 

The computer can ideni,ify frequently"'stated words and/or 

,phrases for the Court and litigants •. 

The present Court Reporting Act, 28 U.S.C., 753", because it 

allows court reporters to charge,fees for transcripts, gives to the 

government the benefit of the use of the latest technology at no 

cost to the government. 

The Official Court Reporters are keenly ,:1.n):erested in adopting 

modern technology which will enable them to do th~ir job more 

efficiently, both in regard to time and cost facto~s. They fully 

recognize the potemtial of Computer-aided transcription, b\.fct are 

presently reluctant to undertake the very large financial cornmit-

ment invo.:!,ved, as long as there are constant threats to their very 
,( ':;'\\ 

jobs. 

However, once they can be assured that they are not about to 

be replaced by a tape recorci'er, a contract reporter, or put on a 

flat salary without the incentive of retaining transcript fees, 

they will be willing to undertake this financial responsibility. 

And eVen if individual official court reporters q,annot ass,urne 

such a financial undertaking, the Comptroller General of the United 

,I,,, St$\tes has already ruled in a decision dated May 25, 1977, File 

B-,185484, in response to a request for an opinion from the Director 

of the 'Fe~aral Judicial Center, and has answered this specific 

question: 

"2. Would the establishment of a computer assistedtran-

scription program ••• including as a key element the fixing of 

charges at levels to recover all costs, satisfy the objections 

interposed to the plan ••• ?" 

\I 

~\ 
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The decision of the Comptroller ,General was as follows: 

"Nith reference to the second question, our prior 
decision reasoned that under the D.C. Code provision, which 
is analogous to 28 U.S.C., Sec. 753, ,the obligation of court 
reporters to furnish supplies at their own expense repre
sents a ~ pro quo for their retention of transcript fees. 
Thus our basic objection to the Superior Court proposal was 
that reporters would continue to receive transcript fees 
without assuming the full cost of the computer-aided system. 

"The Administrative Office's plan would require that 
the reporters who use the program reimburse the Government 
for the full cost of providing the service. This would be 
done by setting the rates for' use of ·the Government service 
(i.e., the terminal, rental of computer time, necessary 
sOftWare and telecommunications), at a level which would 
cover the entire cost of the equipment, including deprecia
tion, amortization, repair and operation, plus rentals for 
computer time and related software. The reporters would 
still be required to purchase their own stenotypl;! machine, 
magnetic tapes and other supplies. In the alternative, 
the Administrative Office would purchase the magnetic tape 
stenotype machines and, in effect, sell them to the reporters. 
This satisfies the requirement that the reporters must
furnish all necessary supplies, at their own expense. Under 
these circumstances, we would have no objection to their 
retention of transcript fees. Accordingly, question 2 is 
answered in the a.ffirmative." 

The decision of the Comptroll~r General in File B-185484, 

and the letter from the Administrative Office which refers to the 

letter of the Director of the Federal Judicial Center, setting 

forth the question above, as well as other questions " are attached 

as Exhibits 2A and 2B, respectively. 

As Exhibit 3, for the information of the Subcommittee, we 

attach a document entitled "Report on the Pilot Program for Prepara-

tion of Computer-Aided Reporter's Transcripts," dated April 20, 1979, 

and an up-date of that report dated April 16, 1981, prepared by 

Wilfried J. Kramer, Clerk for the Court of Appeal, Third Appellate 

District of the State of California. 

ELECTRONIC REPORTING 

Electronic recording of court proceedings has for many decades 

now been advocated by many people and organizations as the great 
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panacea to the alleged proble,ms inherent in the use of 

And each time ~e proposal is made t 
live reporters. 

o replace the live reporter with 
tape recorders, or ER, the 

acronym for the system, those proponents 
claim that the "state of the 

art" has now reached the point where it 
is more cost-efficient, more 

accurate, faster transcription is possi-

ble, and all ap,pellate dela.ys will be eliminated. 

As far back as its September 1958 
meeting, the Judicial 

Conference of the United 
States approved a recommendation of the 

Committees on Supporting P 
ersonnel and Court Administration that the 

Administrative Office of th 
e. United States Courts condUct a 

man~ge-
ment study of court and other report~ng 

• systems, the courts or 
bOdies to be d surveye to be left to the . 

d~scretion of the Director. 
At the request of the 

two management analysts from 
Director of the Administrative Office, 

the Bureau of the Budget made the 
study for the Administrative Office. 

The 139 page report, issued in 
1960, came to be known in court circles as 

the Parker-Tharp Report, 
because Charles Parker, Jr., and Norman 

R. Tharp, Management 

of the Budget, made the study and the 
Analysts from the Bureau 

subsequent report. 

As to ER, Parker-Tharp wrote on pages 63 and 64 of their 

report: 

"Ne~t to.the audio-visual record, the most exact record 
~s an or~ginal high-fidelity sound recording of the oroceed
~ngs •. T e advantages of such a record over a shorth~nd 
~:~~~~ ~re numero?s~ The recorder used in experiments con-

. y,the Adm~n~strative Office is so constructed that 
the record. cannot be eras7d on the machine and the tapes 
cann<;>t be t:ampered with w~thout detecti·on. These recordin 
ma?h~nes and auxilliary equipment cost about $2 500 g 
un~t. , per 

"A tape recording of this type provides an exact record 
of the audible portion of proceedings which would be incon
trovertible. It includes all misstatements Which speakers 
may not have been aware of making." 

But,. even Parker-Tharp acknowledged the deficiencies in their 
'., 

proposed "panacea" when they wrote: 

.! 
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"If present high-fidelity recording equipment supple
mented by more complete courtroom minutes keyed to the ~ape 
d es not satisfy the requirements for an", accurate recor , 
e~uipment might be modified to provide two channel record
ings on a single tape.''' 

Eventually, Parker-Tharp's proposed "panacea" died a natural 

NOw, some twenty years later, we have not two:track, but 

electr'onic recording equipment being offered four- and eight-track 

as the answer to providing cost-efficient court reporting services, 

and transcripts, with speed and complete accuracY. 

. no~ a sound stage where people speak Because ~~e courtroom ~s l~ 

~nto a microphone, and where frequently more clearlY and distinctly • 

at the same time, transcribers who must than one person speaks 

listen to the tape at a later time 'find it is impossible in many 

instances to decipher what was' said ,in the courtroom. True, the 

mUlti-track tape recorder makes it possible, theoretically, for the 

transcriber to switch from c anne h '1 to channel seeking the clearest 

. s and a process which slows channel, a vel;'Y time-consum~ng proces , 

. . ~--easurably, thus making prompt appellate the rate of transcr~pt~on ~.u" 

review also impossible. 

The Court of Claims ~ of the Stat" of New York is a classic 

loys transcribers example of what happens when a court slystem emp 

for court reporters (this means transcribing from dictated material). 

The State-employed, transcribers, lacking the per page incen

tive, produce 30 pages per daY' (approximately 4 pages per hour) ,r 

whereas independent typ~s s pro . t duc'e froln. 12 to 20 pages per hour 

from dictated or note read material. 

USCRA is familiar with the Baird MCS-l 'System of electronic 

recording in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia. Its, 

Executive Dire,ctor, , Samuel 'i. Blumberg, Jr., was afforded the 

th equipment alon~ with,~r. Edward v. opportuni ty to inspect e \';; 

Garabedian of the Administrative Office. 

-,'1 \7 
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When the new building for the D. C. Superior Court was built, 

a contract was awarded to wire all 44 courtrooms and 7 hearing 

rooms, purchase sufficient equipment to equip 10 courtrooms for 

electronic recordation and sound reinforcement, outfit ,one hearing 

room for recordation only, and to purchase one complete spare 

system to be.qand for demonstrations, training, backup, and emergen-
f" 

cy coverage ci'f a room which is pre\'1ired but not equipped. The 

initial phase. of the system went into operation on l.fay 9, 1978, and 

it has been in continuous use, but only for small claims courts, 

landlord and tenant cases, and the like. No major trials, we are 

informed, have been, recorded and trcUlscl;'ibed using this equipment. 

However, even though the courtrooms were acoustically-designed 

for this particular equipment, and even though Mr. GaraQedian and 

oMr. Blumberg were given the opportunity to monitor the tape as it 

was being made in the courtroom, no cost figures for transcription 

were provided. The USCRA representative wanted to purchase a 

transcript and a copy of the corresponding tape so that a comparison 

'could be made between the two, and this request was denied. Infor

mation as to wbo did the transcril?ing, how. long it took to .transcribe 

~f day I s prooeedings., etc., was all denied on the ground that the 

Chief Judge liked the system and did not ~ant any publicity about 

it. 

G 0) 
USCAA is also familiar with the centrally contl;'olled elec-

tronic recording system in the Hall of Justice in Montreal, Quebec, 

although it has not sent a representative to jnspect the system. 

The Moptreal central system covers nearly 100 courtrooms., 

each of which contains five microphone locations (channels). These 

five channels are electronically mixed down to feed a tWo-channel 

tape recorder. Th;!.s two-channel system works in the Canadian 
(\ 

courts becau~e they are vel;'Y disciplined in comparison to the 
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majority of the courts in the united States. A standard operating 

( ) l.·s established for every participant in t~e courtprocedure SOP 
~-=> 

room, including all judges and attorneys. Microphone locations are 

clearly defined (microphones are attached to shafts which hang 

d 11 partl.·cl.·pants are expected to cooperate, from the ceiling) an a 

or else not participate. These are conditions similar to a radio 

drama studio where each person is positio~ed close to a microphone. 

~ihen the Montreal system was first implemented, the separate 

positions of cf~rk and court reporter were combined, the person 

doing the logging i~'the courtroom bein~ responsible for producing 

the typed transcript. Generally, therefore, a clerk/reporter would 
,-j\ 

work in the courtroom one day, then spend the next day producing 

the typed transcript. All technical, duties involving the system 

control room staff., As mentioned earlier, were performed by the 

d thl discl.·pline required of partici-the Canadian system is base on 1~ 

pants: 'th tabl' hed procedures is mandatory for all compliance Wl. es l.S 

participants. Each particip?,.nt is instructed to speak directlYI), 

into a microphone, and extensive notes are taken by the clerk/ 

t proceedings to 'help "with the id~ntificareporter during the cour 

tion of the participants. 

To compare the centrally controlled ER installation i~ 
\ 

building specifically wired for the system, containing cour~oms 

thec:'luild-acoustically designed for electronic r:cordation, ,.,i th 

ings housing the United States District Courts around the country 

is like comparing apples and oranges. There is no comparison, ~nd 

is no justification for saying that a system that will'?/,ork in a 

'ld' '11 work in all others. specifically-designed bul. l.ng Wl. 

But the electronic recording machine and installation is 

like the 

surface. 

tip of the iceberg; there is much, much more beneath the 

The purpose of anyreporting method, live reporters, ER, 

so that a verbatim transcript can be prepared, when required, etc., is 
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within a reasonable time, at a reasonable cost, and with abso~~te 
accuracy. 

Therefore, the electronic recording must be transcribed by a 

human being -- a typist-transcriber. The Superior Court of the 

District of Columbia has prodUced no information on this subject, 

other than the ~nformation contained in its 1979 Annual Report, 

which shows that 39 live reporters produced 243,481 pages of tran

script, or 6243 total pages per reporter; and that a total of only 

11,002 pages were produced from the Court Memory System. As of 

December 31, 1979, there were 10 courtrooms equipped with the 

Baird ER system, so that an average of 1100 pages per year were pro-

duced in each of those 10 courtrooms. Can this be a cost-effective 

system? 

However, we do have a transcript prepared from a tape re-

cording made on a tape recorder furnished to a United States Magis-

trate by the Administrative Office, and we have the original tape 

cassettes which were made with the Lanier Advocate II four-track 

recording system. We are prepared to play the tapes for tQe Sub-
)' 
) 

committee now, or to its staff later~ if that is preferred. We 
'::0 

also have an affidavit from Willram J. O'Connor, Clerk of the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of Alabama, Which 

states: 

"The attached original transcript and recorded cassette 
tapes of'a hearing befor,e the Honorable David G. Bagwell, 
United States Magistrate for the Southern tiistrict_pf 
Alabama, In the Matter of: Carl 'kall vs. Dr. J. B;- Thomas, 
et al., being Civil Action Number 79-0074-P,are original 
documen't.:? and tapes filed in the offie~ of the Clerk, 
Uni ted States Diotrict Court fq~':2cl:1e .Southern District of 
AlCibama, and constitute officiai1-'i'!Mrds of the said 
court." 

The hearing was held on July 16, 1979. These tapes and the 

original transcript will be returned to the Clerk after this 

hearing has been concluded. 
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The transcript consists of 129 pages, including the certifi-
1::-,.\ 

cate. On pages 1 through 39, there are 73 instances where the word 

"inaudible" appears in parent:hesis. And from };lage 40 to pa4ge 4~, 

inclusive, there are, in addition to m<;l.ny "inaudibles," parentheti-

cal notations of a total of 23 minutes of "At this time the tape is 

inaudible for aFproximately minutes." 

We have taken theOtime to listen to the tapes and compare 

them to the transcript. And while the tape is, in fact, inaudible 

in m~st instances, there are ffiq.ny occasions where, by repeated 

playback, we have b~en able to fill in the "inaudible" notation. 

Also, in comparing the tapes against the transcript, we found many 

instances where the transcriber did not accurately type ~.,hat was 

clearly on the tape, or left ou t many \'1ordswhich t..~e typist pro-

bably thought were not material, or did not want to take the time 

to decipher. 
, 'I 

Please remember that this transcript wa~\ produced from a 

multi-channel sound recording device, furnished by the Government 

to the United states Magistrate. Such Magistrates are now trying 

cases by designation that the District Judges would norma~J.y try. 

If your life, your reputation, or your financial future were 

involved, would you want your trial or hearing recorded and trah-

scribed in this manner? 

" 

Because we think it is important to view the actual end pro-

duct of a,n electronic recording device in use fn the United States 

Courts today, we attach at ~his point pages 40 to 46, inclusive, of 

the aforementioned transcript. 
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CHAR.LES A. HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES 
P. O. BOX 1971 

MOBILE, ALABAMA 

.:3 .minutes.) 

THE COURT: 

Excuse me a minute. Who was this doctor? 

(Inaudible) 

'!'BE COURT: 

Sheppard i.s that 1Jlle doctor \\"-

MR. HALL:. 
. 
(Inaudible) 

THE COURT: 

Okay. 

40 

I: 

(At this time the tape is inaudible for approximatel~ 

2 minutcs.) 

MR. GIBBS: 

X want to object to this beqause this does not appea~ 

to be something that happened wn:Ue ne,was a prisoner. 

THE COUR'l': 

(Inaudible) you mean? 

MR. GIBBS: 

y~s,. sir. 

THE COURT: 

x ~ assume ,he is go,i.ng into the piarhi.l;:Jeia)by way \~f 

background for his present gum proble~s. 
..... 

25 
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CHARLEs A. 'HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES ',) 
P. O. BOX 1971 

MOBILE, ALABAMA 

1 
-H----""'------:---------.-----"-""-------------r';, 

(Inaudible. ) 
41 

2 T.8E COURT: 

3 'This is sbmei;l:ling you told the dent!st?~' 

" MR. .. HALL: 

5 yes. 

6 T.8E COURT: 

7 Go ahead. 
fj 

.. ~): , 

Excuse me, Mr. Ea,ll. 

8 MR. HALL ~ I .• 

'i 
9 (At this time the' tape is inCludible'for a~proximate ly 

10 5 minutes.), 

. 11 THE COURT: 

121 C,', Excuse me. 

13 (MR.. ilALL:' 

If 

Are you in segregation now'~did you sCl,y? 

", 

Right now? 

15 mE COURT: 
J 0 

16 ,. eyes right now. 
,--1 ". 

17 ,,Mao HALL: 

18 " (Inaudible.) 

19 THE COURT: 

{I 

::1 
(:rnaudibl,~ .) 

23 

• 'I 

( d 'bl ·fo'.);) ." . it 1 '3' it) In au J.e J.. . apprOXJ.T!j,a ~ y m nll as ~ 
D,,;' ,Y 

,~, 

25 . Excuse It),e a second bef~.>re yeu go that far. 'X am 
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CHARLES A. HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES 
P. O. BOX 1971 

MOBILE, ALABAMA 
42 

having a little trouble hearing you. Did you tell me that you 

can only get two books at a time while you are in segregation? 

MR. HALL: 

(inaudible .) 

TB;E COURT: 

Did I misunderstand you about that? 

MR. HALL: 

. (Inaudible. ) 

THE COURT: 

Mr. Gibbs, are we later on going to have the law 

library -- librarian as a witness or anything? 

MR. GIBBS: 

THE COURT: 
(J 

cor,:~~ctly. 

,MR. HALL: 

'(Inaudible. ) 

(i 

All right, good. 

(Inaudible. ) 

I was not sure 'that I heard you 

r!;i 

o 

19 ~'THE COURT: 

20 Three at a time? Okay. Excuse me for interrupting 

21 you. 

, 22 MR. HALL:, 

23 (At this time the tape is:'.iaaudible for approx,imate ly 

24 4 minutes.) 

THE t;lOUR'l': 

IC. 

83'",037 0-81-6 
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CHARLES A. HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES 
P. O. BOX 1971 

MOBILE, ALABAMA 

Excuse me a second -- 'let mej.,nterrupt you. Does 
43 

2 anybody do you have a list, basically of what is in the law 
Is' 

3 lib:t:ary? 

4 MRoGIBBS: 

5 'Yes, we have a list. 

6 THE COURT: 

7 Are you going to int~oduce it later? Okay. all right. 

8 r, Excuse me' for interrupting. 

9 MR. HALL: 
(I 

10 (At this time the tape is inaudible for approximatel~ 

i1 2 minutes.) 

12 THE COURT: 

13 Sir? Yes. 

14 Mr. Gibbs. do you want to see his list? 

15 MIt. GIBBS: 

16 (Inaudible. ) 

17 MR. HALL: 

18 (Inaudible.) (} 

TEE COURT: 

20 Can I make a suggestion. How many medical witnesses 

21 do you have? 

22 MR. GJ:BBS: 

23 Med~cal? 

,24 TEE COURT: 

2s 
~~------------------------~----------~'--------~00 

yes. 
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CHARLES A. HOWARDA!~D ASSOCIATES 
P. O. BOX 1971 

MOBILE. ALABAMA 

(Inaudible) Dr. Thomas (ina»d:iJjle). 

44 

'We might want to let Dr. J'acksonjust break,this up 

so he can be 'excused. J: hate to keep him --- ,if wei are going. 

to have testimony about the law library. I hate for him to 
() 

have to ~,waiting through that. 

MR. GIB,ES: 

That's fine with me, if Mr. HalPs witnesses "are 

goi-ng to ,'be on th~, law library. 

TEE COURT: 

Yes. Mr. Ball. do you have any other witnes~ea on 

your medical problems? 

MR .. HALL: 

(Inaudible. ) 

THE COtm.~: 

Yes, surE!. maybe we can --

. , 
MR. GJ:BBS: 

X/would be happy if you want to set it up like 

trY the medical issues and then try the c;;ther' issues (irtaudibl ). G 

THE COURT: 

I don't know. 
,N, 

about, how long do you 

want to talk about the law libFary? I'm. no!: trying to cut you'-
a ,0 ",_co 

short:. "if your te~tim9ny ~bou~ the" law libr;;lry is going 'to 

o 1\ 

-
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CHARLES A. HOWARD AND ASSOCIATES·' 
P. O. BOX 1971 

,MOBILE. ALABAMA 4S 

1 g~ fifteen or twenty more minutes. Okay. Well, 1et·s just 

2 go straight on through like we are going. Iim not trying to 

3 cut you short. you say whatever you need to say. 

4 MRo HALL: 

5 (~rhe tape is inaudible for approximately 2 minutes.) 

6 MR .. GIBBS:,.'; 

7 Your Honor, I am going to object to any testimony 

8 about'\{;,.inaudible). 

9 THE COURT: 

10 We set the law library iss,ue. He said something 

11 
. h' \\ I . t 1n1S co~pp a1n , as I recall, about some sort of Ku. Klux 

12 Klan activities in the law library, something like that. Let 

13 me hear what that is about, briefly, just to see whether that 

14 is included in what is set for trial. If you need to call 

15 other witnesses on that if we decide that is an issue, I will 

16 give you a chance to do that or we can set it for, another day, 

17 if.we need to. GO ahead. 

18 MRo HALL: 

19 

20 

(At this time the tapa is inaudible for approx:iJnately 

2 minutes.) 

21 THE COURT: 

22 Can you tell me why the paoEle inthere<' told you not 

23 to S10 in or what? 

b • ! 
24 MR. .)HA:~L: 

(Ina\:ldible .) II 
25 II 
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1 (At this time the tape is inaudible for approximately 

2 1 minute.) 

3 THE COURT: 

4 That issue will not be tried today •. ' You don't need 

5 to worty about calling other witnesses. I did not mean to 

6 include an issue like that in the iaJ libr:ary issue for trial 

7 today, ok~y? So you can . limit yourself to the library, it,se1f, 

8 and its arrangement and things like that. 

9 MR. HALL: 

10 (Inaudible. ) 

II THE COURT: 

12 Okay, all r igh t' Thank you. Excua~ me.; 

13 

14 CROSS EXAMINATION 

15 BY MR. GIBBS: 

16 Q Mr. Hall, you state~ that the reason that you failed 

17 to piCk up the medlcation was because it made you sick to your 

18 stomach? 

19 A "Yes. 
\··w· 

c> 20 Q ~1~m you tell me when did it Il\ake you sick to your 
~ ~: 

21 stcnnach? 

22 A (Inaudibl~ .• ) , 
<:~ 

23 Q Had Y01J ever h~d any~tomach pro~lems before other 

24 than ,those connected with, taking this medication? 

25 A Not before, no, sir. 

\ , 
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The Lord Chancellor's Depattment in London, England, issued 

a report in late "1979 entitled, "Report of the Study Group on Ver-

batim Reporting, I, in which there is recognition of the problems in 

~:ranscribing electronic recordings. Ne attach paragraphs 91, 92, 

93, and 115 of the report at this p(1int, following these few very 

relevant quotes from the report: 

91. " ••• such a machine cannot, on its own, ensure that 
the ;~~~bcriber can always identify individual participants; 
it ~artnot ensure that they are sufficiently close to the 
microphone for their words to be understood; nor can it 
ensure that they speak clearly." 

93 (ii) "Transcription from tape is slower than tran
scription from shorthand notes. It is difficult to estimate 
how much slower, because factors such as the quality of the 
recording and the log and the frequency of J:eferences to 
documents and authorities are important. But it is probably 
fair to say that it takes at least one-third more time, 
and often twice as much." 

115. " ••• two crucial disadvantages would remain. 
Firstly, it has proved extremely difficu;Lt for the LCD to 
recruit suitably qualified audio-transcribers. Secondly, 
the evidence we have received has, led us to the conclusion 
that the quality of transcripts obtained from audio record
ing, although acceptable, is inferior to that provided by 
shorthand writers." 

EXCERPT PARAGRAPHS FROM TBE LORD CHAN,CELLOR' S 
DEPARTMENT IN LONDON, ENGLA.'H:i: 

92. There are no insuperable technical difficulties in ensuring 

that recordings are clearly aUdible. A numbe:r of audio 

recording systems have been developed sJ?ecifil::ally for use 

in court reporting, and they are being ljlsed stlccessfully in many' 

parts of the world. A multi-track mclchine caril record each of 

the nlain participants on a separate track so that if more than 

one is .-=;peaking at any time, the transc,riber can play each 

track separately to ctarify what is being said. :It is also 

possible--and" desiraJJle--to incorporate! provis:Lonagainst over

~ecording or ~ccidental erasure, an audio alarm to sound in 

the event of the machine failing (or f2Liling to record at ade-
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quate volume) and a voice compression feature which obviates 

the need for constant adjustments of microphone levels. , But 

such a machine <7annot, on its own, ensure that the 1;ranscriber 

can always identify individual participants~ it cannot ensure 

that they are sufficiently close to the microphone for their 

'/lords to be understood; nor can it ensure that they speak 

clearly. 

92. A logger is therefore needed, both to monitor the recording and 

to identify participants when they appear for tlhe first time. 

He should also keep a note of the spelling of proper names and 

of the points on the tape at "/hich various eve,nts (such as 

legal submissions or the start of ;the examina1;ion of a new 

witness) occur. 

93. There are four ways in which audio r:ecording i'remains inherently 

inferior to notetakers. 

(i) It is more difficult to replay part of 1~he p.roceedings 

in court than. for a notetaker to read b~ck his notes, 

because it takes much longer to find th~ releyant part 

of the proceedings. Similarly, it ~ould be e:x:tremely 

difficult to meet some of the very sel'Elctive transcript 

orders now made by the CAO. 

(ii) Transcription from tape is slower than transl,::ription from 

shorthand notes.. It is difficult. to estimate ho,'1 mucn 
!I 

such ilS ti,~e quality!; of the record-
I I 

slower, because factors 

ing and the log and the frequency ,'.of refer~mces to docu-
,I 

ments and authorities are importaf\';t. But :~t is probably 
II I' \ 

f~ir to say that it takes at least, one-th~:rd more time, 

and often twice as much. 
I' 
II 

(iii) A notetaker if! imm!i!diately aware if .a statlrmenr is u!'lin-
I , 

telligi~le as he is unable to record it, he\can;~ t~fere-

fore, ask for the statement to be repeated. 
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(iv) If equipment malfunction is. not noticed immediately, the 

r.'ecord of that part of. the proceedin'ls is irretrievably 

lost. 

115. We believe that it would be technically feelS ible to use audio 
dJ 

recording to meet the Government's needs for verbatim records 

of proceedings, but for the reasons given in paragraphs 91 and 

93 ,,,e do not think it would be desirable to dlo so. Calculati(Jns 

we have made suggest that the cost of using audio recording 

to meet the needs of the Crown Court would be m~lch the same 

as the~cost of using notetakers except where the duties of 
.., 

moni toring Itbe recording and logging the proceedings could be 
/\ ! 

;' ; : 

'-performed by someone al.?;:eady required to be in court. But two . . 
crucial disadvantages would remain. Firstly, it has proved 

extremely difficult for the l.CD to recruit suitably qualified 

audio-transc.rihers. Secondly, the evidence we have receivec'l. 

has led us'to the conclusion that the quality of transcripts 

obtained from audio recording, although acceptable, is inferior 

to that provided by shorthand writers. This is not a.ref~ec

tion ~n ;the ability or dedication of the audio-transcripers,' 
, 

nor is it pllrely a i;echnical question of the quality of! the 
:1 

recording. t'Te think that one of the reasons for the d~~fference 

II in quality i~i that the notetaker has to record every w:rrd 

spoken and thatthi~s leads him t8 ask for the re.petiti.i
l 

n Of. 

any inaudible part of the proceedings. I 
I 'F 

. ! ~ 1 
For twenty years people have been beating a path to Ai~ska '~o 

:1 
observe, study, analYZe and investigate the electxical reco:~ding 

;:;;;=:- • 

system utilized by the Alaska COllrt Syste1ll, which most people have 

been led to believe is a "better mousetrap." The ~ni ted Staltes 

Court Reporters Association representatives and the National Short-
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hand Reporters Association representatives have also traveled that 

beaten path that so many others have traveled. Many technological 

and financial analyses have been done by the reporters organiza-

tions and others. 

The fact re~ains, however, that the final product leaves much 

to be desired. The Honorable Gerald J. VanHoomissen, Presiding 

Judge of the super'ior Court of the State of Alaska in Fairbanks, 

wrote in 1979 to George Fathman, offic:i:al court reporter in Tucson, 

Arizona, as follows: 

"YoU asked whether we had electronic court reporting 
devices in this court system here in'Alaska, and unfor
tunately, yes we do. I would give my right arm for you 
or Ted or another competent o~ qualified reporter in my 
court over the idiot box. G~'l::ting records out and tran-

.. scripts of proceedings is an extremely slow propositioh. 
"As judge, you have to be extremely car:ful that 

everybody stays near a microph~pe, keeps the~r voice uP, 
etc., etc. It just is not a satisfactory system as far 
as " I. • m concerned." 

"Believe me, 0 if you hear of any court system who. wahnts 
to get rid of their live reporters and replace them w~t 
the electronic machinesf,) you can certainly use my name 
as a person who has been exposed to ,both systems and has 
little or no love for the new modern devices." 

1\. welJ,-knoWn;,.,trial lawyer in Anchor-age, Alaska, Bernard P. 

Kelly, having practiced law there since 1970, a member of the 

Intern~tional Academy of Trial Lawyers and member of the Board of 

Governors of the American Trial Lawyers Association, in response to 

an inquiry frpm USCRA President Gerald J. Popelka, responded on 
,\ 

March 30, 1981, as follows: 
" () 

"You""asked that I write a letter to you, indicating my 
experience with the audio equipment utili~~d in Alaska 
Superior Courts. As y,ou know, i have been a trial lawyer 
based in Oregon from 1954 to l.970. In Oregon we always 

. =-_uti:!..tze.d s_teno.typecour!; ~epor.ters as. a means of recording 
testimony. " 

"Since 1970 I have bp.en in Alaska where the State 
courts - notably the Ala((ka Superior Courts - are th$ main 
trial courts for criminal and pivil litigation and utiliZe 
an audio method of recording testimony. There is no court 
r~porter present in court. Ther~ is a technician Who 
monitors the machinery. If it is desired to have the testi~~ 
mony replayed, one has to go through a somewhat clumsy 
process 0.£ having the technician locate the appropriate 
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place to replay the testimop.y backd to the jury. T'ihe:r;-e the 
audio system really breaks down is when it comes to develop
ing a transcript for an appeal. Since the technician who 
monitors the equipment in court is merely a technician and 
not a reporter, that person is'US\lally not even the one who 
is called upon to type up the eventual transcript. Also 
the caliber of the audio equipment on replay is anything 
but clear. There are many echos in it. 

"I find, myself, even though I am intimately familiar 
with the technical features of the testimony that has been 
given in court, that I have a hard time listeningcto and 
understanding what has~~~n said when the audio is played 
back. Also when severaJ/:people are speaking in 910se proxim
ity to each other, it is easy to confuse who is doing the 
talking or to even distinguish the words, whereas a court 
reporter would insist tha~ the record be intelligible and 
that 'Io/ilat was being said by one party or attorney could be 
distit.:guished from that of another. The audio cannot make 
those distinctions. 

"On at least two occasions when I had severa~ hundred 
thousand dollars riding on the outcome of an accurate appeal 
transcript, I can vouch for the fact that the quality of 
the transcript for the appeal ~ .. as frighteningly inaccurate. 
It g~ve me great concern about whether we might have a 
reversal of the case merely because of thee, inaccuracies of 
the record. 

"I can assure you that on any substantial case involving 
several hundred thousand dollars or more and where I can 
afford to do so i~cause of the size of the case, that I am 
always going to use daily copy stenotype reporters just to 
avert what I regard to be a serious breakdown in the poten
tial right of my client to a fair tria~. 

"I have never "experienced similar problems to those I 
have outlined above with the stenotype repo~-ting method. 
I consider the threat of the Federal system going to an audio 
system to b,e one that would be intolerable. You may use my 
views in any way that you see fit. ,~am~a member of the 
International Academy of Trial Lawyers and am a member of 
the Board of Governors of the American Trial Lal'lYers 
Association. If 

Apparently, in the opinion of those judges and lawyers :.rwhn, 
,I'" ,I, '1,/ 

have had extensive experience with electronic recording and tran-

scripts therefrom, the opinions of Judge VanHoomissen and Attorney 

Kelly are widespread. 

James A. Dixon, Jr., Esq., a partner in Dixon, Dixon, 

Nicklaus & Webb, Miami, Florida, takes a stand against ER in .an 

article appearing in the Florida Bar Journal of January ' 198l, 

entitled "Electronic Rer:o;rding Fails Test, If which is quoted here: 
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Electronic recording, as a means C!f transcribing jury and 
nonjury trials and hearings, has once again failed to meet the 
test of accuracy that Is so important in the preparation of 
transcripts for modern.day appeals. n . 

Over the past several years, we have S<len vanous plans put 
forward for the electronic and/or videotaping of trials and 
depositions, as a'substitute for the stenographicallY'recordlld 
transcript of testimony as prepared by a certified shorthand 
reporter. TheSe plans are invariably advanced under the 
banner of the reduction althe cost of litigation. However, it has 
yet to be demonstrated by any competent authority that the 
electronic recording of litigated matters does, in fact, reduce 
the cost of litigation. Indeed all of the available evidence 
indicates to the contrary, and further indicates that the 
accut'acy factor d~dlm::!~!11arkedly where transcription of 
testimony Is attempted witni:;'lt the benefit of a qualified court 
reporter present in the hearin'ir;oom. 

A!S of July 1, 1980, under the sl~a., of "saving money/' the 
Division of Workers' Compens~t[on ordered the deputy 
commissioners to purchase, operate aJl<imoni(o~a.,e record· 
ers in their hearing rooms to maintain the recoicl,~of the 
proceedings before them. Private counsel were not pre'c:!uded 
from hiring their own prafessionalshorthand reporters, but the 
official record was to be the transcript prepared by transcribers 
&om the tape recording of the proceedings. 
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The results of this experiment are apparently in. On October 
23, 1980, the Supreme Court of Florida, in the case of In Re: 
Florida Workers' Compensation Rules of Procedure, Case No. 
57,107, adopted certain amendments to the Florida Workers' 
Compensation Rules of Procedure, effective January 1, 1981. 
These changes, which were prepared and recommended by 
the Workers' Compensation Rules Conlmittee of The Aorida 
. Bar and the Workers' Compensation Section, containC'l the 
fonowing change in Rule 18(a)(I), Record on Appeal: 

(1) The Record on Appeal shall contain the claim, 
notice to controvert, pretrial order and stipulation, 
transcript of proceedings before the deputy, as taken 
by a certified court reporter at the expense 01 the 
Diuision and order on appeal. (The italicized language 
r!ipl'estmts the new matter in the Rule.) 

The comment provided by the committee, supporting this 
l!ddition to Rule 18, is significant. 

1hIs change is intended to conform the rules to the 
lcgislative mandate (or comport with thl\! legislative 
intent) set out in F.S. 440.29(2) which requires 
hearings before the Deputy Commissioner to be 
reported and authorizes the'.Division to contract for 
the reporting of the hearing. Current practice and 
~oldure jp apparently inconsistent with some 
districts emj:;oying court report!!f' and others ,not. 
The Rules Committee of the Workers' Compensation 
Section has been advised of sevllral instr.nces in 
which the Record on Appeal has been inadequate for 
PllfllOSes of deciding the appeal, resulting in some 
cases in Irreparable damage and, in others, of 
unnecl!SSarY expense involving de novo proceedings. 

1hIs Florida experience is consistent with the experience of 
studies in other states. The Division of Workers' Compensa. 
tion hall, however, petitioned the Supreme Court to reconsider 
its October 23, 1980, order. 

A recent opinion by Judge Robert B. Krupansky,,,United 
States District Court, Northern District of Ohio, in th~ case of 
Wdliams and Tromme/l). General Motors Corporation, Civil 
Action Nos. C79-1434Y and C79-1890Y. has highlishted the 
fact that empirical studies have now cast serious doubt on the 
cast savings and level of accuracy of electronic recording 
methods. 

Befor.e the court was a motion by the plaintiffs in an action 
brought pursuant to §301 of the Labor Management Relations 
Act, 29 USC §185. The Illaintiffs moved, pursuant to Rule 
30(b)(4) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedurl!, to take 
dE!P,OSitions by tape re~order in lieu of the usual stenc;lgraphic 
methods. . 

Judge Krupansky noted that published case law in this area 
disclosed a variety of opinions regarding the application of Rule 

. 30(b)(4). 'The court noted that lIiase courts which have 
permitted the Use o(nonstenographic recording method!l have 
uniformly premised such decisions upon the assum~.tion, 
devoid of any factual evidence in support thereof, that 
electronic ~ape recording of testimony provides a cost savings 
over usual stenographic methods. The court found that the 
weight of evidence res!llting/rom numerous courts' experiem:e 
with electronic reporting methods suggests that nonsteno
graphic reporting techniques do not result in total cost 
efficiency Oller traditional stenographic methods. Judge Kru, 
pansky noted: 

Such a conclusion is reflected in the report of a 
nineteen·membet committee appointed by a 1978 
resolution of the Iowa Supreme Court to study inter 
alia, the costs associated with the Use of electronic 

- recording methods, in taking depositions and record 
In biaI proceedings in the State of Jowa. Upon 
consideration of contemporary studies, discussions 
with manufacturerS of electronic recording equip
ment and representatives of electronic reporting and 
stenogfaphic services, the Iowa committee con
duded that "there Is no economy in the use of 
electronic reporting" methods. Iowa Cost of litiga
tion Study Report.(1979). 

Thl! court went on to' note the results of a study in the State 
of Alaska, in which <JII court proceedings are recorded 
8XCIusively on magnetic sound tape which constitues the 
offield record. The court. stated: 

Further support Is contained in a 1978 report on 
electronic reporting in the State of Alaksa, which 
provides comparative co~t estimates for the fiscal 
year 19n of $14.50 per page using electronic. 
recording methods versus $10.85 and $13.10 per page 
U5lng traditional stenographic methods. A Financial 
Analysis of Electronic Reporting in Alaska (National 
Shorthand Reporters Association, 1980) 

Judgll Krupansky concluded: 
Thus, this Court is constrained to agree with the 
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure of the 
Judicial Conference of the United States that claims 
with respect to the potential of electronic recording 
methods for reducing the costs of conducting 
depositions have not been yet demomtrated. Ad· 
Wary Committee Note to the Pro~6edAmtt'tlment 
to Rule 30(b)(4) (February 12,"l!J7~)c-- • 

• -It... * .:,~-.-. 

. Error!l in transcripts prepared from electronic 
.recordings may be attributed to parties' responses 
which ';;ire inaudible to unintelligible duc;; to back· 
ground noise which the tape recorder, unlike the 
court reporter, does not filter out; and the rnisid2nlifi· 
cation of voices which may be confused or lost during 
e"cited exchanges or emotional colloquies. 

, A 1m article by Professor Michael H. Graham of the 
University of D1ionis entitled Nonstenographic Recording of 
Depositions: The Empty Promise of Federal Rule 30(b)(4), 72 
N. W,L Rev. 566, discusses in detail the fallacies of the cas!. 
accuracy trade-off. Based· upon stUdies conducted in los 
Angeles, Chicagq and New York. Professor Graham, ~n th;.$- ~, 
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oubjact of cost alone, concludes: 
In summary, with respect to the saving of cost (the' 

?nIy expressed rationale in support of Rule 30(b)(4», 
it ~~pears that any out·of·pocket cost saving is at best 
IlWllmaJ regardless of whether the deposition is 
ev~~y tra~scribed. If one were to consider in 
additio~ the time required to compare the typed 
tr~pt prepared by one adversary against the 
on91naJ tap~ ~o prepare and argue the motion for the 
~der permlttln~ the tape recording of the depo~ition, 
it becomes obvlo~s. why there are so few reported 
Rule 30(b)(4) deCISIOns. Even assuming that pro
cedures designed to ):lrovide adequate assurance of 
I:Ccuracy and trlistworthiness are free of cost it 
appe.ar8 .th~t tape recorded depositions, do ~ot 
proVide Significant cost saving, 

Prof~sor Graham goes on to a comparison of the accu 
of th~ transcript prepared from the tape recording with ~hit 
~ulting from the stenographically recorded deposition He 
CItes t~e Report. of the Committee to Evoluote Electr~nic 
Recording Techniques, appointed by the Appellate Division of 
the State of New York, which concluded that U[TJ ' 
produced by t ' ranscnpts 

Cour reporters were far more accurate than 
tran:!cripts J?roduced from the recording machines." Professor 
G~ polnt~d to the statistical evidence presented by the 
commlttae, which clearly supports this conclusion: 

Stenographic Tape 
Reporters Recorders 

Incorrect words added/Omitted 6S4 1,883 
Statements omitteq 13 125 
Wrong speaker identification 3 151 
Profc;ssor Graham concludes that the practical rault of the 
re~rements of accu~acy has been a proliferation of lists of 
d~ed and expensive requirements. He states: "These 
reqwrements make the old stenographic method more 
a~e, because it is less trouble and, ironically less 
CCpenslVG!. " , 

Frol!"' the standpoint of the trial lawyer, the use of ele~ronic 
recording as. the official, transcript of a trial is fraught with 
dang~ al!d Vlrtw:ny deVOid of ~enefits. First and foremost, the 
CO":,CI~hous trial attorney IS vitally concerned with the 
availabi1ity of an accurate transcript of testimony ,in the event 
of an. appeal. Much of the courtroom efforts of trial attorneys 
are directed to ensunng that whatever transcript is ultimately 
produced accurately reflects the proceedings and testimony 
heard by the court. Even with the most sophisticated electronic 
r:=,:,~ng equipment available today, such accuracy is sorely 

Even with m~lt~track :ec~rding equipment, the attorney 
becomes the pnsoner of hIS microphone. Trial lawyers are not 
statutlOS. Of n~cessity, they must move about the courtroom 
are~ ad~essln~ the c~urt, the witness and the jury. Voir dire 
cxanu~ation of jurors IS virtually impossible with electronic 
recording, as the tape cannot record the nod of a head of a 
prospective juror in response to a question. Jurors' verbal 
answers are frequently inaudible or so softly stated as to be 
unr7'ordable on the tape. When using electronic rEcording 
Ii!qUlpment, thll attorn~ys and the court must take care to 
separate themselves so that their respective microphones do 
not pick up the vOices. of one anather. The traditional "side. 
bar" conferel!ce, held In muted tones, that hzlS become so 
popular ~ a tlme',saving device during trials, is iii disaster with 
e1ectr~nlC:ecordl~g equipment. Furthermore, a cough, the 
dr~pp,"g of a pencil, the rustling of paper or other extraneous 
noISes can. compl~t<!ly obliterate vital words upon a tape, and 
the recordin~ deVIce has no means of notifying the court or 
couns~! that It ~as not understood or accurately recorded the 
words In quesholl, 
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r The. problems Cif transcription from even multi· track 
ecording tape a;e many. The transcriber, working directl 

from th~ tape! will frequently misidentify the speaker. eros:. 
::r VOICes will also confuse the identity of the speaker And 
ex 0 ~annor recall ~he e~orts of the highly qualified and 

penenced transcnbers In attempting to transcribe the 
Watergate tapes? There was not a single tape transcribed, even 
:::':5v"Joffima~y th,e finest equipment aVailable was used in 
. dibl ,ce, t at ~d not 70ntain garbled conversations and 
~ e. anguage. <:oven With the use of the finest experts 
aVailable In the field, there were many disputes between them 
an to the exact language used in various transcripts from the 
~ tape. To say nothing of the possibility of equipment 

ore, power·~ource failUre, or inadvertent or deliberate 
erasure of POrtiOns of the tape testimony. 
Th~ are but ,II few o.f the many problems inherent in the 

e/ect.rOnlC recording of .tnals. While the legal profession should 
continu~ !O e.xpl~re any al\d all feasible means of redUCing the 
~~st of litigation, It does not appear at the present time given 

e prescnt state ,of the art, that the abandonment ~f the 
presen!=e of a qualified court repc!rter, in the Court or hearing 
room. IS one means to this end. 
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To further illustrate the opinion of the trial lawyer as to 

the adequacy of sound recording in the courts, the following communi-

cation from the Association of .'l'rial Lawyers of America (New Jersey 

chapte~) was sent on November 20, 1980 to the Administrative Director 

of the New Jersey Courts: 

"Dear Mr. Lipscher, 

"We are hereby informing you of the following resolutions 
adopted by the Np.w Jersey Affiliate of the Association of 
Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA-NJ). 

"At the General Membership Meeting of ATLA-NJ held October 
29, 1980, the membership passed .a resolution to recommend 
to the Board of Governors that ATLA-NJ oppose the use of 
sound recording devices to replaee certified shorthand 
reporters in our trial courts. 

"At the November 12, 1980 meeting of the Board of Governors 
of ATLA-NJ, a resolution was adopted to advise the Adminis
trative Director of the Courts that ATLA-NJ is in opposi
tion to the use of recorded transcriptions rather than 
shorthand reporters." 

"r 

One of the most recent and clearest decisions on the subject 

of cost-efficiency and accuracy of ER is found in an opinion of 

U. S. District Judge Krupansky in Williams vs. General Motors 

Corporation, and in Tranunel vs. General Hotors Corporation (Nos. 

C79-l434Y and C79-l890Y, Northern District of Ohio, 1980). Judge 

Krupanskyls slip opinion discloses an e~ceptionally thorough investi-

gation of all of the empirical studies on ER. 

On page 4 Judge Krupansky stated: 

"The weight of evidence resulting from numerous courts' 
experience with electronic recording methods suggest that 
non-stenographic recording techniques do not result in 
total cost efficiencies o.ver traditional stenographic 
methods." 

(Emphasis added.) 

In discussing the accuracy of transcripts, the Court wrote 

at page 7: 

"Errors in transcripts prepared from electronic recordings 
may be attributed to parties' responses which are inaudible, 
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or unintelligible due to background noise which the tap~ 
recorder unlike the court reporter, does not filter out; 
and the ~isidentification of voices which may be confused 
or lost during excited exchanges or emotional coll.oquies. 
(Ci tations omi f;ted). Despite the ~'ge. of . m~de~n techn~logy, 
the danger persists of 'Watergate ~nf~rm~t7es re~ult~ng 
in silent gaps in the proceeding.* (Citat~ons oml.tted). 

"Clearly, the nonstenograph:tc recording .of depositign 
testimony appears to be a false panacea." 

WHY ARE TAPE RECORDINGS A POOR SUBSTITUTE FOR THE COURT REPORTER? 

Why are tape recordings such a poor substitute for the court 

reporter? Because to perpetuate the spoken word in printed form -

the end purpose of reporting, after all -- requires the ability to 

discriminate sounds. The tape recorder does not have such ability; 

only the human ear possesses it. Man,'s ear and brain analyze, 
;:. 

sert, amplify, accept .or reject -- in other words, discriminate 

intelligently. Magnetic tape recorders have been improved to a sub

stantial degree and are reasenably reliable for uses that are 

tightly controlled, ~uch as at home, en radie, and on television; 

but the ceurtroem situation is quite different. There is ne~~ing 

in those media to compare with the hurly-buriy of a legal battle 

in the courtreom, wherein speech, des,!?itexules, is free-and un

trammeled, often ragged, slurred and unclear, or highly te~~nical, 

with extraneeus neises impinging and foreign .or regional accents 

common -- all calling fer instant decision as te what was said. 

Verbatim reporting is more indebted to cemprehension grounded 

in knowledge and experience than can ever be realized.by the lay 

observer. This fact has been scientifically fixed by Bell Telephene 

Laboratories. 

"Many people think that only acoustic cues.make speech 
recegnition pessible; we now see tbat they are Just .one. 
among many ether important cues. • •• Knowledge of context can 
make the difference between understanding ~nd net under·· 
standing a narticular sound wave sequence.~.The listen~r, 
in recognizing speech, does not rely.solely"oninferma~ion 
derived from the speech wave herece~ves. He alse rel~es 
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on his knowledge of an intricate communication system 
subject to the rules of language and speech, and on cues 
provided by the subject matter and the identity of the 
speaker. • •• No automatic device has been built that comes 
close to rivaling the ability of human beings to r.ecognize 
and identify ',oices." 

PROBLEMS OF INDISTINCT SOUND 

The interposition of an electrical device beb,Teen the spoken 

word in the courtroom and the heard word in the transcription room 

introduces a decisive adverse factor. It is a well-known principle 

__ pf engineerit.lg that reliab:j.lity is negatively affected by each 

device added t.o any system. Transcripti.on from tapes after a trial 

is over results in the l'os-tponement .of the decision as to what ,,,as 

actually said until the time .of transcription, perhaps weeks .or 

months later, in an entirely different environment, and by a typist 

who was ne'l: even present at the trial itself. All of these circum-
'~ 

stances detract markedly frem the ability of the transcriber te 

understand and thereby transcribe accurately each and every werd 

(~be it slurred, whispered, technical, or a proper noun. 

On November 1, 1978, a joint legislative-judicial committee 

of the State of Idaho compared court reporters and electrical re-

cerding equipment. The Committee's report is entitled "An Analysis 

of Replacing Court Reporters with Electrenic Recerding Equipment." 

The following is an excerpt from that Report: 

"Idaho atte~eys can be said generally to have experi
enced problems with electronically recorded transcripts in 
the magistrate division. Most would oppose replacing 
court reportel:'s with electronic recording equipment in 
district ceurt cases. Perhaps the mest elecruent comment 
,,,as received from an a'c1:orney in Lewiston: . 

'somewhere along the line the decision has te be made 
whether ,,,e are interested in "cost cutting" or justice. 
There is nothing more important toa litigant than a 
cemplete, accurate, and readily available record, 
particularly in .criminal matters. The taping system 
works well for the recordation .of perfunctory matters 
such as traffic court; where the court advises the 
defendant of his rights, but other than that, its 
value. is very limited. 
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'I would respectfully suggest that those 9ressing for 
"efficiency", which is synonymous with cost-C"'tltting in 
the judicial system, might keep in mind that the 
practicing lawyer is an integral part of the judicial 
process and that proposed changes which increase the 
amount of time he spends on a particular case 'or cases 
direc't:::ly affect the financial welfare of the client
citizen foi;''whose benefit the costs were created. 
Clients' legal fees are high enough now so that any 
changes in the system ought to take consideration of 
that.'" . 

At this point, and in conclusion on the subject of electronic 

recording in the United ::;tates District Courts in place of a live 

reporter, we quote to you por'tions of letters from United states 

District Judges ~ ... hich were rec.:ently sent to Senatox Dole and the 

members of the Subcommittee on Cour,,:s. 

From the Hon. Shane Devine, District of New Hampshire: 

"I have had the misfortune of becoming entangled in 
~dres and the inadvertent problems relative to microphones, 
i.e., if counsel wishes to confer with client at counsel 
table while the opponent is examining, counsel should make 
sure that the microphone is off so chat privileged communi
cations are not recorded on the electronic system. In such 
circumstances, of course, counsel must make sure that the 
microphone is turned on once again when counsel desires to 
examine witnesses. If a tape is inserted improperly, or 
if the equipment is not properly recording the proceedings, 
it becomes difficult if not impossible for anyone short of 
an electronic wizard to monitor the proceedings. My 
colleague, Judge Loughlin, is forwarding to 'you copies of 
an actual case in Net>' Hampshire where an entire trial ",as 
almost aborted because of the failure of an ei~ctronic 
recording system." 

From the Hon. Walter L. Nixon,' Jr., SouthernDis~rict of 

Mississippi: ~, 
\ 

"In c~:m~ection w'ith, your .forthcoming hearings \in the 
Senate Judl.cl.ary Subcomml.tti;!e on C!,urts, I express ~~rewith 
some Vl.,' ews .. in ,r,egard to the possible eliminati, ('m "of 1':he 
live court reporter in the courtrooms of t_~e Ff;!deral I , 
District Courts. \ 

"It has: been c;>ur experience that any fori~ of el~\~tronic 
recording s~{stem will not adequately, rePlace, ):he l.tv \ reporter. 

, Great delay, confusion and expense have been !caused y the 
dependence On recording devices alone. " \ 

"If tl'!e expense of live reporters is a problem, it would 
appear that pnly a few mistrials, retrials, lor insuff.Lcient 
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appeal records wOuld also be a very~;Lar~e expense, to say 
110thing of j usticedelayed. 

"The heavy work load in this district justifies a 
court reporter system as it now functions, allowing the re
porter some time out of the courtroom in order to comolete 
the transcripts." • 

From the Hon. David K. Winger; District of Utah: 

"One proposal that appears to be under consideration is 
the use of tape recorders as a substitute for the court re
porter. This me'thod is presently in \,lse in certain of the 
state courts of Utah and utilizes the Lanier II equipment 
which I understand is the highest state of the art. -Vir
tually all tl7ho have been exposed to thj,s system have been 
disappointed with the inadequacy and inaccuracy of the record 
this equipment produces. Oth~r difficu.lties with the tape 
system are the lack of ability to conduc:t in chamber pro
ceedings on the record and the limitations on counsel's 
freedom to move within the courtroom. There is also the 
possibility of equipment breakdown with, most seriously, the 
breakdown not being discovered immediately." 

From the Hon. Sherman G. Finesilver, District of Colorado: 

"I have been a judge for fifteen years on the state bench 
and ten years on the federal bench. I of course have had 
the opportunity of working with many court reporters over 
the years. I have found that the physical reporter is a 
much more accurate, adaptable and flexible vehicle than· any 
other system. 

"I have seen demonstrations on the use of electronic 
recording but having seen the skill with which the physical
professional reporter works under constant pressure and 
time constraints, I do not believe tha,t the demanding work 
a professional reporter accomplishes can be equalled or 
surpassed by any other system presently being considered. 

"We must maintain the highest standard of making and 
preserving a permanent ~ecord of all court proceedings in 
an expeditious and accura,te manner, and in order to' accom
plish this goal it requires the uti].ization of physical 
in co~t reporters. _ 

"In fact, I believe there should be more j.nducemerlts 
offered to the reporters for their service in order to 
obtain and retain the best qualified professional reporters." 

- Ii, 

From Hon. Patrick F. Kelly, District .of Kansas: 

"It would appear that your committee, will consider some 
~ innov~tive methods in part intended to preempt the present 

function of the court reporter. I have had p~rsonal experi
encawith tPe use of electronic tape recording, ,stenomask 
and voicewriting methods. These may have some benefit in 
an interrogation setting or perhaps em administrative type' 
hearing, but have no place in a busy courtroom. My own 
experience i~ that it is in the ri;!prod~ationof the record 
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where the problems begin~ If accuracy and time are of 
importance, these concepts are for the birds." 

From Hon. Hartin F. Loughlin, District of New Hampshire: 

"I am 100% opposed to changing the present system in 
any way whatsoever. Wi+ile New Hampshire is a small state, 
recently in the case of'Fitzgerald v. Sargent, 117 N'e~., 
Hampshire 104 de~ided in 1977, an untoward event happened. 
I am enclosing for your I~dification five copies of this 
decision. I believe that£the first paragraph of the Per 
Curiam opinion succinctly s~ts forth what transpired. To 
reiterate, the New Hampshire Supreme Court stated. 'The 
["tilor issue in Hlis case is whether the defendant was so 
pr~judiced by the omission from the record 'on appeal of 
the final ten minutes of the trial judge's chC!.~ge to the 
jury, lost as a result of mechanical failureo£ a steno
graphic voice machine, as to be entitled to a new trial.' 

"I have ,also worked with the electronic recording 
device due to illness ·of a stenographer and found them a~'lk
ward, clumsy and frankly a hinder. Everybody, including 
the judge, was tied into a microphone. It is fundamental 
that the human ear hears better than a recorder. My steno
grapher nas the aptitude of reading lips with a soft
spoken witness. 

"My opinion is that when you have something that is 
working very well, why change it for something that has not 
been proven to work well in the past." 

From the Hon. Prentice H. Marshall, Nor~~~rn District of 

Illinois: 

"Electronic sound recording without the presence of a 
reporter. As a lawyer I have tried some. cases in court
rooms in which electronic recording equipment was used in 
lieu of 'i! reporter. t'1i thout exception the transcript was 
inadequate. Voices were superimposed) voices were too low 
and thus inaudible. Without" the. human reporter to inter
rupt and a~k the court to instruct the la~"Yers and witnesses 
to speak up, speak 6n~ at'a time, etc., a comp1ete tran
script, in my judgment, cannot be,\\>btained. And !:'say 
this even with modern mult~-channel recording equipment. 

"Virtually every good court reporter will use elec-
. troni.::: equipment as a backup. But e1ectronic equipment is 
!!2! an adequate substitute for,the hwnan reporter." 

From the Hon. James H. l1eredith, Eastern District of 

Missouri: 

11 I havebe'en trying lawsuits as a judge in the United 
states District court for the past nineteen years and I 
believe that a good court reporter is essential to ,making 
the record from the district judge so that the appellate 
court can" be ful'ly advised of what went on below. There 
have been" various experiments tried from time to timr to 
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electronically record the proceedings in the courtroom. 
The problem with this procedure is that it is very diffi
cult to identify what happens when the lawyers and/or wit~ 
nesses get excited and more than one person talks at the 
same time. I know of nothing except a court reporter that 
will haIldle this problem. In addition to that, if we have 
electronic recording, someone will have to monitor and 
handle the tapes and my guess is that they will be about 
as expensive or more so than a court reporter." 

From the Hon,. Frank J. Battisti, Chief Judge, Northern 

listr'ict of Ohio: 

"In ,many of our trials and hearings, requests for hourly, 
daily and expedited transcript by counsel are frequent. 
While electronic tape recording might ins1,1re a complete 
record and protect against delays resultin~ from unantici
pated absence, I think it unwise to depend upon electronic 
tape recording to meet fully the demand for an effective, 
complete transcript of prbceedings. 

"My persona1 experiences with video and electronic tape 
recordings have bordered on disaster. Two such experiences 
occurred ,dthin the last couple of months. In one case, 
involving products liability, the video portion of the tape 
was inadvertently erased (we think by x-ray) and the quality 
and volume of the audio portion was erratic, at. best. This 
recording was of one of the plaintiff's most important wit
nesses; certainly one without whom the pl.aintiff could not 
have proven hisca.se. The other recent trial was of consider
able national and international interest, and involved an 
effort to denaturalize a former Soviet citizen whom the 
government claimed had participated in the extermination of 
civilian, populations by the Nazis during World War II. In 
this case, I am of the opinion that the use of standard 
depositions taken by court reporters ~"ould have been more 
efficient in every way, that is to say, time, clarity, 
facilitation of the use of interpreters, etc. 

"The use of e1ectronic recording of court proceedings 
w1tnout the presence of a reporter wou1d place additiona1 
bur1:f.ens on the court to make sure that tw~ or more persons 
are not speaking simultaneous1y or, in the situation where 
a witness is difficu1t to understand, to have the witness 
repeat certain answers which might otherwise result in an 
'inaudib1e' note in the trial transcript. Whatever savings 
might be realized by hiring both a person to monitor the 
ESR in the courtroom and the typists needed to transcribe 
the tapes would not, in my opinion, compare to the speed, 
efficiency, and accuracy of the transcripts presently 
prepared by our reporters." 

From the Hon. James M. Burns, District of Oregon: 

"E1ectronic recording would be even ~.,orse. To perpet
uate the spoken word in printed form, in a courtroom atmos~ 
phere, requires the abili,ty to discrimina'l:e sounds. In 
the pressure of a trial, it is impossible to comp1etely 
e1iminate overlapping sounds. Despite a11 the ru1es and 
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controlS in the courtroom, speech is often ragged, slurred, 
unclear and sometimes highly t.i!chnical with extraneous 
noises calling for an instantaneous decision by the court 
reporter as to what was actually said by the speaker. A 
court reporter can advise the judge if something is irtaudi~ 
ble. A good C()urt reporter does not have any inaudible or 
blank spots." 

CONTRACT REPORTIN'G SERVICES FOR THE DISTRICT COURTS 

Another alternative method of reporting which may be con-

sidet'ed by this Subcommittee is the utilization of contract report-

ing services for the District Courts. 

Traditionally, the Official Court Reporter in the United 

States District Courts has been recognized as an integral arm and « 
member d,r the "Court Family." There is name and face recognition 

\1 
as well ~s control over the qualifications of the official court 

reporter by the Court. The District Judge knm'ls who the reporter 

will be on a daily basis. 
/? 

The Official Reporter has a vested interest in the position. 

If the Official does not perform, he can be fired and lose his 

pension benefits,(~ith no recourse to civil Service appeal proce-

dures. The Official Reporter serves at the pleasure of the Court 

as a whole. 

The contract reporter only loses the rights of pile contract 

for tl!C\t year. If the contract reporter \'las disqualified, he or 

she cOUld and would seek work in the reporting field the next day, 
,', 

wi th no monetary loss ~tncurrE!d.. 
/" 

Contract reporters will have a divided loyalty: the govern

ment on the one hartd, and their private cli,ents on the other. Ne 

submit their priiilary loyalty will be 'tlith their private dE7position 
/' 

clients. Transcript. requests from private clients will take prefer-

ence. The Circuit ,Court of Appeals will be dependent on the contract 

reporter's "good faith" production of trial transcripts. ) 
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The Official Court Reporter is always in attendance at the 

courthouse if the Judge is in chambers. 

If the contract reporter is to be available at a moment's 

notice, the reporter must be sitting in the courtroom, the govern

ment paying an attendance fee. If the Court has nothing scheduled, 

the reporter will be in his or her private office or on a deposition. 

The Court will have to await tile reporter's attendance at court, 

thereby forcing the litigants to incur additional legal expense 

waiting for a court reporter. 

Because a bidding system can and will not discriminate 

between small and large firms, a firm with many court reporters 

will send their younger and inexperienced l~eporters to court, 

leaving their experienced senior reporters for the more lucrative 

depositions. This will result in less qualified reporters in the 

Distric't Courts, and different reporters on consecutive days. 

Also, with larger reporting agencies and firms, there is much greater 

turnover of staff personnel, which can present added difficulties 

in locating reporters at a future date when a trial record is 

ordered for appeal purposes, or for other post-trial use. 
c~;;' • 

With the present system, there is a relatively low turnover 

rate and very little absence because of sickness, mainly because 

official reporters receive no sick pay. Consequently, there is 

much greater continuity in service. 

Also, the Court has chosen the official reporter, and not an 

administrative contract officer who is more interested in saving 

$100 per y~?r:than in reporter qualiFications. And the Court knows 
:; 

the official reporter's qualifications from actual experience. 

The United States District Court is recognized nationally to 
, ~~~.'~" 

contain the finest, most qualified and efficient court reporters. 

This is so because of the salary paid to Official Court Reporters, 

-
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and the ability o~ the reporter~ to charge a fee approved by the 

Court to litigants., 

Finally, on the subject of contract reporting services, we 

would submit some additional comments of the trial judges. 

From t.~e letter of the lIon. Prentice H. Marshall to the 

Chairman of this Subcommittee: 

"~ornpetitive bid contractinlJ..:.. The judiciary must 
maintain control over the court '0eporters. That control 
cannot be delegated to some bureaucratic office -- and I 
include the Administrative Office of the United States 
Courts and the General Accounting Office in that category. 
Nor can the responsibility be delegated to the head of 
some reporting agency by way of a ,competitive bid contract. 
During my daYS in the practice I had som~ experience ~'1ith 
competitive bid contract reporting. Certain agencies in 
Cook County, Illinois contracted all of their 'free lance' 
needs to var ious large reporting agencies,. Wi thout excep
tion their ,,work was of the lowest quality in town, and 
they produced those rare instances of questionable integ
rity to which I referred earlier. At the risk of sounding 
egotistical -- I, as the presiding judge in the courtroom 
assigned to me, must be the. only person to exercise control 
over the reporter. And, mYocontrol should be no more than 
to instruct the reporter to make a full and complete record 
of everything said in open court. II 

From the letter of the Hon. Shaii:~ Devine: 

"Similarly, the suggestion that competitive bid con
tracts be used for staffing of the ranks of reporters in 
the court systern is totally impractica::'_ A recent competi
tive bid suggestion in this District,'t'or . backup reporting 
resulted in the majority of competent reporters refusing 
to so bid because, as a leading member of their ranks 
pointed out to me, the proposed payment, for their time was 
in this day and age totally inadequate." 

FULL-TIr.m, FL1\T SALARY, NO TRA.~SCRIPT FEBS 

In considering the feasibility of changing the st~tus of 

Federal court reporters from a part-time status and all tha,t implies, 

to that of a full-time, flat salaried employee, without the right 

to retain the emoluments of his office (the transcript fees being 

retained by the united States), the cost factor must first be 

weighed. 
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Such a change in status, USC~ asserts, would require, initi~ 

ally, a substantial increlase in the size of the reporting staff, 

perhaps as :much as doubli,ng it, at an additional cost of $18,600,000 

per year. ~ 
~, 

'~~ 
Such a change would also entail the hiring by the Government 

of approximately two typist-transcribers per reporter, another add i-

t..:tonal cost of approximately $24,000,000 per year. 
\ ~1 

Another cost factor would ~)e that of supervisory personnel 

for the 2400-plus typists ard,'the l200-plus reporters. As an esti

mate, we submit that +80' supervisors would be required (one for 

every 20 er,lployees), at. an approximate per annum cost of $5,400,000. 

It would also b~ pres~~ed that the Government would furnish 

all eq~ipmentrsupplies and telephone services, at· an approximate 

cost of something well over $5,000,000 per annum. 

Not to be forgotten in any cost analysis for a full-time, 

flat salaried employee basis are the supplemental staff and/or 

overtime arrangements to accommodate the needs for daily and/or 

hourly transcript services, which are frequently reques,ted in many 

courts, as well as the costs to provide reporting and transcrib~g 

service~ for evening and weekend/holiday sessions, w~ch are not 

uncommon" 

~ 
'i The suggestion of malting court reporte'fs full-time r flat 

salaried employees, with th~.' U. S. Treasury receiving al'l the 

revenues generated by transcript sales, is, at first blush, beguil-
-

ing, particularly to statisticians "crunching" numbers with a view 

i\ toward cost effectiveness. 

Reporters are highly motivated, self-starting persons who 

undertook arduous t'rnining in order to undertake an even more arduous, 

specialized profession, one of the features of which is the opportun

ity to be well compensated for =:C.;;ling to heavy demands on thei:-" time 
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and energy. To put them on flat salary, no matter how high, will 

result in a loss of motivation, or incentive, ieyou will, with a 

", 1\ consequent lc.'ss of production after the first bloom of:'ii.~possibly 

higher salary wears off. 

The lack of incentive caused, by loss of transcript fees to 

the reporters would be mirrored in the transcribers if, as may be 

expected, they were also on a flat salary.,~ \':i:f it is believed that 

there is a transcript-induced delay in appeals now, just wait until 

both the reporters and transcribers have their inc~ntive to produc~ 

removed! 

On this general subject, we would,;like to quote from several 

letters written to the Chairman of this subcommittee by members of 

the Federal Judiciary who are in the daily trial arena, and who are 

in a position to offer a viewpoint from the E~rspective of the trial, 

judge presiding over District Court proceedings: 

First, from the Hon. Prentice H. Marshall, U. S. District 

Judge for the Northern District of Illinois: 

"Change of comoensation to flat salaries. Court re
porting is a high skilled profession. Good court reporters 
are extraordinary people. Their integrity must be beyond 
questio'h. In almost thirty years of practice, etc., I have,,' 
encountered a couple of questionpble dnes. But in all 
candor I must say to you that I "ve had doubts about more 
judges and lawyers than I have court reporters. 

"The concentration and dedication which they must bring 
to their task is, in my opinion, ,incomparable with others. 
They cannot permit their mind to wander. They can~ot aff~rd 
to have 'a bad day.' A judge or a lawye! can r£ct1fy the1r 
mistakes in the courtroom, or at least try to. A court 
r,eporter cannot. 

"The reilevance of all of this is that the court reporter I s 
profession ~s grown up in a method of compensation of per 
,diem (or salary) for attendance and added com~ensation for 
write-ups which, frequently must be done or d1ctated.after 
the rest of us have gone home. Federal court repOr~1ng ~s 
the, peak of tHe profession. We should ,;be very caut10uS 1n 
changing ''1;.he method of comr,;~n~ation at the peak ~f thc.pro
fe~sion." "Economic conside~~tl,o.nS are always an 1nc:nt1,,:e 
or disincentive. If the compensation for the peak Job 1S 
moq,ified ~. ~~h a way as to provide no economic incen~i ve 
for't:l;k,ing ie;:~'bere is a great risk that the federal Jud'ici-
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ary will no longer attract the top of this very ne,cer;sary 
professional group." 

Als,a, from the Hon. Patrick F. Kelly, U. S. Distric'c Judge 

for the District of Kansas: 

"It is, in the area of considering tlw full utilization 
of reporting personnel on a full time fl~t salary basis, 
with fees goi~g to the treasury of th~ united states, that 
I am most concerned. I am sure the fee for copies of ~,e 
:ecord ~erves as an incentive to a court reporter. ,If this 
15 abo11sl)ed and my reporter; by example, is relegated to 
an hourly employee so to speak, 'then I will lose a most 
valued asset. In this regard, using my reporter as an 
e~amp~e, he is probably the most highly qualified within the 

,d1str1ct, selectp.d by me from many applicants and screened 
by a panel whos~,judgment I highly resp.ec~ed. He is wholly 
l~yal and,dedicated to this court and I envision him serving 
W1th me throughout the course of my tenure, It is not 
unusual to request his presence as early as 8:00 A.M., to 
run through l~nch hours or to stay on into the evening. 
Satu:day seSS10ns are not uncommon. It may be that I am 
runn1ng a busier court than is normally contemplated but 
such is a fact o~ life. Conversely, if I would be required 
to schedule hear1ngs consistent with the hours of a federal 

,,~ployee so to speak, this court would bog down unnecessarily. 
S7mply sta~ed, the sys~em works and hopefully your committee 
''1111 not t1nker with it unduly." ' 

Additionally, from the Hon. Shane Devine, U. S. District 

Judge from the District of New H~pshire: 
Cj' 

"I consider the suggestion tha't: court reporters receiv"," 
merely a flat salary and that all f~es for transcripts be 
tu~ed over to the Governmen,1;. to be somewhat short of 
lud1crous. Reporters of the caliber qualified to fulfill 
the Congressional mandate of the Speedy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. 
Sec. ~l6l, e~ seq:, can command as independent reporters 
handl1~g leg1s1at1ve hearings and discovery depositions 
for ~r1v~te attorneys suL~tantially more than they now 
rece1ve ~nour syst:em~ Like the Courts who must write opinions 
on nights and \o:eekends, they in turn must do their t,ranscripts 
after th~ regular court hou,rs, Cl.nd I, for one, have no " 
qualm~ ab~ut the fact that a hard-''I'orking reporter may urlder 
certa1n c1rcumstances earn more than the trial judge with 
whom he :egularly wq;rk~. The ard~ou~ natureof'the wo~k 
and th7 1ntense concentration required warrant adequat:e com-
pensat10n. " ' " 

FULL UTILIZATION OF REPOR"t'ING J;>ERSO'WEL 

The Hon. Wflliam, E~ Foley, Director Cif the Administrative 

Office of the United Stat"es Cou .... "t'"', in h~s d ' ... , _ ... prepare statement before 

the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil ~lberties and the Administration 
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of Justice of the Committee of the Judiciary, U. S. House of Represen-

tatives, on Wednesday, Hay 6, 1981, said in part: 

" ••• ~~e General Accounting Office has been engaged in a 
study of court reporting services in the district courts for 
several months, and we expect a rather critical report -
one which concludes that reporters are not being fully 
utilized. I have no doubts that there will be'; recommenda
tions for changes in the law ••• While we anticipate' a cri ti
cal report, ,.,e also welcome GAO' s comments and any sugges
tions they may offer ,.,hich will result in· a more cost
effective and efficient service to the courts and the 
litigants ••• " 

The united States Court Reporters Association also welcomes 

the comments ~nd suggestions of the General Accounting Office, 

because as a responsible association,we have similar objectives. 

At the outset, however ,\'le must point out that this Sub com-

mittee is dealing with a reporter work force of only 600 some odd, 

not a large, unwieldy number, and that this is a relatively stable 

work group which has a lower than average turnover rate of pers'Onnel. 

We firmly believe that any.and all changes which may be. found 

to be necessary to attain the objectives stated above can be most 

effectively accomplished within the limits of the present court re

porting law, Title. 28, united S.tates Code, Sec. 753. 

Full utilization of reporting personnel will, we believe, 

result in a more cost-effective and efficient service to the courts 

and the :1,itigants.. But, as we stated at the very beginning of this 

statement, whatever changes are necessary to achieve this commendable 

goal can and should be ma<ie administratively, rather than through a 

Nholesale revision of a proven system of court reporting j·n thE;·';:-. 
~ .. :~ 

United States Courts. 

.For example, the Southern District of New Yo::k is often 

cited as 'the example par excellen'ce of the "pooling" system. This 
" ' 

is probably true, but the;e are other modified forms of pooling 

systems in use in District Courts which are functioning to the full 

satisfactl,;on of '!:he Court' and the litigants. 
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However, the court reporting act need not be changed to 
. \\ 

accomplish pooling of reporters for more efficient use 01\ their 

services. The District Courts now have the power to impose pooling 

arrangements wherever it is believed that substantial benefits 

would result from such an arrangement. We believe the Administrative 

Office, which makes numerous studies and analyses every year, could 

and should, properly, advise those District Courts where it believes 

pooling would be appropriate. The appointing Courts themselves, of 

course, have a statutory responsibility to sup~rvise the reporters 

. th ' 1n e performance of their duties, including dealings with parties 

request:lthg transcripts, along with the Judicial Conference (Sec. 

753(c), Title, 28, U.S.C.) 

However, we wish to point out that within the Federal court 

.. rE'Y$rt~~lthe're are situations which range from rural one-judge 

districts, with extensive statewide travel, to mid-sized three to 

{

/" five judge 

30 judges( 

.~~ 

districts, on up to metropolitan centers with as many as 

in addition to senior judges and magistrates. 

In considering the imposition of a mandatorY- pooling system 

nationwide, the practicality of its application in the districts, 

considering the factors mentioned above, as well as all others, 

should be reviewed. 

The Hon .,. Nal ter Jay Skinner, District Judge i.n Boston, 

Massachusetts, in a letter to Senator Dole dated June 4, 1981, had 

this to say about mandatory pooling: 

"We have a modified pooling system that W9rks very well. 
A reporter has a primary assignment to a particular judge 
but may be reassigned where needed when that judge is not' 
actual~y in court. 'l.'his, should not be made mandatory, be
cause 1t depends on the size, business and physical location 
of the judges within a district. Bear in mind that the need 
for a court reporter can arise very unexpectedly when emergen
cy hearings are required in either civil or criminal 
matters." 

And from Chief JUdg~ Frank J. Battisti, of the Northern 

'District of Ohio: 
o 

, J! 
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"The court reporters assigned in Cleveland have handled 
all trials and other assignments most professionally. A 
pool system of reporters -- one of the first in America -
is utilized in this di-strict and it. has proven to be very 
effective over the years. r believe it to be as effective'· 
today as it was 20 years ago." 

From Judge James H. Burns, District of Oregon: 

"In Oregon, we employ the modified pool system. That 
system works well here and it will work in other areas 
wher~ there are problems." 

From the Board of Judges of the Southern District of Indiana, 

Indianapolis Division: 

"That because of the geographic nature of the District 
and its outer divisions, the size of the reporting corps of 
the Court, the phys'ical layout of the Indianapolis 'court
house, and other factors, a reporter pooling system wOltl:d 
not benefit the Court, the reporters, or the parties ordering 
transcript; that such pooling system would be likely to 
waste the time of the reporters and delay transcript pro
duction." 

And in connection with any pooling system, we bc{lieve that 

?-,"chief reporter" concept should be utilized for the orderly ad-
\ .'" 

ministration of the equal distribution of the reporting and tran

scription duties of the reporters, as well as.equalizing to the 

extent possible the transcript income among the reporters in any 

one district. 

To be successfully utilized, the I'chief reporter" must be 

given authority by the court, and his duties and responsibilities 

should be spelled out in a written. .. document. 

The Supreme Bench of the City of Baltimore, Maryland, has a 

Chief Reporter, and has set down in writing rules and regulations 

for the Chief Reporter as well as the reporters under the jurisdic-

tion of the Chief Reporter. USCRA representatives have~isited and 

talked with the Chief Reporter the~~, who states that she receives 

about a 20% increment over the base salary of the other reporters, 

and that she does reporting only in emergency situations, or to 

"keep her hand in." \ 
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We believe it is a document that should be incorporated in 

our statement at this point, and it immediately follows. 

Effective: 9/1/78 

COURT REPORTERS 

In accordance with Rule 12241] the Administrative Judge 

shall appoint a Chief Court Reporte~ "to serve at his 

pleasure. " The Chief Court Reporter should have been contin-

uously employed by the Supreme Bench for a minimum of five 

years, with a good record of attendance, and have demonstrated 

the ability to deal with personnel, Judges, and the public in 

a tactful and efficient manner. 

The Chief Court Reporter shall appoint a Deputy Chief 

Court Reporter to assist i~ the daily work as directed, and 

to assume full responsibility in the absence of the Chief 

Court Reporter. Both the Chief Reporter and the Deputy will 

perform their administrative duties, in addition to their 

regular Court assignments, under the general supervision of 

the Court Administrator. 

In c~rrying out his or her duties, the Chief Court 

Reporter shall: 

1. Transfer Court Reporters, on a temporary basis, from 

any Court to anc;'ther Court, for ti1e purpose of distributing 

fairJ"y and equitably the total workload of all repo:rters. 

Such temporary assignments shall not affect the permanent 

assignment of Court Reporters under the existing policy of 

choice of .. assignment by seniqrity. 

2. Assur'e adequate staffing of each Court, on a daily 

basis, by assign.ing avail:able Reporters to substitute tem-

porarily for any Reporter who is absent on authorized leave. 

-

--~- . 
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II 
3. In addition to use of thi~ designate,d "f~lJibaters,'" 

assign elll available civil Report,ers to substitu :e tSllIporarily 
'(I ' 

for Reporters regularly assignedllto any part of Jhe Criminal 
, I; 

Court, if the Criminal Reporter :has an appellate l~ranscr:i,Pt 

backlog, and the available CiviJ.Reporter does n~~. Backlog 

. d.c· d . h i/,' . i 
~s e ... ~ne as any transcrJ.pt w l,Lch cannot be f~lea within 

sixty days from date of notice:' I: 
4. Assign Court Reporter! to any special SrSSiOnS or 

meetings of the Supreme BenchlfoI:: ~"hich stenOgra1lhic records 

are required. 

I 
5 . h' d • Prov~de for t e pro~IPt replacement of allY Court Re-

porter \'lho may resign or retire, by appropriate j:esting 

procedures, and sUbmis,sion of written recommendation "r~garding 

such replacement, through ·the Administrator of tl~e Supreme 

Bench, to the Personnel Committee'. Ii 
/' 

6. Arrange iFor the taiking of authorized le~ve by way 
c:.:::\ 

of vacation, personal andl::ompensatory days, and'sick leave. 
.-'::t-' " • 

If a reporter is absent on, unauth6rized' leave, tJ~e Chief 
", 1 

Reporter may charge the absence to accrued perso~~al or vaca-

I tion days. If a reporter has no accumulated lea1l'e, the Chief 

Reporter may recommend to the Administrator that:such leave 

be taken without pay. 

7. ,Haintain daily attendance sheets ~ho~"~lr~ assign

ment of Reporters, and Promptly respond to J.nqu~'r~es from 

counsel attempting to ascertain the Reporter on ,~ given~date. 
'I 

8. Exercise continuous supervision over th i~ status of 

I 
all appellate transcripts due by Reporters in bol~ civil and 

criminal courts. 

9. Notify the A4ptil;listrative Office when transcript 

paper, stenographic pap,er, files, records, etc. should be 

reordered. 

(I 
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10. Respond to and attempt to resolve problems and com

plaints of Judges, attorneys and the public concerning con

duct o£~Reporters. 

All Court Reporters shall observe the following rules in 

performance of their duties. 

1. ~Vhen the Judge of the Court to Which a Reporter is 

regul!'lrly assigned is absent for any reason, is temporarily 

transferred to preside in another Court, or when the trial 

assignment in the Reporter's permanent Court breaks dOWll and 

th;~e are no cases transferred to it for, trial, that Reporter 

shall promptly notify the Chief Court Reporter or Deputy 

Chief Court Report~r that he or she is available for ~"ork. 

,In furtherance of the duties outlined above, such available 

{I 
reporters shall be assigned to another Court if and as 

needed. If such available Reporter's services are not 0 

needed, he or she will remain available in his or her 

office until 4:00 P.M. and work on transcripts or perform 

any other normal duties, unless excused by the Chief Court 

Reporter or Deputy. 

2. Reporters will observe as nearly as possible the 

normal work hours ~or all personnel of the Supreme Bench, 

Which are from 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. each day the Courts 

are in session. However, because Court sessions frequently 

extenCl beyond 4: 30, requiring Reporters to remain0~i~,n duty, 

strict observance of the 8:30 A.M. time will not be required. 

3. Each'Court Reporter shall submit monthly reports to 

the Chief Court Reporter, on the prescribed f~rm, which in

cludes an itemized list of ali appellate transcrfP'b"Which', 

are due iIt any aJ;lpellate court, date of' notice, estimated 

~-, 
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completion date, and itemized list of cases complete~ during 

the prior month. Ii 
II 

4. The Supreme Bench recognizes that there are !:times 

w'hen Court Reporters must be absent from work becausEl of 

genuine illness. However·, the Chief Court Reporter is 

authorized to require medical evidence of any illnes:~ if, in 

his or her judgment, any Reporter may make unjustifl:ed use 

of sick leave privileges. Except in cases of prolonged 

I: 
illness, where an estimated time of r·eturn to work r,6 known, 

'i 

Reporters who are ill must call in each day of • it b theuii a sence. 
Ii .' 

5 • Reporters wishing to take pe~sonal or vacation' leave 
Ii 

must receive authorization from the Chief Court Repdirter as 
I. 

i 
far in advance as possible, so that ar:rangements nia~r be made 

for a substitute. Unexpected absence of a Judge f~rom the 
], 

Court to which a Reporter is assigned does not permjL t the 

Reporter to absent himself or he:i::',self from the Courthouse 
I' 

wi thout authorization, and may result in loss of acl:::umulated 

leave time or salary. 
" I . I 

6. Problems, complaints and suggestions shou~~ be dis-

cussed with the Chief Court Reporter. If satisfactpry reso-

lution cannot be accomplished, such matters will t~.en be 

referred to the Cburt Administrator for further aC~lion. 
Ii 

APPROVED: :1 

Robert L. Ka~~acki, 
Administrative Judge 

. 1 II 
Sel~g ~C.f omor,:" 
Administrator 

A further ~nnovative procedure as far as the District cof1rts 

.1\ 

are concerned would be the, adoption ofa portion of the Magistrates 

Reform Act of 1979, Sec. 636, Title 28, U.S.C., which provides that 

reporters appointed under that act may 19 

I) , I' 

II 

transferred for temporary 
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service in any district court of the judicial circuit of their 

appointment for reporting proceedings under the r.1agistrates Act, 

or for other reporting duties in such court. 

As future appointments are made in the United States District 

Courts, a condition of appointment ,could be the possible transfer 

to another district court in the ~,arne judicial circuit for temporary 
• ' V 

serv~ce when there is an overload of work in that district, or when, 

for some reason, the reporter temporarily is not needed in the horne 

district. 

We have already discussed the use of notereaders for steno

type writers and computer-aided transcription as a means of expe

diting the production of transcripts. 

Greater efficiency from a time-management standpoint will 

also corne from the utilization of ei~~er the use of notereaders, 

to whom the reporters can g~ve th . • e~r notes for direct transcription; 

. or, the ultimate utilization of the growing microcomputer technolo~, 

CAT, or computer-aided transcription, as was previ~usly described, 

in detail • 

In connection with eVery other alternative method of ,t-eporting 

other than stenotype-notereading, or computer-aided transcription, 

~l'ou do not get beyond b~e second step of reporter-produd~d tran-
I, 

script; that is, where the reporter dictates his or 
\ . 

,/ 

her notes 

fOl\~owJ.ng the reporting of proce~dings and has them transcribed by 

a tYJ;.'ist-transcriber; or where the reporter types his own tran

script:~-"'::i?roduction of the endpro~ct is still basically a manual 
\, 

operati~·m. 

He, believe th t th 11 I' a ere may We be other procedures which can 

be adopted administratively whicll will accomplish the objectives 

set forth bl' Director Foley in his House Subcommittee testimony. 

And we repeat:, that we do not believe it is necessary to create a 

new court reporting act to do this. 
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In conclusion on this subject, we would, call the attention of;:1 
;?' 

the Subcommitte~ to two cases which speak of ;the responsibility q~ 
-/ ~ 

the court to supervise coy.rt repor,~ers as a matter of 
~, 

istration in the District Courts. \~, 

In gydramotive Manufacturing corporation, et 

:'--:-

securities and Exchange Commission, 355 F. 2nd, J}9, at page 180 

(lOth Circuit, 1966), the court,:~\fter cit:inw(;Bec. 753 (c), stated: 
,/j' 

"The duty of supervising court :ceporters is one .of 
routine adminiotration in the District Courts, and is not 
dependent upon the court's jurisdiction in any particular 
case. " 

And in the case of Richard J. Martin vs. Charles E. 

!!y'zanski, Jr., and Francis J. Hunt I' 191 F. Supp., 931, at page 934 

(1961), the Court stated: 

"It is a matter of common kno(.v).edge that the vast 
growth in the volume of Fed~ral litigation over the years 
ha!!;C carried ,.,ith it theahsolute necessity that Federal 
judges perform and discharge certain administrative duties 
incident to the proper functioning of the courts over and 
above presiding at trials. 'I 

Nith the addition of th!!! Chief Reporter concept in those 

courts where it is appropriatdl, that Chief Reporter, under the direc-

tion and supervision of the a:ppointing court, can ensure that full 

utilization of reporting personnel is achieved. 

CGr1PLAINTS OF OVERCHARGING BY REPORTERS AND INCOMPETENCY OF 
REPORTERS 

The united states court Reporters A~'sociation does not have , If.\ ,,~ .. "_c.'c·,.~-=~' 
in its pos~ession any information about i~i:1ividual reporters or 

h m~y have "char.ged j",itigants more than the groups of reporters "V! 0 '" " ,t"." 'e., 

d · . 1 C f IIO"lever, the Adminis-rates authorized by the Ju ~c~a on erence. , 

trativ~ Office 'has HanagE1-ment Review teams t.,hiqh are constantly 

auditing the records of the reporters, and if those teams are doing 

their job properly and can substantiate their ch~rges, it would be a 

., t instances of \i, simple m~tter to point out to the appo~nt~ng cour any \ 
,I 

, overcharging. Such appointing court , when confronted ,'lith the facts i" 

o 
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would undoubtedly take ,Kinnedi~ate action to corr.ect the situation, 

even to the extent of dismissing the reporter or reporters, if 

warranted. As you are ,aware, the reporters are appointed to serve 

at the pleasure of the court, and do .not have tenure in office. 

As to incompetency of court reporters, the united States 

Court Reporters Association is aware of the fact that reporters who 

do not possess the qualifications for office as established by the 

Judicial 'Conference have been appointed to office. Such reporters 

have been appointed on a probationary basis, but we have found no 

instance wh~re the Administrative Office has made any effort to 

determine whether the reporters have proved to be satisfactory or 

have attained the necessary qual~fications in the meantime. 

Indeed, tJSCRA is aware of some instances in ,.,hich persons were 

appointed as official court reporters who possessed none of the 

qualifications spelled out by the Judicial Conference, but merely 

operated a tape recorder, this in complete defiance of tfie statute. 

Th~ Administrative Office, to our knowledge, has not protested such 

ap~ointments~ and by its silence would appear to condone such appoint-

ments. We state that such appointments are contrary to law, and 

that action should be taken by the Judicial Conference and/or the 

Administrative Office to have such "reporters" removed from office. 

USCRA worked for several years with the Administrative 

Office in establishing what has become known as the "Qualifications 

and compensation Plan for Official Court Reporters in +~e United 

States Dist~ict C~urts." The Plan was .enacted by the Judicial 
,) 

Conference in 1971. USCRA is proud of its part in establishing 

specific standards ~qr appointment to office, and llrges this sub

committ~e to recommend to the proper agencies that the plan be 

strictly a4h~red to at all times. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE STATISTICS 

The Hon. William E. Foley, testifying before the House Sub-

committee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of 

Justice on May 6, l.98l, stated, "Although our studies are preliminary 

only, they indicate that, on the average, court reporters spend 

approximately 15 hours a week in court." Director Foley then went 

on to talk about the ~verage pages of official transcripts per year 

and the average net ·tllcome of reporters, r~is if there is a direct 

relationship between the hours in court per week, the average number 

of pages and the average net income. There is not such a direct 

relationship. 

We are not addressing the subject of unusually large earnings 

by very few reporters because it is unrealistic to~ingle out the 
. 

rare exception. Indeed, the figures have no bearing on the overall 

system and the quality of services rendered. In o,rder to earn very 

large transcript fees, there had to exist a set of circumstances, 

such as complicated and prolonged expedited daily copy in large anti-

trust litigation, with large numbers of copies being ordered, which 

meant that the reporter and the supporting staff worked extremely 

long hours, and under ,great stress. 

The average number of recording hours a week in court is 

derived from a compilation of all the figures supplied by every 

reporter four times a year on ./\0 Forms 40A, "Attendance & Transcripts." 

It is not a question of the Director's staff inaccurately 

multiplying and dividing to obtain averages. Rather, the problem 

is that the average number of hours of recording is consid~~ed the 

total sum of official. work performed by the reporter. )i 

On October 7, 1980, the Administrative Office sent a le~er 
,.J 

to all official court reporters, united States District Courts, on 

the subject of Form AO 40A, Attendance t; Transcripts, the third 

p,<;lragraph of which states: 

\\. 
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tIt has corne to our attention that there is some con
fusion\~~garding item lCa), Time Spent Recording Court 
Proceedl.ngs. The days of reco,rding should include the days 
on which you or a substitute Wlere required to be present 
at the courthouse or in chambers for a scheduled trial, 
hearing, or other official prolceeding and were actually 
engaged in recording such proceedings, irrespective of the 
amount of time spent recording the proceedings, e.g. five 
minutes or five hours. If there is a scheduled trial and 
the case is settled after you have reported for duty, you 
may count that day as a day of<~ttendance provided you were 
required to make a record of the settlement. If you ar.e 
required to be in the courthouse on a standby basis and 
there is no scheduled trial, hearing, or official proceed
ing, you should not count that day as a day of attendancE;l,." 

1;"\ 

The United States Court Reporters Associ<;ltion imrnedi<;,.;!:ely 

verbally protested thiS interpretation of a "day of attendanci!''' and 

on December 2, 1980, by l.etter suggested that the appropriate 

language' for Item l. Ca), Time Spent Recordin~'T Court Proceedings, 

should read as foll.ows: 

"The days of recording should include the days"on.which 
you or a substitute were required to be in attendan::e at the 
courthouse or in chambers for a scheduled trial, hei~ring or 
other offic.ial proceeding, irrespective of the alnOUlft of 
time spent recording the proceedings, e.g., five mifutes or 
five hours,. If there is a scheduled trial and the 'ease is 
settled after you have reported, for duty j' you may. ~rbunt that 
day as a day of attendance. If you are required td be in 
the 'cou~thouse on a standby basis, to be avail.able for 
matters of an emergency nature or other anticipated pro
ceedings, returns of ye.r:dicts by juries, etq,), you should 
count that day as a day of attendance, al.though there may 
be no scheduled matter or actual. reporting of a procoeding 
by you." 

Nothing has come from the sUC3'gestion made by i;:.ha Association. 
l'l 

The directions from the Administrative Office, limiting days in 

attendance to days on which something was aetually recorded, do not 

include those days standing by while juries are d.el.iberating; reading 

back to juries sometimes for days at a time; waiting for court 

sessions to start; standing by while settlement negotiations go' on 
0". 

in chambers a~1d the reporter must be. in chambers, just in case some-

thing ha~ to be put on the record; being available when the court 

to which the reporter is assign~d is on general or emergency duty;C! 

i.e., being on call to report whatever proceedings may be urgent 

., 
" 
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enough t6 require instant judicial attention; indeed, time spent 

preparing, J;eports for the Administrative Office; checking court 

papers for spellings of names; checking briefs for citations of 

cases; checking the aw , , 1 books to ascert~ii, th, at the quoted cita1:ions 
, 1\ 

' • t '"tl a reflection of some appc;rtion-are correct; and, just as 1mpor an y, 

ment of transcript preparation time. 

Nhile it is true thatqollrt reporters are paid for ~an

scripts beyond their salaries,' all "transcripts are for' use j;n the 

judicial process, e1t er 1n ur , . h . f ther o_roceedings in the Distrr'ict 

. It would seem proper, the~e£'ore, Court, or for appellate reV1ew. " 

'that at least some of the 'prepa.ration of transcript time should be 
~, 

\\ counted as salaried time, since it is done for"the ongoing work\of 

the court. 

Earlier in this Prepared Statement referen~e ''1<\S made to the 

Parker-Tharp report of 1960. That report contained manY"statistics, 
c 

and i~,particularly'included st~tistics showing hours of reporting 

and pages,of transcripts. 

" The. report shO\>led that in fiscal year 1959 tqe average 

of hours o£~, reporting per reporter ~'1asJ628 hours, and t.'lat the 

number 
I{ 

(I 
average number of pages of original transcript prepared was 1284 

per reporter. 

For calendar year 1979, t:1e last year as to which USCRA was 

provided with Attendance & Transcript figures for all United States 

Court Reporters, the national average number of recording hours per 

780 ~ncrease of over 24% in number of hours spent reporter ,,,as ,an ... C' 

recording, according to Administrative Office c~teria. 

And for calendar year 1979, ag?-i~r the national cayerage total 

number Of' pageifproduced per reporte~ was 9,517, an increase of over 

641% in the average number of pages produced ~er re?orter in the 

i;.\'1enty years intervening since'lS59. pu;ely, this i'~ an i:ncHit11ai:Jpn 
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of the increased \10rldoad in the United States Dist,rict Courts, as 

\'1ell as an indication'that the reporter~ in thO,se courts are spend-

ing more time some~'1here producing 641% more pages of transcript on 

the average than they did in 1959. 

In 'fact, during calendar year 1979, the official court re,-

porters in the United states District Courts produced a total of 

'1 

3,996,738 pag1as of original transcript, of which 1,368,054 pages 
" 

were either dclily copy or expedited copy, representing approximate

ly 1/3 of the total number of pages of trqnscript produced; the 

balance, or ordinary copy, representing 2/3 of the total nUmber of 

pages produced. 

Parenthl~tically, it should be borne in mind that transcripts 

'\ are ordered by judges and attorneys -- not court reporters, so the 

court reporters; cannot control the number of pages ordered or 

produced. 

• rYe hope 'the distinguished members of this ~ubcommi ttee'will 
, . 

understand that court reporting is a quality I;I.,;6fession, and that 

USCRA believes th~t this is where the emphasis should be laid __ not 

on quantity and statistics. Nhena compE;1tent court reporter is 

sitting in fron'l: 9f the witness stalld taking cross-examination at 

top speeds, somlatimes on esoteric ll\1itter, he or she may expend more 

bra~npower and lanergy in an hour cor two than an Office \'1orker would 

in ~ wee},. 

In heavy litigation f,,' ,,·lith·talented litigators, the court re-

porter is in thE~ .i:renches -- make no mistake ~out.tt --ahd this 

is diff,icwlt to,appreai~te pnless one has had extensive trial 

experience <::Ir blae.,A~vol ved in shorthand ;-,'ri ting or stenl)type. 

There is anarti9try involved in the work o'f the court re-

porter as wel~ as a highly developed skill which encompnsses ear, . 1/ ,I 
/ 
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brain and hand coordination, \.fortified by a solid education, sea

soned by experience and contirb:i,ng education programs.' 

CURRENT TRANSCRIPT '\~TE STRUCTURE 

The,current transcr:i,pt rate~tructure came about as a result 

of a resolution adopted by the United St.ates Court Reporters A~soci-

ation on Ju1.y 31, 1978, at its 33rd Annual Convention, which request-

ed the Judicial Conference to authorize an increase in maximum tran-

script rat~s, which ratcis had not been increased at that time since 

September 1!f'75, although the Consumer Price Index .for the United 

States had increased .2793% in the intervening five years. 

On May 30, 1979, as a result of a survey of the official 

court reporters of the United States District Courts and an analysis 

of the Administrative Office survey of state courts, USCRA submitted 

to the Hon. William E. Foley, Director of the Administrat-ive Office, 

a position paper .entitled, "Justification by United States Court 

Reporters Association ". for Increased Transcript Rates. "The position 

paper o~ USCf<A established that total transcript production costs 

from 1975 to'" that date had increased .4045%. The request was,:;,;for 

an increase in the ordinary and daily delivery transcript rat~s as 

Drdi'n~ry delivery, from $1.50 tc( $~.lO per page. 
/1 ,<" 

PailY;idelivery, ;from $.2.50 to $3.50 per page, with corre-
1/ 

sponding percentage increases in the price of copies. 

The Subcommittee on supporting Personnel of the Judicial 

Conference met on June 19, 1979, at which tirn,e no action was taken 

on USCRA' s request, but the Administrative: Office was d:i,rected to .' 

make another survey of transcripts' of official proceedings 'at rates 

other than for "ordinaryUdelivery. 

(J 
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On October 29, 1979, USCRA submitted to the Subcommittee on 

Supporting Personnel through Director William E. Foley a 49 page 

document analyzing the report of the Administrative Office survey, 

and again renet..ring its request for an increase in the maximum allow-

able transcript rates, asking for favorable action of the Subcommittee 

at its December 1979 me~ting. 

As a result of all of the surveys and counter-surveys, the 
() 

Judicial Conference of the United States at its March 5-7, 1980 

meeting established new maximum allot..rable rates per page for tran-

scripts ~s follows: 

MAXIMUM TRANSCRIPT RA'!'ES 
AUTHORIZED BY THE .' 

UNITED'STATES JUDICIAL CONFERENCE 

Ordinary"Transcript ,n 

A transcript to be dei~vered 
within thirty (30) calendar 
days after receipt of an order. 

Expedited Transcript 

A transcript to be delivered 
within seven (7) calendar 
days after receipt of an order. 

Da1~f Transcript 
·1 

A trtmscript. to be delivered 
follOwing adjournment and 
priq;r to the normal opening . 
hour of the court on the 
follOwing morning whether or 
not it actually be a cou~t day. 

. ii6urly TranSc.r:tp\~ 

A transc.ript of proceedings 
ordered under unusual 
circumstances to be delivered 
within two (2) hours ••••••••••• 

NOTE: 

MARCH 1980 

Original 

$2.00 

2.50 

3.00 

3.50 

First Copy 
to 

Each Party 

$ .50 

.50 

.50 

.50 

Each Additional 
Copy to' the 
Same Party 

.$ .25 

.25 

.2$ 

.25 

Official court reporters shall not charge a fee for 
trans i d li any coPY of a cr pt e vered to the Clerk,. for the records of court. 
(28 U.S.C. 753(f)). 
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Despite a Petition for Reconsideration submitted to Director 

foley and the Subcommittee on Supporting Personnel ,on May 23, 1980, 

asking that the' J d' , l' C f ~ u J.cJ.a on erence rec~sider and re',scind the rates 
(,{, 

established for Daily,Transcripts and HOl,lrly o;rranscripts by the 

Judicial Confer;ence at its March 1980 meeting, the rateS remain in 

effect, except for some action by the Judicial Conference at its 

March 1981 meeting. USCRA understands, although it has seen no ' 

formal bulletin from the Adm~nistrative Office to that effect, that 

the Judicial Conference authorized an increase of 20% over the 

authorized rates, as to each category of cage rate, if the 

Chief Judge of the district could substantiate the need for the 

increase, on a case-by-case basis~ and ,that reporters might also 

charge counsel, ~.,i th the approval of the Court, for the necessary 

travel and .lodging costs of personnel brought in from" another loca

tion to work on daily or hourly delivery transcrivts. 

The root of the ~roblem with the current transcript rat~ 

structure is the arbitrary "ceiling" placed on, the Dai'ly and Hourly 

Transcript Rates. Reporters contend that they cannot render the 

service for those two types of de1ive~y at the rates prescribed by 

tile Judicial Conference. 

The United States Court Repdrters Association believes that 

~'1e Judicial Conference has usurped the statut0l)"resPOnsibility of 

the District Courts by fixing maximum transcript rates, and then 

saying to the District Courts, "You may approve any rate0;\ot to 

exceed our maximum authorized rates." 
I," 

The legisl\;"tive histor,t of Public I>aw 222, which was\ ~assed 

by the 78th Congress in 1944 (now 28 U.S.C., Sec. 753), clearly 

states in the report of the House Committee on the Judiciary to 

H. R. 3611, as well as in other hearings and re)Jorts, "In additi~n 

'to salaries, reporters may receive fees for tran~.cri~,ts, to be paid 
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them by those desiring the transcripts, at rates to be fixed by the 

district courts', subject to the approval of the conference." 

The Court Reporters Act still contains the same language, 

~~at the rates are to be fixed by the district courts, subject to 

the approval of the Judicial Conference, in Sec. 753(f). 

And as early as September 1944, after the cassage of P. L. 

222, but before its implementation with funding in July 1945, the 

Judici~~Conference adopted the following resolution: 

"Resolved: That in the opinion of t.l}e Conference it is 
not practicable to fix a limit~tion on the amounts which re
porters may earn from transcripts~ that as reporters are 
required by statute to make in detail reports of their 

. earnings, transcript rates ,should be adjusted in each 
District from time to time, with a view to reducing the 
cost of litigation to as great an extent as )Jossible while, 
allo\..ring a fair compensation to reporters for the work re
quired' of them." 

A completi:!review'of the legislative history and a study of 

the history of court reporting in the District courts prior to 1937, 

and the post:2.1937 Supreme Court Rule 80(b) leads fa~rlv to the con

clusion'that the Conference of Senior circuit Judges, the Administra-

tive Office of the United States', and the framers of the leqislation 

intended that the District Courts should, in the first instance, --.---
prescribe the transcript rates to be charqed in the various dis-

tricts, and that these rates would be adjusted from time to time. 
t? 

The passage of P. L. 222 in 1944 (Sec. 753, Title 28 U.~.C.), 

therefore, im)Josed a statutory duty upon the District Courts to 

prescribe the transcript rates, subject only to the a~proval of the 

Judicial Conference. 

While it is undisputed that eventuallv the Judicial Conference 

has the final approva,l authority over any rates "prescribed by the 

Dis',trict Courts ,the manifest Congressional intent was that the rates 

would varv from district to district, and that the rates would be 

adjusted from time to time by 'the District Court~, because the Judges 

() 
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of the District Courts ~re best able to make their decisions based 

on locally prevailing eqonomic conditions and practices. 

For example, the 'cost of living'in Houston, Texas, is recog

nized by the government ,:in its per diem rate structure to be a high 

cost designated area, 'arId the per diem rate is set accordingly. How-

ever, there are many other arelas where the cost of living is substan-

tially less than that ill Houst:on or other l"letro~oli tan areas. It is 

for this reason that thl~ Unite!d States Court Reporters Association 

asserts that any alleged prob:Lems of overcharging, or excessive 

rates, would be eliminated if the District Courts ,~lere oermitted to 

exercise their statuto~[Y responsibility in accordan~e ''lith prevailing 

econ6mic conditions. 

t Cour1'·. Reporters Association has been given The united Sta elp 

" , . Office to understand by Administratiye Office and General Accouptl.ng 

h t perhaps ,their ll:'ecommendation for a new court personnel t a II reporters 

bill would contain a p~PVisiol!l that the Judicial Conference be given 

ccmplete flexibility td: deter;mine whether to install in any oart.:Lcu-
, , 

lar district court (a) Ilelectr,onic recording equipment, (b) contract 

I • h 
rsporters, (c) fUll-ti~~e, fla,t salaried reporters "rithout the rl.g t 

il 
to transcript, fees, orll (d) te) permit th\,! present syste~ of court 

. in" a ceri:ain district or districts. reporting tore~al.n 

We believe passage ,of: such a bill wou~d be a .great mistake, 

would cause chaos in the Fed:eralreporting . ~ystem, would be unwork

able, and would be subject to immediate a!?!?eal from attorneys who 

believe their clients are bElling deprived of equal protection under 

~., t t transcrip. ts from a tape record-~he law if., thev are forced t:o accep 
". '. (] :...,... :' 

i( ? ' t t reporter whose qualifications ~,'£ii.ng, for example, or from a, con rac 

are non-existent or suspect
t 

not to give serious consideration Ne urge this Stlbcomm~ttee 

to any such proposal, if it is made. 
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In conclusion ,we wish to thank the Chairrn.an for per;mi tting 

us to appear on behalf of the United States Court Reporters Ass~cia-

tion and to present this lengthy Prepared Statement. toTe are avail-

able to ans\.,er any questions you may have or to provide any other 

material which you might wish. Thank you v~ry much. 

Encloscles. 

ExHIBIT 1 

UNITED STATES COURT REPORTERS ASSOCIATION 

• ~ 21, 1981 

LEGISLATIVE ALERT 

~: ALL UNITED STATES DrsmCT JUDGES. 

eoo u. s. Caurthouo. 
s.tue, WA 98104 

12OG)~2 

SUBJECT: OVERSIGHT HEARINGS BY SENATE JUDICIARY SUBCOMM!TrEE ON COURTS. 
JUNE 15, 1981 

Senator Robert J. Dole, Chaii'man of the Senate J\1d1ciary Subcommittee 
on Courts, has announced that on MJnday, June 15, 1981, his Subcommittee will 
hold an oversight hearing into the court reporting system in the United ,.States 
District Courts. . 

Virginia A. Goddard, Counse~ for the SubCOmmittee who is setting up 
the he.aring and arranging for witnesses, has informed USCRA that the Sub
Committee 1s interested ~~ learning about alternative methods of reporting} 
euch as electrOnic tape recording,stenomask and voicewriting methods; com
puter-aided transcription; ~ utilization of reporting personnel; advisa
bility of putting reporters on a full-time, flat salaried basis, with trans
cript fees going to the Treasury of the United States j reviewing the current 
transcript ra:I;e,. structure j inquiring about alleged complaints 'of overcharg_ 
ing by reporters and incompetency of reporters; the Possible use or competi_ 
,.,.ive bid contracting for reportorial services for the" District Courts; ef
fectiVemanagement of reporter per§onnel by mandatory POOling systems; this 
in ~ effort to determine the pros and cons of"the problems alleged to exist 
in the present system, and to find ways and means to make it easier and less 
expensive for litigants to obtain transcripts, all with a view to determining 
the necessity of introducing a new court reporters bill." 

At the same time, tha General ,Accounting Office. of the United States 
has tor many months been conducting audits of reporters in about ten district 
courts throughout the United States. And USCRA has been informed that the 
GAO is preparing to recommend changes in 28 U.S.C. Sec. 153 to provide for 
one or all of the following: ' 

Ell!ctronic sound recording of court proceedings without the presence 
of a reporter; competitive bid contracting; full-time flat salaried report_ 
ers, With transcript fees going to the Treasury of the United States. 

o 
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!the GAO provided the Administrative Office on !-By 1, 1981, with a 
nsneak preview" of their findings and possible recommendations, although 
USCRA has not had that privilege extended to it • 

.And on !-By 6, 1981, the Hon. William.E. Foley, Director-'of the Ad
ministrative Office, testifying before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil 
Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House Committee on the 
JUdiciary, stated, in part: 

nx have no doubt there will be recommendations for changes in the law 
to provide alternatives to the present system--includinggreater use of 
electronic recording equil'lllent. While we anticipate a critical report, 
w also welcome GAO I S comments and any suggestions they may clffer which 
will result in a more cost-effective and efficient service to the courts 
and the litigants. 

"The current reporting system was established by the Congres,s' in 1944--
31, ~ars ago •••• The ~egislation enacted in 1944 was probab~ adequate in 
1944. Conditions have obviously changed, and we now must recognize that 
and move to meet the needs of the judicial system in the 1980' s and 1990' s. 

''We plan to conduct experimental programs utilizing electronic sound re
cording equipment and computers to determine whether they wre,. in fact, 
viable alternatives to shorthand or stenotype reporting •••• This subcom
mittee, however, may wish to consider the need for reform in the 1944 
law. The Judicial Conference and the Administrative Office will prOvide 
vha.tever assista'lce we are able to provide if you do choose to evaluate 
the problem." 

Eecause the united States District JUdges have a built-in, justifiable 
interest in any proposed changes in the present court reporting law .. U'3CRA 
inquired whether Senator Dole w()uld like to hear the views of the District 
JUdges about the present court reporting system and pOSsible changes in the 
statute and the system. TpCRA was ad,,"1sed that Senator Dole nnd the other 
members of his Subcommittee would be very much interested in hearing from the 
judges before whom the trials and proceed1n8S involving court reporters are 

'held. 

If you are inclined to write to Senator Dole and/or the other members 
of the SubCOmmittee, it is important that such letters reach Senator Dole be
fore June 15, 1981, the date of the hearing. 

Senator Dole's address is: Hon. Robert J. Dole 
2213 Dirksen Senate Office Building 
WashinSton, D.C. 20510. 

The other members of the Subcomm~!''':tee on Courts are: Hon. Strom 
Thurmond, S.-C ... Hon. Alan K. ~i'1!lpson, Wyoming, Hon. John P. East, N.C., Hon. 
M3.x S. llaucus', M:lntana, and Hon. RoweU Heflin, Alabama.' 

RespecttuJ.ly submitted, 
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ExHIBIT' 2-A 

ceCISION THE COMPTROLLU OENEI=IAL 
OF THe UNITEO STATES 

WASI-IINGTCN. C.c. elC:541:i 

FII-E: 
, OATE: Kay 25, 1977 

MATTE~ OF: Computer-aided t't"anscription 
the FederaL Courts progrrun in 

CIGEST': 1. 

4. 

Court. reporters. selected to partiCipate in Federa 
.Judic1al Center S computer-a'a d .. 1 
pilot: ' 1 e traaSCrl.ptl0a 
. proJect may receiVe fees fot: transcri ts 

processed during project in "hich . P 
~upplies arefut:t:Iished ~ .. eq~lPQent. ,and 
I::) th . ,reporters W'l.thoul:. cost 
§ eQ, not~thst~ndlag provision in 28 USC 

7SJ(e) that 'reporters fut:nish supplies a~ ~h 0, 

OWll expense. Center's "1 t . , . " elt: 
and developmeac effort P~L~arryro~ctht" tS,a research 
tory 1:..'10' , - .. , la lts statu-
.ideda~ rlt?, ~o test feasibility of co~puter-

ranscrlptl0n system. Court re orters' 
partiCipation is essential t j P t" 

t:eteation of traascrint feeso~~robect, a7aallow~~g 
. ~ ....... y e consl.dered 

~:~~~~:z.r ~~~e~~iv~9;~r t~ei~ pa~ticipation. 
• • • , d1sClagu1S~ed. 

If computer-aided transcription sy' sto- l"S ~_ L 
mea ted hy F d 1 . , ~ ~D e-
SUPPliesma; ~;aEU~~rhtsd' necessa.y equip~ene and 

• f 11 1S e to court reporeers on 
U ,?o.st reLQburse.::!eat basis ' , _. 

provision ia 28 U.S C § 75J(~) S~ a~_to satlSty 
fUrnish supplies ac'th . a reporters 
B-185484, May 21; 1976~1r own expense. Coc~are 

~~r\ reporters may· 'also be permitted reLQbursable 
# __ ~~.cl·~m~u~er~syst~ furoished by Federal courts 
... - ~ --- ... ~ r~ '/20 _t! ~--c =y. .... 

Cour\ report~r5 must PrOvide rei:nbursement: for 
~;=n~cr~o~rt-fun:ish,ed computer syste::!l to prepare 

p seven though some transcripts are .... 
~~qui~e5dcoto be furuished to court free of charge 
___ ., mp. Gen. 1172. • 

TJ;e:'Dirl!ctor of the Federal JudiCial Cent 
OYr OP1Ql0n on vhether the Center ca' , . ~r (Center) requests 
fund:! to complete it .. "Co ,n Contl.Rue. to use appropri.1ced 
SpeCifically, the C~ter :~~~e:;.:uded 1'rall:icriptiotl Research Project." 
projl7ct and still preserve the f;!he~ .fund~can be spent on the 
o'ffieial Federal Court re orte nc 1se 0 each participating· 
p1:epared as part,.of the r~sear~h to c~llec~ fe7s for transcripts 
deCiSion B-185484., May 21. 1976 ~~~~~ctf71n 11ght of 'our unpu.blished 
'in the Superior Court of theD.'t" held tha~ court repo~ters 
transcription fees under a lS r1ct of Columbla could not collect 
p1:Oject. proposed computer-aideck! transcription 

. w· 
In a later suI.-" .' 

S u<u1SSl.on. the Administrative Off' 
tate3 Courts (Administrative Office) ~hich Id~hce of the United 

." .' wou ave operational 

! ! 
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res~Qusibility of the computer-aided transcription program if it 
is found to be feasible to establish it on a Court-wide basis, 
reco~i~e~ the potential problems conce~ng B-1854.84, ~, and 
has foreally requesl:ed that our deciSion to the Federal Judicial 
Center address the legality of implementing the program ou a court
vide basis. 

A c:.omputer-aid.ed transcription prog;ram requires court reporters 
to -record CQurt prc1ceedings on special stenographic machines equipped 
with magnetic tape cartridges. The cartridges are then inserted into 

.a c:.omputer terminal to be located in the court, which transmits the 
reporter's notes by telephone lines to a central computer operated 
by a co~ercial contra~tor. The central computer translates ~~e r~tes 
into printed foon via a copyrighted computer program and trans=its 
the "first run" transcript back to the, terminal to "he edited by the 
reporter on a d.isplay screen. After corrections are made. the 
te~ina! prints out the final transcript ready for delivery. 

'. 

Our decision, B-185484, May 21', 1976, to the Executive Officer 
. of the District of Columbia Superior COJ.lrt involved a similar 
computer-aided transcription program and c~ncerned the right of 
~~urt rcoorters of the Suoerior Court, under the District of Columbia 
Code, to' profit from the sale of transcripts qf p.roceedings held 
before that COUl:t. That decision held that the furnishing of all 

'necessary equipcent by a court reporter at his own expense is a 
prerequisite to a court reporter's right to profit from the sale 
of transc-ripts; Although th.e decision involved exclusively the 
inte'rpretation of a statute applicable only to th~ Superior Court, 
11 D.C. Code § 1727(0) (1973) ,the discussion makes reference to . 
parallel language in the United States Code which governs court 
reporting practic·es in tha Federal court syste!ll: the so-called Court 
Reporters Act, 28 U.S.C. § 753 (1970). 

The Federal court reporting system established by 28 U.S~C. 
§ 753, supra, is unique with regard to the compensation of Federal 
employees. Section 753 pro~ides that for each Federal judicial 
district one Qr more official salaried court reporters shall be 
appointed. These reporters are officers and employees of the court 
and their work is u;rlder the supervisory: c,ontrol of the judiciary. 
'they are compensated by a yearly salary for att~nding and recording 
official proceedings, preparing transcripts £Ol: judges, and filing 
copies of transcripts with the clerk of court. However. unlike 
other Feder.al employees, the officiau court reporter is allowed by 
·"tatut~ to be an independent entrepreneur, deriving a substantiat';;i 
part ef his income from the sale of transcripts to litigants. I~: 
!" because of this latter status that the Act also requires that 
the ~eport;er must furnish all of his oWll supplies. The following 
are the pert·inent provisions of 28 U.SaC. § 753, suora: 

,.S ) 

'.' "(b) One of the reporters appointed for .each s~ch 
court shall attend at each session of the court and at 
every other proceedi:tg designated 'by 1:Ule or order of 
the court or by one of the judges, and shall record 
verbat~ by shorthand or by mechanical means ~~ich may 
be augunentedby electroijic sound recording .subjec~ to 
regulations promulgated by the Judicial Conference: 
1l:**' . 

'* '* '* * 
"* * * Upon the request of any party t.o any pro-

. ceeding which has b~)en so recorded who has agreed to 
pay the fee therefor, or of a judge of the court~ the 
reporter shall promptly transcribe the' original records 
o .. f the requested parts of the proceedings and '!attach to 
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the transcript his official certificate, and deliver 
tnp s~~p. to the party or judge making the request. 

f~e reporter shall promptly deliver to the clerk 
for the re~ords of the coUrt a certified copy of any 
transcript so made. 

'* '* '* 11 * 
"Cc) The reporters shall be. subject to the super

vision of the appointing coUrt and the judicial Con
ference in the perfo:rr.lJ.nce of the'ir duties, including 
dealings with parties request~ng transcripts. 

'* * 

"(e) Each reporter shall receive an annual salary 
to be fixed from time to time by. the Judicial Con
ference of the United States. All suoolies shall be 
furnished bv the reporter at: his O<oln e:(oense. ,;-•• _-

"(f) Each reporter may charge and collect fees 
for transcripts requested by the parties, including 
the United States at rates presc:ibed by the court 
subject to the approval of the Judicial Conference. 
'* '* *" (Em~hasis added.) 

A. The Federal Judicial Center'-s Pilot Pro iect 

The Center's research project has been divided into two phases. 
Under the completed first phasa, reporters selected at random .from 
six judicial districts were provided with an electronic stenotype 
transcriber and three days of training' at the cO!l:lercial contractor's. 
trainiag facility in Virginia. The reporters were also supplied 
1:Ti.th a:..agnetic tape cassettes. The first;, 200 pages of transcription 
on the p~9gram were paid by the Center and a subsidy was paid-'foJ;" 
the next 800 pages of transcript. to'cover the costs to the reporter 
for tile coa::mercial contractor's processing fees. The transcriber 
'liaS then assigned to anot~er selected reporter after three conths 
time. 

Under the proposed seco?d phase. the Center will make a computer 
te~nal available to each selected judicial district to give the 
selected reporters direct access to the main cocputer, thereby 
elimina ting the sending of the cartridges by mail to Virginia and the 
mailing of the transcripts back to the reporter. Under this phase, 
the Center ~-ill lease froe the contractor,. and give the reporters 
te:nporary acces.!i to 1 all necessary eqUipment, including the scope 
tercinaLs an~ tape stenotype machines. The Center will also furqish 
tile reporters ~"ith pro'cessing services and telecoc::::unication lines. " 

A problem arises because of the language of 28 U.S.C. § 753(e), 
~. ~"hich states that all supplies 'needed by the repo rter to . 
produce court transcripts must "be furnished by the reporter at his 
own expense.", As mentioned above .• ,under, the second phase of the 
Center's Project, all necessary' equipment and supplies will be sup
plied to the reporters· by the Center free of charge. Howeyer, the 
Director of the Center takes the position that 28 U.S.C. § 753(e) 
does not apply to the instant pilot project. His letter tq. Us 
states in part: 

"Ilublic Law 90-219 established the Fecleral·Judiciar 
Ceut~r on December t'o, 1967. Section 620 of Title 28 
desc~ib€s the functions of the Center and Section 623, . 
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_~ltle 28 states the duties of the Board. Without quoting 
verbat~ the foregoing statutory provisions, it is clear 
that research, education and training, innovations and 
syst~s development and, generally, anything promoting 
the improvecent of court operation, all fall within the, 
purposes and duties of the Center. * * * 

''The position of the Federal Judicial Center is 
quite different from that of the Executive Officer of the 
District of ColUmbia Courts. TPe Center's only goals ~re 
research and development, and continUing education and 
training, and :i. t does no t propose t:a enter the operational 
field. It certainly would not, within the meaning of 28 
·U~S.C. § 753(e), be furnishing 'supplies' to official 
reporters ~+~ wo~ld participate in .the Center's reseaT.ch 
program, by a~lo~~ng then t~porary access to C:nter- . 
acquired data computer equipment. The Center wl.ll retal,n 
title and possession of any hardware as well as rel~ted 
software and is not in any event ettpowered to furnl.sh 
'supplie~' since this is a function of I:.heAd:!linistrative 
Office of the United States Courts (28 U.S~C. § 604(a) 
(10». The Center will retain ownership and possession 

. of the equipment used until, at such time in the ~uture, 
the project might become operational. At that pOl.~t, 
our research and development mission wo~ld b~ phased out. 
Admittedly at that time, the proble!!1 presented in 
B-l85484 would be confr.cnted by the Administrative 
Office which would assume operationai responsibility. 
(I und~rstand that the Administrative Office does intend 
to write to you on this matter in the near future.) 

nIt is not, however, intended in the Center's 
present limited Tesearch program that 'eho,se reporters 
participa.ting in the program 'Will be able to ,use the 
Center's hardware for private purposes, except to the. 
extent that the production of offi.:::.ial transcripts will 
enable these reporte,rs, utilizing their o\,'U 'suppUes,,' 
to duplicate the original transcript for distribution 
to parties, etc. (as" is customarily done by reporters 
every>lhere). 

''The issue is whether the Center is;urnishing:o 
• s~pplies' by,. giving repprter-partic.ipants ,a' mere 
temporary access to com,puters in carryin~. ou~ an 
essential, st~tutority ~andated research proJect under 
et't'ict contro,l:s." 

lie cannot accept the assertbon that ~he Cent~r' s pilot 
p'l:Oject does not. at least in a functional se~se, involve furnishing 
lJuppu,esto court reporters. In fact, the ba$;i.:;: holding of our' " 
prior decision in the District of Columbia Superior Court matter 
W&3 that the very similar arra~gemeqt proposed the1;-e would result 
in furnishing supplies to couid reporters, so as to preclude the' 
reporters from receiving their no~a1 transcript fees under the 
analogous D.C. Code provision. Nevertheless, we do agree that 28 
UoS.C. § 753(e) ~eed no~ ~onstitute a bar to co~tinuation of the 
instant research proj ect in vie,W' of the Center' ~ oVl!rt;iding statu
tory research and development authorities. 

A.:s the Director indicates, the Center has a broad manda,te""to 
further the development and adoption of improved judicial ad:::ii,n
istration in the courts of Che United States. ", 28 U.S.C. § 62,O(a). 
Its.specific f.unctions, as set forth in 28 UoS.C. § 620(b), include 
the fo llowing;, 
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"'Cl) to conduct research and study of the 
operation of the courts of the United Stat~s * * *j . ' . 

. "(2) to develop and present for consideration 
by the Judicial Conference of the United States recom
mendat.ions for improvement of the administration and 
management of the courts of the United States; [and] 

"(3) to stimulate, create, develop, and conduct 
programs of continUing education and training for 
personnel of the judiCial branch of the Government: * * *." 

Of even more specific relevance to the instant matter, the Board which 
supervises and directs the activities of the Federal Judicial Center 
i.s mandated by 28 U.S.C. §' 623(a)(5) to--

"study and determine ways,in which automatic data 
processing and, sy stems procedutoes may be applied to the 
administration of the courts of the United States * * *." 

The Senate Judiciary Committee report Oil the legislation enacted as 
Pub. L. No. 90-219 observed with respect to the above-quoted pro
visioll: 

"Paragraph (5) of proposed section 623(a) contains 
the most sp'~fific of the Board's duties: evaluation of 
proposals fo~ the application of data processing and 
systens techniques to the administration of the Federal 
courts. The computer revolution, sweeping the 
financial and industrial enterprises of our Nation, 
bas thus far made little headway in the courts. 
Cla~s of unprecedented 'efficiency.for the courts 
in the age of the computer, on the one hand, and 
fears of 'mechanized justice' and 'trial by computer, 
OIl the other, have been voiced in various circles, 
but it is apparent to your committee that an objective 
evaluation of the potential of data processing systems ~, 
in the worK of the courts is a necessity. By its very 
nature as a center f{)r the stUdy of court administra-
tion, the Federal Judicial Center is an appropriate 
medium for such an eyalu~t:ion." S. Rep. No. 781, 
90th Cong., 1st Sess. 19 (1967); see also, Additional 
Statements ·of Reps. McCallock and McClory. H. Rep. 
No.; 351, 90th Cong., 1st: Sess. 23-27 (1967). 

The Senate report also emphasized the distinction betw~ell the 
research and development: functions of the Center and the operational 
%Ole of the Administrative Office: 

(; 

"Although the Federal JudiCial Center is properly 
located within t:hat branch of Coveroment: with pri.C1ary 
responsibility for the administration of justice in the 
courts of the United -States, you'.\;' c:oI!CJ.ittee specifically 
rejects estab1.ishment of the Center within, or as a 
constituent bureau of, the Administrative Office of the 
UoS. Cou~ts. The purpose and functions of the Center 
are not akin to those of the Administrative' Office. 
The latter is charged by chapter 41 of title"28, United 
States Code, with recordkeepiDg, budgeting, statistics 
gathering, salary aDd fringe benefit admiribtt:atioll, 

" and other· so-called housek@epi,ng fUnctions ,£01;' the \\ 
'~ederal c~urts. It is the 'ope~ations'a~ pf the 
judic~at branch. The Federal JUdicial Cente.F, on the " 
ot.h,~r 'hand, is to be thl! 're$earch and development: I am 
of the judiciary, responsible for furthering the develop-

--
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ment of imprpved techniques of administration in the' 
courts of the United States. The roles of these two 
units in the administration of the courts, although 
I.lndeniab1y ~eLated, are. not essentially congruent." 
.!!!.. at l4. 

The Center's !!omputer-aided transc-riptio~ 'l:esearch proj ect is 
clearly a proper exercise of its duties and functions as envisioned" 
by Congress. Moreover, we are aware that th~ ~uccess of the project 
depends on the coopetation of the ct'urt repo(~,t~rsj and that the 

, gepo,;,t;ers require some incentives to particip<!.ce ina project loilic,h, 
\. if suicessful, may ultimately serve to reduce their income. g .• 

the testimony of the Director of l:he Center in Hearin,E;s before a 
Subcommittee of the House AooroDriations Co~~ittee on Deoar~ents 
of State, Justice, and Cor.~erce! the Judiciary, and ReLated A~encies 
&propriations for 1976 (Pa';i;t 1), 94th Cong., lst. Sess., at. 406. 

In vie~ of the foregoing, we are satisfied that permitting ~, 
court reporters to r.etain fees for transcripts produced under the 
experimental projects is a necessary incident to the successful 
conduct of the research project, and ,that the Cente-:' s research 
and development.authorities provide adequat~ support for this 
practice. 

B. Implementation of an Ocerational Computer-aided 
Transcription Sys~. 

If the Cente'l."'t; pilot project demoxistratesothat a computer
aided transcription program is feasible and the Judicial Conference 
approves its use on a court-wide basis, the Adminisc~ative Office 
will be faced with the task of implementation. The research and 
development mission would be phased out, and as distinguished fro~ 
tha pilot project under which each court reporter operates independ
ently, each court reporter would have to look to the Administrative 
Office or some commercial service bureau for processing the output 
of a magnetic tape stenotype machine into ha~d copy. Court reporters 
~uld require new stenotype machines of the magnetic tape variety and 
expendable supplies of magnetic tape. The magnetic tape would 'be 
required to be filed with the clerk of court. 

. We believe that the providing of such materials by the 
Administrative Office in an operational context for use by the 
::;ffiC";aJ. cou~t reporters wi,thout C,Ollt ~o thea ~ould be contrary t,~ 
28 U.S.C. § 753(e). B-185484, supra; cE. Texas City Tort Claios v~_ 
United States, 188 F.2d 900 (5th Cir. 1951). 

Following the issuance of our previous decision in the D,istricc 
of Columbia cas'e, the Committee on the Budget in its September 1970 
report ~ the Judicial Conference recomme~ded that the Administrative 
Office explore with this Office possible alternative methods of i~ple
menting the computer-aided transcription program.~,cco rdingly, the 
Director of the "dministrative Office has proposed a plan to imple:tent 
the program. The Director's letter to us describes this pl~n i~ 
relation ~ our prior' decision as follows: 

\1 
" 

, . 
, '~ader the proposed plan in th~ Superior Court 
for the District of Columbia, court reporters would 
have been charged only for the use of the system, 
i.e., a processing charge. The rates to nave been 
e~tablished would not have recovered the cost of the 
initial investment in the eqUipment. Your decision 

'concluded that the effect would be to furnish the 
. equipment to partic1\lating court repor,ters free of 

cost, and at least £01: that reasoQ. the plan was 
objectionable. 

; , 
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, "Iv, contemplating' B. plan fOl:Federal district 
,courts, however, anothe~ option appears to be avail
able. The Administrativ~ Office co~ld provide the 
processing service ~ court reporters on a reimbursable 
basis, at rates established to recover all costs of the 
system, including depreciation, amortization, repair, 
operation, and telecort1Ulunications. Cf.· 31 U.S.C. § 
483a. Under this proposal, the system would be financed 
from appropriatEd funds and all revenues received would 
be re~uired to be deposited to the General Fund of the 
~reasury. ~ 31 U.S.C. §§ 483a, 484. The establish
ment of rates at levels sufficient ~ recover all costs 
and the collection of such fees from court reporters 
would mean that court reporters still would be bearing 
the full financial responsibility for all aspects of 
transcript preparation and sale. Each, court reporter 

. would remain responsible for the provisj,r.m of' a 
magnetic tape stenotype machine and the necessary 
magnetic tapes. Training would continue to be provided 
by the Federal Judicial Center. 28 ,U.S.C. § 620(b) (3). 
It is anticipated that the Administrative Office might 
a.·.rard requirements-type c'ontracts for the magnetic tape 
~~~nu~ype machines and magnetic ~apes to minimize cos~s 
to court reporters. ' 

"Alternatively, the Administrative Office 'could 
provide the magnetic tape stenotype machine ~-'the 
court reporter, and recover the cost thereof over the 
life of the machine through per.iodic payments from the 
court reporter. Such payments also would be deposited' 
to the CeneralFund of' the Treasury." 

The Director specifically requests our opinion on the folloWing 
questions with respect ~ this 'proposal': 

"1. Are the appropriations to the Judiciary 
available to the Direc~r of the Administrative 
Office for obligation and disbursement in the 
e~tablishment of this computer assisted trans
~eription program under present_l~w? 

.I :12.' Yould the establishment of a computer 
assisted transcription program as outlined above, , 
including as 'a key element the fixing of charges 
a.t levels to recover all costs, satisfy the 
objectio~,~· interposed to the plan, of the Superior 
Court of the. 'Dis-trict of Columbia? 

"3 •. Would the use of the, service by t:our't 
reporters in preparing transcript as part of their 
private reporting work be objectionab1e1 

"4. May the service be p1:ovided to court 
~eporters lo."ithout charge for their. work in preparing 
transcript for the court for which they re'ceiVe no 
transcript fees1" 

, .' 

With referen~e to the first question, the Administrative Office 
certainly has authority to establish a computer-assisted transcription 
program. ~~.~. 28 U.S.C. §§ 604(a)(1), (8): and (10)(1970 & 
SUppa V, 1975). Apart from the co~ents hereafter as to the effect 
of 28 U.S.C. § 753, our response to the first question is, of course, 
concertled onlY with the basic authority for the program as such. We 
do not expressly or implicitly address the mechanics of its impl~
mentation. 

T 
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~ith ~eference to the second question, our prior decision , 
rea~cned that undel: the D.C. Code provision:~ whic.h ;.s anal~gous to . 
, ':' f"! ,. • & 753 the obli~6at:ioil of COUl:"t reporters to furm.sh suppll.es .- .............. :a ,. . .. _ 
at their o~-n expense represents a ~ pro ~ for their l:eten,t:l.on OJ: 

trL:-nsCl:ipt fees. Thus our basic objec.tion to the :upel:"ior Co~rt 
pr(iposal was that reporters would continue to re:el.ve transcnpt fees 
ldthout assu::ling the full costoE t:he ~omputer-al.ded, syst~:u. 

The Administrative Office's plan would require that t.he reporters 
wo use the progTam reimburse the 'Government for the fullicost o~ 
providing the service. This would be done by setting the,riltes tOl:" 
use of the Government service (i.e., the terrninal, rental of computer 
time necessary software and teTeCOrr.municat~ons), at a level which 
~uld cover the entire cost of the equipment, including depreciation. 
aI:lO-rtil!:ation. repair and operation, plus -rentals fOT: computer t,ime 
.and related software" The reporters wo~ld still be required to 
purchase their Ow'tl stenotype machine, ,magneti.c tapes and other. 
supplies. In the alternative, the Administrat:ive Office would 
purchase the magnetic tape stenotype machines and, in effect. sell 
them to the reporters. This satisfi~s the reqUirement that tlle 
reporters must furnish all necessary supp~ies, at 'their own :xpe~se. 
Under these circumstances, we would have no objection to 'thel.r 
-retention of transcript fees. Accordingly, question Z is answe-red. 
in the affi~~tive. 

" 

~ The Administrative Office's third question is whether the 
:official c.ourt .reporters could. use the computer-aided transcription 

systen in·p-roviding transcripts as part of their private repo-rting 
~~k. As, we understand the program, the Administrative Office would 
charge the same rates for proceSSing transcripts made in a private 
context as the rz,ce applicable to processing official court; transc-ripts •. 
The syst~~ ~ould·be provided to the reporters in thei-r capacity as 
independent contractors and not as emp'~oyees of the eou-rt. We have 
no objection to use o~ the system £orprivate r~porting wor~ on a, 
-reimbursable basis, as proposed, provided 'that such use doe's not
interfere with the processing of official court transcripts. 

" The final question is whethe-r the computer system can be p-ro
vided to court reporters without charge, fOl:" their. work in prepa-ring 
the transcripts which they are -required to provide for the court 
f-ree of charge. The answer is in the negative. In a somewhat 
s~ilar matter, we have followed the ~easoning of the Texas City 
To-rt Claims v. United States, ~, which held th~t the Court 
Reporters Act conte:nplat;esthat: such c1util;'!s as preparing transcripts 
for judges and filing copies of transcripts with t.he cle-rk represent 
':~e reporters' statutory duties for which they a1:'e duly -Gompensaced v 
by thei.r yearly salary. Therefore, supplying the tr.anscription 
!,orvir," '""'I a reoorte-r ~Tithout chi:!r$e fo-:: producing this copy would 
be contrary to the intent of the Court Reporters Act. Cf:' 55 Comp. 
Gen. 1172, 1176 (1976). 

ff,1kfN~' . 
Deputy Comptroller Ceneral 

of the United States 
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ExHIBIT 2-B 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OFTH~ 
UNITED STATES COURTS 

SUPREME COURT ,!3UU .. OING 

WASHINGTON. O,C. 20::144 

!'lOWLAND F. KIRKS, 
DlltCCTaR 

WILLIAM E. FOI..EY 
O"JilUTT bHl'CCTO" 

Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the 

United ,States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, 'd. C. 20548 

January 11, 1977 

'Re: file Number 6-185484 

Dear "Mr. Staats: 

On May 21, 1976, you rendered a deci'sion, over the 
signat~re of the Deputy Comptroller Genersl of the United 
States~ to the Executive Officer of the District of Colu11lbia 
Superior Court concerning the right of court report.~rs of 
the Superior Court, under the District of Columbia Code, to 
profit from the sare of transcript,of proceedings held 
before that-,judicial body. For purposes of this letter, the 
decision can be summarized .as holding that the furnishing of 
all nece7sary equipm7n~ by a court reporter ~t his own 
~xpense l.S a prerequl.sl.te to the court reporter's right to 
profit from the sale of transcrip~. Although the decision 
involved exclusively the ilntar-ptetation of a statute appli-
cable only to the Superior Court, the disc-ussion mak~~ , 
reference to parallel language in the statute of g~n~ral 

)Japplication to United States District Courts, 28 U.S.C. 
§753. '. 

By let.ter of July 26, 1976, the Honorable Walter E. 
Hoffman, Director of the"Federal Judicial Center, requested 
your decision concerning the leg~lity of the continuation 
of the Center's computer assisted transcription research 
projec::t in light of your May 2l,decision. Judge Hoffman 
was concerned .especially 'iith preser"l'ing the right Of each 
participating court reporter to collect fees for transcript 
prepared as part of the researcn Project. Under that research 
project, the Center leases necessary equipment, incl~ding 
magnetic ~tapl;\ stenotype machines and scope terminals, and 
furnishes proceSSing services and telecommunica'tions. 'i The 
goal of the Cen'tar, of course, ,is to determine the feasi
bil~ty of t.he implementation of an operational computer 
assJ.sted transcription program on a court-wide basis. The 
implementation of an operational program would be the 
responsibiUty of the Administrative Office .• 

". The purpose of this letter is to apprise you of the '. 
Vl.ews and position of the Administrative Office, with the 
goal of.obtaining a deciSion from YOllwhichwill address 
all a.s~ects o~ the proble!lJ. of the suf~iciency of statutory 
authorl.ty to~mplement a computer -asSl.stedctranscription 
prog~am. lain. wri tiri'g to you today in response to the 
recommendation of the :Committee on .. the Budget in its 
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Se tember 1976 report to the Jud:i,cial conf::r,e;mce o~ thE7 • 
unlted States that the Director 8f the Adrnl.nl.stra::J.ve Offl.ce 
explore with the Comptroller General the,alternatl.ves 't 
which may be available. The r~«;::ornrnendatl.on of the Comml.t ee 
was prompted by your decision 6f May 2)1, and the knowledge 
tha''/: the Judiciary had included in its budget and had 
justified to Congress funds for this pro,?ram. ~o~gress 
ultimately did appropriate monies for thl.s,speclofloc pur-

h ose which are available for the current. flo!3cal year. T, e 
~drninistrative Office had envisaged procuring, the necessary 
equipment as property of the United States whloch would be 
made available for the use of court reporters. 

Assuming the center determines Cc;1U?uter ';lssiste~ 
transcription to be feasible, the Adrnlonlost:;atlove Off:-ce 
will be faced with the task of implementatlo~n. As dl.S
tinguished from the current system under whl.ch each court 

. reporter ope:cateG independently, each cour,t:; reporter woul~ 1 
have to look to the Administrative Office 0: some co~ercloar. 
service bureau ,1=or processing of the magnetloc tape output 0 ... 

a magnetic tape stenotype machine to produce har~ copy. 
Court reporters would require new stenotype,machlon7s of t~~ 
magnetic tape variety. and expendable supplJ.,es, whloch w~u 
be the ma.gnetic tape instead of pape: tape. The magnetloc 
tape would be required to be filed wloth the clerk of court. 
28 U.S.C. §753(b). 

I beHeve that the authority o~ 28 u.s.c:. ~753 (b) to 
record court proceedings "by mech~nloc<~l mean~ loS broad, 
enough to comprehend recordation lon a m';lgnetloc ~ape ~edloum. 
My concern is with 28 U.S.C. §753(e) whloc~ prov7des lon 
relevant part that, "All supplies shall be ~u:nloshed by 
the reportE:lr at his own expense." Your declosloon,appc:rentlY 
adopts the position that the furnishing o~ supplloes loS a 484 
uid rO quo for the rc!:ention of tran~crl.pt fees., B-185 
~ ~y 21, 1976). See also Texas Cloty Tort Claloms v. 
United states, 188 F.2d 900, 901 (5th Cir. 1951); B-184875 
(June 11, 1976) •. 

It has been the longstanding position of the Adrnin~strative 
Office that court reporters must furnish all ~f.the equlop-
ment necessary for both recording and transcrloblong, and al~ 
of the expendable supplies necessary to the. use ~f that equlop
mente Furthermore, if a court reporter ava:-ls ~loms71£ of the 
option of filing an electronic sound recordlong lon ~l.eu of a 
,transcript in certain circurnstanc7s as enumerated lon 28 U.S.C. . . 
§'1S3(b),'he must provide that equlopment as well as the necessary 
recording tape. 

Notwithstanding this position, the A~ini~t~ative . 
Office has provided and continues to provlode mlonlomal off~c~ 
space to each court reporter in the courthouse ~f.the court 
which he serves. The al'loca ted space has bee'n Ilomlo t7d to 
use by the court reporter only, and not b~ ';lny of hl.s employees 
if any; and for use in the conduct of ~ff7c~al Government 
business only. Also, while Federal bUloldlongs wereync;3.er the 
control.of the Pbst Office Department and the Publloc ., 
Buildings Administ~,~tio,n~ each court reporter was pro,?,l.dea 
'\>lith minimal office' :t;urnloture for the Government-p~o\Tl.ded 
space, subject to the same condi~ion that ~h7 furnloture~a~ 
restricted to use while ,engaged lon work arl.sl.ngfrom of~lo~loal 
duties only. ~hese actions have been based upon.a~ a&~~~los
trative determination by the Director of t~eAdmlo~lostratlove 
Office that such practices were necessary lon the lonterest of 
the United States. However, while occupyin~ ~uch space, 
leach couJ;'t reporter is responsible f...or provl;dlong telephone 
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serV'ice at personal expense. See Report ,',of the Judicial 
Conf'erence of Senior Circui:t. Judges 9 (1945). 

Under the proposed plan in the Superior Court for the 
Dis'trict of Columbia, court reporters would have been 
cha:Cged only for the ,use of the system; i. e. I a processing 
chalrge. The rates to have J:l'E!..§!~n established would not have 
rec()vered the cost of the hia.-ci~l investment in the equip
meni:. Your decision conclul3ed tha t ·the effect Fould be 
to i:urnish the equipment to participating court re'porters 
free of cost, and at leas~ for, that reason the plan was 
objectionable. 

In contemplating a plan for Federal district colirts, 
however, another option appea:r;:s to be available. The 
Administ:;rative Office could provide the processing",'service 
to court reporte;rs on a reimbursable basis, at rates estab
lished to recover all costs of the system, including de
preciation, amortization, repair, opeJ;'ation, and tele
communications. Cf. 31 U.S.C. §4'83a. Under this proposal, 
the system would be financed from appropriated funds and all 
revenues received would be required to be deposited to the 
General Fund of the Treasury. See 31 U.S.C. §§483a, 484. 
The establishment of rates at levels sufficient to recover 

. all C!osts and the collection of such fees from court 
'repor'ters would mean that court reporters still would be 
bearing the full financial responsibility for all aspects of 
transcript preparation and sale. Each cour~ reporter would 
rema~n responsible for the provision of a magnetic tape .'i 
stenoltype machine and the necessary magnetic tapes. Traininqi 
woulcll continue to be provided by the Federal JUdicial Center.!! 
28 U.S.C. i;'620 (b) (3). It is anticipated that the Adrninistrat;~ve 
Offic:e might award requirements~type contracts for the 
magn~!tic tape stenotype machines and magnetic tapes to 
minimize costs to court reporters. 

Alternatively, the Administrative Office could pro-
vide the magnetic tape, .. stenotype machine., to the court report:el~ I 
and recover the cost thereof over the life of toe machine -, 
throuqh periodic payments from the court reporter. SUch 
l}CJ.yments also would be deposited to the General Fund of .. the 
'Treasury. " 

In contemplating such a,plan, the Administrative 
Office is conscious of the fa~t that court reporters wear 
two hats: one as a Federal employee, and one as an entre
preneur/independent contractor. See B-185484 at 3 (May 21, 
1976). For his ser'vice as a Federal employee, the court 
reporter receives a salary pay~ble by the Director of the 
Administrative Office in an amount established by the 
Judicial Conference. 28 U.S.C. 55604, 753 te)., For his 
service as an entrepreneur/independent ,contrac;:tor, the 
court reporter recaives fees from th~ parties (including 
the United StateS) and from appropriations available to 
pay fOr transcript for persons proceeding in forma ~ris 
or pursuant to the Criminal Justice Act of 1964., ~ 
amended (18 U.S.C. §3006A). 28 U.S.C. §753(f). He alsO 
may engage in private reporting work for which he would 
receive attendance fees and transcript fees~ Transcript 
fees paid by the United States do not constitute wages, 
but do constitute income from a trade or business, includi
ble in computing net earnings from self-employment for pur
poses of the tax on self-employment income. Rev. Rul. 58-
360, 1958-2 C.B. 423. ~ 
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have to use the same system ill preparing transcript for 
their reporting services performed in a private conte·xt. The 
same processing charges ,applicable to official transcript 
would be applicable to this work. However, before under
taking this' program, the Administrative Office will ensure. 
that the proy;i.sion of this service on a reimbursable basis' 
will not alter the court reporter's status as an independent 
contractor in preparing official transcript, and will not 
convert transcript fees derived from such work into wages 
paid by the United States. If the fees were converted into 
wages, there would be attendant tax consequences an,d pos
sible additional problems in respect of contributions and 
computations for other benefits for employees provided 
pursuant to Title 5, United States Code. 

One further observation is in order. The necessary 
processing services required for this program may be pro-, 
vided directly by the Administrative Office, through a 
computer center established and operated by Federal employees,' 
or by a private vendor under contract with the Administrative 
Office, if the service be available commercially. In 
respect of this determinati.on" it is the established policy 
of the Administrative Office to comply with the spirit of 
OMB Circular A-76, and especially with the proposed guidelines 
for application of that circular to ADP requirements. Of 
course the need would be satisfied by a Government operation 
if a satisfactory commercial source were not available or 
if procurement from, a commercial source would result in 
higher costs. From this perspective; it is important to 
note that it may be necessary for the A<ll1linistrative Office 
to provide the, service directly in order that uniform rates 
might be established throughout the country' to maintain 
uniform transcript fees in all courts, notwithstanding the 
variable cost of providing the service to courts, especially 
as a consequence of telecommunications expenses. If necessary, 
the Judicial Conference can adjust the fee schedule to insure 
court reporters an adequate return for their work. 28 U.S.C. 
§753tf). The Federal Judiciary is concerned with controlling 
the cost of transcript, not only to minimize expenses of 
litigation but also because of the substantial expense to 
the United States for transcript, as a party and in payment 
for transcript for indigent defendants. 

I 

In conclusion, I ask that you address the following 
questions in your consideration of this case: 

if 

1. Are the appropriations to the 
JUdiciary available to the Director of 
the Administrative O~fice for obligation 
and disbursement, in the establishment 
of this computer astHsted transcription 
program under'present law? 

2. Would the establishment o~ a 
computer ass~sted transcription program 
as outlined above, including as a key 
element the fixing of charges at lavels
to r.ecover all costs, satisfy the' 
objections interposed to theilplan of 
the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia? 

3. W~uldthe use of the service 
by court~reporters in preparing trans-
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cript as part of their~prlvate reporting 
work be objectionable? 

4. May the service be provided to 
court reporters without charge for their 
work in prep~ring transcript: for the 
co~rt for wh~ch they receive no trans
cr~pt fees? 

Members of my office stand ready t'o 'd ~ f t· pro",v,. ~ e any additiona,l .n orma ~on you may ~equire. 

Sincerely, 

cc: Honorable Walter E. Hoffman 
Mr. Pa~l G. Dembling 

---
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ExHIBIT 3 

OffiCE OF THE a.ERK 

(!tum nf Appeal 
THIRD APPEl.1.A TE DISTRICT 

STAU Of' CAlJJO«H1A 

SUPPLEMENTAL 

lDRAIIY AH!I COURTS IYIUlING 
"4 ,CAPITOl IAAU 
,$AOAAIENTO, cAliFORNIA 95114 

_~'I"~ 

REPORT ON THE PILOT PROGRAM FOR PREPARATION 
OF COMPUTER-AIDED REPOR~ER'S 'TRANSC~~PTS 

ON APl?EAL 

!pril 16, 1981 

Reference is made i!o my previous report dated April 20, 1979. 
This supplemental report will deal primarily with our continued 
experience in use of computer-aided transc~iption since thkt date. 

Delay in completion of repor1:er's transcripts on appeal is an 
important factor in the total problem of appellate court delay. 
Solution of the problem requires the cooperation of court reporters 
and adm;i.nistrators, funding £:or acqUisition of improved equipml.nt, 
and appellate court administrative control to assure timely com-
pletion of transcripts. ' 

Our interest in computer-aided transcription began many years 
ago with a presentation of the Philadelphia C.A.T. Program at a 
meeting of the National Conference of Appellate Court Clerks. While 
I recognized the possible advantages of a computer-aided system, there 
were several obstacleS to overcome before such a program could become 
a reality. They were: 

(1) Determining who should take the responsibility in 
starting such a computer-aided system. 

(2) Interesting reporters in the possible advantages. 

(3) Obtaining the necessary space arid personnel to operate 
the equipment; and 

(4) Obtaining funds to purchase and lease the necessary 
equipment. 

Trial,pourt administrators, clerks and judges are more interested 
in trial court needs tilan in exped±ting reporter's transcripts on 
appeal. Official 'court r~porters can not afford to take the financial 
risk of, starting a computer-aided transcription system, even if they 
are interested in doing so. It is for these reasons ,that we, as a 
State Appellate Court, became involved in setting up a computer-aided 
transcription c,!,!nter to assist r~porters in improving their skills 
and reducing transcript d,~lay. 

OUr initial ihvestment came from a saving that we had achieved 
in our regular budget. The funds were used for the purchase'of 6, 
~aron Data Processors for approximately $15,000.00 ana installation of 
the,c,?mputer equipment on a 5-yeax: lease. Our purpose ,was to 'permit . 
off~c1al reporters to have an opportunity to use the new equipment 
and determine its advantages ~ithout having to assume a large risk of 
capital. It was anticipated that revenue from the o;£icial reporters 
eventuall.y would'reimburse,the State for its initial purchase and 
continuing month1y lease expenditures. The details of the first 
year's experience are more fully described in my report of April 
20, 1979. 0 ' 
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, After the first year, the San Joaquin County reporters who had 
beWl part" of ?ur original. Sac;:ramento project ,rea~ized the advantages 
of computer-aJ.ded transcrJ.ptl.on and requested the court'Is.assistance 
in establishing their own. computer-aided transcription center. The 
court agreed to bear the initial costs of installation and entered 
into the 5-y~ar lease contract with Baron Data, Inc. In turn, the 
San Joa~uin reporters signed an agreement with the court providing for 
full reimbursement to the court for all expenditures in the lease as 
well as rental payments on the cOI.uot-owned Data Processors. 

• ') \.~J 

There are now o 8 reporters in San Joaquin County using the system. 
They, are prodUcing approximately 5,000 pages of reporter's transcript 
pe::month. Each,r7porte~ does hi~ ,?wn editing at the scoping station. 
Th7s h~s ::esu~te~ J.n a hJ.ghly effJ.cJ.entand profitable operation. 
WhJ.le l.t J.S dJ.ffJ.cult t? accurately measure transcript delay, such 
delay has be~n substantJ.ally reduced in San Joaquin County. 

'Ina recent experimental test, the reporters in San JO'aquin 
County ~ere,ab~e to pro~uce 35 pages of completed fin~~ reporter's 
tr~sc~~pt J.n J~st 31 IIl1nutes after taking testi~ony. A reporter 
uSJ.ng a conventJ.onar-stenograph system would have required 6 to 7 
~ to complet~ the same 35 paqes. - -

Re orters 

While the operation of the San Joaquin reporters is an unquali
fied success and demonstrates the advantages of State assistance to 
help officia';:;'.:,;!!s.pbrters in getting started, its use is limited to 
reporters residing in the immediate area of the computer center. In 
April of 1979,~e expanded the existing program in Sacramento to 
include additional reporters residing at great distances from our 
computer center. Since these reporters could n~t have direct access 
to the computer equipment, it,was essential to have a scope operator 
to manage the work and operate the cent~~. We have reporters from 
Yreka, Redding, Oroville and Place~ille as_ well as state Hearing 
Reporters and State Personnel Board reporters f~om other parts ~f 
the S,t"ate on this second system. 

. . Operati~g at long range i:s not as efficient as the operation 
1n San JoaquJ.n County where reporters have direct access and edit 
their own _copy. 'I'he addi.tional salary of the scope operator raises 
th«: P7r page costs accordingly. Sending the'material thrOUgh the 
maJ.l. J.nvolves delay and cost., The corrections must be made twice, 
first by the reporter on the proof copy and, secondly, by the scope 
operator at the screen. This takes considerably more time than 
whexe the reporter's do the;\r own editing directly. 

". 
problems of Initial start-Ug 

A c~n problem for beginning reporters is that their initial 
effol;ts in usage of the new equipment are time consuming •. While 
they can dictate 20 pages per hour by conventional methods. they may, 
at first, on1y be producing 4-6 pages per hQur by computer. An, 
al.ready overworked reporter may feel that he cannot afford to take 
the additional initial time to build his dictionary and therefore 
revert to the conventional method of transcript prepara~ion. This in
creases thetime it takes for the reporter to become pro£icient in 
use' of the :&;;ew equipment and may "cause~ him to become discouraged. 
It would be helpful if reporters were 'provided with temporary 
reduction in workload during this transition period while they are'" 
building their newoskills. 0 

Another problem that, we have experienged in our Sacramento center 
is l.ack of sufficient volume. We are bill.ed for 2,000 pages per month 
at SO centers per page. If we produce less than 2,000 pages, our per 
page ~ost rises accordingpy. If new reporters find themselves ove::
worked and unable to t~ the time to buil.d their individual computer 
dictionaries promptly, they may revert to the old method of ,dictation 
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and may become discouraged in use of the computer., This ~educe~,7h7 
umber of pages we recQive and increases our costs accord1ng!y. rh1s 

n';roblem can be resolved if the rei?or~er l s tim7i~ court. can be reduced 
~uring the initial training and d~ct10nary bu~ld7n~ per~od so that he 

, c~ quickly build his dictionary and become prof~c1ent ~n use of the 
n'ew computer equipment. 

Atlas stations 

In an effort to increase our volume in Sacramento an~ permit ~e 
rl~ orters at remote locations to c10 their own e~iting, we have aC~U1red 
2 Earon Atlas Stations which have been p~aced W1th the repor~ers 1n 
OJ"oville and Redding. The reporters continue to send us the~r tapes 
oj~ the hearings The tapes are translated at our computer center and 

lLaced on a floppy nisk. The floppy disk is, then mai~ed to the repor~ers 
1c)r editing at their own Atlas editing stat~ons. ,Th1s,red~ce~ the t1rne 
fc)r the editing process and helps the, reporte7' bU1ld h1S d1c;10nary • 
A third Baron Atlas station is now be1ng acqu1r7d by th7 St~_e Personnel 
BClard reporters. It is hoped that this n~w equ1pment w~ll 1ncrease our 
vc)lume and .. nhance the cost effectiveness' of the program. We are 
ir,lformed th~t in the near fu't.ure,' the information on the tapes of, 
hfl'arings can be transmitted by telecommunication from rem.ote s~at~ons 
tc; our computer center and, after translation, back to the var~ous , 
At:las stations for editing and printing. It is too ear~y, to dete~ne 
wl1~ether the new equipment will increase our volum7 suff~c1ently tl:;) 
aSlsure the cost effectiveness, that has be7n 7xper1enced in the San 
Jc)aquin Reporters' Computer-Al,ded Transcr1pt~on ,Cente.c. 

\ . 
Conclusions 

1. computer-aidea transcription of reporter's ,transcript is 
vllilry efficient and cost effective when the 7'eporters are able to do 
tl1leir own editing at their own central stat10n. 

2. Initial establishment of computer7aide~ trans~ription centers 
for official reporters is dependent upon f~nanc1al a~s~~tance from 

overnment sources. Once established, these tr~pcr1~t10~ centers c~ 
£ecome efficient and cost effective while reduc1ng delay 1n preparat10n 
o~ reporter's transcripts. 

3 Success of a computer-aided transcription center is dependent 
~n the· cooperation and enthusiasm of the individual reporters and 
their willingness to put in additional effort during the initial 
dictionary building stage. 

4. A computer-aided transcription system is most efficient when 
, ,3a~istered by the repo~ers themselves. 

5 Elimination of transcript delay requires cooperation 
c~~t ~eporters and appe~late court administrative control to 
'~i:lI1ely filing of transcr1pts. 
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Wi~fried J. Kramer 
Clerk 
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REPORT em THE PILOT PROGRAM FOR' PREPARATION 
OF COMPUTER-AIDED REPORTER'S TR~SCRIPTS -. 

Zntroducti,.Q!l , . 

Appellate delay includes delays occurring in all stages of 
the appellate process. This report considers methods that can 
be used to reduce appellate delay in preparation of thezeporterts 
transcript on appeal. It takes an average of 4 months or more 
a£~er filing of the notice of appeal for the appellate court to 
receive the reporter's transcript in civil appeals. 

There are two main reasons for delay in preparatio~ of the 
rep',:)rter's transcript: 

(1) The long time now provided for ordering and paying for 
the reporter's transcripts and 

(2) The long time required for actual preparation of the 
reporter's transcripts. 

,This report is limited to seeking ways of reducing the time 
n~~ required for actual preparation of the reporter's transcript. 

Court reporters now face many competing and conflicting 
workload demands. Since, in most cases, their salary is paid by 
the'trial court, they consider trial court work to be their first 
responsibility. If a transcript is requested in a civil appeal, 
the reporter contracts independently with the parties for payment 
of the costs involved in transcript preparation. Because most 
court reporters 'are already heavily involved in the day-to-day 
work for which they are paid by the trial court, the preparation 
of appellate t,ranscripts often !!lUst be relegated to evenings and 
week-ends. This of necessity causes delay in preparation of the 
reporter's t:r.ianscript's on appeal. 

~eporter's transcript preparation delay can be measured in 
blo ways: . 

(1) The large number of cases in whic:h reporters find it 
necessary to seek extensions of time beyond the time 
provided by the ru~es of court and. 

(2) ~hereduced time that co~ldbE po5~iQ~e i~~more ex
peditious way of producing the reporter's transcripts 
can be developed. 

Reporters now find it necessary to seek extensions of time 
in a large percentage of both .civil and criminal appeals. These 
requests create .additional work for them and for the court. If _ 
a more expeditiou~ way of preparing reporters transcripts can be 
developed. most of these requests could b.e eliminated .. 

ibis'pilot pr.ogram for computer-aided reporter's transcript 
preparation indicates that ~t now takes approximately 67 person 
hours to complete a ~page reporter's transcript us£n9 convention
al methods. Once a reporter has gained sufficient experience in 
using the com~uter equipment, the same reporter's .transcript ca~ 

. be produced irilQ persop ,hours, if the computer equipment is used. 

Comparison of" Methods Used for Prel:laration of Reporter' s Transcripts 

" Under the conventional method of preparing reporter's tX'2m- " 
scripts, the court reporter~Tites his stenograph notes of the 
trial court proceedings':'on a stenograph machine. If a transcript 
is ordered, the reoorter must read and dictate his notes 'into a 
t,:ape rEilcorder. A transcriber mus"tthen listen to the tapes and 
type tl1le repo:ter' s transcript. Thetype\Olri tten transcript must 
then bel proof:ead and necessary c,o,rrections made. Assuming a 
400 page reporter's transcript, it requires approximately 1Q. hours 
for the reporter to dictate his notes, ~ hours of typing time and 
2 hours for proofreading, a total of S2 hours. 
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Under the computer-aided method of prel,aring reporter's trane 
scripts, the report:er uses a special Baron modified stenograpp 
device CData Processor) that has the ~apabiIit~, of creating a 
magnetic digital casse.tte tape of the >\reporter' s stenograph out
lines. Each reporter is initially pro'yided with a list of 14,000 
words to "write" on his Baron modifiedi·stenograph device. The re
sulting tape is transferred onto an ina,ividual reporter's computer 
dictionary disk b~, the Baron Company. 'l'his dictiona::y disk reflects 
the indivi.dual outlines of eal:h reporter. Th.is is necessary be
cause el\c;, reporter'~ writing style is uniqu1&_-to that report6'r. 

. !1'he individual reporter' s dis!~s are sent '!:p i:he computer transc:dpt
ion cente~ for use in preparing Che transcripts of future t~ial 
proceeding tapes. 

!1'he. transcription ~enter consists of a Central Processor Unit 
(mini-computer),.a keyboard and editing scope, a high speed type
~riter-printer, and the individual court reporters' dictionary 
program disks. When a reporter's transcript is ordered, the court 
reporter sends his tape of the proceedings to the computer center. 
There it is inserted into the computer and matched with the report-
ar'a program disk. The material is transferred electronically 
from the tape to the disk where it is r~ad, sorted, translated and 
displayed in English text on the computer editing scope. This takes 
just a few minutes. 

Xf the reporter is located in close proximity to the computer 
center, he can make his own corrections directly on the computer 
acope. If the reporter resides at some distance from the coc~uter 
center, the English text is typed as a first run printout on the 
typewriter-printer and,mailed to the reporter for editing. When 
the reporter returns the edited text, the scope operator enters 
the changes for him on the computer scope. 

There are two basic types of changes that may be required 
ilt the edii:ing scope:' (1) Untranslates and (2) Confl,i.cts. 
Untragslates are ~rds that were Dot included on the reporter's 
original 14,000 "!..Ord computer dictionary dis~. Since the ~omputer 
io unable to translate such words, it will display the ste~ograph 
outline instead and indica-te its inability to translate that parti
cular outline. Either the reporter or a s.cope operator who can 
read stenograph outlines can then insert tpe correct translation 
of the outline and, if they wish, add that'\putline to the basic 
'reporter's computer disk, thereby reducing ~he need for changes 
in the future. 

Conflicts are stenograph outlines of words with a common outline 
but different spelling~ and meanings,Cie. to, too, two, there, 
their they're etc.) Sometimes outlines can be modified or used 
in c~junetion'with ot~r words to reduce the number of conflicts. 

i'be results of our t)ilot progrilnl show that Gome reporters had 
1118 many as 70 changes per page when' they first started uSing.the 
computer equipment. After processil1,g 2,000 pages of transcrl.pt 
(about 6 months), the number of ediHng changes had been .:-educe to 
15 or less per page. Som~ reporters now have less than 10 changES 
per page. This permits them to edit and print between 35 and 45 
pages per hour. 

After the editing has been completed, the final reporter's 
transcript is typed on the computer's high speed typewriter-printer 
while the reporter woxks on editing another case. Experienced 
reporters""can edit and print a ~ page tr':'-Dscript in about .1Q 
hours as contrasted with the ~ hours requl.red under the conven
tional method of preparing reporter's transcripts. 

Starting a Computer-Aided Transcription System 

Although the potential advantage of u~ing a computer-aided 
transcription system for reducin~.~ranscript perparation delay 
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appears obvious, there are many difficulties in assisting 
court. reporters in getting started on such a computer aided 
system. These include the following: 

ell General. apathy 
(2) A lack of definition of who is responsible for monitor

ing trauscript preparation delay. The trial court does 
not consider itself responsible for monitoring such delay 
nor should court reporters, who must first answer for 
their time to the trial court, be expected effectively 
to monitor their ~~ activities. It was our conclusion 
that monitoring transcript preparation delay can best be 
acheived by the appellate court and that it has the most 
compelling interest in reducing unnecessary delay. 

(3) Unfamiliarity of court reporters with the new computer 
equipment and its advantages. 

(4) Reluctance,to enter into a long range contract of 3-5 
years for computer equipment without greater assurance 
of its ~enefits and cost effectiveness. 

(5) '!!.'ne laCK by court reporte'rs and trial courts of capital 
outlay funds with which to Acquire the necessary Baron 
modified stenograph equipment as well as installation 
costs. 

~hrough the cooperation and assistance of the Administrative 
O~fice of the Cou~s in California, the Court of Appeal was provided 
w1th funds to st~rt a pilot program for ccmphter-aided transcription 
of reporter's transcripts. The purpose of the program was to enable 
liIelected reporters to use the new equipment an.d determine whether 
its use would reduce transcript preparation delay without increasing 
costs. We are grateful for the assistance of the AdQinistrative 
Office of the Courts which made this possible .• 

GOALS OF THE PILOT PROGRAM£ 

~he goals of the pilot program for compui:~r-aided transcript
ion of reporter's transcripts were as follows: 

(1) To atudy the £easibility of trial court reporters uaing 
the computer equipment for preparation of transcripts: 

{2) ~o enable court reporters to experiIllent with use of the 
new computer equipment without large! personal cash out
lay or costs: 

(3) ~o discover the potential for time :savings in transcript 
preparation through use computer-aided equipment: and 

(4) ~o discover whether the computer-aided preparation of 
r~porter's transcripts would be cost-effective. 

XMPLEMEN'l'ATION OF THE PILOT PROGRAM 

Under ~he auspices of the Administrative Office of the Courts, 
the Appellate Court entered into a 3 year contract for installa
tion of a Baron computer-aided transcription center in space avail;,) 
able in our office. The center was installed in April197B. We .~ 
acquired 6 ~aron modified stenograph devices (Data Processors) 
which were made available fo= 1 year without charge to court re
porters who were interested in the program and who agreed to pro
vide 500 pages of transcript per month. The court paid the c:osts 
of the r~porter's dictionary disks and their preparation and, as 
reimbursement fo~ initial additional work involved in adapting to 
the new equipment'~ provided 2000 pages of computer-aided transcript
ion without charge. The reporters were charged 75 cents per page 
~or all further transcript pages to reimburse the State for 
the use of the computer and salary of ~~e scope operator. 

Court reporters from Stockton, Orov1Ue and Redding ~re en
rolled in the program. Subsequently, the equipment was also mane 
sivailable tQ reporters from the Office of Administrative Hea:':~,!Qgs 
and the State Personnel Board Hearing Reporters. 

83-037 0-81-10 
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The reporters frcim Stoc1tt:on were ahle to come to Sacramento 
to edit many of their ~ u tapes while 'the report~rs fr~m or~ville, 
Redding and the State Hearin9 Reporter were prov1ded w1th f1rst
run printouts which had bee1.1 pre-edited by the scope op(?,rator. 
These reporters would then edit their first-run printouts an~ 
return thel:l to our scope ,~perator for ac~uc;-l entry o~ the change~ 
on the computer editing ~cope. After ed1t1ng, the f1naltrar9cr1pt 
p21ges were printed and z;eturned to the reporter. for binding und 
certification. 

(r 

E!I§t Year Result~ apd Conclusions of the Pilot Program 
," 

The results at ; the end of the ,first year of Ollr pilot program 
indicate th .. t sUbst:antial time sav.ings in preparation of reporter's 
trl!lnscript:s are po.ssible through compilter-aided prepara'tion of 
.reporter. ~ s trans<;':ripts. As indicated, a 400 page reporter's . 

. b;Dn;,cript can '.:ie eompleted in just 10 person hours through use of 
the computer equipment as compared to 67 hours for tt~e convention
III method now commonly in use. 

The results of the pi~ot program also have shown that sUb
otnnti~l cost savings are po~sible if the reporters are able to 
do their ~m editing at a comp'.lter scope statiOtl as compared to 
their editing and returning a first-run printou~ to the scqpe 
operator. :It takes less time for a reporter to make a <:harige at 
the computer scope than to. write it on the first-run prir.tout. 
Use of a firs:t;-run printout requires "doUble editing", once by 
the reporter on the first-run printout and followed by actual 
entry of the change by. the scope operator. However, eve., the 
first-run printout ~ethod costs less than the conventional 
method now in general use. 

We have estimated the actual cost of preparation of a tran
ocript by conventional method to be $1.21 per page (See Exhibit 
A). This compares to from 68 to 83 cents per page if the report
er edits his own work at the computer scope or $1.00 to $1.15 if 
the services of a scope OPerator are provided. Direct editing by 
the reporters also results in greater time savings th~ are pos
Dible where the first-run printout is mailed back and forth. 

Our original agreement with Baron Data required translation 
of a minimum of 3,600 pages per month. Because of the limited 
number of reporters and Baron modified stenograph devices in use 
QS well. as fluctations in reporters workloads, we were unable to 
achieve this volume but did produce as many as 2,600 pages per 
month. :It is probably unrealistic to expect to'produce 3,600 
pages of computer-aided 'transcript per month unless more equip
ment ~d reporters are involved in the program. The new Barcn 
low volume into which we have now entered requires only a minimum 
of 2.000 pages of transcript per month at a rate of 50 cents per 
pag~ translated. Zfour volume increases to 4,000 pages per 
month, the cost per page will be r~duca:lto 35 cents. 

Continuation and Exoansion of the Pilot Program 

AD indicated in the cost comparison of the results of the '" 
firat year of the pilot program, the most effective way of opera
ting 11 computer-a~ded reporter's t'2a.nscription system is where 
the editing Can ~e done directly by t.'lte xepo,rters in their own, 
offices rather than relying on the .ass.istance of a scope operato:/;. 

Recognizing this fact, the. San. Joaquin County Court Report~ 
ern wh~ participated in. the Qriqinal pilot program, sought the 
court's assistance in establishing a .computer transcription center 
in their own offices in the county: courthouse. An agreement has 
been entered into 'between the a.ppellate court and the San Joaquin 
reporters and a second computer transcription center is now in 
operation in Stockton. The appellate court has loaned the San 
Joaquin reporters 4 Baron modified stenograp~ devices for 1 year 
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St t 'l'phe Office of Adminis~rat.ive Hearing Reporters and the 
a e ersonnel Board Hear1ng Repo~ters hav d . , 

pnte in the operation of the Sacra.;ento· cenfe~g~;e to P~r::l.C1-
the.cost of producing 1,000 of the ~ 000 pages of ~~athranl Y1

t
ng 

BCr1pt required by the c t t . ' mon y ran-
provide their own mOdifi~~ ~~~no;~!~hB:~~pme~~e~dagenc~S,will 
own costs of the reporter's dictionary computer.disk:ay e1r 

'l'he purchase of addltional Baro a·f· d 
has been budget for 1979~SO A~ th,n mo.~ l.e stenograph devices 
we intend to invite other c~urt-rep~~t:~l.~~e~t bec~es availc;-ble, 
the program and to .help them ' , . . ecome 1nvolved l.n 
velop sufficient workload to l.~~~tl.ng started. We hope to de-
per page pr~viaed by Baron's ~i9h vo~er~~~~~=C~0~~S400f0305 cents 
of translat10n per month. ' pages 

CONCLusrON 

The results of our study of comput . d d . 
reporter's transcripts indicate that ite~f~~r: prepar~tll.on of 
portUlJity of reducing the 1 t' , an exee ent op-
of reporter's tr~~cripts ~~gth~et~OW requl.re~ for preparation 
Transcript preparation dela c e program 1S cost-effective. 
courts, trial court adminisira~r~ea~~eatlY reduced if appellate 
in devloping programs that will mak court re~rters cooperate 
equipment available to additiona' coue crt°mputer-al.ded transcription 

. ," reporters. 
Dated: April 20, 1979 

WJ:LFRrED J. KRAMER, Clerk 
Court of Appeal. Third District 
State of California 

COMPARISON OF ~IME REQUIRED FOR PREPARATION OF REPOR~-i's TRANSCRIPTS 
___ 4,:.0;:;.,:;,0 Pages 

, COnve:ntional Method: 

' __ orter·a Dictati~f) ~ime at 
Z, pageD per hour . 20 b~urs 
~an6criber's time at 10-15 
'Ages per hour 27-odj) hc\U's 
I'.roofreadinq "7 bours 
~t:al: ~ hours 

Computerized Method: 

neporter's computer editing 
time at 40 pp. per how; (J.l 10 hours 
COillputer printer time {3) 3 .. S l10urs 
(Proofreading included in 
editinq) 

Total: I:r.3' hours 

il. 

fOMPARA~IVECOSTS OF PRODUCING REPORTER'S ~RANSCRIPTS 

Conventional Method: . 
a. Reporter's Dictating Time t~;$9.10 per hr; (~) 

usuming 20 pages per hr •. 
b. 'l'rlUlscriber' s time 
c. Reporter's proofreading time (1~ 

!l'otal: 

.46 per ,page 

.60 per paqe 
,-,- ,.>15 per page 
lI':2I per page 

) \ 
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COlUputer sys;l;em with editing by scope operator 
at COurt of ~1?peal: 
a. Baron cQIlt';llllter costs 
b. Scope operator'!> time in translating, 

editing ~~d printing 
c.' Reporter's time proofreadin~ from first 

.run prilltout assuming 30 Pt:'. per hr. (1) 
1'otal: 

.60 per p~ge 

.25 per page 

......:lQ. per paqe 
$1.1S per page * 

S, comput~r system with Atlas Btation: 
_, n. Baron computer costs .60 per page 

.05 p-ar page 

.23 per page 

.25 per page 

,b. Scope operator's time in processing stenotype 
:r- tapes and printing 

C. Repc,;rter's time in editiz,g' at Atlas station 
assuming 40 pp. per hr. ,\~ & 2) 

Ii. 

s. 

d. Atlas station lease for 2,000 pp. pe~ ~onth 
'1'otal: 

Computer system ~eased to and operated by 
loc41 ~ftporters: (low volume - 2000 pp. per month) , 
n. Baran co~puter costs 
b. Reporter's time in editing and printing 

transcript a$suming 40 pp. per hr. (1 , 2) 
'1'otal: .0 

Comouter tlystem leased to and operated by 
local repo:z:-ters: (high volume , ... , 4000 pp._, permont:l) 
n. Baron cQmputer costs 
b. Reporter's time in editing and printing 

transcript assuming 40 pp. per hr. (1 , 2) 
1'otal: 

~ pe~ pag7 * 

.60 per page 

.23 per page 
r:-aJ per page * 

.45 per page 

.23 per page r:n- per page * 
(1) Sourly rp~e of $9.10 for court reporters is based on annual salary 'of 

$18,333.00 in Sacramento County. 'l'he ra,tes vary in each county. 
cr Some reporterl> (l,an dictate faster than 20 pages per hour: some computer 
'- reporters can edit faster than 40 pages per hour. . 

(3) Printer operates automatically and req~res minimum additional 
clerical effort. 

~ Does not incl~de ~ortiz~d costs of Baron ~~dif~ed ~tenotype device. 

Dated: January 19, 1979 Wilfried J. Kramer. Clerk 

SUPPL£IV1ENTAL PREPARED S~ATEMENT OF RICHARD H. DAGDIGIAN 

The United States C.ourt Report~rs AS~Ociation wishes to, 

respond to s~veral areas of tbe,written and oral testimony pres~nted 

on June 26, 1981. c to.the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee ion the Courts 

'I 

at Eo public hearing chaired by .the Honorabl'e Robert J., Dole. 

Th1rteen\~witnesse9 gave or.a,l testimony d-U1:'ing a 2~ ti.our 
'0 .," :' ',~, 

hearing, supplemen~ing hundreds of pages -ofdwritteii. testimony pre-

(j 0 / . 

viously submitted to the Subcommitte~. 

Two offic;ial r~_p:t'esentatives of the United Stat~s" (le;ilrt 
\) 

Reporters Association attended the hearing and piesented oral tes--

t::imony, Richard H. Dag.:!.igian. Immediate Past President, and Sl1mc~el 

M. Blumberg. Jr., Execut~va Director of USCRA. Mr~ Dagdigian and 

Mr. Blumberg have reviewed all .01: the oral and written testimony. and 

C~ behalf of USCRA wish to make the following response: 

-- -----
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ELECTRONIC RECORDING - DEJA VU 

The Hono~rab1e Ernest C. Friesen was Director of the Admin,;t-

strative'Office on.November i2. 1969. when he testified befo,!:,e Sub-

committee No. 5 gf the Committee on the Judiciary of the Hous~ of 

Representatives, with the Ron. Emanuel Ce11er, Chairman of the Com-

mittee. pres'iding. Also present were Representatives Rodino. Rogers. 

McCulloch, and McClory. 

A p~~tl~ft ~f the printed rec~rd of the hearings on ·S.952, 

an omnibus judgeship bill. and for ather purposes. commencing on 

,p"~8e 373 thereof. as :1 t per't.ains to electronic recording. follows: 

*"',.,., 
MR. ~RIESEN: A1~o attached to this bill. as you krtew. are pro
visions' having to do with court reporters. increasing the ability 
of the Judicial Conference of the Unit,d States, to deal with the 
court reporter problem in!1 flexible way. 

I would f'1n?Jht!size, Mr. Chairman. that the only purpose of t:he 
,Judicial Conference in recommending thi,s legislation on CQurt 
reporters is to put in the hands of the Judicial Conference and the 
judiciary the ability to deal with the problem. 

We do not pass upon the ~esir~bility of usi~g electronic 
r.ecording. We onI:y would like to have for the judges in the 
.:!.!!!icial Con,ference the right to study that matter scientifically 
an~make the deci~ion for the judges by,the judges when they have 
'K~dtheir opportunity to study it. 

\,) **",* , /--
'HR. Me CULLOCH: H~s the Judici''ll' Conference in the past:considered 
the propriety. th.e necessity and, the efficiency that would result 
from this kind of • system of reporting, or is this the first 
time that it' has come uP. when maybe there should have been 
studies carried 'on for a number of years? Is that right? 

MR. FRIESEN: This is the first ti~e in my 2 years as the Director 
that it has come before the Judicial Conference of the United 
States. I understabd it has beeR before them before and on pre
vious o~ca~ions they rejected th; use of electronic equipment in 
the courts. On ~his occasibrt; they have approved this ,bill, 
b~cause it would give the~~he discretion to study and decide. 
;,lot b~:cause they favor, and they have not passed upon whether they 

"favor, the usa of electronic equipment. 

. **** 
'THE CHAIRMAN (Mr. Cenler) :n'6 YOU know what the Judicial C~n
ference~did to ad~ise itself as to the efficacy or the inequity 
of ~he type court reporting that h~s been-recommended? Did they 
have any hearings on ~hat ihey based their judgment, which is a 
rever~a1 of their pr~vious judgment? Do rou know? 

MR. FRIESEN: They simply thought it was propet for the courts 
to have the discretion to use the devic.es that could be "scien
"t'!£i.5:-~ proven effective. :They do not have a view that this is 
effec~ive. They are simply asking .nd recommending that they be 
given .discr_etion to use this type of equipment to see if"it would 
prove effective. 

-

-' 
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'. , 
tHE CHAIRMAN: It strikes ~e that we ought to knew 'on what they 
base that conclusion. 

HR. FRIESEN: There are ~ num~er of places in 'the United States 
and inCh~ world where eiecfronic repQrting is being used, and 
there are a number of experts who say that it ,orks effectively. 
The court adxitini.strator for the State of New Jer~, for instance, 
haa pronoun.ced several times .. with tire SUll-reme cou-rt of that State 
that it is effective. I do not know whether it is and the judges 
-;'f the United Sta'tes do not know wheo.ther it is. They .simply say v 
they would like to have that rillt to use it. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I think all of the judges of the committee would 
have to go into this in greater detail to learn more ~bout this 
method. I do not thiuk the Judicial Conference has gone fully 
enough into it even though they -racommend consideration o~,it. 

**'k* 
(Underlining supplied iu all ins~ances.) 

Despite the fact that the Senate had pnssed an a.w.elldment by 

a floor vote, with~ut hearings, that wou;d petmit electronic r~cord-

ing of district court proc~edings in the absence o~ a live reporter, 

the House Judiciary Committee vot,~d down such a provision, and in" 

joint conference, that provision was stricken from S.952 as passed 

by the Congress of theUnit.ed States. 

H~wever~ we still hear the same words from the Adminis~ra-

tive.Office, allegedly speaking on behalf of the Judicial Conference, 

stating that they want "fl6,x;lbi1ity," "discretion to study and decide," 

and "recommending//that thl7,Y be given di~cretiGn;:." 
0, f,'i I 

A1m~st 12 years have passed since the"distinguiahed Chair~an 

of the Rouse Judiciary Committee, the Ron •. EmanuE-ll Cel1er, suggested 

that the Judl~ial C~nference should advise itself as to the efficacy 

or the ine,guity of the e1ectron{c reqordiug they recommended, and" 

that the Chairma~ felt the.Comm:ittee ought to know on WlJ.at they 'b.ase 
" it' 

their ~onc1usion:: In the meantime. t;he J~dicia1 Conference has c'~n

ducted no hearing& and has 'not soli~ited views from the triai judges, 

the ,.-i.udges cif .. the United States Digtri.~t Courts, who would, uudei, 
(//," , , 

th~ ~ecommendabion of the/judicial Conference, havef'lectr~nic recqrding 
(' 

:~" c" fr' 
tmposeid up~n;\'t:h~~, 'whether they des.i.'red, it or notj 

, ',," -
USCRA re,cei.v¢dc<EP1-es.9fmany -l.etters" from D1.strict Court 

Co 

, 

ju«;ges l1.,ddressed. to t~~ chairman .of t1f.f.s.Subcommi'ttee., the. Hon. Robert 

J -
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- J. Dole, and almost all of them apecifical1y state obj e'ctions to the 

use of electronic ,recording in their courtrooms. 

mt would be an easy matter for the Judicial Conference to 

devise a questionnaire ~o be sent to each Dist~ict Court judge, which 

qaestionnaire would solicit arty experi,ences they may kave had with 

tape reeorders and' transcriptions therefrom, is well as fheir views 

on,the advisabi1~ty ~f even testing sJ~h equipment in the District 

Co~rta on an experimental bas~s in the absence of a live reporter. 

The Judicii! Conference. the Administrative Office arid the 

Geueral Accounting Office spokesmen never addressed in their oral 

or written presentations to t.h.i"S Sub:committ'ee one major problem which 

15 :inherent in electronic recordiug--. the transcription of~ that 
,~'

'-' 

recording, the. time. it takes, th~ qU'a1ity of the"~'transl!ription (no 

matter how good the recording), or the cost of·the transcription. 

Chairman Dole. recognized that problem in his opening state-c·, . 

ment when he said '£ '.'The function ,of repurting judic:La1 proceediI!~s is 

actually comprised of two, s~parat~ opeEationa •. The first is the re

~6rding of what takes place in the courtroom, hearing, deposit1un, etc. 

The second is the transcription ofehe rec..ord which is ta.'ken ••••••• 

"Because these are two distinct phases of the cqurt reporting 

operation, we must be careful to aadress them separately. We must 

reIl!.li\mber when examining (rhe cu,!:rent system that we can modify the re-

cord1ng operation without modifying tTle transcription operation and 

,..:tce versa. 'However, we. must carefully analyze how arty proposed 
, \1 

improvement will a:ffect the entire system~.': 0 

USCRA, respeG!tful.1y suggests that any experimentation. which 
u 

the Judicial C~nference wishes to un.ertak~ can and should be ~one 

in tbe Distr1.ct Courts in the.' presence ~f a lige reporter, so tfiat 

< I 
a meaningful comparison can be made as to ti1l!e of transcription, 

accuracy o~ transcription, cost of transcription, etc., as'between 

'the live reporter and the electr1cal system. 

'/ 
\ 
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And t]SCRA also respectfully suggeSts that representatives of 

its association should be a part of setting up such experiments and ~ 

evaluating the results, with a view to eventually making a meaningful 

report to this Subcommittee at some later appropriate date. In the 

meantime, however, USCRA again respectfully urges, as it did 1n its 

original submission to this Subcommittee, that the recommendation 

that live. reporters be replaced by electronic recording devices, even 

on an,experimental basis, should be dismissed out of hand by this 

Subcommittee. 

A. O. FAILS TO DO JOB 

,'. 
Mr. Dagdigian said in his oral statement oh June 26, 1981, 

"We believe it is clear that the Administrative ~ffice has failed to 

do the job that i.t has been d!recte:'d to do. by the Congress of the 

Un:lted States ~nd the Judicial C~nference of the United States." 

And on page 69 of USCRA.'s Prepared statement, Mr. Dagdi.gian, 

I in this connecti.on, stated: ~ 

t 
. "Indeed, USCRA is aware of some instances in which per~~ns 

vere appointed as official court reporters who 'pos.ses,sed none 
of the qualifications spelled out by the Judicial Co~~erence, 
but merely operatl:!da tape recorder, this in complete defiance 
of tlie Statute. The Administrative Office, to our knowledge, 
lias not prote_ted such appointments; and by ~ts silence would 
appear to condone such appointm~nts. We state that such ap
pointments are contrary to law,arld that action should be taken 
by the Judicial Conference and/or th~ Administrative Office to 
have such 'reporters' removed from office." 

Proof of' at-least Dne "repo~ter" who ~eli~s solely on a t~pe 

" ", 

recorder as the only m~ans of recording a hearing inc.s United States 

District Court is contained in a letter to USCRA's EXecutive Director 

from .Janet H. Thu,rston, Esq., of Abingdbn, Virginia, dated June 18, 

1981. This letter arrived too late to be included in USC~A~~~re-
• " I, 

pared Statement, and 'it ;f.o\!, reproduced here in full ferr the';':tnforl!lati~n 

of 'the SUbcommittee, commencing on the next page. 
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.: :: ~ . COPELAND g THURSTO~' 
.... '.-:; ..... l· 7' ,.,' .,:. '-,.' '., ,A PII.OFI!.S510NAL COIU'OIVI.TlON 

" , .• '. :-•• :,.: ".: ' .' ATTORNEYS AT 1-'.W , 
. • • . .. 212 W!ST VA1..1.Er ~ET 

.' ",0, DRAWER. 1036 

AIIrNGDON, VIRGINIA :oM210 

I 
/1 

' ... 
Cl'COUMSaL 

,~'t:t:oPl!LAND 

oMNtt H. mlTll..STON 
/1 '. • .CIUPt1" LOAVIS 

• ,oJ Jtme 18, 1981 

Mr. Sarruel M. Blumberg," Jr. ... 
, Executive Director , 

United States Court Reporters Association 
lb:ml 510, 85 North Sixth Street 
Reading, ~A 19602 

Be: Proposed Senate plan for electronic :recording 
'United States Federal Courts 

Dear ~. Blumberg: ,. 
. It has CDme to nrl attention that a Senate Comnittee, chaired 

I:¥ Seoa,tor Dole, will very shoz;tly m conductirr:J hearings regardiIl3 a 
proj::osal to standardize the nethod arx1 manner in \ohich trials in 
United States Federal Courts are rePJrted, by adopt ill] a systan of 
electronic recording of those ooarings and trials. I woold like to 
take this opportunity .to voice II!{ stroll] disapproval of such a 
proposal, because just within ~ last year; I have haj two rather 
unpleasant experiences with electronic recordiIl] durill] federal. tFials 
held here in the united States District Court for the Western District 
of Virginia. 

The first such incident occurred in Augu.-;t of 1980, \ohen I was 
involved in a Title VII religious discrimination case •. At that time, 
the united States District Court Judge was conducting a hearing on the 
damages claim of a successful Title VII plaintiff, and when the 
transcript of the hearing was mailed to Ire and oolivered to the court, 
,it was discovered that, due to the fact that electronic recording 
EqUipment had been used in a courtroom where the acoustics were rather 
difficult, the resultill] transcript was flawed by continual. notations 
that questions and answ~, as ~l as the rulings of the court w(.11 
-inaudiblew• . 

Even nore recently, en April 15, 1981, I was involved iIi a 
Section 1983 claim, representill]. a plaintiff wiD had filed his action 
in the United States District Court for the Westem District of 
Virginia here in Abingdon. en that occasion, in the case styled 
Fields v. Shepherd aM Howard, the trial began at 9: 00 in the norning 
.before a jux:y, am continued until approximately 4:45 p.rn. in the 
evening •. '!be ally means of recording ~ hearing was an electrorric 
taping device. At Bg?rOximate1y twetl~-ihl.nutes to 5:00, the presiding 

~ .' judge, the Honorable Glen M. williams, requested that the court ' 
" reporter plcq back a question that hed been askerl am objected to, hi 

order that the judge might give his mling on the5all'e. It was ally 
.',. at that paint, ,after appt:oximately six mum of trial, that t:ba a)~ 

r:eporter discovered. that .the taping device was nalfunctioning, and a 
cx;upletel:'ea:>rd of the proceedings that dcq did not: exist. At that, 
Plint, having been informed t.Jw.tthere waS IX) record of the case, 
Judge Williams had absolute.1y IX) choice but 'to declare a misp:ial.. 
'lhis p:u:ticular mistrial wa% pnticularly disgusting to Ire mx:l my 
client, because I was not able to obtain a new trial. date until lTOl;"e 
than two nontlis later, my client .. had to mar the ex:pense of flying in 
CX)-(X)llllsel, Mr. Gilbert K. Davis, from Northem Virginia, II!{ client: 
was faced with inmense sul::poena costs, ~ich due to his financial 
cb::cumstances he could ill afford to bear, am nrl c1ient"myself and 
my cn-counsel will ha~ to repeat this entire r,erforrnance t:efore a new 
jUl.y in. July. v 
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- . In ~, I believe that: .the ~trat:;onS that. I have 
f,ricount:ered with electronic CXlUrtreportuJ,J deVl.ce5 are 111 I1I? way 
unique. without a backup system of. s::me sort" ato;>rneysr cl1ents a? 
judges will· in ll¥ opinion, I:e contll1ually faced W1th sum aggravatmg 
and i ~ mistakes and malfunctions such as tho~e ~t: ~ have 
descr~ I can only hope that· you and your assoc1at1on w111 take 
whatever action you deem necessary to prevent the passage of such a 
proposal, and if there is. anythin:J 1'IOre that I can d:>. to further your 
cause, please d:> not hesitate to contact nee 

.. . Sincerely yours, 

OJPEIAND &. TH~, P.C. 

. ~~~~""-.- 'Janet H.~Ull:ston 

ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

In ~ts Prepared Statement~ as well as in its'oral test~muny, 

USCRA argued that whatever deficiencies exist in the present"system 

can and should be corr.ected administratively. For exilm,ple, the 

United States District Court for the. Central District of California 

entered General Order No. 223 on April 14. 1981, providing f~':r" 

full ut~lization of al.1 avail.able reporters, :whether working for 

active Judges, Senior ~udges, Visiting Judges,o~ any bther judicial 

officers. That General Order is attached as E~hibit "A." 

'the. United States District Court for the Northern District 

of California is 'working with a committ;'{?)e of reporters thereon two 

proposed Gen.eral Orders, one refer:z;ing to cQ,qrt reporter services in 

exped:lted. daily and hourly copy cases, and the other spe11ing"0~t 

rules for providing court' reporter services for mag.istrates; .in other 

vords, full utilizatiotl1of reportei:L 

Other District Courts throug,hout the country, 'as a. res.ul t. of 

ine publicity caused by the General Accounting Office audits ahd, 

indeed. the hearing Defore this Subcommittee.;. are taking action on 

. tlieir own to cor.ract whatever deficiencies or probl.ems that, may exist 

in ~heir own areas. . " :,,";"" 

o. 

'therefore, U5CR.A·;;-zain. respectful1y suggests that no further 
-~~ ,--"~ . 

!.).ction by this SUDcommitt,ee on the subject of the Federal court re-
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porting systell\ is necessary to cort:ect anr a1lege4 o.r actual probl~ms 

in the a~stem; and that the Judicial Conference ~equest ~o have 

the Court Reporter Act changed so as to permit expet::!,llientat:Lon without 

\\ 
live reporters present should be dismissed until it has conduc~ed 

meaningful studies and tests 'of both elect·ron:f.c recording AND 

transcription. and until it has conducted a survey of the trial jUdges 

of the United States Courts as to their vie-ws, at which time it may 

or _may not wish to renew its current request • 

USCRA is grateful for this opportunity to submit these 

additional points to the Subcommittee on Courts,'and will be avail-

able·atany time t9 provide any further info~mation ~hich may be 

desired. 

. ' ... 

July i3. 1981 

',: " '.:~.:/:-\.>.~:~:: ,,:::i::;:~ ... ' ,: . ""~~J~~T "A/~'.: .... : ..... ~'.'~'" 
,. . .. :- .. " .~~ ~ ~'.. ... ,. -,:. . 

~., ~ . '.' :~". .. ,;.. . .. ,'. ~ 

.,.. ": .' .. /::.~:::. "'; ONI~E~: 'STATES DIST~~~; COUR~:" 
'01" .: ...., 'I .' ~ .,.. ..... .. .' .. ~ • '. 

,~;.~~;~' .-: .. ,: •. ' ::"':':~':' .,' ~:CEN~RAL' DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

FiLED 
.. ' APR 1 S 1981 

;. .:' ". • ~ .... :- "":*.. . :.. .. .. ,. ClERK.. u.s. l'ISTRtCf CiJullf 
CEHTR.a.L DI311\ICV, Of, CAlIfOIl!lIA 

." ~ -'t). Ui.J.f:u;;L DfPUlY RE: 
, .. 

REPORTER, OFFICIAL, (PErut,l\NENT AND 
REGULAR), TEMPORARY IND!~FI~H:rE, 

'THRf;E-HON:rSS RENEl'lABLE, AI."iD 
TEMPORA.~Y 

'J. 
) .. 

1: 
,GENERAL ORDER NO • .;>;; 3 ) 

) 
)' 
) " : 

. : ) 

.--------------------------------, 
.• !: ...... .... , , .. 

Administrative Office Guidelines based on I;he resolutions 
':... . ~, 

of' the United States' Judicial Conference in order to' 

facilitate utilization of ~ available reporters, whether ... 
.' working for active Judc;:Jes, Senior Judges, Visiting Judges, 

·"or any other judicial officers, and upon the un.;nimous . ;~ .. ", '. . 
:iec~mmendation of the Court Reporters Committee of this Court, 

~.~very court reporter shall report en Friday of each week .to 

'.' 

'. 

I 
,1 
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lithe reporter working for the Chief Judge as to his or her 

'~:wo'rk' schedule for· the n~xt ensul.ng· week. This report .should 
I , 

.i:be.updated by ~oon' on the iollowi~9. Tuesday. 
.. ' .. 

. 2.' If any reporter has no court duty for the whole 

of the next ensuing week, has n~ subst~ntial backlog of 

,'appellate transcripts, and is not. on vacation, disabi~ity 
, . 

, leave, medical leave, or other absence authorized by that, 

reporter's Judge, that reporter shall be available as 

~eiief f~r any other 'reporter who has a substantial backlog . 

. ..... 

'of appellate~ranscripts which require C!omt?let;ion, or for a:

.. reporter who requires emergency relief on any other basis. 

· ~ .... " 3_ ·Unless a reporter is ~n vacation. -alsability 
\ .. · ~ ',~ 

. ],ea.ve, medic~l leave or other absence authorized by, that: 

: ··-reporter' s J~dge, he or she must be av~ilable in the 

• . - ~i , 

'.;', ~~l,lia~/,. P •• G~ay 
. ". ' ~.-' . :.' , f,. , ... 

. ~ . ManueJi';-~ -Real . . ," 

::~~~~ 
, "Robert.J7 Kelleher - Hatter, Jr. 

,.. .. .. " .. ", "'~ ..... '!' •.. ! j :'.,'! >~ ... :.:. :~.~. .: ' :,., ,.', ~ '., .~ ' .. ,'~ I : \'" • ':.: ' ". , ' ,M 1 .. _ - ....... ..._ ".,.. ", ._":-.J·oJ 'wi' ~._. ---,...-.,-
wur. Matthew Byrne, Jr. I ; A .. Wallace Tasnirna 

~"~C:-~2 .... / A.,: ~;j(L 
· Lawre~ce T. ;YdiCk / Davi Kenyon 

/J ~----pr) -: .~ ~ :2..,.. /d.ur;, . 
,Ma colm M. Lucas Consuelo B. Marshall 

. _';. "I.. •• .::. ... " 

.' .',,~.. 4" •• ~. 
.... , ... ... t .... 

• •• ". .. : : ~~ ".,... : •• :!': •• ~" ,~.~~ • .'.... . ~ ..... ~ .~ .... ~: .............. - .,"" • 

'. " ... ' ': : .• ': ;':>:' :: UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGES 
.. '~" II ..... 
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Senator DOLE. Judge Griesa? 

STATEMENT OF JUDG;E'THOMAS P. GRIESA, U.S. DISTRICT 
COURT, SOUTHERN DISTRIC1' OF NEW YOR~, N.Y., ACCOMPA· 
NIED BY JOEL HILLMAN, CHIEF REPORTER 

Judge GRIESA. Senator Dole, I am Thomas Griesa, a judge in the 
Southern District of New York and chairman of the court report
ers' (~ommittee of that court. I will not attempt to read my state
ment.'. I know time is short this afternoon. I just have a few com
mentl3 which I will make . 

Sep~ator DOLE. I might say that all the statements, except the 
very ,l~engthy ones, will be, made a part of the record. Some will be 
avail~lble for the record. We have, to pay for that and should keep 
the r~fcord as brief as we can. 

Please proceed. 
Judge GRIESA. There has been discussion this afternoon of what 

has been referred to as the bifurcation or the dual function. I 
would like to say that it is the position of our court that that has 
great merit. It has a certain logic in that the reporters do perform 
two functions: court attendance and furnishing of transcripts. 

The furnishing of transcripts depends on the needs of the attor
neys and the parties. I will not try to go into the theory of that in
depth, but our position is that, subject to good management, it is a 
very practical system. We find that it profides the reporters with a 
great incentive to be efficient and to perrorm good service because 
of the kind of free enterprise aspect to that. 

We do not find in our court that this is the cause of a cynical 
attitude by the reporters of, "Well, we have a captive audience and 
we are going to abuse them." We just do not have that. We find 
that the reporters have great dedication. They are dedicated to 
doing good service. That is our experience. 

We also believe there is merit in having the reporters payout of 
their transcript earnings for the expenses of operation and for 
their equipment. We find that there is an incentive for efficiency 
that they run their business in that way. We also believe that 
propably in 'the long run it saves the Federal Government some 
money . 

As I have described in the written statement, we have a pooling 
system. Reporters are assigned solely on the grounds of necessity. 

,'Pooling gives maximum flexibility. We find it has great m~rit, 
.. particularly in a large court, although maybe it does not have 
merit for other courts. We would not presume to speak for them. 

We would like to say that in our court our reporters are fully 
occupied. There is no moonlighting. They are more than fully 
occupied. They work with tremendous intensity a:g.d tremendous 
hours. There is no hiring of substitutes to provide time for official 
reporters 00 engage in outside activities. We would not tolerate it. 
There is no backlog. There has not been a backlog in the memory 
of any judge on the court. These men work and meet their commit
ments. There is no overcharging. It would not be tolerated. 

I am not trying,to say that in an egotistical way. However, it just 
seems to me that the problems that are brought out in other 
statements are problems of mismanagement, pure and simple. 
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You asked about suggestions about management. Frankly, Sena
tor, I have not thought that through in any depth because, as I 
said, we are quite content with our system. However, I would say 
that it seems to me the management responsibility should fall on 
the chief judge and judges of the court. 

I would disagree, I believe, with the concept of making the re
porters subordinate to the clerk's office. The judges should be re
sponsible underguideUnes that the Congress and Judicial Confer
ence give them. Surely they would not be so slack that they would 
not enforce those guidelines. 

I would like to comment briefly on the electronic recording. As I 
said in my prepared statement, we believe that it is not practical. 
We believe that, as in so many things in this world, an intelligent 
human being is indispensable. We find that the skill and intelli
gence of a reporter in court who is trained over years and years to 
understand technical language, problems of pronunciation, and so 
forth is indispensable. I will not belabor that. We just wanted to 
state our position that we do not agree that there is any feasibility 
at the present time in having a recording device substitute for a 
live court reporter in court. . 

I know my time is up. I have commented in my prepared state
ment on the computer-aided transcription which we find is a help as a 
supplement. 

[The prepared statement and supplemental statement of Judge 
Griesa follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE T HQ\1AS P, ERIESA 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: 

I am a judge in the United States District Court 

for the Southern District of New York. I am chairman of the 

Committee on Court Reporters in that court. 

Our court has been asked by counsel for the 

Subcommittee to address three subjects: 

The pooling system used by the 
reporters in the Southern District; 

Electrical sound recording; 

Computer-aided transcription. 

Before discussing these subjects specifically, I 

would like to make a few general comments about the Southern 

District court reporting system. 

It goes without saying that the creation of an 

accurate record of court proceedings and the prompt 

transcription of those proceedings when needed are absolutely 

~ssential to th~ judicial system. Any serious deficiency in 

the reporting function result~Jin disorder and delay, and a 

diminution in the quality of justi~e. 

The judges of the Southern District wish me to 

state that our reporting system fulfills the needs of the 

court and the public in what we believe to be an outstanding 

fashion. The service is remarkable, both in the quality of 

the work and the promptness with which it is carried out. 

This results from a variety of human factors, such as ~he 
, ; 
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talent and devotion of the individual reporters and the 

cohesiveness of their organization. It also results from a 

structure, including a compensation structure, based upon the 

existing statute and administrative rules. 
-!, ..... ,--,:::/" 

::1 

For as long as anyone in our court C'~n remember, 

there has never been a .backlog on the part of our court 

reporters in meeting their commitments to the cOlJrt and the 

parties. A special note is appropriate ,on the important 

question ~f delivery of transcripts for app,~l1ate proceedings. 

If it appears that there may be a problem in meeting an 

appellate deadline, all necessary reporters and transcribers 

are assigned to producing the transcript for whatever p.xtra 

time -- including evenings and weekends -- is necessary. 

In an era when there is universal complain~ about 

the deterioration of services in so many fields, it is indeed 

gratifying to have an operation with such unflagging high 

standards. 

pooling system 

The repotters in the~outhern District operate on 

a pooling system, rather than hav1'ng a re t . por er ass1gned 

permanently to a judge. I hasten to say that although this 

system works admi rably for our court , it may not:~b~ 

. ;-\ appropr1abe for other courts, with different problems and 

traditions. F.?rtuna,tely, the statutory framework permits the 
'.' 

courts to have a substllntial degree of Hex,f)bili ty, so that 

they can shape the details of their reporting systems to meet 

their particular needs. 
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In our court there are thirty-one official court 
.r Ir 
,~reporter~. They have the responsibility of covering a court 

which has an authorized complement of twenty-seven active 

judges and always has about five to seven senior judges who 

are sitting on cases. 

Tha'-court reporting 'and transcribing process as a 

whole involves a staff of support personnel in addition to 

the ,'court reporters. There are about fifteen full.-time 

)transcribers and about five part-time transcribers, who 
i 
mainly type from the reporters' stenotype notes. In addition, 

there are twelve office e~ployees, wh t ' III 0 opera e copYlng 

machines and collat~rs, handle the bookkeeping, and deal with 

the schedules of the reporters and the orders f or transcript. 

Office hours are maintained from 8 00 lS t 8 00 : a.m. 0 : p.m. 

The Southern District court repor:t:ers produce in 

the area ofGSOO,OOO pages of transcript annually. This 

refers to original pages, without co~nting copies. 

As authorized by the applicablec~tatute, 28 U.S.C. 

753, the official reporters obtain compensation through their 

Government salaries and also through fees for transcripts 

orqered by parties to litigation. 

A basic and important feature ~f the finances of 

the Southern District court reporting is that the official 

reporters pay, out of transcript earnings, the salaries of 

the transcribers and all other support personnel. Also, out 

of this tralJscript income the reporters pay for all equipment 

and supplies. They d t t' t . o no S 1n on prov1ding the most modern 

and efficient equipment. They have recently added a series 
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of \Tjachines for computer-aide:d transcription in order to 

supplement the services of the regular transcribers. The 

Government does not pay any of these costs. 

In connection with personnel, it should be noted 

that the reporting service employs,nonofficijl reporters for 

deposition reporting and assistance in ~otirt when needed. 

of the use O f these nonofli4cial Among the advantages 

l'S the fact that they can be trained, and their reporters 
q 

work ~arefully scrutinized, for possible elevation to 

positions as official court reporters. The compensation of 

these nonofficial reporters is another item which j.s paid out 

of the transcript income. In other words, the Government is 

not billed for ariy of the service~ of the nonofficial 

reporters, including court appearances,. ,-, 
v' 

For purposes of management and ~rderly ac6~unting, 

the official court reporters have formed a corporation styled 

, . t p C E"'ch, 'official repor.,ter as ~D~thern Distrlct Reporers, •• _ 

holds an equal interest in this corporation. The court 

reporters have arriv~d at a system whereby, over time, the 

compensai:i'Orito each official reporter from the transcript 

( f t '0' f all the expenses described earlier) income ,a ter paymen 

is roughly eqLJi:11. \~", 

In the poo1:~ng system in the Southern District the 
. ,1~ 

reporters ar:;e assigned ·to court appearan'ces rtir~IY on~he 

basip of necessity. The report-ing needs ,~ach Judge a.re" 
- " . " 

ascertained daily. These need,s will obviops:ly vary •. °AIso~ 

unexp-ected changes in a judge's schedule may occur within any 

given day. 
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The POoling system,permits the maximum flexibility 

to meet the varying needs of the court. 
A reporter who 

finishes with on . d 
e JU ge at some point during the day is 

available for assignment to another J·udge. 
A Single reporter 

may work for three or fou~ judges during the course of a 

given day. 

In addition to his primary duty of court 

attendance, the ~epoiter is responsible for a ~ertain amount 
" 

of \<lork in prf~'.~·~'l,og his notes ror transcdbing and for 
j t :'\ 

proofreadin9\~·5)transcript. The reporter must manage to 

carry out these duties in the course of a busy schedule of 

court appearances.r 

In our cOUrt there a.re a sUbstantia'1 number of 

cases where the parties require hourly or dai.-ly copy __ that 

is, where the transcripts are furnishfi!d the same 'evening or 

the morning following the day the minutes are r'eoorded. 

is not unusual in this cQurt to produce in excess of 1500 

pages ofr expedited transcript each day. This operation 

It 
i 

requi res··ateam of reporters and transcribers. .,The- pooling 

syste~ serves this function~xtremely well. ~ 

The reporters and o~her'members of the staff in 

the Southern l?istrict are emplo:yed to their ~imum 
k" I"''l J 

~,\, '.~ 

capaci ti7~' There is Ii terally 'no a~d tim,e for anyone 
~/ 

in,v~"1ved. This is a very tigh;i operation. 

Sound, RecorCj,ln~ • 
~-:- ' 

In our court~s Yiew f the SUbstitution of Sound 

recordin~l:Lfor live reporters in the courtroom is not 

pr.;lct1<i?~ble. It is my unqerstanding thcit '8fta' _overwhe;t'ming 
,~ 
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weight of expert and jugicial opinion on this subject is in 

accord 'with our position. 

It may well be technically possible to have. 
I 

electronic devices in a courtroom which will accurately 

rec<Jrd the \"cl.rds spoken in a proceeding • However, what is 

frequently overlooked is the fact that there is a long 
. ~\ 

distance between the recording of sounds and the production 

of8n accurate written transcript. The essential link 

between the sounds and the accurat~transcript is an 

intelligent humari being, who can understand ~-.not merely 

hear -- what is spoken. Court"proceedingsinvolve 

difficulties of understanding in a multitude of ways. There 

are many ins:tan~~es in the English language where i.lifferent 
Ii 

words have essentially the same sound or phonetics. Many 

witnesses are called upon to testifi about technical matters 

with specialized vocabularies. All witnesses, whether lay or 

expert, may have mannerisms or inhibit'ions which obscure the 

° f h t th saylOng ForelOgn accents must be meanlng o· w a eyare • 

coped with. Any thought that an ordinary typist can make a 

satisfactory transcript from l~stening to a sound recording 
. \j 

of a court proc,eding must be 4ismissed a. entirely 

unrealistic. We know' af no such typists who are capable of 
1";'"- ...... 

performing this task. 

Experience has demonstrat"ed so thoroughly the need 

for expertisl;i in court ~eporting that it has long been e 

'" requirement In the Southern District that a reporte~ have at 
i_~i 

least ~ight ~o ten years of experience before~he can obtain 

an official appointment. " 
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Aside fr6m ~he problem of accuracy, there is a 

separate and serious problem ., .. about the spee..:l 
u of transcription 

from sound 'recordings. E ° 
\ ven l'i. there were typists with the 

requisite expertise, the.p:rcocessof t~anscribing from a sound 

recording is sufficiently cumberso~e-"-that it takes five to 

ten times as long as transcribing from 
. a stenotype tape • 

Th~s procesi~.ould make hourly or 
daily copy virtually 

impossible to produce. The nonexpedited transcripts would be 

delayed inordinately. 

Computer-Aided Transcription 

In recent years the Southern District court 

reporters have been faced with increased demands for 

transcript, including expedited copy; and at the same time 

have experienced difficulty in ob~aining high quality 
<- ~,. 

transcribers willing to ior~ the long hours required. 

In an attempt to meet this problem, the reporters, 

at very consi~erable expense to themselves, have installed a 

certain amount of c t 
ompu er-aided"transcription equipment 

1\ 
(CAT). At the pre~ent time approximately 20 percent of the 

transcription is handled by CAT. 

Although CAT is a promising d I 
eve oPment in many 

ways, there are lim)tatians on its util ity. ,,;, At this time, 

the Southern District court re.porters intend to 
continue the 

" 
use of live transcribers for the bulk of the 

transcription 
work, utilizing"-'CAT only as a supplement. 

, l 

The CAT system has desirable fe.atures 10n 
',C that it 

is a labor-saving device in th . 
e sense of replacing 

-, 
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transcribers to a certain extent. Also, when CAT is properly 

used, the quality of thectranscript is of the highest order. 

However, the saving in transcribers is offset by 

the need for special work in operating the CAT system. At 

present, in the southern District the reporters themselves 

operate CAT. The purpose of this is to avoid the cost 

involved in hiring special operatQrj and also to enspre the 

high quality of the transcript. such a procedure places 

additional demands on the reporters in terms of time and the 

requirement of special skills. On the other hand, the hiring 

of special employees, called "scope operators," would present 

its own set of difficulties and involve added costs. 

Conclusion 

The experience of the southern District with its 

cour.t reporters is that, under the existing statutory scheme, 

it is possible to develop a highly efficient operation suited 

to th~ needs of the locality. One important factor, of 

course, giving our reporters the inc~ntive for their 

outstanding performance, is the present system of 

compensation. Our judges strongly urge preserving this 

framework. 

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF JUDGE THOMAS P. GRI ESA .;:-
- . 

I wish to supplement my statement of June 26 

and testimony of that date, in view of the statements and 
~--

testimony of the other participants. I , ~ f 
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This supplemental statement will deal with 

three subjects: 

The question of using electronic recording in 
place of live court reporters; 

The problem of possible improprieties on the 
part of the federal court reporters; 

The handling of the "dual function" of the 
court reporters - J.e., attendance in court 
and sale of transcripts. 

I. 

In my statement and testimony of June 26 "I 

voiced the position of our court in regard to e~ectronic 

recording of court proceedings. I wish to add certain 

coiments in view of what was presented at the hearing, 

particularly the proposal by the General Accounting 

Office favoring electronic recording. 

Our concern about electronic recording is that, 

from most indications, it would reduce the quality of 

reporting to unacceptably low standards in respect to 

both the accuracy and promptness of the work. When we 

speak of the reporting work, we obvioQsly mean accurate 

reporting in the courtroom, and the aCG~rate and prompt 

furnishing of transcripts when required. 
,r 

The weigh~·of evidence and experience 

indicates that the essential factor to an acceptable 

standard of court reporting ina busy judicial system is 

the human skill of the live reporter in the courtroom. 

In the southern District 0,1= New York, we are convino~ed 

that our reporting system has achieved a very high 

I 
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standard largely because of the insistence upon the 

highest qualifications of skill and intelligence in the 

t Our court r eporters have been quick to court repor ers. 
.~, 

adopt, and invest in, new technology where this wuuld 

improve quality and efficiency. But this has not led us 

in the direction of electronic recording in the courtroom. 

What is essential to the federal court 

reporting syste~ is to make sure that the supply of 

skilled court reporters in the federal courts is 
" Q! 

maintained without diminution. Of cou~se, th~re should 

be proper manag~ment to make sure that court reporters 

who do not meet the standards, or who are guilty of 

impropriety and abuse, are Pisciplined or weeded out. 

This is all a necessary part of insuring the quality of 

the federal court reporting system. 

We cannot agree with the proposal of th~ 

General Accounting 6ffice regarding th~ desirability of 

electronic recording. I will not attempt a detailed 

analysis beyond what was presented in my Jun\ 26 

statement and is prisented here. Other presentations 

before the commi tt\ee deal amply with the technical 
"\ 

details. Suffice it to ~ay that, in our belief, the 

Gene,ral Accounting office proposal overlooks the 

essential benefits of liv,e,,, court reporters and treats far 

too lightly the di~advantages of electronic~r~cording. 

II. 

The statements of the Administrative Office 

" 
and General Accounting Office indicate that certain 

" 

~ "1 
\ 
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abuses exist in the federal coUrt reporting system, 

including charging fees for transcripts in excess of the 

prescribed rates and hiring substitutes to perform the 

work which the official reporters are obligated to ca~~y 

out. Such practices, to the extent they exist, are 

indefensible. Howeve'r, there is a straightforward 

administrative structure which is capable of remedying 

any situations of this kind. This structure includes not 

only the district court~and their chief judges, but also 

the judicial councils and the Judicial Conference of the 

United states. 

As far as the Southern District of New York is 

concerned, there is no overcharging for transcript, nor 

is there any hiring of sUbstitutes so that the official 

court reporters can work elsewhere. As explained at the 

hearing of June 26, the Southern District has a system 
'\' 

under which the official reporters hire, at their own 

expense, certain nonofficial reporters. Q 

This acts as a 

supplement to the offic!.al reporters; who ale engaged 
\; {:) 

full-time (and indeed more than full-time) with their ~ 

obligations in court. It should be noted that the 

official reporters do virtually no deposition work. 

Almost all depositions are reported by the nonofficials. 
\ 

III. 

The General Accounting Office statement 

alludes in several,places tofederalCRourt reporters 

operat~~g "private businesses" out of the courthouses. 

",We must respectfu:uy register Cl strong compl'aint about 

thIs characteri~ation. 
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The system referred to is-precisely what is 

the statute and which exists for a contemplated by 

variety of practical reasons - i.e., the system under 

.. 1 court reporters provide transcripts"to which the o~f1c1a 

and are P'aid directly· by those litigants. Also, , li tigants 

t reporte rs arrange to provide a certain the federal cour 

amount of deposition work for which they are paid by~the 

As explained earlier, in the Southern 1). tigants. _ 

District the deposition work is done-by nonofficial 

reporters hired at the exp~nse of the official reporters. 

The man hours expended on transcribing depositions is 17% 

Of the total man hours spent in transcription work in the 

Southern Distiict. 

. t t" g system has The pre~entfederal cour repor 1n 

certain distinct advantages over other methods which 

'could be conceived of. When it is properly administered, 

as we believi it is in the Southern District, it meets 

the needs of the court and the litigants in an entirely 

satisfactory way. 

The fact that the official reporters are 

t and receive a basic salary from the ': employed by the cour 

government means that the primary obligation of tha 

the needs of the court. reporters is to serve The 

~physical location in the courthouse of the reporters ~nd 

11 a convenience and als~ is a safeguar<:1 their assistants is 

t"li th respect to the records of court pro~eedings. 
1 

However, there is no logical reasonOwhyithe 

should not deal ~ire~tly'C;~i til federal court reporters 

.;) 
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litigants or their attorneys in providing/transcripts 

which are ordered by them. In the Southern District, 
I . t 

this method of handU,ng transcript sales haf:j worked well. 

-It has given our rep~rters th~ incentive to maximum 

efficiency. It has aliowed ~he reporters a rate of 

compensation which is reasonable and adequate in view of 

1'1 

their skill and hard work, and is. also competitive with 

the compenSation of private repor~ers. The earnings from 

the sale of tianscripts (~n~ also from depositions) have 

be~n of general benefit, not only to the .reporters, but 

to all, concerned, including the court, because a 

SUbstantial portion of these earni.;ngs, has, been invested 

in the purchase of a variety of expensive equipment and 

in the employment of auxilliary personnel, at no expense, 

to the federal ~ov~rnment. 

Finally, 1 wish to comment on the indications 

in the General Accountih.g Office st:atement as to the 

failure,. of district judges to adequately supervise the 

reporters and to monitor their ~ates. I can only speak 

fo. the Southern Districi of New York, but wish to state 

" 
, 

that in this-district there is a ~ommittee of judges 

dealing t'lith thecour't reporbing function. This 
' , . \1 

commft£e~e,"~tpgeKh~'r' wit'h"-:ale chief j'udge of our court, 

,1 
\1 

close~y monitors th~ court ~eporting fhnct1on. This 
'i 

" 

includes obtaining d~~ailed,~ ~erioddc information 
I'. 

regarding the rate. charged ~or tranScript, to see that 
' -';;. 

the applicable rule~ ar~ complied with. [.' . 
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Senator DOLE. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Gimelli, you have put up with us enough. Now you have a 

chance to get even on the other side. 

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH GIMELLI, COURT REPORTING 
i>SERVICES, INC., ALEXANDRIA, VA. 

Mr. GIMELLI. It.is a pleasure to put up with you, sir. Thank you. 
To assist me to remain within my tiIhe allotment, I have jotted 

down just a few of~::he matters I would like to present. 
I have been a stenotype reporter for more than 45 years, and I 

may be the only person present with actual experience in all of the 
systems of reporting in use today. I might add that I taught steno
typing in my own school in Boston which I started back in 1940. 

For my prepared statelnent, I 'was asked to cover three areas of 
interest to the subcommittee: testing of court reporters to deter
mine competence, direct recording, and the Gimelli voice writing 
system. I will address these subjects briefly because they are ade-
quately covered in my prepared statement. . 

I would also appreciate being permitted to comment as well 
regarding other aspects of court reporting in which I have been 
direqtJY!l1,volved. .. 

First on the subject of testing, there IS no officIal Federal court 
report~r exam. The only guideline offered by t?e Adn:ini~trative 
Office is that reporters who pass the NSRA merIt examInatIOn are 
eligible for a salary increase. I might add th~re is no independent 
supervision of these tests. \"'\ 

I believe every State in the country has some lform of qualifying 
examination, some more difficult than others, b~lt no Federal court 
examination exists. Vacancies which occur usuaUy are filled by the 
chief reporter, the chief clerk, or occasionally by a chief judge who 
is usually advised by his chief reporter, a stenotypist. The users of 
any other method are completely shut out. 

Some 10 years ago, I was retained by the Administrative Offic~, 
then under the direction of Rowland Kirks, and the Federal J\ldI
cial Center, headed by Judge Murrah, to prepare 12 representative 
examinations to qualify court reporters. I prepared these tests with 
the idea that they would qualify a person merely to minimum 
standards. 

These tests included the following: literary dictation, 180 words a 
minute; jury charge, 200; medical, 175; question and answer as well 
as four-voice dictation, meaning a judge, opposing counsel, and a 
~itness, at 220 words a minute. Each of these was in segments of 
about 5 minutes. 

Prior to the dictated part of the examination, the applica~ts 
were also given a written vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation 
test. Failure to pass this portion of the test was to have disqualified 
the applicant regardless of his achievement in the dictated portion. 

About 20 persons took the test. Only three passed. The top grade 
was achieved by a stenomask reporter, but, because of pressure 
exerted by two prominent court reporter associations, a stenotypist 
was given the position despite his having failed the language por
tion of the'examination. 

;1 
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Incidentally,' the stenomask reporter was also the first one to 
complete the test. She hurried because her car was illegally 
parked. 

I str.on~ly fe.el that the Administrative Office should exercise 
authorIty ~n thIS area so they have complete control of testing and 
the selectIon ?f those successfully completing tests. My personal 
method of testI?g as describ~~ in my prepared statement would be 
somewhat. unwieldly ~o admInIster to a large number of applicants. 

~~, toidirect ~ecor~Ing, there are ~any areas where it might be 
sUI~ab~;-; CertaInly It would be an Improvement in those courts 
whICh, are manned by. stenotypists of very limited ability. That 
could cov~r. a substantIal number of courts. There are two impor
tant. reqUIsItes here: One, that the recorded tape be constantly 
monItored; second, a capable transcriber. 

As to direct recording, I suggest little or no heed be paid to old 
arguments usually presented by NSRA and USCRA. Tests to which 
they refer w~re made either by organizations retained by them, or 
many of theI~ comments are taken out of context. Besides, the 
qualIty of eqUIpment has been vastly improved. 

Now to the piece de resistance, the Gimelli voice writing system 
Let me firs~ explain hoyv this came to be developed. Some years ag~ 
I was retaIned by varIOUS leading court reporting firms to train 
stenotype reporters. There was a vast shortage. 

The firs~ yea~ was fine. I had about 20 excellent applicants. The 
next year It dWIndled to about 10. The next year there were practi
cally none. Yet they needed reporters. 

I turned to stenomasking, a very good system except there was a 
p~oblem with faulty equipment. Often you wouid find a blank tape 
~Ithout the reporter's being aware of it. That could be very upset
tIng. 

I then commenced an effort to eliminate these problems. I first 
took a, dual track recorder so the dictation of the voice writer 
would be on one track and the directly spoken' version on another. 

To assur~ there ":ould b~ no blank tape, I had a separate play
back ~ead Il,1serted Imm.edlately following the record head so that 
the VOIce wrIter, by monItoring from this playback head, that is the 
already recorded tape, was assured the recorder was functioning 
properly. 
. Sir, I ha1f.e submitted two statements, one, a report on preserva

tion of testImony and proceedings in the district courts of Massa
c~usetts; the other, the Gimelli voice writing system: An evalua
tion of a ?ew court reporting technique, which I would appreciate 
your looking over. 

One thin~ I might menti?n is .thap these reports were prepared 
'. b~ groups Interested on~y ,In ObjectIve research, unlike those re
taIt;ted ~y reporte~ assocI~tw~S: Stenotype reporters are interested 
maInly In one tl;tI?g, maIntalmng the status quo and keeping the 
number. of qualIfIed, ~ersons. to a minimum, which certainly is 
accomplIshed by re~aIning theIr control of appointments. 

The. Mas~achusetts !eport makes reference to a superior court 
te~t gIv~n In Boston In 1973. Of 32 applicants, 6 of whom were 
vo~ce wr~ters, only ~ passed, 2 of whom were voice writers. The four ' 
VOIce wrIters who dId not pass were in the top seven and this after I,j 

only 3 mr,mths of instruction. ' 
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I might add stenotypists fought bitterly to have the voice writers 
excluded from taking these tests. The chief judge's intervention 
allowed them to take it. 

USCRA claims' in its statement that voice writing has been 
around 10 years or more and has made no impact. This is typic~l of 
their disregard for facts. First, the reason there are not more voice 
writers in Federal courts as well as in other courts is that NSRA 
and USCRA have been successful in keeping them out of the 
courts. 

Incidentally, whoever prepared the explanation of my voice writ
ing method in their statement obviously does not understand it 
because the description is erroneous. 

Also, there are several more voice writers than they are aware 
of. I recently trained the senior Federal court reporter ill New 
Orleans, who is delighted with. the method. Some of the steno
maskers in the courts have switched to my voice writing method. 
" If these reporters also would check the number of hearings held 

here on Capitol Hill on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 
especially, not Friday, they would frequently note that there are in 
excess of 75 to 80 hearings a day. If they went further and looked 
into those hearing rooms and saw who was reporting those hear
ings, they would see that at least 90 percent of them were reported 
either by voice writers or by stenomask.ers using a backup record
er. 

This is a typical example of flexibility effected when control of 
assignment of reporters is removed from" the NSRA and USCRA. It 
allows more reporters to be available and, in my opinion, more 
competent reporters. 

I therefore have only one question to ask: If voice writers are 
good enough for Capitol Hill, reporting hearings usually far more 
difficult than the routine court proceeding, why are they not good 
enough for the courts? 

Thank you, sir. 
[The prepared statement and two reports submitted by Mr. Gi-

melli follow:] , 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. GIMELLI 

Mr~ Chairman and members of the subcommittee, along 

with my prepared remarks I have submitted, for your 

perusal and that of your staff, excerpts from a Report on 

Preservation of Testimony in Proceedings in the District 

Courts of Massachusetts, prepared by ,a committee of judges 

and clerks headed by the Honorable Franklin N. Flaschner, 

Chief Justice of the District Courts of Massachusett~, as 

well as a summary report prepared by the National Center 

for State Courts entitled "The Gimelli System of 

Multi-Track Voice Writing: An Evaluat'ion of A New Court 

Reporting Technique." 

I might mention that unlike presentations prepared by 

persons and organizations with the single-purpose goal of 
. ' protecting their individual interests, these reports we~e 

prepared by dedicated groups deriving no personal gain 

from the outc.ciile of their research. 

I have been a s'l:enotype reporter for more than 45 

years, and I am one of the very few persons--if not the 

only person--who has used ail of the methods under 

discussion today. 

Your very capable staff has asked me td cover three 

specific area.s of interest to this subcommittee: my voice 

WI" i ting method, direC':'1: recer ding, and methods of testing 

for compe'l:ence. I am grateful for this confinement 

inasmuch as my ~overing all facets of our trade would 

require my preparing a report far more voluminous than I 

would care to undertake at this time. I would, however, 

be pleased, 1:0 respond to zluestions of C:;'}f!UT1ittee member'S or 

staff regarding other'm~thods of reporting as well as 

Y.:nriou,!I funct;i.ons and duties of court reporters. 
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Secause I feel the competence, o~ lack thereof, of the 

reporter- i~ of primary importance, r shall touch first on 

various methods of testing and evaluating competel1,-;e for 
, ~) 

reporting an'd/oi'transcr ibing, and at -the same time point 

out that any system is only as good as the per.lOon us~ng it. 
" To illustrate thi, latter point I can cite my 

mid-1930s experience, the" time I arrived in New York City 
I 

with my stenEltype machine ready to commence a careei"'-to 

which I had long loo~(ed forward. It would be well, I 

thought, to start out with a go~d secretarial po~ition 
I. 

until I learned my Way around an,d could eventuallY find a 

job as a reporter. In my countless in~erviews ever a 

three-and-one-half-:rnonth per iodfdur ing whi.c:h tirrle I was ., 

unsuccessful in finding employment, the complaint I hear.d 
() 

over and over again was, "That machine is no good. eWe 

don't want them. II 

Why was it that the machine--meaning the stenotype 

machine, of ~,~u.rse--~as~lnci good? The o~[y way stenotyping 

was taught at that t1ml;{) was through home stud". Most 

personi would have had dif~iculty learning the ~tenotype , 
)\ 

to achieve an adequate degree of cornpetence 'in a~egular 

,classroom; let alone home study. As a consequence, when 
, ('-' 

they were tested they failed miserably~-n6t because the 
" '(. 

" CI, • co 
machine ~s- no g'ood but becall'Sl:! the operator "was 1nept", 

If this same person failed a test while using pencil 

shorth~nd, 'the respottse would have been, "We can't use 

you. You can't write shorthand." 

Contrast the ab-ove with the C,omp laint 'of var illus 

shorthand wri~el"s a,bout a yea~ and half later, this~N: a 
\\ 

time· I had established mysel:f cis ':a grand jury ~eporter in 
'c.: ~.' .' 

the Soathern District of New York~ 
\.' (:' 

UThat machine is so 
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cj 

easy that guyS like you will glut the market." 

I cite the dichotomy in the above examples merely' ~o 

make the point that the primary consideration should be 

given the person, not the system. This is .nDt to r~treat 

from my POSition, however, that certain systems offer many 

advantages over others; but, be that as it may, as stated 
1 

earlier, it is ~~t my intention to COVer this ground in 

these prepared remarks. 

For ,~any years thE! National Shorthand Reporters 

Association gave testsoi" three'categories: a proficiency 
test with a top speed, ~'f ",' d~' (' t· ~ ~ ~n M ques lon and answer) at 

200 words per ~-';nute; .a merit test with a top sp~ed of G 

and A at 240,ewords per minute; a championship test with a 

top speed, of. Gand A at·2S0 words per minute 
't, 

The proficiency test proved merely that you could 

.write well-dictated G and A at 200 words a minute, a speed 

inadequate for many reporting jobs. It must also be borne . . (/ 

1n m1nd that these tests were very carefully dictated by 

rep~rters from prepared material~ each word clearly 

en~nciated and each sentence clearly l'nflected to 
ai~!;'/the 

person being tested to punctuate accordl·ngly. If everyon'e 

in a ~ourip~oceeding spoke as these repo~ters dictate 

'these tests, there is one thing about which we could be 

Posftive,--:tape recorders would ,qUickly replace court 

reporters. 

proved merely 
o 

I) 

The I\lSRA mer it and' champ ionship tests 

that those who passed them had the native aptitude to be 

exceptional writers and that they worked very hard at the 

machine. It is my opinion, therefore, that each of these 

tests is inconclusive and does not necessariiy indicate 

that these individuals would make competent reporters. 

.83-037 0-81-12 
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understand that both the profIciency and merit tests have 

been upgraded; the .pi"oficienty to 225 words a minu'te and 

the merit 1;0 260 words a minute, and -Chat a vocabulary 

test is also included. 

Various of the states also give tests in crde!' tc 

qualify cour~ r~porters for positions in their various 

courts. As~\de frcm the routine jury charge and G and A .' 
c:> 

these state,exam$ ~lsc incluc:se medical dictai;ion., '~1 though -

of necessity the medital content is very limite~. 

Nevertheles~, this segment of the test is the cause of 

most OT the failures, especially if the wfiter. is 

unfcrtunate enough to have encountered an area .of the 

,t ·th ','h1'ch he has abs,cl., .. utely nc familiar'ity. medical fielu ~1 ~ 0 

By and large, th~se $tate examinaticns at least 

establish certain minimum standards and, by and large, the 

repClrters who successfully compl~te themar,e ccmpetent tc 

.handfre the work they al"e c~lled upOn to do. u 

As for Fedel"al courts, they have never had an 

examination ~f their .own aside frcmtwo te's1:s which t· 

adm'inistered, .one abcl1~ ten, years agc plus videotap ing a 
. 0 

second test some eight years ago'. Reporters for these 

positicns were appoj.nted in various ways--by a."senior 

repcrter" by a court clerk, or in some cases bY a ch;ef 

judge. 

The Administrative Officellow, gce,<$ require that an 

applicant pass the NSRA merit exam or my equ;valent exam. 

The reason for my ,giving a test is because the NSRAwill 
"', 

It) 

test on1 y s tenotyp i sts. Regar dlesscJ~:f the qua Ii -Ficcl'tions 

of reporters usi,ng 'systems oth,er than s~enotyp ing., the 

sterictype Teperters maintain a +ir~ hold .on all 

appointments .;and have beensuccess'ful in preventing the 

\ 
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apPOintment of persons using other methods.. This is a 

matter in Which t!:ley' have b.een 'extremely mi1itant~ 

Certainly it is an area" ~"hii:h re-quires drastic chan'ge and 

one over which the Administrative,Office shOUld have 

control rather than the NSRA~ 
. '-; ~ 

S,ome~enyears, ago ! was r'etained by the , 

Administrative Office .of the U. s. Ccurts ,$9nd the Federal 

Judicial Center to prepai'~ a report on "Funct:tons of a, 

Court Repcrter" and in addt\ion to prepare 12 
" 

repr>esentat!ve examinati'on~, to qual ify court, reporters... I 

prepared these examinations with the thought in 'mind that 

they qualify a per-son me('~ly, up to minimum requirements. 

,Tnefirst of' thes'e tests wa!'i giVen in Wa~~ingtlCn, o.C .. " I 

Sltggested it would be well to invite a small group frcm 

the NSRA Who mi"'ght like to Observe. 
, ,'.") 

These representativet~$ts included the fcllowing, 

each' in segments of approximately five minute,.~;l dUration: 

Literary matter at 180,;-words a minute;d' 

Jury cha'rge at 200 words a 'minute; 

Medical ,dic:taticn at 175 words a minute; 

G~nd A at 220 words a minute; 

Four-~oice (the court, a Witness and twe courisel) at 

220 words a minute~ ';.: 

Pricrto the above p:erforwanc~ segment .of the exam the 
I';, 

() " 

applica~'lts Were also giVen forty sent~rlces c(mtCiining 

_Il'ful ti~(l~ cJ10ice words "ca test vocab~,l~fr, ten sentenc~,s 
test grammar, and five sentences to test punctuation. 

FailUr~ t9 pass thi,s po~tion of the test was tc have 

disqualified the applicant regardle'as of his "achieVement 

in the dictation. 
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As I recall, abou.t twenty persons took this test and 

l' th d . t The top grade was achieved by one on Y ree passe ~ • 

of four stenomask reporters. This person, however, was 

not given the next opening because of pre;ssure bpough'!: by 

various representatives of the NSRA. Instead a 

stenotypist was appointed, despite his having'f.!!iled the 

language portion of the examination. 

Numerous complaints by members of the NSRA followed 

claiming that the test was too difficult and unfair" and 

that it was not properly given. Contrast this reaction to 

that of the stenomask operator who was bypassedcfor the 

court appointment: uI couldn't believe a Federal c.:ourt 

exam could be?o easy.u I might point out that despite 

their protests, the NSRA increased its proficiency test 

SReed's to their present level. ' 

It is ~y very strong recommendation that examinations 

to qualify applicants for Feder~l court positions should 

be continued, that stenomaskers and voice writers should 

be includ~d, and, a~ stated earlier, there Should be a· 
c' 

more equitable method of selecting qualified applicants, 

regardles's of method, supervised by the Administr\~tive 
(I 

Officea 
'''( --

ao much for' testing of rep~rters for courot-reporting" 
I; 

positians .. To qualify raporters for .:,my own ol"ganization; 
I 

.; 

which handles ~redominantlY congressional .. hearings-.... or 

even if I, were, to qualify appl ic;)ants for training for any 

other Q:"ganization--the procedur.e is quite diff'erent. 

There is first a personal interview to inquire into 

gener.~l backsround, to observe the manner in which the.' 

per~.on e~presses tlimself, and that person's willingness-to 
, 0 

.. work haf"d., If' the applicant for train:lng--or the reporter 
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seeking employment--can'type at least SO words a minute, 

he is given the ne~~~, par't of' the tes't. 

This consists' ~f C transcribing a dir~;ctly-recorded tape 

of an opening statement spoken extemporaneously by a 
'.'1 

Member of Congress, who was serving as chairman of a 

newly-'formed speCial committee, giving his explanation of 

the function to be performe~ by this committee. 'The 

prospective reporter is asked to listen to the statement 

for several\'minu.tes (the statement is approximately ten 

pages in length), ~et the gist of what is b~ing said, then-

go back to the beginning of the tape and type it. 

The chairman's statement contains a number of 

grammatical errors, a number of false ~,tarts, and several 

garbled sentences~ Theutran.criber is asked to type. the 

statement in as grammatical a form as if it had b.een 

properly prepared rather than spoken extemporaneously. 

The above shows me several. ;things: first, the 

transcriber's typing abili tYt' second, ,whethe~:' the typist 

can spellr third, the typist's ability ±o comprehend; and, 

fourth, whether this person can ref'lact that comprehension 

with correct cQnstruction of what is being said (in oth~r 

wor ds, the intent of,. the speaker)' and get it on paper. In 

my opinion", proper cons:f;ruction of' the 
c . . 

c;~order faithfully to re.f:f.ect the intent 

sp:oken:\word in 

o~ '\e speaker- is 

one of the primary fUnctions of a competent reporter. 

. who passes the above test qualified to receive traini"ns. 

If I feel I want to go . .a step f'urther, I use the 

~ direct'ly-recorded tape of a well-known Senator dUring the 

lnterrosation of a witness. The instructiong:i:~n the I' 

transcriber is the same here"as it was for the prev{ious 
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tape. The few person. who pass this test with-flYing 

colors are tl~oseI am anxious to train and rstain as part 

'i of my own staf~. 

Voice writing: This is a method which I developed and 

patented about eight years ago~ 
\\ 

This was" dur ins, a time 

when, because of an acute shortage of competent 

stenotypists, I had been retained by all of the leading 

court reporting firms in Washington to "'recrui t and train 

stenl.Jtype reporter.,;. This worked very welI the first year 

during which time I had about twenty exce(llent tr<ainees, 

not as well the second year ~hen the number dropped to 

about a dO,z.enp and not well at all th~ thi.rd year when the 

number dwindled to about ,a half dozen and the quality of 

the trainees was somewhat below my standards. 

During my recruiting process I encounter"ed ,quite a 

number of persons who met all the requisites for becoming 

good reporters except that I felt they lacked either the 
.-

native aptitude required to become stenotype reporters or I, 

they were-beyond the acceptable age level to achieve the 

speed required for reporting. 

,It was-at this time t felt the need t~ develop a Tilore 
,/ 

viable sys~em which would enable th~se people to become 

reporters. The voice writing methqd i.,; Cldequately 

described in one of my submissions, so I, will not 

elaborate here except to give you a brief ~esaription of' 

how the system works. 

Voice writing is actually an enhancemen,'t of the ,p 

stenomask method, the name lI~tenomasklJ having derived from 

the faet that the reporter used a mask to cover his nose 

and mouth so that he would not be heard as he dictated 

. rather than wrote'the spoken word. (This dictation was 
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then re~orded on a disc (and later on tape as tape 
'1 \, 

transcriber.s were developed) an''d 'transcribed therefrom. 

With a competent reporter t~\ system .. or~ed very .. ell 

except for one rather serious de\ect--occaSionau y wa, 

would clog the recording needle abd there would be nothing 
\\ 
\ 

on the disc", It was possi'ble for ':this same defect to , 
occur on tape recorders which did Tilot e'nable the repor-ter 

to monitor the recorded tape; that is, the recordsr would 

appear to be functionini pr~perly but the operator wound 

up with~a blank tape. It is difficult to describe the 

feeling e~perienced by the reporter who suffered through 

such an OCCurrence. 

To overcome these problems, and further to enhance the 

system, I fir'st sought a reliable dual-'track tape recorder 

so that the repprter~s dictation would be on one track and 

the directly-spoken version recorded, throu~h an~open 

"microphone, on th~ second track. Thus the dictation of 

the,. reporter was recorded side by side with the voices of 

participants in a proceeding. 

In order to assuri= that/( there wt9s no malfunction and 

that the tape was constantly recording, I had the tape 
t'i 

recorder adapted with a separate playback head,iTmlledia'tely 

next to the record head~With this configuration, thbn, 

it was possible for the reporter, when monitoring from the 

playback head, to assure himst'llf that the equipment was 

functioning properly because 1;he repor,ter was mqnitoring 

the already-recorded tape. There was one addition{al 
.::. -- ",~ 

advaY'ltage offered by thiscont:iguration; that is: it was 

possible to increase the playback volume ~~i thout 

incrt!asing the l"ec:ord, vlliume 'so that if a 'speaker was 
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h I.y 1"nc"'eaSl'n,9 ~,the playback volume the difficult to ear, ~ . " 

r-epor'ter',s ability to hear was enhanced. c 

It sh~uld be noted that this method is al.o utilized 

wi th a mu:~ ti-track recorder. It might also b1! noted that 
I, 

a number ()f very fine portable recorders with Iia 

configuration to utilize the Gimelli voice wr,ting method 

are now orl the 'market', se~eral of them 1 igh}:e~ than a 

s,tenotype machine. 

There are nume~9us major advantages to this system: 

1. Rapid reporter tr~ining to achieve Nigh . 
proficiency levels. 

/\ 
R 't , 't and training of weli-educated person~ 2. ecru,. mll 

with sound grd~nding in language comprehension who might 

t 't d no'" the desl're to lea,rn stenotypiMg, not have the ap',l u e . 

and who thereby ~ould otheNllise be foreclosed from 

becoming reporters. 

3. Dictation can be transcribed by a transcribe~ 

usuallY with ~ore facility than reading-stenotype note~ 

which often may be merely a hodge-Podge, especially if 

= - d th abl'l~,t'y of the stenotypist to proceedings w~re beyon e ~ 

record. 

4. Positive verification of proceedings by comparing 
':;:1\ 

the typewr~ttari record with the directly-recortied 

v~~sion. This is not possible with stenotype notes 

inasmuch as these notes can always be rewritten to conform 

with the typewritten transcript. 

5. R~pid transcripi pro~~ction. 

6.. Rapid dictation is no problem. 

Unfortunately, there are some problems which have . 

surfaced wi'th the development of the voice wr iting methO"d, 

just as there. wer~ as ~~o'consequence of stenomaskin,~. 
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Because ~he voice writing method is easy to understand, 

all too many persons ill-equipped to perform the function 

of a report'er--with no evaluation for aptitude and without 

tr:aining--have merely ~one out and purchased the necessary 
, , t. ~ ~~ 

equipment and put themsielves in business. 
\ ' 

First~ it is obvious that these persons have infringed 

a patented method. Sec,ond, as was the case in the ear'ly 

days of the stenotype~ when ab'ad job i,s turned in by 
I)., 

these individuals--as is almost a,lways the case--the 

method rather than the individual is ~!5!med. This problem 

can be eliminated only if there is a demand by ~ potential 
/, ,r 

user of a voice writer's services that a bona fide 

certificate of competence be prodUced. '" 

Direct recor~ing: This is a method whereby voices of 

participants in a proceeding are merely recorded,with the 

use o~ a microphone or multiple microphones an to a tape' 

recorder. In a number of, courtrooms mul t±-track recor'ders 

utilizing multiple ;nicrophones have I;>een put into place 

with each of the participants using a separate 

microphona. This is an effort to permit better 

identification of the various speakers. An attendant can 

monitor the "recording and at the same time prepar.e a 109' 

indexing various events, th~ time at which they occur, and 

spelling names which might occur during the pr.oceeding. A 

transc:riber then typ!'ts from this directly-recorded tape. 

Very frankly, for most court proceedings 1:pe only thing 

that can be s4id ~or this method is th_t it is better th~n 
'I 

having ah incompetent st~notypist. '\ 

It. is' difficult for a person who has not tried to 
,; , 

,if, 

transcribe from ~ directly-recorded tape to understand why 

this is not one o~ the most efficient methods to us~. I 
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might at this point cite the exp.erience of the 

Massachusetts ad hoc committee and Chief Justice 

Flaschner. Despite his having found ~he Gimelli voice 

writing method to b~ su~erior to all other tested methods, 

he was concerne!d that his recommendation to uti'l he voice 

WI' i tel's for thJ number of additional reporte'rsrequired to 

fill newly-created openings would be turned down by the 

state legislature because of the salaries which would have 

to be paid these reporters, and a de~ire on the part of 

the legislature to save money. !n the interest of cutting 

costs, therefore, he recommended the use of direct 

recording equipment~ 

To his dismay and that of Ilis committee, the state 
... 

{ ',I 

legislature tur'ned down his request because it did not 

create additional jobs. He informed me that had he 

recommended his first choice of voice writers it would 

readily have passedc 
",-, 

In any event1 a numbe~ of courtrooms were equipped 

with multi-track~aperecorders. Lawyers were elated when 
;:~, 

they we~e informed they would be provided with ca~settes 

of proceedings. Ob~iously they felt it would~e a si~ple 
~ ". ", ~_.~:~~=:=~:::.~'r-:-::l 

procedure to have' their secretaries produce tr'anscrip'~s 
If . ," 

-from those tapes. It wasotily,.a'mattero.f weeks before 

those same 'lawyers 'went back to uti.Ii zing the services qf 
. , 

the vcy.;cee writers who had been r~porting the proceedings 
/-' 

of tfose 'courts, and reques,;t:s Tor cassettes' were 

practically pon-existent. 

There a:e many rea~ons it is diffi~ult to transcribe 

from cold tape. First, many wi tne'illlSes, lawyers 'and jud!1es 
.::; ~l 

do not speak clearly eno&9h to be understood Dr lOUd "~ 

enough to be heard, and there is not a repqrter present to 
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ask them to speak up o~ to ask that a statement be 

repeated. Also quite often an e~perienced reporter, 

despite the fact he does not clearly hear various 

statementsoof counselor the witness; knows What is said 

only because of his e~tensive background and 

comp~e~rnsion. In addition, the reporter present. at the 

proceeding has the advantage of a third dimension, that Qf 

being able to look at the speakers, and even with this 
", 

advantage often has difficulty unde~standing some of the 

witnesse~. 

Direct recording has been tried at many of the grand 

jury proceedings in ~shington and found to be totally 

unacceptable becaus~ in a.ll too many cases it was 
" 

impossible to understand and transcr itre the tapes ~ Very 

often a key ,,",u;lrd or~,pnr.ase is completely inaudible, and 

the 1:ran.scriber has no alternative but to type 

"(inaudible)." In fact, even a re~orter looking directly' 

at various Df the witness~~ ~ften has difficulty 

understanding. 

Another pr,oblem is that even wi t.h a tape of acceptable 

quality, the operator has to constantly~,jitop and start 

because he cannot keep up' with "the speed.' This creates 

difficulty in following context and intent, and as a 

consequence transcripts produced from these tapes are 

often very badly punctuated, ."i9 not completely distorted. . -- . " ,< 

Production is often unsatisfactory, especially if the 

operator must constantly rE!vers~? the tape in an., effort to 
-,.~" ,--

understand words unclearly spoken and certain other areas 
f) . 

which may be completely inau¢ible.. ObViously, where yOU 

have persons, who are well-spoken and adequately ~fI~entifi~d. 
::;) 

direct recording is p~rfectly adequate--if, that'is, the 
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tape is transcribed by a competent transcriber. To find 

one of these creatures is no easy task. 

There is one final ~rea I would like to touch on very 

briefly, the matter of remuneration for competent court 

reporters. With the advent of stenomaskin~1 direct 

recording, and, yes, even voice writing when ~racticed by 

those who are inept, a great number of persons woefully 

Ilacking ~n competence have been encouraged to enter the 

trade. Many of these people are willing to work at 

considerably lower rates than those char~ed by legitin~te 

firms and individu~lcourt reporters; and, sad to note, 

their services continue to be utilized merely on the basis 

of their charging a lower rate. 

This is most unfortunate because it is discouraging 

tho;e who have the equipment and .• ~ackground to be 

competent repor~ers frbm entering the field. I hope you 

will not permit thii to happen:because if this trend is 

allowed to continue it is a clear signal that both ~he 

legislative and jU~,icial branches of our government are 

willing not only ·to accept but to reward mediocrity. In 

fact, transcripts are being accepted which are at ti~es so 

badly distorted, frequently large segments of ' statements 

completely missing, so as to be rendered completelx 

useless. 

I have occasion to test a great number 9f peop Ie who 

seek t~~iningand employment as reporters and/or 

"transcribers, .many of them well-paid legal secretaries, 

others with degre~~ in history, English, political 

science, just to mentipn a few. From such a select group 

I may find one or two out of fifty I ~,el are acceptable 

for training--unless, that Hn Ia~ willing to ~drasticall y 
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reduce my standards. Our efforts shoUld be directed 

toward improving, not diminishing, the quality of 

transcripts and reporters and transcribers who P~Dduce 
them. 

Thank YOU, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this 

opportunity to appear. 

n '. 
THE GIMELLI SYSTEM OF M~LTI-TRACK YOICE WRITING: 

AN EVALUAliION OF A NEW CoURT REpORTING TECHNIQUE* 

ABSTRACT 
,) 

Increased problems with traditional court reporting services, 

including risinq costs, delays in transcript production, and man

power shortages of competent court reporters are causing courts to 

seek new alternatives to obtain official records of proceedings. 

This project evaluated and demonstrated the feasibility of 

mUlti-track voice writing as a court reporting system. 
MuJti-track , .. ~ , 

voice writing combines the use of electronic recording With a 

profeSSionally trained voice writer~ The voice writer dictat~s in 

court the official verbatim record of proceedings on tape and the 

voices of participants are simultaneously recorded on the same 
',. '\ 

tape. Twenty applicants complE!ted a th;~~~~onth traininq proClt'am 
-~ -::;- ... - , 

and achieved excellent levels of Proficiency on several state and 

Federal court reporter examinations. In addition, these voice 

writers were evaluated by judges in seven states, and .judicial 

reaction was stronply favorabl e. Comparison of voice \'l'riting to 

stenotyping indicated several potential advantages to voice 

writing including: (l) lower transcript costs; (2) faster pro-

*' A sunma.ry report of the 11. S. Department of Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, National Institute of 
I:aw Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
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duction of transcripts; (3) faster training and higher proficiency 

levels of new reporters; (4) better court control of transcript 

process; and (!) i nc!ependent verification of the ret6rd. Included 

is a syllabus of the training curriculum and recommended reOsions \) 

for future training programs.. This report concludes that multi-

track voice writing is a practical alternative offerinq, several 

unique features to improve court reporting services by eliminating 

transcript delays while attaining high transcript standards. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objectives 

The study had the fo1lowing objectives: 

. to eva 1 ua te the compete'nce and profi ci ency 

of trainees in.th~ Gimelli voice writer 

training prO'gram 

to coordinate wHti several state courts an 

in-court field evaluation of these trainees 

to compare mul ti -track voice wri ti.119 to 

court reporti ng techni ques presently in use 

to determine the' strengths and weaknesses 

ofmul ti -track voice writi ng 

c
Mu1ti-Track Voice Writin~ 

A Voice writer does not use manual shorthand or a stenotype 

machine; instead a multi-track tape recorder and standard micro,.. 

phones are used. The voice writer dictates the official verbatim 

record of proceedings in final form: all information necessary 

for the final transcript, including identHication of partici

pants, punctuation, non-verbal activities of parti cipants, and 

other information required to produce the officia.l transcript, 

is captured on tape in the \, voi ce wri ter' 5 styli zed di eti on. 
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The voice writer's whispered ,speech is recorded on one 

channel of a multi-track tape system. The reporter may use an 

ordinary microphone, or a microphone with a voice suppressor, ,:;:~ 

into which he dictates softly in a specially-cultivated manner. 

The voices of the participants in a court proceeding are simul

taneously recorded on another track (or tracks) of a multi-track 

system. The second track (in a two-track system) receives court

room sounds by means of a microphone mixer. Microphones a.re 

placed before dHferent speakers (judge, counsel, witness" etc.); 

each microphone can be monitored and adjusted by the voice writer. 

Thus, the court has available for replay the voice w~iter's 

official court record and the voices of all partiCipating speakers. 
(( 

d 

Should anyonei\question the official transcript, one need 

merely listen to Track Two of the tape to verify what was said •. ,' 

ThE:' tape recorder is equipped with separate recording and 

pl ayback heads; the 1 a tter head s paced away from ,the record head 

to permit slightly delayed replay. This enables the vo.ice writer 

to monitor continuously the adequacy of the aUdio record, to ensure 

that the voice writer's dictation and the actual courtroom voices 

are on the magnetic tape; if a speaker is difficult to hear, the 

voice writer can adjust the volume on the speaker's microphone. 

The aUdio record can be used as the official record of the 

proceeding without preparing a transcript. However, if a trans

cript is reqUired, the court is not necessarily dependent upon 

" the voice writer to prepare the transcript; transcript can be 

prepared from the voice writer's audio record by a capable tYPlst 

with a minimum of training. 

The multi-track voice writing system shOUld not be confused 

with the stenomask system •. Hhile both require an operator sk:illed 
(> 

in dictation, Voice writing is a refinement of the stenomask 
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technique. The voice writer does not use anY.mask- (although a 

voi ce suppressor may be used), a multi -track tape sys tem is used 

instead of a single track recorder, and completion of a four to 

five month training program is required :to reach',dictation pro-
'-; " 

ficiency and learn courtroom procedures and nomenclature. 

Training Program 

Twenty-two persons were selected to attend a three month 

voice writer training program. Trainees were selected from four 

metropolitan areas based on personal interviews and a qualifi

cation examination measuring verbal comprehension, grammar, 

spelling and punctuation skills. While there were no mandatory 

educational requirements, the average trainee had a baccalaureate 

. Aegree but had no previous court reporting experience. 

The trainees received classroom instruction in various 

court reporting skills including: dictation techniques, 

transcribing, legal and medical terminology. operation and 

maintenance of electronic recording equipment, court procedures 

and policies, and preparation of transcripts. In addition, 

trainees practiced after class on their deficiencies. 

Curriculum changes were recommended for future voice 

writer training progr~ms; in particular, greater emphasis on 

actual court observation and reporting experience in a. court, 

intensive technical training on the operation and repair of the 

recording equipment, and additional classroom i'nstruction on 

court procedures and nomenc'lature. 

Course Evaluation 

Several 'state and Federal fourt reporter examinations, 

including New York Supreme Court, New Jersey. and Federal tests, 

were administered to all trainees at the completion of the 

,::.. 
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classroom instruction. In addition, several trainees took the 

certified cou~·t reporters examination given by the Massachusetts 

Superior Court. 

The results achieved by trainees on a1l the examinations were 

excellent. On the New Jersey examinat~on, all gradLlates attained 

final grades surpassing 97.5% with an average score of 99.1%. 

The New York exam~nation results were comparable with an average 

final score of 98.7%, and the Federal court reporter qualification 

test results \~ere also impressive with voice writers averaging 

98.8%.. These ex~minations measured court reportinq skills at 

220 words per minUte ~or four l1oico testimony and 200 \::ords per 

minute for single voice testimony. Of thirty-~o applicants, 

including six voice t1r1ters. ttho took the t4assachusetts certified 

court reporters examination, six vofce writers were among the 

top seven applicants. 

These results indicated that these voice writers met and 

surpassed present certified court reporting standards. 

Field Evaluation 

In the field evaluation phases of this project, fourteen 

voice ~riters were assigned to t10rk as court reporters for 

judges in seven states. With one exception, there was unanimous 

agreement among the judges that the quality and preparation time 

of the transcripts produced by voice writers were equal to or 

better than stenotypists. 

The judges also agreed that the demeanor of the voice 

writers was aopropriate, and that the use of this new technique 

in the courtroom caused no disturbance no~ required any changes 

in cOlirtroom procedures. Jl.ttorneys were not di s turbed by the 
,-:;,. 

technique, found the qualit.y, of t·ranscript good, and 1 iked the 
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capability to independer!tly v~rifr theccourt reporter's trans

cript. 

Judges strongly.,approved of the mul ti-track recording; in 

particular, the ability to verify the voice writer's official 

recard by 1 istening to. the actual vaices af the participants. 

-on a separate track af tf.E tape. The two recordings - the 

voi~e writer's record and the vaices of the participants _ 

pravide a backup for each ather. Although the judges were 

unanimous in their approval of the backup and verification 

features sevl~ral stenotypists rated it as useless.'-
I 

The greatest number of criticisms and sug~estions for 

improvements were in the area of training. Although most judges 

agreed that the voice writers were well trained in the actual 

technique of voice writing, there were three areas where it was 

felt additiona.ltraining should have been provided: 

. - . 

technica'f:p\~blems related tOethe equipment 

knowledge 6fjudicial environments and pro

ceedings 
" 

actual in-court practtce. 

The overaJI ass~ssment of the voice writing technique by 

thQse who worked wi th it was strongly favorable. The Qual i ty' of 

the transcripts provided was at least as good as stenotype 

transcripts. Most judges indicated that if they had an,oppor

tunity to employ a vo,Jce writer ill the future. they would be 

inclined to do so. The results of this field evaluation are 

encouraging, and indicate that this new technique of recording 

judicial proceedings is a viable .alternative to those methods 

currently being used. 
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Conclusions and Recommendatians 

Based on a six month evaluation of multi-track vaice 

writing, it is cancluded that: 

MUlti-track vaice writing is a practical 

caurt reparting technique. 

The graduates of this voice writing training 

program attained better caurt reparting 

examination scares than most graduates of 

stenotype schools. 

After a few months of experi ence in courts ~,! 

voice writers are comparable in ability to : 

experienced stenotype caurt reporters. 

Voice writers can be trained in less than 

six months compared with a minimum of 

24 months for stenotypists. 

The transcripts produced by voice writers 

are equivalent to, or better than, tran

scripts prepared by experienced stenotype 

court reporters. 

• Voice writing permits the court to. control 
, \ 

, 

more easily thepfficial' record and produc-

tion of transcripts. 

Voice writing provides the court with the 
''-

alternative of two types of official record 

of proceedi ngs: . au~i 0 record Dr transcri pt. 

• Voice writers should be equipped with reli

ab 1 e and port\~b 1 ~ tape recordi n9 sys terns. 
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Based on an evaluation of this particular voice 

writer training program, it is concluded that: 

Performance 

Voice writers can be trained within six 

months to become competent court reporters. 

Trainees achieved high levels of proficiency 

on several state and Federal reporter examina

tions. 

Trainees received strongly favorable comments 

from judgps who observed voice writer 

reporting in the courtroom. 

• The recording eqyipment selected met equip-
;;/ 

ment standards, but additional evaluation 

and testing of other audio equipment should 

be done. 

Curriculum [r 

Trainees should complete a minimum of twelve 
~ 

weeks of classroom instruction.;;"''-", 
/ """" 

1/ "'., 
• Tra i nees shoul d be requi red (it6 pract; ce '''\~\> 

under actual courtroom conditions' for a" J 

minimum of four weeks. 

• Trainees should be instructed by persons who 

have experience in recording courtroom pro'-
,"-V,,) 

~eeding!S and \'1ho have been certificated by 
\\ 
~1~. Gimelli to teach the voice-writing tech-

n;~ue. II ,:, 0 

QUa\fied applicants fo!' • voice writer train-
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ing program should possess strong language 

skills. 

Compared with stenotype or shorthand court reporting 

. the mul ti-track voice writer ,technique provides: 

• Greater availability of reporter's t~me in the 

courtroom 

Fewer steps in transcript preparation 

• Availabi1Jty of independent verification of 
'./ 

the reporter's recorci 

• Court control of the transcri pt process (cos ts, 

quality, and time) 

Potentially lower manpower and transeription 

costs 

Greater frequency of equipment problems caused 

by electronic malfunctions. 

Presently, many statutes and court policies do 

not permit courts to take advantage of the voice writing 

technique. Competence in reporting should be determined 

by the final product, the official record. not the tech

ni ques used to.crecord proceed; ngs . 
, 0"..;\ 

Statutes andccourt" rules should be altered: 

To change qualification exams from certified 

shorthand reporter examinations to· certified 

court reporter examinations 
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To permit any competent reporter, regardless' 

of report; n9 techni que, to, become an offi ci a 1 

court reporter 

To raise required proficiency levels of court 

reporters. 

() 

[The following material submitted" by Mr. Gimelli 
contains excerpts from volume I of a "Report on Preser
vation of Testimony in Proceedings in the District Court' 
of Massachusetts ," Novemb~r 30, 1973, ~nd is pre';faced by a 
letter from Chief Justice Franklin N. FlaschnerQ 

pistrici ([o:uds of ~:!Hass"l:!ptsdi5 
COU~lT HOUSE 

~'EST NE'W;CN • .r-::'SSACHUSETTS 02165 
D 

In April, 1972, I appointed a committee of judges and clerks 
to examine the feasibility of several alternate sys\f~ms to pre-' 
serve testimony in District Court proceedings. The"·bbjective 
was the development of a comprehensive p~an for an integrated, 
uniform system, applicable to all 72 DiSf' r'i'ct qourts under my 
jurisdiction. The committee has made an exbau~):i-ve;-.ind exceed
il~gly competent investigation. Its work, ha~' eriable.~f'me to make 
this report to the Supreme Judicial Cour~ of the Commonwealth. 
It is my hope that the District Courts will very shortly be 
equipped for the routine recording and reproduction of t~stimony 
in all proceedings, civil, criminal and juvenile. ,,:' 

This is Volume I of two volumes. Volume II contains the 
committee's report to me and certain appendices attached to it. 
Frequent reference is made to it in Volume I. Because of the 
buL1~ of the materials contained in Volume II, howe'"er, it 
has not been printed for general,distribution. Its contents 
are listed in detail under -"c" in the Supplementary Documents at 
the end of this volume. Particular items, so listed will 'be made 
available on specific request to the Administrative Office of 
the District Courts, ,at the address above. 

'~ special word of thanks is due the Committee on Criminal 
Justj,ce, __ which is the Law Enforcement Ass;i.s'tance Administration 

" state J?lanning agency in the Corn,rnonwe~lth. Its epcouragement 
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and ~ooperation in funding the sta'ff~omponent of this ,""iroJ' t 
and ~ ts continued a . t . ,,' l:' ec 
of the) . ss~~ ance ~n the preliminarY''"implementation 

recornm~ndat~ons a:e gratefully acknowledged on behalf 
~f ~l~ those.~~teres~ed~n maintaining the highest standards of 
Jud~c~al adm~n~strat~on' in the District Courts of th" C 
wealth. e ornmon-

r;3-~/l~ 
November 30, 1973 

Franklin N. Flaschner 
Chief Justice . 
District Courts of Massachusetts 

'-... 
* How much woui'd it :st to staff the Distri~t~,G9~:tts ~rth 

s~gnograp?ers if they were avail~le? 
, c 

-To examine ~hese and other questions, the committee was 

aide¢! greatly by le~~ing membe.f:~ of the National Shorthand Re-

port~rs Association and the Massachusetts Shorthand Reporters' 
G 

Association, who generously offered their time and assistance, 

and also by the National Center for State 
C~u:t~ which has been 

dcing research .in this'area. A good deal of enlightening literature 

was 'also i~viewed. Local stenography schools were co'nsulted, 

and the office of the Chief Justice of Superior Court was helpful 

in supplying information on the current use of stenographers in 

that court. 

The standard expected of stenographers is verbatim reporting, 

or reporting accurately what is said. A good statement of the 

rule appears in Section 2 (g) of thel.:':superior Court Req~lations 

Governing Court Reporte,rs, qated,May 14, 1973, at page 6. The 

rules read: 

.It is the duty of court reporters to take 
yerba'tim all that is said during every court 
proceeding, inclUding referenceuto all exhi'bits, 
and, when a transcript is ordered, to accurately ... 

'. 
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transcribe the notes verbatim without editing 
or correcting what was said. 6 

e 

The underscorings are as they appear in the rules. 

Yet there is some question as to whether all stenographers 

view strict verbatim reportin.ji'~s ~,\:leir proper role. 'l'here is 

a school of thought among stenographers that, because of the 

Isometimes sloppy, grammatically incorrect and inadvertently in

I:::omplete way in which many if not most persons spli!ak, the steno

~~rapher I s role is to "clean up" tge spoken words to the extent 

~=easonably possible, without" of cOllrse, chang~g the meaning of 
~ (I 

.. ,hat "las said. A good statement iI~ ,this regarQ is found in 

Climelli, Court Reporter Functions, Qualifications and Work Standards, 

prepared in November, 1972 ~or the Administrative Office of the 

United states Courts and the Fed,era;t JUdicial Center. Mr. Gimelli 

points out that, "As applied in the fieid of shorthand reporting, 

the term 'verbatim transcript I means.the recording of the spoken 

word in a form which faithfully reflects that which has been 

spoken." 

Going on, he says: 
II 

What is adequate for the judge and counsel 
in order to comprehend what is said in the 
course of a trial is not adequate for the 
court reporter if'he is to make an accurate 
verbatim transcript o~ the proceedings. • • • 
An important function'of the reporter, then, 
is tp exercise judgment-:i~ clarifying the 
speaker's intent and me~~ing, frequently dis
regarding his literal manner of speaking;.·' 

Ii " In examining the accuracy of stenographers I transcripts, 

the committee used as its standard contemporaneously made audio 

recordings. 
;''';;:; 

In two tests u~.~ng stenographers supplied by the. 
~.:), 

6This provision did not appear in earlier Superior Court rules. 
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Ma~lsachust;!tts Shorthand Reporters Association, 224 and 85 errors 

reslpectively were found in 49 pages of reporting'. In third 

and fourth tesisutilizing a freelance shorthand reporter (a 

shorthand school graduate), 619 errors were foun\l in 51' pages, 
. JJ 

and 422 errors in 13 pages. Errors included. wrong words and 

r:;issing words. CAppo H, 7-8, 29). 
I~ 

The appearance of mist~kes in the record is a product of ,>;:-
at least two factors; xirst, the 5~ill and training of the re

porter1 and second, the very introduction into the reporting process 

ofa human agency. Skill and training vary among reporters. 

This is the reason a certification process must be established, 

as has been done in Superior Court, to insure that only the 

best stenographers are permitted to report courtroom proceedings. 

But introduction of.a human being carries with it th~ likelihood 

of error, p,articularly if the reporter is fatigued, ill or other-

wise not working at an optimum level,. It is simply a product, of 

the human condition. A third co:ntriblltin~, factor is the tendency 
. " 

of some reporters, noted above, to "clean up" speech and. present 

a more readable transcript. 

THERE ARE A}J INSUFFICIENT NUMBER OF STENOGRAPHERS AVAILABLE 

TO PRESERVE TESTIMONY ROUTINELY IN THE DISTRICT COURTS. 

The scarcity of stenographers whic~~~he Supreme Judicial Court 

recognized in its release of July 14, 1972. is legend, not only 

here but throughout the nation. and seems a product Of several 

factors. (Comm. Rpt., 35). 
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First, stenographer training is rigorous. It normally -Cakes 

'd Man" persons who begin their place over a two year.perl.o • ~ 

training n~ver 'complete it •. 

Second, a competen'c stenographer must ha'lre good language 

requl.' res a sound educational ba6kground. abilities, which normally 

Not all applicants meet this test. 

Third, not all trainees can achieve the necessary speed for 

courtroom reporting. In Massachusetts prospectiv~ court steno

graphers must achieve the f.ollowing proficiency levels: 

,. 

1. Q & A (readback only): 200 w.p.m. for 5 minutes 
2. Medical.Q & A: l75w.p.m. for 5 minutes 
3. 4-voics'testimony: 200 w.p.m. for 5 minutes 
4. clo~ing argument: 170 w.p.m. for 5 minutes 
5" Jury charge: 180 w.p.m. for 5 minutes 

The pass-fail' rate among applicants for the position of 

official superior Court stenugrapher isi~structive on the a,yai.la-" 

bility o.f courtroom stenographers. Of 32 applicants who began the 

8 Superior Court examination in June, 1973, only three--10%--passed,. 

So nobvithstanding proper education, training and experience, the 
c :, 

n~ber of qualified courtroom stenographers remains small. 

There is one other critical factor which must be considered 

in assessing the availabil~,tY of stenographers. That is q, recog-

niti'on that courtroom stenography is not necessarily _~~e ultimate 
,. ,:.--, ,!d . .l ,~; 

.!' .·~·r 

professional recognition .,towarCl.s ~hich all sbenograph:.rs" stf~ve. 

It is generally ackno\vledged that a stenographer may ea,rn more c 

free-lancing than working in court, and so the court option is 

not necessarily the most attractive, particularl.y among ths~5?le 

80f the three, however, only one was a stenographer. The other 
two were voice r.eporters. 
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skillful, stenographers who could qualify for court work. 
\\ 

VUH;:S REPORTING. 
'\ 

In January, 1973, ~hen the committee was\\ 

substantially along in its work, it, learned of a new reporting 

system known as voice reporting or voice writing.· The system is 

akin to stenography, })ut·involves the in-court use of both a 

live reporter and ,an audio recorder. In this system, a reporter 

utilizes a two-channel audio recorder as his' medium of "taking 
(\ 

notes." By way of c;·small, hand-held., microphone the reporter 

repeats softly onto one track of 'the reco.rder all of the testimony 

immediately as it is presented in cou~t, while the other track 

records the actual testimony "live" by W?!y o£.microphones in 

t!(e cour~,room. The reporter 9an then typ~' a transcript from 

the "di~€if;Kion~ .. ~')n J:he first track, using the second track as 
~-~ 'f,.;~:\ 

a back-up system if necessary, or have someone else type the 

transcript for him. 

The originator of this novel system,lO Mr. Joseph Gimelli, 

/;, 
Chief, Official Reporters to Committees, United States House of 

RepresentatiVes, v.isited Boston to demonstrate the technique and 
',,) 

met ~ith the c6~ttee. ·,While a handful of persons had been trained "

in the use of th~ tech~iqu~ by Mr. Girnelli, substantial training 

of persons was then only being discussed between Mr. Gimelli 
-

and the National Center for S/:.~te Courts, which had exhibited 

some/i,nterest in funding a project to train, ,a limited number of 

10The voice reporter system bears~some resemblance to the steno
mask system, sold by Talk, Ir.1::.,:of Westbury, N.Y. anC! u,sed mainly in 
military courts. In the latter system the reporter repeats the 
testimony into a microphone encased in an insulated mask. Aside 

II 

" 

from certain di~advant:agesin using the mask, tile main difference 
in the systems is.the .e:x:istence .is:n the voi~'.:l reporting system of the 
back-up track on whi~h is;ecorded live the actual courtroom proceedings. 
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voice 'reporters in order to deterl'(line whether thee technique , 

offered a possible so~~tionto the natio~wide shortage of quali-

fied court, reporters. When the National Center project became a 

reaiity, Massachusetts' interest in the technique was recognized 

and the committee was permitted to send several trainees to 

Washington, D.C. for a three-month training program. Mr. Gimelli 

visited the Boston arS!a again and administered aOtest. to appli-

cants at the District Court of Newton: Of 11 applicants, five 

were accepted and attended tbe WaElhington, D.C. training program, 

three from the District Courts and two from Superior Court. 

upon their return from Washington, D.C. the District COUrt 

trainees were evaluated by the committee by assigni~g them to 

report testimony in a large number of District Courts. The 

reporters were interviewed perioalt:ally and their transcript~:;, 

compared/~for accuracy with audio recordings and stenogr;:tphic 
() , 

transcripts .11 \ 

The co~~ittee wished to resQlve the following issues: 

* How much time and what kind of training is ,necessary to 

produce competent voiq,e reporters? 
~. 

* How accurate are their transcripts? 

* What advantages, if any, does voice reporting offer over 

stenography and audio reco:rding? 

* 
~ 

How do the judges react to ~he voice reporters? 

* If the system works. how much does it cost? 

11 
A complete and fully documented evaluation of voice reporting 

may be found in Multi-Track Voice Writing: An Evaluation of A 
Ne\.~!: Court Reportinq Techniaue, National center for State Courts 
(O~!tober, 1973). 
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IT APPEARS THAT VOICE REPORTERS cAN BE TRAINED IN VERY 

LITTLE TIME. 

The committee sen,t three persons to Washington, D.C. to . 

participate in the three-month voice reporter training program. 

Their backgrounds are set forth at pages 4-6 of "H" in the 
I', \) 

appendix. 

One was a qualified secretary and administrative,a~Jlsistant 

District Court; a Elecond was a junior college graduate, familiar 

generaily with court proceedings;, and a third had two years of 

col.J.ege and was unfamiliar with court proceedings. The quali

fications specified as skills or attributes an applicant should 

possess for the training program were broad vocabulary, good 

understanding of grammar and punctuation, spelling, clarity of 

expr'ession~:.typing, enunciation, maturity al'ld intere'st in court 

reporting. Each ap~licant was interviewed carefully by Mr. 

Gimelli and the National Center. 

The trail~ees were taught th~ voice reporting method" and 

built up their skill and speed. The subjects on which trainees 

received instruction included dictation techniques, typing" 

transcription from the stud~nt's own dictation as well as that of 

other students, transcript format and var·ious transcription forms, 

legal and medical terminology as well as language peculiar to 

courtroom use, use of equ;pment, t" th ... pr,ac ~ce me ods, keeping a log 
o 

of CQurt proceedings, punctuation and sentence co~struction and 

attendance in court and discussions with working reporters. When 

the trainees. returned to Massachusetts they were for three months 

assigned to sit in a variety of Dis,trict Courts, in different 

kinqs of sessions. The, committee felt they could have benefited 

,from more training in court procedure, b t th' 1 u ey earned qUickly 
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. through on-the-job axperience those thinczs necessary 'to"" their work. 

While still in Washington, D.C. each of the pistrict Court 

voice reporters took and passed the New York and New Jersey 

qualifying examinations for courtroom, reporters. as well as a 

test given by Mr. Gimelli. On June 16, 1973, six voice reporters. 

including three District Court trainees, took the Massachusetts 

examination for certification as 'a Stlperior Court stenographer. 

Of the 32 applicants!or the examination, two voice reporters and 

one stenographer passed. The committee is informed also that the 

four voice reporters who did not pass finished within the top 

seven taking the examination. 

It seems plain that voice reporters can be competently 

trained in a V'2J:';f short period. (Comm. Rpt.,· 36) • It remains 

to be seen. however. whether sufficient numbers of qualified 

applicants will come for·th for such training, and what their 

qualifications will have to be. 

TRANSCRIPTS PRODUCED BY COMPETENT VOICE REPORTERS CAN BE 

EXPECTED TO BE AS ACCURATE OR MORE SO THAN THOSE PREPARED BY 

CO~WETENT STENOGRAPHERS. 

In comparing three transcripts made by the District Court 

voice repo~ters with transcripts made in the same~cases by steno

graphers, two contained fewer errors than the stenographers and 

one contained more. It thus seems that the transcripts can be 

" as accurate or even more so than stenographers '" transcripts. (Comm. 

Rpt., 36). In a fourth test. comprising l3·J.jMtges of transcril?t, 

15 errors were found in the voice reporter's transcript, compared 

to 422 in the stenographer's.' 

~" 

----------------------------------~--------------------------------------~-----=.--.~ .- ---
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,:, 

In the final analysis, of course, the accuracy of any 

transcript will depend for the most part on the competence 

of the reporter. :o'!'heonly point to be made is that the voice 

reporting method is at least as good and perhaps a bett~r tech-

nique compared to traditional pen or pencil stenography or steno-

typing. 

Voice reporting does offer one notable advantage to steno-

graphic reporting, however, and that is the existence of the 

direc,tly-recorded courtroom recording on one track of the tape. 

This permits in most cases correction of any errors which the 

voice reporter makes in his simultaneous "dictation." In one 
':" 

test conducted by the committee, a voice reporter was permitted 

to Use only the "dictated" track of the tape in transcribing. 

165 errors were found. When the reporter was allowed to Use at 

her discretion track two as well, the errors were reduced to 30. 

So the live "back up" track i~ of distinct,advantage, although. 

it is~ only a single track recording and thul. itself SUffers from 

the limitations of ~ll single' track recordij~gs (see ,p~age 16). 

VOICE REPORTING HOLDS THE PROHISE OF FAST TRANSCRIPT PREPARATION. 

One reason '''hy it has often been the practice for a co~rt 
\) 

stenographer to dictate his notes into a.tape recorder and then 

give the tape to a typist. i~ because there are few .typists who 

can accurately read the stenographer's notes directly. This is 

because they axe not familiar with the stenograph or stenotype 

techniquE: in general" and,with each reporter's distinctive style 

in pa;;ticular. It was believed that voice reporting would remove 

the necessitY",for re-dictating notes into a tape recorder, since 

, i 
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the voice reporter would already have "dictated" the testimony 

onto one track of the recorder. The savings in time such a' 

procedure would bring are obvious. It would eliminate completely 

the need to re-dictate entire transcriEts. 

The committee's results in this 'regard are guardedly opti-

mistic, but not conclusive. It required that portions of voice 

reporters' tapes be transcribed by an independent clerical typist. 

In one case the typist had p1;actically no problems typing directly 

from the reporter's dictation. In two other cases, however, the 

typist found it difficult to understand ever~~thing the reporter 
// 

had dictated. The typist noted, however, that if she had been 

more familiar with the voices of the reporters the problems 

would have been overcbme •. Whether this means that as a rule 

typists for voice.reporters must be familiar with the particular 

reporter's voice, thereby adding a d,egree' of inflexibility to 

the arrangement, or that voice reporters will simply have to make 

their dictation clearer, is not yet known. 

, THE VOICE REPORTER CAN BE COMPARED TO THE STENOGRAPHER IN 

TERr-lS OF HIS ROLE IN THE COURTROOM. HE IS NO MORE OBTRUSIVE IN 

COURTROOM PROCEEDINGS THAN THE STENOGRAPHER. 

While the microphones in the courtroom quickly distinguish 

the voice repqrter from the stenographer, each plays. e§sentially 

the same ,function in the courtroom. The voice reporter is as 
;~ 

unobtrusive ,as the traditional stenogra~~er, and generall.y sits 

at the same place and plays the same role. The reactions of 

judges anq clerks expol:;ed to the ~ystEim were quite positive 

(see pages 19,-23' of "H" in the appendix). The only noticeable 
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diffe,:c:ence is in courb:oom c;readback. There, the stenographer 

can perform more efficiehtly. It takes i;;he voice reporter a bit 

longer to locate the desired portion of the tape, and after 

"reading it," back relocate his own" place on the tape. 
I ~ 

During the yo~ce reporter eh~eriments the reporters isolated 

a number of specific problems that arose as a result of their 

reporting in many District Courts. These are" listed. at pages 

15-18 of "Htl in the a.ppendix., For the most part the problems 

were the result of proceedings that were not sufficiently orderly 

"to="'~.t'reservation of testimony. This, nas, been mentioned earlier at 

pages 27 and 51 in regard to the other systems examined. For 

voice reporting, as with audio or video recording or stenography, 

courtroom discipline is a necessary prerequisite to an adequate 

record. 

Senator DOL~. I might note for the record that I think the young 
lady who" is reporting this hearing today is using your method. 

Mr. GIMELLI. My method, right. ' 
'Senator DOLE. I assume it. will be accurately transcribed. 
Mr. GlMELLI.There is no question about it, Senator Dole. 
Senator DOLE. Either that or somebody is going to be out of 

work. 
Mr. Peppey? 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. PEPPEY, PAST Pl?,~SIDENT, NA-
'\ TIONAL SHORTHAND REPORTERS ASSOCIATION, MILWAUKEE, 

,.WIS. 
IMr. PEPPEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize and 

expand on a few rema:r:ks in my prepared statement. My name is 
Richard Peppey. I am'-"past president of the National Shorthand 
Reporters Association. I am also an official rep"orter with the U.S. 
District'Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin. 

The National Shorthand Reporters Association, founded in 1899, 
today represents more than 18,500 official and freelance court re
porters in the United States. Some of the objectives of the associ
ation are to foster a scientific spirit in the profession, to secure the 
maintenance pI' a proper standard of efficiency and compensation, 
to enlighten lthe public as to the importance and value of the 
services performed by the competent shorthand reporter, and to 
promote ~n4 maintain proper l~ws relati~g to shorthand reporting. 

RecognlZing the need for ,unIform natIOnal standards' of compe
tency, and because many NSRA members desired improved profes
sional certification, the association established the registered pro

<;e;,;;, fessional reporter program in 1975. There are now more than 
10,000 RPR's who have been certified. Retention of the RPRcertifi· 
cation requires participation in a contiriuing education program. 
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NSRA has done, and is continuing to do, a tremendous amount 
of research into this subcommittee's area of concern. Technology 
has been the continuing priority of NSRA for the past half decade 
and will so continue into the foreseeable future. 

In an effort to contribute to their expertise, NSRA has become 
an active participant in the efforts of a number of national political 
organizations. Details of our activities are included in our written 
statement. ;, 

Therefore, we appear today not only as a representative of court 
and freelance reporters throughout the country, but also as an 
organization committed to the efficient and objective administra-
tion of justice in our courts. . ., 

Electronic recording, in lieu of tt..live reporter, has been used in 
limited applications for many years. Th~! early exper~ments met 
with little success as the technology, as today, was and IS not equal 
to the task. The proponents of electroni9. recording have worked on 
the technology to the point where capturing the sound is not 
nearly the problem it once was. 

The problem area remains in the production of written tran
scripts from those tapes. That is where reporters have worked to 
adopt technology, in the. area where the real problem exists. . 

This association does not ignore the existence of electronIC re
cording and has had, since 1979, a publicly stated audio policy 
which recognizes that those charged with the responsibility of pro
viding court reporting services may at times consider the limited 
use of audio recording. 

The goal of court reporting, as stated earlier, is the protection of 
the pUblic. I take a sworn oath as an official court reporter to walk 
into that courtroom and take a record of the proceedings exactly as 
they occur. Although I work for a judge, although I take orders~t 
times from the court administrator, although the attorneys wIll 
make specific demands of me, and although the appellate court has 
certam rules that it requires 'Ine to follow, I am there first and 
foremost for the protection of the public. 

What is a successful system of court reporting? It is one that 
takes the record accurately and produces high quality written tran
scripts of that record efficiently and at a reasonable cost. 

Over the years, I have witnessed many alternative propositions 
and technological advances. As a member of the judicial staff, I feel 
I have a moral obligation to the court and to the citizens to adopt 
the most effective means available to accomplish my charge. I have 
done so. Sometimes it is valuable to share the experiences with 
others who contemplate moderate or drastic changes in a system. 

I appear here as a sl,lorthand reporte~ with more than 25 ye:ars 
of experience, and, based on that.experlence, I urge you to reject 
any consideration of audio recording in lieu of a live reporter. 

The proponents of audio recording cannot merely advocate their 
system as an implementation of modern technology. They must C: 
convince you that their system is as accurate, as efficient, and less 
costly than the system that exists. They can make the statement, 
but Isubmit to you that the evidence proves otherwise. 

Those charged with the administration of court reporting serv
ices in .. the judicial system must be concerned with three standards: 
Quality, efficiency, and reasonable cost. In applying these stand-
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a.rds, based on the evidence available, one must reach the conclu
SIOn that the best, the most efficient, and most cost-effective 
method of preserving the record is by a shorthand reporter. 

S~nator, ~ see ~hat my caution li~ht has com~ o.n. I was going to 
go Into a .d~sc~sslOn of computer-aIded tranSCrIptIOn, which I per
sonally utIlIze ~n .my court. It is some~h~ng that ~he official report
ers have been I'etlCent to use _because It IS a relatIvely new technol
ogy .. It has become very popular among the freelancers who have a 
conSIstent ~olume, one that most official reporters do not have. 

. The: fact IS that b.ecause of the technology and the management 
technIques now avaIlable through the work of our a.ssociation and 
the .vendors that m~rket th.ese .products, it is becoming more popu
la~ ~n t?e cour~s. It IS certaInly something that allows the courts to 
~t~lIze. ItS use In terms of key word research, transcript retrieval 
lItIgatIOn support, and so on. ' 

I. would ~hink if the Administrative Office wants to do any ex
perImentatIOll, they: should do ~x~erimentation with modern tech
nolo~, computer aIded transcrIptIOn, and not go to electronic re
cordIng. 

Thank you very much, sir. 
[The prepared statement of lVIr. Peppey follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. PEPPEY 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

My name is Richard Peppey. I am a past president of the 

National Shorthand Reporters Association and a Fellow of the Board 

of the Academy of Professional Reporters. I am also an official 

reporter with the united States District Court for the Eastern 

District of Wisconsin. 
. r 

Seated with me are two membEi'~\s of the 

National Association staff -- Charles Hagee, Executive Director, 

and Jill Wilson, Director of Re8earch and ~echnology -- who will 
" , 

a~sis~mein answering any questions that membersbf the 

Subcommittee may have. 

First, I would like to give you a little~background on the 

National Shorthand Reporters Association.' Our organization has 

been in existence for 82, years, hay~'ng been founded in 1899. The 

idea of holding a stenographers' day at the Centennial Exposition 

held in Nashville, Tennessee, in the spring of 1897 was that of 

Buford Duke 'and other influential and capable shorthand writers in 

the South. It was from that first gathering that the intetest in 

forming NSRA ste~~ed and came to 'fruition in August 1899. Today 

we represent more 'than 18,500 officia,l and freelance court 

reporters throughout the united States. 

The objectives'of the Association are: To secure the 

benefits resulting from o~ganized effort; To promote professional 

" ethics; To foster a scientific spirit in the profession; To 

secure the maintenance of a proper standard of efficiency and 

compensation; To enlighten the public as to the importance and 

value of tne services performed by the competent shorthand 

reporter; To promote and maintain proper laws relating to 

shorthand reporting ; and, in general, To advance the interests of 

the shorthand reporting profession. 

Recognizing the 'need for uniform national standards of 

competency, and because many NSRA members desired improved . 

professional certification, the Assoc~ation established the t 

\\ 
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Registered Professional Reporter program[in 1975. There are now 

more than 10,000 RPR's who have been certl,ified. The comprehensive 
! 

examination, given twice a year, is under the supervision of the 

Board of the Academy of Professional Reporters. This examination 

consists of a written knowledge test covering areas such as 

grammar, spelling, punctuation, and medic1~1 and legal terminology, 

plus a three-part skills test at speeds etceeding 180 words per 
• 'I 

minute on l~ terary matter, jpry charge, a~rd two-voice testimony. 

Passin~this examination is not the 1nd of the RPR program. 

Every three years, each RPR must accumula~e a minimum of 30 
Ii 

continuing education credits through atteJdance at state and 

national seminars or by completing approved courses for credit. 

RPR's are recognized by court officials and law firms as 

outsta~ding, me'mbers of the profession from whom tq~X will receive 

dependable service and accurate verbatim reco~ds. 

As you can see from this brief introduction, we are dedicated 
, . ii 

to maintaining the highest possib'le standards for our profession. 

We feel this is essential if we are to insure that an accurate and 

objecbive record is kept of legal and legislative proceedings. 

After all, it ~~,upon this dual foundation that our federalist 
,~ '.' 

system of government rests and if this diminish'i!d in any way, we ..,., 
~';:::-, 

place in jeopardy a system of justice which dateeiyback to the 

Greek city-states. 

The necessity for having a live reporter ha~ been nowhere 

more eloquently expressed than by one of-,your own members last 
II 

June 12 and published in the Congressional Record of duly 12, 

1980. In his speech to the full Senate, Senator Robert Byrd 

st<:,ted, in part, that lithe RECORD is a vital instrument of the 

legis~ative process without which our work would be nearly 
__ ~'.:: II :J 

impossible., We rely on the RECORD for a complete account of the 

floor ",oiscussion we might have missed. Ano wilen we have completed 

our work" the RECORD preserves the legislative histories to which 

the courts, long into the future, will ref~r in determining the 

Congressional intent behind the laws which we have written ••• " I 
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have attached a copy of his entire statement of that day as one of 
I' 

our exhibits for youi consideration. 

In the course of this hearing, you will be receiving 

testimony concerning the pros and cons regarding the use of 

electronic recording to maintain the record, the arguments for and 

against reporters maintaining transcript fees, explanations on the 

effective utilization of computer-aided transcription, and other 

elements relating to the court reporting profession. NSRA has 

done and is continuing to do a tremendous amount of research into 

each of these areas of concern. We devote a large portion 

of our budget each year to technological research and the 

continuing education of our membership. Technology has been the 

continuing theme of NSRA for the past half decade and will 

continue 'so into the foreseeable future. 

As an example of our commitment to this goal, I have attached 

copies of our national magazine, NSR, which have been ded~cated to 

enlightening our membership on the advancements in technology. I 

might also point out that a representative of NSRA served as a 

participant in the computer-aided transcription study recently 

completed by the National Center for State Cou~ts and presently 
, \ 

Serves on the Executive Committee of the Coordinating Council\of 
" 

~ National Court Organizations. The Association contributed 

significantly to the Council's first major project,-a compendium 

of ongoing and recently completed research on court management, 

and will serve as a sponsor of the First National Symposium on 

Court Management to be held in San Diego, C~lifornia this 

September. We have also conducted a detailed study, at our own 
," 

expense, of the electr6rlic recording system in Alaska '(a copy of 

which is \pttached) and are in the process of completing a study of 

c6mputer-aided transcription systems and management strategies. 

Therefore, we appear today, not O~ly as a repre~3ntative 

and freelance" reporters tht~llghout the country, but also 
(~~ I) 

organization committed to the efficient and objective 

administration of j~stice in our courts. 
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Therefore, in light of the extensive testimony you will be 

receiving, I will focus my testimony on two specific areas: 

(1) Electronic record~ng being used in the courtroom ta~ 

replace the live reporter, and, 

(2) the technological growth and capabilities of 

Computer-Aided 'Transcription (CAT). 

ELECTRONIC RECORDING 

Electronic recording, in lieu of a live reporter, has been 

useq in limited applil:::ations for many years. ,The early 

experiments met with little success as the technology was not 

equal to the task. The proponents of electronic recording have 

worked on the technolc)gy to the point where capturing the sound "is/'~ 

not nearly the problem it once was. The problem area remains the~:/' 

production of written transcript from those tapes. That is where 

reporters have worked to adopt technology -- in the area where the 

real problem exists. 

This Association does not ignore the existence of electronic 

recording and has had; si~i979, a publicly stated Audio 

policy. It is as follows: 

That NSRA advocates the use of the shorthand 

reporter as being the most reliable and most efficient 

means of reporting the proceedings and transcribing the 

verbatim rel:::ord. 

NSRA rec:ognizes the use of audio recording for 

reference by the RPR. 

Although! NSRA advocates the use of the shorthartd 

reporter as being the most reliable and most efficient 

means\~f rep,or'tin\ the proceedings and transcribing the 

verbatim rec:ord, i t\ recognizes that those charged with 

the responsibility of ;providing court reporting 

services may at times consider the 1i~ited use ot audio 

recording. Whereas such use may be considered adequate 

by its Qroponents, it is the position of NSRA that 
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,very litigant is entitled to the maximum protection of 

his rights through the ~osf reliable and mosh efficiept 

means available. 

A major objective of the shorthand reporting 

profession, and the import of NSRA policy, is the 

protection of the public. Consideration of the me1;.~od 

used to report the proceedings and to transcribe the 

verbatim record should meet the objecti~es of due 

process,;) to not only adequately but comi?letely guarantee 

the protection of the public. 

It is, therefore, the position of NSRA that all 

reporting services should bep~ovided by and under the 
.. ~ '''-< .:~ .. >;.> 

direct control and suP~rvis).otk~-of the 'tri!tiried 
" I' ii ,-;f' 

Registered Professional Reporter for the;/ultimate 
1:1 

protection of the public •• 

Proponents of ER have also made the statement that 50 to 60 

percent of the court repor,ters today use audio to iil:lctate. This 
y! 

is a specious argument because there isa great distinction 

between an individual dictating directly l~to a cassette recorder 

for use by a transcriber. and utilization of' tap4 ~~}:ecqJding' ~i thout 
:f: 

I;; a stenographic record in, a busy and frequent'::lynoisy cBurt 
';:::;"./.=;::: )- "\ 

environment. I dictated for many -years befch:-e!,;r went to a 
, " 

notereader and then to domputer-aided tf:-ansc~.ciPti~~. And the. fact 

is that dictation for a transcriber is very clear'dictation,_ with 
'~.~. 

all spelling and punctuation provided.' To compare that to an open' 

microphone in a courtroom or hearing is hardly fair or accur~te.~ _"_~=~,~ 

Tl)e goalqof court reporting, as s~at'e'dearlier, is the 
\. " 

pro~~ction of th~ public. I take a sworn oath as an official 

court,-, reporter to walk' into that courtroom and take, a record of 

the progeedings eX<tctly as they occur. A1tho,ugh I work for a 
'J ,- 0, . 

judge, although t'take orders, at times, from ,the court 
- - ~ -~ 

, ~U~ .. 
administrator, a1tlYoug):l the attorqey~.w!l,l.=mp.~~E..sRe_ci£ic_~g~mal'lds_ 

... . c-.- "'::.;-'-'2-(;-,--_.-<-. ',' , . 0--::' ' .. -.- --

of me, and althoughtiiEf- appellate court has, ce~tain 17';101es that it,.,' 
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requires me to follow, I am there, first and foremost, for' the 

pro,tection of the public. 

And what is a successful system of court repo~ting? It is 

one that takes the record accurately and produces high-qmility 
'-' 

written transcript of that record, efficiently and at a reasonable 

cost. 

\ 
Whenever there i\~ a hearing regarding the implementation of 

<) \\~.-. 
electronic recording to replace th~ shorthand reporter, you can 

/ 

expect the reporter to beopresent in opposition to the electronic 

recording proponents and this appearance is immediately branded as 

"self interest." While there is an obvious economic 

self-interest, you should recognize that there is an ex~ertise and 

an obligation that exists within the rple of, the shorthand 
,-"--~'~"V"') 

_ reporter. Of all the actors wi thin the, judicial system, ti,,-~!i<~ is 

one and only one "lhose ;~i~~-;y-res1fonsibi1ity is to record the 

procee.dings and, if nece;~rr¥ "furnish a transcript for: the 
G ~ ~ 

,assistance of the court and counselor for appe11arte review. It 

is a heavy responsibility and a ciucia1 public service. 
1\ . .-"":y 

Over the years, I have witnessed many alternative 

propositions and technological advances. As a member of the 

judicial staff, I feel I have a moral ob1~gation to the court and 

to the citizens to adopt the most effective means available to 

accomplish my charge. 
il 

I have done so. And sometimes, d t is 
\';: \,'j 

valuable tocshare experiences with others who contemplate moderate 

or drastic changes in a system. 

I appear here as a shorthand reporter with more than 25 years 

"Of experience, and based on that experience, to urge you to reject 

any consideration of audio redbrding in lieu of a live reporter. 

I am sure you recognize that ll!9st witnesses testify in their own 
; 

~nterest -- that is to be expected. I maintain the proponents of 

"audio recording are here in se.,lf interest. They have as vested an 

economic ihterest in pl:A""osing their syst;,em as does the shorthand lS' ..... 
reporter who opposes them. ,Bl,lt se~tinga:side tnat interest, they 
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have .a substantial burden~ they cannot mer,ely advocate their 

system as an implementation of modern technolO,~~. They must 
_. \\ 

convince you that their system is as accurate, ~s efficient, and 

less costly than the system that exists. They can make the 

statement but I submit that the evidence proves otherwise. 

Those charged with the administration of court r:eporting 

services in the judicial Syst:~:~!t1~~tbe concerned __ .~~,th three 
.. ~.. ""'- -'-." 

standards: quality, efficienciy, and"reasonable cost. "o[n,_~pplying 

""'" ;. these standards, based on the evidence'availaple, one must reach 

the conclusion that the best, the most efficient and .ost 

cost-effective method of preserving the record is by a shorthand 

reporter. 

In a 1979 decision, Judge Robert Krupansky of the united 
:) 

States Dist;:r'ict Court for the Northern District of Ohio stated: 

In balancing the incalculable deficiencies 

inherent in the present state of the art of 

mechanical and/or electronic recordation~ its 
i' 

vulnerability to alteration or erasure, inadver

tant or otherwise~ its propensity to incite 

interminable confusion and controiversy against 

the claimed financial inability of the petitioner 

to take deposi~ions by establishgd trustworthy, 

reliable and accurate stenographic means, this court 

agre(:!s with the Committee on Rules of Practice and 

Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the unitec:'l 

States that a case has not ,been ~ade to permit. the 
c 

electronic recording of depostion. testimony as a (, 

matter of course and concludes that it will continue 

to insist that deposition testimony be recorded by 

stenographic means. 

.' In the"past, a method often employed by proponents of 

alternate systems is to attack the shorthand reporting profession 

as being responsible for the backlog of the courts becattseO of late 
c,: 

filing of, transcr ipts. Some suggest this .could be ",overcome by 
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d ' rd'ng However, in a recent using new technology -;: au 10 reco 1 • 

article by Dr. Thomas B. Marvell of the National Center for State 

Courts and published in the Appellate Court Administrative Review, 

the author stated: 

••• appellate court delay problems are the judges' 

responsibility. Judges are the prime 9ause of ex

cessive delay, and they have the authority and means 

to reduce it. The blame, all too often, is 

attributed to the court reporters •••• (p. 28) 

I do not know of an instance where any electronic recording 

device has been utili~ed to produce a transcript as quickly as a 

stenographic record.! can state with certainty that a typist 

required to transcribe from a recording made from an open 

microphone in a courtroom could never produce more efficiently 

than a shorthand reporter whether the reporter dictated, used a 
;:::::;./ . 

notereader or used computer-alded transcription. 

Another factor that, must be considered is the necessary 

equipment to makethe.system acceptably efficient. A recording 

deVcice is required fo~ each courtroom and good management requires 

some backup equipment in case of malfunction. But what of . 

in-chambers Proceedings? And what about transcribing devices? 

Virtually all proponents of electronic recording advocate 
;:":"; 

that a monitor be assigned to the courtroom to insure tnat the 

system is functionJ.ng and to keep a runl1ing "log" of speakers, 

exhibits~ and proceedings that will assist the ttanscriber. This 

person can not possiblY fulfill these monitor'ing responsibilities 

and pro'duce needed transcript. Therefore, additional "transcribers 

have to be en)ployeg. If you consider their salaries, equipment, 

fringe benefits, and other expenses attendant with an expanded 

staff, you are no longer cost-efficient. 

The proponeryts of audio recording insist that their equipment 

, 1 'd 1 Yet, it would allows emplOym~1; of a lower-sa arle emp oyee. 

seem to me that' >'any jurist, any attorpey, any admi~i'strator would 

want a compet~ntC, trainedj;Professional in sucf1 a position of 
b~i-;:; 
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responsibility. Add to that the additional cost of a new group of 

employees -- the transcribers' -- and the system fails both in 
~ 

terms of efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

The installatj,o., n of,caudio recording J.n courtrooms throughout . ' ;j5J 

the country has not, for the most part, replaced shor.thand 

reporters. Instead, changes in the law as a result of the Gault 

and Argersinger decisions required many courts~o become courts of 

record. In some cases, ther~ were not sufficient shorthand 

reporters to fill these positions and recording dev~ces were u.ed 

to fill the gap. Today" there is no shortage of skilled shorthand 

reporters. Indeed, in many areas, there is a surplus of reporters. 

For many ~ears, the National Shorthand Reporters As,ociation 

was unalterably opposed to any use of audio recording. Today, "it 

recognizes that there is an application for audio recording but it 

is a limited application and its use can best be utilized in 

coUrts of limited jurisdiction with low, if any, transcript 

volume. An audio record, with all its drawbacks, is better than 
\ 

n6 record at,all. 

In our quest to meet the standards of quality, effici~ncy and 

reasonable cost, we must not allow ourselves to lose sight of the 

primary .function of the shorthand reporter -- the protection "of 

the public. The entire judicial system is structured to protec~ 

the rights of the public and the shorthand reporter is ~.n integral 

part of that system. " Some proponents of audio recording suggest 

that their less-than-adequate system is adequate in certain court 

jurisdictions. We hold the rights of the litigant to be so basic, 

so inherent in our s§stem of justice, that there is no court. 

dispute s~~illall or unimportant that it does not deserve an 

accurate record. 

COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSCRIPTION 

Lest I give the impression that shorthand reporters are 

opposed to technological advancement, let me correct that 

impression. Reporters a're, in fact, proponents of technology but 
I' 

their effPFts have been directed towards technology that will add 
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to the capabilities of the system that has served the judiciary 

and the public so well for so many years. I speak of 

, computer-aided transcription, often referred to as CAT. 

CAT is a process that speeds the production of written 

transcript by using a specially programmed minicomputer to 

translate the'shorthand symbols into English at a rate of 

approxim~tely 400 pages per hour. The translated material can 

then be viewed on a cathode-ray tube and any spelling, }ranslation 

or punctuation errors can be corrected by using the computer's 

editing system, similar to a word processor. After editing, the 

transcript is printed out at a speed of approximately th~ee pages 

per minute. 

There is no question that CAT works. Initially, as with many 

developing technologies, there were many problems with CAT but, 
v 

these problems have been solved. Today there are more than 2500 

reporters in this cObntry using CAT to produce virtually all of 

their transcripts. By the end of this y~ar, more than 3000 

reporters nat,~onwide will be using ciT On a regular basis. 

CAT is not a,passive technology. Like most:clomplex office 

automation systems, it requires management to make it run most 

efficiently. But if properly managed, there is no question that 

it can produce transcript more quickly than any other method. In 

a, recently completed report by the National Center for State 

. Courts entitled Computer-Aided Transcr iption in the Courts, it was 

stated that a reporter dictating their. own notes requires an 

average of 5.89 hours to produce the transcript from on~ houris 

(~10rth of court proceedings. 
'j) 

Using CAT, a reporter cou~d prodl.\ce 

the same transcript in 2.66 hOUrs, a t~~e reduction of over 50% 

(1981, p. 34). 

There is no question that there has been some reticence on 

the part of some reJ?orters to utilize this, neW technology. In the 

past s'everal years, through the vehicles of m~gazine 'articles and 

continuing education seminars, NSRA has educated its members about 

this new technology and its advantages for the profession. Part 
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of,;their reticence may be due to. ,their' fear that 'adoption: of this 

new technology "wi11 not secure their position in the judicial 

system. I hasten to add that CAT technology can not be used if 

proceedings are recorded electronically. The computer requires 

the stenographic record; the technolo.gy that would allow 

computerized production of transcript ~rom an audio recording is 

many years in the future, if it is ~5>SlsiblE). at all. 

will CAT reduce costs from what ithey are today? I doubt it. 

The use of the computer is relatively: expensive. But it will 

allow you to stabilize your costs over a relatIvely long period of 

time. I signed a five~year coritract ~ith the vendor that I chose 

to use and I know, within a few dollars,"'wllat my costs for 

producing transcript are going to be five years from now and I 

know that I am using the most efficiEmt system of production 

available. 

I suggest that working within the system of reporting that 
(? . 

exists, improving the 'management, 'utilizing modern technology 

whenever appropriate, and seeking advice from reporter 

associations can improve the system so that you are confident that 

it is the most accurate, the. most efficient and the most cost 

effective ,possible. Thus, You wiLl. have met your fiscal 

responsibilities. But most important, you will have guaranteed 

each and every individual,6>f his or her constitutional right to 

-due p;rocessof law through efficient trial and effective review, 

all accomplished by the best method available -- the shorthand 

reporter. 
I" 

I once made a presentation in a court that had a motto ort the 

I' wall -- "We who labor here seek only the truth." I trust you will 
a 
~------agreewrth 'metha~tneult:imate consider,~t;i-on--o-f-any. system is the 

protection of the public. I trust you ~li.-llagreethat such a 

·system must operate 'under the tenets/of quality, efficiency and 

reasonable cost. Each of you'wholabor here seek the truth. 
,~'. 

And 

I tiust that after reviewing all the facts, you will agree that 
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the system that best qualifies is the system already available to 

- you, the system that will provide you with a record of th~~e 

proceedings today -- the shorthand reporter. 

In conclusion, we wish to thank the CJlairman for permitting 

me to appear on behalf of the National Short~and Reporters 

Association and to present this statement. I am available to 

answer any qu~stions you may have or to provide any other material 

which you might wish. Thank you very much. 

Senator DOLE. I noted in your statement that you think it works: 
lVIr. PEPPEY. Sir, I know it works. I have it in my office. I have 

had it for 5 years. 
Senator DOLE. Let me ask a few questions. As I said to the last 

panel, we are not going to burden you with, written questions 
unless we find some need to. 

Mr. Dagdigian, you were here when the GAO statement was read 
and I am sure jOU are aware of the report. There have been a 
number of abuses and violations at least outlined, including use of 
freelance substitute reporters to report Federal court, proceedings 
while the official reporter engages in freelancing reporting outside 
the Federal courts or operates his or her own transcription busi
ness. 

Other alleged abuses include requiring litigants to pay for daily 
or expedited copy in order to receive a transcript within the 30-day 
period mandated by the Judicial Conference, assessing minimum 
charfH~s for transcripts, charging for daily transcripts requested 
afte1'-the trial has ended and when daily copy has not in fact been 
delivered, charging the litigants for the copy which is supposed to 
be delivered to the judge free of charge, charging for delivery, or 
padding the transcript with blank spaces. 

I guess these ar? at least indications in the GAO report of these 
violations, abuses, or however they may be designated. Are you 
personally aware of any instances in which official reporters have 
been responsible for any such conduct? 

Mr. DAGDIGIA.N. You covered the waterfront, Senator. May I 
defer to Mr. Blumberg who has followed this in the overall more so 
than I? 

Mr. BLUMBERG. Senator Dole, I am aware, having done a little 
survey for the Administrative Office within the past year, that 
some reporters have, in fact, charged more for daily copy and 
twice-a-day delivery than the charges, authorized by the Judicial 
Conference. However, in those instances where I found that the, 
reporters did ma:ke those kinds of charges, they did it. with the 
permission of th~ chief .judge and the liais.on judge of the district 
involved. I do not say that that, therefore, made it proper, but they 
did it With the authorization of the judges. 

In response to a questi,on you asked earlier, sir$ did someone 
think that unrealistic transcript rates were a reason for the prob.
lems, I WQuld say, sir, that in connection with daily transcript rates 
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and twice-a-day delivery transcript rates, the rates are unrealistic 
in various districts.· 

We have taken the position many times with the Administrative 
Office and the Subcommittee on Supporting Personnel that the act 
says the district courts shall set the rates in accordance with the 
local prevailing economic conditions, and they are the ones who 
best know what those rates should be. . 

We do not condone any overcharging or improper use of substI
tutes because every time that happens, we get a bad name. 
Se~ator DOLE. What happens if you do find it? Have you ev~r 

proceeded against anyone? Do you have any ethical standards In 
your association? . .. 

Mr. BLUMBERG. We have an ethIcs cominittee. However, what I 
have personally said to the courts ~ho h.ave come. to me is, "If ~he 
reporter makes improper charges, fIre hIm. :rhat IS your exclUSIve 
right and power. We do not want that kInd of person on the 
payroll." 

Senator DOLE. Have there been cases where they hav~ been 
fired? 
. Mr. BLUMBERG. There have been some, but mostly they have not 

been fired. 
Senator DOLE. Nothing happened? 
Mr. BLUMBERG. Nothing happened. However, in our written pres

entation, we say that the chief reporter concept, a reporter who 
knows what is going on in the court who will serve un~er the 
direction of the chief judge of the district court, c~n. polIce the 
situation in any district court better than any admInIstrator far 
removed from the scene. We make recommendations and give you 
specific regulations and rules for a chief reporter concept. 

Senator DOLE. That is in the written statement? 
Mr. BLUMBERG. Yes, sir, it is. 
Senator DOLE. I do not know who best might answer this, but, 

Mr. Dagdigian, why do a substantial numper of official reporters 
use audio equipment as a backup if the stenotype reporters are 
indeed qualified? Why do they require such backup? 

Mr. DAGDIGIAN. Senator, I think as Mr. Peppey stated, NSRA 
has adopted a policy regarding it; It is really a protection that the 
court report~f have that. . . 

Some of u:~ may remember a case many years ago InvolVing 
Catol C~ess~~Jln i~l Califo:nia where the then pen shorthand re
porter dIed sometime dUring the process of the appellate proce
dures. There was a difficult time reconstructing a record. 

I do not think the problem is as, great today vyit~ stenotypy as 
far as working from someone else s notes, but It IS a matter of 
record verification and protection of the record. . 

Senator DOLE. Mr. Gimelli, you have described your method m 
some detail. What is the difference in time? Compare the time 
required to train a stenotype reporter and the time required to 
train a reP9_rter in the Gimelli method.. . . ';; . 

Mr. GIMELLI. It is considerable", AssumIng fIrst that the applIcant 
to study stenotype has the native aptitude to do it-that is the 
key-it is a minimum of 2 years and perhaps longer. There ~re too 
many other restrictions. For example, a person over a certam age, 
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while they can learn the stenotype machine, will never achieve the 
degree of ~kill r~quired to become a reporter. . 

As B: VOIce wrIter,,, one can test for thla requisites which are really 
more Important for reporting. That i~ the ability to comprehend 
and !>ackground In la1:1~uage as well ~s typing skills. Assuming a 
perso, .has t~ose r~q~Isites to start Wli;h, he can become a compe
tent VOIce Writer WIthIn 6 months. Somle have done it in much less. 

. Senator. DOLE. Judge, you have indic:ated that you have had no 
dIfficulty In your area. Maybe that is all area we should look to for 
some guidance in how we can better supervise other areas. 

Are the official court reporters in your district freely assigned to 
report the proceedings in magistrates' courts? 

Judge GRIESA. That is a subject that is in transition because the 
magistrates' jurisdiction has just been expanded. 
. I.referred In my statement to the use of nonofficial reporters to a 

lImIted e~t~nt who were hired by the r~~porters. Let me say at the 
o.utset thIS IS n<?t done ~o allow t~e official reporters to spend their 
tIme on transcrIpts. It IS a neceSSIty for many reasons in our court, 

However, right now, I believe in this period of transition these 
nonoff!cial reporters, who are hired by the official reportersio 
come In on that basis which I described, provide the main servIce 
in the m~gi~tr~~es' court where reporters are needed. It is a kind of 
experirnEmtal thing. It is in transition. I do not know what the final 
answer is on that.: 
· Senator DOLE. Are the contract reporters used in the souihikrn 
di~trict supplie~ at additional Government expense, or are they 
paId by the offiCIal reporters? , ,( :" 
· J:udge G~IESA. Tl,1ey are paid 'solely by the official reporters. As I 
IndlC~ted In ?1;r statement, from a : practical standpoint it works 
:ve!l because It IS a very good way to ~est out the rer.~i)rters. I think 
It IS one reason why we have a g09d staff of official reporters. 
These people are observed ahd tested 1:'01: a long time. 

Senator DOLE. They sort of come into the system. 
Judge GRIESA. That is right. It is an intermediate step so to 

speak. . 7 

Senator DOLE. What about court facilities in the southern dis
trict? . Are they being used by official court reporters or their sup
port personnel for the purpose of conducting outside freelance re
porting services? . 

Judge GRIESA. No, sir. 
Senator DOLE. You do not permit that or you just do not have 

that problem? . 
Judge GRIESA. This is Mr. Hillman, who is our chief reporter. I 

may have made a 111istake. 
· 1\11'. HILLM~~. The nonofficial reporters who are on our staff do 

Iilostfy depOSItIOn work. ,~o the extent that they are on our staff 
a.nd In our offices, they are using our facilities when taking deposi
tIons. 

Mr. VELDE. You said nonofficial? I did not hear you. 
. Mr. ~ILLMAN. Yes, sir .. ~he nonofficial reporters, that group of 

SIX to eIght people we utilIze as freelance reporters do deposition 
wor~ in addition to being sent into court when need~d, and also to 
magIsIJrates when 'needed. iI . 

Senator DOLE. What abortt the official reporters? 
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Mr. HILLMAN. The official reporters are in court on a 99.9-per
cent basis. 

Senator DOLE. They do very little outside work then? 
Mr. HILLMAN. The officials do one-tenth of 1 percent on rare 

occasions. 
Senator DOLE. How many reporters are you talking about? What 

is your total number of official court reporters? 
Mr. HILLMAN. Thirty-one. 
Senator DOLE. You are a busy district and are occupied about 100 

percent of the time. Is that an accurate statement? 
Mr. HILLMAN. Our judges keep us busy, sir. 
Judge GRIESA. We could supply more detailed information. I 

think as far as the use of the court facilities .in the sense of 
physically using courthouse space to take depositions, most of the 
depositions are taken in law offices. I do not think there is really 
an abuse in any sen'se of using court facilities for private business. 

Senator DOLE. I am not aware that that is widespread. Obviously 
very little of it happens in that district. 

Again, I would say to this panel that we very much appreciate 
your being here. If there are additional questions which we would 
like to ask, I assume we could do that. . 

Mr. Blumberg, I understand you are counsel foj! the association? 
Mr. BLUMBERG. I am the executive director. ./ 
Senator DOLE. How many in your association? 
Mr. BLUMBERG. At the preS~,nt time, at the close of our fiscal 

year, which will be June 30, we will have had 487 paid members, 
about 77 percent. Normally, we run 85 percent or higher, but 
because of the new judges and the new reporters, we have not 
gotten them all on board yet. 

Senator DOLE. Thank you very much. 
"We have a panel consisting of John Stechman, Administrative 

Office of the Alaska State Court System, Anchorage, Alaska; Larry 
Polansky, Administrator, District of Coluinbia Superior Court of 
Washington, D.C.; Hon. David Cahoon, Administrative Judge, Sixth 
Judicial Circuit, Montgomery County, Md.; and Edgar Boyko 
Miller, Boyko & Bell, San Diego, Calif. 

I might say, Judge Cahoon, that Senator Mathias had hoped to 
be here, but he is still at another meeting. If he shows up, he wants 
to say hello. If he does not show up,! I will say hello for him. 

Judge CAHOON. Thank you, sir. ' 
Senator DOLE. Unless there is some predetermined order, you 

may proceed in the order in which your names were called. I will 
say at the outset that your entir~ statements will he made a part of 
the record. If you could sUnimaJrize your statements, it. would be 
helpful. 

Mr. Stechman? 

STATEMENT OF JOHN STECHMAN, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE 
OF THE ALASKA STATE COURT SYSTEM, ANCHORAGE, 
ALASKA 

Mr. STECHMAN. I shall be brief. I am John Stechman, electronic 
engineer and member of the senior staff of the administrative 
director of co~rts of Alaska.' 
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On behalf of the justices of the Alaska Supreme Court and the 
administrative director of the courts, I would like to thank you for 
the opportunity to testifY' on ele~tronic court repo!-'tin&, in ..;\laska. 
Far too much erroneous InformatIOn has been and IS beIng CIrculat
ed on this subject. We welcome any opportunity to set the record 
straight. . 
: Let me preface my remarks by clearly stat111g that I am not here 
to defend or to sell the concept of electronic recording. It happens 
to work well for us. It delivers a superior product, we believe, at a 
clearly demonstrable lower cost for us. It is not mandated by 
statute. We are not locked into this system except through an 
administrative rule, a rule that can be changed at any time by a 
simple vote of our supreme court. 

We are, in fact, continually examining alternate methods of ex
ecuting the court reporting function. 'I:'b date, we have seen no 
other method that comes even close to offering us the quality and 
cost advantages of electronic recording. 

There are no hidden agendas in these examinations. Should we, 
for example, do the unthinkable and shift to manual record~ng~ not 
one single individual would have their employment placed In Jeop
ardy. To the contrary, since all our courts are courts of record, we 
would have to hire an absolute minimum of 63 shorthand reporters 
to supplement the present staff. The personnel r<;>s~er would be 
inflated by 20 percent and our costs by over $2 mIllIon per year. 

Cost is not the issue with us, however. Should it ever be demon
strated that any other system of court reporting was superior in 
quality to electronic recording, the administrative director and his 
staff would not hesitate to recommend it to the supreme court, 
even though the cost mighfbe substantially greater. 

The origins of electronic recording in Alaska are lost to us., Vie 
know none of the whys or wherefores. We can only make some 
intelligent guesses as to why. 

Admip.istrative rule 47 came into existence dictating electronic 
recording. This rule clearly states: "Such electronic recording shall 
constitute the official record." This key point has been missed over 
and over by critics of the Alaska system. The recording 'is the 
record. Anything else is merely a copy to allow that record to be 
transported. The choice of the type of copy, either electroll~c or 
paper, is dictated solely by cost, convenience, p!-,eference, or .rul~. 

In practice, less than 5 percent of the record IS ever commItted to 
paper. Of that, 60 percent goes directly to the supreme court. Thel'e 
has been no record ever of any complaints from the supreme court 
as to the quality of the record. 

We began with\ the Soundscriber tape'machines in 196~. They 
were retired in 1970. Depending on one's viewpoint, executIng the - "
court reporting function with this equipment was either a .very 
brave or--"l:l-v-ery foolhardy move. Reproduction was on a SIngle 
channel and quality ranged from fair to awful. It is_interesting to 
note that most of the adverse comments on the quali.ty of our 
records stem from this period. Although sometimes overstat~d and 
biased, such comments had some basis in fact. In spite of the 
deficiencies, the record proved to be sufficient for the job at hand. 

The early and mid-1970's saw the court system mature in its 
approach eto court reporting. After a brief 3-year usage of Dicta-
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phone equipment, the, present Akai four-channel system was insti-
tuted in 1973 with courtroom sound reinforcement added in ··19'74. 
Courtroom design was also improved during that period. 

The present system still uses the Akai recorder, h~avily modi-
~:. fied. We plan to continue to use it with substantial changes to 

peripheral equipment for another 4: to 5 years. Sound management 
policies have driven our repair rat,es down even as the equipment 
ages. We see no reason why we cannot wait to replace our equip-
ment until the technologies and benefits of digital recording along 
with the potential of automatic word recognition become more ~ 
clearly defill~:ed. 

Along with equipment modifications, we have undergone signifi-
cant changes in the area of written transcript generation ili this 
time period. The use of casse(ttes in lieu of written copy has in- 'f creased SUbstantially in spite of shortages of equipment on which 
to produce them. 

In 1980, the Alaska court system used over 20,000 90-minu.te 
cassettes. Conservatively, 80 percent of these were used in lieu of 
paper, the balance used for the record by very low volume coutts. 
There is no realistic way to estimate how ma_ny pages were thus 
eliminated, but at 55 pages possible per cassette, the potential is 
great. 

Again, there is no way to estimate how many pages of expensive 
paper are eliminated through the use of public listening posts. 
These machines, open free of charge to anyone during regular 
business hours, allow individuals to listen to the original record. 
They are very popular and are available in any court in the State. 
Three such machines are in constant use in Anchorage. We will 
have to add at least one more next year. 

The court transcript services produce written copy on demand 
only for appeal cases and for public agencies. All other written 
copy is produced by the private sector at a cost that varies from 
$2.75 per page in Anchorage to $4.50 per page in Juneau. We do 
not compete with the private sector. Competition between the pri-
vate sector individuals is heated. 

In short, we have evolved a system we feel clearly saves the 
Alaska taxpayers over $1.6 million a year in direct costs. There is 
no way to calculate the· cost benefits to individuals involved in 
court proceedings. The() system· produces a record free of editing, 
omissions, misinterpretatons, and jUdgments. It further allows any 
citizen at any time to listen to the record at a very low cost or no 
cost at all. 

In closing, let me emphasize that we have had our errors, but in 
no identifiable instance has the normal case flow been interrupted 
by such error. Prospective users should be aware that a system 'f. 

such as ours requires active and continuing management. Skills 
.. are needed not commonly found withiD!! a judicial system. One 
cannot simply purchase elJ.uipment and then hope for the best. 
Disaster lurks around that corner. 

Finally, the Alaska system is not state-of-art. Better may be 
available and jurisdictions contemplating electronic recording 
should compare carefully. Ito is even possible that electronic record-
ing may not be the answer for them at all. 

Thank you. 
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[The material following subm'tt d b M S 
two. letters, a report ("Electro~ice Co~rt Ii tect1;tma~, cAsists ,?f 
revu~w of the above report, and two responses efo°~h~~e~iew.Jaska ), 

j\hrslw ([[ourt ~ustcm 
':0 

Gerald L. Wilkerson 
Legislative Audit 
Pouch iv, State Capitol 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

Dear Mr. Wilkerson: 

fofttfe of -:i\/Il!lUIl 
303 "K" STREET 

ANCHORAGE. ALASKA 
99501 

April 30, 1980 

1:....sGISLAT.1 v!:. 
~UDiT 

I am writing w-i th regard t l' . 
report on the Alask- C ~ 0 your pre ~m~nary audit 
~h re$ponse is as f~ll~~~; ,~~$~:~e~o~~ghR~h~r~tn~.syst~m, 

e r~port and have nothing to add, n ~ng 0 

more ~;tY<?~ ~ave any furtherqhestions or a need for a 
. a~ e response, please contact me at.your conven-
~ence. ~ 

AHS:cm 
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POUCH W-ALASKA OFFICE BUILDING 

? ) / FINANCE DIVISION 
!) THE LEGISLATURE; POUCWIIF-STATE CAPITOL 

f 
" 8UOf¥[AND AUCIT COMMITTEE i JUNEAU, ALASKA 998.t1 

March 21, 1980 

Members of the 
Legislative Budget and Audit Committee: 

This letter constitutes our report on the special audit 
requested on the Alas~:l Court System's Court Reco!:'ding 
System. 

ISSUE 

'.L'he objective of our review wi3,s to determine whether t.he 
Alaska Court System's report, EleS,tronic Court Report.ing in 
Alaska, July 1979, fairly presented the costs .of electronic 
court reporting 7ersus manual court reporting cOsts within 
the Anchorage 1'rial Court. In addition, we'TrierS to determine 
whether the users of the tapes and transcripts from the 
electronic courts reporting system are satisfied with the 

i 
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I 

t\ 
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system's output. -

~:;;::;;;~~~rig 1~e At;;~~~ ~~~~t 1;~~;e~~hi;p~~;~~~~~~::'~L~oC'='~'~=="7'flr"~'~~-- ~~,-" 
costs of electron,ic court reporting and the costs of a I{ 
manual court report.::!r system." It 'is evident from the, com- II 
court reporting is the more cost effective system. In ',' 
'parat'ive costs presented for each system that electronic I 
addition, we have determined t!1at th~ users of the electronic '_~ " 
court reporting system are satiseied with the output of the ... ~ .I

u system and believe that is is adequately meeting their n 
needs. ~ 

SCOPE OF OUR REVIEW I 

Our examination included a review of the accounting records, 
surrunariz~,ion of Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Juneau in-house 
transcription :a.ecord evaluations, survey.s of the private 
~ector transcribers, attorneys ~nd Alaska State.judges, and 
other such auditing procedures/we considered necessary. 

'C / 

SU~'h'1ARY . OF F:rNlj~=.d" , 

The following is a s~ary of the results of our review; 

1. Total costs for ~'lectronic recording versus total 
,posts for manual reporting ;is reported by the 
'Alaska Court System for t,he Anchorage Trial Courts 
were within two percent or less of our audited 
amo';1nts. Therefore, we concluB~tJ.hat the fol:
lo'tlJ.ng annual costs, from the report Electron~c 
Court Reporting inJAlaska, July 1979, are 
fairly presented: 
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TYPE OF RECORDING 

Electronic Manual 

Annual Cc.-:sts without 
'In-Court ClerK 

With 
blchorage Trial Courts In-Court Clerk 

$690,800 

2. 

Group 

$l,04r,178 $1,529,598 

As shown above electronic court reporting results 
in an annual savings to the State of approximately 
$350,378 to $838,798 depending on whe,ther or not 
in-court clerks are utilized with cocirt reporters. 
\ve believe actual savings to the State is closer 
to the $800,000 amount since 18 of 20 attorneys, 
and 11 of 11 State judges contacted responded that 
in-court clerks are necessary when a manual court 
reporting system is in use. 

The results of our summarv of Fairbanks, Anchorage, 
.and Juneau in-house transcription evalua,ti6ns and 
surveys are as t0110\,/s:· 

" -:!'C' 

GENERAL, 1\,UDIO QUALITY OF TAPE RECORDINGS 

'4·~~;f~ !Ilo. of Adequate Inad~te 

" 
'~\ Responc .. e!1ts or Above Eorderline or Below 

(1) In-house Transcribers 69 evaluations 74% 12% 14% 

Private Sector Trans:" 
scribers 12 46% 23% 

~ 
31% 

(2) Attorneys 19 ~r.lf6~~ 26% 5% 
~""",o::..~ •. _ >::7 

{2)AlaSka state Jtrlges 11 60% .40% 0% 
c 

(l}'Sased on evaluations receiv!,!d during October 1979 through 
February J.980. In addition, 'tIe asked the attorneys and 
judges surveyed to evaluate the general quality of transcripts 
typed from the electronic tapes: 100% responded with ad~quate 
or above. " 

C'..J 

(2)0'" , , 
" ~scuss~ons \'/l.th Attorn~ys and Judges who h~ve wor.kE:d' ,with 
·bqth 5ystem~ inqicate the overall quality of electronio 
reportiI~gy' 'in general, equal s or exceeds oui reporter 
system output. 

':,1 ' 

Gerald L. Wilkerson, CPA 
Legislative Auditor 
Division of Legislative Audit 
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ELECTRONIC COURT REPORTING IN ALASKA 

Merle P. Martin 
David Johnson ' 

Technical operations 
Office of the Adminis'l:rati ve Director 

Alaska court system 

,July, 1979 

FOREWORD 

The Alaska Court SYI:;tem has been toi:.'i long silent 

on its experiences with electronic court', reporting. 

~ot since 1970 has anyone in our system explained what 
!}i> 

we -a,re doing in this area. Now, nine years later I much 

has cllanged. The purpose' olf this paper is to describe 

our almost 20 years of successful experience with 

electronic court reporting. 

I. Historical perspective 

The earliest use of electronic recording of courtroom prq-
::, ,;,,' ,Xl:, 

ceedings in Alaska toCi~ pJ,ace in the territorial. ~lE6urts in -the 

1940' s as backup for the court reporter." Instead of ,using the 
i.;' 

recording tapes foun..g, today I the recorders then used recor~iing 
. '"'--.J -, , 

wire <woutthe size of fishing line. When the wire broke it was 

spliced by tying the two ends together into a square knot. A 

single microphone was used rather "than the seven used today. 

Despite their "pioneer" nature I ,playback today of taped.proceed- ' 

", ings recorded by them is sU:l:prisingly discebable.~ 
The Alaska court system was established at othe time of 

'I fJ 

statehood in 1960 ~~d electronic recording was authorized in~the 
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Administratiye Rules (see Appendix A) as the official record of 
" 

all courtroom proceedings. The ~mpetus \~or electronic recording 

of cour~oom proceedings appears to have been both a shortage of 

court reporters and a feeling th;t the new court system should be 
c::::-~' w 

started on a "modeI.'n" theme. The t'fm'ing was ideal for this 

change. As an administrative director of,the Alaska Court System' 
", ~ 

later remarked: 

UAside from the occasional rumblings by individual 

lawyers and one "anti 11 resolution from a local bar 
association, it can be said that the transition from 

manUal court reporting in territorial courts to elec
;Xonic recording in the new state 

before any effective resistance 
courts became ~ fact 

could develop. Too 

many things were happening coincident to the take-over 

of governmental operations by the 'brand new state' . II!! 

Thus was born the first statewide system of electronic court 
o 

, reporting. In discussing what has happened since it is useful to 

differentiate between the two parts of any court reporting sys-

tern: (1) making the courtroo~ record, '~nd (2) transcribing that: 

record to another media, (usually a typed paper copy). The 

history of e<;vJipment maintenance will also ,be briefly discussed. 
:;::;:..=--:?" 

Recording ofdthe proceedin<J§. 

The initial equipment selected was the Sounds~riber I a 

recorder, with a two inch tape whicp allowed 16 hours of uninter': 
" 

rupted recording and playback. lOt was single channel "as multi-

channel units were nett' available in sinall packages at that. time. 
0 

The soundsc:r;±be~ CQst$J.,30C a uhit and required ~ mixer ($550) 

and 0 five microphones <, at" $5,,0 ea~h) to operate ~n ,most, 1,,0';: • ... oCatld;ns. 
c:.\ 

"Forty units were initially' purchased .. 
" 

Court pe:r;sonnel,' were trained 'as the 'equipm~nt wf's being 

installed. In late 1960. ~!;:his first statewide electronic court 

VRQbert H. Reynolds, "Alaska's ,Ten Years o! Electronic Reporting" 
(#56 American Bar Association Jou~al 1080 (1970». ., 
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reporting system was operational. It is important to note that 

the equipment in this system did not necessarily remain station:

ary in a specified number of permanent courtrooms. The equipment 

was carried allover the state to make records in the most remote 
c> 

of locations. It is almost incredible that the first statewide 

electronic court reporting system was initiated in a state span

ning 566,000 square miles, with the most primitive transportation 

system in the country, and with a pop1;llai:ion so dispersed that, 

even today, there are only fifteen communities with populations 

exceeding 2,500. Yet: it may well have been ju.st such factors 

that made court repoi-ters a scarce resource, particularly in 

"bush" or rural areas. 

Prior to implementation of electronic court reporting, it 

was the responsibility of the court reporter both to make steno

graphic notes of proceedings and to typ~ an official transcript 

when requested. Upon the implementati~~ Of. electronic reporting 

in ~960, proceedings were machin.o--"]recordedi court reporters were 

no longer responsible for prepar~tio~iof the official record. 
0/1 

While the machines perfomed' the recording duties of the 

court reporter, there had to be someone in the cou~oom to oper

ate the equipment and to perform traditional cour~oom functions 

such as swearing in witnesses. In-court clerks had been usedJn 
\j ~~ . 

°adcB.tion to court reporters in territorialcourt)S. These clerks 

were continued. but operatjion of "the equipment was added to their 

duties. In· addition to ". E!quipment operation and traclj/tional 

courtioom duties, 
\~" .) 

• 0 

these cl.erks became responsible for keeping . - \ . 

log-notes, a detailed record of courtroom events which are used 

to, determine where on a reporded tape a particular co~oom 

event can be ;t"ound. 

It .. was quickly discovered that courtroom. responsibilities 

and associated' out-of-court t~s~s only consumed a little more 

t.han :palf the in-court cler~ 's time. Thus the in-court clerk 

became a' valuable~esource :that could be used) in?~7r clerical 
" , 

areas including, if necessary,,, transcription of the record. 
. . . . 
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The Soundscriber was ilot a high-fidelity recorder and, be

cause it recorded on only one track, separation of participants I 
'-' 

voices was very difficult during playback. it produced an accept-

able quality record, but that quality was far below that of 

today is records. The machine soon picked up the nickname "souIld 

scratcher". The company marketing th~ Soundscriber worked on 

such improyements as in-court monitoring of the record and multi

channel recording, but even with these modifications, rapid 

advances in recording technology led to the decision to change. 

The first attemp~ was not successful. 

In 1970, 3d Dictaphone 06~ units were purchased to be used 

in the Anchorage trial courts. These units had six-~hannel reel

to,..reel recording and a playing time of three hours. They had 

many desirable features including protection against recording 

over an existing record, in-court tape monitoring, multi-channel 

recording, and channel (voic~) separation during playback. But, 

due to severe maintenance problems, these units were used for 

only three years .In addition to maintenance problems, a radio 

frequency interference (RFI) problem caused poor quality on many 

of the records . (See Appendix ~ B for a discussion of RFI). 

Finally, eVen when the Dictaphone 06~ was' working properly, it 

produced a record of only marginally better quality than that of 

the Soundscriber. And the price of the Dic·taphone ($3500) was 

much greater than that of the Soundscriber . 

In 1973 several other recording uqits were evaluated. The 

Akai fbur-channel .t;'eel unit currently .i.n use was deemed a close 
\ 
second best, but because of the ability of the vendor to deliver 

100 Akai ,units ina reasonable period of time, t4at unit was 

selected. (See Appendix C f9r a discussion of seJ,ection criter

ia). The hundred units were delivered in September 197~ and, by 

December of th,at year, installation of ~e equipment and training 

Qf the in-court, clerks had been completed. '0 
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In 1974 sound reenforcement was-added to most of the $tate's 

courtrooms. spund reenforcement is the placement of microphones , 

and speakers in a courtroom so that testimony can better be heard 

by the participants (See Appendix D for a discussion of sound 

reenforcement) • At the same time wireless microphones were 

tested (See Appendix E for wireless microphone information) ... 

During the past six years, increases in state revenues from the 

oil pipeline allowed the State to rebuild or modify every major 

courtroom location with the exception of Fairbanks. This created 

the opportunity to work with architects and contractors to design 

these courtrooms ,;:;to incorporate optimal electronic recording 

environments (See Appendix F for a :~diScussion of courtroo~ cons-

truction required to facilitate electronic 'recording) . .~ 

Transcribing: Typed transcription of the electronic. record was 

only required when a case wa=:;; appealed or ,in relatively infre

quent special circumstances. Therefore, in about 95 percent of 

the cases the electronic version of the record proved to be 

sufficient - there were no requests for typed copies. But in the 

remainder of cases, the ;;electronic record had tc be converted 

(transcribed) to a typed paper copy. Until the last few years, 

this transcription process involved the following steps: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

An attorney or other party requests a transcrip~i 
citing where on the tape tile proceeding he 'or she ~s 
looking for can be found, Th.is l?ca,tion ~an be found by 
looking at lO,<;1-notesplaced' ui th~ case f~le. I 

A transcriber finds the applicable tape, locates the 
portion to be copied, listens to that portion of the 
tape, and types everything he,4r she hears. 

The transcriber em ts the transcript for typing errors. 

Another transcription clerk listens to the tape, com
pares it word for. word with what hC;s been t~ed, and 
pencils in correct~ons on ,the transcr~pt (proof~ng). 

The transcript is retyped to correct all errors. 
I'lj " 

The completed transcript is xeroxed in the requested 
number of copies. 
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The history of the transcription process in Alaska p2;pyides 
.>~:. 

a valuable lesson for other jurisdictions contemplating ,implemen

tation of electronic court' reporting. The responsibility for 

. transcribing the record was ini tiallYI given to the clerks of the 

trial courts. And in some rural instances, court clerks perform 

that function today. But the larger volume of transcript re

quests in Anchorage and Fairbanks led to the establishment of 

specialized transcr~ption sections - the clerks in these sections 

did nothing but prepcire transcripts. These sections reported to 

a statewide transcript supervisor who worked for the, Administra

ti ve Director of the Alaska court System. 

Proofing was extensive. As a' result, /che rerlm rate (the 

percentage of pages that had to be corrected) ran as high as 40 

percent. But, as will be discussed later, most of these correc

tions were for typographic'., . .errgrs that were not critical to the 

meaning of the record. This led to the replacement of normal 

office typewriters with expensive magnetic card (magcard) type

writers which facilitated error correction. At about this time 

. the transcription sections were removed from the Administrative 
ti 

Office and placed under direction of the Anchorage and Fairbanks 

trial courts. No documentation remains as to why the transfer 

was made. 

High speed duplicators were acquired so that reels of tape 

containing the courtroom record could be quickly duplicated to 

cassette or other reel copies." The use of cassette rather than 

paper copies began to increase, primarily through the incentive 

of lower cost.£/ But despite this factor~ the backlog of pages 

to be transcribed and the time it;. took to transcribe then( drama-
It'> : 

tically increased. A series of studies of tlle Anchorage section 

beginning in 1976 revealed the following facts: 

YSince public agencies receive 'their transcripts without any 
charge, the incentive for use of cassettes disappears. However, 
the speed for receiving cassette rather than typed transcript 
often operates as an additional incentive. 

'I· 
c. 
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Daily page production was be~ow standards that had been 
established for purposes of Job classification of tran
scribers. 

An inordinate amoIDlt of time was spent on proofing the 
typed transcript even though about 90 percent of the 
pages qorrected had no _more than one or two non 
-critical errors. 

Th~ cost to the state of Alaska of having state employ
ees prepare transcripts was almost double that which 
would have been spe~t to~y commercial firms to pre
pare the same transcr~pts. 

The first corrective step was to significantly reduce proof

ing, thus releasing more time to production. Since this dramati

cally reduced the number of pages to be corrected, the magcard 

typewriters were replaced with ordinary and less expensive type-

writers. In addition, since the transcribers could no longer 

rely on someone else to catch their errors, they became more 

careful on the first typing. 

Page production incentive plans were tried with little 

success. Despite the reduction in proofing, daily page produc-

ti~~, while improved, .> continued to be less than needed to bring 

costs in line with the commercial sector. 

The possibility of the state abandoning all trancribing and 

relying on commercial sources was seriously considered. The 

first step in this direction was to limit trans,~iption services 

to state agency requests. Allpri vate transcript c requests (prin

cipallY civil cases) were routed to commerc~al transcription 

firms. In the process of preparing for the possible transfer of 

state requested transcripts to the commercial sector, some tran

script clerks were moved to other parts ~f the trial courts when 

openings occurred. 'Several other transcript clerks quit, took 

jobs in commercial firms, or sought other voca'tions. 

_______ ......ll~.--------..:...--------------
(~ Y While there ~had been no commercial transcription service$ 

available when the Alaska Court System implemented electronic 
court reporting, by the time of this study there were quite a few 
firms providing such' services. 
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Then a surpri~ing transformation took place. Under the 

threat of extinction and having already been halved in size, the 

transcription clerks who remained began to produce as a group the 

same amount of pages per day as the entire section had produced a 

year before. One reason for this seems to have been that the 

clerks who were left were gener~~ly the fastest and most experi

enced. The "in-training" trans:cription clerks had left or moved 

to another part of the court system. The fas,ter clerks that 

remained would naturally exert a peer pressure towardS a higher 

level of production than before. The Alaska Court System's cost 

per page for transcription has significantly decreased. 

There are two lessons to be learned from this court system's 

experience in transcription of the record. 

.1. 

2. 

Whether one uses commercial or in-house resources is a 
cost-:-benefi t decision. The costs and the benefits need 
to be, constantly monitored as they can change signifi
cantly. 

A good, transcription system need not use high priced 
typewriters or word processing equipment. Quality 
costs. Near perfect quality may be two to three times 
more expensive than adequate quality. 

Maintenance: Since Alaska was (and still is) the country's least 

industrialized state, commercial equipment repair services were 

scarce. During the early ·years of its experience~ the Alaska 

Court System relied on a combination of' cOl1Ufierci~1 maintenance 

and some in-house capabilities. Finally, in 1973, the choice was 

made to modify the newly purchased Akais. This, coupled with 

still relatively scarce and somewhat unreliable commercial main

tenance, led to the establishment of the Electronic Record Main-

tenance section, an almost totally in-house repair capability. 

Jurisdictions in more industrialized states operating the more 

dependable equipment of today might find it unnecessary to estab

lish such an in-house repair capability. 
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II. Electronic Reporting Today 

The primary electronic recorder used is the Akai GX280D-SS 

model. There are also several Akai GX270D-SS and GX630D-SS 

models about. All recorders have been modified to slow the tape 

speed (thus allowing over six hours of recording per tape) and to 

remove the erase heads. A typical electronic recording config

uration in the courtroom includes: 

one reel tape recorder 
seven microphones (one lavilier (lapel), one 

directional, and five omni directional)* 
one microphone mixer** 
three feedback controllers** 
two four-channel amplifiers*** 
two ceiling mounted speakers* 
one headset for monitoring 

*Also used for sound reenforcement. 
**Used exclusively for sound reenforcement. 

***One used for sound reenforcement. 

Most of the equipment is in the proxi~i ty of the in-court 

clerk who has all controls available. The microphones are locat-

ed as follows: 

Jud.ge - one directional 
Witness - one lavilier (lapel) 
Jury Box - one omni directional 
In-court clerk .,;." one omni directional 
Podium - one omni directional 
counsel table - two omni directional 

ii 
't 

, t l d It The judge I s microphone is mounted on a swivel s ~I.n • 
;,1 

uses a shock mount to minimize ~wanted transmissions itrom the 

bench. The jury microphone is mounted on the jury b(nf; and the 

in-court clerk I s microphone is on a desk stand in his or her 

area., counsel microphones are mounted in foam holders on each 

counsel's table. The podium microp~one is on a. long floor stand. 

The entire recording and sgund reenforcement syste"h is activate~ 
Ii 

by pressing one switch. 
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" . \\ The ~n-court cl'erk' s responsibili ties regarding the equip-
\ 

ment consist of cle~ming the recorder, performing a test to 
1\ 

ensure proper operati~n, turning the recorder on when the judge 
\~ " 

enters the courtroom, preparing the log notes, and monitoring the 

record as it is being recorded. The in-court clerk can easily 

anticipate the end of the reel and can change tapes in about 15 

seconds . 

. The lQg notes (See Appendix H) are a two part form. One is 

placed in the case file and the other serves as the daily j oUltnal 

of courtroom activity. After the tapes leave the courtroom, some 

of them are first used to produce cassette duplicates upon re

quest for certain proceedings such as grand jury hearings. All 

tapes are stored in a tape libra~./ for future reference. No 

paper copies are produced except upon request. 

The transcript sections in Anchorage and Fairbanks consist 

of a supervisor, several transcription clerks, a tape library, 
, 

high speed duplication equipment, the recorders necessary for 

playback of the record, and other equipment such as typewriters. 

S.=rvices l'rovided by the transcription sections include providing 

hard copy (paper) ,'. transcripts, providing reel and cassette tape 

COl?ies of the record, making reel tapes available for parties to 

audibly reference the record, and helping parties find where on a 

tapt~ a particular portion of a proceeding is located. The follow

ingfew pages contain phptog~aphs showing portions of our elec-

tronics equipment. 
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EarlY"electronic recording device used 
as backup for court reporters during territorial days. 

This early device used only one 
microphone as compared with the seven used today. 
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The Soundscriber used from 1960 1970. 

The Dictaphone 061 used in Anchorage 
from 1970 to 1973. 
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fhe AKAI unit currently 
used since 1973 

High Speed Tape. 
Duplicator producing both 

cassette and reel copies of the record. 
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The In-Court Clerk's Area 
All recording and control or the 

microphone is done here. 

Another view of the In-Court Clerk's area. 
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Bench Area Microphones 

The Podium Microphone 
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Counsel Microphone 

These microphones are mounted 
in foam holders. 
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W'tness Microphone The ~ 

attached to This microphone is l' 

the witness I 1ape . 
• <;Y. l 
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Transcribing the Record 

The Electronic Record Maintenance 
Section in Anchorage 
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III. The Cost of Electronic Court Reporting 

The cost of electronic court reporting is less than its 

manual count'erpart. The "Anchorage trial courts will be used to 

illustrate this fact. The size o£this court allows better 

delineation of the costs of preparing the record and of trans-
'I 

cription. The primary costs invol ved are those of in-court 

clerks, transcription clerks, 'equipment, supplies and mainten-
'} 

ance. 

In-Court Clerk Costs: The Anchorage trial courts have 21 in-court 

clerks. The total annual personnel costs associated with these 

clerks is shown in Exhibit 1.11 

Exhibit 1 
Anchorage In-Court 

Annual Personnel 
(FY 1979) 

Annual Salary 
overtime 
Fringe Benefits (@ 30%) 

Total 

Clerk 
Cost 

$365,400 
8,000 

115,020 
" :;$488,420 

Approximately 60 percent of the in-court clerk' s tim~ is 
, ' i;~) • ' 

spent in or out of the courtroom on' tasks related to electronic 

recording. Another ten percent of t.he clerk's time is .spe;nt 

typing sentencing tra."lscripts . The remainder of the time is 
I 

spent on clerical matters unrelated to electronic recording or 

transcrip·tion. Ten percent of the total in Exhibit 1, or $48,842, 

will be alloqated to transcribing. The remainder ($439,578 } will 

be allocated to preparing the record even though part of the 

11 It could be argued that, .since in-court clerks were used ~n, 
addi tion to court reporters in territorial courts, they const~
tute no addi tional costs under electronic recording. It was 
decided to take the conservative approach of including in-court 
clerks costs j,;n _the costs of electronic recording and, later on, 
to also add tE~se costs to one option of manual recording of the 
record. .. 
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d.uties of in-court clerks are not related to preparation of that 

record. Since it is impractical to hire a part-time in-court 

clerk, electronic recording requires the hiring of a full-time 

clerk, even though only 60 percent of his or her time is re

quired. Thus, all of the salaries except that devoted to trans

cribing must be considered a cost of preparing the record. 

Transcriber Costs: The annual salary for transcription clerks is 

$117,000 and, with a 30 percent allowance for fringe benefits, 

total annual personnel costs for tr~nscription comes to $152,100. 

All of these costs are directly related to transcription. 

Equipment Costs: The equipment used"has two configurations; one 

for recording in the courtroom and one for listening outside the 

courtroom. Exhibi ts 2 and 3 show the costs' for each of these 

configurations. 

Exhibit 2 
CO,St per Courtroom for 

Electronic ~ecording Equipment 

Type , 
Equipment 

Standard 4-channel recorder 
Modification for speed and 

recordover 
4-channel amplifier 
Headset 
7 Microphones 
1 speaker 
1 Headset 

Total 

Exhibit 3 
Cost Per Listening Post 

$ 800 

150 
300 

20 
455 

60 
20 

$1805 

For Electronic Eecording Equipment 

Type 
Equipment 

st~ndard 4-channel recorder 
Modification for speed and 

recordover 
4-channel amplifier 
Headset 
Footpediil 

Total 

$ 800 

150 
300 

20 
6D 

$1330 
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The Anchorage trial courts use 23 of the recording and 17 of 

the listening configurations. Nine of the 17 listening confi~u

rations are devoted to transcription of the record. This then 

adds up to an inventory investment of $52,155 for the 31 units 

used for electronic recording and $11,925 for the nine units used 

for transcription. As will be explained later, all Akai units 

will be modified to extend their life another five years (they 

have been in use. si~ years thus far). The cost of this modifica

tion will be about $400/,:per unit. Adding this cost per unit to 
~/ r 

::,,"-

the 40 units used, this brings Anchorage inventory investment for 

electronic recording to $64,555 and for transcription to $15,525. 

Prorating these investments over the conservati vely estimated 

eleven-year expected life of the equipment results in a cost of 

$5,869 a year for electronic recording and $1,411 a year for 

transcription. 

Supplies: Transcription . supplies and equipment rental average 

about $23,000 a year. Recording supplies average about $17,000 a 

year. 

Maintenance: The l.:nchorage trial court I s share of maintenance 

performed by the electr~nic technicians is approximately $14,000 

i:I. year. Allocating this figure by the number of machines used in 

recording and transcription results in an allocation of $10,850 a 

year for electronic recording and $3,150' .a year for transcrip

tion. 

Total Costs: Annual Anchorage costs for electronic reocrding and 

transcription are summarized in Exhibi t"4. 
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. Exhibit 4 
Anchorage Annu I 

Electronic Record' a Cost for 
long and Transcripts 

Type 
~ 

Personnel 
Equipment 
Supplies 
Maintenance 

Total 

Electronic 
Record.1m! 

$439,578 
5,869 

17,000 
10/850 

$473,297 

Transcription 

$200,942V 
1,411 

12,000 
3,150 

$217,503 The $473,297 annUal 
Anchorage costs of 

,electronic recording 
lonto several rat' 

be transformed 
loos as shown in Exhibit 5. 

Exhibit 5 
Electronic Recording Cost Ratios (1978) 

No" Cases Filed 
75,394 

can 

No, Non-Traffic Cases 
Filed 

Cost per Case Filed 
Co~t Per Non~Traffic $ 6.28 

No. Judicial Officers 23,061 Case Filed 
23 Cost Per JudiCial Officer 

In analyzing tr ' 

$ 20,52 
$ 20,578.13 

. "anscrloPtion costs, the 
t ' , Anchorage transcrip_ 

loon' section prodUces 
about 55,~00 hard 

additional 35,000' pages would have to be 
c0R.~ pages a year. An 

not so "f.U{tensively Used. 
typed if cassettes were 

This adds up to an 
annual transcription 

pi:lge requirement of 90 000 
, • The $217,503 in annual t 

costs in Exhibit 4 th ranscription 
en averages to $2.42 a page. 

o 

The Cost of M , anual Reporting: 
costs to what ,'they would" have 
been used. At first 

It is useful to compare the ~pove 

been if manual court reporting had 

glance it Would seem tho' at . 
d d we would have 

nee e to re~lace the 21 in-court 

But the National Center for State 
clerks with court' ~'reporter'" 

o ~" -. 

Courts has stated that most 
often both reporters an'd ' 

~n-court 
clerks ~re used in state court

room proceedings Where the record ' 
loS manually prepared.§! There

fore, the ensuing analysis '1 
Wlo 1 deal with two altern, atlo'ves, 

where the - one 
court reporter replaces the 

in-court clerk and the 

, Sum of $152,100 transcriptlo' on 'clerk 
clerk costs 11 costs d $ a ocated to transcript' an 48,842 in-court §! loon. 

June 5, 1978 Memorandum f . ,. 
Center for stat& Courts t ro~ Mlochat;l . Green':lord of the National 
Alaska Court S~stem. 0 "e Admlomstratlove Director of the 

: : 
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other where the court reporter is used in~ addition to the in

court clerk. 

Court reporters in the U. S. District Cour't: in Alaska draw 

an average salary of $25,236 a year in adQition to a non-taxable 

25 percent cost-of-living allowance which would be $6,309 for a 

total annual salary. of $31,545. V We would have to replace our 

21 in-court clerks with 21 reporters whose combined salary would 

be $662,445. Since court reporters would be state employees, 

fringe benefits at 30 percent would raise annual personnel costs 

for the 21 report~+"s to $861,178.' 

It is assumed that the ten percent of the time in-court 

clerks devoted to transcription would be assumed by the court 

reporters. Therefore, the entire total of Exhibit 1, or $488,420, 

would apply in the case where both court reporters and in-court 

clerks were used. In this case, then, total annual costs of 

manual recording of the record would be $1,349,598. The costs of 

both modes of manual recording of the record are compared with 

electr(.)nic recording of the'record'in Exhibit 6. Manual prepara-
o 

tion, of .. the courtroom record would have cost the state at least 

$387,881 ~ore than electronic recording. If in-court clerks were 

augmented r,ather than replaced (the more common occurrence), the 

costs to the state would have been $876,095 more for manual 

preparation on the record. 

As to transcription costs, price per page set by court rule 

is $2.00. gj The~e is no reason to assume that state court re

porters would cha:t,ge any less. "At 90,000 pages a year (cassettes., 

would no longer be ~ossible), this would mean an annu~l cost to 

the state of $180,000~ or $37,503 less than current transcription 

costs. ._._.~_._._ .. , __ 

V This is a conservative figure since it does not take" into 
con;;ideration the taxes)lo,t paid for tile $6,309 cost-of-living n 

allowance. Reporters working for, the state w()uld have to pay 
such taxes. 

gjln reality it is $2. 7S\J)er page since' one copy at $.75 is 
always provided since the briginal. copy must be filed with the 
cO!lrt. For the sake of simpl,icity, we will only consider cost of 
the~original. . 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Costs of Recording Systems 

1500 

. 
$1,349 

1200 

rJl 
," .!4 

900 1~ 

$861 
rJlQ) 
~r-I 
Q)C,) 

+> 
~+.l 
o ~ 
o,;:l 
Q) 0 
~C,) 

rJl I 
~ +>s::I 600 
Q) ~H 

$473 +> ;:l 
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Type Record~ng System 

Total costs of electronic versus manual court reporting are 

sh~wn in Exhibit 7 which illustrates the great cost advantages of 

electronic over manual court reporting. 

Exhibit 7 
Costs of Electronic Versus Manual 

Court Reporting 

Type Reporting 

Manual 

Preparation of 
Record 

~%criptiori:' 

Total 

Electronic 

$473,297 
217,503 

$690,800 

without 
In-Court 
Clerks 

$861,178 
'180,000 

$1,041,178 

With 
In-Court 
Clerks' 

$1,349,598 
180,000 

$1,529,598 
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Finally~ it is uncertain what the cost per page may be for 

recently developed computer assisted transcription systems. But 

a close look at Exhibit 7 will show that, if such prepared pages 

were provided free '170 the state, manual court reporting would 

still be more expensive than electronic court reporting. 

Other Considerations; There are three other considerations that, 
II 

while not included in the above analysis, make the cost advantage , 

of electronic court reporting even greater. The first is that of 
t"11 

sound reenforcement. A great number of courtrooms in this country" 

.require microphones and speakers so all parties can be heard. (A 

mumbling witness must be heard by the members of the jury as well 

as the court reporter). such sound reenforcement is not linked 

to whether or not electronic court reporting is used but, when 

there is electronic recording, the costs of sound reenforcement 

are reduced. This is because sQme of the equilpment required for 

electronic recording is also required for sound reenforcement. 

The obvious example is microphones. Thus a portion of the costs 

of equipment attributed to electronic recording above" could 

correctly have been prorated to sound reenforcement instead. 

A second factor is that electronic storage of words is 

cheaper and takes less space than does storage of paper words. 

While microfilming will decrease paper space requirements, it 

will also add to the cost. The cost advantages o~ electronic 

recording in records retention will become greater as media 

including ,\.d;~eo recording and video disk continue decreSlsing in 

cost whil~ paper increases in cost.V 

The third factor is that the cost gap between electronic and (, 

manual cqurt reporting will likely increase in time. I f infla-

tion creates a ten percent increase per year in both the costs of 

electronic and manual court reporting, then the cost gap .between 
o 

2/' While these technologies are labell,ed 'video" " '~ey also have 
audio storage capabilities. 
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them will also increase ten percent a year. But it is doubtful 
o 

that both types of reporting will have costs increase at the ,same 

rate. Electronic court reporting's costs are partially equipfhent 

oriented while the costs of manual court reporting are totally 

personnel oriented. Equipment costs have historically risen at a 

much lower rate than have personnel costs. This fact will te!1d 

to make the cost advantage of electronic court repor,ting become 

greater than otherwise. 

IV. Quality of the Record 

A 1971 arti?le in ~~e American Bar Association Journal states: 

U1\n . • " . exam~nat~on of more than 1,000 pagea of transcripts 

produced in Alaska shows that the quali ty is so poor 

that it wou~d not be acceptable in most courts in the 

Uni ted states. The incidence of I inatl'dible I or 'indis

cernible' notations is so numer~us as to make question

able the value of any such ~ranscript. Live court 

re];~orters produce fa:r superior, transcripts at little 

more cost to litigants and at less post to the tax
payers. "!Stl 

" \\ '. 

Quite a di~ferent picture is painted/by Robert H. Reynolds, 
,-"~,,.- . -';'::' " 

a former administrative director of the Alaska Court system. c) 

Commenting on the " .•.. numerous instances where local attorneys 

and others from outside .Alaska [had] .. ' employed shorthand reporters 

to record proceedings concurrently with the Alaska cou;t System's 

equipment," Mr. Reynolds . describes ,the results of such 'tests' as 

follows: 

"Subsequent comparison ()f the respective products 
r7 

removed'"any-·doubts as tome high quality of the>:court 

system 'ti:xan;6:ripts. On each such qccasion where steno ... 

graphic transc:oipts were available they Were ew.ted 

against the court's electronic tapes of the proceed

ings. The results were nothing short of unbelievable--

!Q/ Edgar Paul Boyko I "The Case Against Electronic Courtroom Re
porting" <#57 American Ba;r:,Association Journal 1608 (1971». 
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so much so that the author was not satisfi~d with the 

'hearsay' reports, but had to satisfy himself with(t~e 
personal replay of the tapes while reading the short-

Hundreds of pages of transcript 

prepared by various 
ers, so edited, revealed frequent instan~i~9 of what we 

now feel . are characteristic errors of the manual me

th~d: (1) editing of grrurunar and sentence construction; 

(2) omissions of questions and answers by rE~porters w~o 
apparently take :it· upon themselves to juclge what, ~s 
relevant or irrelevant; (3) failing to correctly hear 

and transcribe certain wo~~s, which may. spmetimes be 

cri tical to . the meaning of testimony; and ( 4 ) inter

pretive narration of testimony given too rapidly for 
, 't' IIW verbat1m transcr1p 10n. 

, to bel';eve that both authors were speaking of the It is diff~cult ... 

same system. 

Quality of, the record :is a.two-faceted issue. Xhe first is 

I ' f h t has occurred in the that of recording ap. exact,rep 1ca 0 w a 
v 

courtroom- a replica unmodified by judgmeni: or expedio:~,cy. It 

is largely to this aspect of quality that ' Mr. Reynolds speaks . 

Many parties to the justice system believe that it is b~;tter to 

have a word or phrase be "indiscernible" (not u~d,:rstood) oil an 
,-

th t have ,t replaced on a manual record electronic record an 0 ... 

wi th a word or p~a.se that changes the meaning or the flavor of 
>~-;.. 

testimony. 

Another important point surfaces from Mr. Reynolds' state-

ment. The editing of grammar, omission of questions, failu~!=,e to 
( , II, 

hear certain words, and interiii-eti ve narrations found in 60urt 

reportsrs I transcripts would neve.r have been knoWn to exis~~ had 

not e).ectronic recording equipment peen in, the courtroom. The 
,0 

record ~vould have .been what the court reporter said it 1-ras, 

rather than. what it. really was. 
{:' ~ 

""";~' \\ 
If parties in a Gase disagr~ed 

.~ 

} 

W Reynolds, Electronic R~ort_~ng 
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with the r.eporter's version of the proceeding, there would have 

been no place to look to resolve the disagreement unless the 

proceeding had also been recorded. This may have been why elec

tronic recording equipment was used as a backup for court report

ers during territorial days. But if ,electronic recording is to 

be tlsed,. as the"ul tima~e authority" I why then a redundant and'· 

costly manual system? 

The second facet of C1\l~li ty of the record deals with· the \ 

rate that indiscernibles appear in a typed copy of tile proceed

ing. If the quality of the electronic record' is poor, the trans

criber will "uot bea{,i;;~,:;to identify (hear properly) many w9rds or 
~ ('" 

phrases of the tes~Lltil~;;Y. ", He or she will then be forced to type 
. ---~,:-,,, 

the word "indi:scernibleu 1n place of the actual testimony. Three 

years ago we imp,lemented a "quality assurance .form'if (See Appendix 

G) to be filled o~t by the transcriber while he or she was lis

tening to the electronic record. A copy of the completed form 

was sent to the applicable judge and in-court alerk'for correc

tion of recording' problems. After 18 months the rate of '11 in dis

cernibles" proved to be less than one in every 100 pages,.. The 

continued use_ of the form was stopped. It' is now used on a 

periQljic,sampling basis. Whatever standard one may~ establish 

for acceptable quality of ~melectronic record, it is clear that 

Alaska's electronic court records are of high quality. Certainly 

this data describes a situation quite different from that posited 

by Mr. Boyko. But partially in his defense, his statements were 

made in 1971 - the era of the.,~oundscriber. q.pr data was taken 
J \;; 

in 1976 and 1977 - the era of the mo~e modern Akai. 

Indeed the quality ofl record today is so good that much of 

,the"proo£ing pre\."-iCmsly done in transcription sections has been 

eliminated. 'It l,lsed' ·tobe common procedure that, after the 

transcribe.r:'.had'prepared his' .or her transcript 'and scanned it for 

obvious .. tY'.a?ing errors I the transcript supervisor or another 

transcription clerk would put ont~e headsets, lis~n tQ the same 
f-> 

1 
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tape)' and check ea~h typed word against. the electronic record. 

The ~,"rate of errors on typed transcripts was found to be so low in 

, that this redundant proofing operation was quanti ty and qual~ ty 

proved unnecessary. It was therefore discontinued. 

However, there is an additional price to pay for such qual-

i ty other than the moderate costs of equipment. 

must be controlled to make an effective record. 

ul timate responsibility of the judge to ensure 

control which includes: 

The courtroom 

And it is the 

such courtroom 

(1) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

restraining the '''wandering advocate 'I from abandoning 
his or her microphone(s)i 

counseling parties against talking ,at the same time 
(the electronic recorder can make more sense out of 
simultaneous orations than its human counterpart be
cause of its ability to play back only one track (one 
microphone) at a time, b~!t this still can be a pro-

C~lem) .' 

'tn when his or her voice is quickly cautioning a w~ ess 
not loud or clear enough to be heard (and does not re
cord) . 

take an active role in the preparation of a proper The judge must 

record in an electronic court reporting system. 

Finally, another quali ty problem often referred to in the 

first ten years of AliisJl;a! s 'experience WaS that of having a 

J;>roceeding apparently be recorded only. tos'ubsequently find that 

d with the equipment had malfunctioned. or had not been turne. on. 
D • 

the courtroom monitoring capabilities pf our current equ~pment, 

this problem no longer exists. 

In summaz:y, while quality of the electronic record may have 

problems in the past, this is not the case today. presented some 

Ind~i!:ld, it seems ,clear that today's equipment's ,\ quality,combineq 

~nterpret, edit' or omit testimony, allows with its inability to .... 

. to that which could be produc~d it to produce a record supe~aor 

manually by a cq,urt reporter. 

. ----~----
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v: Other CQnsiderations~ 

Personnel 'Turnover: It hcl.'s been occasionally stated that reten

tion of qualified in-court clerks and transcribers has been a 

problem with electronicc~urt reporting in Alaska. While employ

ee turnover in Alaska is a generalized problem, we haVE: not found 

it to be one we cannot control for in-court clerks and transcrib

ers. In-CO\lrt c;C'erks are generally promoted from wi thin ~)the 

court systElmanrl enter their jobs 'with some knowledge' of the 

courts. Training on the equipment is quick,' easy and effective. 

Such training 'is conducted by other in-eourt clerk;;= and by tech
(/' 

nicians fro.tr.1 the. statewide Electronic Recording Maintenance 

section. This section has also developed training films and 

manuals. While we still find that operator errors exceed machine 

malfunctions at a ratio of about two to one, the incidence of 

both types of error is relati~ely infrequent. 

TurnOVer of transcribers was a far greater problem in the 

first ten years of our experience than. it is today. But commer-

cial'- transcription, once almost non-existent, is now present in 

Anchorage and Fairbanks to a sufficient degree that there is an 

adequate job market for qualified transcribers. This, coupled 

wi th the adequate pay and fine fringe benefits available for 

state employees, has made turnover and availability of tran

scribers a lesser problem than it once \"as. If the problem were 

to heighten, the option of using commercial services to a greater 

degree than we do now would still 1;le open. 

The salient point, however, is that th:ereis no evidence 

that \:;hatever turnover, ,sickness or" other personnel problems 

which might be encounte,red with ill':'court clerks and transcribers 

would be lessened with court reportel;'s .\Gi ven the greater ex

perienc;:e generally accredited to court reporters, availability 
,. 

and training of court reporter replacements might well make thei~ 
tuPlover more 

tra:nscrib~rs. 
of a problem than that of in-eourt clerks and 

#~. Ii 
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Response Time for Copy of the Record:' A frequentiy cited advan

tage o£ the cpurt reporter over electronic reporting is the 
7'; '~ 

ability of the reporter to more quickly produce a paper copy of 

the record. While-at least one study has led this contention to 

be suspect1£l, the point becomes relatively unimportant when we 

note that less than five percent of taped records have to be 

. transcribed to paper, and many of, these transcriptions are not 

"same-day". In addition, many "same-day" requests (e. g., grand 

jury hearings) are produced on cassette rather than paper. 

Further, it is common practice in Alaskq. for attorneys and 

judges to listen to the electronic record of a proceeding or to 

request a cassette rather than a paper copy. ,And while it is not 
o 

yet common practice in this state, we have personal knowledge of 

one appellate judge in Nervi Mexico .. who hears~ppeals on the elec

tronic record rather than requesting paper copies. lSI 

Finally, the electronic record seems to have an advantage 

when it comes to playback of a part of the proceedings for 

jurie~. While the court reporter in a manual system can read 

aloud his or her notes as playback, those notes lack the voice 

inflections which electronic records can provide. 

Thus the issue of rapid turnaround of a typed record becomes 

largely moot under the Alaska system. Rapid tt1]maround is rarely 

required and, when it is, the turnaround can often be performed 

more quickly and effectively by electronic b,athet 
-;'~.:--, 

than typing 

means. 

Log Notes: In-court clerks must maintain log notes to keep track 

of where on the rec:ord different parties speak ,and what is thee: 

essence of their oration (See Appendix H). These log not.eS are 

1£1 J~es E. Arnoldr "A study of Court('l1eporting'" (Sacramento, 
California-November 1~?3). 

121 A rule is under development where, £qr certain types o£ "emer
gencyll matte;r.s, the electronic .. record willi/ be sent to and heard 
by the Alaska Supreme Court in lieu .. o£ producing a typed trans-
cript. . 
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used to later designate which part of the electronic record is to 
b~ listened to or transcribed. The log note;s contain the date of 

the proceeding, the type of proceeding, tile judge, and how much 

bench time the proceeding takes. This information. has proved 

extremely useful in developing judicial resource indicators. 

In recent years, several state court systems have imple

mented case weighting systems for determining judicial position 

requiremen1:.s. These approaches measur~ how many bench hours are 

required tI::l hear differ.ent types of proceedings, how many bench 

hours are a.vailable per judge., and, by dividing the,' second figure 

into the first, how many judicial positions are required. , 

Alaska has used a cal;le-weighting system since 1975. While 

other jurisdictions must implement expensive, onerous, and dis-

ruptive surveys of what is happening in their courtrooms, the log 

notes req',liredfor electronic recording provide our system with 

all requisite case-weighting data on a non-obtrusive, consistent 

basis. While this nice-to-haye, analytical tool certainly does 

not justify an electronic court-reporting system, it is a valu-

able spinoff. 

VI. The Future 

since our recording units were purchased in 1973, they are 

quite a few years behind the "state of the art. ",A.lllong currently 
1/7,' 

avaiiable features not existent on our A)~ai recorders are 

(1) full automj:itic volume control option; (2) electronic logging; 

(3) automatic search for spe(:ific portions of the tape record; 

(4) easily resetable tape counter;, and (5) simple panel control 

layout (orily five or six knobs, switches and buttons) . 

However, these features will be incorporated into newly 

purchased Akai J.lni ts and into existing units over the next sev-

eral years in conjuuc;tion with minor mechanical overhauls. 
',\ 

These 

modi£icatil;)ns will. ,:be £acili tateci by the recent purchase of a 

I·, 
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micreprocesser develepment teal. This toel is primarily a cem-

puter using a pregramming la!i~guage to.' design an electrical medi-

fication and an interface to. convert this design to. an electrenic 

chip to. be placed en the recerdin,g equipment., Medification ef the 

Akai units will increase their serviceable life by at ~e~stfive 

years. 

It soon becomes clear to one 'entering the electronic court 

. t that one 's, fecus must be extended many reporting env~renmen 

th £ t Explos~ve' technelegies make,'-this a must. years into. e u ure. ..., 

this peint, the :1;pllewing' ideR,s, ef "What electronic 

courtrooms may leek like in tlle future are presented. ,These 

ideas are based upen predictiensfound in current electrenic 

jeurnals. 

The 1984 ceurtroem will have a central recording>uni t ~E-iCh 

. f d' t' It w';ll have six uses a cassette tape med~a or au ~e s erage. ..._ 

channels fer recerding in additien to one for the text ef the log 

notes. This syst~ will record some 500 hours ef preceedings per 

cassette. Wireless microphones using infra-red light will be 

installed. 

1989 electrenic ceurt reperting equipment will have an 

additienal fell.r channels ef recerding capability. Digital pre

cessinq bn the audio. channels will eliminate backgreund neise and 
, " 

fecus o.n particularocourtreem' pa:r,:ticipants during playback. 

There will be no. contrels en the main recerder - it willo()perate 
., '.' .J:J 

autematically. Recerding time will have deubled to lOOOheurs. 
'\ 

By 1994, 
\ a transcript "channel will have been added which 

will allew autematic printing e~a hard cepy of the recerd if 

desired. The syst¢m will al.l.tomatically prenipt participants to. 
" 

speak up er repeat transm~.~siens. Thisprempting, will be dene 

via a display ef what is b~ing recerded a'ri' a, terminal, lecated in 

the ceurtreem. 

As eri~ J"leeksat projected technelegicaladvances ef elec

trenic recerding in the near future'; it becemes clear that, ~er 
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mest if net all ceurt jurj,sdictiens in thi,s ceuntry, electrenic 

ceurt reperting becemes a question ef "when" rather than "if". 

VII Conclusiens 

The Alaska CeUrt' System embarked en the tetal statewide use ef 

,9" electrenic ceurt reperting almest 20 years age. While the deci-

sien to. use'this methed ef reperting was prebably unaveidable fer 

this state, it might have been unwise fer ether jurisdictiens due 

to. the ;'eI:ktivelY primitive nature ef the recerding art at that 

time. Bu't new recerding technelegies have caught up wi th~ indeed 

surpassed us. 'Today the quali ty ef the electrenic recerd is 

eutstanding and the inability ef the machine to. medify what 

eccurs in the ceurtroem makes it a mere reliable recorder. 

Secendly,but impertantly, electrenic court reporting costs less 

than its manual counterpart. 

APPENDIX A, 

Alaska Ceurt System Administrative Rule 47 

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES 47 
Rule 47. Electronic Recording Equipment-·-Offi

cial Court Record-Responsibility for 
Record. 

(a) Electronic recording equipment shall be installed in all 
courts for the purpose of recording-all proceedings required 
by . rule or law to be recorded. Such electronic recordings 
shall constitute the official'court record. It shall be the respon. 
sibilityof each judge oz: :rp.<lgistrate to require that the elec. 
tronic recorQ,ing equipment in his court be operated only by 
qualified personnel in such manner:. and under such conditions 
as to insure the production of a readable.,r~cord of all pro. 
ceedings. ., • 

(b) Before commencing any proceed,ings required to be re
corded the judge shall ss,tisfy himself tha,t the ele<;tronic re,
cording equipment is functioning properly and during all pro
ceeding's ~hall require the <;lerk Or deputy clerk to supervise the 
operation of and constantly mouitor the input to the equipment 
~nd immediatelYl:!ptify him: When the , quality of ,the ~ecordilJlg 
15 doubtful. Where extraneous nOises, interference, poor enun. 
ciation Or other factors cr.B~te doq"l?tJhat the r;;lectronic rec. 
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ord is sufficiently clear to permit full tr-d.nscription, it shall be 
the responsibility of the judge to cause the doubtful proceed-
ing to be repeated. 

(c) The courtroom clerk or deputy clerk shall be respons~ble 
for maintaining a detailed, accurate and thoroughly legIb~e 
\vritten record of all proceedings recorded on each magnetic 
tape. The maintenance of such record shall be according to in
structions of the administrative director of courts. 

Cd) The administrative director of courts shall issue spe
cifjc instructions to court personnel regarding proper monitor
in'" and transcription and providing for a uniform safe meth
olof permanent preservation of magnetic tapfl;S and logs. 

(e) The administrative director may authorIZe the use of 
video tape equipment to record any trial where the r:coJ;>1a
tion of such proceedings is feasible. The video tape will con- , 
stitute the official court record. (Amended by Supreme Court 
Order 114 effective October 14,1970; by Supreme Court Order 
134 effective immediately; and by Supreme Court Order ;198 
effective FebruarY 15, 1975) 

Alaska. R of C 5-23-75 AdR 99 

APPENDIX B 

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 

Record quality can be impaired by interference from radio 

frequency. Sources of ~uch energy can be light dimmers, motors, 

automobiles, citizen-band radios, television stations, and police 

radios_ The interference can be heard as the actual material 

transmitted (e.g., voices) or more commonly as a 60 to 120 cysles 

per second buzz. Interference can be present both during reco~d

ing or playing back of the record and will change with proximity 

to the interfering pbject. 

The best way to solve RFI is to prevent it from occurring in 

the first place. This can be done by checking out the equipment 

before leasing or purchasing it. Because relatively few units 

sold by the manufacturer 'are used in RFI prone areas, manufac

turers probably are not, as careful as they could be about shield-

ing against RFI. 

If equipment already purchased has llFI problems, our ex-

perience has shown that line filters are of little hel.p. In 

addition, capacitors soldered: across the input usually tui~e the 

circuit ra ther than filter it. We, have found that the best 
() 
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solutions to eliminating or reducing RFI are to install low 

impedence, bal~nced microphones; try repositioning the cords or 

equipment until the REI is tolerable; or find a qualified techni

cian who can properly shield your equipment. 

APPENDIX C 

Equipment Selection criteria 

.. 1. Immunity from RF!.: Does the unit pick up unwanted signals 

which can degrade record quality? (There are two areas in 

the Anchorage court building that are prone to RFI. We test 

new units out in these areas.) 

2 • Six Hour Tapes: Can the uni t handle the 0 • 5 mil tapes 

necessary to record six hours on a seven inch reel? will 

the transport damage the tape? 

3. ~ter:' Does the unit have a logging device which allows 

easy and repeatable search and return to a knOWll location on 

the tape? Does the logging device correlate to the ones we 

currei'l.tly use? Is there a manufacturer's option to co~e

late their logging device to ours?-Ci 
:J 

4. Systems Compatability: Would we need to change connectors 

and cables or add mixers? What would be th.e impact of 

mixing this equipment with the type currently used as far as 

affecting in-court clerks I abili ty to troubleshoot and 

exchange faulty boxes? Would there be any media format 

prft)Dlems in using tapes between courts with different equip

ment? 

5. Physical Size~Will the unit require rework of benches and 

portable carts to retain visibility and bench space? 

6. Brown Out~., Will the unit operate at reduced line voltages? 

At 85VAC? 

7. Control Similarity: .Are the controls well laid .out? Are 

th~lsJ.milar to exi:stin~ ~ontrols? AJ;e they cunbiguous? 

Il, 
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8. Delayed 110ni tor: Can the in-court clerk nloni tor that which 

was just recorded? 

9. sound Quality: Is the quality of sound accept,lble? 

10. I1ul tichannel: Axe there at least four discrete channels 

which may be isolated during playback? 

11. Transcribing Cycle: Will the unJt operate in the "play" and 
"rewind" modes for hours without malfunction or overheating? 

12. Initial Cost: What is the cost of the unit in the'configu

ration we would use? 

13. 

1.4. 

1.5. 

Modification: What modifications wfll be necessary f017 the 
unit to be usable to us? What is the cost of these modifi-

cations? 

Channel Indicator: Is there ~n ihdicator for each channel? 
1;;-

OVerrecord Protection: 

over-recording? 

Can the record be obliterated by 

16. Manufacturer Service: Is service of system-wide problems 
readily available? What experience have we had with this 

manufacturer in the past? 

1.7. Noise: Is the unit noisy in operation? 

Attached is a simulated criteria worksheet. 

UNIT: 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

() 

c' 

CRITERIA WORKSHEET 
':1 

S:lmulate XYZ 
C~'?nference Reporter 

R.F.I. 
':! • • 
J.mmumty 

6 hour tapes 

Counter 

Systems Compatibility 

Physica.l size 
Ii 
li\ 

II 

oo, 

TEST DATE: 10/17/78 

poor with supplied microphones, 
fine with ours 

does not apply as the record
ing is continuous 

no correlation with present 

o It would reqUire adc1i tional 
mixers. ' 

volume is smaller than that of 
AKAI, but counter space is more 
than double. 

] 
V/ 
[I , 
! 
! 

r 

I 

~" , .. ' 

,Ii 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11-

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Brown out 

Control similarity 

Delayed monitor 

Sound quality 

Multi channel 

Transcribing cycle 

Initial cost 

Modifications 

263. 

no test 

Controls are kind of ambiguous 
with two stop controls - I 
imagine people would adapt with 
time. 

yes 

not nearly as good as AKAI units 

yes 

OK 

about $3,000 

None to unit - It would cost 
about $300 per location for 
modification to courtroom. 

Chann~l Indicator no 

Overrecord Protection yes 

Manufacturer Service Average availability-problems 
with manufacturer in past. 

Noise no 

APPENDIX D 

Sound Reenforcement 

A sound reenforcement system in a courtroom is essentially a 

public addresS' system, but one in which it is tlOt obvious to" the 

speaker that he or she is being broadcast. We have found sound 

reenforcement to be helpful in all but the smallest hearing 

rooms. Our systems consist of the following equipment: ':~I 

3 micrdphones @ $70 
3 feedback controllers @ $87 
1. mixer @ $87 
1. power amplifier @ $50 
2 speakers @ $60 

Total 

$21.0 
261 

87 
50 

1.20 
$728 

It is important to note that the micropholles, amplifiers and 

speakers are used for electronic ,recording. * Thus our added cost 

for sound reenforcement is,\?nly $348 per courtroom. 

*Speakers are ~ed. in our electronic recording system for play
back of the record J.n the courtroom. 

-
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~ t A better approach to sound reenforcement is the use of an 

'\\,;' . automat~c mixer. This unit was not available in 1974 when we. 

reenforced our courtrooms for sound. We are plannin~ to install 

these in newly constructed courtrooms and to modify existing 

courtrooms when the opportunity arises. 

The in-court clerk has setting control for individual micro-

phones and this has presented no problem to us. The use of a 

lavilier (lapel) microphone in the witness box helps both the 

record and the sound reenforcement system. Attached is a schema-

tic of our sound reenforcement system. 

Microphones 

o 
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o ......... 
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" 

~ 

SCHEMATIC OF COURTROOM 

SOUND REENFORCEMENT SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX E 

Wireless ~icrophones 

A wireless micropholle has no wire connecting it to the 

recorder or mixer. The wireless microphone typically uses radio 
:1 

waves as the transmission media. We experimented wi ththeir txse 

and found them to be more trouble than they" ~were worth.. One of 

the problems probably was our use of relcil:ively cheap uhits ($650 

each). We might have had more success,with more expensive wire

less microphones, but we would have had to more than double our 

investment. /mother problem we encountered was· the need to "baby 

si til the wireless system. There are many idiosyncracies with 

wireless microphones such as battery voltages and "antenna place

ment that make it almost impossible for the in-court clerk to 

handle. In addition, we had the problem of selecting a frequency 

that no one else was using. Thus we had to have a technician 

standing by. 

However, "'When the wireless microphones worked, the quality 

of the record was phenomenal. We look for some 'manufacturer in 

the next few years to develop a wireless microphone that will 

overcome these problems. However, we still have concerns that 

the investment that will be required may be too high;. 

c: 

APPENDIX F 

Courtroom Construction for Electronic Recording 

The ;follo,.,ing fac~.J:s (listed ';n orde'r of • importance) must 

be considered in c,::>nstruction or modification of a courtroom for 

electronic recording and sound reenforcement. 

~. Ambient Noise Level: This measures the noiEJe level in 
the courtroom.' The quieter the room the better is the 
r7cor~ and the more the room. costs. There is a speci
f~cat~on called Preferred Noise criteria (PNC) that 

i ; 

(1 
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measures the ambient noise level. (See attached grclph 
of.PNC curves.) We usually request the contractor to 
build PNC 25 courtrooms, but the end'result is general
ly PNC 35-40 in most courtrooms. Some of the t,.~ings 
which affect ambient noise leveis are heating and 
lighting noise, plumbing, elevators, aircraft and cars, 
and foot traffic in the hallway... contractors can 
usually help to reduce noise levels with minimal ex
pense during construction. Therefore, we send detailed 
specifications to the architect and contractor when new 
courtrooms are being constructed 'or old ones modified. 

2. Physical Placement: our s~ecifications also include 
placement of microphones, the courtroom phone, security 
system, bench locations and proper areas for the judge, 
clerk and wi tnesses . Attached is a standard plan we 
use for the construction of small courtrooms. 

3. Reverberation Time and Flutter: This refers to.now 
hollow or dead' the room sounds. We adjust the rever
heration time to just above that recommended for re- " 
cording and broadcasting studios on the attached graph. 

Flutt.er is prevented by ensuring that opposite walls 
are not parallel or, mor.e corc..monly, by ensuring that 
opposite walls are not accoustically "hard". 
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Octave band center frequencies in Hz 
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APPENDIX G 

QUality control of the Record 

One ptust first:.decide what quality level is acceptable for 

the record. A common measure of quality of the court record is 

the numb~r of indiscernibles per 100 pages of typed transcript. 

We have never established a. sta.TJ.cUu:d :for this zneas'ure, but our 

rate of less than one indiscernible per ~oo pages has satisfied 
, . --- - ...... -- .. - _. -.... ~". 

-------"---··--,..···---------us--t1ia'C-l:he-quaL:Lq··.o:f-our-eTeci:ronJ.creC()rd i~f moretharl -acre;;'-

~ 

" 

,. -~, 

i' 

quate. Our measurement of quality is done at the time of trans

cription of the record by the transcription clerk (See the 

attached checklist). As explaineq. in the body of this paper, the 

relative number of indiscernibles became so low that we found 

little value in continuing our monitoring system on a continuous 
I 

basis. We n(')w rely on oral feedback from our transcribers and 

the users of our transcripts.' We plan to reimplem~t this quali

ty control approach on a periodic basis to ensure that quality 
?";; 

does not deciiy. 

Some of the fact9~s which we have fotmd to degrade quality 

of the record include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

(I')] 
fi:H:lure to per.i;orm a daily courtroom test of the equip
ment, 

high ambient noise in 'the recorc1ing area, (See Appen..:! 
dix F), 

high reverberation 
Appendix F) I 

time in the regordtng are,a 

microphone not proximate' to speakers, 

poor courtroom control of speakers, and 

(See 

lack of a regular training program for in-court clerks. 

By the establishment of a formal training program, by empha

sizing the role of t.he judge in effective courtroom recordings 
',) , 

and by establishing an in-house equipment maintenance and train-
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ing program, we have been able to maintain our records at a high 

quali ty level. ):,:. 

We concentrate our guali ty control feedback at the point 

. when the record is transcribed. Since;isomething less than five 

perce~:t;: of court proceedings are ever transcribed, this might be 

conlsidered quality control using a five percent sample. This 

sampling approach aJlows us to uestquali ty -wi thouthearing all 

the records at all 70 locations. The feedback necessary to 

:-adjust_:faulty ~c:;rgJ~mt::I}_t-=.2.!La.-.timdl'Y basis is the ill-court clerks 

daily test of the recording equipment,' 

II , 
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Case Name. ______________ __ 
Date 
Date·--o~f~R~e-c-o-r-d~~~·n-g----------
Number of Pages. _____ _ 
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GENERAL QUALITY 
(~ircle one) 
good poor 

EASE OF TRANSCRIBIN.G 

Court Room ~ 
Incourt Cler'k~----------
Tape 
Proo:~f~e~r~~---------------

if poor why: 
II 

(circle) 
~~~~LE9,o.r-,-~._ if POOl:, whv_~ - - ~~~.- -". -" "-.- -

NUMBER OF 
INDISERNJ:BLES 
FROl'!: 

tot!ll -------
WHO ~tAS F.ARD TO 
UNDEI,\sTAND AND 
WHY (.CHECK) 

Judgf'! 

Counsel 
for. 

Defendant 
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for 

Plaintiff 

Witness 

Jury 
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for 

Defense 

'Counsel 
for 
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AFPE::iDIX H 

Log X~'t~' 
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RESOURCE PLANNING CORPORATION 

1401 16th street. N,W. 
Washlngfon. D.C. 20036 
(202) 797-1111 

October 17, 1979 

Mr. James Hawltins 
Executive Director 
National Shorthand Reporters Association 
118 Park Street, S.E. 
Vienna • VA 22180 

Dear Mr. Hawkins: 

At the request of the National Shorthand Reporters Association, 
Resource Planning Corporation (R}3,C) reviewed the report. entitled 
"Electronic Court Reporting in Alaska" prepared by the Office of the 
Administrative Director of the Alaska Court System (hereafter referred 
to as the Alaska report). The major purpose of this review was to 
analyze the report's cost".comparisons betwef.:n electronic and manual 
systems based upon the experier~e gained by RPe in performing their 
own study of electronic reportii;ll in Alaska. RPC's study was pre
pared in April, 197B, and was entitled "A Financial Analysis of 
Electronic Reporting in Alaska." 

There is obviously a great deal of apparent credibility that may 
accrue to a report on electronic court reporting produced by the 
Office of the Administrative Director of the Alaska, Court System. It 
wot:lld be reasonable to assume tha:t this Office wo,uld have the most 
coliiplete knowledge of the electronic reporting system in Alaska and 
cei1tainly would have no reason to distort or bias the results of such 
all! analysis. However, after reviewing the report; it is my op'inion 
that the cost projections and conclusions presented in the report are 
based upon assumptions that are not clearly delineated and also on 
cost information which is inconsistent with information provided to 
RPC in 197B "by the Alaska Court System. As a result. the findings 
of the report prov.id,~ a myopic and somewhat one-s,ided comparison of 
electronic and conventional court repo:;ting. 

I offer the following comments to supporf this belief: 

1. RPC reported~llie ann,ual personnel cost for transcription in FY 
1976 at $213,&76 and in FY 1977 at $252,351.' These ngures 
were taken from the individual payroll records of personnel 
working in the transcription section during FY 1976 and 1977. 
Yet the Alaska report estimates their total FY 1979 personnel 
cost for transcription to be$152,loo. This represents a 40% 
reductlO:n"m tI;:fU1scription personnel costs frbm'1977 to 1979. ' 

. Additionally , based on biweekly status reports filed by the 
Ancho;ragetranscript supervisor, RPC repQrt;ecl that 50,515 hard 
copy pages Were produced in 1977, with ,a year end backlog of 

1,9 ..• 56"3 oag.es. The Alaska report estimates that the Anchorage 
~traJ?-sc;'ipt section 'produces about 55,000 hard copy pages a 

year. 

These two facts are totally inconsistent in light of RPC's observa
tions. In other words, while salary costs an d presumably pel'son
nel have been reduced by greater. than 40%, the numbet- of pages 
produced ha:s increased almost 10%. This incl'edible figure, for' 

---WhicliIiOsource is identified, suggests a loose estimation may . 
have been made for transcription clerk-salary costs or that 
administrativein~ovatjon has improved Alaska transcription 
productivity beyond all reasonable expectation. " 
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2. The equipment cost figures used in the Alaska report are'?ased 
on an ll-year ilie span as compared to the 5-year useful life . 
represented in the RPC report. Th3s-has the effect of reducmg 
the annual cost fo..r...equJ,pme(31t tOQ~2Bg) in the Alaska report 
compared to theGIo!9BB~;figur~ use m the RPG report. ' 

3. 

The Alaska report indicates that all of their AKAl 'units will be 
modified in the near future'to extend their ilie another five 
years, tQereby increasing their life span from 6 years to 11 
years. It menUons the cost of modification will he about $400 
per unit. An ll-year ilie span' compared to a 5- or 6-year 
useful ilie obviously has dramatic impacts on the pro-rated 
annual cost figure. 

The problem of amortizing equipmen t is a complex issue, and' the 
approach taken in the Alaska repo!'t is not only overly simplistic 

, but somewhat deceiving. The approach used in the RPC report 
distinguishes between ·juseful ilie" and "life span. n In the case 
of Alaska's electronic recording equipment, the concept of "useful 
life;"-; provides a me~:rl!! of considering three separate cost issues: 

the cost of replacement parts inve,~toriesj 
the cost of commercialshippiug" to the state maintenance 
facility for rep:air; and 
the cost of obsolescence. 

Although a piece of re~ording equipment may. be operable aftl!r 
eleven years, during that period additional costs will have accrued 
to the equipment. It will have required routine and nonroutine 
maintenance, and repair; thus accruing additional costs of parts 
and shipping. As the machine :gets older, replacement parts 
become harder toobtaip and, the equipment becomes obsolet~ in 

:·relation to currently a:V-ailable equipment. Ir.;i other words, as 
.~ the equfpment riets older, tr.(e cost of main taming it ~creases to 
: a point at' wh~r.:h ,it may be lnore cost-effective to purcpase new 
-more advanced equipJd'ent. This concept is evidenced by the 
fact that Alaska began replacing Dictaphone and older AKAI 
models when they were only four years oUi, not because they 
were inoperable, but because they were Dot cost.-effective in 
relation to the new more advanced equipment. The equipment 
thus ha.d exce~ed its "useful life.'" 

AlthQugh we would not question the ,fact that the I!life span" of 
:t;he current AKAl ~quipment a~ lDoclified might be approximately 
11 yJars, its "usefUl life" or amortizatiop period is likely to be 
significantly less (e.g., 5-6 years). The reas(mab.~~rie:s~ of 2-

5-year useful ilie not only conforms to . accepted sClentifIc. 
practice but~so conforms to the beliets of the Alaska mamtenance 
technicians intenriewed during the RPC study. For these reasons, 
the method to estimate equipment costs used in the Alaska report 
is .not acceptable. 

------'---'-~---=:...-~"'-

The Alaska report suggests. that there is an extensive use of' 
cas,settes by parties which does not require transcription to hard 
page copy .. The report maintains that thi~ cassette usage repre
sents an additio~al 35,000 pages of transcript tha~ w01;lld have to 
be produced in a manual syster;:}. The. report then adJusts the 
electronic reporting . trp,nscript productivity by 35.000 pages to c 
dramatically reduce the ~lectronic reportiIlg transcription cost 
per page. i' el( . 

''P !l 

This a~sumption overlooks' three major problems. 
'.' , Although a .cassette copy of a recording can be a 9yproduct 

of the reportin'g process and may certainly be useful when 
an official transcript is not warranted, the ?ffici~, record is 
the written transcript. .,-

't 
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A cassette copy of a 17,ecording does not represent a product 
of the transcription process, but rather a byproduct of the 
particular recording method. Should conventional court 
reporters who read back their notes for the convenienc.e of 
interested parties claim that they have actually transcnbed 
"x" number of pages and use this to adjust their transcrip
tion produ~tivity? It appears that this is what the Alaska 
report suggests. ,_ . 
Simply because the equivalent of 35.000 pages of trans'cnpt 
exists 9n tape does not mean that 35.000 pages would have 
to be or could be transcribed. 

Although the convenience of the availability of a cassette copy 
should be considered, it is obviously not the cost equivalent of 
innumerable pages of transcript. 

Due to these problems. the Alaska report's adjustment to their 
electronic repoi;-ting productivity is deceptive. 

4. The section of the Alaska report dealing'with the estimated cost 
of a manual reporting system is at best naive. and at worst a 

lblueprint for an inefficient. and expensive "straw man." For 

• example: 

\'There is a :clear assumption in the Alaska report that if cO'":~t . 
reporters are uttroduced at t~e state level they must be palO. the 

/... .... <saroe a~ court reporters workmg fOJ' the federal government m ,; 
y- Alaska. They allocate th~ cost at $31,545 annually. The report 

decides that 21 in-court clerks would have to be replaced by 21 
court reporters at a total annual salary cost of $662,445. Adding 
a 30% fringe benefit rate expands this cost to $861.178. 

5. 

" The problem with this assumption is that it presumes court 
reporters will only be attracted to a state level job if they are 
reimbursed at a level commensurate with federal employees. In 
other court reporting studies that RPC has conducted. we have 
often found differellt salary scales pajd to reporters by city. , 
state and federal jurisdictions all located within the sam-e geo
graphical area. While RPC was conducting its study. inter.\views 
with federal reporters in Alaska indicated that there exists a . 
continuous flow of applicatiOrt5 for .federal reporting positions 
within the State. The supply of qualified reporters far exceeded 
the local demand. This fact. coupled with the typical stability . 
oCthe commercial market. suggests no recruitment difficulties in 
Alaska. The effect of the Alaska, report's assumption is to oVer
estimate the personnel costs of a ''Tealistic manual ,system 'by a 
minimim of 5% and .3 max.iroum of 31%. ' For this reason, the 
Alaska report's assumption that only prt>\iidin/r a federal level 
pay scale will attract competent court reporters seems un~ealistic. 

The .Alaska recp' ort indicates that there are currently 21 in-court 
'I d" clerks ser'7;ng the A~chorage system. It further suggests that 

a comparal'ile manu-al system would require that each of these 
II ' clerks woltld bav.e to be repl~ced by a court reporter. ' 

RPC believes th?t 21 court reporters is pot a true indication of 
the Anchorage need. Typically. an efficient court reportin$ 
system assigns reporters based on the number of courts in the 
system; one reporter to record for one judge or court. 7he 
1976 Alaska "Annual Report inJ",licated that the Anchorage court 
svstem consisted of a Superior Court judges and 7 District Court 
j,."idges, which formed the. basis for RPC1s manual court' reporting 
systeIIl estimate 9f 15 personneL One extra court reporter was 
added to serve the Supreme Court. which sits in Anchorage. 
Therefore. the RPC report estimate was based on 16 reporters to 
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f>erve 15 ju~ges and the Supreme Court; not 21 reporters to 
~eplace ~1 ~-court clerl!;s. The effect of the Alaska report's 
.assumptIon 15 to ,overe:;timate the cost of court reporters in a 
manual system by approximately 25%. 

!n '!lI?dating our research. RPC discovered that the number of 
JUdiCIal personnel assigned to the Anchorage system remains 
,~~~siste':lt with the 1976 annual report. 'Based. on this finding. 
'-':1,(!9 believes the Alaska report's personnel estlmate of 21 reporters 
l5-n~t an accurate reflection of a manual system's need in Anchorage. 
We [md no reason to adjust our own estimate that 16 court 
reporters is a more accurate assessment. 

\') 
Both the Alaska report and the RPC report estimate that 7Q9.; of 
the duties ot the Alaska in-court clerks are related to elect;onic 
recording. and transcription. The lllse of a manual reporting 
system eliminates those responsibilities for the in-court clerk a:thd 
transfers them to the court repot-ter . ': 

The Alas.ka T?port maintains that in a manual system. in-court 
c~er~s. will still be !1e~ded eve~ thol~gh they would perform 
slgniflcantly more limIted functlons (:i.e .• 30% of their current 
duti.es). To reflect this need, the Alaska report estimates the 
personne:l tosts of a manual system alternative by adding their 
current m-court clerks costs to their projected cost for court 
reporters. In so doing. the Alaska report assumes that an 
in-court clerk position sh~uld be :ompensated at the same salary 
level even though the dUties requrred of, the position have been 
reduced by 70%. It is obvious that elimination of these duties 
drama~cally reduces the responsibility of the position. Such a, 
reductlon also. reduces the qualification and exper.ieIice levels 
necessary for personnel filling these positions. This indicates a 
lower salary I!!;veI could be paid to recruit such personnel in a 
manual system than would have to be paid in an electronic system. 

R~,? ~ddressed this issue in its CO$t estimate" alternative of 
utilizmg court reporters and in-court clerks. Recognizing that 
most in-court clerks were assigned a Clerk III position in the 
Alaska system at an average FY 1977 cost of $17. ODD, RPC 
assumed that the new duties for, the in-court clerk position 
woul~ reduce the demands o~ the position and would, require no 
more ~an a salary level equlvalent to a Clerk-Typist position at 
appro~at~y $12,~00. FY 1977.anIlual cost. Obviously. in any 
~eorgaIllzatlon~ eXIsting per.so~el would have to be grandfathered 
mto the new system. However, with th-e dramatic reduction in 
duties, replacement pe .. sonnel·can berecruited-'at a lower salary 
level. This lower salary level for ;in-court clerks seems far more 
appropriate than the simple addition of the cost of electronic 
system personnel onto a manual system While eliminating 709< of 
~eir job req;tirements. The effect of the Alaska' report's :ssumption 
15 to ov~.restilIlate the personnel costs of a realistic manual system 
by approximately ,29% ' , 

7. ,Th.e Alaska report assume~" that. the·$2.00 page rate currently 
:be~g charged by transcnbers m the electronic system is appro
'poate as opposed to the $1.50 per page rate being charged by 
·the federal court reporters in their manual system. It is interest
ing to note that the Alaska report believes two differ-e.r;t page . 
rates can ~xis~ in the State ($1,50 for federal; $2.00 for state), 
but not twcr differenl salary levels (the manual system personnel 
rate is based on the federal salary,~of $31 l 545). While we would 
not argue that $2.00 could be charged, We would also point out. 
t~at. a page rate of $1.50 has proven to be a reason~ble charge 
Wlthm the State. The effect of th~.Alaska. report's'·"ssumption 
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is to overestimate the transcription costs of a realistic manual 
system by approximately 33%. 

The Alaska report argues that there are three other co~siderati?ns 
that account for additional cost advantages for .electronlc reportmg 
which are not typically ~cluded in most cost analyses. 

It maintains that, nationally, many cpurtrooms require microphones 
and speak~rs for sound reinforcement. Therefore, tJ:e Alaska. 
report argues, some'of the costs allocated to electronIC, reportmg 
equipment could appropriately be prorated to sound remforcemen.t. 

RPC agrees with this attitude and, in fact, e.quipment such ~~ 
microphones, speakers, amplifiers, and equali2:rs were specif1cally 
excluded from our equipment cost categor,y estlIDates,. However, 
in spite of consideration of this sound re.mforcement 1ssue, RPC 
still found equipment costs to be m.uch h1gher than are allocated 
in the Alaska report. 

The Alaska report maintains that storage of video recordings and 
disks decrease the storage and space cost requirement. However, 
with the use of electronic media transcription is still required to 
be placed on paper, indicating the need for some st0X:2ge. space 
for this product. Additionally, the Alaska .report mam tams. that/! 
as the electronic recording media decrease m cost, paper will 
increase in cost. Certainly no evidence is offered in the report 
to assess the accuracy or effect of this assumption; and in fact 
we would expect inflationary effects .to be equal for both paper 
and recording media. 

The Alaska report argues that the cost gap between electro:uc 
and manual court reporting will increase dramaticalJ:y ovel~ time . 
due to inflation. The main evidence offered for thIS arguntent 1S 
that inflationary costs for a method dependent upon personnel 
~xpendi~ures would probably c:mtinue to incre~se at a greater 
r.ate than a method based partially on electrOnIc technology 
costs. The fallacy of this assUmption is evidenced by the fact 
fuat 90% of the costs allocated to electronic x;eporting ar:e personnel 
costs - costs for in-court clerks and transcnbers. In light of 
this statistic, it is highly likely that inflation will affect both 
methods of court reporting. 

It must be emphasized that both the Alaska and the RPC report 
reflect only the operational costs of an ,~:xperienced system. Neither 
report can be use~ to estimate the costs of initiating and implementing 
such a system in a: new environment. The implementation costs to 
Alaska are irretrievable. Therefore, both reports have ignored the 
costs of the failures, the problems, and the trial and error'·: inherent 
in the implementa!.ion of any radical change within a court system, 
Any reader projecting such a change from one system to ~other must 
consider this cost. 

In summary , the preceding examplles demonstrate tl1e Alaska report to . 
be of questionable utility in evaluating the cost implications of electron~c 
and conventional court reporting. 'For a document of its potential 
impact, I believe the report falls short of meeting minim~y acceptable 
standards of objecti:vity. The report's untenable assumptlons coupled 
with the lack of analytical rigor may both deceive and mislead the 
uninformed reader. 

~mv~( . 
B. Tho~lrence, Vice President 
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Response to critique by the 
Resource Planning Corporation (RPC) to 
UElectronic Court Reporting in Alaska" 

By Merle P. Martin 
Manager of Technical Operations 

I will respond in the same paragraph numbering used by 

Mr. B. Thomas Florence in his October 17, 2979 le,tter to Mr. 

James Hawkins, Executive Director, NSRA. 
)j (" 

1. 

2. 

" administrative innovation has improved transcription 

productivity beyond all reasonable expectation." But that 

is exact.ly what has happened. By decreas~,ng personnel to 
01 

only those most qualified. (thereby eliminilting the need for 
I 

extensive training) and by eliminating u~~ecessary proofing, 

half the number of transcribers are now producing more pages 
,. 

than the entire section did in 1978. I call understand Mr. 

Florence's disblief for we were somewhat astounded at this 

development ourselves. 

John Stechm~n will address this concern in s~me detail. 

However, let me address the contention that the " 
reasona-

bleness of a 5-year useful' life not only confonns to accepted 

s cien·t.i fie practice ..•. " I have twenty years logistics 

experience and, until a year ago, was state Director of 

Logistics for the Alaska Air National Guard. In addition, 

r have 25 years experience and an adVanced degree in'opera

tions research. There is nothing at all "scientificll about 

a 5-ye ar useful life. In fact, the 5~year figure has as its 

roots accounting practice based on allOWable tax writeoffs 

for equipment depreCiation. In the United States Air Force, 

as an example, where taxes are not germain, a itS-year useful 

life"" does ~ot exist as an equipment policy. Our Akais have 

already been .,in use six years without any unit having been 

discarded. So much for the 5-year life. 

i 
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If ••• the official record is the written transcript. 1I This is 

not true. The official record is the electronic recording. 

wh~n the official record must be transported to a location 
. (", 

,,' 

other ~han the electronic tape library, it can be transported 

by means of either a duplicate tape, .a typed transcript, or 

a cassette copy. The cassette copy is not a spinoff -- it 

is a substitute for a typed transcript. As an example, 

daily grand jury hearings are electronically recorded, 

cassette copies of the record are made, and these copies 

a1nd the Publ;c Defender. If sent to the District Attorney ~ 

the cassette media were not available, then typed transcripts 
I' 

would have to be prepared. Thus the cassette is a substitute 

for typed pages, a substitute made possible by electronic 

recording of the record. "As a direct substitute, cassette 

" pages are in every way as valid a measure of production as 

typed pages. 

"Should conventional court reporters who read back their 

notes for the convenience of interested parties claim that 
'. -, a 

they have actually transcribed IIX" number of pages and u,se 
c 

this to adjust their transcription productivity. II Of 'CQ}lrse 

not. That is ~hy we did not count playbac~ of testimony in 

the courtroom or the wide~p~ead practice of attorneys listening 

to the electronic record rather than requesting a trans-

cript. The key factor is the transport of the reco~dto 

another location. If it must be transported, "t.h~n a copy 

~~ust be made -- this copy is production. If there is no 

transportation, then there is no production. 

But let me fin~lly put this point to rest. ~t doesn't make 

any difference whether you count cassettes as production or 

not. Please refer to Exhibit 7, page 30 of our report. Note 

that total costs are shown rather than costs per page. I 
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'cannot see how a reasonable ,person can accept the RPC position 

on cassettes, but if I am wrong the salient point is that it 

makes no difference. The totals of E?iliibit 7 remain the 

same. 

" ... [the cassette copy] is obviously not the cost egtfivalent 

bf innumerable page's of transcript. II I couldn't have said 

it any better myself. 

;" Mr. Florence is apparently quite unawa:t:e of the salary'." 

situation in Alaska. FoIl' , I' f 
ow~ng ~s a ~st 0 current begin-

ning salaries for selected state personnel: 

Governor/supreme Court Justice 
Superior Court Judge 
D~strict Court Judge 
D~rector of Personnel (Court System 

Probate Master 
In-Court Clerk 

,Tr(l;nscriber 
Criminal Department Supervisor 

$70,068 
63,120 
54,480 
45,372 
45,372 
19,536 
19,536 
25,584 

It is the policy of the Alaska Court System to seek the best 

employees available. To d tb' l' 
o ~s, sa ar~es are set at a 

range that is competitive with. co~ercial and other govern-

ment agencies. 
A court re'porter for the U.s.. District Court 

in Alaska receives a salary and cost-of-living allowanc~' 
tot?llling $31,545. That would be the minimum salary we 

would establish for a court reporter position. 

"RPC believes that 21 c;:ourtreporters is not a true indica

tion of th" e Anchorage need. ,II It' 
, :l.S certainly true that 

there are eight superi9J:' court judges and seven di~trict 
court judges in Anchorage. H th' 

owever, e:t:e ~s also a traffic 
, " 

magistrat~ whQ uses a courtroom and ~ree maste:t:s (probate, 

divorce~ '-and juvenile) who Use hearingl;'ooms. In Alaska, 
I.) 

traffic, probate, divorce, and j~1yenile proceedings are a 

!; 
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matter of record and thusmufit be recorded. In addition, we 

have a courtroom for one visiting judge who sits six months 

th J'udge, s who travel to Anchorage to bear a year and for oer 

matters. It is not unusual for all courtroams and hearing 

rooms to be in use at the same time. Indeed we have had to 

dd ' t' 1 temp,orarlY,!, courtrooms to accomcons,truct two a ~ ~ona 'V 

mod ate visiting judges who have been ~ent to Anchorage to 

I t appears likely that alleviate a backlog of c~vil cases. 

our legislature will pass a bill authorizing two more 

superior court jud~~s in Anchorage. It would be unreasonable 

that we would replace our current 21 in-court clerks with ,16 

reporters. 

As to the contention that we would pay an in-court clerk 

$12,000 rather than 17, , $ 000 it is speculative at best. 

th t operating the electronic recording must be stressed a 

It 

equipment and keeping log notes are not complex"tasks. It 

elimination of these tasks would is questionnable whether 

lead to reclassification of the position. 

But in any case, Mr. Florence does not have his facts straight. 

-in-court clerk now has a ptarting salary of A range 12 .... 

$19,536. A range 10 clerk/typist now has a starting salary 

The difference is $2,256 rather than the $5,000 of ~17,280. 

Florence (By' the way, the salary for the claimed by Mr. 

, dJ.'fferent from that in our in-court clerk cited above ~s 

J.o' :r;:~pqrt due to a recen s , t alary increase.) So even if one 

were t'o accept l>1r. F orence "'_ .. 1 's ar~'ment, the total impact 

wouid be as follows: 
I. 

Difference between range 10 
and range 12 ',= ~ 

,Plus 30% fringe benefits 
Total 

Times 21 in-court clerks 

(I 

(\ 

$ 2,256 
.j 677 

$ 2,933 
$61,593 

)~ " 
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Please refer to Exhibit 7, page 30,of our report. The 

computed costs of manual court reporting with in-court 

clerks is $1,,529,598. A redUction (If $61,593 is an impact 

four percent. 

The RPC le'tter makes appaJ.ling Use of statistics. Let us 

assume that the RPC facts had been correct and that there 

was a $5,OOQ difference betWeen the salary of a clerk/typist 

and an in-court clerk. 

The RPC letter states liThe effect ... is to overestimate the 

personnel costs of a realistic manual system by approximately 

29%." Mr. Florence ~pparently reaches this conclusion by 

dividing the $5,000 difference by $17,000 to arrive,at a 

percentage figure of 29.4 percent. But this totally ignores 

the fact tha~i in-court clerk costs are only a portion of 

total costs. Let me demonstrate this point by the following 

calculation. 

Difference between $17,000 
30% fringe benefits " and $12,000 

~","'·=C''''' ,Total 
~/p, Tiiites 21 in-cotlrt clerks 
¢ 

$ 5,000 
l,500 

'$6,500 
$l36~500 

"If we divide $136,500 :Oy the above cited total cost of 

$1,529,598, the percent impact is less than nine percent, 

not 29 percent. 
Mr. Florence makes this error throughout 

the report when computing cost impacts. 

7. 
Mr. Florence again demonstrates his laCk of knowledge of 
AlaSka. 

The $1.50 per page rate'being charged by federal 

court reporters is not reasonable in AlaSka. 
It has only 

83-037 0-81--19 
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page, the current commercial 
rate c:te~:!:es a,fate of $2. OQ" pex: 

" I.>, ' '-"/'/,.('-;)., f court reporters working for the 
rate. 'Why sh6'uldwe orce ' 

But, again referring to Exhibit state to charge any less? 

I , t po{nt 4S that even if court reporters 7, the more sa ~en ~ ~ 

, transcr4pt;ons free of charge, electronic were to prov~d.e; ~ ~ 

COUXit reporting would still be less costly. 

\\ 
Ii 
I', 

The c~~mn" ent on sound reenforcement is noted. AS ·to;, the 
'\ 

statement II ... RPC s·till found equipment costs to be'\,much 

d ' t·.... Alaska report, II ple\.ase higher tha.nare allocate ~n . .ue \ 

refer to 2 iili-ove where I discuss the life span of e~~ipment. 

'\ ,',\, 
f d t d ';ng ofelec-Mr. Florence agains shows a lack 0 ' un ers an ~ , 

troniccourt reporting. He states, IIHowever" wi ~'1. tht~ use 

of electronic ~edia transcription is still required to be 

placed on paper.,.. ,. II For five percent of oU,r' electronic 

records, that is true. That's all we transcribe to paper. 
'") , 

It seems c,:i;ear that tl1,e'9aper storal1e required for f~ve 

percent of the record will take one-twentieth the storage 

space as will the paper required for ~)7 entire paper record. 

t ' you _donlt have to transcribe Tn electronic court repor 1ng, 

to paper. 

I',) 

C t ;nflationary effects to be equal for II .. ,. we would expec ~ -

both paper and recording media ,"This ,is patently ridicu-

lous as anyone in data processing 'or electronics can tell 

you. 
'J a few phone calll t~ check "this out for I sugge'st 
Il 

North Dakota. 

Referring to Exhibit 4 O,p.. page 26 "of our report, total 

, 'th electronic court recording perso~,el costs associated,w~ 

are $640,520. Referring to the last line on page 27 of our 

t f court reporters would be $86,1,178. report, peftsonnel cos s or "" 
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This is a diffe7'ence of $221,658. At a conservative assump-, 

tion ,of a ten percent annual inflation rate, this difference 

would become $356, '982 in five yea.t',s -- a total increase of . 

61 percent. 

Urmumbered: IINeither report can be used to estimate the costs of 

implementing such a system in a new environment," I concur. 

Any consideration for implementation of electronic court 

reporting must be accompcmied by a careful ,cost/benefi t 

analysis based on the estimated life of the equipment. , 

While such analysis will show substantial op~rational savings, 

funds may not be available for the initial investment. 

ConclUsion:' "The reports untenable assumptions coupled with the 
,i .' 

lack of analytical rigor may both deceive and mislead the uninformed 

reader. II That is a blatantly unprofessional statement, and it is 

th ' ,\ ... 1 tht'f " ,not e only statement ~n t:.ue RPC etter a ~n ers a des~re on 

Q-ur part to deceive the reader. Besides its unprofessionalism, 

the inference 'makes no logici.ll sense. 

We ar.e Jlot J;~ceiving commi~sions from electronic vendors. We 
, \ 

aren't C,lut to "get" court reportl~rs. The responsibility for 

,. l ' ,"', d hn' 1 ' u e ectron~c court report~ng was ass::tgne to Tec ~ca Operat~ons 

only two years ago. 
• .,._--d} • • ~ .:;. 

ElectronJ.c court::-reportJ.ng J.S not a ch~ld of 

mine that I need defend. I c~rtainly value my professional 

reputation too hig~ly to engage in any deception. That ~ould be 
a timebomb th~~~~uld explode in my face when another jurisdiction 

:iz~pleinented electronic,) court re;porting due to the in£luence of 

our report, only> 1:;0-' find it didn ' t work. 

No, what you find in our rep9'x1!:Ci'S the truth as"~~' 'see it. 
'J~~.-

,r-

Nothing in the RPC reply lead!? Ilie or others of the Administrative 

staff to chcmge our report. But I do think it is time that 
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elect~onic COUrt reporting be studied. by 'a neutral group not 

under l~alary or commission to NSRA or the Alaska Court System. I 
I' 

would !welcome such a study for it seems to me that when the 
F: 

contentions of one side to a controversy become enmeshed ~n 

unprofessional language, the time for enlightened discussion has 

passed. 

Response to critique by the 
Resource PlaIming corporation (RPC) to 
IIElectronic Court Reporting in Alaska" 

By John ste~chman 
Electronic Engineer 

Technical operations 
Alaska Court System 

I will respond solely to.the paragraph nwnbered 2 in the October 

17, 1979 letter from Mr. B. Thomas Florence to Mr. James Hawkins, 

, . ..t? Executl. ve D:trec ';or, NSRA~}" 

•..... , 
Mr. Florence has presented a:p. excellent, brief and gener~lized 

synopsis of equipment cost amortization. Yet in his own words, 

liThe problem bf amortizing equip~ent is a complex issue, ..•• II I' 

could not agree more. 1~ is important that persons attempting 
" 

this task for a particular type of equipment have some small 

knQ~ledge of its operation l constructio~, and repair tec~~iques. 
~\ -.' 

Generalizations may work well in settit.ig broad guidelines for taxc
' ,.",;, 

I '/. !I 
- Ii 

purposes, and that is. the obvious source of the 5 year life span~ 

but any particular case will require the intelligent use 'of 

specific facts. In o~der that our cost amortization procedure~ 

for the Akai tape recorders may be well understood, I will address 

ea,ch of Mr. Florence I s cost issues in turn, and specific detail., ' 

The cost of replacement parts inventories. 

Modern electronic equipment! unlike cOJilplex mechanisms such as (, an 
~ 0 ~ 

automobile, tends to be a collection of standard, off-the~shelf 

____ ~-- ~---~---------------------"'I""----------------' ---,---"" 
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components' a~ranged" in a unique fashion to, perform a particular 

junction. It is for p;:=ecisely this reason that the popular press 

abounds with "build-i t-yourself" articles instructing the:hopEiyist 
t 

on how to build their own electronic equipment. The Aka;i. tilpe 

recorder is no exception to this general rule; If one repairs 

this' device down to individual component level, ,it will "be fo~hii' 

that the vast majority of parts then required can be purchased 

from a local electronic parts distributor at very modest prices. 

Such parts are in no Wlly unique to the Akai, nor is there any 
::.:::.-:::::!;) 

fear of absolescence. The very first commercially available 

transistor still may be d'ffectlY replaced with one offered by no 

less rJnarihine different manufabturers. And t I . ,a ess than 10% of 

the g~st of the original device 25 years ago. 
/1 

Mechanical and electro-mechanical parts tend to follow the same 

scenario. The reason is simple; manufacturers are note ably 

reluctant tQ invest money in tooling to prod,uce special parts 

when standard items will suffice. Again we find items such as 

bearings, solenoids and connectors available from stock at local 

distributors all being used in a broad spectrum of manufactured 

items. 

There are some few parts""unique to the eqUipment. and for SOr.1e-', of 

these inventories muSt be maintained. The ,exceptions are struc

tural and cosmetic parts for which there is little or no expecta

tion of replacement need.· If initial selection of equipment has 

been made with an emphasis on t t' I d ab' , po en ~a ur. ~l~tYI the inventory 

of proprietory parts can be kept quite low. 

Unlike the generalities espoused by Mr. Florence, these ~pecifics 

form the,basis for an inven,:t;oxy system that has served us well~ 

The cost o£ the i~y:entory is indeed most modest, and. the quanti ties . / . . 

inv:~; ;':.~~L ~;?;ii~w , as evidenced, by the entire storage neE7,tls being 
,-;::-;l _" ~,:/" 
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met by one threle foot by six flbot set of shelves. This, I must , 

point"out~ suff'icies well to ~~upply over ~oo recorders s7rvicing 

the entire statte of Alaska cq.urt System. 
i} 

" We see no tre:nd,., towards an :increasing high failure rate in the ., 

Akai. Extr,a,polation of mel'::hanical wear rat,es observed indicate 
I, 

that an 11 year useful 1i,fe may in. fact be conservative. As one 
" , 

might exp'~ct of wel1 des,igned solid state electronic circuitry, 

perhaps ~ost failures occur in the first few years of the equipments 

life as weak components are "weeded out." For these reasons it 

is highly unlikely that any significant upward changes will be 

made in our present inventory levels. 

The cost of commercial shipping to the state Maintenance Facility 

for repair. 

Transp~rtation costs are indeed a legitimate consideration in 

determining ,service life. Agaf"h resort~~Lg to simplistic specifics, 

we must consider that approximately one::;:±hi17.r1.0f all Akai recorders 
"~'-:.:-". ~ -.".., 

reside in .'the Anchorage cour,ts. For these w5.i 1::s, the question of 

transportation cost is moot; the state repa~r facility is in the 

&~chorage courthouse. For the balance, transportation costs will 

~vary widely. Alaska is a fair.l.y large state depending almost 
, D 

. ~ I ~I) 

entirely on air freight. We can gain .a feeling for maxit~um" costs 

by, considering the cost of returning a defective recorq~!~t from . ' "." ~ 
Ketchikan in extreme southe~,st Alaska to Anchorage and sh~p'ping 

its replacement back., Sipce the average repair interval is just 

ov~:r:.;~one year, the cost .incurred in this example per year will be 

$71.86, or under 10% of the unit's acquisition cost. 

The cost of obsolesc~. 

Obsolescence may be defined as being no longer functional or 
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useable I Or out of f 9shion. As indicated previously, our analysis 

shows that service requirements' for the' Akais have little likeli

hood of increasing above current levels for some time. This '.c;' 

leaves us with those costs at~ributed to operational inefficiencies 

of the equip~~nt as compared to more modern' apparatus, To analyze 

this aspect of obsolescence, one must know more than a little 

about recording technology and its likely directions.' Otherwise 

one may purchase only to~oon find a' technological jump has 

rende+ed their equipment comparatively inefficient and no longer 

cost effective. 

SUch a jump promted the change from Sound-Scribers to Dictaphones. 

Yet another technological jump, three years later, led to the 

Akai systems, none of which, contrary to Mr. Florence's statement, 

have ever been replaced. At this time we see no technological 

advances at our level of comsumption that will make replacement 

of the Akais cost-~ffective on the b 9,sis of pe-.rformance in the 
ft • 

:~1 \\ 

il1UlJ.ei:if~te future. Such major advances \are coming to be sure, but 

realistic and educated opinion places th~m about five years away. 

No equipment design if:i without its "soft" areas; ,portions that 

could have been done better. High in overall quality though it 

is, the A}tai has several of the these areas. "We have engineered 

improvements and are incorporating them into machines as, they 
. ,. c. 0'J 

co~e thru the shop for routine service. It should be emphasized 

that each of these few modifications has been thorou,ghly examined 

for cost effectiveness, and will serve" to yet further reduce ou:t; 
'i\ 

already low failure rate. 

Function can always be improved. Our long history with electronic 
t'} 

court reporting has given us the experience to know What fe'atures 

are desireablefrom a cost and quality of record standPo:i,~t. An 
,; 

ongoing market survey has thus far shown us no machine C';~Pable of 

.-;:- ."-...... -
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th " fUnctions. For" this r~~son we giving us al,l, ese intend to 

in the Akai in the near t certain functional changes incorpora e , 

lower cost than purchas~ng We find we can dibth .. ~is at far 0 future. 

the benefits of improved functions. new equipment, and reap 

summary. 

'; ders and 'associated equip-am'ort4~ation of the Akai recor Our cost ... _ 

th following facts: ment then rests upon e 

1} 

2) 

3) 

.' 4) 

5) 

llil '>"' 
f( 

narts required are co~non, i~1\ost: repair s:- off the shelf items 

we need not stock. 

"~I parts that must be stocked are few in number Those unique 

and low in cost. 

Failure 

needs. 

future. 

increase in service rate analysis indicates no 

t may decrease in the Indeed, service requi;~emen s 

\" 
costs for. Alaska are a valid consideration Transportation 

and highly variable, ranging from ~, zero to less than 10% o£ 

the acquisition cost per year. 
\\ 
'I 

II 
. b added to the d' , d are few and may e Functional chan;;es es~re " 

than inc~~red in ~~he purchase -:::-present system at far less CO$;t "' "Ii 

of new e,9Fipment. 
~ 
\ 

~: . 
C9nclus~on 

I f\el 
.:~ 

" cost amotiza'tion are t t 'ons renarding Mr. ,''Florence I s con en .. :1. ,~ 

c.:;1 'II ption If his and a portentous e:x;ampl~".r of ~ -conce "'" .pr~p-b,?terous 

I" it! the aviation indu,,:stry " I' Ji ' th least correqi ' I', ·conte~),c.ions were' ~n ,I e i' 
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'I 

I, 

I' II alone Would have consigned ten I s of thousands of' profi ii,able 

aircraft to the scrap heap long ago. As an ~'1iVidual/engaged in 
I J/ 

the engineering professions, both mechanical f;,ind electronic, for 

over 25 years, I find myself embarrassed and' ashamed by such a 
~ ,/ 

blatant example of unprofessional writ~ng and thinking. The 

issue of manual court reporting vs. modern technology requires 

the clear, concise utilization of facts, not the casting of 

veiled inuendos. It WUld be personally and prOfessionally foolish 

of me to support an issue which facts can not support. That 

Would only serve to' discredit me in th~ future. My Sole Obligation D 

is, to see that the p.eople of Alaska get, the best and most effective 

Possible form of court reporting. If the facts shOUld ever 

indicate that this form is other than electronic recording, I 

will cheerfully bow out and return to d,esigning; satelite instrll-
mentation. 

Although I stated that my comments related eXclUsively to para

graph #2, I Cannot refrain from, final comment relating to 

paragraph #9 regarding comparison 'Of media costs. Mr. Martin 

covered the question of such costs for the status quo 'veIl and 
() 

truly. However, 'One of rAe functional modifications being,applied 

,to the Akai utilizes a technique universally used by the 'eb~Rtini-. " 

cations industry, that of mu(~}tiplexing. This, in o'q!: case, will 

allow fully four times as much information to be put on the same 

tape as is currently pOssible. I a~vai t wi til eagel;' anticipation a 

demonstration of the same degree of data compaction on paper 

media by a shorthand reporter. 
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Senator DOLE. Mr. Polansky? 

STATEMENT OF LARRY POLANSKY, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURTS, WASHINGTON~ D.C. 

Mr. POLANSKY. Good afternoon, Senator Dole and Mr. Velde. I 
thank you for the invitation to speak. I guess my role is to com
ment as a court administrator who has had experience with the 
various court reporting methods. Mr. Gimelli has worked at them 
all. I have had to administrate in courts that have used them all. I 
believe he does his job better than I do mine. 

I have worked with computer-assisted transcription in Philadel" 
phia. We installed what was, I think, the first court-operated com
puter-assisted transcription unit. You might ask questions such as, 
"Does the CAT technology work and is it ready?" Yes; it ;w:as ready 
in 1976. The technology does work. I think it works perhaps 100 
percent better today tha,n it did then, but it worked then. 

The second question for me could be: "Can a court operate a 
computer-assisted transcription unit?" The answer is "yes" and 
"no." Physically and teGhnically the court can operate a computer
ized unit. The question ls whether that is the best way to go about 
it, whether court reporters really want to work with a court-operat
ed unit, and whether the court really wants to invest its resources 
in operating that kind of facility. I think that question is 'still open. 
Other people are to testify who are much more prepared to speak 
to that than I. 

Will the court reporters take part in computer-assisted transcrip
tion? That deserves another yes and no answer. Some will and 
some will not. It takes a particular kind of reporter to work with 
computer-assisted transcription. Generally speaking, they must be 
very standardized in their approach to stenotype writing. Some will 
want to do that and some will not. 

Finally, is there a cost benefit with computer-assisted transcrip
tion? In my opinion, we were able to break even in Pennsylvania. I 
think they could break. even today 'with a court operated system. I 
do not i,think that break even is a problem. When reporters use 
service bureau type computer-assisted transcription units, they pay 
for tpe services which are provided to them and they, get faster 
turnaround. c 

I could say a lot more about computer-assisted transcription. We 
do not have enough time and so I have submitted fgr the record an 
article I wrote some 5 years ago explaining and describing the 
Philadelphia system. 

I have also had some experience with voice writing. As a matter 
of fact, Mr . Gimelli, under a Federal grant, trained some voice 
writers for ~.lS in Philadelphia. Our results were mixed. The voice 
writers were trained very quickly. They seemed to be very capable. 
The other side of the coin was that only one of those eight or nine 
who were trained ever applied for the job or worked as a court 
reporter in Philadelphia. It is my understandil:).g that none of those 
reporters now work in Philadelphia. 

What I would really like to speak to, and I have submitted for 
the record a just-written report on the matter, is some innovative 
sounu recording being done in the District of Columbia. I!l the 
District of Columbia courthouse, we have in place aJ::entral record~ 
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ing system. It is an eight-t k 
are now ~4 courtrooms a~d~ 0 reel-to:reel recording sy~tem. There 
aintral U~llt. There are six mor~ ~~:mfh roOl~s operat~ng off the 

. I b~!~eve that, eventually all 4l at tWIll be o~-hne by JUly 
rooms WIll have sound rd" . cour rooms ar~d 6 hearing 
l~mbia courthouse. ecor Ing eqUIpment in the Di~trict of Co-' 

The sound equipment is d . . 
!ranscript production courtro~:s f{I.:akily ill high volume, low 
o up~~:tr.ound , on the transcripts p~eparedr f~ov:ne thand thdere is good 
" IOn. , e pro uct of this 

The staff required to 0 er~t th 
much smaller, however th~n the e c~ntral recording system is 
reporter system. A staf'f of thr at requ!red to operate a full Court 
room, hands out microphones T~ ti°nltors ~he central recording 
return at the end of the d '. ~e mOrnIng, accepts them in 
transcribed, et cetera. In s~t duphcates tapes that need to be 
central. recording operation supp~ ~ ~Off of tJ:ree persons at the 
or hearIng rooms. r s operatIng courtrooms and/ 

There have been man bl 
~~. ma~erial about the su~fc~~:ifu-Yd~ hav~ probably read a lot 

ere IS. or was any problem with au. 10 eq~upment in the past. If 
~olumbla has experienced it over ~hdIl e{~wment, the District of 

ave worked with audio equipment' e as years in which they 
~ would offer, however, that the' . 

~sIng . answers many of the robl cent:al sy~tem we are currently 
Inaudlbles. For example the p . ems ;mcludlng such problems as 
~ontrol on Our sound system ~h;: s~)Ikething called automatic gain 
~t If?rt us an

bl
4 d, as a matter of fact l~:er~ ~~ low

h 
sound an, d amplifies 

1.S IS ena e. 'ry, eavy sound so that it 
The tape gap' Problem we b r 

and~ or personalmonitorin W: Ieve has been solved by manual 
monItors aU of our record~~s in also have a computer console that 
helids loc~ted right after the reco;3~ cehtrdl room. Thel'e are read to y;, monItors whether or not sounci~~ e~ s. The system electroni-

mmutes, the operator man II ~o~ng on to the tapes. Every 
each Of. the tapes fQr each of tha y mtonltors the sounds that are on 

MultIchannel recordin e Cpur rooms.' 
over ak b g answers some of'f t' t' spe, pro lerI;!{ where mUltiple peo 1 ,1 no. most of, the 
Ime. P e are speakIng at the same 

,':Fhe problem with poor 1'<; 
~nlts is solved, I think by thPerat~rsI of the individual recordkg 
In. the courtroom is themicr~;hn ra Thystem. The only equipment 
~Icrophones in the mornin ... _4 one. e court staff picks u the 
fhe~e of equipment that cou~t~~C;:~~~ffh therr at night.. The ~ther 
t la hsa:ys on and off. They turn that ave, Of operate IS a switch 
e ep one and call th t 1 on or 0 'f, or they picku . ' 

system on and off. e cen ra recording room which turns fh a 
Our service problems are mini" " e 

~er~<?rmed ~y OUr three profession~~a~fcausel thTe
h 

service is all I 
en.lve maIntenance and d peop e: ey do Our pre-

eqUIpment as well. 0 some of the major repairs of the 
"': e have eliminated one of . ' I 

equcipment loss. Sound equipme~~is early da)or problems that of I 
use to lose a lot of it. We do n t ve1ry eSlrable equipment. We 

o now Ose very much of it because 
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now the only thing in the courtroom is the stand on which the 
microphone is placed when it is received from the central recording 
office. 

Tape changing, which used to take a lot of time in the court
room, does not take a lot of time today because it is done profes
sionally and centrally. It takes less than 1 minute .. Since the tapes 
run 3 hours apiece right now, there is very seldom a need to 
change other than at the luncheon break. 

Logging is done by the clerk in the courtroom and will continue 
to be done by the clerk in the courtroom. 

One of the major problems evidenced in individual audio equip
ment is when you do get a breakdown you have substantial inter
ference with the operation of a courtroom. We run with a spare 
unit on our central system. If there is a breakdown in the court
room, there is a switch over to the spare. 

Basically what I am trying to say to you is that we believe we 
have addressed the major problems with audio equipment with our 
central system. 

In passing, there are a couple of other things that have occurred 
because of that central system. We are able to do sound reinforce
ment-the automatic gain control as I indicated. We have also 
made th~ sound system a playback system so that we can play back 
from the central recording room· into the courtroom. \1 

There are some safety devices on the computer. If you attempt to 
record, for example, over a tape on which recording has already 
occur~red, a buzzer goes off and says you cannot use this tape. That 
is so~tlething that does not always happen with an individual unit. 

I have been very leery about permitting cost information on our 
unit to get outside because I could never get a goocl handle on that 
information. Your hearings have forced me to do my homework. It 
has cost us approximately $20,000 per unit to install the units we 
have today. Additiop.al units will cost us appro~D:.lately $12,000 
each.· -. ~ 

In summation, central audio recording, in my opinion, in a 
proper setting is a viable~ cost-effective alternative. It works. I 
invite you to come see our system, sir. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Polansky and Lee Barthlow and 

report submitted by Mr. Polansky follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LARRY P. POLANSKY AND LEE BARTHLOW* 

court d~:t?f a~o:co:ding devi~s, in place of the traditional 
United states. ~~~h~S be~r;::i~~~ a somewhat controversial ~staty in the 
documentation but' .' both pro and co~, regarding electronic 
Bibliography) , .. Our pUrp:>se ~s not to address that ~ssue. (See Attached 

Rather, we will address the ope t' f th ,c, 

system which has been in place in the D r~ ~~~peo. e C central audio recording 
This advanced recordin technol • • r10~ ourt for three years.· , 
electronic documentati g h ogy sy~em has conv~nced our management that 
efficient economiCal o~w .... e:n s~pe~sed blJ prof~l~siona1s, is convenient 
end-produ~t. /' ,. e ..... xan, most imf.C)rtantly, provides a quality , 

The Superior Court recording effort utilizes a t 
system for the electrOnic recording of dail t cen.rally controlled 
someday encompass all fort f y cour proceedings. It may 
pre~tly connected, prirnaiil~\~o~~r= :f~:ver~ t!e::ing ro?JnS, but is 
Clmms, Landlord, and Tenant Prelirnina H' co ~ that ~s, Small 
Calendar Control, etc., whe~e l:iroi ted ~oun~~~~i' t~:~ptieI,lt, ~affic. Court, 
a,re normally r~quested. Several regul-- tr' al r on 0 test:unony 
system, but aJmost always as back~up t~'a s~f ~urtrtoorns atre covered by the 
... r repor erg . 

The system uses eight-track reel-to- 1 di . 
~o the central recording locatj.on ~d we r~\d re~or ng ~ch~nes. connected' 
~~o£nited States, "though ~tterned aft:~etw~ s~c~:s~~ f~:~e: f~s type " 

History of Audio Recording at The Superior Cou~t 

DistrictE~~~~~~~~ ~~e=~~ct~ni; recording me~ods began in the 
were.purc~':ed and placed in theYhig~Ov~ium;e~:r~~~~~track tape recorders 
are Hl:i;ormed, court reporters prefer not to be asSigned?' courts, where, we 

There could hardly have been 1 
machines were installed in .separate l~ca~s encouraging beginning. The 
for each machine. Since there were no fun~St ~? an operator was required 
ever:y courtroom machine, courtroom s ' .. ~ o. lre a trained teChnician for 
machine operation and upkeep. The un~t \qe~e g.lven the responsibility for 
than turn the machine on and off Co ra~ne courtroom staff did little more 
ta:pe.monitoring done, and probl~ w nsa.ently, there was little, if any, 
cnt7cal. Infrequent. and'ineffectiv:ea. ~~overedOnly as they became 
loading and unloading of the ta s . c earu.ng o~ the maChines, improper 
level s«t.tings for the individu~ , ~na~te ~crophone placement and poor 
~~ftunf~rtun~telY, frequently to\;~c~~COr~i~~a~~Saifd tTho inferior recording 

S 0 equ.lpnent, record logs l,.rere t·. • ere were frequent 
the tapes were improperly stored,. no cons~stently or accurately kept and 

. ' . 
. To add to the miserabl'" situat' th . ';) . 

des~gned for active courtroan ~se of 1On, . e machines utilized were not 
. up to f~v~ t~ si?,_hours every day. As 

1 
The Court of Justice in Mo t 1 

Courtrocms which are serviced b n ~ea , Canada contains ninety (90) 
!~~ "~O~ ~_ • _~IIY a o-track centr~ recQrding system. 

The Lah~'Courts Building in Hal'f . 
Courtrooms which ~re also served b ~ax, Nova Scot~a houses eleven (11) 

", IY a o-track central, recording system. 
w 

* ' II 
Courts. Larry P. l'olans~; is the Executive Officer of the District. of Coltm]bia 

Lee B~thlcw is Director of the Ce t .. .. 
Court of the D.lstrict of Coll'lJnbia.· n ra~ R~cording Un.tt of the Superior 
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the machines. begatfCto wear unOer the heavy load, breakdowns became frequent, 
and repairs grew more expensive and time-constnning. The machines were ,"down." 
(not operati09) much of the time, resulting in lost testimony and interrupted 
proceedings.' . 

This led to the recognition that there had to be a better way to I 

record testimony electronically. The Court sought and found hea~ dUty eight
track equipnent which could stand up to the long work day and still produce 
good sound recording in fOor acoustical surroundings. This, unfortunately, 
did not solve all of the problens •. Although the equipnent fared much better 
than had the earlier six-track machines, untrained courtroom staff continued 
to be lax in their monitoring, nonchalant in their rr.aintenance, and dis
interested in the success or failure of the system. The Court soon realized 
that high quality equipnent was not all that was needed for a successful sound 
recording program. 

Deyeloping an Alt~rnative Approach 

Just as plans were getting undenlay for the construction of the new 
courthouse, the Court heard of the two central recording systems in canada. 
After on-site review of these systems, the Court decided to try to incorfOrate 
the canadian concept into t,he plans for the new courthouse. Although the Court 
altered aspE:!cts of the Canadian'design to accOll11lodate the special needs of the 
D.C. Court System, the basic canadian concept, (the concentration of all 
recording, replay and control equipnent at a central location, manned by 
skilled professionals and connected to the various courtrooms via cables) was 
implemented. Much credit must be given to the Canadian Courts for their 
foresight and pioneering efforts which made our task so much easier. 

Because of a lhnited budget, it was imfOssible to connect all forty
four courtrooms to the system at once. All of the necessa~ basic wiring, 
however, was installed before the inside walls of the new courthouse were 
completed. Only ten courtrooms and one hearing room were fully equipped and 
J:X.lt into operation in 1978. The system has, however, been expanded in small 
increments (through Grant and appropriated funds), until today, there are 
fourteen (14) working units with an additional six (6) units due in by July 
31, 1981. 

Description of the System 

At the heart of our system is a central control room, located on the 
second floor of the D.C. Courthouse. Multiconductor cables e:Ktend from the 
central control room to every courtroom and hearing room in the facility. 

Despite 'the apparent ccmplexity of equiptl(1,nt in the control center and 
courtrooms, only two cables are required to connect them; a "fifty-wirel' audio 
cable and a ,"twenty-four wire" control cable. Laid side by side, these cables 
can fit into conduit no more than an inch and a half wide. " 

In each operational sound serviced courtroom (or hearing room), 
microphones are placed at the judge's bench, the witness' stand, the clerk's 
bench, the defense table, prosecution table, the ju~ box, and the c~nter 
podium, with two extra mikes at both sides of the bench for general coverage. 
'lbese microIilones feed through cable to the central control room and then to 
the specific eight-track channel recording device. With the exception of the 
microphones and the 'digital display, all court~oan equipnent(the channel 
selector and )me amplifier) can fit in the bottcim of a.,"1Y small table and the 
microphone wires can be hidden and protected by floor sheathin0~ 

Major Benefits and Features 
.~. ,: 

The major benefits of the costlier eight-track recbrding have been 
the depth, clarity and overall qUality of the prOduct and the attendant ease 
of transcription. With the individual channels, each voice can be ~sc;lated by 
the transcriber, even when several people have sJ,'-Oken at once, provJ.ding the 
means for overcoming one of the major shortcoming of single track recording~ 
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' .. ~ valuable by-product of the D.C. System has.lbeen the provisi~m of 
sound r~J.nforc;~ent (a loudspeaker system) to the recording courtr~l through 
the use of celhng speakers - the exact number depending ufOn the sbe of the 
courtrOOlT\ - arranged in four zones: spectator, jury I attorney, and ' 
holding cell. Although the courtroans have excellent acoustics, the filabric 
covered walls absorb so much sound that it is somet:imes hard to hear fh 
certain sfOts, and especially in the spectator section. -The sound reinforce
ment system is unobtrusive, yet it enables one to listen from any PoiI1i1: in the 
cou.rtrD?m witho~t strain. Since the system permits -1CM volume-setting: for 
eacb unJ.t, one J.S never overwhelmed by the cumulative effect of the mUltiple 
sp9Ctkers.. -; 

A feature called Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuitry is ~ti!J.ized 'by 
the l~ecording system. This circui t~ regulates each microphone so that the 
~gain" of the mike automatically increases when a person speaks softly! and 
oecreases when he speaks loudly. The result is a ve~ uniform volume 'I)f sound 
which reduces the possibility for distortion while actually clarifying. and 
strengthening the testimony of soft-sfOken witnesSes. With N,l,C, when ime 
opt:imurn sound recording level for any p:lrticular courtroom is once det~!rmined, 
the level controls should not requi~e adjustment again during normal 'I 
oper.ation. This featur.e hel:r;:s make the central system practical, sincei, with 
forty or more eight-track machines running simultaneously, it would not:. be 
~ssibler cons~tly, to monitor the sound levels of all unIts manually._ It 
J.s only Ly mahng each channel "self-regulatory," that one can even begi:n to 
consider a workable, multiple unit central system. I 
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the control room and provides, from the log, the approximate counter reading 
from which to start. The control room operator then rewinds the. tape to the 
designated· starting point and ,"plays," the required portion of testimony into 
the courtroom. 'W11en "playback" is finished, the operator returns the tape to 
the point at which recording was halted and switches the equipnent back. to the 
recording mode. An improvement, anticipated in. the very near ~uture, w~ll 
allow the computer, when fed the starting locatlon, to automatlcally swltch 
the courtroom to "playback", rewind the tape to the inoicated location and 
play int.o the courtroom over the courtroom's sauno reinforcement system. When 
playback is complete, this modification will enable the computer to "fast 
forward." the tape to its previous recoroing position ano begin recording once 
more. In essence, the entire playback process will soon be controlleo through 
the control room's electronic console. 

During a bench conference, when spectators ano jUry are to be ex
cluoed, a ,"mute" switch on the judge's microphone is activated by the juoge 
to disconnect the rocm's sound reinforcement system while continuing to feeo the 
recording to the control room system. 'The switch simultaneously activates a 
bench conference mike which helps pick up the comments of the lawyers facing 
the bench. 

staffing and Hours of Qperation 

The control room staff consists of two operator/technicians and one 
administrator. (it:;i:s estimateo that when the system is completed for 44 
courtrooms and at least 4 hearing rooms, there will be two additional 

, operator/technicians.) 

The system is activated at 8:00 a.m. (six days a weeic), or earlier if 
necessary, and closes when the last courtroom closes dCMll fot the day 
(normally at about ,6:00 p.m.). one operator is stationed at the console, 
while the other monitors and duplicates tapes, repairs and cleans equipnent, 
updates the ~ffice reCords or locates testimony for which transcription 
requests have been received. Every morning, each courtroom system is checked 
and "test run." and the console is also tested for proper operation. 

It is necessary (for security purposes) for the courtroom clerks to 
pick up their microphones each morning and return them to the safety of the 
Ci()ntrol room every night. As soon as the mikes hClve been connected in the 
courtroom, the control room is notified and a daily pre-test is run which 
checks the entire audio and recording circuit. . 

During the day, the control room staff constantly monitors the quality 
of the recoz:dings. At the end of the day, as the microphones ano daily log 
are brought to the control room from each courtroom, the awlicable unit is 
taken out of the ,"ready," mooe, the tape is rewound, labeled, and filed along 
with the clerk's log of that oay's events. 

J1gj.ntenance 

At the eno of .each week, all machines are fully cleaned, tested, and 
checked for worn parts or wires. If any defectiv~ components are discovered, 
awropriate repair or replacement is undertaken by the technicians. 

If a recording. machine develops a problem during the day, its activity 
is quickly transferred to a spare machine (only eleven of every twelve. units 
are in use at one time). The technicians are traineo to repair the eguipnent 
and, since the design of the system, is largely modular, isolation and 
correction of the problem is usually quite rapid. 

The total delay for a transfer has proved to be less than a minute, 
illustrating one of, the major advantages of centralization. When an 
individual tape unit in a courtroom fails, it causes significant interruption 
of the court proceedings. The inoperable machine has to be disconnected and 
removed and a spare must be brought in fronf"some other location, caUSing 
considerabl~ del~¥ and ~lo~ion. With the central system, there is Ii ttle 
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delay and virtually no interference or inconvenience for the trial 
participmts. 

Problems rarely occur with the equipnent in the courtroom for it, is 
simple gear and there isn't very much of it. There are eight microphones, a 
dozen or more ceiling speakers, two tape counter displays, an amplifier and a 
switcher. All of the equipnent, except for the microphones, is located well 
out of harm's way or has a locking cover that prevents accidental damage. 

Transcribing the Audio Product 

As elsewhere, the transcription of courtroom testimony is not done as 
a matter of course in every case in the District of Columbia Courts. Rather, 
transcripts are prepared only when requested. When a request is received, the 
original tape is duplicated and an eight-track copy is then sent out for 
transcription. (Original tapes never leave the control room.) The tran-. 
scription is done both in-house and by outside contractors. Currently, there 
is no backlog of requested audio transcript nor is one anticip3.ted. All 
requests are usually satisfied within two weeks, and always within thirty 
days. 

In the,near future, if the Court System supports the concept, 
cassette copifs of courtroom testimony wiLl be provided to the requestor 
within minutes of the actual courtroom event. 

The Hwnan Factor 

No matter hOW efficiently a system works in theory, it must have the 
support and cooperation of the people for whom it exists if it is to function 
efficiently in practice. 

The response and cooperation of the courtroom clerks has been out
standing. This support is crucial, for the clerk provides the link between 
courtroom action and the control room and,eyen more iruportantly, the clerk's 
log is the key to the ,"table of contents." for every tape. The courtroom 
clerks have performed admirably in this area. Their cC)ntact with the control 
room has been precise and punctual and their logs have been consistently 
reliable. 

Problems 

There az:e, of course, problems, but thankfully they are minor ones. 
One problem is that the Court has yet to find a ,"conSistently clean." brand of 
tape. (An occasional dirty tape can require more frequent wiping of the 
machine capstans than is desirable.) This problan does not mar the record
ing, but does require time and attention of the operators. 

A second problem has been finding the optimal microphone placanent in 
the courtrooms. Although our recordings are of excellent quality, occa- . 
sionally, a voice will be less distinct than it might be because the micro
phone has been shifted to an ineffective position (for example, pointing 
tCMard a wall or tCMard the floor). The freedom of movanent that is permitted 
in our courtrooms can be acconmodated with proper microphone placement, but we 
have yet to find a way to eliminate ."imprQ11ptu" adjustments which allow the 
voices tQmove out of the wide range of our multi-directional microphones. 

The currently used eight-track, reel:-to-reel tapes can run con
tinuously for three hours. Occasionally, a judge will sit for longer than 
that without taking a break. When this happens, the courtroom is notified 
when ten minutes of tape remain, and, at the first convenient moment, the 
clerk interrupts the proceedings for the ~ick tape change in -the control room 
which takes ten to fif.teen seconds. 

It bas recently become possible to produce high quality recording at 
half the no~ sJ?€ed as a resUlt of the developnent of more sensitive tape. 
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This means that with the same length of tape that is used today, our machines 
will soon provide up to six hours of continuous recording time (which is, 
incidently, much longer than any continuous court session). ' 

'\ The use of central recording systems isco~t-effective only in 
multi-judge court facilities. Although there is not yet a reliable rule of 
thumb for the minimum size 'necessary to be cost effective, it appears that to 
enjoy the advantages of a central system there should be at least five court
rooms on the same system. Since direct cabling is required" the courtrooms 
should be under a single roof. This may, however, prove not to be a real 
problem, for the new glass-fiber phone lines ,are capable of transmitting in
"'ormation for which special audio control cables have been required in the 
Past This technological breakthrough may soon make it possible to provide 
econ~cal central recording for courtrocms many mUes apart in a "regional" 
or ,"state central recording" facility. 

In summary, there is in .operation today, at ~e D.C. Superior Court, a 
reasonably inexp:>Jlsive central audio recording system which hql&? promise for 
revolutionary change in the court recording practices of urban area courts. 
It is efficient and economical and provides a quality final product. Most 
importantly - it works. 

2 District of Columbia Courthouse Central Recording Costs through Fiscal 
Year '1981 

Original J,:nstalhtion: 
cables, SWitches, etc. 
Conduit, Floor Boxes, etc. 
Miscellaneous Costs 

Equipnent (11 Fully Equipped 
locations and one 
spcu:e recorder) 

Additional EquiPment: 
Expansion of Central Facility -
nine fully equipped courtroom 
locations wi 1=h one Spare Recorder -
work to be fully completed September 
30, 1981 (Includes, Ccmputer Improvements) 

Total Cost (Twenty locations and two spares) 

$ 58,621 
47,342 
8,417 

$114,380 

143,810 

$258,190 

'$126,473 

$384,663* 

*It is estimated that, subject to the inflationaty spiral, each addi tiona! 
courtroom will c;Q~t $10 - $12,000. ' 
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II 

INTRODUCTION 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, under the 
supervision of President Judge .Edward J. Bradley and 
Court Administrator Judge Davld'N. Savitt, Is operat
Ing a court-controlled computer-aided transcription 
service center. The center is a pilot program originated 
by the National Center for State Courts as a major 
component of lts Computer-Aided Transcription 
Project. Th!s·Jolnt effort of the Philadelphia Court and 
the National Center is funded through the Nal'.'nal 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal, Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administratlon and 
supplemenfed byUpwards of $75,000 of match provided 
over the program life by the Philadelphia Court. 

The Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas, like many 
other courts, is encountering increased.problems in 
the task of providIng court reporting services. These 
problems are manifested by difficulties in obtaining a 
sufficient number of qualified o')urt reporters, trans
cript delays, inefficient transcript productIon (frequently 

reporting services and is looking to modern electronic 
technologies such as audio recording,' voice-writing. 
videotape recording. and computer-aided transcription. 
The latter technology, computer-aided transcription 
(hereinafter abbreviated to CAl) Is the subject of this 
paper.! 

Computer-aS1,~d transcription is an attempt to com
bln& the besi'of two worlds - the stenotype court 
reporter and the computer. The trained, stenotype 
court reporter does what helshe does best - namely, 
takes down the spoken word In stenotype form; 
the computer does what It does best - rapidly 
processing Input data '{the stenotype notesa,nd con
vertIng It lnlo English prose). Computer-aided trans· 
cription (CAl) Is intended to enhance the utilization of 
stenotype court reporters by reducing the reporter's 

'~nteraction with the transcrip,t translating and typing 
"'{unctions. By relieVing the court reporter 0lsom6 of 
tits traditional manual operation, CAT will'speed up 

·transcrlpt preparation, reduce the time spent by court 
, reporters In transcrlpt- preparal1on, and potentially 

help the court to more eftrciently use availabll3 court 
reporting resources. 

Computer-aided transcription Is a reality and lis 
• technical feasibility can no longer be questioned. 
The purpose of the Philadelphia pilot program and 
the National Center's CAT project is to determine: 
(1) whether CAT Is economically feasible for courts; 
(2) what procedural reforms (If any) are needed when 
implementing a CAT service; anc;\ (3) what the produc· 
tlon rates and capablJltles of CAT really are. 

THE PHILADELPHIA COURT-OPERATED 
CAT SERVICE CENTER 

The PhiladelphIa court-operated CAT service center 
Is the largest court-operated attempt to date. The 
servIce center currently supports 15 court reporters; 
however, service will be expanded 10 support 25 to 
30 court reporters before program completion. More 
than 150,000 pages can be transcribed each year 
with the current equipment configuration. Expansion 

aggravated by inefficient or non·existent production 1. ""n e~tensive discussion of Ihis technology and approaches 
standards), and rapidly rising personnel and supply 10 compare CAT wiih tradilionallranscription melhods is available 

in "Evaluation Guidebook 10 Ccmputer-Alded Transcription" by 
costS. In an effort to relieve these problems, the J. Michael Greenwood and Jerry R. Tollar, Nalio~al Center lor 
PhiladelphIa Court Is strIving to improve current court State Courts (S3.00). 

*Originally published in Proceedings of the Third International 
Sympos;uf'lon Criminal Justice Information and ~tatistics 
Systems, SEARCH Group. Inc" 1976. 
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01 that configuratfon is simple and can be accomplished 
quickly. 

The, p.hlladelphla CAT system is entirely operated 
by court personnel. Unlike aU- other CAT projects, 
no controls of any kind reside In the hands of the 
vendor. The CAT system utilizes the court'S~BM 
370/145 as the host translation computer (Instead I' I a 
Service bureau of CAT vendor's facilities). Like se, 
the minicomputer subsystem .used for text-edil nt), 
printing and other fUnctions is located In a c\:,Jrt 
facility manrfed by court personnel. 

EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES ACQUIRED FOR 
THE PHILADELPHIA COURT·CONTROLLED 

CAT SERVICE CENTER 

After the selection of the Philadelphia Court of 
Common Pleas as the dl~monstratlon site for a major 
court-operated computer,alded transcription service 
center. the National Center and the Philade'lphia Court 
issued an RFP, evaluated proposals in response to 
the RFP, selected the CAT vendor, and negotiated a 
final contract. The. sUccessful vendor was Stenocomp, 
incorporated of Vienna, Virglnili'. -~~ 

1.~:· '{:i 
Equipment and services which were required for 

the Philadelphia program (and which a court·operated 
CAT service center should obtain) InclUde the following: 

A_ Modified stenotype devices: For the Phila· 
;;,,;;:;nla program, mOdified stenotype machines had to 
t!' obtained. These machines are equipped with an 
r:':)c.:ronic cartridge or cassette recordIng device to 
record the notes on magnetic taps. The machine will 
a!~o simultaneously print the notes on the more 
familiar paper pads. 

(:.," 
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2) Developing and addIng to the stenotype court 
reporter's Individualized sub-dictionary: This individ
ualized sub-dictionary Is created· to accc:n:r.odate 
the style differences of the Individual reper.er. The 
computer resorts to a "universal" dictionary when the 
sub-dIctionary does not contain the entry. 80:h dic
tionary types are updated. Updating the ind:yidual 
sub-dictionaries of court reporters Is part of the 
ongoing "lexicographic" support offered by vendors. ,. 

3) AssIsting court reporters in selecting suitable 
style changes: In order to resolve or reduce computer 
translation contl,iets, some court reporters may need 
to modify portions of their note-taking style. Tr.:s task 
is done In consultation wIth the vendor's stenotype 
ex;. ,rts and is a second stage. of the ongoing lexico
graphic support olfered by vendors. 

4) Training the court reporter in the dalft system 
flow: The court reporter must know tile foliowing 
procedures: how to use. the modified' stenotype 
machine, how to SUbmIt a Job sheet and cartridge 
or cassette for translation, how to mark his transcript 
for text-editlng, and nOrlnal procedures for the routine 
pIck-up and orderIng of first·run and final transcripts. 

C. Installing the translation software Gn the 
main-frame computer: The powerful t~fns!at)c., soft. 
ware of Stenocomp was installed on the'P~,;;acelphia 
Court's IBM 370/145. In most dases, in::l:Jt to the' 
translation program (from the SUb-S'/S;S"'-, a-,::l ~he 
output are accomplished via magneiic tape. a;:I1cugh 
a communications link was 'also evalua:e::: and 
installed free of charge by the vendor. 1i.5 sX:5":sive 
software, universal and sub-dictionaries res-de on 
disc. 

9. Train court reporters to become' computer. D. Installing the text-editing and subsystem 
compstlble: Training was provided to Philadelphia software: Since a first-run Iranscrio! is 1C: -:-: :s:~ect 
~~urt reporters who were selected ftii'Jhe pilot pro- form (as will be discussed later), 'a me::h::d c! text· 
£i-f."'. For a court reporter to become "computer- editing must be provided. In the case c! in: ?:-,:.a::.;jh;a 
::~:noalib'e", adjustments must be made; the stenotype. CAT system, a separate minicomputer s:.:bS'J~;tem 
c:,; • .m reporter must adapt his style to niore tigid-=- was installed in the cOllrt facilities. The S;:,::si's~e:n 
:'".":cifications than he has been normally accustomed contains a speCialized texl-editing pro£ra:n and a 
? '0 Inolvidualized sub-dictionaries must be created high-level command language to pertor;:'; a - .;-:::; ~ of 
'~. each court reporter. This give-~Ild-take process other system tasks, such as data transfe~s a -.: =-l~:ing 
;~:'Iudes:'~ transcripts. The minicomputer sucsys;src c:~s~ts 

mainly of these components: 

~'Analyzing the stenotypist's writing style and 
.: -' :- ~,'J;;: Anal/sis may be obtained from actual notes. 
::':;r:d::.'d dictation tests, and questionnaires regarding 
::":lOg techniques. It will be found that some steno
::~e rC':Jorlers are not sufficiently computer-compatible. 

o 

o 

1) Miniccmputer (controller) I! 

2) Disc storage space 

3) Cartridge reader (input of magr.e;;c :-.::;s. 
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4) CRT terminals (text-edillng) . 

5) Line printer (Iranscript printing) 

6) Tape drive (as a communication link to the 
translation computer) 

E. Training subsystem operators and text-editors: 
For the Philadelphia CAT service center, the Court 
hired Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) operators to perform 
the diverse tasks Qf service center management, 
subsystem cperations and diagnosis, and transcript 
text-editing. Stenocomp trained Ihe personnel for the 
court. 

NORMAL PROCEDURES OF 
THE PHILADELPHIA CAT SYSTEM 

The logistics of managing and operating a full-fledged 
court-<lperated CAT service center are Intricate. Track
Ing a h>'pothetlcal transcript through the machinations 
of the Philadelphia Court's CAT system will Illustrate 
the most salient pOints of a CAT system: 

A. Stenotype note.taking -- the starting point. 
At 10 o'clock on a Monday morning In a Philadelphia 
courtroom, the court convenes to hear a Judge's 
final disposition on a short, but hOllY. contested case. 
The court reporter, a stenotypist ,who employs the 
Philadelphia CAT system, slips his fourth magnetic 
cartridge (the previous three were completed Friday) 
Into his modltred stenotype machine, and also Inserts 
his standard pad of paper for printing. 

Before the court is brought to order, the court 
reporter briefly advances the tape and stenotypes 
his usual Introduction and Identification of participants. 
To an observer. there is no difference perceived In the 
court reporter's behavior or equipment, He changes 
cartridges when he changes paper and only occa
sionally employs extra stroking which deSignates to 
the computer system that he wishes to change. his 
printing 'format. The court reporler receives a trans
cript request at Ihe conclusion of the case. 

B. Job submission to the C{lt.T service center. 
Using less than a half-hour before lunch. the court 
reporter prepares his "job sheet". In addition to com
pleting a form 10 identify his job, he I/Sls the spellings 
of any proper names and titles, abbreviations, or 
special terminology which he used \)UI can't expect 
to find In any of the slandard dictloparies. His mag
netic cC!rtridges and "job" are submitted to the CAT 
service center during the early afternoon. but he 
keeps his paper notes. • 

--------

C. Input of magnetic tapes. Du~ing the afternoon. 
the Philadelphia CAT service center si'e;ff pre-processes 
ali of the .':Jay's jobs (magnetic tapes containing 
stenotype nO,tes). The subsystem's cartridge reader 
reads the magnetic cartridges of each job upon super
visor command. At a CRT terminal, identifying infor
mation and the special spellings with note forms are 
entered from the "job sheet". The "job" Is thus 
"pre-processed";\or "packaged" together and trans
ferred onto the magnetic tape from the minicomputer 
subsystem. When :,?nough jobs are transferred onto 

I~ the tape, It is dismounted and sent to the host tranSla
tion computer, an IBM 3701145. The magnetic car
tridges are temporaril)1 held until the tirst-run transcript 
Is viewed and proper funclioning of the steps up to 
that point has been assured. 

[NOT£: Although not selected by the Philadelphia Court 
lor a numb!lr 0/ reasons (with dollars savings lesultlng 
from the usa ot thrt already exIsting court computer 
system being tlia most imPortant), a,.feasible alternative 
to a tape drlve'/s"to retain the notes on subsystem disc 
storage and /0 1t3nsml/rhem to thetranslatlnn computer 
via a communication link.}. 

D. Flrst·run trllns/ation. Generally, translation Is 
performed overtjlghl on the Court's IBM 370(145. 
"baily copy" Is feasible, and the service Is available 
to Philadelphia's Court. Reporters; ,however, It is 
normally not required and generally unnecessary. 
Experiments have been run:and have' proven '10 be 
successful in that'all of the: day's .copy fona. trial 
running from 9 a.m. 10 4:30 p.m. was available In 
trial-edited form by 9:30 p.m. on the trial day. (Dally 
copy Is normally salls fled by providing final typed 
transcripts by 9:00 a.ll'l. of the following day.) 

With the tape containing the Court reporter's jobs. 
as Input. the Stenocomp translallon software trans
lates the notes into Engti,$h prose (usually with 95-98 
per cent accuracy; depeqding upon the Input quality 
and complexity of procee,dings). The Job sheet infor
mation. the court reporter's individualized subdictlonary, 
and the "universal". dictionary are applied' 10 the 
reporter's notes. The first-run translation of the notes 
Is then transferred onto a magnetic tape for transfer 
back to .the text-editing subsystem. 

(NOTE: A communIcations link Is also feasible for this transfer,) 

E. Flrst·run transcript printing. On. Tuesday 
morning, when Ihe magnetic tape of trailslated jobs 
Is returned to the Philadelphia CAT service center, 
the tape is mounted on the minicomputer subsystem's 
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tape drive and transferred to disc. The flrsi-run 
transcripts are then printed on the minicomputer 
subsystem's line printer and held for pick-up (and 
proofreadlng(edlting) by the court repotter. 

( 
1) User-controlled CA T services: The Philadelphia 

Court-operateej CAT system Is th~ only user-contrOlled 
CAT service to dale. In a uSfJr-controlied system, 
the services are performed on user-<lwned or leased 
systems and the user direc[lr~c;fministers the entire 
producllon. The CAT vendol;-.pn}vldes the sOftware 
programs, Initial set-up, pel'sonnel training, and a 
number of lexicographic services, but has no direct 
cOl1trol ovat'the system. To the best of OUr knowledge. 
only Stenocomp will currently Install a user-controlled 
CAT system. 

F. Proofreading/editing by the court reporter. 
Sometime that afternoon the court reporter picks up 
his first-run transcript. In his spare time during the 
afiernoon, that night or the next morning, the reporter 
proofreads the first-run transcript (about 95-98% 
accurate English) and pencils In taxt corrections 
according to the correction formats taught during his 
computer-compatlblllty training. rl;) thE)n returns the 
c~rrected first-run transcript to tM ::>hllaclelphlaCourt's 
CAT service center (mld-day Wednesday) and orders 
the number of final transcripts he desires:. 

rt;;jTE: The Philadelphia Court has set policy BS to the number 0/ 

Cc;;:es provided fcc/he fee being charged ro the reporter::,) 

G. CRT text.edltlng. With the:.correc:ted first-run 
transcript for reference, a trained text-flldltor of the 
P;"ladelphia CAT service center us'es his CRT and the 
special text-edillng program to correct 'Ihe first-run 
text of the subsystem. Each editor can eoll! up to 250 
pages per day. In our hypothetical case,the first-run. 
transcript (corrections submitted mlcklay Wednesday) 
l~ amended before the end of the day. 

;':. ;:inel transcript production. When the service 
::~r):er begins wor~: Thursday morning. the final trans
. ,;)1 ;5 p""led on the subsystem's line printer and 
;.".d lor H;e court reporter. Only four days have 
passed between transcript ordering and availability of 
i!i& final transcript. The court reporter's time spent in 
~'ar)scripllon has been minimized. He had only to 
:. £'"are a job sheet and perform ediling of Ilhe 95-98% 
E.::curale first-run transcript. And his final. transcript 
!-::j no misspelled words or erasures. 

r..t. T SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT OPTIONS 

POlential users of computer-aided transcription 
C . .l::;o~er thal an assortmem of CAT services and 
(.~.::pment options are available. The major dIfferences 
in services and eqUipment relale to the final three 
t:".=.':!d'-lres, namely first-run translation, (~RT text
e~ .. :ng and flnal transcript production. 

A. CAr Services 

Tnere are thtee functional divisions of CAT services: 
User-conlroHi>d services, vendor-controlled services. 
and hY::'rld CAT systems/services. 

,I: 

() 

2) Vendor-controlled CA T services: Vendor
controlled CAT services are operated and controlled 
b:, e vendor. Stentran Systems of Virginia Is a good 
example of a vendor:.controlled CAT service. In 1his 
service, the tnagnflt/c notes are sent by mail or 
transmitted by communlcallon lines to the Stentran 
facility. There. they are translated, CRT teXl-edlted 
(without court r~porter proofread/editing). and the 
final transcrlpt·ls mailed to the court reporter. This . 
basic "processIng service" has been provided to a 
federal CAT pl'oject and one In CinCinnati. The most 
frequent objection to this type of service Is that the 
final transcript Is not perfect and that the court 
reporter shOlJld, therefore, be permlttel;! to perform a 
proofread/edit before CRT text-editin~l.ln lhe past, 
Slentran has also been responpive '10 RFP's for 
vendor-controlled CAT services, but, to the best of our 
knowledge, has nOlle Installed at thIS date. 

.,-; ::"".: 

3) Hybr/d CAT systemsls:ijrvices: In hyb-::: GAT 
servIces, translation isoer.tormed at the CAT vendor 
facililies but CRT text-editlng and transcript pro::::::tion 
are performed at a user-controlled service center. 
Stenocomp provides this type of service 10 a se~vice 
center In Miami. The magnetic notes are transrr. 'ited 
to Slenocomp for translation, and the first-run trans
lation is Iransmitted to a minicomputer subsys~em 
Similar to that of the Philadelphia CAT service cenler. 
The mlnicomputor subsystem performs the CRT :llxt
editing, printing, and a number of other fu .. ::;tions. 

Stenographic Machines of Skokie, Illinois also will 
provide hybrid CAT services. Stenographic Mac>-':1es 
provides translation, but usually suggests tha: the 
User acquire his own texl-editing software and e::::l1;>
ment, such as the fBM 2740 terminal with a :ext
editing package. Some courts ma,' find suc:> a 
teXI-editing package to be inSuffiCient in com:>arison 
to the Stentran or Stenocomp text-editing s:>~'.'are 
and system Configuration. 

--
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B. CAT Equipment Optic-ns: A number of develop
ments are being made In "'the CAT market area. 

oStand-alone" systems are under development. Such 
systems not only combine th~ host translation computer 
and the minicomputer subsYstam into one unit (usually 
a minicomputer), but elimrnate the need for communi
cations links between them. Transcripts, Inc. of 
Sunnyvale, Cal1fornia has 6pted lor this approach, 
but has not yet reached the open market. Xerox, Inc. 
was proceeding along the same lines, but decidea 
recently to drop out of the competition. 

(NOTE: IBM gave up on CA T in the sixlies. However, ChiS does 
not mean a system Is not Viable.) 

A regional CAT system concept has been considered 
in a number of states. In such a system, there would 
be a centralized host translation computer and localized 
minicomputer S"\.Jbsystem for local service centers. 
Several courts in nearby counties are evaluating the 
Philadelphia Court-ope[~lted CAT service center with 
thoughts of utilizing (fie Philadelphia .Center as a 
regional CAT system. It is hoped that this concept 
will be found to be a viable alternatlve in Pennsylvania 
and other states. 

CONCLUSI0N 

The Philadelphia Court 01 Common Pleas. and 
National Center for State Courts believe that Uits pilot 
program will be Ihe prbtotype of many successful 
metropolitan and regional CAT service cen'lers. The 
Philadelphia Court and the National Center hope to be 
able 10 conclude the folloWing: 

A. That CAT is economically feasible. Unless it Is 
feasible to cover payments for the services 0.1 the 
computer and subsystem staff from payments of the 
court reporters, out of their copy fees, the project 
will be discontinued. There, is no desire to make the 
operation profltabl~ to the Court, butit must be self-
sustaining. . 

B. That transcription time can be reduced from 4-6 
weeks to a week or less by CAT. 

C. That CAT will provide more efficient and effective 
management of transcript production, permitting a 
higher utiliiatipn of court reporters by reducing their 
time In<tbe tedious task of transcribing notes. 
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Senator DOLE. Thank you.' 
Judge Cahoon? 
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STATEMENT OF DAVID L~ CAHOON, ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE, 
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD. 

Judge CAHOON. Mr. Chairman, I am David Cahoon, an associate 
judge of the Sixth Judicial Circuit in Maryland, sitting in Mont
gomery County. I also serve as the shop foreman withrthe title of 
administrative judge of that court. I am here at your request and 
your disposal and I hope that you will treat me gently, 

I was busy I with my qwn whittling last week and your staff asked 
if I would come here and testify as to -what we were doing in our 
court on this problem,. Out of respect for this institution, I agreed 
to come. ' 

I came in the building today and I sawall these stacks of 
prepared statements and I realized somebody was in a cat and dog 
fight. I just want you to understand it is not mine. What problems 
other institutions may have, we do not h~ve those, or I hope we 
will not have them because we are on"the way to solving them. 

I have prepared a written statement 'which is in the record. I 
want to point out a few highlights of it. 

We are about to go into a new courthouse facility with .15 fin
ished courtrooms. They have the same configurations as tp.ose in 
the Superior'·' Court of the District of Columbia. We. are "under 
contract for the manufacture and installation of a centrally C011-
trolled eight-track electronic documentation system. 

We have come to the conclusion that we should do that. We have 
convinced the county government, who has to tax the citizens for 
it, that it is an important and signific'ant element in our efforts to 
reduce the delay and cost of litigation. 

Our examination revealed that in terms of the reduction in the 
cost and time for transcripts to litigantsJ together with improve
ments in the reliability and durability of recording, the benefits 
could not be ignored. . 

As I have indicated in my statement, for an initial construction 
and installation outlay of approximately $300,000, we expect:to 
reQJlce our current annual personnel and material eJfpendituxesof 
over $450,000 to $135,000. SimplY.,stated, we expect to recover the 
cost of the equipment in the first year of its full operation. 

Additionally, we believe user cost for transcripts can be reduced 
by at least 50 percent with a potential reduction in production time 
from 60 days or more to 10 days. 

As I have described the system in my statement, all recording 
will be performed through the medium of multitrack electronic 
tape on centrally located ~nd monitored tape decks connected by 
cable microphones and telephones to the various courtrooms. 

The transcription function rema?~ns, but as the tape is the 
medium of recordation, the typed tral1script can be produced at 
lower cost and in less time through commercial transcriber services 
competitively awarded. In other words, we expect to go to the 
private sector for the transcription~ervices. We are basing that on 
the experience they have .,demonstrated in the Superior Court. In 
conversations with our present reporter personnel, we have encour-
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aged. t~e:r:n to organize their own industries to bid on that operation 
and JOIn It. . 

I h~ve described how we. g?t there, what we are putting in, and 
wha.t we hope to get out of It In my statement. I have a high degree 
of ~onfidence that the full implementation of the system will 
achIeve these goals. 

I want to e:mphasize ~hat an opportunity for. the optimum bene
fits fr?m thIS electro~llc do~umentation system flows from the 
aco~~tlCal f~atures deSIgned Into our new courtrooms. I am in no 
posItIOn to Ju~ge the ~niversality of the application of these, but I 
have eno':lgl,1InformatlOn about them to believe that the inherent 
charact~r~stIcs . of .the system would seem to present significant 
productiVIty gaIns In almost any circumstance. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DOLE. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Judge Cahoon follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEl"lENT OF JUOOE DAVID L CAHOON 

Mr. Chairman and }feIIbers of the Subccmnittee 

I appear pursuant to request of the Subcorrmittee Chairman 
which was extended by Virginia A, Goddard, Cmmsel of the Sub
corrmittee staff. 'Ihe request was that I testify concemi~ the 
installation p'f an electronic recording system for use in the 
court."fu w1:ri..cll I act as Administrative Judge. 

By w"ay of introduction, this court is a State trial 
court of g&.eral jurisdiction in the State of Maryland, its . 
cmmty-wide jurisdiction extending to all matter of law, eqUl.ty, 
criminal and probate. As a consequence of needs perceived sare 
eighteen (18) years ago, we anticipate IDJVing into a newly 
constructed courthouse late this Sumner or early in the Fall. The 
conpleted facility will have fifteen (15) courtrooms for the 
conduct of trials and related pl!.'oceedings. . Pursuant to 
appropriation sought and obtained from the County Governrnent, we 
are presently '\ID.der contract for the manufacture and installation 
of a centrally controlled, eight-track electronic doc1.lllel1tation 
system for the purpos7 ~f electronicall~ reco:ding daily.court 
proceedings. The dec~s~on to proceed ~th this tmdertaking resul ts 
frem the fundanental thrust of our administrative policy to reduce 
delay in, and the cost of, litigation. Our decision was aif'ived. at 
after examination of existing and alternative systems for recor:di.ng 
and transcribing our proceedings. 'lhe examination revealed such 
substantial reduction in taxpayer expendit:ures for services and 
cost and t:irne for transcripts' to litigants, together with 
inprovements in the reliability and durability of recording that 
the penefits could not be ignored. 

Our e.~~7.C:tcion included review of periodicals and source 
materi~~,1~tion of other system configuratiOns (computer 

\ .. ,.'" .,-ai!'dedfr~scription. voice writing, a~o vi~ual recor<;lati~. 
,:'F~j# " various decentralized tape and recording dences), renew ot 

~ ~...;,~~~- experiences of other court systans, consti!-tation with. field::experts, 
1...tJ.~fl: -- and inspection of the operations of a sinn.lar system III a court 
... who's courtrooms have the same configuration c:nd ~~i~l features 

(? as our own new ones. It was concluded that ~th an ~t~al con-
struction and installation outlay of approximately ThreeHun~red 

:... .. 

Thousand Dollar~ ($~OO,OOO) w7 could reduce'our current &}~:t'11':F 
personnel and mat~el expenditures of aver Four Hundred ahu FL,ty 
Thousand DJllars ($450 000) to an armualoutlay of One Hundred and 
'lhirty five Thousand rbllars ($135,000). AdditiOl"~lly, user ~sts 

,; for transcripts couJ,.d be reduced by.at least 50'70 ~th a potent~al. 
reduction in production time from slXty(60) days or nore to 
ten (10) days. 

Such results are not surprising when viewed in the . 
context of the present labor intensive manual means of recordat~on. 
'Ihe leaping growth in the pace of ~tigation, and s~e7ply rising 
personnel costs :in:pel a search forllIlProved product~n~. We have 
not been alone in this search and trost of the alternat1 ves covered 
have centered upon electronic recordation .. 'Ibis node of recordation 
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seems to J;ave suffered many halting starts but it would appear that 
technolog~cal advances of the last decade have produced a central 
autanat~ electrOIJic system concept which completely removes the ' 
recordat1t;m ft.mct~on from t..;e cot!.! .. trOOOl itself, allows production 
of.recording~ of greater accuracy at lower cost and less time, 
while affordl.T.lg the court total control over its own work product. 

" 

The central system. con'c~pt completely>supplants the court 
reporters in the recorc;ling ftmctit;m: all recording will be per
fo~ through the nediurn of mult~-track electronic tape on 
c~trally located and monitored tape deCks, connected by cable 
~crophones and telephone to the various courtroans. This method 
~s n<;>t m;ly IIOre accurate, but also allows for the imnediate 
duphca~~on of reel-to-reel recordings on tape cassettes, p:!."Oviding 
almost 1nStant copy and recovery of costs by sales The 
transcril?tion function remains, but as tape is the' mediun for 
reco:dat1on, ~he typed transcript can. be produced at lower cost 
and III less tl.IDe through comnercial transcriber services 
canpetitively awarded. • 

The system itself eI1c;omJ?asses five (5) mrln canponents: 
the courtroom subsystem, cons~stmg of mi.crophones srq:>lifiers 
sound reinforcers alld digital m:m:itoring lIDits for'the judge ~d 
cl~k; the control room subsystem, the heart of the concept 
encanpassing the ccxnputerized main control console the master 
intercan .c~~le, the ~fied rack-m:n.mted tape d~cks and a tape 
storage fac~liqr; a mamtenance and test station consistlng()f a 
c~lete recording m:>dule and spare recorder with necessary tolls, 
W7rJ..rtg, etc.; the roam cable. assemblies, cormecting each court:rcxn 
Wl.th. the con~~ room, and finally, a duplication Bnd transcribing 
stat~on cons~st~ng of two (2) high speed duplicators for reel-to-reel 
and reel-to-cassette reprod~tions and one transcribing machin with 
headset. . e 

f I wish to emphasize that this is a multi-track electronic 
r:Oi'dlng met:J:od where . participants are assigned discrete tracks on 
~ " t~pe. This recordlIlg Irethod preserves intonation and nuance 
and Yl.elds ~ ca:Plete, revealing record of the court proceedi s • 
The . centrahZ?-t~on concept provides unique advantages not rea~l' 
ava:L~able to loc.:;lly controlled Cdurtroom recording systems. Th~ 
mac1;ines are Dnmtored, cleaned, tested, and repaired on a regular 
ba~~s by personnel trained solely for that purpose. Tape and 
ma1ntenance logs are kept consistantly and accurately Recorded 
rpes ~e stored properly in a secure place and are n~t allowed to 
eave . eo custOel).' of the court. If a machine should fail while 

court . ~s m s7Bs~,~, a spare unit is near by and may be quickl 
subst~tuted ~th b .. ttle or no intrusion on the court. y 

. I shall attanpt a brief description of the equi'rrnPnt d ~ts operation. . r·-· an 

~e heart of the central recorcling system is 'the control 
~. This room, contains the main control cansole,ehe rack-lID ed 
aght-track tape rec;o:qier. high speed duplication '. t upt, 
reel-to-reel and reel-·to;.cassette) of-r, __ (2h",trans epn.b0prre11

· O?oth. ." 
• / • . • .... wv I' cr~ J..ng stat~ons 

a mamtenElnce test stat~on, Iretalatorage cabinets for tape 'and' 
personnel stations. " ' 
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Each court-room is cormected to the control room by two (2) 
multi-conductor cables, one dedicated to audio fimctions, and the 
other, to control! display functions. \) 

" 

" In ,the central room a group of nodUles contained in the 
console control provides the system with the following ca)?abilities: 

Control of each tape reco:r;der 

Off-tape monitoring capability for the operator in the 
control room 

Introduction of a noise signal to the courtroom loud
speaker for a dynamic test of system 

Electronic switching for console functions 

Playback. capability for up to £:our (4) courtrooms 
simultaneously 

Automatic cheCking system to insure that the off-tape 
signal ca:npares favorably with the input signal within 
predetermined specified ltrnits; if the cornpar~son circuits 
note a significant difference, the operator mIl be alerted 
by an audible alarm and a panel indicator 

Direct voice contact bet1Ween the courtroom and the console 
operator. 

Control room equiprrent· not located in the console includes: 
The eight-track. rack-IIDtmted tape recorders; a master intercom console 
to provide direct contact between the courtroom clerk and the control 
room operator; high speed reel-to-reel duplicator, a high speed, reel
to-cassette duplicator; and a test maintenance station. 

Equiprrent located in each of the fully equipped court:roOOlS 
include: A microphone preamplifier!autcxna.tic switcher vrn.ch provides 
arrplification of the microphone signals ~o a lipe level for noise 
free transmission to the tape recorders :m the control roan, and a 
controlled output to the sOtmd reinforcement amplifier; ~sotmd 
reinforcement amplifier; a remote control/tape cOtmter display, to 
provide the display of the tape cOtmter nUIIibers; a rarote counter 
display located on the judge's bench; a control room :intercom 
substation, vfuich~provides,direct conta~t between the courtroom and 
the contt6l. room' microphone! stand asse:riblies located near the judge. 
clerk, witness, ~ch c;ttorney, one in front of the judge's bench and 
jury area, ,and on both sides of the main bench complex for be:ch 
conference· ceiling-m::mnted loudspeaker assemblies separated Into 
five (5) ~es of coverage, spectator, attorney, jury, judge, and 
holding cell. 

. It is anticipated that the system will normally be activated 
and ready for testipg each rrorning ~t least an hour b~ore the first 
court goes into session. '!he system will be kept act~ve tmtil the 
last, courtroom is recessed for the day. There will be presession ' 
tests of the equipment. It should be stressed" that" the system is 
designed to be operated by a nd.n:imum nunber, of persons. After 
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presessions test eachi,\com:trOOlIl is placed on a ;'record-hold" ITOde. 
Under nonnal operation each active courtroom will be sequentially 
tronitored on a preset ''period of approximately every thirty seconds. 
The normal commmicatibns between a courtroom and a control. room will 
be by direct line intel,tcam with the courtroom clerk. If an equipmP..nt 

',' problem should occur ~~ring operation the court clerk is no\':ified and 
the courtroom system i~l then quickly transferred to another 'recording 
charmel. Personnel wi~!il be monitoring the console and the off tape 
signals. Additional persormel will be duplicating tapes, m'1ldng 
tests, repairs, and cleianing the equipmant. Thecontenplated 
personnel complement will be three (3) persons, supplanting lit 

reporter ~lement of 1\:Welve (12). 
'I, 

I have a high c,legree of confidence that full imp~anentation 
of this system willach:i,leve the goals we have set. HoweVer, ~t wish 
to anphasisthat an oppdFturrl-ty for the optinlUI11 benefits f-rom" this 
electronic docurnentation\! system flows from the acoustical features 
designed ,into our new co(rrtrooms. 

1\ 
(, 
,', 

I am in no position to ju,:dge the entire scope of benefits to be 
fOtmd in other physical s;~ounclings, nevertheless, the inherent 
charactliristics of the sy!;;tem 'WOuld seem to present significant 
productivity gains in.rrosti: any circumstances. 

Mr .. Chairman, it'.ti.s my hope that this conforms to your 
request. If you, any merriJj,krs of the Subcorrrnittee or its staff 
desire additional' informat:ion or clarification I, or our very 
able Clerk-Court Administrl~tor, Howard ~1. Smith will do our best 
to meet the requests. \ 

Senator DOLE. Mr. Boyki>? 
I 

STATEMENT OF EDGAR PAUL BOYKO! MILLER, BOYKO & 
BELL, SAN DIEGO,CA1,LIF., AND BOYKO;:;&; DAVIS, ANCHOR-
AGE, ALASKA i'\ 

I, 

Mr. BOYKO. Mr. Chairmian, members orf the subcommittee, and 
staff, 1 learned this morni~lg that after a lengthy n,ight session, the 
Senate went into recess. i,11 think we owe all of you a debt of 
gratitude for staying in tH.is hot city beyond your assigned hours 
and days .to listen to us. 11\ Weare grateful for this opportunity. 

You have my written sta:tement. I am not going tQ repeat myself 
unless questions asked elici1~ some necessary repetition., 

II . 

ELECTROl'lfIC COURT REPORTING 
Ii 

,lam here to address a r;~latively narrow area of your inquiry. 
.. That is the one which see.~s to have been precipitated by the 

General Accounting Office staff recommendation that starts off, in 
my humble estimation, wit~r some very cogent observations and' " 
then jumps to a totally unw~~rranted conclusion, which I read to be 
that this committee should l\~OW, in effect, force the Federal cou.rts 
to fire all their live reporter~r. and supplant them with tape record
ers of various degrees of sop~~,' stication. 

1 am here because I have had 20 years experience in the only 
jurisdiction which, in my h ,mble estimation, has been foolhardy 
enough:o be lured into t~is ~~. d of a sit, uation. My' experience, to 
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be polite, has been very mixed. I want to elaborate on that a little 
bit. 

I am also here because I am a trial lawyer. Along with the trial 
judges and the in-court personnel, we are the people on the firing 
line. Without intending any kind of criticism of anybody who 
planned this program, I was rather surprised when I did a .little 
experiment from the witness list. I figured out that we had appear
ing before the committee today a total of 13 witnesses of whom 2 
were trial judges and 1 was a trial lawyer. The trial lawyer darned 
near did not make it, except apparently somebody insisted there be 
a token trial lawyer at this hearing. Here I am. 

Yet we are the people who live with this system day in and day 
out. I have been a trial lawyer for 35 years. As I said, I spent 20 of 
those in Alaska under the system' which the young gentleman on 
my left has so eloquently defended. 

However, it is rather significant to note that when the Alaska 
court system decided to send an advocate to defend its record or to 
proselytize, they chose an electronic engineer, not a lawyer, not a 
judge, not anybody who is in the courtrooms. I have never seen Mr. 
Stechman in a courtroom. I venture to say he is only there when 
the equipment needs fixing, whic~L is frequently. , 

Having said that, I do not want to be understood as meaning 
that there is no place for electronic audio equipment in the court
room. I listened with great interest to what Mr. Polansky had to 
say. I noticed with my hopeful reasonably trained trial lawyer's ear 
that he said he uses them in high volume, low transcript oper
ations. We all know these mass arrangements and more or less 
rote procedures are a little bit like the Tibetan monks who put 
their prayers on these rattles so they do not have to do them 
verbally. Those kinds of things might very well be done by elec
tronic equipment. 

I think Judge Griesa, who testified before and whom I have 
never had the honor of meeting, summed it all up when., he said 
that to, accomplish the result of what we are trying to do in the 
courts, you need the intelligence and the dedication and the judg
ment of a human being. There is 1].0 machine designed-I do not 
care what the state-of-the-art is claimed for it-that can do that. 

If I had an hour, I could go on citing chapter and verse of the 
many situations in which the trained, skilled, dedicated, ethical 
court reporter's judgment will save the day. The court reporter is 
an integral part of the justice team that brings about what we are 
trying to do in the courts, the team consisting of the judge, the 
trial lawyers, the clerk, and the court reporter. If you take one o.f 
those out, you have tinkered with the efficiency of the totality. 
There is no Illachine made, no matter how smart, that can take 
that place. ," 

As a backup, I think it is very valuable because humans do make 
errors. There are such things as fatigue and other problems. It is 
nice to have something to go back to if you have a dispute as to 
what was said and to look at that. However, replace them? Never. 

THE ALASKAN EXPERIENCE 

I see the red light on, but I do not want to conclude without 
stating that if you took a poll among the experienced trial lawyers 

-~-------------------------------------------~-- '--------- ---- '~-
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an4::·trif.l1 judges who have liv d . 
would hud that the vast In' .e wIth. the. Alaskan system, you 
9~ t~E; record that is being P~~d~ty da;e dIssatIsfied with the quality 

lVIY" own practice is never ce In our cou~ts. 
trans~ript section. The cassett~s 1ht t transcrIpt from the official 
most Instances because that is th a lere referred to are used in 
rectord to a private enterprise tran~c~~i way: youh~ahn t,f.ansfer the 
~o a good but a better record r' d serVIce w IC wIll produce 
lIsten to it. We order cassettes ~ ,faster, t not be~ause you just 
takes too long to get it thr h f.lepare :,ranscnpts because it 
quality is abominable. oug he offiCIal channels and the 
. The fac:t of the matter is that th Al - ' 
~to this" contrary to what Mr S~ h askan cc;>urt system is locked 
~Ith designing the courtrooms that e~a maTh saId. They started out 
SIgn the courtrooms. They would h ~" ek would h~ve to rede
Th6:f would have to let 0 a lar ave; 0 Jun a large Investment. 
serVICe, and so on that is gin ther!en~n-hTuse bureaucracy, rep~ir 
dozens of court reporters The ar w. l;ey would have to hIre 
they haye a vested intere~t in aefe:iock~td In. Of course, naturally 

Certrunly there is a generation of l~g 1 . . 

nO~dwJ hOI never knew anything bette~:~d ~htik~1e~ growing up 
mu .e a ong. We manage but I h T "lIS great. We 
and I can tell you now that thelaFedwolked unde! both systems 
elsewhere have the su erior e era courts In Alaska and 
it even if it could be p;oven :hi~hi ~t wbOtUltd

h 
be .fo?lh~rdy to junk 

so. 'ou , at It IS cheaper to do 
I am sorry if I ran overtime I ld b 

any questions you might have 'Yo:du te very happy to answer 
me. . 0 no need to be gentle with 

[The prepared statem t f M B 
Dole follow:] en 0 r. oyko and a letter to Senator 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDGAR PAUL BOYKO 

My name :i13 Edgar Paul B~yko. Atta.ched to my 

2, statement you will find a copy of my lette:c"dated June 

I,J 

1981, to the Honorable Chairman of this Sub-Committee, 

together with my biographical datatwhich I e?closed by way 

of background. I have been informal~y advised that your 

, h lf day'Oof heartngs on the committee has scheduled a one- a . 

of electronic court reporting and I am fursubject matter 

ther told that there has been prepared a preliminary staff 

,', ~ . to the," hearing, recommending the recorrmendation, even pr~or 

mandatory substitut~on 0 . f electronic recording equipment in 

f . 1 court rep' orters in the courts o~ the place of pro ess~ona 

the United States. Finally, I have been given, informally, 

a list of witnesses 'called to testify; and unless that list 

substanti~lly revised", it would is inaccurate, o~,has been 

appear that if I am allowed to testify -- and there has been 

considerable vacillation on the part of the staff on that 

question ~.- I am ap't to be the only trial lawyer who will 

appear before you to testify on this matter, the rest of 

, -,_.- .-,.--.' , b' ma;nly administrators, accountants propos~d w~tnesses e~ng .... 

and purveyors 0, .... f var;ous lines of recording equipment,both 

conventional and eccentr~c. . , Also, apparently' only one trial 

judge has been ~nv~te 0 ap . . . d t pear Trying t·o abolish court 

reporters without consulting trial judges or trial lawyers 

seems to me to be like abol",ishing or automating' the anes

thesiologist' without consulting the surgeon. 
" Since I volunteered to appear before you~ you may 

properly ask what qualifies me to offer advice on this 

b ' F;rst, I am a trial lawyer" ~f thirty-five years su, Ject. .... , 

experience in the courts of the United States and of several 

--;N~te.=-Biograp¥-cal material referred to above'is on file ~tht:'C 
cor;nittee. 
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of the states as well as the District of Columbia. More 

specifically, I have practiced in Alaska for the last twenty

eight years, which includes apprcxi~ately twenty-one years 
' " 

of he~vy trial:experience in the only major court::;ystem in 

the United States which persists in operating without the 
~\ 

... ;, use of professipnal shorthand court reporters. At the same 

time, I have practiced in the Federal Courts in Alaska, and 

elsewhere, and in the courts of other states, which do 

employ professional court reporters, and thus have been able 

to keep up a r~nning comparison of the relative merits, or 

demerits, as the case may be, of the two systems. I con-
~l 

sid?r myself a student of the subject matter, have published 

articles dealing with the same, and have appeared before at 

least one legislative body as a witnes's on the subject. I 

have no hesitancy to tell you that I have reached very 

'. <,definitEf' conclusions about electronic reporting in the "', 
"";,~ t· 
cotp:-t, 'tvhich I will state at the out-set as follows: 

/) Ele~tronic court reporting ~ the elimination 
v of 

professional shorthand court reporters ~ ~ serious mistake 

which threatens to undermine the integri~yo~ the, judicial 

Erocess ~ !! is practiced in ~ United States. It was not 

feasible when it was first introduced in Alaska; it is not 

feasible now; and I cannot conceive of any presently imag

inable electronic "state of the art" which would make it so. 

Quite Significantly, there are few, if any, 

experienced trial lawyers and very few experienced trial 

judges who favor electronic reporting. The people who are 

constantly and persistently pushing for its adoption are, 
" 

first of all, the purv\Ji:?Qi~s of sophisticated and, inciden

tally ver~ expensive, electronic equipment who understand

ably g,,!=~ire to :market their product as widely ,as possible; 

and secondly administrators, accountants, bookkeepers and 

-
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who, while invariably paying lip service effici~!lcy experts 

to thei;' desire t'o maintain the quality of our judicial 

;rocess, neve~theless, by background, orientation and moti-

'1 ~f not exclusively, concerned with vation are primar~ y, ~ 

statistics and fiscal considerations. 

Now, everybody wants to save the taxpayers money 

by eliminating unnecessary jobs and other non-essential 

expenditures. Interestingly enough, accountants and ad

ministrators rarely recommend the abolition of their own 

jobs. It is usually someone else whose function is expend

able. I do not profess to be an expert on the controversial 

question as to whether installing and maintaining sophis

ticated and expensive elect~onic equipment is indeed more 

economical than the employment of live court reporters. I 

can, however, testify on first hand knowledge, that as far 

as the quality of the end product is concerned, i.e., the 

accuracy of the record and the quality and prompt availa-

bility of transcripts, there simply is no comparison. Allow 

me to discuss for a moment the Alaskan system, with which I 

am obviously ~ost familiar. 

What happens in Alaska is that the courtroom9, 

in the only court 9f record, namely the Superior Court, were 

designed at the outset to eliminate space for court re

porters and to provide microphones apd multi-track recording 

equipment. The machine9 are monitored by the so-called "in_ 

k f h t ho operates, and'monitdrs courtt);d~puty" cler 0 t e cour , w 

th~ tape recorder, keeps a log of the evidence, including 

. k d t ry and o. ther evidence and testim.opy received, mar s ocumen a 

, ~-.. .' t of the same, administers oaths and keeps a runn~ng accoun 

. d b 'l';ff This person, invari-serves as a court-cr~er an a~ ~ . 

ably female for some reason, is not skilled in court report-
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ing, has a working area considerably smaller in size than 

the average classroom desk, is kept exceedingly busy, and in 

most cases'performs admirably well under tremendously 

vexing circumstances. 

At the end of each recording period the tape ,is 

transf~rred to the transcript section of the court system, 

which employs a number of transcribers, who likewise are not 

trained pr'0'fessiona1 court reporters. Most lawyers I know, 

and cer.tainly my firm, invariably prefer not to avail them

selves of the services of the transcript section, when a 

tra~Bcript is ordered. This is because of the slowness of 

the process -- a daily transcript is totally out of the 

question and also because of the poor quality of the.end 

product. By that I mean excessive references to "inaudible," 

or "indiscernab1e" portions, garbled or iuaccurate reprodtic

tionof test;imon,y, inaccurate designation of the person 

speaking (I have had my words put into the mouth of the 

judge and vice-versa), actual malfunction of equipment 

resulting in omissions of e1:lt,:ire portionscof the record, 

obliteration of parts of the record by external noises, the 

trailing off of voices, parties moving around and away from 

the m;PFophone, two or more people speaking at. once, and 

similar c'frequent interferences which of course are routinely 

picked pp and corrected on the spot by a skilled, profes

sional court reporter. 

The general practice is to obtain cassette tapes 

"dubbed" from the master reel-to-reel'" tape and to have those 

transcribed by outside, freelance professionals. Here the 

~ualitY of the transcript is a little better, but not much. 

This is partly due to the fact that again there is no pro-'-~ 

,fes'siona1 court reporter intervening, and also the acoustic 
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qpality of the cassette tape usually drops below thatoof the 

c;riginal tape, which for obvious reasons cannot leave tfte 
G\ 

cus tody of the court..:-;· ';.: .. 

Incidan:tally. another side effect of using elec

tronic equipment instead of court reporters is the resulting 

discouragement of having questioned or disputed testimony 

reread. It is usually a fairly simple matter for a ekiLled 

court reporter to flip back to his or her notes and reread 

the questioned portion. Backing up the tape and try~ng to 

match up the ~ortion that is desired to be replayed against 
,-, 

the log is usually time consumi~g &nd distracting and is 

generally~discouraged by trial ju~ges. Yet, it is often a 

matter of great importance to the proper presentation of a 

case, that such a replay or rereading be readily available. 

There are many horror stories of electronic equip-Ii 

ment malfunct::lons, which ha.ve been related again and again 

to inquiring legislators and others and 1 am not going to 

repea1;:,.1;hem here. Because of some truly hair-,raising 

experiences, there i;~a standins rule in my law offices that 

I Will,. !lot permit the UJ3e of tape recl1rder "reporters" for 

t.he taking of oral depositions, whether we initiate them or 

the other side. I simply will not be a party to a deposi

tion where the record is made by anyone other than a skilled, 

professional court ,:eporter. I assur,e you that this is 

based upon a series of absolutely horrendous experiences 

which I will be happy to relate in detail to an¥ m,ember of 

your committee, curious to hear the specifics of myllwar 

stories. " If you were to interview Alaska's experienced 

trial lawyers and trial judges, you would find that the vast 

majority are di~satisfied with el~ctronic report~ng and 
I) 

would prefer to have professional court reporters available. 
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'rhe fey! that disagree, in most cases h k 
c , ave ne'rer nown a 

different system and, because we have been able to mUddle 

through, assume that this is the best quality record whi,ch 

No douhf. there are some adin,inistrators can be ach:i",-eved. 
i\ 

and fiscal p\~oPle Who ,.;rill tell you that the, system is 

great. But ilf ' 
"I' Ii you pressed some of these peopl~i,t;:heY would 

p/yobably be in favor of abolishing jury trials ~ preliminary 
11/ , 1 

liiear~ngs in felony cases and the rules ,of evidit=nce, to men-

tion just a few items which th~J, sharp pencil (lbl1<~ consider 
"l~'" "b' " II ,,.ur~es, ut wh~ch, traditional lawyers reg4,Lrd as vital 

safeguards of the quality of the American ff f life as we wa10 
,(, know it. il 

"

/ ,I 

II 
By way of anecdot~/:r!~L~nd this is a I~rue story) I for 

a bri~,~", but unh,appy period, the! C';ty of A 1.<1 .... nCl~orage :- Alaska's 

largest -- had a chief of police Who once b" 1 pu ,,..~c y stated 

that h~~thought criminal trials were a waste of time; that 

his peopie did not arrest innocent persons, and that the 

police should be allowed to make the final disposition of 

criminal cases without th'f;-~interference of courts and 

juries. Let me hasten tq say th,at; gen,1=lemap,;,,:fiid not hold 

his position very long. I would like to ththk that the vast 

majority of American~, be they ev:r so fiscally conservative 

and financially prudent, would agree th h' at t ere are certain 
" basic safeguards built into our laws d an constitutions which 

we cannot afford to dispense with, regardless of the theo-

retical saving in expenditures. I would think that the .-" .. ~ ... 
preE!ervation of an accurate and I' b . re ~a Ie trial record, which 
is one "of the essential guarantees of th 't ' _ e ~n egr~ty of the 
admi,n, istration of j';stice', WOUld. b ' ., 
" ' e oneef ~thes e indispen":' 
sable requirements. 

Why, then, the r,._"ep, eated and cOnstantly recurring 
attempts to attack and eliminate from the 

profe~_sional 

i 

" :: 
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justice team an essential cOmpOT..lEmt me,~~ed As t have often 

discussed with my friends on the bench, if you successfully_ 

eliminate the professional court reporter and substitute an 

electronic gadget, what is to prevent the judges from being 

next? After some initial hilarity, thi~_- question. often 
(, 

succeeds in arousing some legitimate concern. vfuen you come 
<r' 

to think of it, many judicial functions are performed in the 

traditional binary mode of your basic computer: Sustained

overrul~di granted-denied; guilty-not guilty; plaintiff

defendant; admitted-rejectedi etc. It may very well be that 

in some~future Orwellian society litigation will be a battle 

of computer punch card's m,.;:liled to an omniscent central 

electronic brain, which after the appropriate whirring and 

clicking of relays will spit out a printout form of judg

ment, decree or disposition. Maybe ~~ will even payout 
',J 

judgments from deposits ,.by the parties ,-l~ke some of the 

newfangled automated bank tel;Lers ,which,,/are proliferating 

in our big dities. Personally, IOhO~P~O be long dead and 

-gone when this electronic Nirvana descends upon us. 
Ii 

I happen to believe in the value ofo customs, 

traditionancl hist~ricalcontinuity. I happen to bel:j.eve in 

the dignity of the human individuat and that;!, technolo.gy 
:-:-. 1.'2) ~ 

sh8uld serve huma!\ity, not be its, master. ~ happen to 

believe:' that the obj ect 0'£ laws and c:yurts is the production 

of something called Justice, or at least a.0easonable 
o 0 

approximation of that id~al tand I do not beli~ve ,:that 

something so subtle and profound ca~ be achieved by i:td.i1dle~)s 

machines. It takes a dedicated and intelligent application 

of the collective minds of the participants in the adversary, 

process: the judges, lawyers, clerks and, yes, the. p:t:"ofes

sional court reporters. I do not care what claims are made 
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for the "state of the art" of highpriced electronic gadgets, 

no machine has yet been devised by man that can exercise 

independent judgment; that is possessed ofa sense of what 

is ethical, fair or reasonable, or that can exercise dis

cretip;n. based upon knowledge, experience and moral values. 
" .. # '. 

It takes all these ingredients and more to produce a func

tioning, just.ice team which can give substance to the ideals . ~ - ':: 

embodiecCin our constitution and laws;' As long as r have 

been in the professional life of a trial advocate -- thirty

five bus'}" ~~ar~ -- I can remember witnessing recurrent 

assaults ~~~;(¥h~ foundational pillar? of our system of 

adm:tnistering justice. Attacks upon'the adversary system; 

assaults upon. the jury system; ,onslaughts upon professional 
,~ ;c-

court reporting; attempts to replace intelligent pleadings 

with forms designed by file clerks; efforts to reduce the' 

administration of justice to its lowest common denominator. 

Here,' as in all other aspects of our cheri,§lhed 

form of government and our free way of life, so envied and 

admired throughout the W\fld, the wa~'t:hword still holdS 

true, that lIeternal vigilance is the price of liberty". It 

is this need for vigilance which brings me here. 

r have no quarrel with the legitimate commercial, 
.. 

aspirations of the purveyors of el~ctronic recording equip-

ment. -They have their place i,n the free enterprise. systeII). 
, . 

as have the merchants of armaments, or the\~anufacturers of 

chemical fertilizeriS. But when in their zea)l to penetrate 

" the market place, they threaten to und,ermine "the quality of 

our life., it behooves those of us who underst8\nd and care 
',I 

about what makes 9ur fqrm of government so sup~~rior, our 

methods of tptp administration of justice so des';Lrable; :o:tb 
. 1'( ., 

rise up~~d ~etend those ~alu~s which transcend entries on a 
o -

II 0 

o ' ~c 
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bookkeeper's ledger. It is an historical fact that the 

first m§inifestation of the disintegration of liberty un:,der 

authoJ;'itarian regimes is always ,:'!the degredation of the judi-

cial system. It is equally important to ;re'cognize that such 
/-? ,. 

degredation rarely occurs overnight. It starts in small 

ways, chipping away some of the social mortar here and 

there, a brick at a time, until the foundation wall finally 

crumbles. 

(I I am convinced that the misguided Alaskan ex-

. t an historical fluke, brought about by inexperi-p:~r~men 

ence, haste and the surrender of independent judgment by 

gullible administrators s? the blandishments of tape recorder 

salesmen with lavish expense accounts -- demonstrates that 

the professional, skilled, dedicated, court reporter is 

indeed a keystone in that foundation wall which underpins 

the administration of justice in our courts. That founda-
.9) 

tion wall may not crumble at once as a result; of the removal 

of even so irtiportant an element, but it will surely be 

weakened structurally. }fost assuredly, however, there will 

follow an assault on "yet another brick, ar~A still ,another. 

There i~ no limit to the Wo.\ys in which the mind of m~n can 

dream up technological substitutes for intangible human 

values: Elec·tronically synthesized music; chemical food 

substitutes; test tube babies; and heaven forbid, represen-
(, 

tative goverl1Il!.ept supplanted by a black box and a red button 

on every. T. V;, set ip. every living room in the, country, 

producing ,aniin@tantaneous legislative consensils., 

Amidst a11"""of the churnings of modern technology, c~; "'-~-:~ 

it isincr~asinglyimpo:t'tant to preserve the vitality of 

delicate human values and qualities , one o£ the most signi-

ft.cant of, which wouJ,d s.gem to' be the continued human and 
o 

. ~.l , . 
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humane administration of justice To accomplish this objec

tive, it is necessary that we use peopLe to do the job, 

people with hearts, minds, consciences and ideals, not 
~ 

glorified juke boxes, even if these can spit out a. thousand 

w6rds per minute. 

I re::spectfully urge you') therefore, to rej ect the 
'~, \ 

:::J 

propos~l to eliminate ~uman court reporters from the Federal 

courts. It would be a serious and most· likely irreversible 

mistake. 

Thank you for your courtesy in consideJ;'ing this 

statement which is submitted respectfu~ly'·;2. /!, •. i 

A PROFESSIO;';Al. l.AW CORPORATION 

ONE TEN JUNIPER STREET 
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92101 

(7 I 4) 235'4040 

June 2,. 1981 

Honorable Robert J. Dole, U.S.S. 
2213 Dirksen, Senate Office Building 
Washington D. C . 20410 ( 

, 
Proposed hearings of Sub-Committee ott 
the Federal courts, on the subj ect ofl 

Re: 

use of electronic court reporting'" equ:tpment 

My Dear Senator Dole: 

'. It has been brought to my attention that the' 
above~referenced Sub-Committee of which you are theCh~Qrman 
wil~ be ho~ding=b~arings on the matter·,of·..;'::he c1esirabil~tty 
of :-nstall~ng fully .automated electronic court reporting 
equ~1'ment l.n the Federal courts. As one who has practic'~d 
law ~n the.courts of -the State of Alaska since the establish-
JTlent of those courts to the pre'sent date I am intimately~, " 
fru;tiliar .with both the advantages and th~ drawbacks of \ 
th~s ?-rrangem;nt.. As I am sure you know, the courts of ' 
Alaska~·~hf1ve sXn~e their inception relied entir€ly on 
electro'aic equipment I monitored only by a so-called "in- \~. 
cO';lrt ~ep';lty.cl;rk". To Il).y.knowledge, this is the oniy 
maJor Jur~sdl.ct~onwhere th~s experiment has been tried 
and whc;r~. there has been established a considerable tltack 
record .. ~~.; 'I' .)\': 
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'~"Iwould appreciate an opportunity to appear 
before your Committee and share with you my knowledge and 
experience in this area from the particular point of view 
of a trial lawyer and also as the former Attorney General 
of the State, with full administ:r:ative supervision over 

, the" entire civil and criminal litigation spectrum of act~r;:O~);; 
vity of the State .:~ ,-3" ,,"-

I have taken the!'iiberty of enclosing copies of 
,entries from the Martindale;"Hubbell Directory and from, 
tlW"no Is Who In America", to~\furnish sqme information con
c2rning my background. Moreover, Senator Ted Stevens " 
Senator Frank Murkowski and Congressman Don Young of 
Alaska all have known me for years and I am sure will 
respond to any inquiry your office might make. 

Any courtesy you may extend to me in allowing me 
to appear before your Committee, at my own expense, to 
testify, will be appreciated. 

~~;~.~ 
R,es, pectfUllY~~Z,,' ~L 

~Edgar Paul BOYk~ . 

EPBjkjg 
,cc: Honorable Ted Stevens; U. S. S. 

Honorable Frank Murkowski, U.S.S. 
Honorable Don Young, U.S.S. 
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Senator DOLE. I do not want to stEt\t't a debate here between you 
and Mr. Stechman, but he did reach:,for his book which I assume 
has some polling information in it. Is ''that correc~? Mr. Stechman, 
did you find some polling information there? 

Mr. STECHMAN. First of all, I wou}:d like to st:;J}te that-
Senator DOLE. We do not need a jaceoff here. 
Mr. STECHMAN. No, no. I left mY' .357 hi Anchorage so Mr. Boyko 

has nothing to fear. , 1/ 

The legislative audit committee audited our :report on electronic 
court reporting which forms the basis of our written testimony for 
these proceedings. They also surveyed attorneys and judges within 
the State. It is interesting to note that of, the Alaska State judges 
queried, none of them rated the system inadeqtlate or below. Only 
5 perceI1-t of the attorneys rated it inadequate or below. Obviously 
Mr. Boyk'o is one of those.' All I can say is some people prefer 
horses~over automobiles. It works for us. 

Mr. BOYKO. Certainly on muddy roads they are superior. 
I d.o not know where the statistics come from,: Of course, as 

elsewhere, ,Mr. Chairman, the number of trial lawyers out of the 
total number of the bar is relatively small. The people who are in 
the 'courts all the time, as I have been for 35 years, at? probably no 
more than 10 or 15 percent. Of those, probably better than half in 
Alaska have never known a different system and they, find it 
adequate. u ' 

Yes, I find it adequate under my Alask.an practice, but I also 
practice in California and ill the Federal courts. It \:is a relief 
because when I need a record, I get a good one. I ?do not get 
inaudibles. I do not get indiscernibles. I do not get overlaRs. I do 
not have sudden gaps appearing. I could go on with the 'horror 
stories, but you have more important things to do. , 

If you have even one mistrial because of the inadequacies of the 
,electropic system, you condemn the whole thing in my estimation, 
and we have had fuore than one. 

Senator DOLE. You can see what you are in for, Judge. You are 
going to have a different system, right? 

c. Judge CAHOON'. Yes, sir. I might say that concerning this refer
ence to trial judges, I have an 11-judge complement and they 
unanimously, after inspection of the various systems, agreed that 
we should take this route. Seven of them come out of a lower trial 
court system in Maryland which has had, electronic recording sys
tems of less elaboration than this oriefor 10 years. They are 
experienced with it. We have had electronic recording systems ,in 
our domestic relations master system for years. ' 

We have examined what is here. I would stress what Mr. Po
lansky 'said about the use of. the system in the superior l1our't~ I 
would point out that it has not been confined strictly ~o those 'high 
volu:p:le p:toceedings. It has be~n utilized in trials. It was utilized in 
the H~,afi murder trial case, not exclusively-,. they had a backup- " 
but it was used. The reports that I got were that it was' fl gQod 
record that was maintained electronically in'there. It is significant 
that they are extending it through their system. 

Senator DOLE. Mr. Stechman, have there been any Alaska Su
preme Court, opinions reversing lower court decisions on tlie basis 
of unintelligible transcripts, thus requiring new trials? 

ii-
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Mr, S'l'ECHMAN. I asked that question shortly before I left, of our 
staff counseL His answer to m(~ was no~ 

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH ELECTRONIC REPORTING I 

f 
1 

Mr. BOYKO. I believe that is correct, Senator. I do not think that ! 
has occurred. However, there have occurred a number of instances 

\ where there were functional breakdowns. 
One in particular that I recall involved a preliminary injunction I' 

hearing at which apparently two out of the several microphones l 

");l I 

went dead. Only one side got on the record. It was a very bitterly I contested hearing with diametrically opposed testimony. They had 
to rerun it, and of course by this time everybody had the advantage I 

I of a dry run. I think justice was not served. r ! 
I know of other instances where, after 1 % hours of testimony, it n was discovered that none had been recorded. This involved some 

II rather difficult and protracted cross-examination of a hostile wit-
ness. As a lawyer, you can imagine what that will do to you. How 1\ 

I 
many of these instances do you have to have to realize that you are I 
working with a very chancey system? 

Senator DOLE. Judge Cahoon? 
Judge CAHOON. I would like to point out that the system we are 

procuring and the one in the superior court has a failsafe system 
for that. There is an audio signal that goes off in the central 
control room where it is being monitored all the time. Then there 
is a 10-second period of time to flip over to an operational unit. 

Senator DOLE. I think there was a system here in the District 
that failed a few years ago. There was a gap in the tape. I remem-
ber hearing about that. 

Mr. POLANSKY. No one ever traced that to the audio recording 
system, however. I do not think they asked the audio recording 
system to testify on that either. 

Senator DOLE. What about video? We have had a little of that 
here in Congress. Has that been proposed as another method of 
recording court proceedings? 

Mr. BOYKO. I am familiar with that, Mr." Chairman. I tried a 

I 
month's-long first degree murder trial in Anchorage, which as a 
matter of a pilot experiment was recorded in its entirety on video-
tape. I tell you, it was a great thing for the ego, but I do not think 
it is very practical. You can just see an appellate court watqhing a 
month-long trial on video. They would spend a month watching it. ~ Senator DOLE. The ones we have had have not done much for tJ1e 
ego. I Mr. BOYKO. Maybe I am more readily satisfied, Mr. Chairman, I ' ',; with my own performance. -r-

Senator DOLE. The performances were great in Abscam, but I am 
not too sure what it did for the institution. I I wanted to ask Mr. Polansky, but I guess any of you can answer: 
What constitutes a certified copy of the court record? Does a tape '\, 

produced by electronic recording equipment qualify as the official 
record? 

Mr. POLANSKY. We do not issue the tapes themselves in the 
District of ;qplumbia. At times, we permit the lawyers, in the 
presence of:ctlie judge, to listen to the tape. 

;l~ 
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The transcript is that which is delivered to the attorneys or the 
litigants. I am avoiding the word certification because the certifica
tion that comes from our contractor certifies that they have, to the 
best of their ability, transferred from that tape onto paper the 
words that were on that tape. That is, in fact, all they can certify 
to. " .-

Mr. STECHMAN. In our case, copies of the electronic recording, be 
they reel-to-reel copies or cassette copies, are certified by our tran
script department as certified copies of the record. 

Judge CAHOON. That is what we contemplate. 
Senator DOLE. That is what you would object to, Mr. Boyko? 
Mr. BOYKO. Yes, indeed, because they certify a lot of inaudibles, 

indiscernibles, and I have had them certified where I made rulings 
from the bench and the judge was making an objection. I kid you 
not. 

Mr. POLANSKY. Were your rulings better than his objections? 
Mr. BOYKO. They were actually the judge's rulings, but the ma

chine or transcriber did not know who was talking. 
Senator DOLE. I can see that as an obvious problem. 
Mr; BOYKO. Another problem is our trial judges are most reluc

tant to play back any testimony because it is such a hassle. Every
thing stops and the monitor fools around with punching keys and 
listens and goes back and forth. Finally, maybe you reach the spot 
and maybe you do not. 

Now I read in some of the statements that were filed here today 
that they have better equipment for that now, but my experience 
with it is the judges, rather than go through all of t};tat, say, "No, 
do not read it back. Just repeat it or try to remember/? 

Or a witness, on cross-examination, will say, "I did not say that. 
No, I did not say that." Well, now you know he said it. The ~ost 
effective way to get that in front of the jury then and th~re IS to 
have the reporter read back what he said. A reporter flIPS back 
through his tape and there it is. -

Incidentally, that is one of the problems with voice writing and 
stenomask. You cannot do that. You have to go back on the tape. 

With this equipment, the judges say, "I do not want to sit here 
for 10 minutes and let the jury 'twiddle their thumbs while they try 
to find the spot on the tape." _ 

In many instances, that is a very severe handicap. It has hap
pened to me many times and I am sure it has happened. to others. 

Mr. POLANSKY. I would submit, sir, that with our logging and our 
recording system, it is easier to get playback than it is to flip 
through the paper to locate the section of the testimony. _-

Judge CAHOON. That was the experience reported to me by the 
judges in the Superior. Court. 

Mr. STECHMAN. That has been our experience, too. I think the 
problem is being grossly exaggerated. We make log notes as the 
proceedings go on. The time it takes for an in-court clerk to locate 
given testimony is never 10 minutes. It. is a matter of less .than a 

: minute, probably, at the most. . ,~. 
Mr. BOYKO. Let me say to that, Mr. ChaIrman,that you have In 

your records ,- a telegram from Judge Gerald Van Humeson, who 
used to be the presiding judge and is still a member of the bench in 
the fourth" judicial district, and who, without conferring with me, 
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made the same observation that there is a great reluctance to play \ i That means that what we are doing is substituting automation 

~ 
I 

back testimony because of the technical difficulties and delays 
11 

for a labor intensive activity. It is the case, for example, that a 
'involved.' .' -. typist can do 10 to 12 p().ges per hour. As we all know, from looking 

I hope we can get a trancript of what Mr. Stechman said bec~use I] 
k 

/'1' at the kind of automated typing that each of us has now, with 
next time a judge .says to me, "NC?, Mr. Boyko, I am not going to i : electronic typewriters and printwheels you can do 100 pages an 
have them play thIS back because It takes too long," I am going to it III hour of typing if you put it through the modern kind of typing 
be able to say, "What do you mean? Look what the administrator's :! fl i machinery that works electronically. That cuts to about one-tenth 

~ 
,II 

office says. It does not take too long. There is no problem." Maybe I I, , the time that it takes to produce the pages we are talking about. 
can remedy it that way. 

1" 

If you look at this reporting function from the typing end, in-
Senator DOLE. We might be ~ble to arrange for that. ~ i) ~i stead of putting a typist on those 400 or 4,000 pages and have her 
I th~mk th~ panel ve~y much. ~gain, we will not try to burden II type them at 10 to 12 pages an hour, you could adopt a way in 

you wIth wrItten questIOns, but if we do send you questions we II 
j;l) which you could do it at 100 pages an hour. There is a big time 

hope you might be able to respond for the record. ' 
I, savings involved in that, plus the lack of any necessity to have all 

fl 

j 

Mr. POLANSKY. We certainly will. I renew the invitation for you I" II '" those typists at work. ,I 

to visit and see our system. I)! When we talk about labor intensive functions, it is a little bit 
Senator DOLE. I would like to do that. Thank you. I ,[' like asking if we can do anything with the assembly line. You have 
Our final panel is Ralph Kleps, court management consultant, 

, 
to have somebody on the assembly line all the time doing routine I J. 

San Francisco, Calif., and Richard W. Delaplain, senior staff asso- I 
Hi work and then keep multiplying the number of them. Obviously if 

ciate, National Center for State Courts, Williamsburg, Va. l V you can do it through automation, you do not need all the people. 
Mr. VELDE. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kleps has had a long and distin- I 

iIi That of course is what the automobile industry is trying to figure 
guished career as the court administrator for the State of Calif or- I ( out now. How do you do the job through automation, l~tting those 
nia. He comes to us with great experience in his field. ill ordinary processes be done by some automated equipment? 

Senator DOLE. We have one unidentified party at the table. 
' I 

rl 
It can be done with court reporting. It has been proved so around 

Mr. DELAPLAIN. My name is Richard Delaplain. On my left is ,Ie the country and all within the last 4 yea:r:s. My assignment for '1 

Mary Louise Clifford, who is staff associate with the National 1 Baron Data has been to explain this to judges and lawyers. I still 
Center for State Courts and was involved in our study on comput- ii, find that I bump into almost any judge or lawyer and they have 
er-aided transcription. never heard about the fact that within the last 4 years we have 

III created a revolution in the production of transcripts. 
STATEMENT OF RALPH KLEPS, COURT MANAGEM'iTINT 

Ii 
j! For example, in San Francisco we had one reporter do an IBM-

CONSULTANT, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. H' Trans America case, delivering transcripts four times a day, having 
Mr. KLEPs. Senator Dole, I deeply appreciate being here. Of Ii the day's transcript ready at the end of the day, and putting it on a 

'j: nine-track tape so that IBM could put it in their main data base all course, my prepared remarks are in the record and so I will be I .( 

I: 

" 

very brief. in onE1. day. I was just advised that here in the District of Columbia 
. I wanted ~o pick up on a point that you made a while back. That k the American Telephone & Telegraph case is being done the <same 
IS, we have In the court system an established corps of people who 

1 ~" way. You cannot do this with the use of typists at 8 to 12 pages an 
are hard at work and are not going to be displaced. If they are to ii, hour. 

~ : 

be "displaced, it is way down the line somewhere. . pi The thing that" the computer can do is to translate what is taken II rt 
Improvement in the court processes of the Nation, except per- ii down on the stenotype ID.achine because it is simultaneously re- " 

haps .for A:laska where they do not have court reporters, involves ,Ii corded in digital form. Nothing happens to the paper tape which is L 
working .wl~h t~em. Where cour~ reporters are at work serving the )' still available. However, in digital form, everything that is on the ,I 
cour!s, It IS Important that Improvement be directed toward r: 

paper tape is put on a cassette. 
making those reporters more capable, faster, and more able to do That cassette can be simply read into a computer and the com-
the job that needs doing. puter can do what it does best. It can compare what is already 

I have to say that we are in a revolution produced by the mini-
j recorded in it with what this pro~eeding has furnished. It puts up 

f> 

Ii 
J 

computer. It is ~bout 4 ye~rs old. It was a.s !ate as the latter part of 

Ji 

on the screen the full trancript page properly forfuatted. If you 
1976 or early ill 1977 that the first mInI-computer to trancribe !lorry about blank spaces and all the rest of it, the computer can 
sl:1ccesElf?lly from a. stenotype reporter's notes (through a separate be programed so you get uniform paging out of it. 
disc whIch has on It the symbols of that reporter) first went into Once it is edited on the screen-· and that can be done at 40 to 60 

'j operation. ~ \-. pages an hour by an experienced person" either the reporter or a ; 

Af' Mr. Delaplain's report points out, the growth has been very 1: stenotype reader who is not fast enough to be a reporter-it is 
rapId. It went up about 75 percent last year. I have been an adviser r printed at 100 pages per hour. That is the technology that is now 

~ 

for 3 years now to the company that pioneered this technology in 1 : being used widely. 
~ , 

C~lifornia. It is' part of the minicomputer revolution that is now t, My client has about 280 of these installations now. When I first 

\. gOIng on. r 
J ' 

started working with them in 1978, they had 60. The numbers are 

I Ii 
Ii 
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going up satisfactorily, and my view is that this technology will 
take over. It is taking over in the freelance firms now. 

One firm I visited the other day has 24 reporters, 3 computers, 3 
operators on the screen, and works around the clock on 3 shifts. 

\Vhat we ought to talk about is how Congress can apply this 
technology to the Federal courts and how aid can be given to get 
this kind of technology for their best reporters. 

Thank you. 
Senator DOLE. Thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement and exhibits of Mr. Kleps follow:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH N. KLEps 

1. Qualifications 

(, * As the attached biographical statement shows, I have 

had' a public career that includes five years as the iirst Pr.esiding 

Officer of California's centralized Office of Administrative Hearings 

(1945-1950), 11 years as the state I s Legislative Counsel and~ 16 

year.s as its first Administrative Di.rector of the Courts (1961-1977). 

Ina11 of these assignments 1 have dealt .... ,ith the problems involved 

in court reporting and transcript delay. Since mid-1978 1 have. 

been the court management adviser for Baron Data of San Lea.ndro, 

California, tJlC developer of the first commercially-successful mini

computer system for the computer-aided transcription of court 

reporters I notes. 

2. The technology 

In the 10 years between 1971 and 1981~'the technologiq!;al 

problems involved in computer transcription have been solved, as 

the February 1981 report by the National cCenter for State Courts, 

entitled' Computer-Ai¢led Tt'anscription in, the Courts, mak~s 

abundantly clear. There is, of course a good deal of histol;y 

behind this technical achievement which I will not take time to 

repeat, here. It is detailed in tIi.e.· bibliographical references that 

I have attached (Exhibit A), 'and it is summarize~' in a 1979 

hist~rical study '\t!hich I prepared for Baron Data, entitled An UP.

~ Report on ~"!~!w,\?uter-Aided Transcription~ (CAT) Systems (Exhibit 

B). ':;\'" 
I' • , 

For t:h~I'\i\:!~J wbo are not familiar with the use of computers 

to produce cou!'t "tt~\"\'lScrip;ts, a few .... 'oras of c~arificaticn arc need-

ed. In discussing' C,r'l.T" ~,e are talki.ng about a labor-saving device: 

we're talking about substituting automation f9r dicfaiion in the 

process of converting .~ stenot.>.:pe reporter's papc!' notes. into fi~~l, 
. D 

transcript copy. The comJ?uter only \,/or!<s with machine shorthanq 

notes, but it can relieve such reporters of all dictation as well as 

removing the need for successive drafts in typing transcripts. 

It does this at speeds that would not have been believable a few 

years ago and, under proper ~ondition~, -. ~Till do' the': translation 

at, accost that is comparable to the cost of a typist's salary. . . . 
--:*;:;B:":"i-ographical material referred to above :f.o·~on file with the comnittee. 
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The 1981· NCSC report states that there were five CAT 

vendors with viable. operational systems at the end of 1980 and. 

notes that Bliiron Data's systems, which have been on the market 
", . 

5ince 1976, are the predominant ones (250 installations and 1,500 

reporters). The report also gives the 1980 growth figures on CAT· 

as a ,75 per cent increase in the number of installations (200 to 

345) and as a 125 per cent increase in ~he number of reporters 

(800 to 1,800). 

Your committee's hearing is thus being' held at a most 

significant point i!l the development of the new technology and 

against the background of rapid growth in a . field where the tech

nological adv,ances of the past decade have been truly phenomonal. 

3. The environment 

Preli~inarily, it is essential to clarify the terminology. 

We are interested in "official court reporting," but we must 

remember that there is a large segment of the ~erbatim reporting, 

field that does not do official court "reporting at a1l. That private 

reporting segment~" incidentally, is the one that gets the credit 

for making this new technology an ec.onomically feasible undertaking. 

For example, Baron Data was organized in 1976 and 

spent its first two years concentrating on the private "free-lance ., 
reporter" market where a sufficient" number of installations were 

made to warrant continuing its efforts. And, in this connection, 

. it should be remembered that such industry giants as International 

Business Machines and Xerox, had previously concluded that the 

field was not sufficiently larg~, to justify their commercial entry 

into it. 

AS,the member<§ of, the committee -are aware, the line 

between "free-lance" reporting and "official" reporting is not c1ear-
" cut. ,"/Some official reporters, particularly in the Federal~ court 

r'.' 

system, do substantial amounts of free-lance work and, upon 

occasion, State courts that maintain their own sa'laried staffs of 

official reporters have found it necessary to call on private, free

lance reporters for back-up service. As a general rule, however, 

it is safe to assume that n~ady all State court official ,reporters 

are salaried and have very little, if any, free-lance work. On 

the other hand, Federal court reporters typically are free to 

develop free-lance activities 50 long as they are able tq do it 

without interfering with their court obl1gatic:Jlls. 
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The result of the factors l've just described is signifi

cant to this committee's inquiry. The use of computer-aided tran-
(J 

scription is more extensive in the Federal courts than in the state 

systems precisely becaus~ the free-lance reporters who service the 

Federal courts have been able to undertake the investment expehd

iture that is necessary to get started. The 1981 NCSC report finds 

that, in). 1980, about one-quarter of the private CAT instal}:.a~ions 

in the country were being used by official. Federal court reportet's. 

The r:eport ~lsv notes that official reporter.s are using private CAT 

agencies to the. extent of about one-half of the private systems 

in the country. . And the average "-figure . for transcript pages per 

Federal court repor.ter produced c;n CAT equipment runs ~t 1,355 

pages> per month, a figure that is nearly twice the number suggest

ed by the NCSC teport for an economically ieasiblelnstallation. 

The Federal' co~rt system thus constitutes an environment 

in 'which CAT reporting is developing at a" rapid rate and in which 

expansion will certainly. continue. Since that is the case, one 

might wonder what Congress can do in this area that ish' t already 

being done, and :tha! question bri..ngs us to 'a consideration of the 

economics of installing CAT systems. 

4. The economics of CAT 

A substantial investment is needed~;~;)for.· a stenotyp~ 

reporter to", get into, CAT transcript production,J partic~larly if he 

is to purchase his own equi~ment' (at $so"dfd,'" to $70,QOO) or to 

lease ,it (at $1,000 to $2,000 pe~ month) .. " Of c;~ise, some official 

cour.t reporters l)ave been able to work out an L~#ra_n.gement for 

putting!heir. digital stenotype notes th~,ough CAT equipment owned 

by private, free-lance agencies. by paying translation charges that 

are equivalent to 'their current typing costs. In such cases the 

reporter's capital investme:nt would be limited to purchasing a 

modified s;tenotype machin,e (to produce the cligi.tal tape for 

lation) and to buying his own compu,ter disk di6tionary. 

trans

These 

one-time costs run in the neighb'orhood of $3,000. 

5.J1ch .arrangements are n~t easy to work 

because pri~ate ':CAT reporters are in great de~and 
out, howe~er, 

for depositi.on 

Inevi tably, work ~nd for' other ver.batim, reporting assignments. 
'b wou,ld take second place to, the needs of the the "outsider's" )0 

private firm itself. 
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Despite these problems, it may well be that CAT install

ations can be privately acquired at a rapid enough ra,te to meet 

the needs of the Federal courts in the metropolitan areas at least. 

,But in more remote areas, anci in the smaller communities, tran

script delays in the Federal court~ will co,ntinue unless some means 

for assisting reporters to utilize /llodern technology can be devised. 
o 

Trans:::ript delay has always, been a serious problem in court 

systems and ~h~ Federal courts are no exception. Since stenotype 

operators will ce;ntinue to provide tt'anscripts for oFederal courts 

for 'the foresee~L1e future, it is worth considering set:"iously whether 

it is possible to speed up this technological transition without 

unduly burdening the budget of "t~e Federal courts. 

.If we were ta lking about installing a modern copier 

or word-processing equipment, no problem would exist. The cost 

of the necessary equipment ,0 would be ~ budgeted and the ~rn~loyees 
would be trained to use it. In the field of court reporting, 

however. a barrier exists to the use of public money for upgrading 

the work 'of Federal court reporters. A s~atut;e provides t~t a 

all sUpplies"needed] to Federal court reporter must "furnish 

'" produc<i court transcripts 

753(e).) 

" at his own expense." (28 U.S.C., Sec. 

In the early days of CAT it was concluded that the 

use, of public funds to install a CAT translation sy.stem in a 

Federal court would viqlate this section of the law. That wa's so 
" 

because, under the CGst figures that th~J1 prevailed: there waS 

n() likUhood that the reporters could reimburse the governmeqt for 

the cost of the ,computer through the charges paid by them fob the 

tra~1s1ation of their notes. A 1977 Opi~ion of the Comptrolle~ General 

(B-185484) ruled" however, that if an ar.rangement could b~ 

concl,lfded in whfch the charges to reporters for .the computer's 

translation services were sufficient to' pay'15ack its cost over time, 

the installation at public expense would 'not violate the law. 
'; 1\.'.",', 

'The recent NS'SC study undertook to determine the "hreak-

even point" for a CAT installaHon in a state court system. 'That 

point was described as the time by which the court system "",:ould 

recover a·ll capiJifl a~d operating costs through ,charg~!5 to reporters 

for ~omputer,' trans'latjo)1 services. Although the computations are 
!: ' 

somewhat, complicated" the conclusion is that such costs can be 

recovered in six to seven years pr~vided 

Ecript are put thrdugh the equipment. 

sufficient pages of tran"

Since Federal court CAT, 
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r~porters are estimated in the:".NCSC report to average .1,355 pages" 

per month, as against the 7QO page per reportC7t per month stand

a,r.d recommended in the reportJ it would seem" feasible for the 

Federal courts to recover'theiJ;' costs on an even faster schedule. 
- 'C 

As an example, if four feporters put 1,400 pages per month on 

the ave:;t;age through a Federal cOUrt CAT installation and if they 

paid th~~ 60¢ per page charge that' typists ,are ,now charging, the 

$3,400 per month income ~o the computer ought to take care of its 

cost on either ,a lease or: purchase arrangement. '. These figures 

are only used to illustrate a point, of course, and they would have 

to be worked out preci,<lely if the idea is to be pursued. But it 
,1 ",-'" 

seems to me that it would be worth asJdng the Administrative Office 

of the U.S.Courts to<'~ke the detailed calculations that would ten 

whether the "recoveJ~' \!;.:r':;;'costs" prinCiple might not make it possible 
L ") 

to speed (,lp the iri\st~":2}dtionof CAT technology in the Federal court 
system., 

5. Future developments 

One of the.,significant issues in this field has to do 

with the competition that exists. for the services of h,i;ghly-skilled 
CAT reporters. 

advantages of 

ability to store 

Practicing lawyers are beginning to discover the 

computer-produced transcripts, v-,hich include the o ' 
them and to search 

<') them in comp~ter,...r-ead~ble form. 

Searching by "key-word" indexing makes i.t PQssible to utilize pre-

. trial depositions in ways that we~e not possible a short time ago. 

Such .' transcripts can b~ transmitted as well as search~d over 

telephone lines, and' litig~tion supp,.ort firms <:ire stodng and 
dJ 

furnishing computer-produced transcripts in aid of trial preparation 
" and trial. strategy. The result is, that computer reporters are in 

";;> 

great demand, and the demand is growing. I was once told by 

a Ii,tigation section chief in the ,,' U.S. Department of JUstice that 

the most important help Baron DB:t~ could give ~him would be a list 

of its users. He wanted to 'be sur~ that a (!Ofii-U(u. ter reporter was 
/' "'" 

assigned to each 

in the nation. 

,(/ " 

of theirpret'rial, deposiJ/fon hearings everywhere 
/.f 

?T~~ result of this increaSing demand, of course, is that 
c 

excellent re~orters ''1ill be" leaVing the service of courts tor the p 

more lucrative and 

I know personally 

official "reporting 

more exciting field of private. CAT repofhng. 

a couple of excellent r,eporters whq have left. 

because of the opportunities of,[ered them il 
?r 

(I 
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I ,/, , 

private CAT fiL"ms.' ltdor!.j/:Ft{/f/; take too much foresight to predict 
': i '/1 ( ~I 

that, under su'C:h cir:cumsta'f.'l,i:ilell~', courts are apt to be left with the 
f! 

l~ss qual Hied report<;>:;:'s whfl.fE! the transcript burdens and the delay 

factors continue ,to increase. Some substantial expenditure or effort 

would seem to be wor,th while to See that this scenari~ doesn't 

actually take plo.ce. 

My final comment has. to do with the need for, assembling 

and disseminating information to Federal c,ourt judges and their. 

reporters' concerning the developing Use of computer-aided ,tran

scri ption in the Federal system. An inven tory should be prepb.,r,ed, 

listing the Federal court reporters who are presently using CAT;' 

and reports should be circulated describing the results achieved 

with it.\. The Administrative Office of the Courts might be asked 

to secure data on the actual performance capabilities of the different 

I)ypes of CAT equipment now on the market" thus providing inform-. . 
ation that would be very valuab,le to' Federal court reporters who 

are considf;ring going into CAT production. Although the recent 

NCSC report on "the state' of th'e art" was very necessary and was 

well, done, it does not provide such a "benchmark study" of the 

existing systems and vendors' daims'continue to furnish the only 

information available. 

The information that such periodic reports could" provide 

"would be very helpful to Federal court reporters and would also 

be of assista~c~ to 'Federal Judges. When new reporters are 

selected, accurate fnformation on current deve~opm~nts in the CAT 

field could lead. a jUclge to obtain better court reporting services 

than might otherwise be the case. And,' although the Federal 

courts:· would be the primary heneficiaries of such an exchange, 

'the Jnformation would help other courts IJ throughout the nation and 

would assist in the sound developn:)ent of CAT technology as well. 
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,AN UPDATE REPo.RT ON COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSCR.lPTfON 

(CAT) SYSTEMS 

Ralph N. Kleps * 

Counselor - Law and Court Management 
P. O. Box 31509 

.San Francisco, CA 94131 

I. Preface 

-:: 

This report of recent divelopments in computer··ai'1ed transcription (CAT) systems was pre
pared at tile request of Baron Data Systems, of oakf~d, California, which is the only active 
vendor in the field as of April 1, 1979. The published lit€;,rature on the subject, which is referred 
to hereafter, does not cover the period in which Baron'~ minicomputer system became the 
preeminent one in the field, the years 1977 and'"! 978. This report describes its recent exper
iences and Qutlines its present status. 

The American Bar Association's new Commission to R<;lduce Court Co"Sts and Delay has 
expressed an interest in'e):ploring whether computer-aide'(j transcription of court documents 
and transcripts can make a contribution to solving problems of cost and delay in litigation. 
A background paper on the subject was suggest~d and Baron Data Systems is Pleased to 
provide this report as a preliminary assessment cif the current state of the art. 

II. Early Efforts 

The possibility that automation could eliminate transcripl,'delays in thejudicial systems of the 
United States has been mqre than 20 years coming to fruition. In the early 1950's the U. S. Air 
Force enlisted the aid of International Business Machines Go~e?ration (IBM) in order to de
velop a system for the computerized translation of foreigr1},.fj'H~'uages into English.' The ex
perience-gained in that undertaking led IBM to consid1r thij3Bssibility of-converting machine 
shorthand symbols into Englist) by similar techniques, a venture whicr. hao been said to have 
cost some $7 .million dollars when combined with theioreign language project -:' 

Since stenotype shorthandis simply an abbreviated form of English, th~transl:ation function 
(conceptually at least~, is a far simpler task than the translation of fore~' ~n languages; Using 
an ada~tation of the language ,transla:io.n pro$rams, therefore, JeM ex i.'oreg~he po~sibility 
of creating a large, random-access "dlctlonary"-of stenotype symbols 11th tftetr EnglJsh lan
gUa,ge equivalents. Matching a paB~r tape from a particular proceeding J,~ith the pre"'recorded 
dictionary made it possible to convert th'e~machine shorthand notes jnt~1 transcript form very 
rapidly, thus solving the troubling \?r0blem IOf persistent delays in thelranscriblng of c6urt 
reporters' note!? on a theoretical basis.!) . :: -, 

.. ' II 
"II <):~S.!. . \\ i 

• ~orm.e!, Adminis~rative.Director ~fth.e Califorhia Courts (1961 to 1977).~r. Kleps is eng~~ed 
i~n Wl'ltlng, teaching. and consulting In t~e field of court m?nagiffnent. 
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In 1965ltek Corporation of Lexingtoi'l, Massachusetts, reported that the Air Force translation 
program was being .used to convert Russian and Chinese technical documents into English, 
and that Itek believed that the translation of machine shorfhand symbols into English was 
feasible and could well be profitC1ble, Itek also concluded- that stenotype machines could be 
converted into I<eypunch use for the entry of data into cornputers. Punched cards. paper tape 
and magnetic tC1pe were recommended means for the rapid produotlon of transcripts and 
documents in s~C:indard English from the computer. Automatic typesetting, forthe production 
of'pdnted docuinents, was another feature of the machine shorthand translation system that 
was foreseen by liek.3 Itek is also believed to have expended substantial sums of re~earch 
and development funds in the pursuit of this undertaking. Neither company, however, !In'der
took to enter the computer-aided transcription mark!,!t Of) a commercial bas(g despite their 
pioneering efforts in the field. 

.' . 
. III. The Large Scale Computer Effort 

~ . 

By 1971 the technol/gy for transcribing stenotype notes into English by computer was suf
ficiently developed to inspire the Federal Judicial Center to undertake an exploratory study. 
Using funds provided by the National Institut.e of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
which is the researcn arm' of the l,aw Enforcement, Assistance Administration (L'EAA), the 
Center contracted for such a study with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS).4 The NBS, 
report evaluated tile computer-aided transcription process, but it also surveyed the state of. 
the art in court reporting generally, as well as accumulating a list of statutory requirements 
and a bibliography em the subject. .' 

Only one computer-aided translation system w,as then being offered,.by Stenocomp, Inc. 
of Falls Churcl:), Virginia, and tlleir equipment was naturally used in the experiment. Court 
reporters from Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia participated in 
the study. Magnetic tape recordings of stenotype notes were run on an IBM 360 after a two
stage process that was required to+nake the tape compatible with the computer. A speCial 
glossary containing the r"morter's unique stenotype symbols. proper names, and unusual 
spellings were furnished to the computer facility with each magnetic tape of a proceeding. 

The NBS report ~~scrlbes the cost elements, administrative arrangements and comparative 
qualities of the several reporting systems studied. Insofar as computer-aided transcription 
is concerned, the NBS report notes the significant costs that were then involved (a lease 
charge of $6,667 per month for the computer soHware, not including computer time, key 
punching or training time), as well as operating difficulties arising from words not in the mas
ter dictionary. fingering errors, and words that sound alike and are therefore represented by 
a single Dtenotype·symbol. Although computer-aided transcription was then found to be the 
most costly meth,Od, further development was recommended and where delays in transcript 
production were excessive it was thought possible that a higher cost to reduce delay might 
be accept,9b1e to some courts. 

!n the year~\that followed, a variety of companies looked into the possibility that the field of 
computer-a'ided transcription might be of interest to them.s Only",three, however, developed 
the use of large .scale computers to a point that made a commercial offering possible: Steno
comp, Inc. of Fans Church, Va.; Stentran Systems Company of Viena, Va.; and Stenograph 
Corporation of Skokie, III. 

,\ 

Stct'loccmp was an early entrant in the field, as indicatod above. Their plan was that a large 
scale pomputer would be used to store up to 100,000 English words with their rnatchingsteno
type Symbols ("outlines"). Thareafter, by telephone transmission to the central computer 
fac1my a"catrode r~y unit (CRT) could be usec;l to edit the re::,orter's stenotype notes and the 
translation function coul? b,\3 carr/ad out ori the central coroputcr. Stenocornp's {post suc
cessful venture was an LE~A-sponsored installation in the Philadelphia Court of Common 
~'eas in 1975. Tha NatiOrlB: Institute .of Law Enforcernentahd'crrlni'r1<l1 Just.ice (LEAf) again 
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provided the funds and the National Center for State Courts administered the projecCFifteen 
reporters were selected for the experiment, which used the' Stenocomp programs and ran 
them on the court's IBM 370 computer. The federally-funded project ran from October 1975 
to December 1976 when it was taken over as a continuing operation by the court.6 

By late 1976 Stenocomp was Iis~e,d as having two computer translation operations. its own 
main facility in Falls Church. Va .• and the court-controlled facility in Philadelphia. Other users 
were al~o operating under contracts with Stenocomp in Washington and in some other metro
politan areas.7 By March of 1979. however. the company had become inactive and its pro
grams were only being used by one licensee and by a reduced number of reporters on the 
Philadelphia court's system. 

A second major effort was mounted by Stentran Systems Company of Vienna, Va. 6 After a 
developmental period of some five to six years, the company organized in 1972 and was pre
pared to .offer its services commercially by early 1975. Translation services were performed 
on an ISM 370 at Stentran's Virginia facility. as was their minicomputer editing program. 
Reporters furnished their notes in. digital cassette form and received 9 first run transcript 
through tile mail. After correction a final copy could be run.9 It is ostirnated tllat over $2.000,000 
were invested by Stentran in the development of its systern. Although some experimental 
programs were installed in federal courts, it was reported in NCSC's 1977 "Users' GuidGbook" 
(pages 74-77) that Stentran's only major contract was for the transcription of Federal Trade 
Commission proceedings. After experiencing financial difficulties Stentran terminated its 
operations in early 1979. 

Stenograpilic Corporation of Skokie, Illinois. is the third vendor in the large scale computer 
catefiory Ihat achievEld an operational capacity in the CAT field. The primary interest of the 
firm is the production and sale of Stenograph machines, but it made a substantial investment 
in developing a computer-aided transcription syste'mfor use in transcript preparation and in 
word processing applications. It is estimated that over $2,000,000 were invested in this under
taking through 1974. Translation services are performed exclusively on an IBM 370/168 
located in a service bureau in the' Chicago area. Access to the computer is by telephone, and 
text editing is available in the user's office. Computer translation services are currently being 
provided to reporters in Detroit. Kalamazoo, Minneapolis, Harrisburg. Oklahoma City and 
Sacramento. Stenograph Corporation is continuing its efforts to develop an economical CAT 
system utilizing the. latest technology. 

IV. The Minicomputer Effort 

.. In 1972 Information Terminals Corporation of Sunnyvale. Ca. (ITC). operating through a 
subsidiary called Transcripts Ino., commenced an effort to develop a stand-alone minicom
puter system for the transcription oi stenotype notes. ITC acquired the assets of Stentron. 
·'nc .• of San Jose. Ca .• whose work in lhEHield dated back a number of years and which held 
several software patents for its processes. 10 ITC Is engaged in the sale and distribution of 
magnetic tape data cassettes and it ultimately invested approximately $750.000 in its CAT 
effort. ITC made two special oontributions to tile field. Its system was designed so as norft: . 
require the use of a large scale computer since technology was moving in the direction of" 
minicomputers and microprocessors. It also provided 9aoh reporter with an individual. per
sonalized dictionary that contained only 11is own stenotype outlines. 

lTC, however, did not reach the cornmercia( marketing.stage. In a proposal made,.to the Na
tional Center for State Courts in 1973. it offered to set lip a computer-aided transcription· 
service center in the San Francisco Bay area, using its minicomputer translation program. it 
was pr.epared to train 40 reporters and to provide its own editing services on a CRr unit. 11 

NCSC's project advisory committee concluded. however. that none of the vendors Who re
sponded to its "service .center" request had presented cost data that would malee such centers 
feasible and none was funded. When a subsequent request for proposals was made by NCSC 
in late 1974 for the court~operatedCAT "transcription service cenler" in Philadelphia, ITC 
dip not respond because its soft\'-Iare was not designed for the IBM 360 equipment that the 
d~urt intended to use. 12 By December 1975 ITC Vias prepared to sell its assets and to retire 
from the field. ~,=,~,~"o. 
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In 1974 and 1975 Xerox Corporation's Business Development Group in EI Seguht1o, Ca., 
committed about $3.000,000 to an attempt to develop a CAT §ystem l/sing tile minicomputer 
approach. A digital magnetic tape cassette was used to. capture the reporter's stenotype 
outlines, and a stand-alone minicomputer was used to translate. edit and print the transcripts. 
A CRT unit displayed the translated texts with editing guides shown in color; Although a 
"main dictionary" was provided for each translation unit. the individualized dictionaries of up 
to 14 reporters were also added for use in the transcription process. 

Exp.eriments were conducted with the assistance of private reporting firms, of several indus
trial firms and of the Los Angeles Bar Association. Xerox ultimately concluded. however. that 
the size of the potential market did not warrant further expenditure of effort and the project 
was terminated in 1976. 

Baron Data Systems of Oakland. Ca .• was organized in February 1976. Its founders after 
reviewing ,the ddvelop.mental work of Xerox Corp'oration and ITC. decided to acquire the ITC 
software ngt)ts and associated patents. Baron chose to,wly on minicomputer hardware man
Ufacture~ and distributed by Datapolnt Corpor,,:tion of SanRntonio. Texas. It did, however. 
dovelo~ Its own software programs and it manufactures its own stenotype converter for the 
recording of stenoty'pe outlines on digital tape cassettes. Its equipment provides a stand-alone. 
user-controlled system Which is based on a "personalized" dictionary for each reporter. 

Baron's earliest installation Was in Dal/as. Texas. in Septernber 1976. At-the time of the NCSC 
1977 "Users' Guidebook" report, Baron had only two "start up" operations. the one in.Dallas 
and one in Modesto. Cslifornia. '3 The company concentrated on privatereporting firms dur
ing 1977 and 1§78; and by March 1979 it had over 80 Baron installations in the United States. 
Some ~oo reporters were using the equipment and were ploducing about 250.000 pages of 
transcript per month. ,A,bout seven to ten new installations are being made each month and 
Baron systems have been purchased for the U. S. House of Representatives and arranged for 
by the AU~tralian courts. 

B~ron is now the only commercial suppli?r of computer-aided transcription services in oper
ation and sole source purchases and leases of its equipment are being authorized fo\·that 
reason. About $2 million dol/aI'S in development capital has been provided to enable the com
pany to become. a ~rofitable operation. A few publicly-funded installations have been made. 
but the great majority of Baron customers are private firms of reporters. Baron's next market
ing objective. however, is the presentation of its system and its services to the court systems 
of the country.14 . 

1 Shiner. G .• "The USAF Automatic Language Translator, Mark I," LR.E. Natio~al Convention 
Reco~d, Part 4. p. 296 (1958); see also Salton. Gerald. "The Automatic Transcri tion of 
~~~~;~e ~ho~thand." 1c6 Pr~?eedjnQsof the Eastern Joint Computer 90nference ~48-159 

2 ~al/i. E. J .• "The Stenow~iter System - Vol.·1. SysteiTl Design and Feasibility Study It IBM 
R esearoh Report (Dec. 1959); Galli. E. J., "The Stenowriter System (Abridged):' I'B"M' 
ese~rch Report (July 1960). Also. Newitt. J. N. and Odarchencko A' "A Stru~tu;efo; 

. Realtrme Stenotype Transcription," 1 I.B.M. Systems Journal 24-35 h 970). 
3 Itek Corporation. "Establishment of an Inforcuation Processing Center "Tochnlcal P 

p,osal 65-3611-01 (April 1965). • ... . . • ~ ro-

~ SuhosrtDand Rtuthbetrg
f
• cocA Study.of Court Reporting Systems." National Bureau of Standards 

. . epar men 0 ommerce; 4 vols .• (Dec. 1971). .. . • 
5 See. Moran and Neumann "Report of the Special Co 'if/.nt> I . .:.1 

Efficiency Through Tech~olog\I" A B A A . II t J mdm"-..:...C~ on ncreasrng Administrative 
OCT " . T'· . • ppe a e u ges onference (~972) p 16' als 

ranscrrptron as Vrewed by: Interactive Infqrmation ". St. l' • ? 
~~c1~~;~: Inc.; and Transcripts. Inc .... The Nation~)n~'hort~~~~o~~p~~c~~ ~~;~?~%~)~ 

~~h~~~ff,~t;;~?'~~~~;e~!~~~~~~=~~~~?gg~~7L;:~~~~;1n~~~~!f~nOd~F~: 
~~~kef~I~~1!e~e~~~t between $15 and $20 million have been expended in the ~evelopmental 
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Senator DOLE. Mr. Delaplain. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. DELAPLAIN, SENIOR STAFF ASSO
CIATE NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS, 'VILLIAMS
BURG,' VA., ACCOMPANIED BY MARY LOUISE CLIFFORD, 
STAFF ASSOCIATE . 
Mr. DELAPLAIN. Recently the National Ce:r:te~ for State Courts 

completed a study of computer-aided tranS~rIptlOn. We weW sa~d cifically looking at the use of CAT systems In State courts.. e I 
not find any in existence in Federal courts and probably, gIven our 
charter would not have looked at them too carefully. . th 

We specifically set out to establish how :r:tuch ~here wa~ In e 
way of CAT technology in courts and how wIdely It was beIng.u~ed 
in the reporting industry. We were interested ~n determInI;ng 
whether or not CAT could, in fact, produce a qUIcker ~ranscrIpt 
turnaround time than manual procedures. We were also Int~rested 
in determining whether or not it could produce that transcrIpt at a 
lower cost than doing it man~allY'a d t 

In additlion, we were requIred by the grant tha~ fun· e us 0 

develop a ~ost-benefit methodology that a court mIght employ to 
determine ;~hether they were a suitable candi~ate. for CAT, and t~ 
develop implementation and managerpent gUIdelInes for a cour 
that was going to attempt to use CAT. 

(Continued) 
.. 'G 'd b ok to Computer-Aided Transcription," Nation-

6 See, Greenwood and Toll apr, ~~rs RO~~1e(AopriI1977). This is the majorwork in the field and 
al Center for State Courts, U • o. , 'd b k " 
it will be referred to often in this paper as "Users GUI e 00 : . . . ". ' . 

The LEAA grcanht 4c3(lIed 2f07~4a~)e~~~:~i~iu~~~~ ~~ii\~~~II~~\~P~~J~~~~~~1;~~~~~~~~r'i~:rol~ 
report. See, . pp., . . .~ 

System." " 

7 Id. pp.73-74. . . tl f Id' I te1974 
8 St~nocomp and Stentran were reported to be~!he leading companies In 1e Ie In a . 

See Business Week (Nov. 30, 1974), p. 80. 
g Hal~sz, "CAT at Work," The National Shorthand Reporter (May 1975 and July 1975). 

10 Stentron, I nc.'s organizers had wo~ked on translation problems for anum ber of years and 
its principals continued to work with ITC. . 

11 "Proposal for a Computer-Aid€d Transcription Service Center," Transcnpts, Inc., Sunny-

. ~ vale Ca., (Dec. 1973). . . 
12 Ste~ocomp equipment was used .. (See, f<?otrtote 6, above.} Five companies bid on the pro-

ject, including Stentran and StenographiC. 

1~ "Users' Guidebook, .... pp. 71-72. , , 
14 A number of the private reporting firms that constitut~ the lar~e majority' of Baron cus~omrs 

also serve, however, as officiaJcourt reporters, partlcvlarly In the federal syste~. It I~ a so 
worthy of note that Baron's first installation. wa~ an L1;~A-sponso~ed court project In the 
Dallas Criminal Court (supra), and that similar installations are being planned In Atlanta, 
Houston,'Phoenix and by the State of New Jersey. 
Perhaps the fnost interesting court experiment with CAT equipment now run~ing .is the 

.one undertaken by the California Court of Appeal in Sa?r~me~to. Un,der the dlreC!'On ?f 
. its Presiding Justice, and with the assistance of the Admlnl~tr~tlve Office: of !he CalifornIa 
Courts the Clerk of the Court has installed a Baron Transcrtptlo~ Cen.ter to hiS own offtc~s 
and is ~perating it as a "service center" for trial court rep<?rters 10 varrous areas of the dl.S
trict, to whom Baron stenotype converters. were loaned wlt,ho~t char~e o.n a o.n~yeartnal 
basis. The Court of Appeal also employs a,>"scope oper'1'~ipr to assist In edIting the re
porters' taped notes. The project is conllnp!n~ a~d. as of April 1979, the Court has arranged 
for the instalJatJon of a second Baron Tran<,cnptlo~ Ce~ter for local use by the 10 rep,orters v 
in the San loaquin Superior~Court ill Stockton, California. Four Baron stenotype comerters 
have been~ loaned to these l:ePorters '{or one ye~r witl1o~t charge and they have assumed 
the responsibility for all other costs of the new installation. . 
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We specifically did not try and compare CAT with an;r other 
reporting technology, We compared it with manual stenQ'cype re
porting, which in most of the State trial courts is the state of the 
art. 

In order to address these issues, we visited all of the current CAT 
venders. There were six at that time. There are now five. We 
visited a number of freelance firms who were using CAT and had a 
lengthy experience with it. We visited all of the courts that had 
installed CAT systems. We talked to almost all of the private 
freelance reporters who are using CAT through a telephone surv,ey. 

In addition, we conducted six detailed case studies of operations, 
essentially cost-benefit analysis, in four courts and two freelance 
agencies who were doing primarily court work, to see how the 
technology was working and whether or not it was cost justifiable. 

Skipping over what the state of the art is, I think Mr. Kleps has 
pretty much told you what the number of systems is out there. I 
would concur that the usage of the technology is fairly widespread 
in the private sector. At the end of the year, 1980, there were only 
11 courts that were using CAT systems. Another five had signed 
contracts to install computer-aided transcription. 

To the best of my knowledge, there are no Federal courts where 
the court itself owns and controls the operation of the equipment. 
The operational,11 courts and 5 new courts I referred to are ones 
where the court itself has purchased the CAT hardware. 

The usage of CAT to produce official court transcripts is a good 
deal more widespread than one would think from the number of 
computers. A significant number of official court reporters use 
freelance firms on a contract basis to do their transcript work. We 
estimate that approximately 20 percent of the 1,800 reporters using 
CAT, at year end 1980, were official State or Federal court report
ers. 

In terms of a summary of what we found out about CAT, I think 
that CAT is capable of producing a transcript at a lower cost than 
doing it manually. However, the courts are not doing very well 
with managing CAT systems. Given what I have heard this after
noon about the lack of management of court reporters in Federa.l 
courts, I would think that you could be heading for exactly the 
same kinds of problems that State courts have had. That is the 
inabilitYl.Of unwillingness to manage the court reporting resources . 

CAT is not a passive technology. It requires dedication on the 
part of the reporters. It requires active management on the part of 
court management. Without those two things, our position at this 
point is the court is better off not getting involved in computer
aided transcription . 

CAT does work, but it is not going to work .. t1hless the people 
involved in it are paying attention to ;;vhat is goi:6g on. 

There are a number of benefits that can accrue from using a 
CAT system. As I said, I think a court-owned CAT can be operated 
co~t effectively. We have ample evidence from the private sector 
that it is operating in a cost-effective manner. 

Of all o£,the courts we looked at, only one of them was approach
ing the break even point and that was only after a substantial 
portion of the reporters they had in that system were removed and 

--
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replaced with other reporters who were more willing to put in the 
time and effort required. 

In terms of time savings, we found that you can produce a 
transcript much faster with the CAT system. We also found howev
er that in a lot of the courts those faster transcripts were not being 
submitted until well after the deadlines. Some of that had to do 
with just pressure amongst colleagues who were not using CAT. A 
little bit had to do with attorneys who requested the transcripts be 
held. We also found reporters who were operating on a manual 
·mode who could turn in transcripts as quickly as anybody using 
the CAT system. 

We found two additional things: First, we did not find any direct 
relationship between transcript delay and appellate delay. In the 
States that we looked at, the appellate courts had extensive delays. 
It appeared that the reporters were merely taking advantage of a 
siliuation that already existed. 

Second, we found that the delivery of CAT produced ,transcripts 
in the private sector is not much better than it is in the court 
sector in terms of turning transcripts over to attorneys on an 
expedited basis. Reporters apparently do not want attorneys to 
begin to expect expedited transcripts without having to pay expe-
dited transcript rates. .. 

The prepared remarks I submitted will tell you a little bit more 
about some of the things we found. 

I would like to close by reinforcing that if a court is not prepared 
to actively manage a CAT system on a daily basis, if the reporters 
are not clearly and demonstrably committed to working .on that 
system, including the contribution of funds to help offset the cost of 
that system out of their transcript fees, and if the court does not 
have the adequate personnel to manage that system, including the 
reporters, it would be our position at this time that they would be 
well-advised not to pursue it. 

[The prepared statement of M:r:. Delaplain, a review, and execu
tive summary of the National Center for Stdt-e Courts follow:] 
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PREPARED SrAlDEHT OF RICHMD W. IELAPLAIN 

The National Center for State Courts ha~ been involved in research 

and the pro~ision of technical assistance to s~ate courts (appellate and 

trial levels) ragarding court reporting costs, court reporter management, 

and altertUlt1ve forms. of court reporting technology (stenatyp'e, 

computer-assisted transcription, audio recording and video recording) for 

approximately the last 7 years. During that time, the National Center 

for State Courts has conducted studies of court reporting in numerous 

states. 

The document attached to this statement /JIS Appendilk A (entitled 
I} . 

Taking the Record: A Review of the Issues) summari.~s the National 
\. 

Center's findings regarding court repor.ting over rhe past few years. 

The fact that this hearing is being helli demonstrates the concern of 

persons responsible for funding and managing courts (be they State or 

Federal) regarding the costs, timeliness, and quality of the court record 

and the production of transcripts of courts proceedings. With increasing 

case voluro~s, many courts are facing mounting difficulty in preventing 

delays caused by time consuming manUal preparation of transcripts. This 

problem must be added to the iSI~ues of rising salaries and costs involved 

in transcript production. These growing problems have focused attention 

on the need to actively manal:1;e court reporting resources, as well as to 

e~amine alternative ways of producing the court reeord. Related issues 

include the skills required of an efficient court repo'rter, standards for 

measuring proficiency, at.ada_ 'M .,.n .. ''''1'sion of transcripts and 

the sanctions necessary to enforce the .. re.u1r~m~nts, accountability, 

and "the role of the court in operational mal1l1gelllent of court reporting 

resources. 

Hy comments today are oriented to one particula,r aspect of COllrt 

reporting technology-Computer-aided transcription (CAT). In F"hnull:Y of 

tilis year, the National Center cOlll~leted a 1S sonth study of COI~PlJter--
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aided transcription in the state ,courts. The study was funded by thl'! 1.aw 

i Administration 's Office pf Criminal Justice 
Enfo~cel:,"nt Ass stance 

Programs/Adjudication Division under its Court Delay Reduction Program. 

In the Lrief period allocated this afternoon, I would like to share some 

of our findings and conclusions regarding the use of CAT in state courts. 

The goals of this project were: 
" 

To establish the current state of the art in CAT technology as.' 

well as establishing how wid~spread the usage of this technology is i11' 

courts; 

h '''''T can reduce t'"anscript produi(~Hor.,1 costs To determine whet er '~~ • 

to trial and/or appellate courts; 

3. 
'to determine whether CAT can reduce the time required}o produce 

appellate or other (felony preliminary hearin~s, sentencing hearings, or 

grand jury proceedings) transcripts; 

4. To develop a flexible cost/benefit methodology that could be 

used by all courts considering the implementation of CAT, regardless of 

their often unique operating environments; and, 

, . To develop implementation and management guidelines for courts 

attempting to operate CAT Dyat~O. 

To achieve these ~oals, National Center staff (with t~e assistance of 
" 

an advisory committee comprising of tl/O persons from state level court' 

administration, two trial court administrators from courts o~rating GAT 

systems, a representative from the American Bar Associ&tiotl' s Actio'il 

Commission to Reduce Court Costs and Delay, and a representative from the 
, fi 

National Shorthand Reporters Associ~tion) visited all courts wi th 

operational CN.! systems, visit~d all cu~rent CAT vendors to assess their 

technology, Visited many f~(.!-lance reporting, firms using "CAT technology, 

conducted a telephone survey of almost all current private sector eN.! 

users, and worked closely with numerous reporters from variou~ environ

ments to establish the basic requirements for a reporter using a CAT 
.> . 

s:tstem. In addition, GtaU conducted Illis,;"'detdled case stud!<as (four in 

L) 
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cO\lrts with operational CAT, systems and two in free-lance agencies where 

the predominant outp~t of the agency ~as official s~ate court transcripts , 
for local trial courts) in sites located in Arizona, California, ~~ry-

land, Texas , Utah, and Virginia. 

What did v'e learn about CAT and the imPflct of a court environment on CAT? 

1. State of the Art 

At the beginning of 1981, there were five viable CAT vendors (located 

in California, Illinois, ~~ryland, and South Carolina) in the market

place. These five vendors offer seven different CAT sytsems. Each of 

these systems can.be configured in several different ways. The price 

range of these systems is from approximat;~lY $50,000 to :h50,OOO; depend-
, " 

ing upon conf~guration desired. 

Tllerl! Wl~r~ .lpproximately 350 CAT systems installed and oper-ation~t 'J t 

approximately 300 sites around the nation. Approximately 1,800 reporters 

are using these systems on R daily basis to produce depositions and 

tranffc ripts. 

On1.y eleven s~pte courts (ten tl;'.iRJ, courts a'ld one appellate court) 

had operational C~T systems as of the start of 1981. Five additional 

tr-ial courts had signed contracts and were in the process of implementing 

CAT systems. Eighey-eight reporters were involved in using these 16 

,court-sponsored systems. No general jurisdiction federal courts have 

inl;talled CAT systems, although. the Cout't of Uilitary Appeals is experi

men~1ng with CAT at a west coast location. 

Use ~f CAT technology by official court reporters is much more 

extensive than ac;tual installation of CAT systems within courts. A phone 

survey of S91.lrts and private reporting firms conducted by project staff 

indicat~' that appro~imately l{~40%) of the current CAT sites were 

directly or indirectly involved in the production of official court 

transcripts. It was estimated that approximately 225 reporters who 

devote most of their time to official state or federal court reporting 
(i1,: 
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(on a contr,actuaJ. basis) p;-oduce their transcripts on a CAT system 

located in a !~rivate agency. An additional 115 private reporters using 

free-lance agency CAT systems spend up to half of their time on official 
~, 

court ~ork. H!!nc~ out of the estimated 1.800 reporters using CAT 

systems. approximately 325-375 (20%);'~'d¥\:hem were involved with official 

court reporting. Only a quarter of these reporte;s worked on CAT's being 

operated by state courts. 

2. Cost Savinss With CAT 

A "review or CAT use in the private sector indicates that CAT can and 

does save money in these agencies. Priyate agency estimates indicate 

that they are able to increase their agency ,productivity by factors 

ranging from 1-1/2 to 3 with the same. 'reporting staff. 

In the two private agencies studied by our "project. one agency is 

producing 58,000 pages of transcri~\s per year for $.18 less per page than 
!~i' 

previous manual transcription cost:;/#. The second agency is producing 
Iii: 
~. n 

36.000 pages of transcript per yea/I~: on Cl\T at a cost $.03 hig~r per page 
" ." "J! 'ii 

than manual production; 0 they have ~:ticreased productivity of existing 'c 
:,1 
1',\ 

report;.er staf.£ and thus ha\t£l. incre~;sed agency income. 

one of the·t~leven courts currentJ.y using a CAT 
;~11 U~fortunately. only 

y 
achieve a ~~st-effecd'l7q operation, and that sys:~em has, been able' to I; . 

'i 
I 

ocrJ'urred six months after our site Iyviait and resulted from substantial :1 I. Ii ',\." (I 

cr~:t'".ges in re.portet:~ using the sys~;em, In. the remaining three ,;ourts 

Jl.!...· st~idied, .,costs of using CAT ranged : from $.19 to over $2.00 PEll:' page more 
0:, 

t~:n manual., transcript production., 
:\ 

'In the court ,,~Mt is op'erating cost-
--' .. -

efi;ectively. substantial savings,J:a¢crued from reduci:ng the need for 
I, " • ~ ; •. 

sul~stitute reporters to fill in leor CAT reporters while they worked on 

trl~nsc ripts. 0' 

~; CAT can be operated cOBt-eff~actively in a court environment if the -,::J 

col~rt p,rovidee careful advance p:lanning. Most importantly, cost-
I) 

e~~ec.tive operation of a CAT in iR court envirotll\'lent' require!:! active 
1': Q ,~ 
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/? 

commitment from the court nportell'8 a. actiw court of manage~ent court, 

reporting resources~ 

3. TirifJI, Savings With CAT 

Time savings in the courts' we surveyed were mixed. In every CAT 

court. there were at least some cAT reporters who were clearly producing 

transcripts in a more expeditious manner"using CAT. H Ol~ever, there was· 

generally one or'more'"nonCAT reporters who were also ! . , . producing 

transcripts 'as quickly. In th . i' e pr vate sector. there is ample evid,ence 

that CAT produces transcripts much faster than manual production. 

Three findings reg~rding CAT's ability to produce transcripts more 

e'xpedi tiously med t separatecomrnent. First. ins tances were noted where 

CAT reporters were producing finished transcript,s much laster than their 
:) 

colleagues. However. these transcripts were rarely being submitted to 
o ~: 

thee, court as a finished d cC' ':"'" pro uct until the very last minute, arid"' in some 

instanc~s were actually beld beyond t bli <~ es a shed time limits. \\, SOMe of the 

instances were attributable to peer pressure not to produce transcripts 

to~, quickly so the couJ;"ts"will not expect betterOsevice •. and sOllie we re c,\ 

. ~ 
attributable to private attorneys requesting the reporter to delay 

production of the transcript. I h i n t e pr vate sector, reporting agencies 

o pr vate attorney~ until also appeared hesitant t"o deliver transcripts t i 

the 'last minut~. These' priVAt' e reporters appeared concerned' that 

attorneys would begin to expect fas~delivery of all transcripts at 

regular prices and would tberefore 1 no onger be willing to pay extra for 

"expedited" copy. 

Second, it is th, e conclusion of our repQrt that transcript delay ~aj 

be a relative],.! insignificantfa~tor in appellate. court delay. In the" 

state~ that we:~tooked at. we found no, case where appellate court delay" 

could "be attributed to triAl court trAa~cr1pt delay. In insta~eawhara 

trial transcripts were routinely being fll,d late (1-3 month. late), the 

appellate court. vere taking well ove"r 2 years 1;0 di8~.e of a Cllse. In 
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essense, the reporters w~~e' merely adapting to an alread~c delayed 
~-;-,.) 

1 While there is no excuse for one portion qf the" appel ate process. 

system (reporters) to take advantage of problems inherent in another part 
<:::";l 

of the syst~m (appellate c'6'tirt procedures), delay in submitting " 

transcripts could not be considered a contributing factor to the 

appellate delay observed. 

Third, in states and localities where time limits for transcript 

delivery are enforce.d by sanctions, appellate or other types of 
I, 

transcripts were rarely late, regardless of the manner of transc:i)iption. 

For example, ill one locality in California, felony prelimi~ary hearing 

transcripts that are filed late ~re paid for at one-hatt t.b.e normal page 

rate. Th~~e transcrip~:~ are rarely, if ever, filed late. Managing the 
() 

court reporting resourc!las and procedures is much more important than 

merely implementing technology in achieving timely transcript delivery. 

4. General Bene'fits of CAT 

Courts contemplating CAT implementation sho~,lld ,review the following 

types of benefits that might aC,crue from CAT usage: 

b. 

1 i and ~anagement, CAT can save time·in the With proper p an~ ng ~ 

productio:n of f.elony preliminary hearing, grand jury, and 
~(\ 

appellate transcripts. 

CAT offers the court increased transcript securit:y~ If',' n ca\,!rt
c:/ I, 

sponsored CAT env.ironment, the court should retain a copy of the 
(} 

reporter's translation dictionary as well as"a copy ofythe notes 

(cassette). If the reporter leaves' the coprt, almost any other 

CAT reporter can then produce the transcript if it is reqll'lrC'd. 

This eliminates haVing to hunt up the reportei':">llho took the 

orl,';'gioal record. Secondly, copies of the translated 0 r "" 

,untransl; ted no te~, ca n be maintained inde fi nitely on cOfJpllte,-

readable medium <milgnetic reel-to-reel t'ipe, 'compute'r ~torage 
.; 

d:l'sks, or cassette's), in a.gdltion to the repoJ;'tec~::>.)s paper notes. 
-:-:~~ . 
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c. CAT can 'increase I~ the court's ability t~ manage 

d. 

" , 
through~ pr~duction sta tis tics 

court ro:!porting 

resources. CAT, 
produced by IDOS t 

of the systems, makes it much easier to track production and 

work; .. habits of reporters. In addition, CAT will make a good 

reporter a better and more cons~stently productive reporter. It 

will not save a poor reporter, ~t it will gi$hl~ght and 

document just what that, particular reporter's problems are. 

CAT;l::an~'improve court reporter morale. Reporters who are 

o 
successful on CAT spend less time at their jobs. This results 

from the elildnation of time cQnsuming diction required with 

manual tra,ill'i:ript production. If the reporter produces clean 

note,s with a consistent shorthand style (which is the ~y to 

success with CAT) and the court employs a scoper (a person who 

works only at editing), the reporter's time commitment to the 

transcript is reduced to taking the record and one final proof-

reading, of the finished product. The reporters have more 

l,..taurec' time, or they have more time to produce ,transcripts if 

the work is avail~_ble. ".'.' ::..~ 

CAT ca'ti'~;elp courts control costs. 
'" CAT eliminates the nee,d for 

typists which the court is directly or indirectly (through 

-" J) 

reporters to font;~ol the transcri:t production costs for a set 

period of tim, (generally 5-8 years) regardless of inflation. 
\, . 

CAT, if operating properly, should sub~tantial1y reduce the need 

for substitute reporters in the court. 

CAT reporters should help def~ay the cost of the court's CAT 

ay,s_tem, at. l,east up to their current costs of manually prodUCing : 'i 

transcripts (some private agencies chaJ:~e their reporters 
il 

consideraj)lY.Plore than this to Use their CAT systems). The 

,~ 
income from these translation fees flhould allow a properly 

managed system to pay for itself over a 5 year period. Once the 
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breakeven point haa been reached, the reporters I contribution t\~ 

the system can be reduced. This would allow t/,le court to 

essentially give the reporters a raise without any additional 
,;~ ii 

cost to the court. 
,.', 
'-' '.' 

f. There are additional intangible benefits available to courts 

from the use of CAT. E'irst, several of the CAT vend,~rs' systems 

are designed to provide input or access to computerized 

litigation support data bases such as LEXIS or WESTlt.AW '\'ia,the 

CAT system. Secondly, two of the current CAT VendOJ7S are 

providing CAT systems on general purpose minicomputers that havf./ 

the capability to perform other functions (accountit1tg, jury 
o 

mana:gement or payroll, and word processing) simultatlleously with 

the operation of CAT. Hence, the courts investment in 

technology is limited to one computer with peripheral equipment" 

rather than two or i'hree computers to perform these tasks. 

If t ransc ripts can be produced morerliliJ1dly on CAT systems. they tnay 

indirectly reduce the length of time that prisoners are held in local,i 

jails aWjliting resolution of an ~ppeal. This has obvious c,ost saving~1 

for noncourt agencies at the local level. 

, 

The benefits that can res~lt from use of compu ter,,-a ided ,transcr!p~lon, 

technology in the courts can be grouped under three broad headings: C;:ost 

savings,. ,time savings, and general!intilngible benefits that are diffi~,ult 

to quantify. It is clear f.rom the work done du;i~gthe .National Centtiir 

for State Court's CAT Aualysis Proj~ct that all thre~ types of bell8f!t~a 

are achievable using CAT.Lu short, CAT technololY ~'Il alid dGes work l, c 
" • .:.~ I 

and its use is, gr6wing rapidly. Project IIltaff estlT1t~i.:e, based on the)' 

rate at liIhich vendors are currently in~talling .,.stems. that the nUlllb~r 

of CA,T systems implemented may roug~ly Ciouble by y.ar eqd fros what ,t'hey . 
" 

were at the ·start of 1981. 
t.1 
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As more reporters begill using CAT, more c.ourts ar.:!l! going to hear of 

CAT and become int:erest~d in possible implementation of this technoll;\.gyo, 

The basi'c question .that will arise in these \!ourts' will~ relate to whether 

CAT can operate smoothly and cost, effectively in that J;i.articulat court's 

operational and management ~nviror~ent. 

Courts' answer to thlsqueotiQl1, wh1c~, is detailed in 'the ,CAT Analysis f, . ", : T( 

Project s final !;:ep«:I1:t'elltitled ,Computer-Aided Transcripti0'LJ.!!..:.'lhe 

Courts, is as follows: 

Whether a CAT system is a cc;'st-beneficial ;In.y~stment for a court will 

be determined by how CAT .ystelll uae is inte~;r.t~,f1 i.nto a particular. 

court's managemet).t strategies • including managing court reporting 

resources and transcript. produl!t.ion procedure.s. I . n a court",'that d,Qes 

a good job of managing}) its reporting reBourc,~.s. ~AT can be',sllloothly 

integrated into court operations. and can be' 'e..ltpected to achieve the 

intended goals of time and cost savings. I ,', 
n a cQutt that. either does 

not manage its reporting resouces or does it poorl;.'~and most state 

courts fit into this category) 'a successful C"T '. ... operation 1» ,.not 

likely. 

CAT ~s ,n~,~ a passive technology. To be' successfully implemented 

in a court environmeni, three requirements ~ be met: ' 

2. ' 

3. 

Court reporters must be ~emQnstratably committed to using CAT-;-:"'" 
and using it in an ef,t:1:cient manner; 

The court must actively manage ,and control the allocation of 
court reporting resoul'ces; and, 

The court milst, actively manage its CAT system:. 
", , r 

If ~i> court ~ c" G 
ass~~~es its oper~tions;':.and .:feels it cannot achi~ve 1'1111 

,;\ 

three of:.t1iese requirement;s~.:. the~ t:he,~tional Center fQr 'State Courts 
( I~\.) "' 

WOuld recommend that it not impl~ment a CAT system. 
a 

'I appreciate theoPPo~:~unit". 0:: . . ~ ~ appearing before you today and 
".' ("/':;! 

welcome' 'any questionl/rega.rding CAT t! C 
~ ~t ommittee Members or staff may 

~rish to pose. i( 
1\ 
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Appendix A 

TAKING THE COURT RECORD: A REVIEW OF THE ISSUES 

(, ; 

INTRODUCTION N Jr., 

1/;, 
I' /( 

.;1 verbatim record of most evidentiary Iprilceed1I18S in courts of 
general jurisdicton, and of certain proceedings .in courts of limited 
jurisdicton, is usually required by state constitution or statute. While 
the most common use of such a recorg is in appeals, other uses--such as 
trial court utilization of records of grand jury testimony, preliminary or 
probable cause hearings, and arraignments--are equally important. Whether 
the subsequent proceedings are based directly upon the transcribed record 
(as are most appealsl ), or whether the primary use is indirect (as for 
example, daily copy to aid lawyers in formulating strategies for the next 
day's questioning, or use of prior recorded testimony to impeach a witness 
at trial), the speed with which the transcipt can be prepared, when 
needed, is of considerable importance. 

Delayed preparation and delivery. of transcripts is only one of 
many causes of intolerable delays betwe,en successive steps in the final 
disposition of cases. It is, however, in and of itself, such Q 

significant factor as to have caused the National Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals to recommend vigorous efforts' to achieve a 
standard of producing a transcript within thirty days of the close of 
trial. 2 Pres~ntly, few transcripts are delivered within a month after 
the trial endll; indeed few are delivered within thirty days after being 
ordered. Research in several states has revealed that transcripts are 
often submitted long after statutory time limits have expired. 3 

In the following pages three importarlt topics relating to the 
improvement of court reporting services are discussed: the establishment 
of management controls over reporters and the process of reportii~, 
variouEi technologies available for the production Of the record,· and the 
specific use of a particular technology--computer-aided transcription. 
Not all Clf the material applies to every jurisdiction, nor is it possible 
to provide firm answers for all the problems in any given court. Instead, 
this monograph should be used as a reference manual of alternative 
strategies to address some frequently cited and pervasive problems 
relating to court repo~ting. 

This monograph is divided into three parts. The first part 
addresses some aspects of the reporting problem and postulates measures, te', 

alleviate them. Specific recommended standards and procedures focused on 
speedy production of accurate transcripts and intended for consideration 
at a statewide, or at least a large regional level are stated. Issues 

"'~"h:l.~h. .arise at a more local level--the level at which reporters perform 
th~ir recording and transcription services--are also discussed. While 
these recommendations are appropriate for statewide or regional standards, 
the implementation of uniformity in these features in reporting may 
require considerable time in the variety ot situations presently existing 

. in many of the states. 4 

The second part of this monograph on court reporting is devoted to 
a description and generalized comparison of seven distinct methods or 

Note.--Footnotes appear at end of article. 
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techniques for makiing a record of court proceedi·ngs •. , This mate~ial is 
intended to aquaint judges, court administrators, and'other interested 
parties with the ra.nge of technology available; it is not to pre;mote a 
particular method, nor to unfairly criticise any technique. S 

Part III of this monograph is a synopsis of another monograph 
published in 1981 by the National Center for State Courts entitled 
Computer-Aided Transcription in the Courts. 6 The full mo;ograph details 
the results of a 14-month study to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of CAT 
and provide guidelines for its implementation and Use in the state courts. 

I. 'MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF TH¢ REPORTING PR~CESS 

jUdicialI~o:~:~lsta~es or areas within states, ~here is inadequate 
an management of court reporting resources. The 

functions of making a record and transcribing that record for later 
are not routinely vie.wed as part of the court . ' use 
seen as matters between the parties and th' process, rather, th~y are 
been delay, expense, and frustration. e reporter. The result have 

the The alternatives are not retention of the present procedures or 
d abolition of professional services; the real issue is how t i 

~; expedite the process. For each symptom or aspect of the shOrtmpr~ve 
. the present systems, there may well be feasible solutions. 0 com ngs 

A. :, Present problems 

Thexe are many aspects or fa t f h 
probl:em, of which delay in 'transcrip~;o~ ~U;':i:s~~~O~:i~:t~~:~cr~p~ion 
symptqm. The frequently seen features include 0 v ous 

~=~~;a~~si: unavail~bility of compet'ent reporters, becau.se of 
. I a ng requi~ed or low salaries paid in relation to 

emp oyment outside the court.9r other courts in the same area. 
" \'. 

--a mixture of 
within a:'f~iven 
controls. 

court-em£loyed"and indepedent contractor reportsrs 
jurisdicdon, leading to ambiguous management 

--personal appointment of reporters by judges in some 
~~~~didctions. resulting in wide disparities in qualificatioo,s 

oa s among reporters of the same court.' 

--Sub$tantial ~ariations in duties of reporters Within a given 
state and somet:t'!Jles, within a Single court ( some serving as 
reporter-secretax~ or rTPo~ter-<;J~"r.k). 

and 

--the refusal or failure of many reporters to use or tolerate the 
Jlse of new technology for recording or transcript production 
caused by job security fears. 

--the inapility or umdllingness of courts to actively 
court reporting resources. manage 

--the inability or unwillingness of courts to adopt time standards 
for transcript sUbmission and to enferce sanctions for failure to" 
meet time limits.. 
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The list of prohl_1I could be, :raxteDded further" but no purpose 
would be served by dwelling up9n the ilhorteOllinas in the present 
situation. The purpose of this chapte,r is not to 'exhaustively document 
the reality and pervasiveness of the problems, but to offer sugg'estions 
for resolving some or all of the various causes of dissatisfaction with 
current court reporting services. 

An appropriate, beginning point for the disscussion of. avenues to 
improve reporting services is to state what is, in our pel:c.eption, the 
principal objective of the courts in this regal:d. That objective is 

TO PROVIDE FOR THE "RECORDING OF ALL COURT PROCEEDINGS WHERE 
REQUIRED BY LAH, RULE, OR SOUND POLICY, WITHOUT DELAYiNG THE 
PROCEEDING, AND TO ASSURE THE PRODUCTION OF AN ACCURATE TRANSCRIPT 
OR REPRODUCTION OF THAT RECORD, IF REQUIRED, WITHIN THE SHORTEST 
}'EAS IBLE THm LIMITS F.ND AT THE LOI·lEST REASONABLEOOST. 

The statement above shou~d be read in light of the operative 
constraints within each court or court system. Some courts may find that 
relatively slight changes will satisfy the objective, while others may 
real:l,ze that only major ch~,nges/i~ll suffice •. 

(\ . 
Whatever the \:"~gree of satisfaction of the objective, any 

indication that it is not being met (or that progress toward meeting it is 
not being made) should give rise to cor.rective action. Depending on the 
particular situation and the admini~trative structure of the court system, 
that action mar take the form of improved management control of transcript 

. production or pi; court .reporters' work performance, or both. Those are 
the subjects ox' the remainder of this section. 

B. Management of transcript production 

Despite the fact that the time consumed by transcript preparation 
appears to affect the time that elapses between events in a case, neither 
the appellate nor the trial cQurts generally have focused much attention 
on the problems of transcript preparation. A few courts have j.mposed 
standards and controls over that process. 7 Although other cour~s have 
general rules regarding ordering transcripts (payment, filing, format, 
etc.), rarely a·re clear time limit e,,iElposed j rarer yet are examples of 
time limits bei\llg enforced consistently.' .. 

1\ I 

Poorly d~signed or infrequently enforced ru.les or statutes permit 
lawyers, reporte:rs, and court ~lerlts to diarelard .time limits, if any, am 
to attribute delay to overworked reporters, the difficult nature of 
transcript preparation, or even the rules or statutes themselves. 
Specific and clear rules are necessary for sound management of court 
reporting services. 

Most courts, at whatever level, have the authority ~o promulgate 
rules necessary to their own procedures and operations. Such authority 
may be conferred expressly by constitution, statute, or a general rule of 
a higher court, or it may rest 011 the doctrine of inherent powers. The 
specific authority to regulate the time period for preparation of 
transcripts of prcceed:f.ngs is a natural derivative from the general powers 
of the courts. 

Not only do most courts possess the authority to ~egulate or 
manage the transcript production process, they have an obligation to do 
so. Constitutional, statutory, and rule provisions aimed at ~ speedy, 
juat. ~nd final determination of all judicial proceedings are frustrated 
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and made meaningless by unnecessary and preventable delays in transcript 
delivery. Where, for example, standards and goals for dispOSition of 
cases have been fixed, they cannot be met if fairly strict limits are not 
imposed on the time allowed for preparation of any necessary tra.nscripts. 
Continued reliance by the courts on the reporters' "self-policing" simply 
will not suffice. 

1\ 

Ideally, management of tran~cript' production wouid involve three 
related features: 

--Statewide standards and procedures for transcript ordering, 
production, and filing. . 

--Precisely defined and reasonable time limits and procedural 
controls (for attorneys, reporters, and court clerks) integrating 
transcript preparation with other related functions. 

--Development of a monitoring capability to spotlig;ht 
non-compliance with time limits or other standards. 

1. Ricomm~nded statewide standards and d ~~~~~~~======~~~~~~~~p~r£o~c~e~u~r~e~s~r~e~l~a~t~i~n~gt.Jt~o transcripts -

The rationale for u'aifqrm statewide policies and procedures should 
be obvious: they facilitate mqbility of reporters in times of varying 
needs, a~ permit attorneys to practice and judges to serve anyw~ere in 
the state without having to fea.r unexpected' procedural p:f.tfalls~· At the 
same time, reporters. would not \;end to gravitate away from courts havilr 
stricter contrOls, if to do so Dleant leaving the state. ~ 

The standards most clear~y needed include the following: 

a. Formal notice of transcript reques(; 

_. State notific~ti~n policies are p'resently ill-defined or totally 
lacking. Since many l.nd.Lvidua1s and agencies (judges, private attorneys 
district attorneys, public defenders, legal aid attorneys, litigarl1;!>. ' 
nc\yspapers, etc.) order transcriJ)ts, the process should be clarified' and 
made uniform. It is recoml'lended "that: 

r '/ 

( '\ 1/ 
1) The request for aL f;ranscriph should.a,lways be written 

preferably ona stand~ird form. Th'!s shou1"d be recuired ev~n 
if the request is made on the reco~ilitseif, or the 
traflscript is automatically furnished. The request not only 
serves to initiate the production of the transcript, it also 
is used a s a moni toring or control docum~,t. 

(2) Time periods dating from the completion of a proceeding 
should b.e fi?ted, within which period requests for transcripts 
would h~ve to be filed. The time limits might vary. 
depending on the nature of the proceeding, but they should 
app1.:;r,unHonnlytcal1 proc<!adir.gs or a given type. 

r· 

(3) . The request for a transcript should be filed with the 
administrative judge, court administrator or clerk of the 
court in which the proceeding took place. A Where this is 
:f.mpractical~ as in small courts that have· no clerks or only 
part-time clerks, an alternate procedure (such as filing the 
request in the county-level court) should be detai'i'ed. In 
any event, the request ahould be treated as a formal 
docUltEmt, bowver ai.ple ill' fora&t. 
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(4) Transcript requests should be forwarded iminodiatEily and 
automatically by the court to the reporter involved. A copy 
of the request, or a record in logboolt form, should be 
retained by the court. 

(5) Requests for transcripts should be required concurrently 
with, and preferably as part of, any other related notices or 
filings, to keep the number of steps and documents to a 
minimum. The 'best illustration of this is in appeals--the 
transcript request should be filed at the same time as the 
notice of appeal. If both are required to be filed in the 
same court, .the request can be incorporated into the notice. 
Even though many appeals are abandoned after review of the 
transcript, combining the two functions or documents assures 
that both ateps are completed and that related time limits 
begin on the same date. 

(6) If the reqiiest is not made part of (or a condition 
precedent to) fiHng a notice of appeal or other action, 
provision should be made for situations where the request is 
not made within the time limit. (Such situations should be 
rare, but the failure to provide for them may weaken the 
control mechanism.) Acceptable reasons for late notice 
should be clearly enunciated, and sanctions imposed for 
unjustified delay. 

(7) To insure against the reporter being unable to collect 
his fee for a completed transcript, 1'l~"non-govermental . 
party requesting a tran~cript (where a fee is permitted) 
should be required to deposit a fixed percentage of the 
estimated cost. An appropriate range would be from 25 to 50 
percent, and the deposit might be made with the court clerk, 
the reporter, or some other designated agency. 

b. Timely completion and delivery stand~rds 

The foregoing recommended procedures are designed to fix the 
beginning of the transcript preparation process. They will provide a 
central record .of all requests for transcripts of pr.oceedings in a given 
court. But without precisely drawn limitations on the time that the 
reporter will be allowed to complete the transcript after receiving the 
request, a record of requests will provide scant improvement. Imposition 
of sanctions for delay rests on both recorded starting points and clear 
guidelines as to the allowable period. 

The following standards regarding time for completion and delivery 
are recommended: 

(1) Rilles governing the reporting and transcription process 
should include a system of pl:::~orities governing which 
requ~sted transcripts take precedence over others. This is a 
cymiiieJ!: problem, since neither the subject matter of" the 

Ifranscript nor the order of requests alone can be the sole 
,ldetermining factor in setting priorities. A formula or 
! simple table can be developed, however, which properly takes 
into account the urgeIlCY of the nextexpe.c~~g proceeding in 
the case, and thus establishes the appropriate time limit .for 
completion of the transcript. Such.a priority system should 
not be cumbersome or unwieldy. It should include 
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(a) a small number of categories of types of . 
proceedings (suppression hearings, preliminary hearings, 
trials, etc.). 

,~c, 

(b) a fixed standard delivery time for each categu:y. 

(c) provision for the person SUpervising the transcript 
\) request to assign appropriate priorities where the 

system does not clearly dictate a particular result. 

(2) An alternative to a scheme of priorities would be the 
developmeIlt of a workload standa;r;p, limit:!.ng the number of 
estimated pages of undelivered transcript any reporter could 
have outstanding. For example, if fl /\(.~porter can 
consistently produc~ 250 pages per week of finishe'd" ~ 
transcript b and the court decides that four we,eks is long 
enough for a typical transcript, jihen the maximum pages of 
undelivered transcript the report:t:r ,~ould be .allowed to 
accumulate are 1000. 

(3) Probably the least desirable alternative standard for 
transcript delivery is a single f~~ed period set without 
regard to the nature of the recorif~d proceeding .and of its 
intended use. 9 Su.ch a single-value standard fqr all 
transcripts ignores the variety of purposeS for. which, 
transcripts are used and the range of procedural time limits 
for the underlying proceedings. The greatest relative 
advantage of such a}echnique iS,its simplicity of 
administration; as opposed to having no time limits or 
unenforced limits, it would be an improvement. 

(4) Regardless of the choice of techniques for fixing time 
limits (i.e., varying limits according to priorities, 
limiting pending work to an amount which can be completed in 
a timely fashion, or fixing the period for transcript 
delivery), a fair, reasonable, and easily determinable time 
limit must be established. Once the request is delivered to 
the reporter, no ambiguity about the date the transcript is 
due should be tolerated. 

(5) The rules for transcript productio~ and delivery should 
also specify how the delivery should be made. To get it into 
the hands of the requesting party without delay, it is 
recommended that the reporter make the delivery directly. 
The reporter should obtain a receipt (perhaps on the original 
request form) and file it with the clerk or agency from whom 
the request was received, to clear the clerk's or agency's 
record of unfilled requests. 

(6) Payment of the balance of the reporter's fee should be 
required by rule as a condition 'precedent to delivery",nf.A:hca 
transcript, unless otherwise ~greed by the reporter. 

c. Transcript format standards 

The failure to establish transcript format standards in many 
states has resulted in a wide variety of styles. Lack of specified page 
sizes, type styles, and other technical standards produce wholly 
dissimilar transcripts. 
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CMncteristic 

Type size 
Lettare per inch 
Paper:aia:e 

Lines per page 
Margins (left) 

(right) 
(top) 

U ec of capital' 
letters 

Indentation 
(Q. & A.) 

Rates (original) 
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pica or elite 
8. 10, 12 , 
8 1/2 x l1"(standar~~) 
8 1/2 :It 14~( legal) 
21, 23, 25, 28 . 
1 1/2"; 2", 2 1/2" 
1", 1 1/2", 2" 
1", 1 1/2", 2" 

upper case only; 
upper and lower case 

none, 1 1/2". 6" 

per page, per folio 
(100 words) 

fraud or 
,;ecORIeDded 

standard 

elite 
12.c!?,6J:; inch 

. "r 
8 1/2" :It 11" 
25 
11/4" 
1/2" 
1" 

National ShortMlIxl 
Reporters AQeGCiation 
recommended standard 

pica 
10 per inch 

8 1/2" x 11" 
25 
1 3/4" 
3/8" 

upper and lower case 

none (Q. & A. 
to begin at 
left margin); 
o'r not more 
than f,ive 
spaces for 
Q. & A. and 
no other 
indentations 

none(Q .& A. ,to 
begin at 1eft
hand margin with 
five spaces from 
Q. &'A. to text 

per page (~th per page 
a fixed number 
of lines per 

,,..0) 

Setting forth recommended standards,pertaining to typewritten 
transcripts recognizes that such a medium Is and will remain the typical 
mode of transcript preparation for some time to come. It does not imply 
that origina1tipe recordings (audio or vide,o) cannot or should not be 
used for appeals 'or othe~ ~ubsequent proceedings. Such use of recordings 
would permit immediate appeals--as far as the,. record is concerned. The 
hesitancy of appellate judges to re,view taped,?"reproductions is due largely 
to time constraints, i.e., the need to view or listen for five hours to a 
five-hour proceeding. 

Techniques and devices are available to reduce.csuch listening 
time, such as electronic and manual indexing devices atieF-sound or 
video-compression techn;lques to shorten review time'. However,. if the 
appellate court desires to review 411 testimony by audio or videotCipe. the 
time required will be greater' than that needed to read the printed 
transcript. 

The standards and defin1tionsof the "transcript" and "record" 
sbould be drawn broadly enoulh to permit use of original recordings in 
place of typed documenu, IBS i. done' in Alasb. (In 1979 the Anchorage' 
Superiol:' Court produced '5,000 pages of typed, transcript! but attorneyfi 
alao purchased 35,000 pale., of transcript on c.s~ettes.) 0 

d. Trangr!pt content standards, () 

Tharel'~ t_ ........ ..-dt:I ........ ef atr.n~r:l.pt ,where 
standards ,!,r $~_. an °JHu.....,~ "f_'~~~ .f a verbatim record 
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and the specification of which portiona of ~ given proceeding are 
routinely to be recorded and transcribed. Without guidelines set by the 
courts, substantially dissimilar transcripts can result from the same 
proceeding', especially in terms of the length of the tJ;'anscript. 

Some persons insist that a definition of ,a verbatim record is 
impossible. Even if that position were well-founded. ,;tt should not 
preclude some effort by the appellate courts to set general limits on the 
discretion of reporters t'o edit the actual words of judges, counsel. and 
witnesses. Such editing may be desirable, since omission of false starts, 
rewording of ungrammatical statements, deletion of expletives. and 
referencing nonverbal behaVior may aid the reader in understanding what 
occurred.in the recorded proceeding. At the same time, unlimited 
discretion to polish or smooth out the transcript according to the 
reporter's individual taste creates the risk of unintentional distortion 
of the record. Since the Whole case may turn on somewhat subtle shadings 
of language, standards should be imposed which confine reporters. as 
strictly CiS feasible. to the precise language used. Therefore the 
appellate courts should promulgate general rules regarding 

--Revision of statement~: ,;,9ngrammatical statements or use of 
slang by judge, lawyers.ox':Witness~~. 

--Deletion of words or stat~nients: false starts, "uhh' s," or 
meaningless repetitions. 

--Nonverbal behaVior: gestures. nodding or shaldng head. 
laughing. lengthy pauses. 

--Simultaneous speech:, priol;:1ty given to which speaker when 
recording statements arid what reporter is to do when speaker(s) 
cannot be heard or understood. 

Beyond the question of the extent to which the transcript should 
include every word or gesture of the participants. there is the further 
issue of routinelYorecording or transcribing certain aspects of a trial or 
proceeding. Parts of trials which rarely give rise to appeals or which 
are seldom"the subject ,of later ,revieW should be recorded only by special 
request. arid even j.f recorded, should not be transcribed unless 
specified. Some eX!lmples ar,e 

--voir dire examination of jurors. 

--opening and closing statements or arguments of counsel. 

--the r:eading intothe,rE;!cord of lengthy documents, where the 
document or reproductions can be inserted in or appended to the '. 
transcript. 

e. c Transcript fees 
-? 

One of the most comple:x: issues. and probably the most~,} 
controversial one relating to court reporting. is th~t o~ charging of fees 
for transcripts. Court reporters are normally paid a, base salary;" by the 
court, and obtain ddditionalincoiue by produci}lg and s91ling transcripts 
of court proceeding)s to private litigants ~r l1on-court public agencies. 

This salal;y plus fee arrangement. despits its wide use. has ~. 
unfortunate consequen~es'for both the efficient us~: of reporters and the 
ultimate goal of equal justice for all economic classes. The fe~o system 
fqr transr.ripts 
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--te:tds to support the assertion that the reporter's base salary' 
covers only taking the record in court. 

-~reinforces the view that the notes or recording of a proceeding 
are the personal property of the reporter. . 

--may encourage the reporter to demand or a litigant to offer the 
payment of a premium for advancing (or delaying) the transcript 
prepaxation. 

--may discourage or even prevent appeal or other review of the 
procel~ding at the instance of persons just above the level of 
indigency. 

--may result in speedier ~ervice for l,"etained attorneys than for 
public defender, legal aid, or prosecution attorneys where 
transcript fees charged private litigant.s are not regulated or 
are fixed at a level higher than those for public agencies. 

Some of these problems will' be treated elsewhere in this 
monograph, either through explicit recommendations, or as part of a more 
general discussion. The time has come, however, for the judiciary to 
examine the traditional transcript fee system per se and decide whether it 
serves the best interests of the court, the litigants. and the public. 
Where the fee system is found Wanting. alternatives should be examined. 

The arguments in favor of the fee system can be placed under the 
following three heads: 

ignored. 

-the fee system supplies an economic incentiv1i! to complete the 
transcripts expeditiously, since the reporter's payment is 
withheld until then. 

-the fees compensate for the extra effort and time (and 
sometimes e:.cpense to t.he reporter) in transc;:-ipt &:roduction. 

-the demand for transcripts is so uneven and uncertain that no 
straight saJ.arysystem trould be feaSible, even if the courts 
could raise salaries to replace the income lost to ·reporters. 

o 

There 
This 

should not be 

is some merit,ito these arguments, and they cannot simply be 
does not .mean, however,that the fee system cannot or 

tempered or revised over a period of time. The suggested 
adVantages of 

1;," 

or needs for the fee method mightcbe replaced by 

(1) reasonable and fairly enforced deadlines for 
transcription which require the reporter to complete 
transcripts expeditiously. 

(2) the hiring of enough reporters or the adoption of 
suitable raportiDg methods to Permit the production of most 
transcript. duriDg ordiD&~, workiDg hours. ll 

(3) an analyds of the variation in transcript Ilemang. and 
a fair apportionment of the burden among the reporters, so 
,as to prevent windfalls.· 

Another less direct but still importantClong-run advantage in 
revising the fee system lies in integrating reporters more fully into the 
court staff. c,' All other courtpe~IJODD$1 and perllODs (such as marshals) 
performing court~relate~ gervices are increaaiDgly being paid a salary, 
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rather than being compensated on a case fee basis. Revision of th~ fee 
system could increase the court's control over reporters and their liOrk 
product, and reduce the appearance and the existence of divided loyalties. 

The pervasiveness of the transcript fee system makes its revision 
an enormous task. Alternative technology for taking the record exists, 
however, and is cost-effective, challenging the immutability of " 
.traditional methods. Proposals which advocate a sudden, total elimination 
of transcript fees should not be taken seriously. The fee system can; 
however, be modified over time to ease the burden of tra.nsitionon both 
courts and reporters as follows: G 

--The "sale" of transcripts to public agencies can be taken over 
by the court, w.lth the revenues going to increased salaries for 
reporters, leaving the fee relationship for private parties 
undist'Jlrbed ~or a time •.. 

--Instead of allocating budget funds to various agencies for 
transcript purchases, those funds should be added to the court 
budget, and used to replace the reporters' fees. 

--When proper management and monito~ing controls have been 
'implemented and utilized long enough to generate 'sufficient 
information, the "sale" of all"court transcripts should .be 
handled by the court, and the revenues used to support increased 
reporter base salaries. 

--Additional budget funds should be obtained by the court, if 
cost reduction measures and court receipt of fees do not provide 
a fair and equita,1,lle salary level for reporters.:,.· 

(~ Other aspects which should be carefully explored are the relation 
of fees, however they are fixed. to. actual or minimal costs of production 
and the customary allocation of the fees among transcript purchasers. 
While there are departures from the pattern, fees ordinarily are set at a 
fixed rate, regardless of the technique. used by the reporter. The first 
(original typescript) copy is billed at a relatively high rate, with 
considerably reduced rates for additional carbon copies. This combina~ion 
tends to encourage delayed ordering of transcripts, so as to get a copy at 
reduced price, and imposes an unfair' burden on one party for the same 

. product. Furthermore, the number of legible copies which can be produced 
with one typing is, ~ted; and the correction of typographical errors on 
multiple copies is another aource of delay. 

As a means of reducing transcript costs to purchasers, expeditipg 
JUultiple-copy production, and equitably distributing the' cost among 
purchasers. the following procedures should be considered: 

"'-the report\";r should be paid (by salary or fee) for producing 
the original typewritten tran~cript only, with all additional 
copies made on a court-owned:photocopy machine and billed at 
actual cost. 

-·-the total cost of the original and tl1e photocopies ordered 
should be allocated equally among the transcrip't recipients. 

Elimination o{ 1;heoutdated and unnecessary carbon copy.feature 
should expedite transnd.ption. The photocopies, which are almost 
universally acceptabltf for legal purposes, can be procjuced quickly, i.n 
uniform quality and unlimited number. Using photocopies, ,the frice of 
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second and thi~d copies of a transcript (which is the typical order) could 
be reduced by two-thirds or more. 

f. Ownership of or:l.ginal notes or tapes 

To remove or reduce any confusion, the statewide rules should 
clearly specify that the reporter's original notes or tnpes are the 
property of the court. Since the reporter is (or should be) a court 
employee, and the notes or tapes are produced in the course of his or her 
official duties, the assertion that the reporter owns the original 
recording is misplaced. . 

The reporter may need the use of the material to perform the 
transcription, but this neither.requires nor implies ownership. Just as a 
court clerk prepares and uses court documents witbout any question of 
ownership arising, so should the court reporters create and use notes or 
tapes without asserting or feeling· any ownership interest. 

2. Monitoring and enforcement of transcript production standards 

The labor and time spent in preparing specific standards will 
have been in vain if there is not a conscientious effort made to monitor 
compliance with those standards and to establish and enforce a fair but 
firm system of sanctions for noncompliance. Indeed, there are some 
ju,risdictions which have statutory time limits at present, and research 
has shown that in those jurisdictions Where sanctions are enforced, 
transcripts are submitted within the time limits specified. In those 
jurisdictions where time limits" are not enforced, the delay in transcript 
production can be said to be partially a failure of judges or court 
management ·to utilize a ~ool ready .at hand. 

Management of the transcript production process, like any other 
control function, must begin with the gathering of information. ~his datD 
gathering fu~ction should be: 

-.,.simple 

--inexpensive to operate 

-integrated as much as possible into the underlying process 

--used for as many purposes as possible 

The transcript monitoring procedure will almost necessarily have 
to take place at two levels--the trial courts and the appellate courts. 
Each court has its own needs; neither usually is suitably located or 
staffed to monitor all transcripts. But this division of responsibility 
need not give rise to conflict, confusion, or inconsistency of enforcement. 

The division o,f supervision should be ;incorporated into the 
design of the statewide standards, and the particular monitoring methods 
and enforcement strategies detailed at that level. 

a. Trial court monitoring of transcript production 

<, '" Monitoring of the status of transcripts should be done initially 
at the trial court .level by the person receiving the requests for 
transcripts. Some estimate of the amount of transcript on order but ~ot 
completed by each reporter should be made every two weeks, i£ not more 
frequently. This report should be given to the administrative judge or 
court administrator. To the extent feflllible. assignment of r~porters to 
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additional proceedi~o. or to fUDCtione of varying complexity should be 
made according to their current backlogs of uncompleted trans~ripts. 

Where the backlog analysis reveals that any reporter haa slipped 
beyo~ the established time limit for any transcript, a report of the 
violation, together with any explanation of the delay (such as illness or 
other emergency), should be made to the appellate court or relevant 
judiCial administrator. This report of delayed transcripts will give the 
court policymakers a better insight into potential problems with reporting 
::I:ices. At the same time, reporting only exceptions to the time limit 

s will minimize the burden both in preparing the report at the local 
level and in utilizing the report at the higher level • 

To implement such a system, building upon previous 
recomme'ndations, would require 

--a formalized, centrally filed written notice of transcript 
requests 

--an estimate of the length of each transcript 

-(-calCUlation of the appropriate time limit for eac'h transcript 
whether a Mli11fohl oualJeE' of ... "')'I!J or lba8i1d on the ll.nture or 

length of tba PlfOCfMIIIiaa. etc.) 
. (': 

--sorting or lioting requ~ats .b7 reporter name 

--some method of updating the inventory of pending transcripts 
when each is completed 

b. MOnitOring of appellate transcript product,ton 

The task of monitoring the :p::I:'oduction and delivery of transcripta 
needed for appeals should be the re,sponsibility of the appellate court 
(usually the clerk or administrative staff). Thi8 function should be 
accomplished as an integral part of the larger process' of tracking the 
progress of the. appeal it;self.· UllllesB the other events and actions 
leading to argument of the appeal are subjected to the same supervision as 
the transcript preparation. the goal of expediting the appeal will not be 
accomplished. 

. For t}lis reason, the ,folbwl. dilleuGaion -goes tIlORmmt beyond 
th~ narrow subject of transcript Urae ..u.1IIlIanis

ll
ooton!y far enougb to 

de!llct the transcript tracking a,. a 'coaponem of the larscl" 1l1laD!1se!llI~t1t 
process. A complete discussion of ezpedl1:i~ .p~Q is bt'lyorui tha\\l£\:ope 
of this monograph. 12 ~ . 

u 
Clear and realiatic standards are seede« mot only throughout the 

court reporting process, but they should aleo be formulated regarding the 
appellate process and disseminated. The major defects intbe present 
process can be addressed by 

--precise definitions ~If Bignif:f.cant events or tasks 

-formulation of speCific time limits for completion of the tasks 

-allocation' of responsibility for taslts to all'pel"sans involved 
(which may include trial judges, trial court clerks, repor~erB, 
att9r~ys onllppssl. slid app§llatta cOlln perillcnnel) 
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--establi~hment and enforcement of sanctions fo~ unjust~~ied 
failure to com~lyw.lth deadlines 

The appellate,information syotem, like its trial. level 
counterpart, should be relatively simple and atraightforwnrd. The 
following information should ~e collected to monitor both. the 
transcription and appeal process: 

(1) Case identification--title and trial c()urt case number 
(2) Type0 0f case--civil or cdminal (and subject matter) 
(3) Trial court 
(4) Trial judge 
(5) Attorneys. on appeal--all parties 
(6) Court reporter( s)--name, addre3s, and telephone number 
(7) Final tr.ial ~ourt dispositio1,l--date 
(8) Notice of appeal filed--date 
(9) Transcript request filed--date (if not combin~d or 
simultaneous wit~. notice of appeal) 
(10) Transcript \~iling deadline--date (as determined by 
statute or rule, or revised date if extension granted by 
appellate court):, 
(11) Transcript! filed'" or delivereg-.,..date and number of pages 
(12) Filing of other case materials with appellate 
court-dates (d:escription of specific steps, such as filing 
exhibits, briefs, etc.)13 

c. Analysis of transcript production 
., 

The potential benefits of accurate recordkeeping with respect t9 
the transcript production process do not end with identification of 
certain transcripts as untimely, or even with·,the imposition of sanctions 
on reporters for failure to mE:et the deadlines. The data recorded., at 
either level, should be analyzed to permit focusing on existing problems, 
avoiding future crises, and projecting further improvements in transcript 
production. 

The data recorded in the monitoring systems should be tabulated 
and analyzed to 

"..-;; ,,. 
--determine the ti~einterval (delay) associated with transcript 
preparation 

--isolate the d~lay experienced in particular courts, 
geographical re,i'1ons, types of cases, reporting techniques, etc. 

--assess delay in transcript produc~ion as compared with other 
caut1es>or types of delay in the trial court or appellate process 

A second ana.lytical step should be performed. in addition to the 
treatment of court reporting or tran«-cript production aD Il unitary 
function, several comparative and stlltiotical analyses should be performed: 

" --a co~parison of transqript production 

--between civil and criminal cases (anli case types, if 
desired) • 
--among districts, regions, courts, reporters, etc. 
--by length of proeee.ding, and of tLanscr~pt size. 

'-,)\ ,-;::-

--A comparison of' the curn!ii"t period's transcl1'ipt pl"oduc ti ".] with 
historical eqUivalent pert~~s. :'. 
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~-A c'i::,mp-arison of the number of de_linquent __ ,t'Clln:Sc::r.ipt::s at the 
time of the analysis with the deHnquf,!ncype.(centage in 
comparable prior .periods. -". 

--A comparison of 

--the time required or used to prepare traIlscripts-""'lIlean and 
lII~dian number of days; percentage of transc:ripts prepared by 
day-groups (I-IS, 16-30, etc.). . 
-the percentage of cases of delinquent ·transcripts. and 
identification of reasons for delay.; percentage where 
extensions are requested. 
--number of transcripts and total pages produced; highest, 
lowest, and average pages produced per repo~ter. 

The following samples of analysis tables depict some possible 
uses of the foregoing information relating to the monitor;lng and' 
assessment of transcript production. Ii 

Analysis of Transcript Production Sample Charts and Figures!' 

S~mple A 
n f P Ime or r repara Ion 0 fT , I (A ranscnp s verag e) 
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90- - ,...--
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Source: Gteen~ood and Dodge, Manag~I1I~nt of Court Relporting Resources 

Number 
of 

Days 

SDmplo B 
Time fO( Transclipt Preparation (Criminal) 
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60-

45-

30-
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1-50 

Number of Pagas 
Number of Trans2ripts 
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250 
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Reporter 1 
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Court 8 
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Samp'aC 
Oalli1qaetit Tnmscript Listing· 

C'.&~ Caso Order Ori91~aJ Est. Requesting Revisod CompiellOl1 No. 01 
_I!.... 1!!!2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Oale~. ~ 

·Courts can ~xpand this listing to include all transcript requests. 

Source; Greenwood and Dodge, Management of Court Reporting Resources 

d. Sanctions for failure to.,~eliver transcripts 

Unless some penalty is imposed upon court reporters who willfully 
fail to meet time limits for transcript delivery, the time limits ar~ 
meaningless. The penalties need not be severe, but'they must be relevant, 
and they must be enf~~cedo 

Reporters are not singled out as particularly in need of 
sanctions. Many will willingly cOu,lply once a standard has been ann~unced, 
and more will mee'l; the standard when t:~ey are convinced that records are 
being kept of their performance. But tnere may well be some reporters who 
will. test the clet&rn.unation of the .courts to enforce any I'.estriction, 

l' rule, or policy. ~; 
',;'-, 

The que'stion~ of the circumstances under which penalties are to be 
exacted, the appropriate sanction to be imposed, and by whom it is to be 
imposed do not admit of resolution here. It seems .clear, however, that 
penalties should escalate the longer a given transcript is delayed, or the 
greater the number of delinquent transcripts due from a single reporter. 

((-" 

It: 1.s .assumed" t~t court reporters are subject to all the 
customary employee disciIflinary measures, ranging from infor)nal prodding 
to removal from off.i.ce. Further sanctionS, uni,que to reporters, incluue 
such measures as 

--where possible, removing the delinquent reporter from further 
courtroom assignments (thereby depriving the reporter of some 
potential fee~earning cases), and requiring the reporter to pay 
the salary of \3 substitute reporter assigned to fill in. 

--reducing the fee for a delayed "transcript as ti~e goes on. 

--permitting an aggrieved party to institute a summary show cause 
action to compel the reporter to complete the transcript or be 
held in contempt. 

C. Trial court management of reporter work performance 

In the preceding section, the frame of reference was the st~te or 
multicounty level, and the purpose was to recommend the adoption o~" 
uniform standards for transcript pro~uction. The purpose ,of this part is 
to describe some of the present problems within a given CQurt or locality 
and to present recommendations for the "day-to-day management of repoZ't~rs 
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as court ~mployees or as necessary support personnel. To some extent the 
prior discussion revolved around the question of the output from the 
reporting process; the ensuing material focuses more directly on the 
process itself. The two parts are closely related and some repetition 
will be found. Yet it is in the trial courts that the standards will have 
an impact, if any is to be felt. 

1. Recommended management controls 

In many courts, reporters enjoy the adVantages of court 
employment--such as the security of a salary--without any of the routine 
and appropriate controls imposed on other court personnel. Few courts 
regard reporters as employees in the same sense they do the clerks, 
attendants, etc. This is partly due to the training, salary, and 
professional nature of the reporters' function. 

\l "iLt.··· 

Assertion of proper and adequate management controls over 
reporters, from hiring to evaluation, does not detract from their 
professional status. It is in recording, transcribing, and certifying the~' 
record of proceedings that the reporters' professionalism comes into 
play--not in being & privileged or autonomous class of public employees. 

Given the variety of starJing ~atterns among courts, even within a 
"unified" system, it is ~~ha~~ocal level that such aspects of the 
reporting functi~~~a~~oll~escriptions, personnel selection, aSSignment, 
method of compensation, and performance evaluation usua~st be 
handled. Where uniform treatment is :i:easible, by higher court rule or ,c' 
statute, that avenue should be taken. 'Regardless of J:he scope of possible 
uniformity, effective management of court reporters requires some or all 
of the following steps. 

":::,·~~c Job descriptions for reporterl! 
i' 

~he roles of court reporters range all the way from being 
independent contractors,,7pa1d on a per diem basis and performing no other 
court functions to being combination reporter-court clerk-secretaries. A 
rational management system for) reporters must start lath' a fairly clear. 
description of toe duties of the reporters in a particular court or 
jurisdiction. Such description should specify what is requir~dof the 
reporter with respect to ' 

.i 
--the variety and nature of proceddings to be recorded 

I ,·1 
--preparation of official tran~~ripts 
. ".J] 

--clerical or adm:f,nistr~t1ve lutles, if any 
l\ 

--secretarial duties, if any 

--custody of ~h1bits or other court documents 

--general priority of different duties 

--estimated time allocation for different duties 

--routine employment policies, such as vacation, sick leave, dress 
code, etc.» as approprtat;!b 

~ ~~.,-,:,;:. ... / .. " .~ 
The job descriptj.,o!Ps ould not be overly specific, or it might~t~:P' 

create as many probleras &8 it resolves. The reporter 1I1USt understand "t..at; 
the conduct of a proceeding in court, iDCl~dins apccific directions to dr 
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regarding the reporter, is largely within the diecretion and control of 
the judge presiding. Therefore, some flexibility ohculd be designed into 
the job descry~tion. 

" 

MerefY' analyzing the expected performance of reporters and 
reducing it to written fo~ may highlight areas of possible improvement in 
transcript produ2tivity. When compared with actual practice, it may be 
discovered, for: example, that the amount of a reporter's time being 
absorbed in handling judges' correspondence is ~uch greater than supposed 
by court management. This in turn might lead to a separation of the 
reporting and secretarial functions. 

b. Selection of personnel 

If the court reporter 9r equipment operator is unable to obtain an 
accurate record at the trial or other' proceeding, no transcription. 
technique 'or'other technology will produce an accurate transcript for 
subsequent uSe. Thus, the capability O,ffA .. e reporter/opel'ator is critical 
to the entire process of producing a u~ble r~cord of the proceeding. 

A statewide or multi-jurisdictional job-entry examination or 
certification process helps to ensure competent personnel. Such program~ 
have been criticized on' several g1;'ounds, includirig 

--wanipulation or control by current job occupants 

--expense of operation 

--failure to measure relevant skills 

--limitation of alternative techniques or applicants 

--absence of performance standarQi~, after licensing 
\ .. " 

While such problems do occur in states with certification 
programs, they can be eliminated or reduced to tolerable limits if the 
judiciary--not the executive branch or the court reporters 
association--establishes and controls the,certification process. 

In courts with some degree off:~entralized administration, 
statewide or'r~gi()nal examination and 'certification procedures may be 
established without inv,olvemeut of the legislature or the executive. An 
appellate court or state ~>urt administrator. or his l:'e~!p~l counterpart, 
should establish a certified court reporter position, as g.~';si:1nguished 
from a certified shorthand rep.orter system~ The broader'i~tt~ i,s intendiig 
to expand "the range of accepta~)le techpiques to enc.ompas-8J':!!;;he "te'i>ting and 
certification of any technique cor process l1hich provides an acceptable, 
timely, and acc,urate record. 

The examtt'lation programS should test and rank t:'oe candidates 
according to the job skills nec~ssary to report and transcribe the court 
record. While formal academic cir technical schooling may be desirable, 
persons with such tr~ining should not be exempted from the examination, 
nor should persons wt.thout it automatica11Y"""be disqualified. Ap!?-fopriate 
reporting skills--not just technical s~h~o12ng or personal 
references'~~ust be d~monstrated. _~~\\\'. 

£,'," 

Abil!ty and achievement examinations should correspond to the 
'c~sporting technique to be used, and this range should include any 
,t;ec'hniq~~::!li!ceptable tqthe court. The skil,ls assessed should pertain to 
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the r'eporter's abiJ.ity to prod~cl:! ahigh-qualitY'''transcript of the ,record " 
of pr,oceedings,) in, a rapid, llnd efiictent, manner. It i,!i not necessary to 
devel()p a Unique eXamination for each technique; the same basic test can 
be used for all candidates. If e~ectronic equipment is used, candidates 
should be tested for ability to operate and for basic lJ:no111edge of the 
equipml~nt. ' 

The functional skills relevant to court reporting can be 
classif-ied into three categories: 

Category 1. Court reporter l1ho must persoruHl}!, make a record :f.n 
court on paper or magnetic tape using either o~ fingers or voic,e, e~g,., 
manual shorthand, stenotype, stenomask, Gimelli ~oice-l1riter. <, 

Category 2. Court reporter who primarily qperates and monitor.s " 
electronic recording devices, e.g., multi-track aud10 recording ,and 
videotape. I, 

i( l , f' 
Category 3., Transcriber-typist who types the Unil tCrfonscr.:l.pt. 

Listed below are recommended skill or achievement test s. The/same test 
can be admlnistered for all reporting techniques requiring the specific 
skill. , 

~ ~, 
~R~~~~~~~--------------~ __ eporting Skill or Achievement Reporter Caty/gory 
Speed of Recording Testimc.,\'ly 1 & 2, i,,' 
Subtcsts: h' 

(A) Questi!?!l,and Answer Interrogatory ,/ 
200-22SWords per minute (wpm) 

(B)"Opening or ClOSing Statement or 
Jury Charge 200 wpm 

(C) Medical Testimony 175-185 wpm 
El,lch subleSt should be from 5 lo"!O minutes .' 
in length. 

Speedool' Transcription 
JiWtvidual given 30 to 45 minutes to 

".W!~~t:ribe eac~\ subtest 
Accuracy ofc.2:ranscript 

'Question and Answer Interrogatory 97%, 
Othet subtests 95% 
Langu.age Skills 

~jlelJing 
!Grammar 
Pu'nctuation I 

Court Practices anli Procedures j 
, Knowledge and Operation of Equipment l 
"Ability to Loc,ate and Read Back Testimony in Court / 

2&3 

1,2 & 3 

1&2 
2 

1&2 

l 
~ number of other pollcy questions ~~ch as a p~obatio~ry O~ 

break-in period for new reporters, the esta~'lb1unent of grade levels for 
reporters, advancement to more complex matt(!rs on proof of increased 
proficie.ncy, and ""certification of reporters1forservice in all (!ourt s 
within a given aile a fall outside the scope"of this document. ~hey shorrU,l 
however, be fully explored and resolved asl~art of a comprehensive 
certification program." .1: 

.;"~l~l: 
c. In-service training' 

\ 

Demonstration of th,eminimUm level ~fcompetency on an appropriate 
test is the beginning, not the end, of the \\\epor~ier! s training. As court 
procedures change and become more complex, t'h~, courts' shou.-l<l provide, 
reporting personnel within-service training ... 
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Two methods can be introduced: 

(1) 'Preparation and distributicn '.:If an official"court 
reporting procedures manual, which would include >!11 
pertinent policies, rule,s, procedures and forms relating to 
record and transcript preparation, reporters' duties, etc. 

(2) Court-sponsored training seminars covering such topics 
'as changes in reporting rules, procedures, and policies; new 
reporting technologies and transcription techniques; legal, 
medical, or technical terminology; and court procedures and 
practices. '" 

A manual should cover most of' ~he issues raised in this booklet. 
It is recommended that the manual be prepared in loose-leaf form to 
facilitate updating. A joint court manag~ment-reporters committee should 
be formed to produce a first draft, to en'~~;re that the manual include 
answers to questions the reporters find th¢\Uselves facing, as well as" 
performance standards the judges or court 'arlministrator find necessar.Y· 
In any jurisdiction using or afiticipating the use of audio or video 
recording equipment, monitoring and index logging procedures, equipment 
standards, and playback and transcribing procedures should be specified in 
the manual. 

d. Utilization of reporter personnel 

The trial court administrator or administrativ,e judges must be 
given a certain amount of discretion and flexibility concerning the daily 
assignment of court reporting personnel.,:Any policy or practice that 
results in judges having to tiait for a re~Qrter/r~corder before commencing 
a proceeding should be subjected to carefu'1 scro'tiny. Few courts, 
however, have,undertaken court reporter manpower studies to assess 
reporter prodiictivity and revise reporter assignment policies to achieve 
maximum report,er and court productivity. 

The traditional one judge/one reporter policy--a reporter wor!;d.'I;tg 
permanently £01: the judge who appointed him/her--still" prevails in many! 
court,s. However, this approach needs to be reexamined in multi-judge 
courts since it often results ifi poor manpower utilization and inequitable 
distribution of workload among court reporters. Some of the.undesirable 
consequences of this practice are 

--artificial constraint on court productivity, when available 
reporters sit idle instead of filling in for ill or hard-pressed 
reporters. 

--possible Jong-term ~n~quities in the distribution of relatively , q~ 
easier transcript fe~-r.roducing cases. 

--imbalance be,tween recording and transcribing functions Of 
reporters, depending on nature of proceedings aSR~gned to the 
judge. For example, if the judge has several loni(trials in 
succession, followed by a period of non-transcript matters, the 
reporter will probably fall far behind in transcribing and then 
get caught uB' This. may result in periods of serious transcript 
delay. I) 

(:' \ :.~ 

--dispad ties in duties ~,!IIOng reporters, ,.»e<:aL!se of differing 
expectations of judges_ ~-;,:-: 

,'!.~), 

I', 
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-an appearllftCCI to Uti.anta and the public that the reporter ia 
not an obje,::t1ve prol~esl!lional, but may be under the influence of 
the judge with respec~t to the conteftts of the record. 

" In 'imu1ti-judge' court!1 or districts, improved reporte'r manpower 
utilization ~trategies, such as a "pool" ox>eration or a "rotation" system, 
should be employed in order to equally dis\~ribute the workload and 
ddcrease the t,~.me required to produce transcripts. These approaches 
m~'limize, or eliminat~ the di~ladvantages of the one judge/one reporter 
s;t~tem a.nd permit the court C:o realize the maximum court and transcript 
i!roductivity from its eltistiilg reporter manpower and reporting 
t~chno10gy. Indeed, it is 01UY when such assignment techniques are used 
fo;:- a period that the determllnation of the need for more repol'ters or ' 
improved reporting methods Clin be made on a firm foundation. 

Under 'the "pool" app:coach to reporter assignment .. , reporters are 
not permanently aSl3igned to a particular judge or part of court, but are 
assigned on the basis of court-related14 work. backlog. The 
determination of pages to be transcribed obviou:aly need not be precise, 
since the pu~pose is to st~ike a rough balance. A court choosing this 
method of assignment might find it useful to designate (or to permit the 
reporters to aelect) a senior or "administrative" reporter to make the 
actual assignments, subject to disapproval by the judges or court . 
administrator. 

The rotation on a periodic basis of reporters among judges 
parts of court tends to even out courtroom and transcript demands. 
two approaches, the rotation system usually is the less effiCient, 
several reasons, incl\lding the £01101:11.08; 

or 
Of the 
fo~ 

--Rp.porters usually are rotated strf.ct1y by calendar, even in the 
middle of a proceedll\g, thereby creating some division of 
responsibility for the transcript of the procecidingj or at the end 
of a proceeding, which may not correspond with another reporter's 
a.vliilability. This problem can be overcome by a sufficiently 
fle~ible supervisory system. 

--The assumption th~t rotation equalizes the workload may prove 
false in praecd~e, at least for substantial periods of time.15 

--Unless the pe,riod Of,Iotation is quite short (weekly, f'tly: 
example), it is difficu1tt;o use effectively any number of 
reporters greater than the n.bl~bgt:' of judges. However, t;he shor'ter 
th~\ period of rotation, the greatcl: the problem described in the 

'\firs'!::.item above becomes. ' ',", 

On balanl;!e, th~lO, the "pool" approach to re~ort.er' ass;i.gnment is 
rec~!;;"~ended si T1Ce it pr!ovides for the a:;signment of .. the lc~st" backlogged 
available reporter .on a,\n "as needed" basis to the judge or "par~ of court 
requiring a reporter'. tdeally, the 'court will have available tC)""it i 

(either on staff or from commercial r.eporter services) a !lumber of " 
repor~~rs slightly in e~cess of the number of judges using reporters.· The 
"pool" technique, properly applied, will identify the most seriously 
backlogged reporters and free them of courtroom assignment, to work on 
transcripts. 

As &ompared with the one judge/one reporter approach, both the' 
pool and the rotation assignment, lYle thods seem markedly superior,. Nearly 
all courts which have ,implemented these techn:l.qu~s have increased repprt~~ 
efficiencies, 10wered!'court;re'p<n:t;in.." costs. 1"I!duced inequitable ~ep~rter~" 
'workload patterns, and reduced transct."ipt delay.. ' , 
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e. '-C6mper.t:fd~ion of reporters 

The salaries of reporters and supporting personnel comprise a 
substantial portion of the cost of reporting services. These funds are 
frequently raised by the local unit of governinent by inclusion in the . 
court budget. -As a sign:l,ficant budget item, these amounts should be 
monitored and subjected to appropriate expenditure or fiscal controls. 

The issue of i~poaing or allowing fee~ for the production and 
delivery of court .transcripts has been addressed earlier. The related 
question of reporters' free lance work opportunities should also b~ 
considered since it bears on the general topiei' of compensation of' 
reporters and adequate management. control. 

To allow full-time court reporting personnel to undertake free' 
lance reporting can be troublesome, since unrestricted permission to do so 
may conflict with the reporter's responsibility to the court. At the same 
time, the task of particularizing the limits of free lance work so as to 
avoid ad hoc rulings may be cumbersome. Some opportunities for free lance 
work may be so remote from any court interest as to be prohibited (such as 
private conferences); otners are not so remote (e.g., reporting of 
pretrial discovery proceedings provided as a matter of right; recording of 
arbitration hearings which reduce court trial burdens). 

Wher.e non-court reporters are unavailable, prohibiting court 
reporters from involvement in executive or, legislative branch proceedings, 
such as administrative or legislative hearings, may nQt be in the court's 
best interests, sin'7e these branches influence or dicta.te court budgets. 

I'.!I (i:':o 

With these cautions and considerations in min~~ the court should 
establish appropriate controls or restrictions o'T,§\r free lanc~ reporting, '" 
at least with regard to I," \~ 

--hours of day when it is permissible 

--maximum transcript backlog pennitted for reporter "~o be allowed 
to accept free lance work 

.- -~-what types of free lance work will be allowed I( , 

. (~~:,. 
--what cO.lJrt official must give permission/r generally or in the 

'event of a question 'I 

f. Storage and ,·retention of records 

The trial court will almost always be \"esponsible for the p'ropel.' 
storage and retention of the original shorthand nqtes or electronic 
tapes. Conside'taf;ions of storage space and access "1?Y _ report;ersviE'!:ually 
dictate this ch01,ce. The trial court should be charged with ascertaining 
that a complete record has been made and establishing procedures for the 
preservation, indexing, and ultimaJe destruction of these materials, 
within the general state'1de guidelines. ,( 

Policies should be established regarding the length of time the 
reporter should perso~'!ly. retain notes or tapes where no transcript has :: \1 

been requested. Ii 
"': ,','.' J'/ 

'-(1 "\i~ ,is 
'Where a t;anscript has been ordered, th~ reporter olrliou&ly needs 

the notes or tapesf-wh~'re t,h .. V trans.cripe M.S. been completed and certified, 
the notes or tapes shoufti-'~b2/1turned over to the court at once. A limit of 
six months for ret~ntion of,inY notes or tapes by reporters should be 
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adequat<! in virtually all cases, if the time limits for requestinz, t_he. 
transcript are enfo·rced. 

Similarly, the trial. court adnlini.st!'ator or cierk"shouldbe 
authorized to destroy the QQtes and tapes routinely .after a fixed storage 
period. l~here a transcript has been made and cer~ified, and h~,s not been 
challenged as iu:omplete or inaccurate. "t;he storage period can be fairly 
shor.t. D':structlon,of ~lntr.aQscribed notes ~or tapes, at lepst in civil 
c'ases,- should be authorized I,hen the burden of stodng is clearly greater 
than their value.L6 

Much of the performance of court. reporters must_ be managed. 
monitored, B"nd e"alu'atedat the trial court or district: level. ~Jeasudng 
transcript; productivity only, as vital as it may be, ignores such factors 
(~.s reS'prting. or record-taking where no tran~cript is ever made and other 
t,~l>~c:-scof the reporters. With respect to these aspects of-the reporters' 
performance,_ standard management; techniqueso should be applied to reporters 
just as they. are Qr, should ,be to oth~r cour.t employ~es. 

a. Time sheets 
II 

Reporters should be required to submit time sheets not only 
indicating days or hours tvorked in gross terms, but also breaking down the 
work periods between recording proceedings cind transcript preparation and 
showing pages of transcript produced. This information may be useful in 
comparing the efficiency of reporters, in balanCing workloads amOng 
reporters, and ~vell in analyzi,ng possible changes in needs for reporters 
in some types of" proceedings. If the time sheets ~eriodically reflect 
each reporter's inventory of pending transcript reqgests, they can be used 
to supplement the transcript reporting systems. 

b. Reporter income statements 

As part of the t:f.ine sheet syst.~m, or in addition to it, a 
confidential statement of all outside '-income frot4 reporting activities 
should be required of each reporter. These statements, presen'tly required 
by th(~ federal and some state courts, aid in determining total court 
reporting expendit';lres, negotiating ,salary and transcript fee Changes', and 
allocating worklQad among reporters..., They also help detect abuses by 
reporte;s of limitations on free lance worl,t or of maximum transcript fee 
schedules, if ,aT.\Y. . 

II. COURT R.EPORTI~G TECHNIQUES 
, ~) 

A."General bac~ground' 

The use of modern technr)logy has been recommended as a possible 
way to improve and eXPedite the recording ,or transcription process. ~th 
the American Bar Association al1d the. Court;s Task Force of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Jhsti-ce Stctndards and GO~l's have adiTocated 

(.'f-technological innovatio~s. The ABA ',las taken the following position; 

The'rec.ord 'o.n ,appeal ••• Continuing e~forts should be 
exerted to improve techniques for the preparation of 
records for appeals. Methods should be adopted that 
will minimize :t-hr:costoofprepa-rat'ion irtterl!lS of money 
and time ••• Developing techPology should be watched; 
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and, as .promising new processes are perfected, they 
should 'be accepted as soon as they provide more rapid 
and effi~ient PTrParation ~f records.17 

Hhile some are viewed as experimental, the seven reporting 
techniques discussed in the next section have been used. and legally 

II accepted, in some state courts •. All have proven technically feasible. 
~ although further refinements arid improvements may be made in ~ome of the 

(\ very recent ones. 

1\ 
\i B. Description of techn:i:ques 

At least seven methods now exist for the production of a '. 
transcript" Some parts of the proces s (from words spoken in court to '. 
final typing ori paper) are common to two or more methods, but the varian~e 
in other parts of the process requires th~t they be separately discu~ed 

Several of these methods have been in ~se for many years, but' the 
remainder depend on new technologies or are refinements of the older 
methods. This section presents brief d~scriptions of the techniques with 
advantages and disadvantages. Ma~erial bearing on the comparison of 
techniques, and on factors which should influence the choice of a 
technique for a parti~ular court or aitttation, appears 1-n the following 
section. '.' 

1. Manual shorthand 

Manuar shorthand is the oldest court'reporting technir,ueand is 
still in use although few new reporters are being trained in its use. A 
court report~r manually records a proceeding by graphic symbci'ls 1',) , 

representing phonetic speech. The reporter must transcribe his shorthand 
notes by either direct typing--translating his notes back into words and 
personally typing the transcript--or dictation--translating the notes an? 
dictating them onto an audio record or tape which is given to a typist WIlO 

produces the ttanscript. 

Its major advantages are as follows: 

-Tbe reporter) can readily read back any portion of the record in 
court. 

--A record can be taken any time or place needed. 

-No mechanical or electrical equipme'!lt is required. 

Its major disadvantages are 

-Heavy· reporter involvement ~s needed f.n the transcription 
process. 

- .. Report2r llaiid fatigue may interrupt proceeding. 
','i'";"",-" 

-~~ accuracy of the rec.ord is totally depend~nt upon the' 
repor.t~r' s skill. 

-~The notes are unintell:l,gibie to the judge, counsel,,, or most 
other reporters,- 0 

--Personnel salari •• aad traft8c:ript rat •• "are high. 
l,. 
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2. Machine shorthand (stenotype) 

A stenotype reporter records court proceedings by striking a 
combination of keys Which represent phonetic speech sounds. on a special 
keyboard (stenotype machine). The imprint of the keys is recorded on a 
paper tape by an inked ribbon. The reporter transcribes the notes on the 
tape by one' of four methods: direct typing from the notes; dictation onto 
talpe or disIt for a typist; note reading:-"-another individual reads the 
rf,!porter's stenographic notes and .types the C trariscriptjor computer'''aided 
transcription. 

The stenotype method is presently t.he predom.inant court reporting 
method, particularly in trial courts of general jur;:iisdiction.' The state 
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with reporting services in most court 
syst'ePl,s reflects. to some extent, the .effectiveness and limitations of the 
stenc'.t'ype method as currently practicedarui managed. 

"i" 

Its major advantages are as follows: 

--Judges, attorneys, and court personnel are accustomed to this 
method. "0' 

--The reporter can readily read back any portion of the record in 
court. ,,\ 

-A record can be taken an* time or place 'needed'. 
l' .' 

-St::enotype'notes can sometimes be translated by other stenotype 
~eporters or notereaders. 

Its ~ajor disadvantages are 

--Reporter involvement in th~ transcription process is heavy. (An 
estimated 95% of the stenotype reporters use either direct typing 
or dictation transcription methods; the CAT Analysis Project study 
found that the average reporter spent 4.94 hours preparing 40 . 

"~pages of. transcript if typing was done oy the reporter, 'or 2.36 
hOt.,rlS dictating 40 pages for atyp:l.st and then proofreading.) 

--The accuracy of the record is totally dependent upon the 
reporter'ssk1l1. 

~-The notes are incQmprehensible to the judge and counsel and 
often to other reporters. 

-~Personnel salaries and transcript ra~es are high. 

~-The technique requires extensive training Cime~ averaging over 
two years. 

3. Compu~er-a1ded transcription \, 
\) 

This melt hod is ~recent, improvement on the Widely <::'!.lsed stenotype 
approach. The reporter uses a modified stenotype machine which 
electronically records the symbols on a magnetic tape. The symbols are 
.fed ipto a computer which translates them. back into w-ords. which are 
displayed on a cathode ray tub~~ After editing by the reporter or a 

1"'1 (I . . .. "scoper ,or notereader, the transcr,ipt is ;rapidly .typed, by the computer. 
• I,' .._ 

Co'. (0 

While this "ight ,be viet-oed as an alternative transcription 
technique for '''stenotypists, it~ shoulctbe regarded as,~\a'distinct' reporting 
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method, due to specialized equi'pment., reporter training. and 
administrative procedures. It holds great promise I for improving 
transcript productivity of stenotype reporters. 18 

follol~s: 

The major;ldvnnt;3geS ofcomputer-aide:d transcdptions are as 

--The traditional method of ,taking the record, to I~hich judges; 
attorrlJ~Ys, and othe'r Cf)Urt pers.~Jm~l are accus,tomed •. , is nO.t 
altered. 

--The reporter can rl~3iN,lyread back any portion of tIle l;'ecora 
from the paper notes. ., 

--Transcript production is rapid. 
" ' 

--TypLsts arc? eli'llinat~d, r~.iducing :>ossibi\itie's' for el'rors. 

--The~ecord ca,u be taken at any p'lace or any time. 
~ 

--A reporter's ncfi:es tan be translated 
a copy of the reporter's dicqonary as 

" d ,I containing the shorthan • " . 
\y 

on
fl 

the CAT if the court 
well as the cassette 

_If 
" \\7';([ 

has 

--Minimal reporte~ time is needed for transcript process; once a 
reporter is s!dllf,'!l on CAT. the transcrip,t can be made d;irectly 
from the tape, with further repor.ter involvement res5ricted Gto 
pr~of reCiding ,t: i(!le. 

--Standardii'ed transcript format 1.s more likely than with mar,ual 
typing. 

--1he court can cont;r.o.1 the .transcript p~odnction process if" ~ t 
owns' the .. CAT sys,tem. ." 

Its major 4isadvantageo are 

-ltl1tial investment in equipment and 'supplies is' heavy, an4 
on~ol~< op~rating'(" costs are substantial. '-> 

--Repor.1,ers who do not wri,te clean notes in a consistent style 
have difficulty on CAT~ 

u 
.0 

--Ac~uracy of th~' record is totally depende~t upon the ""repqrter' s 
skill. 
G " 
':'-Personnel salaries and transcript rates are" high~ 

-The tgchnique requires an extensive learning' period for: r.eporter 
(3-8 months). 

--Notes are 0incomprehensible to the judge and counsel, although a 
ciraft. (unedited)~~torJlnslation may' "ec,comprehensible. 

4. Stenomas k 
(l 

, . ,., 
A stenamask reporter 'using a single-track audio recording ma~;hine 

repeats the words spoken in the coilrtroom inFo a microphone epcased ina 
soundproof mask which prevents the reporter's, v'C;ice f rom being ,heard',7 The' 
transcript can be type'd directly from the alldio record by either the" 
~eporter or a "typist. '". ~¥it 
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Though widely used in the military Services, this method has not 
enjoyed wide use in ci.vilian courts. l'argely because of the lack of 
stenomask schools and o,f proficiency standards. 

~ts major advantages are ~s follows. 
! y , ' (), ' 

::--Th~ recording can .be understood by, allyone. 

-Th~ t~an~cript' !Can be made- directly from the or1.ginal recording. 
wit:haut further r.eporter involvement. 

Its'majorcU.sad",a\!lta~es are 

--The accura:~'Y of ·the record is totally depe~dent' upon the skill 
of the reporter. '" 

\ 

--Personnel salaries. C\' 

--The capability of recording simultaneous speech is quite limited. 

5. G{melli voice-writing 

·The Glmelli voice-writing teChnique is an ad~ption of the 
sten6~\J~k me,thod. The voice-writEtcF (repqrt'er)' wll~.~pers (since he uses no 
mask) into the microphone of a multi-track recording machine the words as 
they are.f~oken in the courtr,oom. The, vO,ice,-wrli'er's ,words are recorded 
on o~e criannel("~f the tape, while the voices <;tfthe participants are 
simul:t.:,%w'!ously i':ecQrded on othl;lr tracks.' Tb.e voice-writer."s spoken 
recordiug can be typed.,~by, him or her, or by •. al'~pist. The courtroom fludio (' 
record serves as a means~ t;>.f verificiltion. llii c'tkr the direct courtrooi'! 
recording, or the voice-writer's dictated recording can serve as the record 
for subs~quent use, if desired. c 

(: 

Unlike the stenomask method, a formal training progrl has been 
developed find eValuated for Gimelli voice-writing. . ti 

t _., 

Th~ major advantages of this method are as 'follows: 

--Rep01:'ter can be +apidly. trained "to high p,rof~ciency levels. 

--3ep;~~0er g~S limited involveinent in the t~anscription process. 

-The,:! reporter's rec,?rd .can ·be' verified by comparison" with cac tual 
testimony. " 

-'-The court cOdt~ols transcript producti~n, ,since typists can 
'transcri be l.mmedl'ostely (even during 'the proceedin~). 

,. {) 

-The orig;Lnal record ,can be readily understood by anyone, oru$e:d 
c., . '". ~ r 

fo.r subsequen~,proceeding. ' , ',~ 
"\.; tj 

Its principal a,;!,;~advanta~es are 
":'.1::;>:)" 

--Reporter" salades. 'are high. 

--~cord 'Cannot be easily td'l~en putside of the, courtroom. 

--Equipment malfunctions arepossible. 

c., 
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6. Audio (multi-track) tecording19 . 

An audio record of court proceedings is !;lade by'direct recorc:fing 
of- ·pul:..t:icipant voices over multiple microphones. The use of a multi-track 
recorder permits better identification of speakers and separation of 
simultaneous statements. A court' reporter ,or court attendant monitors the 
recording and prepares a leg indexing various events and· identifying 
speakers in the proceeding. A typist can transcribe frem the audio 
record; or the recording tege ther with the log ,of eyents can serve as the 
record(fon appeal. 

The insi:allation ,of .high-quality muIti-t.rack recording machines. 
specially designed for court proceedings, has resolved most of the 
problems associated with sirlgle-track recording. 

The majer advantages of this method are as follows 

--The recording can be understood by anyone. 
o 

--The accuracy of the transcript can be verified against the 
,original recerding. 

--The transcri.pt can be made,(iirectly from the erigil;lal:recording, 
without further reperter involvement. or the recording itsel'f can 
be used as the official record. 

--Accuracy ,is net 'liepend~llt en a reporter's skill. 
-v.-:}::':!;v~' o::.s 

--This .h the lea.t expend"e reporting teChnique. 

Its majer disadvantages are 

--Playing back proceedings in court and sPeaker identification may 
cause some difficulty. 

--Transcript productien rate is slewer in terms of pages' typed per, 
hour. I) 

--Fairly sophisticated electronic equipment is needed. with the 
possibility of equipment malfunctions. 

--The record cannot ealOily be ·!:aken outside the. courtroom. 

7. Video recording 

A video record is m/lde by electrOnically recording the I 
participants' voices and pictures orlto a videotape by means of cameras and 
microphones. Ei ther a video eperat~lr-reporter_ or a tYpist can" prepare a 
typed transcript frem the audio porlliion by running the tape.29; 

i) 

Video recording has been used to· record 
',7 

--actual trials 

--pretrial proceedings, such as cbn~essions~ lineups" and 
interrogations . 

--depositicns. including those.of expert, unavailable, or 
incapac1tatec;\ witnesses 

f --~xhibits for playback ~t tri~ 
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Some of the'se' .,plications, such as yidec depositions, have been 
readily"accepted, while ot_rG, .uch as prereccrdingan enti.re, trial 
(eJ!:cept for opening and closing statement:s and the charge te the jury), 
h.t:fve had limited use and have caus.ed. Substantial contrc!:,Ier·sY among the 
judiciary and court reporters. 

c. 

,~e advantage'a of video rec~rding are as follows: 

,'"-A truly lit_like N' ..... tioa of the prcceeding, including 
"demeallOl' eri-..c., .. ~ ....... . 

, 
-Transcription ,of the,record can be 

--eliminated in some situations. by playing back the original 
videotape on monitors. 
--begun immediately (evenauring the course of th~' 
proceeding) by a typist with play-back equipment' •.. 
--verified by comparis?n to .the o~iginal videotape. 

.<' 

-"TThe recording is comprehensible to anyone I"ho can operate the 
play-back machine. 

--:Accuracy of record is not dependent on the reporter's skills. 

--Reporter (operator) costs are reasonable. 

The major disadvantages are 

E> --Initial equipment costs are high. 

-~Sophisticated electronic equipment is ne~ded, with the 
possibility of malfunctions. 

(' 

r!l' (,.- . ,', 

--Transcript producticn i. slower in pages per hour. Gioce the 
typist usually ~i11 have to view the entire fil •• 

Co!eariscn of court reporting techn1qyes 
it ' '. 

The selectien of a court reportioc tlilehnique, ,or the acceptance of 
.ore than one, for a particular application can only be .. de after 
conmideration of tneavailable alternative teehaolelle. aad a c.~ful 
analyais ,of the fteeds of the court. The.e Geed. are Ity au .... u uaiform 
frell court tc· court, ,or froa CIne itroc •• diac to another within a court. 
For eu.ple, a reporting Hthod which expedIte. the traaaeriptionprpcesa 
but is quite flxperulive ,to operate lII&y I.e auite.'for trial •• bto~ appeals 
are likely; that techru"que would be 1 ... than 1 ... 1 fO!r «curt. ",ith a low 

'rate of appecla. or for- prelill~nary ,~.edl •• ( •••••• "'ral .... au) that 
are rarely reduced t~ transcript. Only 'oy ,"pari ••. inrly \d,taUed and 
candid an&l1a1. of le. re)!Cnt ........ 'n ... t a .. uras, Qldi'alternative 
techniques can a .. court eff~,cieattly .1Id effeethely utqbe ~lff.rent 
technologies. ,t 

\rl
l
) 

An ideal court ~porUII6: aethad Would 
') . 

-be inexpenaive to ~rc;h .. e anti operate. 

--permit rapid tranacriptlon when required. 

'. ~ 
--ensure absolute accuracy, with a high degree of verifiability. 

!? 
;' --be eaailylearned byreportl'.era or operl!turs. 

\. -be ii:'~adUJ at. II a ...... 

f, ,'~, .:....--------.!'...----~'""----~.~----~---
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Unfortunately, ho ,technique has all these charactlet"istics, so a, 
balance must ',be struck amGng them. The features· ,of .the different 
techniques must be ranked in order ofefficieny, in light of the needs of 
the court, and the one or more techniques offering ths necessary 
advantages adc)pted. for use. 

D. Cost considerations 

Court reporting services are a substantial item in most court 
budgets and add significantly to the total cost of the justice system; yet 
such costs are ,infrequently scrutinized in any detail. At a time c.rhen 
cas~loads. and especially appeals (particularly criminal appeals) are 
increasing sharply, the failure to q,ocument and study the costs associated 
with reporting is a seriou$ problem. Public funds are paying for much of 
the increased transcript burden, since 90 to 9S percent of critiiinal 
appeals involve indigent defendants. Thus, any scrutiny of reporting 
costs which ultimately reduces expenditures will be well-rewar.'aed. 

The selection of reporting techniques for a particulrlr application 
must involve and ma~ even be dictated by cost considerations_ Any cost 
analysis of present or possible techniques should include at least the 
following cost elements: 

--Recording/reporting personnel sal~ries plus fringe benefits 

--Recording equipment (if 'court-supplied)--purchase, installation, 
and maintenance 

, f..' 
--Court facIlities for reporters--office sp~ce, office equipment 

--Recording supplies--steno-note paper, magnetic tape 
~ - u 

,/~ 
--Reporter travel,'and per diem expenses, if separately paid 

-Transcription laquipment-..,.tYpewriters, dictation machines, and 
playb~ck recorders 

--Transc.ription supp,l:f.~s--paper, carbons
l 

ribbons, covers 

-Typists (if court employ~es) 

--TJ;anscript fees paid by court or public agencies 

" ~he total.,amountof these costs. and the relative amounts of each, 
will vary greatly depending upon therep~rting technique used, transcript 
v01um(1f. the; 7xtent to which reporters 'are court employees, etc. No 
attefJl'pt can .. ,Je·ma~e in a chapter such as t:his-to formulate guid~~lilles or 
to suggest ideal ratios among thet:ategorfes ofexpenses.2l 

III. COMPijJER-AIDED tRANSCRIPTION IN THE COURTS 

An alternate method of stenotype transcription--the use of a 
computer .to translate machine'shorthand notes into English;"-is noW' a 
viable, cost-effective technology for speedi,ng .the preparation of court 
transcripts. The National Center for State COurts has just'completed (28 
February 1981) a fourteen-mohth study to evaluate the use of 
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computer-aided transcription in the courts, and has publiShed both a final 
report (Compute~-Aided Transcription in the Courts) and an Executive 
Summary of the study findings. These will be discussed briefly here. 

CAT technology 

COillputer-aide'd transcription technology eliminates some of the 
time-consuming steps in the transcription process. With CAT technology, 
the reporter produces shorthand not'es in the same manner with a stenotype 
machine. However, this cAT stenotype machine simultaneously produces a 
magnetic tape cassette copy of the stenoform notes. The qassette is 
processed by a computer· tha'l: translates the stenographic keystrokes to 
English language. Tl:ie" reporter. then reviews the transcript in one of two 
ways. A paper copy of the transcript can be produced via high speed 
printer.. or the reporter can edit the transcript 'on a cathode ray tube 
(CRT) video terminal (akin to a TV screen with a keyboard), which permits 
the making of inmiediate corrections of untranslated s tenoform outlines. 
word conflicts (instances where a set of stenographic keystrokes are 
defined as more than one word in the computer: tranSlation dictionary), or 
pU!1ctuation in the tran(lc't'ipt. Following this' edit:. a printer can quickly 
and economicap.y produce one or more copies of the tran,script, which will 
be free of typographical errors. Q 

~, " 
CAT has the potential to reduce the involvement of the reporter to 

the original notel:aking .and one edit cycle, thus saving the court 
reporter's time. After a I;'eporter's computer translation dictionary has 
been fully developed and shorthand style adapted, the reporter should be 
relieved of some of the tedj.ous tasks of reading. translating, dictating, 
editi ng. and .:typing transcripts. The c,omputei:' should" periQrmthese tasks 
many times faster and has the pOtential to perform them more economically 
dnd with greater accuracy than traditional methods. In turn, the court 
rePorter should bE able to devote more t;i.me to recording.court 
proc~edings,Whe~e .shorthand skills and abilities are most productive. 
This should red~ce the need for subE\titutes and save the court money. 
Increased productivity should help to keep pace with growing transcript 
demands or with periodic surges in demand, as well as allow sufficient 
time to proofread final transc.ripts to ensure high accuracy. 

At the end of 1980, there were five CAT vendors with viable 
operational· systems. All five offer various versions of a stand-alone CAT 
system. One also offers a modified version of the service bureau approach 
to CAT. Four vendors are new since 1977: Cimarron Systems of Greenvil1.e, 
Texas, which has been purchased by Stenograph Corporatianj Reporter's ' 
C.A.T. Systems. Inc., of Greenville, South Carolina; Translation SYl>tems, 
Inc., of Rockville, ~ryland; and Xscri~e Corporation of San Die~o, 
California. One of the vendors, Stenograph C;'rpora tion of Skokie, " 
Illinois, was in business in 1977, but has significantly modified its CAT 
system since then, and has also pu]:'c!1"sed the' Cimarron system. Onley one 
vendor, Baron Data, J;nc .• of San Leandro", Califocnia. is mdrketing the 
basic system (with modifications) it initiated in 1.975-76. B"ron, recently 
an'lounced the avai lability of a less sophi'sticated and hence le'ss .costly 
version of its has,i.c system. Vendor esti.mates of the number of systems 
oper.ating at the~nd ~f 1980 are shot.:n itt" Figure' 1. 

At the present. time; the :five CAT vendors offer three general CAr 
operating configurationI'. Tbe1:!e ,three ccfti:figurations are depicted :l,.n 
Figure 2. . 

In 
individual 
leases the 

two of these configurations (Type A ,and' ~ype"'B), the Uqer (an 
reporter, free lance repo~fing firm, or court) .who pUl:chases or 
CAT system controls the ,tr\:1ation process "onAis .own " 

-



; 
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computer. In the other configuration (Type C) the CAT vendor controls the 
translation proce~1s on his computer, but the user controls the editing and 
printing processes\. l'here are variations in each of the conf.igurations 
depict~d in Figure 2, depending upon th~ particular vendor involved. Some 
of the major variations involved in the basic configurations are discussed 
in the project repor.t. A more detailed description of the possible 
variations for each ~endor can be found in the CAT vendor profiles in 
Appendix A to the report. 

Using a CAT system 

Although the several CAT vendors offer an assort~k"i1t of CAT 
services and equipment (described in Appendix A to the complete report), 
CAT users, be they official court reporters or private reporters, must all 
execute certain basic functional s.teps in utilizi~ a. CAT system. Several 
years' experience in' operating CAT systems now i:~icates that the 
efficiency with which each of these steps is performed will determine the 
time spent in CAT-related activities and ultimately the cost-effectiveness 
of this transcription system as opposed to the tr~ditional '" ' dictation-for-typist transcription method. 

The crucial functional steps that deterrrnne the efficiency of any 
CAT system are the following:' 

1. Taking a clean and consistent style of shorthand notes on a 
modified stenotype device. 

2. Building an adequate dictionary for the COOJputer to use in 
translating the stenotype notes, or adapt~ to a predefined 
dictionary. .,' 

3. learning the editing process on the eRr :In order to 
understand how shorthand style affects the quality of the 
translation. 

Figure 1: CAT lristaUatio~8 as of 1/15/81 

Vel:ldor 

Baron Data: 

Reporter's C.A.T. , Inc. 

Stenograph Corporation 
Cirilarron System 
Steno-CAT System 

Translation Systems, Inc. 

Xsc rib e Corporation 

Totals 
-----_. 

'£otal (./ 
number of 
CATs 
installed* 

250 

1 

75 

18 

1 

345 

Number of 
court-sponsored 
CATs installed 
or ordered 

9 

-0-

2 

5 

-0-

Number of 
reporters 
using 
vendor 
system 

1,500 

14 

140-170 

81 

30 

16 1,765-1,795 

"'Does 
Note: 

not ~llclude systems ordered but not yet ins tall~d. 
Based on a survey of the vendors regarding the number of 
systems that have been ordered for implementation during 
early 1981, and projecting these figuIes out for the 
entire yea~l it is estimated that the total number of CAT 
systems installed and pending installation may exceed 600 
by the end of 19,~1. ' 
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:71':'1!m ?: Three h;.).sic CAT c,;,nfigur'1tir.ms 

USER-CONTROLLED TRA~SLAT I ON m i ~:~S 

~ Cassette Cajsette,.A-erer ' 
User 
translation 
eOEnputer 

~ lor 1Il0tQ 
,... .... _->---, printer:; 

~< Printer :\ depending .~->[,--.J-~ ~ , on vendor , /1--------1 
Dlskett~ controller 

~;~~. o~---,..._)J~i_T _--, J=::=,. 
I ~< Print.r 

1 or more 
"\. printers 

depending 
on J(~n~Dr 

Steno recorder C J 

User 
translation 
computer ~~. • ••• tt. c..re"e"t'£Or.r 

'-.J~--;o.s:;J--? ~W 
::, : < :~n:a:!~~' t--:D::-i-:.k~ci-tt-e-c-o-n-tr-o-ll-e-r-i 
" : - link to 

trana1ation 
computer 

(handc:arried .to 
service bureau) 

VENDOR-CONTROLLED TRANSLATION SYSTEM 

remote 
edit-only' 
CRT 

~ . 
Stena not~~···"1>- r~=d::te ~ Vendor 

Stena recorder ~ translation 
~< Printer 

~ /" computer 

"''i:~:.:r---';j'·'''''l··1L....::;;Di:':.=k.:.:t:.:t.:..::c:::.n:.::t!:rO::':1:::le~r:......J 
, - O~!;~e 

\ 

4. Adapting shorthand style to the computer translatio.n 
~~quire~ents., (Clea~, cons~~tent ,stYle is more important 
enan the particular school of shorthand used.) 
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After the reporter shorthand style is~adapted to CAT and 
volume is high enough,~~hat assistance is needed, then 
training a scoper or editor so reporters can spend time 
reporting rather than editing. 

Scheduling the use of the CRT if mor~ than one 
editor/reporter uses it. 

Scheduling tile CAT system operation to continuously perform 
threlit,t'unctions (translating, editing, printing) 
simultaneously. (This Is particularly important with CAT 

'systems that do not sl.1ppprt multiple on-line CRTs that can 
perform different functions on different jobs simultaneously.) 

Learning shortcuts in com!:,uter operation, such as 'tglobals" 
and "includes" to enter repetitive material, that save 
transcript production time~ . 

These functions can all be performed by the repo~ters themselves, 
as is done in some private agencies. or numbers 5, 6, 7, and'!3 ca.',i,1,be 
performed by someone other than a reporl::&'it'. Although there a'revi~orous 
proponents of both arrangements among CAT users, agreement is fairly 
cdnsi~tent across the country that success in performing these eight 
functions is crucial Bo the efficient operation of a CAT system. 

CAT in the courts 

Usage of CAT technology by court reporters is mucK'JIlore extensive 
than actual instaliation of cAT systems wi thin courts. :A phone survey of 
courts .and private reporting firms conducted by this project indicated 
tnat at the end of 1980 there werJ about 345 CAT computers operating Ln 
approximately 280":300 sites (some of the private agencies have more :fh~&':;' 
one computer). Of these 300 sites (\rhich include the eleven operational 
and 5 planned court sitesl, it was estimated that approximately 120 sites 
(40 percent) were directly or indirectly (official reporters using private 
agencies as a service bureau) involved in the. production of official court 
transcripts. It was I[stimate,d that approxima:'tely 225 reporters who devote 
most of their time to '()fficial state or federal court reporting (on a' 

ncontractual basis), produce their transcripts on a CAT in a privat-El 
agency. An estimated additional 115 private reporters using free-lance 
agency CAT systems spent up to half of their time. on official cOllrt work. 
HEi'nce, out of the estimated 1,800 reportel's using CAT systems, " 
approximately 325-375 of them were involved with official court 
reporting. A quarter of these '\J~rk&d on CATs in state cOl!rts. 

At the end of 1980 eleven 'state courts (ten trial courts and one 
appellate court) had a CAT system wholly sponsored' by the court.. Five 
more state courts were' iinplelltenti~g 'CAT. Tbese sixteen systems' ',;(. 
cott<!ctively invo.\ve about 88 official reporters. Six of tha oper'ational 
cOUr't CAT systems had been operational for r,loce than one year. CAT 
Analysis Project staff v.i,sited all but two of the court sites, as well as 
a number of private agend<J.es using CAT, and did siX case histories to 
t:lemonstrate the costs and. benefits of CAT systems. Two of the case 
histodes in th'eproject" report are of courts that have used CAT for more 
than a year; tlvO", are of cOUr'ts that in/>t'alled a comput:er(lin .the spring of 
1930; two are of, private agencies that have <:ontr'acts fo provide cepe,ting 
services to trial cO!,1rd (Asen9-Y Yand Agency Z). ' 

.1,\'1 It~..,,~. 

Conclusions from case s tu~dies 

The benefits that could result fr.om use of computer-.;tided 
~ranscription in t!le courts, can b,~ grOUPed· under three broadCheadings: 
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\ b cost s.!l.vings, time savings, and 'intangible benefits that 'cannot e 
quantifled. It is clear from the case studies and other sites visited 

Ii that ali three are achievable using CAT." In short, CAT technology can and 
ii does ./or'k, but the way in which it is used in the court environment will 
-:determinl~ its efficiency. 

Whether a CAT system is a cost-beneficial investment for a court 
will ,be determi91ed by hc\w CAT system use is integrated into a particular 
court's managemetit-' strat.:egies, including raanaging court reporting 
resources and services. ,'1.'1'1 a court that does a good job of managing its 
reporting resources, CAT. c:?,!l be smoothly' integrated into cpurt operations 
and can be expected to atiliieve, the intended *oals of tlme c and cost 
savings, In a court that:.. either does not manage its reporting resources 
or does it pO,orlY'f successful CAT operation is not likely. 

o 

CAT is not a passive technology. T,o be successfully implemented 
in a court, two requireme.nts must be JDet: fir,st, the court must manage 
and cllntrol the allocaticm 01 court report,j.ng\resourcesj and se,cond, the 
court must; actively manag~ the operations of ~~ts CAT syatem. If a court 
assesses its operations and feels it cannot a(}hieve these two overall 
requl~ements. then CAT is better left to the 1~r1vat'e sector. 

" I~ 
I',t 

Cost savings :1 
\'..1 ••••• ';.:-

The two private agency studies provi4~cf in the full CAT report (Y 
and Z) prove clearly that CAT can produce a page of transcript'for the 
same as or less cost than a page of transcripit produced m,anually. Agency 
Y 'is producing 58,000 pag~~s of CAT transcript a year .for $.18 less per . 
page than its manual tranI3cription .. costs. Agency.Z' s cost for 36. OOG<~CAT 
pages annually is $.03 nilsher per page than the cost of manual production, 
which represents 'increaseci supply COStll. 

Unfortunately, on:Ly one of the eleven courts using a. CAT system in 
1980 was able to ;tchieve ,1 cost-effective operation, and that occurred si~ 
months after the sit.e visllt after substantial changes in reporters using 
the system. I;" 

\ ~~ 

Time sa vi ngs'-' 

Some of the court :reporters in the CAT sitEls visitetP produced 
transcy,ipts in a more expeditious manner than non-CAT reporters in the 
same.~burt. However, some of the non-CAT reporters had equally good 
rec6rds for timely product~on of transcripts~ 

The two private agl~ncies g'tud:t!;dd'happened to be located in states 
wIth strict rules for tranl3cript s~bmissi(Jn, and enforced sanctions for 
not meeting the requiremenl:s. Th~'tr performance'indicates clearly that "in 
their jurisdictions deadl!1;II~s call'be consistently met, regardless of what 
kind of transcription methOd is used". In the case' of those two private 
agencies ~ however, thel:ep()rtersclearlyfeel' j:t,at uilfng CA'l' is a very 
substantial aid in simplifying and speeding tran~cript production_ 

.. 'J () 

In two of the courl: casestddies,at least two reporters ~",_.,.=,,-~, 
substantially reduced the time required to 'produce a transcripl;,~,~b~,t in 
the two states involved, appellat~, court case backlog ill !,!P 'eSftensive that 
transcript: delay merely reflects appellate delay and isfiot clearly a, 
factor causing it. In these' tllO sta'tes'little emphasis is placed on 
timeliness of transcript submission because of the appellate'.court's 
overwhelming case backlog.' Consequently J repo;rters may be redUCing the 
time spent in preparing transcripts by using CAT, but few cases are being 
s~bmil:ted to the appellate court more speeq:l,ly. ,. 

'~, 

\\ 
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In other case studies, as well as in courts visited that were not 
used as cas.~ studies, it appeared that some reporters were able to produce 
transcrip't in a more timely fashion using CAT, but that:-"'these transcripts 
were then held tile usual length of time before heing submitted to the 
court. In these instances, the time savings associated with .CAT were, of 
course, lost to the judiciary. 

A different aspect of the achievement of time savings is that such 
sa vi ngs quite clearly relate more to the abili ty , motivation, and 
management of the reporter than t9 the method of transcription used. 
Reporters who are intent on meeting deadiines and increasing productivity 
will succeed on CAT because it is a mechilnism that a~sists them to do 
both. But a reporter who is not similarly ,motiva!:edwill probably never 
use a CAT efficient;ty. In sho'ft, reporter motivation and II10rk habits are 
of critical importance in the successful utiJ,ization of a CAT system. 

Intangible and other benefits 

A court administrator contemplating CAT usage should also exam.fft'le 
11hether intangible benefits exist that could. offset the expense of the 
computer system. The following a~ significant factors that should be 
considered: 

1. Both CUlii N1rl.." • .- .·ta ...... tial for actual delay 
redueitloft'" tralilQerf.;t ....... 100. 

2. Transcript security aChieved through court possession of each 
'reporter's translation dictionary and stenotype cassettes. 

3. Setting of standards for court reporter performance that are 
possible with CAT, but might be difficult with traditional 
manual transcription methods. 

4. Improved reporter morale resulting from being freed of 
tedious and time-consuming dictation. 

5. Costcont('ol that results from knowing the cost of 
trancrlption support, where manual costs in an inflationary \;;, 
period in~ hard to predict. 

6. Non-col-lrt 'b~nefits such as litigp I:';on s!Jppo('t services 
offered by several CAT vendors a"s-w'ell': as variations in 
length of custodial care of prisoners awaiting trial, or in 
local custody while awaiting appellate court review. 

. '/" -., 

Impact of the c~urt ~nvironraent on CAT ,costs and benefi.ts 

At thEl present time. CAT systems in .state c~,l1rts are not operating 
anYllhere near the potential of the technology. The technology is "not the 
problem, as success in the private s~,ctor ~lea,..;J.Y,; demonstrateS. 'If the 
technology is not the problem. then the follotifng factors in the court 
environment are hind~i:ing .c;ost-effective use of the technology. 

1. In general, the court,~ observed during this study, "have not 
been doing much 19 the wa~ of act~,vely managing their court r·eporting 
nl50U't"i3ES. 'In UlOSC 'instances. reporters (lIperated inc;\ependent of othel:' 
reporters and basica;Lly aus\'lered only totbeir indlvidual judge$J rega.+ding 
workload, work. habits, and transcript productic,m. Some of the. courts !;lad 
a position which was vested with tbere.ponsibil~~y of managing the" coutt 
reporters; however, this reponsibility rarely incl~ded authority, and even":;:",:? 
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more ratbly was the author! ty exercl.ed when present. ¥ost }!-f" these 
situations have evolved over time and the person!> respons},,!Jle for mandging 
court reporting resources simply could not alter the e~~ting situation~ 
The ne~ result was that reporters were effectively insulated from much, ,if 
not all. management oversight and accountability. 

2. Court CAT systems have been marked by a lack of planning. 
system coordination, system support from court admiuistration{in terms 'of 
adequate substi~utes available during the star-tup period; etc.), judicial 
support, and/or reporter motivation and coop~:ration. 

I 

3. In some instances, courts have Elmbarked on a CAT 
implementation without any~ realistic idea 0/' the potential volume 
available to put through the system. This I:bas resulted from reporters 
refusing to divulge \that their ~ctua~ pro~uction (all case types) is, 
judges not requiring the disclosure of tht.s infonnation, and/or 
misinformation' supplied by reporters. Tliere has been a general 
over-estimation of how many pages of trat!tscript reporters' are actually 
producing. ;' 

-/ 
I 

4. The most effective util~~ation.of a CAT system involves 
assignment, of reporters to match w(;rkl~ad requirements. In both Agency Y 
and Z, the ability of the agency tb a~~ign reporters to meet workload 
re quire,m,§!nts, to demand producti0r of .jaIl wO;J:k via CAT, to demalld 
commitme'nt by the reporters, etc.;~ ~I,s been the key to their success with 
CAT. Only 'one of the courts reviewelf has recognized the importance 9f 
these factors and ~s made the chan$e~ itecessary to operate the CAT 
effiCiently. "II 

"/I :r 
5. The dictionary buildi~g and shorthand adjustment process 

should not take longer than 4~ to .~ months, but som;:0cQurt reporters are 
taking much longer than this. Mfdnagement must provide adequate time and 
substitutes and, establish rE:qui~ements .that make this lElarqit:lg stage as 
short as possible. During that/period there will be a drop in reporter 
productivity, and adjustments )~avail~ble substitutes from pool or per diem 
reporters) need to be made to pennit the reporter to get back up to speed 
as soon as possible •. 'Dutimg this period the reporters should.. be monitored 

! ,. 

and held accounl:able and the/court should expect efficiency to be%-~hieved 
within set time frames. f 7~ 

h' 
6. Direct cost sav;1ngs from use of CAT will 'Oot. OCClJr untilAlage 

volume reaCM\S the level w,heret:ranslation fees and" reduction in ~ 
substitute reporters payc,',}be expense of .running the system. In the cour'ts 
surveyed, realistic apPl7a:,isals have seldom been made of tbe volhlne 'levels 

i) 'I' . ,\ !~ ... that" are available or nepded • 
:' '.> 

7. Official st~te court reporters do not generally share the 
growing. perception i,n khe free-lance community t~ t CAT is a logical tool 
for the reportlng pr'Q,f.'ession to adopt in order ,1;0 increase productivity 
and rt..-nuce the transcit.lption burden. Although official reporters are 
g'~tlararly employees 9/f the court. they regard themselves as independent 
c,fl,~t;rac.J:prs, and cOt\?ider CAT equip!llenttoo expensive to finance alone. 
T!1:Ili'i"r perception of :,'themselves ~lS independent contractors to the court 
(regal."dless of thethctual situation) can. alJd has negatively affected 
reporter abilitytci cooperate with each other in the efficient use of a 
court CAT system. ,; S; nee their court employment arrangement does not" offer 
easy ways for reporters to collectiVely"f:f,n,ance a CAT system, they wait 
for the court to implement CAT, aud the,Jl volunteel." to use it. But since 
the court is paying £.or .i.t and manag~ng it,. the individual reporters do . 
not feel respons;f.ble for its efficient ,operation, eVen though .they ~oulc1 
like to control its operation and enjoy its (penefits. ' 

';1 
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8. The indirect benef1,ts that could accrue to the. court from 'the 
use of CAT may be m~re important than direct cost savings. These s.hould 
include a shortening in the time required t~ produce a .tranocript a.l1d the 
ability of' reporter~\ to handle a larger vOld:,ne o~ trans/:ript. ,St~no notes 
and dictionaries are available if a reporter leaves, which 1iOul4permit 
another reporter to transcribe t~~m if necessary. CAT steno notes should 
also be of high quality, cHld are'tilore easily transcribable On CAT than any 
ot-her ~ay if someone other than the reporter who took them has to , 
transcribe them. There may also be a decrease in non-Court costs, \-').i!has 
custodial care of defendants while appeals are pending, if transcrip~~ can 
be prepared more speedily. 

9. The use of scopers to scan/edit is. not a prerequIsite to 
efficient utilization of a CAT system in a court environment, but is 
ra ther a rnechaniS:II for handling volume or scheduling' problems. Scopers 
used too early in reporter training may lead to continual~?elay because 
the reporters llLJ.y not be forced to 'clean"up .their shorthand. 

10. The advantages to be enjoyed by reporters from use of a CAT 
system 'Ire not dependent upon the system's being installed in or QY tlie 
court, but rather art ·efficie.nt 'use oii "the $ys,~em whe .eve r it is lO,cated. 

C3.n your court make CA"'r technology Iwrk? 

The cost-effective use of computer-aided t:.ra'nscdptio~· df.lpends on 
the- efficient,,~aiiagement of cou['t reporting resouJrces. If a CAT sys~em is 
to be installed"'in or by Ii court, hc,t:hcourt c9rnmitment"and reporter 
commitment sl'puld be examined to determine whether the\,management 
situation in \a c.our;t is conducive to a successful CAT ~peratio~: 

u , 

Assess your court' scommitment t~:: the efficientoperatiotl·of a. CAT system 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The court mlist provide for the oper~tiopal m~~agement ,,~hat 
will ensure the efficient operation of the:sy,~tem. 

Efficient operation of .a CAT sys~f'!1!1 requires,th~t ,reporter.s. 
be assigned to accommodate changing workload requirements. 

The manager responsible for a court CAT system must know the 
volume of transcript being produced by each reporter who is a 
candidate for CAT. 

CAT reporters must work.in courts p~oduc~ng a high volume of 
transcripts. " \~. 

The judge's must be willing to abide by the CAT scree?-~ng 
guidelines and page volume requirements. e· 'e." 

The court must be supportive of the reporter during the 
lear~in!L process. I.'. "" (i'i' 

'! 'f' 
Each of t~se commitments is dlscussedin detail in the project repo're. 

\ 

Assess your t"eportets" commitment to optimum utilization o'f the CAT system 

The commitment of your court"s' reporters to' a.successrulCAT 
operation 15 perhaps the paramount Irequirement Jor an efficient,; CAT \".~ 
operati()ci'in'your court. If your reporters are not demonstrablycommittea' 
to tne'Use of CAT because of personal, polj.tical, or economic concerns, 
the recolnmenciattonoft:his report is that your court not implement, a CAT 
system. 

·----------~---..-------------'-----
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The follOwing reporter commitments are essential to the effiCient 
operation of a CAT system in ca court: 

1. Reporters mUst be willing to participate in a screening 
process to determine which reporters should De the first to 
use CAT. 

"2. 

3. 

Reporters must agree ,to achieve a certain level of efficiency 
on CAT wi thin spec'ified time periods, even if this involves 
overtime work in the office rather than at home. 

,', 

Reporters should agree to process a minimum number of pages 
each month thFough the CAT system. (This report recommends a 
minimum of OVer 700 page's a month; the explanation of the 
rationale is contained in the r~port.) 

4. Reporters ll111st be wi,!,ling to edit their own notes at any time 
the notes are not clean enough to be done by a scoper. . 

5. Reporters should be willi~ to cooperate in a'ttaining maximum 
scheduling. flexibility of the CAT system; 

6. Court reporters using CAT must agree to process all their 
work through CAT, and to give their court work first priority 
if the court has financed the CAT~ .. 

7. 

8. 

Court reporters~hould help defray 
system at least up to the level of 
producing traf.lsc'ript manually. 

.-; ".I-~ ~ 

(~ 

I) 
the cost of a court CAT 
their present cost of 

, ~I: The repO!'i:ers should agt"eethat the court should retain a 
copy of the repgrte:t 's (Uctionary~ 

Each of these. commi tments is discussed iin the project report. (I 

~ 0 

Gost-benefit analysi~ and, implementation strategy 

,] ,'( 

i/ 

If a court .has revi~wed these criteria and concluded thit it has 
suffic,ient control of. it~'"t;:eportir.g resources t.o undereake the.,;" 
impleTentation of CIa CAT System, then 'the CAT Analysis Project~. report 
provic;les a detailed ~ostingmethodology fc;>r ,compa+.ing tile p.er-page costs 
Eor manual and CAT i'.;ranscript producti·on support, "'es well as' for' 
calculating the cost break-even point .for o,SCAT system~ \~ The report also 
presents guideline/; for selection or') an appropriate CAT vendor, as well as 
the esta,blishmentand :!"Il\pl,ementation of ma.nagemei~~r Procedures fo,; running 
a CAT. Two hypothe~ical examples of CAT. implementation are included, 
which provide costs and break-even po:l,nt's~~ssociated with current CAT 
vendors, illustrating the costs associate'd' with and production levi!ls 
necessary to run a cost-effective system. ' 
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Figure 12: Jmpkm1Cmtation milestones for a cost-effective CAT systQm 

At. Svstt!m plitn'1ing (months 1-3) tb a CAt: system., iQ?~emeJltat.ion as outlined in Part III 1: r.olilplete revie\l ot .court lind reporter cc:~,~.i·tt:lent 

2. 

3. 

of this report:. 

• • • d~cisi"ns r~ba.rding CAT procurer.fent and c!es-ignate CAT 
Designate person 1.0 court respons1ble for T;l:~lng h h"en discussed in Section II nbove. 
s)':;t~m coord;.nator. Duties of the CAT coor l.n"'to~ ave t • •• 

• • s'reenio tool provided hy the m;RA :5 e"'ntal.~~d In 
SC}'l!en re?orters fat: adaptabl.llty to. CAT,. (~ne.; ali g"endors' systemsj ho .... ever" 1.1: .. all glve a good 
Ailil~ndix D. This may not be totally a?proprl.flted~or didates for CAt.) 
indication of the reporters '.Jho are probably goo ca~ 

ii. Issue RFP (wonth 2-4) •• d veio a request Zor pr";H')sal (RrP) to be sent to all 
The system manager. a.n~ CA! coordin~tor should JOl.ntly :f SU~h an RFP have been discus'sed in- Sect~on I: 
CAT ,,·t:.ndors (see '11st1.t~g 1n Appendlx A). The contents 
Selectin~ a CAT Vendor. 

C. Lease/purchase decision; select vendor (months 4-8) 
1.. Receive bid information from various vendors. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

Solicit input from your reporters in reviewing RFP information. 

, . 1 ~ for lease, le:ase/purchace. or Determine comparative costs and features for all componemts and .supp loes 
purchase options offered by each vendor. 

Determine whether you will l~ase or: purchaae equipment and software. . , 

• . ','" Iud in , re orter guarantees of. pages per month or 
If funding i8 to be prov1.ded by mult1ple sources ~ ~nc:.f a~ 'ag~ee:ments with 'reporters a.''.'ld/or other 'translation fees paid by reporters, ete •• enter 1n 0 orm 
fund ing sources. 

Select v"endor ond llcompl~te contract negoti.stiona ~ith vendor. 

D. System implementation (months' 9-10) • 1 • ·t air co~.d-ttionin$'J antistatic mata, telephone(I'), 1. ~I 'Prepare site (install dedicated electr1ca C1rCU1., 
etc: .. , 4S re~ui.red by vendor selected). 

E. 

F. 

G. 

2. Receive ateno recorder machines and iS8ue to reporters
c

• (month 8) . 

• • ·r.:~e ·tJ stem. (month 8) As loon a. ~ece1ved, 3. lasue stene recorders to all reporters who v1l1 be g~1ng on
t1ii

, By!tem regardless of "hen they "'111 be . 
ateno recorders should be iaaued to 411 report~r. g01~g on G on CAT-compatible c •• aettes .0 that wheQ, 

• h· ·11·.-11ow reporters to be tak1.ng lIct1.ve ca~e . g01~g on. ~ ! 111 v11 -b. they will have. ordered ~ran.cripta to work on. . the1r tTal.n1ng cye e eg1.n8, 

4. Install CAT (llill be done by hardware vendor in conjun~tion with CAT vendor). 

:r. Hire Bcoper if decision h1l8 bei!n ma4e to uoe one. 

d (48 discua.cd in Section II above). 6. Eotabliah lind iDlple.!llent formal 1:1Ilnagement and monitoring proe-! urea, 

. i h· .coper if one, will be.' uaed, 7. Be in sYBtem training (provi~ed by CAT ven~,or, bu~ vl.ll t'equ re aV1.DB a , 
an: first oet of reportera freed of reportl.,ug 4a81gnmenta). 

• ' 1 • h f' at gtoup of reporura. (month 10) , '.. d Initiate training/product10n eye e V1t. 1r I t quarterly b&.io each reporter'o product1v1ty an 
CAT coordinator 8n~ system ~n4ger reV1ew onh:~ld e:~ay: aon CAT. (montha, 13, 16', 19, 22., etc.) 
progress to deCenll1De whether the reporter s _ .,1 )1 

. . ' • h d group of reporten. (month 16) • • d 
Initiate training/production cycle "1t. aecon t l:!aot a quarterly ba.i. each reporter' •. productlvlty an 
CAT coordinator an~ .8y~.temhma,,-arr rev1~v·r'J:h:C.ld Itay on CAT. (months. 19, 22. 25, 28, etc.,) prosre •• to determ1ue vhet er t e repQr e . 11 

. 1 f third group of reporter.. (month 22) _ _ d 
Initiate t",aininnlproductuHl. eye e or,. at lli!a.t .. quarterly b •• i. each rl!:porte~'. productlvlty an 
CAT coordinato~ .n~ .yatemh mana:er rev:::r o:hOUld .ta, on CAT. (moath, 25. 28., '31" etc.) 
prcgr... to datam1Do whet er t e repo " , '" ~ 

H. On-go(~ni .y.tD; uan.~ement and aonit~'i:iDg·.' 
.. '~ 

Footnotes l~hrough 21,follow:~ 

\) 

I 

i,) 

~,,- •• ~ ~. --- '-c-' ~--'"' ~ .... ~~~ k ••• ' .... _"... •• __ ,0 .'w. •• _' ,,~,_, ,,-,. ~ __ .... ,, __ ~ •• ,~ ,. __ ' ~ 
,,,-.-,- _. -~''--''''-' c~, .. _ _,_." __ .,~_,"_, • __ ~ _~ __ • 
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Foptnotes 

lAnd, for example, llliany"felony se,ntencings in California, where the 
transcript of the preli~,iinary hearing is used. Cal. Penal Code § 859-60 
(West Supp. 1975). I 

2National AdVisory (:ommisBion on qrimb.alc J~.stice Standa~ds and , 
Goals, Courts (Recoll1llleq,tiation 6.1), cpp. 140-41 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Of1i~ce", 197~). See also ABA Standards Relating to 
£riminal Appeals, Comme,ntary to Standard 3.3, at 88 (19~9); ABA Standards 
Relating to Appellate R.eviewof Sentences; Standard 2.2(1967). , 

3See CAT Analysfii"11roject, Computer~Aided Tranecription in the ~' 
Courts (Williamsburg, ,tirgirda: National Center for State Courts, l~<~~). 
• 4 II.. );/ 

The material in Pair!: .1 is largely a reprint of a monograph elit'!:t1ed 
Management of Court Rellorting Services by J •. ~..ichael Greenwood .anaDouglas 
C. Dodge; published by!! the National Center for State Courts in 1976 and no 
longer in print. (The

l
! report was supported by a ,grant from the Charles E. 

I '. 
IJul,?eper Foundation arid funding by the, Law Enforcement Assistance' 
Adminstration, Grant i;Numbers 75-DF-99-0043 and 76-DF-99-0026.) Minor 
editing has been don~ to update information and reference~vhere 
appropriate, but the lbasic analysis and recommendations regarding the 

'I' , 
management of court ~Iepotti~ services are still valid and very pertinent 
to current problems of CI:lUrt management. 

5Part I-I i3 also dra~m from Management of Court Reporting Services, 
with the"'addition of source references where court managers can find more 
"'~tensive information about techno;togy available for prepa:r:1ng the court 
1 p.c~rd, as well as analySes of repJrting problems ill specific 

o 

..; 'lri sdic tions. 

6The CAT AnalYSis Project was supported by Grant Numbef, 
79-DF-AX-0188 from the La~7 Enforcement Assistance Admin:f.stration, Office 
of Criminal Justice Programs/Adjudication Division. ,Copies of the full 
report can be obtained from the Publications nepartment. NatioIllt:!.. Center 
for State Courts. 

7The Oregon Court of Appeals is one example. See Volume and Delal 
in the Oregon Court of Appeals. a staff study by'::John A. Martin and 
Elizabeth A .. Prescott (Williamsburg, Virginia: National Center for State 
Courts, 1980),.' page.:.'iI 11-12. 

The CAT Analysis Project study fouIld that transcripts were.,subriiitted 
~thin time limits i1:1 those jurisdictions that eru;orced the requirement.s. 
and that; transcripts were generl,llly late in those jurisdictions that did' 
not. See Computer-Aided Transcription in the Courts 01illiamsburg: 
National Cent.er for State Courts, 1981). 

-" I) 
o • 

8Where the transcript is requested for purposes of appe~,l, thit 
preferable practice might be to file the request in duplicate, with a copy 
going to the appellate court: This would facilitate the mOnitoring of 
transcript produc'tion and ~of ind~vidual reporter' s bac~logs. 

,="".,. 9Even where a fixed deadline, such as 30 days, is established fo'r 
transcripts in the ordinary course, there will be need for special 
treatment:, categories, such as daily copy (delivery, requested within 18 
hourso! the close cf the d~ily proceeding) or expedited copy (within 72 
hours). In such situations as a nonjury criminal trial where the,j\1dge 
desires to review some testimony, or iiwherean attorney needs the 
transcript of a .suppression hearing for use att~ial. a fixed 30-day limit 
(whic~will ,tend to become the minimum) would impede rathj=r thart expedite 
the progress of the cases. 
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Footnotes continued-

10See Martin, Merle P., '~nd David Johnson, Electronic Court 
Reporting in Alaska (Anchorage: Alaska Court 'System, 1979). ' 

llIn a survey done by CAT Analysis Project staff, tlie average time 
spent by a reporter in dictating, editing, and proofing an hour of 
shorthand (40 'pages)tl? be done bya typist was 2.36 hours. If 'a reporter 
spends 30 hours a week iil court, he or she should be able toprqduce 675 
pages of transcript monthly in the extra 10 hours a week,_ without 'working 
overtime. . 

l2For a more comprehensive treatment of the appellaFe process, see 
publications of the Appella~e Justice Improvement Project: 

Volume and Delay in the Oregon Court of AEpeals 
Volume and Delay in the Montana Supreme Court 
Volume and Delay in the Florida Court of Appeal, First Dr strict 
Volume and Delay in the Colorado Court of Appeal 
Volume and Delay in the New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate Division 
Volume and Delay in the Nebraska Supreme Court 
Volume and Delay in the Illinois Appellate Court, First District 
Volume and Delay in the Ohio' Court of Appeals, Eighth District .' 

(North Andover, Massachusetts: National Center for State Courts, 1980) 

l3A similar format, modified as appropriate, could readily be used 
at the trial court level. 

l4Where free lance work is permitted, neither the a$signment of a 
reporter tc a court proceeding nor the deadline for producing court 
transcripts should be influenced by the amount of outside work pending. 
The first demand on a reporter I s services,l,s his or her obligation to the 
court, and personal or spare-time obligations should not reduce ,the 
obligation. t 

15Unless the court or courts serviced by the reporter are divided 
into function~l·parts, some of which are identifiable as "heavy" 
transcript parts and some as "light" transcript parts,rotatin~reporter:; 
might still result in unequal distributions of transcript demands. ' That 
the workload will even out over a period of time is, not a suff~cient 
answer,'if the rules require tl;'anscripts to be prod~ced in a shq,rt period. 

l6For example, if a transcript of one set 'of notes in 10,000 is . 
first requested or needed two years after trial, the~,ost of. onere-tr~a:l 
must be weighed against the COSt of storing, indexing and maintaining the 
other 9,999. In criminal cases, where the 'probability of need for the 
notes is more difficult to ~ssess ,and the issues at stake may be more , 
important, the court should ~carefu;!;..l.y consider miarofilming the reporter s 
notes. 

', ... -~ ... -'-- ~- - _ .... ,,-~-
l7ABA Standards Relating to Criminal Appeals, Commentary to Standard 

H (1970). 

l8The CAT Analy~is Project ,in February"198l completed a l4-month 
effort to evaluate the use of computer-aided transcription in the courts 

, and to provide guidelines for its imp:i.ementadon and use. S~e Part III of 
this monograph for a synopsis'of ~he study fit~ings. 

19For a much more detailed treat~ent, see Court Equipment Analysi!> 
Project, Audio/Video Technology and lehe Courts: Guide for Court ~~nagers 
(Denver: N~~~onal Center for Sta~e Gourts, 1977). 
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See also Marti~ !(lnd Johnson, Electronic Court Reporting in Alaska 
(Anchorage, 1979). 

20F " 
or a ~uch more detai~ed treatment, see Court Equipment AnalYsis 

Project, Aud~o/Video, Technology and the Courts: Guide for Court Managers 
(Denver: National Center for State Courts, 1977). Also National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Video Technology in the 
~~ (Washington: u.S. Gavt. Pr~nt. Off., 1977).~';;';;;'~~==::.e..~:.::....::!!=-

2lTo ass~st in the,i;lalYSis of court reporting rleedS'~~~d r.Q$ts, the 
reac1e r ~ay lush to consul t the folloWing pu blica tlons': 

Nat~onal Center for State Courts" Se,lection: of a 'Court Renortino 
Met.lod ~or the Pi.strict Courts of Oregon (Denver, 1973)'·----- .- ___ 2-

Na t~onal Center for 3tate Courts, Video Support in the Criminal Courts 
(Denver, 1974) 

E.~. S?ort, and A~sociates and HcGeorge School of Law, Videotape 
Record~ng In tne Callfornia Criminal Justice Systems (Sacramento, 1975) 

National Center for State Courts, Compensation and Utilization of 
Court Reporters in Ventura County (California) (Western Regional Office 
1974) , 

National Center for State Cour' ts, N b k C R i" , eras a ourt _~ort ng Project 
(North. Central Regional Office, H75) '---'--"'--,-,~c:::..:;;.:;. 

National Center for State Courts, Puerto Rico Court Reporting Study 
(Southern Regional Office, 1975-1976) 

National Center for State Courts, 'Court Reporting Servit:es in l-laryland 
(Mid-Atlantic Regional Office, 1976) -~~,~,~~~~~~~~~:.::..~~~~ 

\/ 
Hawaii Office of Court ~ministration and National Center for State 

Courts, Hawaii Guidebook forVideotapi.ng (Western Regional Office, 1976) 
Na tional Ce nter for State Courts, Court Reporting Services in South 

Dakota (~orth Central Region",l Office, ).977) 
National Center .for State Courts, Audio/Visual Technology and the 

Cou~ts: Guide for Court Managers (Denver, 1977) , 
National Center for State Courts, COlIrt Reporting Servicesin' New 

Jersey (Northeastern Regional Office, 1978) , 
National Center for State Courts, Connecticut Court Reporting 

Services: Proposed Regulations; TranSCripts by Connecticut Court 
Reporters, (Northeastern Regional Office, 1978). 

; \ National Center for State Courts~ Alter~ate Court Reporting Techniques 
for Connecticut (Northeastern Regional Office, 1979) 

Natipnal Center for State Court,s, Court Reporting Study fo.r the 
Pulaski County Circuit Court, Little Rock, Arkansas (Southern Regional 
Office, 1978) . '. " 

Martin, Merl:e P. J and David Johnson, .Electronic Court Reporting in 
Alaska (Anchorage, 1979) 

National Center for State Courts, Computer-Aided Transcription "in the 
Courts (WilliamsbQrg, 1981) 
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This Executive Summary gives only an overview of .the con
tents of the full report entitled Computer-Aided Transcription in 
the Courts, and is written for court officials who want a better 
~rstanding of what CAT is and how it works. Anyone who is 
seriously considering implementing a CAT in a state court needs 
all the i~formation contained in the full report in order to 
evaluate the court's potential for operating a cost-effective CAT 
syst. em • 

Copies of the full report can be obtained from 

Richard W. Delaplain, Director 
CAT Analysis Project 

National Center for State Courts 
3,00 Newport Avenue, 

Willi;lmsburg, Virginia 23185 
f (804) 253-2000 

./ 
CAT Analysis Project staff are also available to answer 

questions or provide technical assistance to courts and other 
agencies contemplating CAT implementation. 

Introduction 

The review by an appellate court of proceedings in a trial 
court or the review 'by a trial court of grand jury proceedings, 
arraignments, and preliminary hearings usually requires a verbatim 
record of the proceedings. Court reporter.s are employed to take 
dotm the verbatim record, and to prepare a transcript of the rec
ord for the reviewing court. The translation of the shorthand 
symbols into English and the typing up of tne record :f,s a time
consuming, labor-intensive process. 

, 
Many courts are facing mounting diff;iculty in preve.nt.ing 

delaY~,caused by Ume-consuming'manual preparation of transcripts 
as case volume grows, and in supporting the rising salaries and 
fees involved in transcript production. These grol>'ing' problems 
a~e focusing increasing attention on the need to effectively 
manage court reporting ~esources. as well as to examine alternate 
ways of making the court record. Related issues include the 
skills required of an efficient court reporter, standards for 
measuring proficiency, standards for timely submission of ~fan
script and the sanctions necessary to enforce these requirements, 
accountability, and tlie role of the court in ,operational 1l!anage .... 
ment of court reporting resources. . ... 

'. 

Several groups are concerned with aspects o£;>these issues. 
Previous studies by the National Center for State'Courts have ana

"lyzed court reporting services in several states, management of . 
court reporting services,l and the use of alternate meeffi)ds of 

lGreenwood, J. Michael, and Douglas C. Dodge, Management of 
Court Reporting Services (De~yer, Colorado: National Center 
for State Courts, 1976) 
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making the.record. The Americ/l)n Bar Association Action Commission 
to Reduce Court Costs and Delay is e:?Camining alternate a,ppeal 
processes that may ~e.duce reliance or~ full transcripts. The 
National Shorthand Reporters Association is working on standards 
and tests for certification of a CMR--certified managing reporter. 

This report will deal with only one aspect of court 
reporting--the transcription of shorthand taken by a court report
er on a stenotype machine ,which is the predomilla~t .. shorthand 
method used to record trial court proceedings. (Pen·.tv-riting, 
stenomask, and audio or video recording are expressly outside the 
scope of this study.) Further, this report will deal with only 
one method of stenotype transcription--the use of a computer to 
translate machine shorthand notes into .~nglish. Computer-aided 
transcription (CAT) is deSigned to l:'~duc~"'tohE~inountof time re
quired to prepare the t~an.e!!rilh:-by -transferring to a computer 
the time~consuming-£tinctions of translating shorthand 'notes into 
English. .-

The effective use of CAT is only one aspect of measuring 
the productivity of stenotype reporters. This report does not 
deal with the who.1e question, but only with the computer's potenl.. 
tial to assist io' increasing productivity~ To assess CAT, both 
court managers (judges and administrators) and court 'reporters 
need to know whether CAT technology has advanced to a level that 
makes it,a viable, cost-effective, and time-saving alternative to 
the traditional.manual method of transcribing cQurt reporters' 
stenotype notes. They also need to know what potential it holds 
for stabilizing or reducing trabscript costs while reducing court 
delay by speeding transcript production. QThe answer to both these 
questions will, of course, depend o~ how effectively CAT can be 
managed and operated within differing court environments. 

,The state of the art in CAT technology is still evolving. 
Wht'!n thi~ study began, there were seven vendors with operating , 
CAT systems> One of these systems. was sold to another ve~dorJ '., 
who now offers two systems, while a second vendor (the only vendor 
who offered 10n'ly a service burftlau approach to CAT) went out of 
business in December 1.980. At'least two additional companies are 
developing CAT systems for future markets. Sin'7e t;hese were not 
considered viable systems at the time this "study was completed, 
they ,could not ;be included iri~ this ;rep.or.t. Likewise., significant 
technical advances now under development by n E1?Cisting CAT ~endors 
could not be included because they were still in research and 
development at year end. 1980~, ' 

. 
Ten trial courts and one appel.laJ:e court have already im-

plemented CAT systems. Some court effort's in this area have been 
minimally documented, mQ,st have not. This Executive Summary is 
based on the complete l~~'portof a fouz;:teen-month study by the 
National Center for State Courts to eval,ua.te the .. use of computer- 0 

a:i.ded transcription in ,the state courts. Th(v state of the art oJ 
computer-aided transcription at the end of 1980 ;Ls presented 
first. The experience of state courts using CAT systems is then 
analyzed, and their ·,experi~ncecomparedwitQ. that of free-lance 
reporters using CAT 1p the.private sector. Conclusions are drawn 
to provide guidance to ~,ther ,courts in deciding, whether and when 
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to implement a CAT system. A universal cost-benefit methodology 
is provided for use by courts regardless of their particular 
operating environment. A final section outlines management 
strategies for effective use"of CAT, as well as methodology to 
mOnitor and evaluate system performance. 

:"\ ,: 

Par~ ;: The ~)tate of the Art 

Many courts are Q~ving problems producing transcrip~s 
within mandated time periods with their present reporting ret 
sources. There may be any number of reasons for this situat~on, 
including inadequate standards for hiring reporters, lack of 
enforcement of statutory requirements for submission of tran-: 
scripts, and lack of management of court reporting resources '. 
This report will not attempt to analyze the reasons for transcript 
delay, except in so far as volumE~ of transcript work is a feictor 
causing delay, and CAT can be used as a viable tool to assi~t 
courts and court reporters in' speeding up the transcr,iptio-q pro
cess, t'hereby ha,ndling a larger volume of transcript more raxpedi-
tiously. " 

Section 1: CAT technology 
I~) 

What is CAT? 

Computer-aided transcription technology eliminates some 
of the time-consuming steps in the transcr;,lption process.W:;f.th 
CAT technology, the repo,rter produces shorthand notes in the sam,e 
manner with a stenotype machine. However, this CArr stenotype ma
chine simultaneously produces a magnetic tclpe' cassette copy oftpe 
stenoform notes. The cassette is processed by a computer that 
translates the stenographic keystrokes to English language. The 
reporter then rev~ews the transcript in one of two ways. A 'Paper 
copy of the transcript can be produced,'da high speed printer, or. 
the reporter can edit the transcript ou a cathode ray tube (CRT) 
video terminal (akin to alV screen w~th a keyboard), which per
mits the, making of immediate co~r~ctlons of.untranslated stenoform 
outlines, word conflicts (!n.stances/wliere a set of s,tenographic 
keystrokes are defined a,s more thallJ one word in the computer, 
translation ',tiictio11ary) , or punctQ1tion in the transcript~ Fol
lowing this edit" a printer c.an q~ickly and economically produce 
one or more copies of the transc#Pt, wh:(.ch"Will be free of typo-
graphical errors. / 

CAT has the potential io reduce the involv,ement of the 
reporter to the original llot~rf taking and one edit cycle, tI1Us 
saving the courl~ reporter's time. After a reporter's com~uter 
translation dicfionary has ,peen fully'Cievel,oped and shorthand 
style adagted, i~he repor~e/ '3hould be relieved of some ·of,the 
tedious taf,ks o;~ rea~ing, translating, dictating,editing, and 
typ:l:ng tratlscrilpts ~'Th~(computer should perform t?ese tasks many 
times faster "and~has the potential to perform them more economi-
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cally and with gr~ater accuracy than traditional methods. In 
t~rn, the court reporter should be able to devote more time to 
recording court proceedir~s, where shorthand skills and abilities 
are most productive. This should reduce the need for substitutes 
and save the spurt mon~y. Increased productivity should help to 
keep pace withgroYiing-transsript demands or with periodic surges 
in demand, ,""",,s well as allow 8ufficient time to proofread final 
transcripts to ensure high accuracy. 

How has CAT evolved in the last few yea,rs? 

A number of substantial changes have occurred in CAT, the 
most significant of which has been the development and reporter 
acceptance of user-controlled translation (or stand-alone) CAT 
systems. Several of the earlier vendors are no longer in busi
ness. Those who are have significantly modified both their CAT 
hardware and software. 

Current CAT technology 

At the end of 1980, there were five CAT vendors with 
viable operational systems. All five offer various versions of a 
stand-alone CAT system. One also off'ers a modified version of 
the service bureau approach to CAT. Four vendors are new since 
1977: Cimarron Systems of Gree,pville, Texas, which has been 
purchased by Ste~ograph Corpotation; Reporter's C.A.T. Systems, 
Inc., of GreenVille, South Carolina; Translation Systems, Inco, 
of Rockville, Maltyland; and Xscribe Corporation of San Diego, 
California. One of the vendors, Stenograph Corporation of Skokie 
Illinois, was:;n business in f97?, but has\:~igni~,icantly modified' 
its CAT system since then, and 'has also purt:;:hased the Cimarron 
system. Only one vendor, Baron Data, Inc., of San Lean4ro, Cali
fornia, is marketing the basic system (with modifications) it 
initiated in 197,5-76. Baron recently announced the ~vailabi1ity 
of a less sophisticated and 'hence lee;s costly version of its 
basic system. Vendor estimates of the number of systems 
operating at the end of J.980 are shown in Fi,gure 1-

At the Ipresentt;..ime, the five CAT vendors offer three gen
eral CAT opera'tlng configurations. These tliree 'configurations ar~ 

<iepicted I~nt::[:et::se configurations (Type A and Type BJ. t.he 

user (an indivl~dual reporter, free lance reporting firm, qp" -court) 
who purchases Ipr leases the CAT system controls the translation 
process on hisl! own computer. In the other configuration (Type C) 
the CAT vendor controls the translation process on his computer, 
but the user controls the editing and printing processes. There 
are variations in each of the configurations depicted in Figure 2, 
depending upon ~he particular vendor involved. Some of the major 
,variations involved in the basic configurations are discussed in 
Section 1 of Part I _ of the full report. A mO,re detailed descr:i.:p •• 
tfo~, of th~possible Variations for each vendor can be found in 
the CAT ve~~or profiles in Appendix A to the complete report. 
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Figure 1': CAT j"st~ilations CJs of 1tJ5/81 
(' , , 

Vendor 

Baron DW:a 

Reporter I EO C~A'. T.; Inc. 
ii',' 

Stenograph Corporation 
Cimarron System 
Steno-CAT System, 

Translation Systems, Inc. 

Xscribe Corporation 

Totals~-:-. o 

Total 
numbet of 
CATs 
installed* 

250 

i 

75 
.r;~" 

18 
-;':~":'> 

,1 

-
'345 

Number of 
court-sponsored 
CATs installed 
or ordered 

9 

-0-
'J 

2 

:; 

-0-

" Number of ". , ~( 

re~fl,rters 

.trfflirtg 
\l'efldot; 
system 

~,500 

14 

140-170 

81 ,-

30,. 

15 1,765-1;795 
" 

(''--:'\' " 

*Does not (~~~~~ude systems ordered 'butnnot ye£ installed. 

Note; 
- 0 

Based on a survey of the vendors • regardirl$g the number of 
'systems that ha.Y,:ebeen. ordered for. implementation during 
early 198:1, and""projlacting th2se figures ouf for the 
entire year,it is ei3t!mated that theototal number pfCAT 
systems installed and pending insfUlation'may exceed 600 
by the end of 1981,. ~. 
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Figure 2: Three basic ,?AT configurations 
() 
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~~L:_'J~ . ~ 
User 
translation 
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~ Printer printitn: 

n -

il,. 

. User" 
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computer 
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d"r~"din~ 
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~ • -lor more 
r~~~---. printers 

--7( Printer \ depending 
on vendor 
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'.( D!:;kett~. ~opy of CRTs ~~~:~;o 
transLated data I n 

o ~'f 
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printers 
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~< Printer 
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Section 2: Using a CAT system-

Although the several CAT vendors offer an assortment of 
CAT services and equipment (described in Appendix A to the com- , 
plete report), CAT users, be they official court reporters or 

Private reporters must all execute certain basic functiona+ , , . i 
steps in utilizing a CAT system. Several years exper1ence n 
operating ,C;,~,J;, systems now indicates that the efficiency with 
which each of these steps is performed wil.l determine the time , 
spent in CAT-related activities and ultimately the cost-effective
ness of this transcription system as opposed to the traditional 
dictation-for-typist transcription met_hod. 

The crucial functional steps that determine the ,efficiency 
'?;~c any CAT system are the fo116Wing: 0 

;;-: 

,) . 

1. Taking a clean and consistent style of shorthand 
notes on a modified stenotype device. 

2. Building an adequa~e dictionary for the computer to, 
use in translating the stenotype notes, or adapting 
to ,a predefined dictionary. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6~ 

8. 

('I .. 

Learning the editing process on the CRT in order tp 
understand how sh'orthand style affects the quality of 
the translation. u 

Adapting shorthand style to the computer translation 
requirements. (Clean, consistent style is more im
portant than the particular "schpol" of shorthand 
used. ) 

After the reporter shor~hand style is adapted t~ CAT 
and volume is high enough that assistance is needed, 
then training a scoper or editor so reporters can 
spend time reporting ,rather than editing 'oD:, 

Scheduling the use of the CRT if more than ;~n~ editor/ 
reporter uses it. 

Scheduling the CAT system op'eration to, continuously 
perform three functions (tr.anslating, editing, 
printing) simultaneously. (This is particularly 
important with CAT systems that do no~ support 
multiple qn-line CRTs that can perform different 
functions on different jobs simultaneously.) 

Learning shortcuts in computer ope~ation, such as 
"globals" and "includes" to enter repetitiye,material, 
that save transcript production time. 

These func,tions can all be performE'd »y the ~e,p.orters 
themselves, as is done in some private age~.c_ies,·6r numbers 5, 6, 
7, and 8 can be performed by someo~~_~oth~t than a reporter. Al
though there ar:e vigor<ms pro.p-onents of both ,arrangements among 
CAT users, agreem~nt ~~J;ai-I'lY 50nsistent across the,couQ~FY th;t 
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success in performing these eight functions is crucial to the 
efficient ope'ration of a CAT system. A detailed discussion of 
each of these fupctions ~~ found in the full report. 

~ ~ 

,?ectio'n3: CAT and the court reporter 

To compare the courts' production figures with other non
court "CAT users, samples of production data we:r;e collected from 
four ot her types of CAl' users. Figure 3 provides a comparative 
summary of data for each type of CAT user. Detailed data for each 
type of CAT user, which are summarized on Figure 3, are contained 
in Appendix C to the full report. 

Comparative data contained on Figure 3 indicate that CAT 
systems operated within state courts are currently the least pro~ 
ductive of the five types of CAT operations reviewed. This is :::'i 
. true with regard to the total pages of transcripts produced ona 
monthly basis, the average number of pages produced per editing 
station (CRT), and the average pages per month produced by eq.ch 
reporter. While these data are disquieting, they raise questions 
more than they provide answers: What re'porter skills are req,uired 
by CAT? How can reporter efficiency on CAT be assessed? How 

" should reporters be trained on CAT? HoW is reporter motivatHm 
encouraged? 

Eacti of these questions is discussed in detail in Part I 
of the main report. ~~ 

Section 4: CAT in the courts 

, Usage of CAT technology by court reporters is much more 
extensive than actual ihstallation of CAT systems Within courts. I? 

A,fphone survey of courts and private .reporting firms conducted by 
< this project indicated that at the end of 1980 there were about 

345 CAT c~mputers operating ,in approxi~~tely 280-300 'sites '(some 
of the pr~vate agencies have more than ope computer). Of these 
300,sites (which include the eleven operational and 5 planned· 
court sites), it was estimated that approximately 120 sites (40 
percent) were direc.tly or inqirectly (official reporters using 
private agencies as a service burea~.) involved :i,n the production 
of official court transcript"s~ . Tt Was estimated that ':approxi
mately 225 reporters Who devute. most of their time to., official 
state or federal court reporting (on a contractual basis), produce 

2 their transcripts on a GAT in a priv~teagency. An estimated ad
ditional 115 private reporters us,ing free-lance agency CAT systems 
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Average numbers and range of numbers for monthly CAT production. All systems 
have more ethan 1 reporter and have been operational for at least one year;. 
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in whicfi 11 Environina'nt Average Average 
,I 

CAT system "is operatillg number ·of number of 
and nUl)lber of systems! CPUs ""CRTs 

6 State courts oPerating 1 2.5 
CATs for morE! than one 

(1 ) '" (1-6) X,ear 
<.) 

5 P~vate agencies doing 1 2.2 
predominant;ly official 
s,t.,ate ~ourt tra-gscripts ' (1) (1-4) 

12 Private agencie's where ~., ::::. 

up to 50% of their ,work 1.3 2.7 
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ot, officlalstate andj (1-2) (1-5) 
or fed¢ralotranscrip,ts 
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II 
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" spent up to half of their time on official court work. Hence, out 
of the estimated 1,800 reporters using CAT systems, approximately, 
325-375 of them were involved~th official court reporting. A 
quarter of(")these worked on CA'Ts in state courts. 

~,.. 

At the end of 1980 eleven state courts (ten tri~ courts 
and one appellate court) had a CA~ system wholly sponsored by the 
court. Five more state courts wdie implementing CAT. These six
teen systems collectively i~volve about 88 official reporters. 
Six of the oper~tional court CAT systems had been ~perafional for 
more 'than one year. (Appen~i)c B to this report li~t"~each of the 
currently operational court CAT systems.) An analysi'sl, of thes~ 
six courts at the end of 1980 showed that they had a,n average of 

. . 0 (' ',' . 

7.7 reporters (the range is ,from 3 to 12) on° each CAT 'system. 
All of them employed a scoper fo assist in operating the system 
and editing. Four of them had more th;;m one CRT. The average 
monthly page volume put through these six systems WaS 2$63~ pages 
of finished t'ranscript, 'Nhich taas about 345 pages per reporter. 
'the range wnt' from an ::tverage opel' repo·rter of 120 pages in one 
court t~ .500 pcgcr: per mont.h in anoth~r. Ji'igure 3 in Part I~ 
Sectio\:' 3 co:r:p:>.C'c! tl,1eS(~ prodl!cUon l.evele ~·'i.th f.our other types 
;::£ CA'~ 'user::; and :ln~ic3tl'>d ttl:.!t c~·'J.,..t" r..,1Ta rlr~ "the least 
pcodu~t~."J;;> ':If t}:: nparationl'l Ct.n.,",<.'~tAd. 

The volume of transcript, produced is, of course, not the 
0111;' qi.le:::U."n r>ertinent to CAT. 1'he >:',d::;t of usinS the (technology J 

compar~d to the cost of traditional manual transcript production 
methods, must also be assessed and is the subject of Part II of 
the complete report. Potentiai savings in the time taken to pre
pare a tl:.&.i.lscript eud in t!Je pI;"omptness ':lith which it" can be sub
mitted arc <:l100 evaluated in Part II 3S a potential bene.fit deriv'
ing from CAT technology. An~ther potential benefit to be as
sessed, and not of necessity reflected in the comparative data in 
Figure 3, Is wheth~i' CAT tan permit the l."eport~r to spend more 
time taking shm.'thand and less preparing transcripts~ t~us "reduc
ing the number of substitute reporters or addition~l r~porters 
needed by courto now and, in tohe future. 

Another area of uncertainty pinpointed by the data on 
Figul'e 3 involves the oper.etting procedures and management of CAT 
systems in differing envircrnmentse We're the currently operating 
court CAT systems careiully planned and are they being well 
managed? What were the expectations of aeourt initiating a CAT 
system? How well was the system's implementatio~ coordinated 
among reporters) judges, and courtadmi~$trators? In· general, 
for almost any program.. involving transcript prctluction in .a trial 
court to succeect, there is a requirement for coordination, co
operation~ and commitment by the repoit~rs, judges, and adminis
trators. To thp. extent that any Q~e segment choses not to co
operate or dJ=monstrates a marginal commitment to, the program, 
reJ.atively poor results can be predicted. To what extent have 
these typesoo;f, problems negatively impacted the number of report
ers using court-controlled CAT systems and their ability or 
willingness to produce tram~crlpt volumes comparab:le to private 
agencies producing official coui-t transcripts? . This general area 
of planning, coordination, management, and commitment is addressed 
in PUJ;;.t III S>f tb,e c:qmplete report • 
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The basic assumption of this report is that effe~~ive use 
of CAT should ,not involve costs for transcription support'~ above 
those that the court is now paying, and that use of CAT will 
result in incre~sed productivity and time savings. Responsible 
court officials will have to decide in each situation what level" 
of effectiveness is'appropriate and necessary in their particular 
circumstances. The cGmplete report demonstrates how CAT can be 
both cost-effective and a time saver, with the assumption that 
the material presented in Part III will permit the pot(hiti~l 
court user to assess what level of cost-effectiveness and time 
savings are possible ~nd appropriate in a particul~r court 
environment. 

Section 5: Future developments in CAT 

During the last five or six years, CAT systems available 
to users have evolved from service bureau based systems to stand
alone systems where all hardware, software, and peripheral equip
ment is under the direct control of the user. This evolution has 
been made possible by advancements in minicomputer hardware capa
bilities and streamlined software developed by vendors. Current 
research and development by vendors will permit this trend to 
continue, with more computing power and more sophisticated soft
ware being ifuplemented on smaller computers. Some of these sys
tems may be marketed at lower absolute dollar figures, but the 
state of the art is likely to evolve to systems which may not 
cost less in absolute dollar terms, but will provide greatly in
creased computing power per dollar invested when compared to the 
curre~t system configurations. These improvements will permit 
increased throughput, lower per-page costs, and quicker payoffs 
for systems. 

An additional factor that is going to have a positive 
impact on CAT use will be the marketing of stand-alone edit-only 
terminals at reduced prices compared to today's systems. These 
will allow small and medium systems to be much more flexibl~ than 
is currently possible, and will also encourage individual report
ers to purchase or lease their own edit-only terminals for home 
or office usage. In short, reduced prices and increased capabil
ities on stand-alone edit-only terminals should significantly in
crease the number of reporters using CAT. The availability of 
relatively low-cost edit-only term:j.nals in conjunction with more 
sophisticated telecommunications capabilities will add even more 
flexibility to small systems, enable more geographically remote 
reporters to make use of CAT, increase throughput per ~ollar in
vested, and d,ecrease per-page costs when compared to current CAT 
technology. 

<l 

Some vendors will be offering distributed networks for 
CAT systems. These distributed nets, in combination with greatly 
increase!! disk capacities, will offer large-s~ale CAT users .' 
increa,sed flexibility, system redundancy, and gre~tly increased 
throughput at moderately increased prices. Again, the major 
change will be in the area of increased computing power per 
dollar invested. The absolute dollar amounts invested will 
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probably rise; the per-page costs of producing transcript sho~ld, 
however, remain the same or decrease on these large systems. 

Two CAT vendors, rather than alter the computer operating 
system, offer software that runS a13 an application program on 'the 
computer. That is, this software runs under the control of the 
operating system software provided by the computer manufact.urer. 
If the core memory and disk memory of either vendor's computer is 
incre~sed (e.g., from 128KB to 256KB core memory and from 20MB to 
50MB.disk memory), additional applications such as word 
processing, case indexing, or simple accounting could be z~n 
simultaneously with CAT. 

Only one of these systems runs on hardware that is up
wardly compatible. Thi~ means that CAT software could be run on 
a much larger computer produced by that computer manufacturer. 
If a: court is in the market for data processing technology (for 
case tracking, indexing, accounting, notice preparation, etc.) and 
it purchased this manufacturer's computer, a CAT system could be 
run simultaneously with other data processing applications. Thus 
the court would buy c;>nly one computer rather than two. In addi
tion, the combination of CAT and data processing ~ctivities would 
maximize the usage of the computer, thus actually decreasing the 
cost per use. As indicated, only'one vendor can provide a CAT 
system that will op,erate in this mode. It is anticipated that 
other vendors will offer similar software options in the future. 
This development should have the effect of. decreasing the front
end investment in hardware involved in installing a stand-alone 
CAT system. 

'\ 

The overall future of CAT can be summarize:d as probably 
~nvolving more sophisticated stand-alone systems, increased com
puting power and throughput per dollar invested, and significant 
increases in the numbers of reporters using CAT. The private, 
sector will no doubt embrace these technOlOgiC~ advancements. 
rhere is no reason why courts cannot take advan~a.ge of these ad
vances as well. Whether they do will depend to 8'~~great extent on 
whether courts can afford to continue using machine~'riting re
porters without some control on the costs involved 'l~l production 
of the record. In courts using machine writers, there is little 
doubt that CAT use will increase, regardless of whether the court 
finances and owns the CAT hardware and softliare. 

Part II: CAT Case Histories/Cost .. Benefit Studies 

< ,If one considers the total cost to the court of p;~ducing/' 
transcript, then the expenses associated with transcription II 

/' I' support are a very small proportion (5% to 6%) of the tc;>lal. IIyl 
, the full report, a hypothet;i,cal example of a six-judge/~ourt wilh 

! six full-time repqrters and o~f,~,ful.l-time sUbst,itut1e.,.. sused t, fI 
illustrate.' ~ f , I 

Part II ~ddreSseg'the-cost-effective us~ CAT Syst+s in 
court, s today, and the benefits that can be rea; zed by court? in 
using CAT. /! 
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, When it became clear that experience with CAT systems op
erated by courts could not provide a complete survey of the poten
tial of the systemsJor cost savings or time savings or of the 
range of management techniques necessary to achieve these bene
fits, the CAT Analysis Project staff chose to examine three dif
ferent kinds of CAT situations in order to explore as wide a range 
of options for the state courts as possible: 

1. Case histories are presented of two courts that 
in~talled the computer at court expense and have been 
using it for more than a year--case histories #1 and #2. 

2. Two PJ-ivate agencies that have contracts to provide 
reporti.I'..g-c' services to trial courts are examined in 
case histories #3 and #4. 

3. Two courts ,that installed CAT systems in the spring 
of 1980 are examined in case histories #5 and #6 to 
see if they have avoid~d some of the problems that 
have arisen in courts that pioneered in the use of 
CAT. One of these new systems (case history #6) is 
of particular interest because it involved a different 
CAT vend.or from that of case histories 1 thz:ough 5. 

Each of the case histories provides pert;!.nent inr.prmatiotl 
on the environment in which the CAT system was installed, "and on 
the costs and benefits in that situation of using computer-aidea 
transcription. The following outline is used for each. 

CAT Site Environment 
Court/agency description 
Statutory requirements 
Transcript delay 
Implementation history of CAT (hardware) 
Number of reporters trained/training 

OpC1rations 
System use 

"Number of reporters using system 
Cttrrent production 
SYstem ~~nagement 

Costs 
Lease/purchase 
Data entry devices 
Dictionary and training costs 
Supplies 
Scoper costs 

Benefits 
Production time of CAT compa.red to manual 
Effect on transcription requirements 
Effect 'on reporter workload 
Translation income 
Reduction in substitutes 
Intangibles 

Conclusions 

transcription 
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General comments of relevanc.e to CAT management conclude each case 
history. 

The broad conclusions that derive from the case histories 
and other site visits introduce Part III IPf .the full report and 
of this Executive Summary. 

Section 1: Conclusion from case studies 

The benefits that could re,sult from use of computer-aided 
transcription in the courts Can be grouped under three broad head
ings: cost savings, time savings, and intangible benefits that 
cannot be quantified. It is clear from the case studies and other 
sites visited that all three are achievable using CAT. In short, 
CAT technology can and does work, but the way in which it is used 
in the court environment will determine its efficiency. 

Whether a CAT system is a cost-beneficial investment for a 
qourtOwill be determined by how CAT syste~ use is integrated into 
a pafticular court I. s management strategies, including ~managing 
court reporting resources and services. In a court that does a 
good job of managi~ its reporting resources, CAT can be smoothly 
integrated into co~rt operations and can be expected to achieve 
the intended goals of time and cost savings. In a court that 
either does not manage its reporting resources or does it poorly, 
a successful CAT(~peration is not likely. 

CAT is not a passive technology. To be successfully 
implementec i~ a court, two requirements must be met: first, the 
court must manage and control the allocation of court reporting 
resources; and second, the court must actively manage the opera
tions of its CAT system. While each of. these axiomatic.:.require
ments have corollary requirements (which are discussed in Section 
2), failure to achieve" these ,;overall requirements will likely re
sult in an unsuccessful court-sponsored GAT operation. If a 
court assesses its operations and feels it cannot achieve these 
two overall requirements, then CAT is better left to the private 
sector. 

CQst savings 

'The two private agency studies (Y and Z) prove clearly 
that CAT can produce a~page of transcript for the same as or less 
cost than a" page of'transcript produced manually. Agency Y is 
producing 58,000 pages of CAT transcript a year for $.18 less per 
page than itl? manual transcription costs. Agency ~I s cost .for 
36,000 CAT pages annuall}'C is $.03 higher per page than the cost 
of manual production, which represents incr~ased supply costs. 

Unfortunatel:1', only one' of the eleven courts presently 
using a CAT system has been able to achieve a cost-effective oper
ation, ':and that occurred six months after the site v:I.sit after 
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substantial changes in reporters using the system. Three of the~ 
courts for which case studies are presented in the com~lete repoi~t 
were subsidizing CAT system page costs ranging from $.19 to $2.2~ 
p~r page more than manual transcription would cost. The cost iQ-

\ volved in the fourth court studi~d indicated that it was clearl~ 
not a viable candidate for CAT implementation. 

How can the difference be explained? First of all, the 
profit motive of free-lance reporters is basic to their switch to 
CAT. Th~y believe, based on their evaluation of' available evi
dence in the approximately 280 free-lance agendes using CAT, that 

/' t,hey can increase their productivity on CAT, and hence increase , .. 
income. In the courts, the impetus to increase productivity prob- \, 
ably comes from the court administra:tor, and the systems have been \ 
presented to the reporters as a way of easing their workload, and 
expediting output. Although the reporters appreciate these bene
fits and subsidies are provided to cushion the reporters' training 
period, the fact that their income is not greatly affected by 
their level of productivity often negates the urge to push hard 
for increased or speedier production. 

A second factor affecting private reporter motivation to 
use CAT efficiently is that the agency in which the reporter works 
may clearly expect good performance 00 CAT, and job status may 
depend on it,. Courts have not been able or willing to impose the 
same kind of criteria in managing their court reporting resources, 
whether transcription is done manually or on CAT. Th~ problems of 
motivation are basic to all court reporting; effective management 
and enforceable sanctions are the keys to productivity and time
line~s. Where these are lacking, .efficiency cannot be acbieved. 

'", 

By and large the courts have been una1!le to achieve com
plete reporter commitment to CAT~ Not only h~ve they not required 
all reporters to adjust to CAT, but they have not even required 
those reporters adopting computer-aided tran~cripti9n to put all 
their work through the computer or to put it' through expeditious
ly. Some reporters have insisted OD doing shble of their work 
manually wheI1, it was mo~e convenient, well after the time they 
should have been proficient on CAT. This has limited the volume 
of transcript produced on CAT, thus decreasing economiz returns. 
Another limiting factor has been the ~lowness with which many of 
the court reporters using CAT have adjusted to the technology. 
In fact, the case studies clearly indicate that tbere are a 
number of reporters who have been on CAT for a year or more who 
are not using the system efficiently. fhey are taking up system 
time that might be more etfectively used by other reporters, and 
are slowing down the whole operation of the system. In some in
stances this situation has resulted from the court's refusai to 
give the reporters sufficient time out of court to adequately 
train on CAT and their having to spend their free time working to 
meet existing transcription production demands. In other in
stances, tbe problem is attributable solely to lack of reporter 
commitment to use the court's CAT systelll,. 
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Tim~ savings 

transcr Some of the court reportllirs u,sing CAT systems can produce 
, in th ipts in a more expeditiouf!l mal.\ner than non-'CAT reporters' 
e u e same court. How'ever, Gome 0,£ the non-CAT reporters have 

q ally good records for timely .:production of tr' " anscp,..pts. 

in state The i t~o private agenciel~ studied happen~d to be located 

forced s:n:t~()n:t~!~tn~~l=:e~~~gt~::s~riP~,SUbmission, and en-
formance indi t 1 " equ rements. Their per
can be con81s~:n:~ Cm::rl~e thaf; in their jurisdictions deadlines 
method ;!.silsed IYn tl' garfiliess of what kind ,of ,transcription 

• le case 0 those two prlvat i 
ever, the reporters clearly fe;el that using CAT; agenc es, how-
Hal aid in simplif i d" s a very substan-

/ y ng an sJ~eeding t~anscript production. 

In two of the court case studie I 
:~;;p:u~~~:n;!a;~y reduced the time req~ir:~ t~a;~o~:~e r:p~;!::s 
backlo' ,e two state/,s involved, appellate court case 

app~ll~t!Sd:~a;X!~~si:en~~a:'l!~:~;C~i¥! ~elay me~ely reflects 
two states little em h i 1~ c orcaus ng it. In these 
submission because o~ :~esap;eii=~:dc~:r~;:e~;:es~ ~f transcript 
backlog. Consequently, re~brtet's ma be red rw eo ming case 
in preparing transcri ts b ' y, uci~g tne time spent 
'submitted to the il Y using C~T, but f~w ,)~ases are being 

appe ate cour~ more speeCilly.'~ 
o 

In ocher case stud:~es, as well as in courts visited that 
were not use~ as case stuAles it d 
were abl ~ , appeare that SOme reporters 
CAT butet~OtP~~duce tran~cript in a more timely fashion Using 

of ~ime be~:re b:~~gt~~:i~!~~st:e~:e~~~:r~~ld the uSllal_I~':l~t~ 
the time savings associated with CAT f In t~~f!ei.,St:ances, 
judi~:iary. ',,' were'~"e";-,course, lost to the 

~&,-~.~~-t;; 

that su ! dif~erent aspect of th~' ~chievement' of time savings is 
c sav ngs quite clearly relate more to th bili 

vation, and,managemeot of the ~ a" ty, moti-
scription used " . reporter than to the method of tran-
and increasing'pr!:~d~1:~:yw!~1~r:u!~!:~t on meeting deadlines 
mechanism that assists them"to do both ~n CAT ,because it is a 
not siillilarl ti', ' • ut a reporter who is 
In shortY mo vated w111 probably never use a CAT efficiently. 
i ' reporter motivation, and work habits are ofcriti l' , 
mportance in the Successful utilization of a CAT system. ca 

Impact 01 the court envnronment on costs and benefits 
(I ' 

At the present time, CAT systems in state co~rts 
operating anywhere near the potential of the" technol a~he not 
technology is rtot the Pll:' bl ," ogy. e 
clearl d ,0 em, as success in the private'" sector 

y emonstr~tes. If the technolog i~ h 
the following factors in the co rt . i Y ~ nO~,te problem, then 
effective us~ of thetechnOlogy~ env ronment are hindering cost-

1. 1n gefteral~ the courts observ d d 
not b~eT) doing much in the way of act'iv ,e uring this, study have 
reporting resources. In most i ' ely managingothe1r court 

d f nstances reporter p\~n ent 0 ".other reporters and b' 1" J ' ,s operated inoe-
as cally answered only to, their 
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ff 
individual judges r~3arding rorklbad, work habits J and transcript'~ 
pNduction. Some of the co~,rts had a position which was vested 
with the responsib~}ity of 1anaging the court reporters; however, 
this reponsibility rarely ~lJ1cluded authority, and even more rarely 
was 'the authority "exercise/l when present~ Most of these situa0' 
tions have evolved over time and the person. responsi~le for . 
managing court reporting resources simply could not alter the 
existing situation.,,· Th~ net resu1:t was. that reporters were effec
tively insulated from .much, ii not all, management oversight and 
accountability~~ ~ 

2. Court CAT syatems have been marked by a lack of plan
ping? system coordination, system support from court admini~tra
tion (in terms of adequate substitutes available during the start
up period, etc.), judicial support, and/or reporter motivatdon and 

coo,peration. 

3 • It! some instances. courts have embarked on a CAT im
plementation without any realistic idea of the potential volume 
available to put through the system.~ This has resulted from 
reporters refusing to di~lge ,what their. actual production (all 
case types) is, judges nof'requiring the disclosure of this infor
mation, and/or misinformation supplied by reporters. There has 
been a general over-est!mation -?f how many pages of transcript 
reporters are actually prod~cing. 

4. The mor;:1!?·.affective ~tilization of a CAT system in
volves assignment ~f .~eporters to match workload requirements. 
In both Agency Y and Z, the ability of the agency to assign 
reporters to meet workload requiremert~J;.s, to demand production of" 
all work 1ria CAT, t~ demand' colIll1litment by the, reporters J etc., 

. has been the kejr to ~ th~ir success with cAT. Only one of the . 
courts reviewed has recognized the importance of ~hese factors 
and has made the changes necessary to operate the CAT efficient.ly. 

5. The dictionary building and "shorthand adjustment 
process should;J1ot t~ke longer th~m 4 to 8 mont,~~ ~ but some. court 
reporters a~e'/~aking much longer than this. Man .. gement must 
provi4~ ade'quate time and substitutes ~nd establisp ?equ~reme,?ts 
that make. this learning stage as s,hort.as possiQ;te. Dl1rJ.ngthat 
pe_riod t'i.1ere will be a drop in creportec~pro~u~t~:vitYj ~nd ad~ust
ments (available substitutes from pool or pet-'h~m reporte~~) ne~ 
to be made to permit the report,er"to set back up to s~,eed ~s "soon 
as ~~ossible. During lhis pedod the l:fepor~ersshould b~" '7 

monitored and held acsounta,ble an~ th$t 'Jpourt sho~ld e.x:pect""'> 
efficiency to be. achieved vIi thin set time frames.ry 

6~ Direct cost savings f~om use!qof CAT'''';ifi nof occur 
until page volufiie reaches tbe l.e;fel ·wheretranslat:!.on fees ,aM 
reduction in substitute reporters pay the expens~ of runijing the 
system~ In the cc\l1.irts surveyed t realistic appraisal~ Chave ,selaom 
been made of the 'Volume levels that are s.vaila.ple or needed • 

.. ~7. Official ;tate court",l:\~p0l"ters do no1;, &,eIi~rl:ll'ly tWare 
the growing perceptioh i:p. t11e'free-lance community that .--CAT is a 
logical

o 
tool fo2;' the repor~;L'ng"' l?"rofessionto ado~~ ill order to ~. 
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increase productivity and reduce the transcription burden. Al
though official reporters are generally employees of the court, 
they~egard themselves as independent contractors, and consider 
CAT equipment too expensive to finance alone. Their perception 
of themselves as independent contractors to the court (regarrdless 
of the.~ctual situation) can an~ has negatively affected reporter 
ability to cooperate with each other in the efficient use of a 
court CAT system. Since their court employment arrangement does 
not offer easy ways for reporters to collectively flnance a CAT 
system, they wait for the court to implement CAT, and then volun
teer to use it. But since the court is paying for it and managing 
it, t he individual reporters do not feel responsible for lifts 
efficiert~~'. 'operation, even though they WO.Uld Ii. ke to control its 
operatiot and enjoy its benefits. 

0. The indirect benefits that could accrue to the court 
from thi! use of CAT may be more impo:;:tant than direct cost 
savingsi These flhould include a shortening in the time required 
to prQdpce a tr~nscript and the ability of reporters to handle a 
larger ;fv0lume' of transcript. ,Steno notes and dictionaries are 
availaple if a reporter leaves, l~hich would permit another re
porterfi to transcribe them if necessar}':' CAT steno, notes should 
CJ.lso~/e of high quality, and are moze easily transcribable on CAT 
than any other way if spmeone other than the reporter who took 
them has to transcribe th~nf~ There may al:;o be a decrease in 
non-court c9sts, such as custodial care of defendants while ap
peals are pending~ if transcripts can be prepared more speedily. 

9. The use of SCOPp.xs to scan/edit is not a prerequisite 
to efficient utilization of a CAT system in a court environment, 
but is rather a mechanism for handling volume or scheduling '~rob
lems." Scopers used too early in reporter training ltIay le~d t6 
continual delay because the reporters may ~ot be forced to cle~\n 

. D I 

up their shorthand. ,~ ~I' 
,\ 
\i 

10. The advantage~, to be enjoyed by reporters from use O,t 
a CAT system are not dependent uEon the system's being installed 
in or by the cOlJrt,but, rather 011 effic1ElJ'nt use of the system 
where'1er it is located. ~"', 

If a CAT system is to 
. are a number of prerequisites 
ipg its efficient operation. 

be installed in or by a court, there 
that should be C!0I1:~ide.red in promot
Section 2 ident.ifies thf~se prereq-

uisftes. " 

, Sect!Q,n 2: C~n yo!VrCOUR m,ake CAT tec\hn_ofogy wod~? 
,\./ I" 

'.' , ~;i""' \1 . 

" . The coet(-effective use of computer-aiiled transcription 
dep~nds=-Ob~t;..hk?~{fi-c.ie'Ol: ma,nagernent of cOl,1rt J\eport ing resources. 

) Both. cou:t:'eeomm1.~ment "andrepoiter commitment'lshou+d be' examined 
" to dete:',i:'mine w.hether the manageufent situation in a Gcourt'is con-

ducive 'to~' a .~ci'ccess.ful\CAT oper.ation. '~,' 0 c 
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Assess your court's commitment to the. efficient operation of a 

CAT system' ' 

() 

1. Tl;te co.urt must,. provide for the o.peratio.nal 11ianagement 
that will ensure th~'''ill1'cJ.ent operation o.f- the sys-

tem. 
~' 

2. Efficient o.peration o.f a CA~:~SYS~~ requires that re
po.rters be assigned to. acco.mmo.date changing wo.rkload 

3. 

requirements. 

The manager responsible for a court CAT system must 
know the volume of tran.script being produced by each 
reporter who is a candldate for CAT. 

4. ' CAT reporters must wor'/< in courts producing a high 
volume of transcripts oi, 

5. The judges must be wU:ling to abide by the CAT (), 
screening guidelines ,a.nd page volume requirements. 

I. 

6. The court must be supportive of the reporter during 
the learning process. 

Each of these commitments is discussed in detail in the complete 

report. 

Assess your reporters' commitment to efficjent operation of the 
CAT system ,/i/,( " 

.' The col!lIllit~ent of yf.(l:N: court I s reporters to a successful 
CAT operation is perh<:p.s tld.I;I.l'I'?~lramount requi.,rement for an effi
cient CAT operat1.on inyou·m/I)~\llrt. If your"reporters are not 
demonstrably co.mmittEtd to. ,t:b.li;1l use of CAT because of personal", 
political, or economic concerns, the recolllIltendation of this report 
is that your co~rt, not implement a CAT system. 

The following reporter cOrnIni tments are e~sential to the" 
efficient operation of ii CAT system in a court: 

o 
';" 

1. Reporters must be willing to participate in a 
screening pro.cess to determine which reporters should' 

2. 

3. 

4~ 

be the' first to. 'lse CAT. 
<? 

Reporters must agree '1:0. achieve a certain level of 
efficiency on CAT within specified time periods, even 
if this involves overtime work in the offlce rather 
than .at home. 

Repor.ter~ }:lho\..t1,,~ agr~e to process a minimum number of 
pages each montll'i::hrough ,tn:e CAT system- (Th;l.s reporf:) 
recommend,s a miniml~ of over 700 pages a month~; T,pe 
explanation, o~ the rationale is contained in the com
plete report.)' 

Repor,!;,er& must be tdlling to edit their own notes ,oat" 
~ny t:i:me \~he" notes are not clean enough to be don.e by 
a scoper.'" ., 

o 

0' 

f) 

o 
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5. 'Reporters should be willing to cooperate in attaining 
maximum scheduling flexibility of the~fAT system. 

6." C" i AT ~ ourt reporters us ng C must agree to process ,all 

7. 

8. 

their work through CAT; and to give thelr court work 
first priority if the court has financed,. the ·CAT. 

(I 

Court r~por.ters should he~lP defray the cost of a court 
CAT system at least up to fhe level 1:0£ th~1ir,.present 

co~t of prod~c~g tr.ansCri\~t m'ttnu~lly.;J' 

The reporters should agree that th~';'court should 
retain a" copy of the reporter's dictionary.,' 

-{~~ 

Each of these commitments is discussed in the complete report. 

Seciicm 3: Costing methodology,. 

If a court has determined by revie'wing the criteria in 
Section II that it has sufficient control of its reporting re
sources to undertake the implementation of a CAT~system, the next 

,. step is to determine whether CAT Will be c'ost-effective in that 
particular court. A CAT system represents a significant invest
ment. for a c,ourt or other agency. A purchased CAT system which 
sUPP9rts 6 reporters with 2 CRTs may involve a one-time front-'end 
investment of from $67,000 to $111,000, depending upon the vendor 
chosen •.• A larger system configurationt~at wouldsuppor't 9 re
porters with 3 CRTs could involve a front-end investment of 
$80,000 to $132,000, again depending upon the particular vendor 
,~hosen and tyhether the court pays for all components of the sys
tem~~'Ii1 addition to tl:lese one-time start up costs, annual opera
ttag c~sts for maintenance contracts, supplies, software updates, 
etc., plus taxes on these items,<;.~uld be as high as $30,000 for a 
high-vollme (each reporter prq~ucrng 1,000 pages per month) sys
tem tyith the ,3, CRT configuratiou d<'fac.ribed above. However,these 
front-end costs and annual costs can be .offset by CAT revenues in 
a properly managed system. '. System lease prices in effect 1/15/81 
are shown in tJle vendo_r profiles (Appendix A of the full report). 

ACQ~rt contemplating, making an investment of this dimen
sion~should read the full report and study the costing method
ologl~s and management guidelines contained therein carefully. 
This Executi ve Summary merely indicates the content-s of the full 
report. 

There are two basic types of costing methodologies that a 
court shOUld undertake in determining the cost~effectiveness of 
CAT. First', a court should compute whether a fully implement.ed 
system (all :reporters at minimum ac,ceptable production level and 
all anticipated hardware, in place) will be capable of producing a 
pa?e of t:ra10scrip~".a.t the. same or. a lower transcription support 
cost than current "manua,l procedures. The methodology presented 
in Figure 7 in the full\-eport 'allows a court .to compute per-page 
transcript suppo.rt costs of preparing transcripts ~ither manually 
or q,n CAT. ' f) 
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Secondly, acourtr:')311~tJld compute. the number of years that 
will be required for anr proposed CAT system to break even. That 
is, the point .;at which the system has paid for its~lf should be 
computed. This computation is important in decisiolls regarding 
whether a system should be leased or purchased as weJ.l as in the 
selection ofa vendor whose system allows the court tp break even 
at the earliest possible time. This latter m~,;thodology dHfers 
from the cost-peF"-page me!:hodology discussed ~a'bove, in.,that the
former methodology assumes ~ system is fully implemented with all 
reporters trained and up to speed. The break-even point 'costing 
methodology allows the court~o account for the learning cllrve of 
reporters as they are added to the system and to compute the 
actual anticipated production during system implementRtion. The 
computations involved in determi1?,ing the break-even point for. any 
given CAT system are depicted on Figure 8 in the full report. e 

Comparison of per-page costs for manual and CAT transcript 
production support 

Courts contemplating the implementation of a court
sponsored CAT system should determine.whether a fully implemented 
CAT system will be capable of operating in a cost-effective 
manner. While the actual cost per page, in instances where CAT 
will require a minor increase in cost, may not be the ultimate 
determin&nt of whether a court pursues CAT implementation (because 
of the perceived impact of intangible benefits accruing to the 
court from CAT), the methodology in the full repot't will indicate 
what the actual costs of a fully implemerited CAT system will be 
in that particular court, compared to manual transcript production 

"~osts to the court. 

\ The ~ey ,~hraset'o rememberi-r'r'using this rtiethoilology is 
"a flully implemeiited CAT system." Fully implemented' assumes that 
all reporters who will be going on the system have been fully 
trained and are "producing at the "same level as they did before 
CAT. It also assumes that all hardwar~, that may b~ needed (addi
tional CRTs, etc.) has been added. Hence, thi,s methodo.logy 
assumes an ideaji state and ignores the costs '!:md "time involved 1n 
actually implementing the system. It will, however, tell you 
whether the system, once fully implemented, will be'capable of 
operating in cost-effective manner. To use this costing method
ology, several basic facts must be established, at least as es-. 
timates: 

1. How many reporters will be using the CAT system? 

2. What will be the minimum production required from 
. each report~T.', per month on CAT? An accurate 
u determina'tibi( of the volume of transcript produced" by~\ 

each reporter is. absolutely essential to setting .a 
minimum productioIi requirement. ' 

3. What are tge v~rious costs associated with the CAT 
system being considered? (This costing must be com
pleted for each vendor). 
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I, 4. What portions of the CAT system will the court pay 
for and whatpor~ions will individual reporters be 
asked "to pay for? ' 

5. What rate will a reporter be charged for each page of 
transcript produceg. on the court's GAT system? 

6. Mhat is the cost to the court of any transcription 
~ppport provided to' reporters under the ctfrrent 
mallual.system (e.g., supplies such as paper, 
tYP?Wr1ters, ribbons, binders, dictation equipment, 
etc.)? 

Once these \f~cts have been established, the court is ready 
to employ the costing methodology displayed in Figure 7 in the 
full report to determine the per-page costs for manual versus CAT 
trans'cript production support. "::c' 

Calculation of brea~-even point for a CAT system 

. An alternative method of c~lculating the cost-effective
neSS.,of a CAT, system is to determine the numbeV:jif months or years 
requ .. red from initial implementation of the sys\!em before the sys
tem will pay for itself and either remain a no-cost technology or 
provide revenue to the court for the potential replacement of the 
system with newer technology. 

The costi,ng methodology presented on Figure 8 in the full 
report provides the court with a simple means of determining the 
break-even point for any CAT system. It can be used ~o ~ t . "'h b k . - ue erm.lne 
L e rea -even point for a purchased sYstem or a leased system, 
if certain assumptions are made. These assumptions i 1 d th 
f 11 i " nc u e e o ow ng: 

, 0 

All, :rI~porters g'oing on the system should get ,up to 
",~peed at a relatively uniform'rate. See Figure 9 in 

the: cf.!lnplete report for methodology to compute system 
outp~t; dU;r:ing the first" second, and third year of 
operation. . 

2. All systems, regardless of the" numbel;', of reporters \j 
(i added tq the system, should be fully implemented 

3. 

4. 

5. 

within three years.. (The methodology could be easily 
adapted to a longer implementation pe:iod). 

Hardware is allocated i~) a ratio of one CRT for every 
three reporters using tha syst~m. (This t60 ~an be 
altered if the court so desire'sl.) 

Th~ cost ?f CAT supplies (c?ntinuous-form paper, 
pr:mter r1bbons, cassettep,,"spare system disks, etc.) 
are computed -at the rate. of $ •. 07 per page of CAT 
production. 

All~o.sts are broken down into one-time front-end 
costs" (~~.g., purchase (It Hardware, purchase of steno 
recorders, reporter"training, etc.) or annual 
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, 
recurring costs' (e.s., system maintenatnce, ~l.1,ppries, 
lease costs, software updates, etc.). it 

As in the costing methodology for comparing per-page 
costs for manual and CAT transcription support, which was 
discussed above, the court must be able to establish several 
basic facts as to number of reporters to use the system, their 
minimum monthly production, costs associated with each vendor's 

'system, financial responsibil1.ties; translation fees, and cost of 
manual transcription support. Once this inf()rmation has been 
compiled and the assumptions listed above are considered, 
information should be filled in on Figure 8 (in the full report) 
and the appropriate calculations completed to determine the 
break-even point (years from day of implementation) for the 
system under consideration. 

The methodology to determine"the break-even point for 
leased or purchased CAT systems is divided into two parts. 
Figure 8, Part A in the full report permits the calculation of 
fixed front-end (one-time) costs associated with a given CAT 
system. Figure 8, Part B calculates the actual break-even point. 

Having determined in Section 2 whether the management of 
court reporting resources will permit efficient operation of a CAT 
system, and having assessed the financial costs of a CAT system 
in Section 3, the court administrator should now examine whether 
in'tangible benefits exis'i: that could offset the eXRense of the 

,\ 

computer system. The following are significant factors that 
should be considered: 

1. Time savings and delay reduction 

2. T:J;::anscript security 

3. Setting of standards ' (~ ~l 

4. Reporter morale 

5~ Cost control 

6. '" Non-court benefits 

Each is discussed in~et.ail in the complete report. 

Materialll presented in the case studies, in Pa~t II clearly 
indicated that fhe benefits to reporters of using CAT can be 

" achieved without th~ court operating the system. ,,8. potential CAT 
user must consider whet~er,,~ourt management, repotter'management, 
or private agency management of CAT will be most appropriate for 
his particular environment. Each of these is discussed in the 
compl~te report. 
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Once a court has determined that it is a viable candidate 
for sponsoring a CAT system (i.e., it can adequately manage'j:ts 
reporter resources and cost,-benefit analysis indicates that the 
system should be cost-effective), planning for the possible imple
m~ntation of a CAT systeI!l should begin. Part IV of the complete 
report presents implementation guidelines that should, lead tq a 
cost-effective cperation. Guidelines of primary importance dis
cussed in this part of the report involve the selection of an ap
propriate CAT vendor for your court, including points to be 
covered in. a request for proposa~ (RFP), au,9the estab1islu,'h~nt 
and implementation of management procedures for your CAT system. 
Guidelines for system management are alsb included, and discuss 
the importance of appointing a CAT coordinator, of agreeing on 
the financial responsibility for a11 components of the CAT sys
tem, of scr~ening reporters, of establishing monitoring proce
dures, and of executing implementation guidelines. 

Figure 12 lists implementation milestones for a 'cost-ef
fectiveCAT system. The full report contains two hypothetical 
examples of costs and cost break-even points~associated with 
current CAT vep;dors, which illustrate, the coid:s associated with 
and production levels necessary to run a cost-effective CAT 
system. " 

* * * * * 
The report concludes with a glossary of terms and five 

appendices. Appendix A displays CAT syst~m configurations and 
provides descriptions of each vendor's sye,tem as of January 
198;!.. The abbreviated AppendiJl: A inc4,uded here contains only 
names and addresses of CAT vendors. Appendix B lists the state 
courts where CAT systems .. are operating and is included het'e. 
Appendix C (not included he'~e) contains the production statistics 
for CAT systems involved in the.pro(hxction of both official court' 
transcripts and free-lance work.' ~~~l?endix D (not included here) 
contains guidelines provided by tl"/,Ii!, 'NatioIial Shorthand Reporters 
Association for screening reporte~~ to use 'CAT. Appendix E (not 

Ii I; 

included here) contains computat:r.ons as'of January 1981 of net 
'; Y .. 

per-page costs for each vendor,;,usJ.ng the hypothetical examples 
outlined in Part IV. / ,,' 
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Figure 12: Implementation milestones for a cost-effocct[ve CAT system 

A. Sy.tent planning (months 1-3) -
1. Complete review of court and reporter commitment to a CAT system implementation as outlined in Part III 

o£.~;~ report. 

2. ~ate pouon in court responsible for making decisions Tegarding 'CAT procurement and designate CAT 
sys~cm coordinator. Duties of the CAT coordinator have been discussed in Section II above. 

3. Screen report crt> for adapta:bility .to CAT~ (One slt'reening tool provided by the NSRA IS contained in 
Appendix D. This may not be totally appropriate for .all vendors' systems; however, it will give a good 
indicDtion of the report~r:.s ~ho are probably good cnndidntes fot CAT.) 

B. Jssue RFP (month 1-4) ,) 
The system manager lind CAT coordinator shoutd jointly ~evel:op a request for proposal (ftFP) to be sent to all 
CAT vendors (see listing in Appeondix .A). The-contents 0,£ such an RfP have been dincussed in Section I; 
Selecting a CAT Vendor. 

c. Lease/purchase decision; sel~ct vendor (months 4-8) 
1. Receive bid information from various vendors. 

2. Solicit input from your reporters in revir.wi~~ RFP information. 

3. Determine comparative costs and -features fO,(~i.oJl ,~omponc,'ts .an~ supplies for leasc t lease/pur.chase, or 
purchase options offered by e4ch vendor. ."' ,) 

4. neter~,ine whether you will JeDse or purchase ~quipmt:;nt am: soft\..!are. 

5.. If fUnding. is to be provided by multiple sources, ine.1tJding reporter guarantees o£~pages per month or 
tran$lati-on fees paid by reporters, etc. ~ ~nter into forynal Olgrenments with reporters and/or other 
funding sources .. 

6.. Select v~ndor and complete contract ncgotiatjons~lVith vendor. 

D. System itr>plernent.tion (mqntllS 8-10) 
1. Prepare site (install dedicated el~t;:trical circuit, ,air conditioning, antistatic mats, telephone(s), 

etc., as required by vendor $elected). 

2. Rec~ive stent;) recorder machines and issue to reporters. -, (month 8) 

3, Issue steno recoruers to all reporters \oIhp will be going on tbe sYEitem. (month, B) As soon as received t 

sten~ recorders shou'&-d be .issued to all report.ers going on th,! system, ;,egardles~ of ""hen ~hey will be 
going on. this will allow reporters to be taking active casers on CAT-compatible casSettes so that when 
their training cyCt~ begins, they will have ordered tram.crivts. to ",ark on. 

4. Inst-all CAT (wil~ be 'done by hardware vendor in conjunc;:tion with CAT vendor). 

5. Hire scoper if decision has been made to use one. 
- (~: 

6. Estoilblisli and implcJ:l.t'nt formal management and monitoring procJ:'dures (aD' discussed' in Section, II above). 

1. Begin system training (provided by CAT vendor,. but -¥itl require having a scoper,' if one will be used, 
and first set of rt'pprterG freed of reporting assignments). 

E.. Initiat: training/production cycle with fi'rse group of J:'epotters. (month 10) 
CAT coordinator and system !!'.anager teviewort at least A quarterly basis each reporter's PJ"oduc:tivit)' and D 
progress t~ ~~termine whether the reporter should stay on CAT. (months, 13, 16, 19. 22. etc.) 

F. Initiate trDining/produc{fon c)'clt" with second group of repQrters... (t'Jonth 16) 
CAT coordinator Dnd system mallng~r review on at least a quarterly bDsis each reportcr'.s productivity and 
progress to determine whether the ,{eporter should stay On CAT. {months, 19. 22; 25. 28. etc.) 

G~ Initiate training/pr:9ducl;ion cycle for third group of reporterp. (montl) 22) 
CAT coordinator ~nd system. manager review on at leoGt a quarterly basis each reporter's productivity and 
progress to determine \lheth~r the reporter .should stay on ,CAT. (mont.hs 25, 28, 31, etc.) 
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Appendix A 

CURRENT CAT VENDORS 
January IS, 1981 

Baron Data' Systems 
w. R. Hicks, Vice-President 
1700 Marina Boulevard 
P.O. Box 2193 
San Leandro, California 94577 
415/352-8101 

Cimarron Systems 
(Purchased by Stenograph Corporat.i,on 

Reporter's C.A.T. Systems r 
Heinrich o. Comp Jr p't nco 
S i'·' ar -ner 

u te 601, ,SCN Bank BUilding 
~~;/e, ~;li1le, South C,arolina 2966'1" 'I -0811 ' ' 

II _ 

StenogtfPh Corporation 
Mr. Joh\ Staton, Director 
7300 Nil~s Center Road of Marketing 
Skokiei~~linoiS 60077 
3U/675-~'00 
Tra,nSlatio\ Systems r 
Fa"- i k II ; nco - .. r c. J. \1) 'Neill, Jr. 
Vice-Pres~dent 

121 CongreSf\~onal Lane Suite 412 
Rockville,Maryland 20852 
301/468-6505 

Xscribe Corporation 
Robert Hawhinney, Pr'esident; 
443 t"est C Street 

" San Diego, California 92101 
714/239-1641 

Appendix B 

as of 8/1/80) 

,'~ 

CAT SYSTEMS IN THE COURTS" 
D,ecember 31, 1980 

Courts with CAT 
systems in operation 

1 " :- . Philadelphi P 
370 ' a"" _,ennsy1vania 

City Hall\' -d 

more than one year: 

Court of Common Pleas 
Philadelphia Ptf" 'I' , nnsy vania 19107 

General jurisdiction ci ::, ,/ 
Sy~tem used: CAT I~c viI andc~riminal 
Contact: Joe Har;iso • ~presentlY being replaced) 

215/686-252~' eputy Court Administrator 

S3-03? 0-81-29 
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Dallas, Texas - 203rd Judicial Di.sCrict 
Dallas County Courthouse. Room 3141 
500 Commerce Street '.~ -,-~:' 

Dallas. Texas 75202 

General jurisd:f.ction. criminal division 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Mary Ann McNeel, CAT reporter 

214/749-8561 II 
San Antonio, Texas - 175th District Court 
Bexar County Courthouse, 2nd Floor 

"j) . 

San Antonio. Texas 78205 

General jurisdiction. crimin~l division 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Archie Henson. Court Coordinator 

512/220-2527 

/1 
" 

r; 

Sacramento. California - Court ~~ Appeal. Third Appellate District 
Library and Courts Building 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Intermediate appellate court 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Wilfried J. Kramer, Clerk 

916/4~/)-4677 

Atlanta, Georgia - Superior Court of Fulton County 
707 Fulton County Courthouse 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303 

General jurisdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Jack E. Thompson, Court Administrator 

" 404/572-3116 

Phoenix. Arizona - Superior Court of Maricopa COllnty 
101 West Jefferson 
Phoenix, Arizona 95003 

Genel'al jurisdiction, civil and c'riminal. 
Sys~em used: Baron 
Contact: Gordon Allison, Court Administrator 

602/262'-3204 

Cburts witlJ. operating CAT systems installed in fii-st half of 1980 

Housto", Texas - Harris County Criminal Court 
301 San Jacinto Steet, Room 807 " 
Houston, Texas 77002 

General jurisdiction, criminal division 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Charles Cameron. Court Administrator 

713/221-6576 
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2. 
(I 

Baltimore. Maryland - Sop~eme 
,535 Civil Courts Building Bench of Baltimore City (8tb Circuit) 

3. 

III N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

General jurisdiction, civ!l and criminal 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Doris Gaffney, Chief Court Reporter 

301/396-5010 

Salt Lake City. Utah _ 
Courts Building ,Ii 

Thir,d District Court 

240 East Fourth South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 

1.1 

General jurisdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Stenograph Steno-CAT 
Contact: Tom Betts. Court Administrator 

801/535-7681 

4. Charleston, West Virginia - Circuit Court (funded by Administrative 
OfficJ!' of the Supreme Court of Appeals) 

Ii Kanawha County Courthouse 
Charleston, West Virginia 25305 

General jurisdiction 
System uised: Baron 
Contact:' 1. Duane Price, CAT Reporter 304/348-7167 

2. Fletcher Adkins. Deputy Administrative Director 
Administrative Office of the Supreme Court of 

Appeals 304/348-0145 
Note: The Administrative Office of the Supreme Court of Appeal is 

,,, alsp making arrangements for'~''9fficial reporters to use a privately 
Owneo Translation Systems, Inc., system. 

s. Tulsa, Oklahoma - District Courts 
Tulsa District Courts 
Fifth and Denver 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103 

General jurisdiction, criminal 
System used: Baron 
Contact: Claude Smith, Court Administrator 

918/584-0471, ext. 2300 

Courts in the process of implementing CAT systems _ 1/1/81: 

1. HcnoJrolu, Hawaii - First Circuit Court 
417 S. King Street 
Honolulu. Hawaii 96809 

Gener!1l jurisdiction, civil and'crIminal 
System used: Translation Systems, Inc. 
Contact: Anthony C. Ornellas, CAT Reporter 

808/548-2802 . 
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2. Media, Pennsylvania - Court of Common Pleas 
Delaware County Courthouse 
Media, Pennsylvania 19063 

General jurisdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Translation Systems, Inc. 
Contac t : Dr. Dennis Metn'ick 

215/891-2011 
,\1 

3. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - Court of Comnlon Pleas 
370 City Hall 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107;, 

General jU,risdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Translation Systems, Inc. 
Contact: Joe Harrison, Deputy Court Administrator 

215/686-2525 

4. Reading, Pennsylvania - Court of Common pleas 
Court House 
6th and Court;, Street 
Reading, Pennsylvania ~9601 '" 

General jurisdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Translation Systems, Inc. 
Contact: William R. Kase, Chief Cour~,Reporter 

215/375-6121, ext. 252 

'~I 

5. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - Court of Common Pleas 
621 Cit,y-County Building c,:. 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

General jurisdiction, civil and criminal 
System used: Translation Systems, Inc. 
Contact: Charles H. Starrett, Court Administrator 

" 412/355-5410 

6. Detroit~ Michigan - Circuit Court (first-year f~nding provided by 

Michigan Court of Appeals) " 
Wayne County Circuit Court 
536 Lafayette Building 
Detroit, Michigan 4~226 

Genetal jurisdiction ~ 
System used: Stenograph Steno-CAT 
Contact: 1. William C. Oliver, Chief Reporter 

313/224-0409 
2. Henry Hensen, Assistant Clerk, Court of Appeals 

313/256-2780' 
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~erl~tor DOLE. lassume you indicate in your text or in the other 
dcicum~uts we have whether or not the cost per page is less expen
sive, or maybe you do not have that information, and maybe also 
the calculations which would include the initial equip:tnent cost 
and the ongoing costs of supplies and support personnel.' 

Mr. DELAPLAIN. Yes, sir: I believe that we supplied a copy of our 
report to your co~mittee staff. 

Senator DOLE(; I have that. 
Mr. DELAPLAIN. There is a more detailed version of that which I 

believe I also mailed. That will gi~e you the per page costs of 
producing transcripts on current CAT systems. 

One thing you might keep in mind is that CAT is only technical
ly capable of addressing something on the order of 5 to 6 percent of 

-- the total cost tti,'<the court of producing transcripts. When you. 
figul'e the cost of live reporters and the ·rest of the operation, you 
are really addressing the portion of transcript production costs that 
has to do with typists. As Mr. Klepschas indicated, that is the 
portion you can affect with CAT. l'he intangible benefits are poten
tially more sigIlificant to .the court with the CAT system than are 
the cash saving benefits, and that has to do with the rapid delivery 
of th~ transcript and probably a better quality transcript. 
Sep~tor DOLE. Is there any feeling that the Federal courts should 

own,'lnanage, and operate computer-aided transcription equip-i 
ment? "' 

Mr. KLEPS. I want; tq point out what 1 did say in my statement 
and I would lik;e to riepeat. If the Federal Government, on an 
experimental basis or otherwise, wanted to put in the upfront 

. money and you had' the other elements that I\fr. Delaplain men
tions, reporters wining to wor:k at it, interested in doing it and if 
they paid the computer the 60 cents a page that they are paying 
their typists, with 4,000 pages a month going through it you carry 
the cost of the computer. OJ' • -

The price of these compu~s on a monthly lease or on a pur
chase' if you financed OV~lr a 4- or 5-year period, could be paid for 
with 4,000, pages a month at 60 cents a page. The reporters are 
paying that to their typists anyway. 

Senator DOLE. If this were done, could the'c courts rely on this 
system to consistently prdduce transcripts on a timely basis? 

Mr. KLEPs. Yes. I agre~~ with Mr. Delaplajn. It is a management 
problem. Much of what you have heard here is ,- a management 
problem. The 'computer does not solve that, but the computer will 
solve the delivery of transcripts if you cen :Qandle the management 
of it. . ,co:,.. , 

Mr. DEW\PLAI1\T. The compute:t,1=.will produce the tra:p.sctipts just 
as fast as the reporters want it to. There is no doubt that it is 
capable of producing the end product" much faster than manual
dictation and typing of transcripts. 
. Senator DOLE. If" it is so effective, why do not more~official 
repor;te~'s. I!Gol theirresourc\~s '~:md purchase the equipment? I~_ 
seems lIke It "would be a lllOIteymaker for them. -, 

Mr. KLEPS. It is starting that way. If the manufacturers can ever 
get down to the point where one reporter could afford' it,. I think it 
would go much, much faster. The business of , 'getting two or three 
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reporters together as a unit is avery difficult thing to work out. 
They are not adjusted to that.Th~y do not really want to do it. 

The most s1.:wce8sfuLuses ,.of CAT is where there is a pooling. The 
Southern District of New Yark is the most, successful one in the 
country. The next most successful one is in the Stockton Superior 
Court where eight reporters formed an organization and they are 
producing enough pages through the computer to easily carry it. 

Mr. DELAPLAIN .. I would concur with Mr. Kleps' com,ments. The 
Stockton situation, in particular, is essentially a freelance corpora
tion. Those employees are noi employees of a court. Their corpora
tion has a contract with the court to supply reporters to the court 
on a daily basis to produce transcripts.' " 

In both of these "instances, ,Stockton and New York, I think one 
of the key elements is that they both -make use of pooling of 
reporters. They both make sure that the reporters are not sitting 
around idle while there are other people who could be using the 
time to produce transcripts but are in court when they really do 
not have to be. 

That is something we found again and again. in State courts. It 
really got in the way not only of effective use of reporting re
sources but in the way of ,making the CAT ,system or any other 
tra.nscript production system Gost effective. Reporters have typiCal
ly not been held accountable for their time. ' 

Senator DOLE. Mr, Velde, do you have a question? 
Mr. VELDE. Thank you"Mr .. Chairman. 
Mr. Kleps, do you know of any developmental work being done to 

produce or develop a new generation of stenotyping machines that 
would be more computer compatible? .", 

Mr. KLEPs. I do not, but I am not quite sure I see what YG:[f are 
driving at. So long as you can produce the d.igital information' and 
record it-- . 

Mr. VELDE. Off the stenotype tape? However, I understand that 
your company alldothers have. gone to considerable expense" in 
getting the computer to be able to read the format and output of 
the machine. lam just wondering if anybody is doing any work. to 
make the two more compatible, or do you think all those problems 
have been solved? 

Mr. KLEPS. The key problem.is what is on the computer disc 
storage. 

Mr. VELDE. T:qe particular jargon of each reporter using the 
machine." " 

Mr. KLEPs. Right. rh~rEf is no <standardization literally in the 
symbols that go" in. R~porters qevelop symbols as they go along. 
They may start from the same base, but it is an individualized 
thing. 'rhe change ill 1976-77 was to create a disk that has only 
one reporter's &'YJl1bols on it. The reporters can put anything on it 
they want and get an accurate reflection of what tHe proceeding 
cassette has 011 it when the computer compares it. 
, Thez:e is also a theory that you can put a general or universal 
collection of symbols in and then add each reporter's separately. 
That is where ~he experimentation is now going on, J think. rrhe 
mQst successful operations, I believe, are the ones where each 
reporter's symbols are v1thin his own ~ontr:01. They can by ;modi .. 
fled end he can do a.uything he wants wIth hIS symbols. ," 
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Senator DOLE. I want to thank this panel and thank the others 
who hay~ been here. I wOl1;ld say that the record will be opeD- for 
an additlOnal few weeks If there are supplemental statements. 
Someone m3;Y have h.ad a brilliant thought listening to someone 
who had a dIfferent VIew. We would be happy to have those state
ments for the record. If others in the audience would like to submit 
a statement, we would be happy to receive those statements for the 
record. 

At an appropriate time, we will determine \vhether or not there 
should be additional hearings and whether or not we should move 
to the 1;lext step, which would be to take a look at some legislative 
reform. 

Thank you. 
[The subcommittee adjourned at 4 p.m.] 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF 
ROSE ANlll SHARP, PRESIDENT, 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, WASHINGTON, D.C./,II 
TO THE " i 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE COURTS 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY d 

IMPROVEMENTS IN FEDERAL COURT REPORTING PROCEDU/jtES 
I; 

As an owner of the oldest court reporting firm in exii~tence in 
Washington, D.C. and the most technologically advanced, I think 
that I have an unusual perspective that was not presented at 
the hearing. ' 

As a result of the last series of hearings on Federal Court 
Reporting held "by the House Judiciary Committee, a prov~~sion 
that the Federal Courts co~ld use the contract system in 
securing its reporting services was adopted and included in t:t:e 
Federar Court Reporters Act. However this provision, to the 
best of my knowledge, has not been used to save the courts 
money but rathe'r, as the GAO report notes, salai):'ied co'urt 
reporters employed by the courts are "using substitutes <) 

(reporters) rather than personally providtng the services for 
which they were hired." In addit,ion, as the GAO :noted, there:; 
has been the p;ractice of ineffective assignment of in-house 
reporters. . 

" , 

It« lis our" posi1:ion that the tools for success' for cost saving'~ 
lie not in s,el.~cti:hg a "cheaper" method but rather in 'using the, 
free· enterprisE! system more effectively: the use of competi-
ti vel¥ bid cont:racts to procure these same services more 
effic~ently ancl effectively. '. , 

\') 

We will briefly addres~ the issue of methods of reporting in 
order to illust;rate the insignificance of it in regard to the 
overall improve;ment that could be made by use q,,:f a conbra~t 
system. 

I. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE THREE PRIMARY METHODS OF COURT REPORTING 

A. Direct Reporting 

We currently and successfully use all three methods of court 
reporting that were discussed at the hearing. We were the 
first company to,use sophisticated four-track direct reporting 
equipment that has subsequently been specifie~ in the DOL/OSHA 
and U.S. Tax Court contracts because of their satisfaction with 
this , equipment and method. 

B. Compute.rized ~ran6cription of Stenotype Reporters 

We are the oldest shof:'thand stenotype firm and the first one to 
successfully ill\Pl.emeti~ the use of Computerized Transcription in 
Washington, D.C. While we have found this method to produce 
fas~e;r transcription).n deposit~on worK, we think itis not 
applicable to general court use hecauseit requires :i:"eporters 
who have mbre consistent writing skills and fewer conflicts in 
their \'lri ting method than are available in any great numbers. 
This does not mean that it would not be applicable to those 
reporters who are willing to make the investment in their 
writing ski.lls"to perform well on the system. Rather we- see a 
probl-em in forcing upon reporters a me-thed to which some will 
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never be suited. Our experience, and that of other firms 
utilizing computer transcription, has been that. only a small 
percentage of the most highly skilled reporters writes in a 
manner which can be efficiently proce6sed by the computer_ 

C. Stenomask 

We also employ a large number of stenomask ,reporters who 
successfully have reported all of the Intelligen~e Committee 
work of both Houses, as well as many Senate and House 
Committees. Our reporters use a method and equipment similar 
to wha't Mr. Gimelli called "his .method" in his testimony. 
However, they use a mask rather than speak into an open 
microphone; we have found that our clients much prefer our 
method and find it less disruptive ,to the participants. 

o 
D. Magnetic Tape Transcripts Provided 

We were the first firm to comply with the specifications issued 
by the House Information System of the House of ~epresentatives 
and the separate specifications of the Senate Printing Office 
for magnetic tape. In many instances when we provide magnetic 
tape it is the softwa:q= programs which we, ('i.~yeaop internally 
that provide the only/available interface with major U.S. firms 
involved in sOPhisti~ated litigation support. 

, S /1 t' f M th d E. Conclus~on on e/Lec ~on 0 e 0 

What we have learnj~ is that the conscienti~usl1ess of theil 
'reporter and the,;Jcoustics of the hearing location along 'witl1 
the subject mattjer are far more important than the method 
used. We sel~ct the method and the reporter to sQi t the (I 

hearing. We £eel that being confined to one meth~d of 
reporting imposes unnecessary restraints on the court 
reporter's ability to secure an accurate record and produce 
that r,edQrd in a timely manner. 

'\" 
We were th~~irst and are the only comp~ny to successfully 
integrate these three methods of report'ing into its daily 
operation. I can truly say that our reporters each have a 
great deal of respect for the other's method and often say they 
would not want to go into the hearing environment that the 
other primarily reports. 

We ~reconfident;' that any of the methods mentioned can be us'ed 
in a cost effective manner in "the Federal Courts through the;' 
use of competitively bid contracts which provide for high 
quality standards. 

Therefore with the issue of niethod set aside, ± would like to 
address the quali ty and the cost effecti veness' of the Federal 
Court system as it is today. 

~I~I~.~O~P_E~RA~T~I~N~G~AB~U~S~E~S_U~N~D~E~R_T~H~E~C~O~U~R~T~RE~P~O~R~T~E~R~S~A~C~! ., 

There have been many newspaper !stories of the difficulties of 
the Federal Courts in tryi'ng to operate under this Act. The 
principal difficulties have been that ~eporters have abused the 
federal sY!;7,tem in the following ~~ays :";~" 0 

J \ 
',::i 1. Receiving large incomesi, in addLt t;~9n to their federal 

salary for the sale of transcripts either reported by them 
or through a percentage of the sale.s revenues by 
subcontracting of large cases (assigned to the official 
reporter) to SUbstitute persons qr firms; 
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2. Charging for the copy of the transcript at a rate in 
excess of the amount allowed under the Judicial Conference 
poli'cy for transcript sales; 

/j/ 

3. Using federal cpurt ,ppace to conduct private, free-lance 
businesses; and ' 

4. Leaving u~tr~nscribed hearing notes or developing two or 
three month backl.egs of transc'ripts for cases that are 
pending. In instances where no transcript can be produced, 
convicted criminals are set free of penalty and imprisoned 
people are unable to file appeals to secure release from 
prison because no transcript was available on which to bas~ 
an appeal • 

Attached is a newspaper article dated June 29, 1981 about the 
Miami Federal Court which is typical of the lack of control by 

,the Courts of their basic operations. If these cases had been 
reported under contract, the reporting firm would hav~ posted a 
large performance bond to protect all hearing notes and tapes 
and guarantee transription wi,thin the time table established 
for transcript delivery. Most government reporting contracts 
provide for large penalties for each day a transcript cis late. 
The average delivery time of these contracts is ten business 
days. These penalties are assessed on each day the transcript 
,is late and deaucted immediately from the revenue paid to the 
contractor for the transcript. 

III. EXAMPLES OF CONTRACT PRACTICES WHICH'COULD 
REDUCE FEDERAL COSTS IN COURT REPORTI~G SERVICES 

Under the Court Reporters Act, the officially appointed 
reporter receives a salary ranging from $28,741 to $31,615, 
plus approximately $2,000 in benefits, depending upon longevity 
and reporting experience. The large sums of "sales" money 
received, in addition to their salary, by the court reporters 
do not contribute to the reduction in costs of the gov~rnment 
or to reduce the cost to purchasers of transcripts in the cases 
before the Courts. 

A. Cost to the Court (Agency) Procuring Services 

The way the contract system works can p~ seen by looking at the 
Suprem~ Court contract. It has been competitively bid for the 
last five years. The Supreme Court has been provided its copy 
for no charge and the parties bave paid a rate bid by the 
reporting firm which is not in excess of the Judicial .' 
.~onfer'ence rates (although they do not' apply here). There 11re 
no salaried reporters serving the Supreme Court. Yet the C(>st 
effectivenesS' to all parties and the court is Clear;' the :' 
transcripts are deli vel'ed On time and quality control is 
exercised by the Supreme Court· s right to terminate or defJiult 
the contractor. Sample rates under similar contracts curr~ntly 
in effect are: ITC which pays 32¢ _ for original pages; FE~C 
which pays 30¢ for original pages~ the'::'pC which pays 93¢'£or 
original pages and tne NL~ 35¢ for original page$. Most ;;of 
theS1l rates are subject to further prompt payment discoun1;s. 

It is to the advantage o'f the government and the public t;~at 
the money spent on provic;ling these services b,e used to k~,ep 
costs to the government and the public downta,ther than t;:o 
provide further income ".to the well salaried official repd:rters 
who are government e,lDployees.' .; : 

II 

The cases in the Federal Courts have produced more transclript 
sales income to the court reporters than the cases in th~~ 
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Supreme Court, but all these funds have gone to the court 
reporters_and none have gone to reduce the costs of the u 
government or to reduce the price of transcripts to the public. 

B. Costs for Expedited Transcript Deliveries 

Delivery of most transcripts in the Federal Courts is very 
slow, running from several weeks to sf:o'veral mont\hs. Any 
transcript delivered to a party in less than 30 Bays is 
considered expedited del,ivery and is very expemJive. 

It has been the practice of the Federal Court reporters, in the 
event ··of a large case with several sales ,of trans'cripts involved 
to "sell" the case to one of the reporting firln$'-~-for a . 
percentage of the transcript. sales. The official reporter 
takes a vacation while continuing to receive his Court salary 
and collect his percentage from the reporting firm. 

In one case this year before a Federal District Court, our firm 
offered the official reporter a minimum of $5.00 per page for a 
large case. While we do not know how much more than this the 
successful bidder offered, our offer'provides a clear indica
tion of the ~inimum amount of extra income paid to this 
reporter by his "substitute.". Newspaper accounts of this case 
indicate it h,fts run 175 pages per,\ day; thus the Qfficial 
reporter is earning a minimUlIt ofC,lj;875.00 per day in addition to 
his sal~ry. This case has'been running for the last five 
months so that he has earned a minimum of $87,500. 

In effect, the official court reporter awards his larger, daily 
cases in the same manner in which McDonald's awards a prime 
franchise: it goes to the highest bidder from the private 
firms. The private firms cannot solicit these cases directly, 
but must, work through the reporter assigned to the Judge 
hearing the cas~. The firms are aware of the larger, 
long-running cases and usually bid on them. The official court 
reporter awards the job t,o the bidder who offers to pay the 
court reporter the highest percentage of the sales. 

~~'--~ 
Under the contract system, firms~id for contracts from 
government agencies with the knowledge that certain agencies 
handle specific types of large cases. For example, the 
National Mediation Board pays 70';' for daily deli very of ,~! 
transcripts and each sale party pays 71';' per page for a copy of 
its daily trans~ript. 

There are numerous other federal contracts under t\'hich our fixm 
and others provide court reporting services· I am confident .. , 
that the services procured under these contracts cost less than 
those provided under the Federal Court Reporters Act. 

Q.. Use of Advanced Technology' 
v 

On the larger caSes there is no question th~t the private firms 
already have the adv~nced technology to produce the additional 
computerized services. 

The Federal Courts and the'yaxties in the Peder~l Court cases 
are securing the ben:afits of this new technology. but they are 
gettJ.ng this advantage by entrance through the bC:\ck door. It 
is provided by the reporting firms who, are brought in by the 
court reporter 'while he is taking a vacation or ~orkip.g on 
f~eelance work. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF COSTS FOR FED~RAL COURTS 

There are 5'75 court reporters in the Federal District Court 
system; they are paid approximately $33,000 each or a total 
cost of $20,000, 000. This is just for being presetlt in the 
courtro0l!l.and taking down the proceedings. If one ,or more of 
the p~rtJ.es o~ders a writteo.,.transcript of the proceedings, the 
::eport:er receJ. ves the revenue from the sales to the party and 
J.S supposed to provide a free copy to the Judge~ 

The7e were,54,OOO days of hearings in the Federal Court system 
dprJ.ng the past year, or 93 days of work for each reporter or 

. 1'? days per week. "At a salary of $33,000 thi sis $354 pe'r day 
...{lJ.ch e,:ch .reporter rec~iyes for reporting the },earing (not 
t.r~nscrJ.pt70n of notes J.nto transcript form). For a work week 
whJ.ch consJ.sts of 1.8 days of work, each reporter is paid $637 
per week. ' 

Under the contract system if there was a request for a write-up 
of transcript on each day, there would be r.jD charge at all to 
the government because pri vate firms usual1:l~" offset the 
attendance fee against the revenue from sales f.".f the 
tran~cript. However, assuming that in half the 54,000 days 
there were no write-ups, there would be a charge of 
approx~mate~y $100 per day, the pr~seht customary charge by 
repor~~ng fJ.rms, for 27,000 days, (Dr a total of $2,700,000, for 
a s~nng by the contract system of $17,300,000. This would be 
a mJ.nor.part of the saving, the largest saving would be in the 
transcrJ.pt rates to the parties. 

Where the cas~ is between a public utility and the government, 
these unconscJ.onable costs are shifted to the utility's 
customers, because the charges become a part of their rate 
base, and to the taxpayers who are paying the costs of the 
government agency prosecuting the case. 

V. ROLE OF THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

A tremendous amount of credit for the low cost of reporting 
when the government deals directly with the reporting firms 
must go to the GAO. The reporting of the Executive Branch of 
the Federal Gove::nment, including enl the departments and the 
regulat?ry agencJ.es, the U. S. Court of Claims and the U.S. Tax 
Co~rt, J.S done by the contract method. The only exceptions, of 
wInch I am aware, are two reporters employed on salary by the 
State Department. 

A. In Government Agencies 

The GAO, for many years, has supervised the entire reporting 
contract system. Any ;':'eporting firm which wishes to make a 
protes~ of.any ~ction unde::the bidding system, such as , 
determJ.natJ.on o~ the low bJ.dder, unclear contract prov$sions or 
any matter such ':S a ~uestion of unfairness or i.mproper 
P7"ocedure must. f~le a protest at the GAO with,in a specified 
~J.me at:d a .dec!'J.s~on is usuall~ rendered shortly a;fter a full 
J.nvest~gatJ.on of the protest ~s mad$. 

B. In Congress 

~or man~ years the Congress has relied upon the GAO's reports 
J.n s~ttJ.ng the. rates p';;lid to the firms re-porting Congressional 
commJ.ttee hearJ.ngs. For these, reports, the GAO" sends crews of 
staff accountants to the offices·of the repoxting firms to make 
a fu+l study of reporting 'costs to the Senate Committee on 
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Rules and Administration and the House Administration 
Committee. These committees set the rates based on the GAO 
recommendation. 

This procedure has given the GAO a very intimate and detailed 
knowledge of reporting co~~ts gained through making these cost 
studies"=:for more than 30 y"ears. Studies produced by the GAO in 
regard to the cost,differe\pce between private firms and 
salaried reporters 49ve be?n instrumental in preventing the 
establishment of salaried reporting units in the Executive 
Branch of the government .:,Apparently they have had no success 
in the Judicial branch of the government. 

VI. CONTRACT REPORTING IN THE SENATE 

The Senate has never appointed salaried reporters for the 
reporting of its committees. All the reporting is done by 
private reporting firms. The Senate has always taken full 
a.dvantage of the competition among the reporting firms. The 
practice has been to let committees or subcommittees select the 
reporting firm that best meets their needs. If they are not 
satisfied with the quality of th~ service provided, they do not 
hesitate to shift their work to another firm. 

In 1979 the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration 
amended the rates for private firms which were set. in 1976 ~ 
stating a "maximum" rate and asked each committee to endeavor 
to secure competent firms at lower rates through th~ " 
s01ici tation of proposals on their reporting ,requirements. 

The reaction of the committees was slow for a time but this 
program was accelerated by the effort of the Senate leadership 
in the spring of 1981 to reduce the Senate's costs generally. 
Depending upon the technicality and classification of the 
committee's work, this has'been very successful. 

I~e reporting firms had been' urging this upon the Congress for 
jinany years, particularly in ;the House of Representatives. The 
,~ongress could greatly reduce i fs cost if the House's ra t,es 
1Feflected revenue from sales. For example, the Clerk's Office 
listed $61,000 revenue last ye.\ar from public sales made by: 
\;heir Off~cial Reporters. ~fJhism?ney were put toward c()~ts 
G,f report~ng under acompetJ,tJ/:vely b~d system, the cost sa'nngs 
a'Lre obvious. " " . 

, ~ 

i! c," - . 

~~egrettablY the House of Representati ves has n.ot followed the 
~~rocedures of the Senate and still maintains a sta.ff of high~y 
salaried reporters, appointed on a patronage basis, in spite of 
~ any -2:ri t,ical x.eports of the GAO and in one case the GAO's 
~igh1y critical testimony before the House Administration 
(l,ommit.tee. 

II 

II VII. PROPOSALS ' 
I • 

1
,' I believe that optimum savings to the.,Go'V1ernment and the 
)ublic would be achieved through terminating all arrangements 
;or the appointment or hiring of rrporters by the Courts and 
~Ubsti.tuting competitive bidding. I I would suggest that a test 
<~f this system might be conducted ,in a single judicial . 
)~istrict, such as Washington, D.c~l, where there are numerous 
llFepo;rting companies eager and com~~t:.,ent to handle all tl],.e needs 
bf the courts. r / 

]1 " Q J ' ;I , 
,~. A less satisfactory solution, ?.out one which would ~'nd much 
ipf the abu$e, would be t.o providfi! that the parties tol a case, 
:f.nc1uding the United States Gove~!nment, cQu1d agree #0 bring in 
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.. 
a SUbstitute court ret ' 
lower than the Offici~fr er J.f they obtain a rate which is 
same service, inclUding ~~po~ter proposes to charge for the 

e ree copy to the Court. 

3. The abuses WOuld be substantia 
,closely monitored 'if th ' lly cc;>ntrolled and more 
officiaJ. reporter propo::: were a requJ.rement that whenever the 
or different' from his oblig:~·arr~ngemen~ which is other than 
transcription servic-....· J.on 0 provJ.de reporting and 
Ad ' , . es personally at the t 

mJ.nJ.strati~e Office of theU S C ra es provided by the 
other or cUff'erent arrann t': ',oJ,!rts, he must specify that 
th f II , :"emen , J.ncludlng' a,l.l f th 

ere or, ':J.n a writingdistribu,b d . ", 0 ,e charges 
each of the parties and th Ad ;;...e, J.n advance-to the Court, 

e m1n~trative Office. -
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